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Forward
The Sixth International Conference on Advances in System Simulation (SIMUL 2014), held
between October 12 - 16, 2014 in Nice, France, continued a series of events focusing on
advances in simulation techniques and systems providing new simulation capabilities.
While different simulation events are already scheduled for years, SIMUL 2014 identified
specific needs for ontology of models, mechanisms, and methodologies in order to make the
selection of an appropriate tool easier. With the advent of Web Services and WEB 3.0 social
simulation and human-in simulations, new challenging situations arise along with more classical
process simulations and distributed and parallel simulations. The event was also intended as an
update on simulation tools considering these new simulation flavors.
The conference had the following tracks:









Simulation tools and platforms
Transport simulation
Simulation models
Human-in simulation
Building simulation
Model-based system prediction
Practical applications on process simulations
Simulation methodologies

Similar to the previous edition, this event continued to be very competitive in its selection
process and very well perceived by the international community interested in system
simulation. As such, it attracted excellent contributions and active participation from all over
the world. We were very pleased to receive a large amount of top quality contributions.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SIMUL 2014 technical
program committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to SIMUL
2014. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted
of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the SIMUL 2014

organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this
professional meeting a success.
We hope SIMUL 2014 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in system simulation
research. We also hope that Nice, France provided a pleasant environment during the
conference and everyone saved some time to enjoy the charm of the city.
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Model of Running Time Disturbances for Buses Using Designated Lanes on
Approaches to Junctions Equipped with Traffic Signals

Marek Bauer
Department of Transportation Systems
Cracow University of Technology
Cracow, Poland
e-mail: mbauer@pk.edu.pl

Abstract—The efficiency of designated bus lanes is very
differentiated. This is an effect of the influence of many
disturbing factors and the lack of determination and
consequence in privileging buses. Problems are mostly seen on
the approaches to junctions equipped with traffic signals. In
this paper, the factors influencing onto bus running conditions
on the designated lanes were classified, as well as the model of
bus traffic disturbances at approaches to junctions with traffic
signals. The partial elements of the model (e.g., queue clearing
time, stopping time in bus lane at approach to junction) were
estimated with regression models using. Also, the methods of
reducing losses of bus travel time at approaches to junctions
were presented. Finally, the micro simulation of bus running
time at approaches to junctions with traffic signals in different
traffic conditions were executed. Was proved that the
reduction of queues in bus lanes may be achieved through
shortening the section of the bus lane which is open for vehicles
taking a right turn or through the separation of additional,
external traffic lane for turning right vehicles, off the bus lane.
Keywords-bus lane; signalized junction; running time.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Designated bus lanes belong to a group of efficient
measures designed to privilege public transport vehicles.
Agrawal, Goldman and Hannaford [1] described a large set
of advantages for the adoption of designated bus lanes. Bus
travel conditions are significantly better in dedicated lanes
than in lanes used by other vehicles. Dedicated lanes enable
attaining higher travel speeds, favor improved punctuality
and regular bus runs [2]. Thus, they boost the attractiveness
of the public transport, which translates into an increased
number of passengers travelling by buses using dedicated
traffic lanes. They help in better bus routing (Molecki, [3])
and strongly increase the capacity of the whole public
transport systems, as described by Fernandez and Planzer
[4]. However, even upon dedicating a traffic lane, the
preservation of consistent, beneficial travel conditions for
buses is impossible in many cases. Schedule speeds in the
aforementioned segments are significantly higher than
speeds which would be attained if bus lanes were absent and
buses travelled in open-access lanes among other vehicles. It
would be expected that average schedule speeds, even in a
section so greatly encumbered with public transport vehicle
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traffic, should at least amount to 20 [km/h]. Therefore, we
should ponder upon the causes – specifically, what are the
factors disturbing bus traffic in dedicated lanes and how can
they be prevented. A simulation approach can be very
helpful in solving such problems. Micro simulation models
describing bus movement on designated bus lanes were
presented in [5], [6] and [7].
In Section 2, we present the factors influencing buses
running on the sections with designated bus lanes. In Section
3, we present the model of bus traffic disturbances at
approaches to junctions with traffic signals. Sections 4 and 5
explain the results of estimations of queue clearing time and
queue motion time. Section 6 presents the methods of
reducing bus time losses at approaches to signalized
junctions. In Section 7, an example of possible simulation
results is presented. Finally, Section 8 presents the
conclusion of the paper.
II.

DISTURBANCES IN SECTIONS EQUIPPED WITH BUS
LANES

Running time of buses was considered in many
publications, e.g., by Diab and El-Geneidy [8]. Bus traffic
disturbances result from a complex influence of many
factors, which more or less affect bus travel times, also in
sections with dedicated bus lanes. Many of the factors are of
random nature and these factors are greatly responsible for
travel disturbances. These are:
 Factors related to traffic in dedicated bus lanes – this
is a group of factors with the highest influence on
bus travel conditions within sections, junctions and
bus stops: the size, the variability and the structure of
traffic volumes of buses and other vehicles (taxis and
other vehicles authorized to use the lane), the size,
the variability and the structure of traffic volumes of
vehicles using the lane at the approach to a junction
in order to take a right turn.
 Behavioral factors encompassing behaviors of all
road users including bus drivers (driving skills,
discipline, psychophysical characteristics), caused by
the size of the current advancement or delay in
reference to the time table – motivating towards a
slower or a faster bus driving.

1
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Environmental factors, among which are: season,
daytime, day type, atmospheric conditions.
Additionally, disturbances on sections with bus lanes
may result from factors of a directly deterministic nature,
which themselves are not sources of disturbance; on the
contrary, they represent solutions, whose goal was to aid the
operation of bus transport. The influence of deterministic
factors on bus travel disturbances results, most often, from
either insufficient range and consistency in implementing
particular infrastructural solutions or their low resistance to
intensified activity of random factors. Disturbances may also
result from a traffic organization which is insufficiently
promoting public transport vehicles and from incorrect
planning of services. Deterministic factors may be generally
classified as follows:
 Factors related to the infrastructure of designated bus
lanes, such as: the width and the length of the
section, the scope and the manner of separation from
open-access lanes (use of markings or, additionally,
physical separation e.g., green lane, concrete or
plastic separators).
 Factors related to other elements of the infrastructure
of streets with designated bus lanes: the number of
traffic lanes in the street section, the amount of
junctions with and without traffic signals, the
number and location of designated pedestrian
crossings.
 Factors related to the infrastructure of junctions and
bus stops located within bus lanes, such as: the type
of the traffic organization at junctions, the manner of
conduct of conflict-point maneuvers, the number of
traffic lanes (especially at the approach), the location
of the stop (near side or far side the junction area),
the occurrence of stop lines and possibly the distance
between the line and the bus-stop shelter, the
position of the stopping position in relation to the
face of the stop, the amount of stands and their
location, the width of the side platform, the location
of neighboring pedestrian crossings.
 Factors related to the traffic organization, especially
at approaches to junctions: the manner of the traffic
organization at the junction, including the type of
control, the scope and the form of assigning
priorities in traffic signals, the quality of signaling,
the dedicated traffic lane availability monitoring.
 Factors related to the transit organization, including:
the frequency of bus runs and other public transport
vehicles, the level of viability of time tables, the
scale and the scope of dispatch control; the

frequency of inspections checking the quality of
transit services, the form of ticket distribution (an
on-board ticket machine, tickets sold by the driver).
 Rolling stock factors – the technical characteristics
of the fleet influencing the attainability and the
upkeep of the desirable speed (the ability to
accelerate and brake) and the efficiency of passenger
alighting and boarding processes (the capacity of the
vehicle, the bus floor height at entrances and other
parts of the bus, the number of doors and their width,
the number of entrance steps, the sitting and standing
area structure and arrangement), failure frequency.
Some of the influences (e.g., drivers’ psychophysical and
motoric characteristics) are almost unmeasurable in real
conditions, while other influences (e.g., the number of
passengers giving way to passengers alighting from the bus)
are hard to study due to technical issues in executing
sufficiently accurate measurements. Rarely do the bus travel
disturbances result from a single, easily distinguishable
factor. It is most often a cumulated effect of numerous
factors, especially in junction areas. The current paper
contains the analysis of the issue of time wasted by buses
which are stopped in queues at approaches to junctions with
traffic signals.
III. MODEL OF BUS TRAFFIC DISTURBANCES AT
APPROACHES TO JUNCTIONS WITH TRAFFIC SIGNALS
Assigning right curbside bus lanes, which may be also
used by vehicles taking a right turn at the nearest junction, is
a very popular solution in European cities. The dedicated
lane is open for vehicles taking a right turn in a set distance
from the stop line, which helps car drivers to avoid a
complicated relation at the approach to the junction. Hence,
the traffic stream at the approach has a mixed nature [9] and
its structure and length greatly defines the conditions for the
bus travel through the junction.
The reference point of this analysis is a single stop-tostop section with only one signalized junction located in the
final part of the section. This section can be divided into two
units (Figure 1): the longer part of the section between the
head of the bus stop and the stopping line at the approach of
junction (S1) and the smaller part of the section – between
junction stopping line and the head of the next bus stop (S2).
In this case, both bus stops are located far side signalized
junction. This approach enables a comparison of time lost in
a single intersection in relation to undisturbed running time
of the section.

Figure 1. Description of model: stop-to-stop section with designated bus lane and one signalized junction in final part of this section.
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A. Undisturbed bus riding the bus lane through the
signalized juntion
If vehicles taking a right turn appear at the green signal
and are able to leave the bus lane smoothly (the situation at
the exit of the junction allows it), then the blockage of buses
is occasional. This situation is presented in Figure 2; traffic
volume on the bus lane is small, and even in case of
significant parallel stream of pedestrians, the bus is able to
cross the junction with desired speed.

constant deceleration takes place over almost the
entire length of the section.
In the first case, the bus running time can be estimated by
using the formula:


Tr 

S
v max



v max  1 1  
  
2 a b 



where:
Tr – running time of the section [s];
S – length of the stop-to-stop section [m];
vmax – maximum speed on the section [m/s];
ɑ – average acceleration rate[m/s2];
b – average deceleration rate[m/s2].
Whereas, in the second case, it is:


Figure 2. Small traffic volume on the bus lane at the approach to
signalized junction, without significant influence onto bus movement.

This is the most convenient situation for passengers of a
bus. In case of not extremely long sections, running time
consists of acceleration time (during departure from stop),
time of running with desired speed and deceleration time
before next stop. Acceleration and deceleration times can be
estimated with acceleration and deceleration rates - most
often, they are values in the range from 0.6 to 1.1 [m/s2]. The
running time of the main part of the section depends mainly
on speed limits. In [10], average bus running time Tr [s] on
the section with designated bus lane, in close to free traffic
conditions, was described as the function of stop-to-stop
section’s length L [km]:

1 1
 1 1
Tr  v max      v c     
a b 
b c



where, additionally:
vc – speed at the end of the coasting interval [m/s];
c – constant deceleration rate until braking must be applied
[m/s2].

Both formulas have been used in stop-to-stop running
time calculations for sections with lengths ranging from 350
to 800 [m] – the same range of sections’ lengths was used in
(1). In case of running with constant speed, the best fitting to
the measurements’ results was obtained for acceleration rate
equals to 0.70 [m/s2], deceleration rate 0.80 [m/s2] and
maximum speed 54.0 [km/h]. Whilst, in case of stop-to-stop
running with coasting, there were obtained – successively:
0.70 [m/s2], 0.75 [m/s2] and 59.5 [km/h]. Additionally,



Tr  0.065  L  21
constant deceleration rate equals 0.1 [m/s2]. Results of this
comparison are presented in Figure 3.
For such a function, the best fit to the results of
measurements carried out on the sections equipped with bus
lanes in case of close to free bus traffic conditions, in two
Polish cities (Cracow and Warsaw) – has been provided.
This model is very useful in meso scale transportation
planning, but it is not possible to evaluate bus traffic
conditions at the approaches to the signalized junctions.
Therefore, we decided to carry out a more detailed
analysis with the section travel time separation for: the
acceleration time during departure from stop, the time of
running with desired speed and deceleration time, just before
the next stop on the section. This kind of stop-to-stop
running time description has been proposed by Vuchic [11].
There were taken into consideration two cases of bus running
in the middle part of the stop-to-stop section:
Figure 3. Comparison of stop-to-stop section running times in dependence
 Running with (desired) constant speed, chosen by
of the length of the section and the method of running time estimation.
bus driver;
 Running with no constant speed, with coasting –
Generally, (1) and (2) could be used in bus running time
which is an effect of economic driving with respect
description. Taking into account adaptation to changes in
to energy consumption. In this case, motion at a
speed, registered in short intervals, it was decided that the
model with constant speed will be used in further analysis.
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B. Bus stopping on the first position at the approach of the
signalized junction
When the bus has to stop at the stopping line and there is
no vehicle in front of it – the amount of time lost depends
mainly on the length of the red signal. This situation is
presented in Figure 4.

position at the approach of the signalized junction one can
estimate by using the formula:


Tr 

v
S1
 max
v max
2

2  (a  b )  S 2 
1 1
    tw 
a b
a b 



where:
S1 – length of the section between head of the stop and the
junction stopping line[m];
S2 – length of the section between junction stopping line and
the following stop [m].
C. Bus stopping in the queue at the approach of the
signalized junction
When traffic volume of right turning vehicles at the
junction is significant, buses often stop in the queue. This
may result in a significant increase of time lost, especially
when the queue is long and/or the parallel pedestrian stream
is blocking vehicles turning right. Figure 5 shows this
phenomenon.
Figure 4. Bus stopping at the approach of the signalized junction, due to
the red signal.

In this case, the running time is the sum of the time
period from the moment of departure from stop to the
moment of stopping at the junction stopping line (tS1), the
time of waiting for a green signal (tw) and the time period
from the moment of bus starting from junction stopping line
to the moment of stopping the bus at the bus stop (tS2):


Tr  t S1  t w  t S 2 



The time period from the moment of departure from stop
to the moment of stopping at the junction stopping line can
be estimated from (2) for S1 distance. The waiting time at the
red signal usually results from a lack of implementation of
traffic signal prioritization at the approach to the junction. It
should be determined as an average value based on traffic
lights structure. In order to determine the time period from
the moment of bus starting from junction stopping line to the
moment of stopping at the bus stop, the following formula
can be used:

Figure 5. Bus stopping in the queue at the approach of the signalized
junction.

2  (a  b )  S2 
a b

If the number of vehicles at the approach is low (usually,
 no more than 2-3 vehicles) and time lost narrows down to the
time needed to stop at the red signal, and the time necessary
to clear the queue amounts to several seconds. If, for
where:
example, there are two vehicles stopped in front of a bus,
S2 is the length of the section between junction stopping line
after the signal changes to green, they commence a right turn
and the stop [m].
and stop in front of a pedestrian crossing, causing no
Most frequently, (5) is used for stop-to-stop running time
blockage for the bus, which also resumes the travel.
estimation, when the length of the section is shorter than the
However, the situation changes significantly, when at the
critical distance – the running time is composed exclusively
same approach to the junction, the flow of vehicles taking a
of acceleration and deceleration times, because it was
right turn is longer than the accumulation section before the
assumed that the junction is located at final part of the stoppedestrian crossing. Then, each consecutive vehicle
to-stop section; such an approach is empowered. Finally, the
preceding the bus in the queue will block its motion and
stop-to-stop running time in case of bus stopping on the first


tS 2 
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force an additional halt. The loss of time resulting from the
time necessary to clear the queue will extend. Certainly, if
the halt was short, the length of the time lost at the junction
would be acceptable. However, if the length of the queue is
significant and the traffic situation at the exit of the junction
(influenced by a congestion or, more often, by pedestrian
movement at the parallel crossing) prevents the queue from
clearing smoothly, the bus will lose a significant amount of
time. At worst, it will lose the opportunity to cross at the
current green signal and the time lost will be extended
further due to the necessity to wait for next green light.
When a bus stopping at the approach to the signalized
junction takes place in the queue (K), two additional time
processes have to be introduced. These are:
 Queue clearing time (tqc), defined as the time period
from the moment the green signal appears to the
moment the bus moves onward from the queue;
 The bus queue motion time (tqm), concerning the
queue which formed in front of the bus at the
approach to the junction, which is counted from the
moment the bus moves onward from the queue to the
moment it crosses the stop line at the junction.
In Polish conditions, it is often assumed that every car in
the queue equals 6.0 [m] in average. Other kinds of vehicles
should be recalculated for cars (e.g., one heavy goods vehicle
or one articulated bus in queue – equals 3 cars). If K=1 or
K=2, there is no additional blockage for the bus, and the bus
running time can be calculated using the formula:


Tr 

40
Queue clearing time [s]

35
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Queue length [veh]
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Figure 6. Dependence of queue clearing time from queue length.

The correlation coefficient for this match amounted to
0.93, which translates into a strong relation between the
variables.
V.

ESTIMATION OF BUS QUEUE MOTION TIME

Moreover, the analysis of the influence of the length of a
queue on the queue motion time includes the results of 1237
bus halts at approaches to junctions, including 263 instances
of queues consisting of 1 to 20 vehicles. The analysis does
not concern instances in which the buses did not manage to
cross the junction during a single signal cycle; those
instances will be contained in future research. The best
match between a regression model and the measurement data
output was achieved with a nonlinear regression model:

S1  6 K vmax  1 1 
2  (a  b )  ( S2  6 K )   

    t w  tqc 
vmax
2 a b 
a b

t qm  ( 2  0.856  ln K ) 2 



A graphic representation of the model, matched with the
measurement data
output is shown in Figure 7.
TR1 = sqrt(18,8949 + 2,01535*KOLEJKA^2)

Whereas, when K>2:

40

 T  S1  6 K  vmax  1  1   t  t  t  2  (a  b )  S2 
r
w
qc
qm
vmax
2 a b 
a b

Queue motion time [s]

35
30
25

The queue clearing time and the queue motion time –
depend mostly on the amount of vehicles placed in front of
the bus and on the traffic situation at the exit caused by the
pedestrian traffic at the crossing parallel to the bus lane.
IV.

DEPENDENCE BETWEEN QUEUE CLEARING TIME AND
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Figure 7. Dependence of queue motion time from queue length.

This time, the correlation coefficient for this fitting
amounted to 0.84, which can be considered a strong relation
between queue motion time and the length of queue.

VI. METHODS OF REDUCING LOSSES OF BUS TRAVEL TIME
 AT APPROACHES TO JUNCTIONS

A graphic representation of the model, matched with the
measurement data output, is shown in Figure 6, which also
includes the confidence interval (marked with dotted lines),
based on a level of confidence of 95%.
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The study on the influence of the length of a queue on the
queue clearing time includes the total number of 415 halts at
approaches, including 105 instances of queues consisting of
1 to 20 vehicles. The best match was achieved by a simple
nonlinear regression model:
tqc  18.9  2.0  K 2 

15

0

LENGTH OF QUEUE
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A reduction of queues in bus lanes at approaches to
junctions may be achieved through shortening the section of
the bus lane which is open for vehicles taking a right turn. If
it is too long, the possibility of extending a queue in which a
bus may be halted increases. Shortening this section allows
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to regulate the length of a queue in front of a bus at the
approach to a junction – upon the implementation of this
solution, vehicles taking a right turn would have to use the
open-access lane until the place where the bus lane is open
for those taking a turn, which would lead to a decrease in the
number of vehicles placed in front of a bus at the approach to
a junction. It is a solution which may be recommended for
areas of particularly long time lost, where the probability of
the queue not being cleared throughout the duration of the
green signal – is substantial. Buses often need to wait for the
next green traffic signal. Significant reduction of time lost
can be also achieved by the activation of a right-turn green
arrow at the approach to the junction, which will enable a
partial queue clearance during the green signal.
A very efficient solution can be the separation of
additional traffic lane for turning right vehicles – outside the
bus lane (if it is spatially possible). In that case, the influence
of disturbances caused by an excessive traffic of vehicles
taking a right turn on the bus traffic is being practically
eliminated. The only contact between these vehicles and the
bus lane is when they cross it. If the number of vehicles
taking a right turn is so great that the queue for the right turn
starts in an open-access lane, assigning even two lanes
outside the bus lane while simultaneously taking care of a
clear signing for the bus lane is worth considering.

The length of the queue is important as well, its
shortening about 3 vehicles (S3 and S4) saves almost 12 [s]
per bus. Having considered the number of passengers on a
bus, assuming that section is used only by 1000 [pers./h] –
the difference between scenarios S1 and S4 in losses of
passengers’ time during only one hour – amount to 14.36 [h].
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Familiarity with mechanisms of origin of bus traffic
disturbances may be helpful in implementation of fully
efficient means of bus privileging in traffic. Long queues of
vehicles result in far-off positions of buses at the approaches
to signalized junctions, and consequently, in time lost for
buses. Limitation of the time lost can bring serious benefits
for passengers and public transport operators. The results of
the presented analysis can be used to improve bus traffic in
Polish cities. They may also constitute a word of warning
against the implementation of too long sections of sharedaccess to bus lanes. The methodology can be used also in
other countries, it is only necessary to carry out the control
tests of the queue clearing time and the queue travel time,
taking into account the local conditions of bus traffic. In
further studies, the model will be complemented by a priority
in traffic lights.
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Abstract—This article aims to highlight the results of an
analysis of the traffic management carried out by the
Department of Civil Engineering of the University of Palermo,
through traffic microsimulation model and mathematical
calculations. In this paper, we demonstrate the usefulness of a
coordinated traffic light cycle in an area of Palermo with high
traffic flow. To achieve this, we used microsimulation for
planning traffic lights, we calculated mathematically the
phases in traffic lights and we made changes in the geometry of
the intersection. Although this approach is not new, we would
like to emphasize the importance of the use of microsimulation
models in urban planning of medium-size cities, such as
Palermo, characterized by a high rate of traffic congestion.
Keywords- microsimulation model; traffic lights.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobility is one of the most important elements of a
modern society [1] and traffic congestion has been causing
many critical problems [2].
Palermo, as many cities and towns in the world, is
subject to high traffic flows and their corresponding
consequences in terms of air pollution, congestion, and
decreased levels of safety.
A proper planning of traffic-light cycle could reduce this
kind of problems, improving vehicles flow. Some of the
advantages of intersection traffic lights include:
homogeneous traffic flows, orderly movement of vehicular
currents, reduction of the frequency of accidents
[3][4][5][6].
The traffic lights planning cycle is a task often
complicated by the number of traffic lights installed in the
urban road network: when the nearby traffic lights operate
independently, vehicles have a bumpy ride because of the
ongoing stops and starts, resulting in degraded performance
and increased pollution. To synchronize and coordinate
systems means to link them together so as to achieve a
constant rate in turning green [7]. It is therefore essential to
have a proper synchronization of intersections, whose
programming is most often preceded by simulations carried
out by the use of microsimulation models. These are a source
of immediate and continuous information on the traffic flow
[8][9][10][11].
Thanks to the development of innovative software,
models capable of representing the dynamic of flow
conditions, which actually occurs on road infrastructure,
have been created.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2014. ISBN: 978-1-61208-371-1

Depending on the level of aggregation, there are three
main types of models: macroscopic models, mesoscopic
models, and microscopic models.
In macroscopic models, traffic flow is defined by the
rules of conduct that are a function of the interaction of
vehicles with each other and with the infrastructure, and the
main variables that are taken into consideration are flows,
velocity and density [13]. In this type of model, the current
traffic as a whole is analyzed, and not the individual vehicles
in the network; therefore, these models are called
"continuous". Mesoscopic models differ from macroscopic
models by the fact that they consider the current traffic by
dividing it into groups of vehicles, which can be, for
example, the platoons that move in response to a traffic light
stop. Microscopic models, or microsimulation models, differ
from the two first mentioned as the smallest unit analyzed is
represented by the single vehicle, which moves on the road
network and interacts with the other vehicles and with the
infrastructure, according to a series of parameters that
depend on instantaneous velocity, acceleration, drivers
behavior, and mutual distances between the vehicles
themselves [13]; these models are then "discrete".
In this paper, we present a microsimulation application
related to the area between piazza Don Bosco and piazza
Leoni in Palermo (Figure 11), classified in the urban traffic
plan as interdistrict roads because of the connection between
the city center with Mondello.
Using microsimulation models, two scenarios are
analyzed:
• The current scenario (with uncoordinated traffic lights
cycles);
• The project scenario (with coordinated traffic light
cycles).
In the following section, we describe the current scenario
by providing an overview of the intersection arrangement.
We also describe the scheme used for the construction of the
microsimulation model: matrix origin/destination and the
other variables useful for the analysis (e.g., travel times,
traffic signal cycle times, etc.).
In the third section, the project scenario is described. In
this scenario, differently from the present scenario, the traffic
light synchronization is implemented, and we hypothesize a
change at the intersection of piazza Leoni. In addition, we
provide useful calculations for analysis scenario and in
comparison to the present scenario (e.g., saturation flux, load
index, equivalent courses, cycle traffic lights, etc.).
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In the last section, we show the study results, indicating
in particular the benefits in terms of travel time.
II.

THE CURRENT SCENARIO

Palermo is the capital of Sicily. With 678,412
inhabitants, this city is one of the most congested in Europe,
with critical areas such as intersections, where there are
frequent traffic jams. Following an increase in demand for
transport, due to the high number of vehicles on the
infrastructure, there is a consequent deterioration of the
circulation. Therefore, a reorganization of the road network
is essential. The reasons for the increase in transport demand
are several, such as the increase in the number of cars and
the deficiencies is public transport. This leads to overloaded
road networks. It is, therefore, necessary to take action and
perform analysis to understand what interventions can
improve the transport.
To control vehicle movement in intersections, Palermo,
as any other city, uses traffic lights in order to minimize
interference between moving vehicles.
The area under consideration in this paper includes two
intersections in the city of Palermo, piazza Don Bosco and
piazza Leoni (Figure 12). This area is congested due to the
presence of sport centers in Viale del Fante (such as the
stadium, the swimming pool and the race course) and the
connection with Mondello; no less important is the presence
of numerous lorries that cross the two intersections from via
Imperatore Federico to reach highway A29 Palermo-Mazara
del Vallo.
The two studied intersections are located at a distance of
about 300 meters and a coordinated traffic lights system is
currently absent: the two traffic light cycles are
uncoordinated for duration and stage numbers.
The traffic light cycle of piazza Don Bosco has three
phases articulated (Figures 1, 2 and 3) in 142 seconds (Table
I), while the current traffic-light cycle in piazza Leoni has
two phases (Figures 4 and 5) lasting a total of 86 seconds
(Table II).

Figure 1. Step 1 in current scenario – Piazza Don Bosco

Figure 2. Step 2 in current scenario – Piazza Don Bosco

Figure 3. Step 3 in current scenario – Piazza Don Bosco
TABLE II

TABLE I

TIME OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS CYCLE – PIAZZA DON
BOSCO

Time of traffic lights cycle 86 (sec)

Time of traffic lights cycle 142 (sec)

Step1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 1

Green Yellow Green Yellow Green Yellow
1
1
2
2
3
3
63

3

2

35

3

G
G

Y

G

Y

2

29

Y

3

R

R

G

R

Green
1

Yellow 1

Green
2

Yellow 2

41

4

2

33

4

2

G

Y

R
G

Y

R

G
Y

R

R
G

R

Step 2

2

R

R

TIME OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS CYCLE –
INTERSECTION PIAZZA LEONI

G

Y

R

Y

R
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III.

PROJECT SCENARIO

The synchronization of the plant was carried out
considering as a priority the traffic coming from the access
of viale del Fante and that along the stretch between the two
junctions.
We decided to set up a three cycle phases in piazza Leoni
(Figures 6, 7 and 8), so we removed two traffic lights
currently present in the central island of the same
intersection. We retained only the traffic lights that control
the left-turn vehicles from viale del Fante, allowing thus in
one step the left turn for users coming from viale Diana and
via dell'Artigliere and preventing access from piazza Leoni.
The origin-destination matrix of the project scenario was
then modified with respect to the real scenario only with
respect to the vehicle coming from the intersection of Piazza
Don Bosco with destination via dell'Artigliere.
In the phase plane of piazza Don Bosco (Figures 9, 10
and 11), we considered a different sequence of the three
phases, giving the green light the same time to the current
traffic with similar index in both intersections.

Figure 4. Step 1 in current scenario – Piazza Leoni

Figure 5. Step 2 in current scenario – Piazza Leoni

From the survey of the traffic flow in each intersection,
which was done in December 2013 at 8:00/9:00,
13:00/14:00, 18:00/19:00, we were able to obtain the origindestination matrix of the whole network for each class of
traffic (cars, buses, motorcycles and heavy vehicles). In
addition to the vehicles, we have also considered pedestrian
flows.
The comparison between the measurements in different
bands showed that the traffic flows do not undergo
significant changes during the day and it is therefore justified
to use a fixed-cycle.
For the analysis through microsimulation models, we
consider the time slot 8:00/ 9:00 am.
The maximum traveling speed was estimated through a
survey with GPS in a car, carried out over a period of the day
with low traffic flows, with data logging interval of 5
seconds. The GPS survey was carried out along 24 routes,
connecting each source to each destination. We used a GPS
with accuracy of 5 meters and data storage interval equal to 1
second.
The collected data were processed with the aid of the
QuantumGIS [14]. Knowing the time of storage of each
point we obtain, by the difference, the travel time.
The travel times calculated thanks to the GPS survey
were compared to the minimum, average and
maximum time values obtained from the simulations,
verifying the condition (1).
tmin ≤ tGPS ≤ tmax
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(1)

Figure 6. Step 1 in project scenario – Piazza Leoni

Figure 7. Step 2 in project scenario – Piazza Leoni

Figure 8.

Step 3 in project scenario – Piazza Leoni
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The saturation flow was calculated using the relation
proposed from HCM (Highway Capacity Manual) [12] as in
(2).
=
∗

Figure 9. Step 1 in project scenario – Piazza Don Bosco

Figure 10. Step 2 in project scenario – Piazza Don Bosco

∗

It was also useful to add an additional lane to the crossing
of via Imperatore Federico, whereby the load index of the
lane group coming from access lanes in question has
decreased. This change was possible because via Di Giorgio
is large enough to accommodate two lanes, allowing for an
increased capacity of the arc in question.
Regarding the traffic lights of piazza Leoni, we adopted,
as a first step, the crossing from viale del Fante,
synchronized with the first phase of piazza Don Bosco,
which involves crossing and turning from the access piazza
Leoni in order to get the green wave.
For the calculation of the traffic-light cycle, we identified
the groups of critical lanes and the respective load indices,
and we proceeded to the calculation of the minimum cycle.
Load indices, defined as the ratio between the flow rate
and the saturation flow, were calculated after determining
these two quantities.
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∗

∗

∗

∗
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(2)

where:
•
is saturation flux under optimal conditions;
• N is the lanes number;
•
is coefficient of the lane width;
•
is coefficient of heavy vehicles;
• f is slope coefficient;
•
is social activities coefficient;
•
is a coefficient that take into account the
presence of bus stops;
•
is area coefficient;
•
is lane use coefficient;
•
is right turns coefficient;
•
is left turns coefficient;
•
e
are pedestrian coefficients.
The course equivalents have been deduced from the
values of different traffic flows for the four categories of
vehicles, by multiplying the coefficients relating to the type
in question. The coefficients are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 11. Step 3 in project scenario – Piazza Don Bosco

∗

1 for passenger cars;
1.75 for heavy vehicles;
2.25 for buses;
2.5 tram;
0.33 for motorcycles;
0.2 for bicycles.

This way, we obtained all the load indices for each group
of lanes and, for the purposes of calculating the traffic-light
cycle, we considered the highest values for each of the three
phases, having determined the plane of the stages shown in
the previous figures.
The cycle (3) then applies:

where:
•
•
•
•

=

∑

(

∑

)

= 133

(3)

i is traffic-light phase;
P is total time waster;
TR is actual red light duration;
γi is equal load capacity index, with the highest
value in the i-th stage.

We calculated TR (4) for each of the three phases based
on the length of the trajectory of the restrictive vehicular
current:
=

+

−

=3

(4)
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where:
•
is perception and reaction time;
•
is braking distance;
• D is trajectory length;
• d is average length of vehicles;
•
is speed vehicles.
The time yellow G is assumed to be equal to 4 seconds,
as in urban areas. The braking distance was calculated
considering the arrival rate imposed by the limits of the law.
We obtained a minimum cycle of 133 seconds. We
decided not to calculate the optimal cycle because it would
lead to even higher values. Then, deciding to adopt a threephase cycle of 133 seconds, we determined green times (5)
effective for each phase:
=

∗

(5)
IV.

where:
• Q is the incoming flow;
• C is the entire cycle length
The time thus obtained are:
• VE1 = 40 seconds;
•

VE2 = 42 seconds;

•

VE3 = 30 seconds.

The times for green (6) and red (7) were found using the
following two relations:
=

+ −

= −( + )

(6)
(7)

Table III shows the schematic of the traffic-light cycle of
the project. As can be seen from the table, some maneuvers
are permitted in stages, not presenting points of conflict with
other simultaneous operations. Specifically, it is allowed to
turn right on Viale del Fante in the first and in the third
phase, as well as the right turn from via Imperatore Federico.
The crossing and turning right from the access of piazza Don
Bosco have been retained in the second and third stages.
TABLE III

TIME OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS CYCLE – GLOBAL
AREA
Time of traffic lights cycle 133 (sec)

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Green Yellow Green Yellow Green Yellow
1
2
2
3
3
1
4 3
42
4 3
30
4 3
40
G
Y
R
Y
R
G
Y
R
G
G
R
G
Y
R
R
G
Y R
R
G
Y R
G
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Finally, we determined the offset time between the cycles
of the two intersections, so that the vehicles of the current
priority can continue beyond the first traffic lights avoiding
further stops. Knowing that the distance between the stop
lines of the current priority is equal to 350 meters, advising
the maintenance of a constant speed equal to 40 km/h, we
calculated an offset of 32 seconds, in this way we favored the
current flowing in the path from viale del Fante at the
intersection of piazza Don Bosco.
We completed the changes to the project network via
Cube Dynasim and we carried out simulations by collecting
data from Data Collector always placed in the same sections,
in order to make a comparison between the current situation
and that of the project. The data were compared for the
minimum, average, and maximum travel time, with
particular attention to the average time relative to both
scenarios.
CONCLUSIONS

The changes made to the current scenario were
geometric and logical, having changed the origin-destination
matrix, the distribution of the lanes, especially, the trafficlight cycle. These variations have been applied on the
microsimulation models, in order to verify an improvement
in the conditions of the current outflow with propriety and
without having an excessive deterioration of the secondary
flows.
The geometric changes have therefore provided the
addition of a lane of accumulation for the crossing from via
Imperatore Federico, whose length has been set equal to 80
meters, with consequent removal of the area for stopping; the
elimination of left turn onto via dell'Artigliere for vehicles
coming from piazza Leoni.
When comparing the simulated times with the current
scenario, there was a reduction of throughput times for all
destinations with origin viale del Fante, via Imperatore
Federico, piazza Don Bosco, which are the paths along the
streets of interdistrict.
Variation Journey Times = (Time of Scenario Current /
Time of Project Scenario) -1
(8)
In particular, the paths via Imperatore Federico, via del
Fante, and via Sampolo (Table IV) we obtained, as in (8).
We also obtained a reduction in average travel times by 20%
and 10% to viale del Fante and via Di Giorgio, and via
Artigliere and via Diana by just over 7 %. This confirms that
coordination reduces the average travel times and, as you can
see, the largest decreases for access viale del Fante take
place for couples origin-destination connecting the two
intersections.
For paths with origin piazza Don Bosco, there were
reductions in the average travel time varying from 8 to 38% ,
with the major reduction happening for maneuvers and left
turn crossing into the intersection itself.
The greatest reduction was for the crossing of via
Imperatore Federico, where the addition of an extra lane
produced a reduction in the average travel time by 55 %,
from 134 seconds to just 60 seconds.
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In order to demonstrate the utility of using a traffic-light
cycle coordinated by microsimulation to reduce the problem
of congestion in Palermo, we studied an alternative scenario
than the current one. In particular, we have changed the
distribution of the lanes and we have determined a trafficlight cycle common to both intersections.
We have temporally spaced so that the traffic-light cycle
vehicles of current priority, surpassing the first stop line and
maintaining a constant predetermined speed, can continue
along the route without making further stops.
By performing the simulation scenario of the project we
have observed an improvement in terms of average travel
times along the routes identified as a priority, which leads us
to confirm the validity of the instrument microsimulation
which supports the design of alternative solutions.
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Figure 12. Map of the study area
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Abstract—Developing control and perception algorithms for autonomous vehicle is a time-consuming activity if one performs
it directly on vehicles hardware level. Moreover, some test cases
are hard to reproduce. For this reason, many laboratories and
companies are generally using simulation tools. The goal of these
tools is to benefit from a testing environment as close as possible
to reality and able to reproduce specific testing cases. The main
problem with standard simulation tools is that they may not
accurately represent real conditions. In order to increase the
quality of the simulations, hardware is generally introduced in
the loop.
The goal of this paper is to present a ”work-in-progress”
adaptation of IRTES/SeT-Lab simulation tool named VIVUS so
as to be able to introduce hybrid simulation which consists in
both introducing hardware in the simulation loop and/or software
simulation in the hardware experimental loop.
Keywords–hybrid simulation; autonomous vehicle algorithms;
sensors simulation; augmented reality

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Developing control and perception algorithms for autonomous vehicle time-consuming activity if one performs it
directly on vehicles hardware level. This time cost is linked to
hardware issues, vehicle availability, etc. Moreover, some test
cases are hard to reproduce (dealing with moving obstacles
for instance) or forbidden so as to preserve vehicle integrity
(testing collision avoidance algorithm for instance). For this
reason, many laboratories and companies are generally using
simulation tools. The goal of these tools is to benefit from a
testing environment as close as possible to reality in terms of
perception and control and able to reproduce specific testing
cases. The main problem of standard simulation tools is their
distance with real conditions since they generally simplify
vehicle/sensors physical models and road topology. Virtual
cameras are generally reduced to a simple pinhole model
without distortion simulation and vehicle models do not take
into account any dynamical characteristics and/or tyre-road
contact excepted in specific automotive industry tools such
as Calas [1] for instance. Some other tools such as ProSivic [2] are focused on the quality of the virtual sensors
having introduced hydro-meteor (rain drops) and other kind
of perturbations (fog, etc.) in the sensors simulations. Many
laboratories simulators are also exiting focusing each on one
specific aspect such as mechanical link between elements,
electrical conception [3], platoon control [4] or ergonomic considerations [5]. Despite the quality of these simulations on both
physical and perceptual points of view, one needs to increase
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the quality of the simulations by introducing hardware in the
loop. This introduction allows to improve simulation quality
while keeping some interesting parts of simulation tools. This
hardware in the loop simulation is not really new and is widely
used in car manufacturer bench but also for Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) [6] or Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUV)
[7]. Generally, the car bench is used to test vehicle dynamical
behaviour under stressed situations or for training purposes.
Nevertheless, car manufacturers still widely use experiment
campaigns for the tuning of vehicle components such as brake
systems, driving assistance, etc.
The goal of this paper is to present a ”work-in-progress”
adaptation of IRTES/SeT-Lab simulation tool named VIVUS
(Virtual Intelligent Vehicle Urban Simulator) [8], [9] so as
to be able to introduce hybrid simulation. Hybrid simulation
consists in both introducing hardware in the simulation loop
and/or software simulation in the hardware experimental loop.
If the first kind of simulation is well known in literature,
the second aspect is more scarcely represented. This approach
allows for instance, to simulate a virtual sensors detecting a
moving obstacle and sending data to a real vehicle that will
behave following its embedded algorithms (cf. Figure 1).
The paper is structured as follow: Section II presents the
global architecture of the VIVUS simulation tool and sketches
up the available vehicle modes. Section III gives a short
overview of the simulated elements. Section IV introduces the
hybrid simulation principle and gives some use case for each
situation. Finally, section V concludes this paper while giving
some future applications of this work.
II.

VIVUS A RCHITECTURE

This part presents the simulator architecture. After an
overview of global structure, this section will focus on specific
interaction between external interfaces and VIVUS.
A. Global structure
VIVUS is a 3D based simulator, which supports a 3D
render and physical simulation. These two components are
ensured by a third party application called Unity3D. The
choice of Unity3D was made to limit development time and
to enable cross platform applications.
The architecture is based on client-server communication
processes. In/out communication can be seen as an external
Application Programming Interface (API) where the simulator
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B. Vehicle modes
Sensor

sensors

simulated
vehicle

data

Simulation

Commands

Hardware

vehicle computing unit

Sensor

sensors

Avatar vehicle

data

Simulation
Position/orientation!
update

Hardware

As for motion, two modes are allowed by the update
physics function. The first is a classic motion based on
Newtonian laws. The second mode, called Avatar mode, is
used for only sensors simulation.
1) Classic motion: P
Classic motion follows Newton law
of motion, based on
F = m.γ where m is mass, γ
is acceleration and solved by physics engine. In this mode,
vehicle (or pedestrian) is controlled by an acceleration vector
(acceleration, steeringangle) and is limited by its physical
capacity.
2) Avatar mode: Avatar mode corresponds to a scan application. Car position and orientation are set, vehicle is then
teleported without taking into account physical laws, dynamics
and internal parameters. However, sensors are normally simulated linked to their position on the vehicle.

Real vehicle

III.
Figure 1: Hardware in the simulation loop (top) / Simulation
in the hardware loop (bottom)

S IMULATED ELEMENTS

The built-in simulation kernel of VIVUS proposes a set of
customisable vehicles and sensors.
A. Vehicles

offers a list of services aimed at using simulated items or
vehicles (cf. Figure 2).

The physical behaviour of the vehicles can be customised
following classical parameters such as maximum acceleration,
maximal speed, mass, maximum steering angle, etc. In addition, some vehicles are available directly without setting
them. VIVUS offers two simulated vehicles inspired by the
real experimental platforms developed by SeT laboratory and
which are named SeT-Car. This car model has been designed
using PhysX engine requirements. The Model used is based
on a composition of PhysX elementary objects (cf. Figure ??).
The SeT-Car is then considered as a rectangular chassis with
four engine/wheel components. This choice can be considered
to be realistic, the chassis being made as a rectangular and
undeformable shape.

Figure 2: Vivus architecture

The simulator structure is made to allow as much flexibility
and adaptability as possible. Each vehicle is considered to
be autonomous in terms of perception and behaviour. The
structure allows then to have heterogeneous team of vehicles
each having a specific equipment and behaviour. At each
simulation step, the kernel executes a list of instructions that
can be summarized by: (1) update item perception ; (2) update
item setpoint ; (3) update physics. The steps update item
perception and update item setpoint are in/out accessors. These
can be used to send data from the simulator to an external
program or from an external program to the simulator. Update
physics has got two behaviours depending on the vehicle mode
chosen (see section II-B).
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Figure 3: PhysX elementary objects for a SeT-Car

B. Sensors
In addition to vehicle models, VIVUS offers a collection
of sensors usually found in experimental autonomous vehicles.
These sensors are placed relatively to the vehicle without
material link since the system does not take into account
attachment points. Each sensor can be tuned using a 3D
position, a 3D orientation, a frequency rate and its intrinsic
parameters. The available sensors are :
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•

•

•

LMS: A Laser Measurement Sensor (Laser Range
Finder) able to provide information as a set of distances retrieved from a laser scanning. Intrinsic parameters are aperture and resolution. The default provided
laser range finder sends a data set of 181 distances
with a resolution of 1 degree and a scanning angle of
180 degrees. (This corresponds to a Sick LMS 200)
IBEO: Ibeo is a special laser range finder able to
convert brightness values from a laser scan. A software
driver has been developed to find the position of the
three rear beacons laboratory vehicles.
GPS: Our Global Positionning System receivers are
providing NMEA frames. Each frame contains specific
dats according to their definition. Intrinsic parameters
are: data format (WGS84, Lambert2e, etc.) and origin
point.

•

Camera: Camera is a sensor able to send over network
several video frames. Resolution, framerate and focal
distance can be set.

•

Odometry: Odometry is measuring the wheel movement. It computes the wheel rotation velocity in Round
Per Minute.

•

Proprioceptive sensor: This sensor is a customized
one, able to provide all intern states of a vehicle
(velocity, commands, position, etc). It also simulates
an inertial measurement unit.

Each sensor sends a frame over the network.
C. Perturbations and metrics
1) Perturbation: Some perturbations are available in
VIVUS. Perturbations represent events that may occur during
the movement of vehicles in the environment. They deteriorate
sensors and car behaviours. Perturbation can be summarized
by :
•

Command Perturbations: Command perturbations represents disturbances occuring on command sent to
vehicles. They simulates the modifications such as
communication loss, magnetic disturbance or interpretation errors, which can happen commonly during
experiments. In VIVUS, a command is represented by
a 2D vector holding the desired speed (in km/h) and
the desired steering angle (in degrees).

•

Motor Perturbation: Motor perturbation simulates the
possible engine failures. Because the vehicles are electrically powered, a battery discharge is even possible.
This discharging produced a disturbance into electrical
engine (loss of power), which disturbs vehicle regular
behaviour.

•

Wheel Perturbation: Wheel perturbation affect a selected wheel of a vehicle. To affect more than one,
multiple perturbation must be defined. This perturbation simulates the grip affected by the weather (rain,
snow, ice), or by a tire problem.

•

Sensor Perturbation: Sensor perturbation is designed
to emulate alteration or loss of the vehicle perception.
This perturbation is specific to each sensor.
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2) Metrics: In many cases, when a simulation is done, you
have to make a conclusion from what have happened. Metrics
have been also defined to record some parameters during
simulation time. They are useful to exploit post-simulation
results.
•

Inter-vehicles Metrics: Especially designed for platoon
algorithm development, these metrics records different
distances representing gap between two vehicles.

•

Command Integrity Metric :The command metric allow to record all differences between commands sent
to a given vehicle and the effective order. These
metrics respects the VIVUS command representation
(Velocity/Steer Angle).

•

Localisation Metric: This metric record the successive
positions of a selected vehicle.

•

Physical Integrity Metric: Physical integrity is the
closest distance before a collision. Time to collision
is also evaluated using the current velocity vector.

IV.

I NTRODUCING HYBRID SIMULATION

As explained in the introduction, hybrid simulation consists
in mixing together real (hardware) elements and simulated
ones. The VIVUS architecture allows to make real and virtual
entities communicate together thanks to a network communication based middle-ware. Then, one can define two categories of
applications: Hardware in the simulation loop and simulation
in the hardware loop. Of course, these two strategies are not
mutually exclusive and can be mixed up for specific purposes.
A. Hardware in the simulation loop
Hardware in the simulation is now a wide-spread activity
when one want to simulate precisely the behaviour of one
specific hardware part of a system. This is used generally
for testing components (effectors/actuators, central processing
unit, embedded software, etc), testing sensors integration, measuring the time response of a hardware process from sensors
data to actuators, ergonomy and design validation, etc. This
kind of experiments is used by almost all car manufacturers
including the intensive use of car benches.
As for the middle-ware part that allows virtual/real element
to communicate together, RTmaps [10] has now become a
standard even if some other solutions such as Effibox [11]
start to be used in academic applications.
Concerning VIVUS, this has been applied to validate the
model of the simulated sensors as compared to real ones.
This comparison has been done dealing with sensors data
output structure and sensor operation. For instance, the way
the laser range finder works has been reproduced in simulation
using ray tracing and introducing specular reflexion on objects
depending on their texture. Then we compared the obtained
result using same kind of detectable objects on both sides.
B. Simulations in the hardware loop
References on this kind of experiments are scarcely represented in literature. The goal is to be able to test real
vehicle behaviour in critical cases, such as testing an obstacle
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Figure 4: Augmented reality viewer for VIVUS

avoidance algorithm, for instance. The main interest of these
kind of configurations is to be able to reproduce precisely
the scenarios in terms of moving obstacles trajectories and
of perturbations on sensors level (data transmission loss, false
data transmissions, optical perturbation due to light exposure,
etc.).
Now, let us take an example of application of the use of
simulation in the hardware loop. Since a couple of years,
IRTES-SeT laboratory is developing driving assistance and
automatic control algorithms for autonomous vehicles. Among
these, we use, for instance, simulated sensors and real vehicles to test the performances of multi-agent based obstacle
avoidance algorithms [12]. To that way, we simulate sensors
and moving obstacles in the virtual world. Sensors data is
transmitted to real vehicle on which the obstacle avoidance
algorithm is running. The real vehicle behaviour is tracked with
a cm-precise Real Time Kinematic differential GPS. The real
position of the vehicle is then transmitted to VIVUS so as to
update correctly virtual perception. In this situation, the avatar
mode of VIVUS is used in order to have a representative of the
real vehicle into the virtual world. This avatar is required to
be able to tackle with geometrical issues linked to real vehicle
dynamics, to sensors’ positions and to obstacle dynamics. In
this example, the use of simulated perception is an important
progress by contrast to the classical experimental protocol that
are using boxes or to represent static obstacles. Moreover, it
allows to perform detailed experiments in terms of combination
of sensors and algorithms comparisons.
C. Virtual and real vehicles working together: an interesting
side effect
One interesting side effect of the possibility to merge
real/virtual vehicles and real/virtual sensors in a same simulation is to be able test multi-vehicle navigation algorithms.
For instance, hybrid real/virtual vehicle platoon have been
successfully tested. In the tests performed, the leader vehicle of
the train is a real vehicle with real sensors. The first follower is
a virtual vehicle with virtual sensors that are able to detect the
avatar of the train leader. The second follower is a real vehicle
with virtual sensors. Moreover, we also develop a augmented
reality viewer, which can observe both real and virtual vehicle
on a real playground. Figure 4 shows a view of a virtual vehicle
over the real playground.
V.

C ONCULSION AND FUTUR WORK

The Simulation/Hardware features introduced into VIVUS
enable to perform more precise autonomous vehicle algorithms
evaluation due to the introduction of hardware element into the
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simulation loop. Even if ”hardware in the loop” simulations
are widely spread, the fact of using simulated, near real,
elements such as sensors into the hardware loop is particularly
interesting. Indeed, it allows to test real vehicle behaviours
under critical condition following dangerous/forbidden scenarios. For the moment, the coupling between real vehicle and
simulated elements is linked to the possibility to measure
precisely the real absolute position of the vehicle in its real
environment. This measurement requires, for the moment,
expensive materials such as differential GPS. From now, we
are focusing on this part, trying to figure out if cheaper sensors
can be used to solve this issue while maintaining an acceptable
precision. To this end, some experiments with an inertial
sensor and accelerometers have been done. As soon as the
correct precision is reached, we will perform experiments with
real vehicles and software sensors such as obstacle avoidance
in emergency situations, mixed real/virtual vehicles platoon
control, etc We also plan to integrate this tool for tuning our
autonomous vehicle algorithms. Eventually, one can say that
this feature allows to integrate an intermediate step between
classical simulations and experiments.
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Abstract— This paper presents a modelling approach based on
the Possibility Theory to reproduce drivers’ choice behaviour
under Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS). The
Possibility Theory is introduced to model uncertainty
embedded in human perception of information through a fuzzy
data fusion technique. Drivers’ choice models are often
developed and calibrated by using, among other, Stated
Preferences (SP) surveys. An experiment is presented, aimed at
setting up an SP-tool based on driving simulator developed at
the Technical University of Bari. The obtained results are
analysed in order to compare the outcomes of the proposed
model with preferences stated in the experiment.
Keywords- modelling; route choice behaviour; possibility theory;
data fusion; stated preference; driving simulator

I.

INTRODUCTION

The study of travellers’ behaviour in Advanced
Travellers Information Systems (ATIS) contexts is a crucial
task in order to properly simulate phenomena like
compliance with information, route choices in presence of
information, etc. Several researchers have dealt with
conceptual models of drivers’ behaviour under information
provision. Basic idea in these models is that each driver
updates his/her knowledge of costs of alternatives using
provided information. Then, he/she compares the updated
costs of alternatives and chooses, among them, the best one
from his point of view. However, since both knowledge of
alternatives and information are rarely perfect, uncertainty
affects single person’s decision. Handling uncertainty is
therefore an important issue for these models. Approaches
followed by different scientists to face this issue can be
arranged into two main groups, according to how uncertainty
has been modelled. In the first group, the approach followed
generally uses randomness to represent uncertainty. For this
kind of models, unavailability of full numerical data could
limit the model reliability; in fact, these models are generally
unable to handle non-numerical values of parameters. On the
contrary, models included in the second group can easily
model un-certainty through verbal, incomplete or imprecise
data using the concepts of Fuzzy Logic. In fact, the
fundamental concepts of Fuzzy Sets Theory, linguistic
variables, approximate reasoning, and computing with words
introduced by Zadeh have more understanding for
uncertainty, imprecision, and linguistically articulated
observations. These concepts support “the brain’s crucial
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ability to manipulate perceptions-perceptions of distance,
size, weight, colour, speed, time, direction, force, number,
truth, likelihood, and other characteristics of physical and
mental objects. A basic difference between perceptions and
measurements is that, in general, measurements are crisp
whereas perceptions are “fuzzy” [1]. First, Teodorović and
Kikuchi [2] proposed a route choice model based on Fuzzy
Set Theory. In order to estimate models of the travellers’
behaviour, observation of reactions is needed. The most
adopted approach for collecting data is the Stated
Preferences (SP) one. Two main types of tools for SP in
ATIS contexts are the most popular: driving-simulators
(DSs) and travel-simulators (TSs). Both methods are
computer-based. DSs are characterised by a greater realism,
provided that the respondents are asked to drive in order to
implement their travel choices, as it happens in the real
world. In TSs, travel choices are entered after having
received a description of travel alternatives and of associated
characteristics, without any driving. In most cases, data have
been collected by using TSs, as for instance in
[3][4][5][6][7]; while only a limited number of studies have
been carried out by adopting DSs [8][9][10][11][12]. In this
work, an experiment has been carried out at the Technical
University of Bari. Other than the assessment of the internal
consistency of the experiment allows for validating the
simulation environments, thus showing that more trials and
experiments worth to be implemented. The network
reproduced in the virtual experiment refer to real one in Bari
(Italy). Moreover, the respondents recruited for the
experiments were travellers familiar with the networks. The
network has been proposed to respondents in the simulations
in a double configuration, with and without ATIS. In turns,
the configuration without ATIS was presented to respondents
with some variants, reproducing different congestion levels
and travel times, accordingly with their statistical distribution
in the real world. The paper is structured as follows. In the
next section, the possibility theory and the data fusion
analytical formulation are presented. In section 3, the
experiment designed to acquire information about drivers’
choice behaviour through a driving simulator is described. In
section 4, results of the proposed model are carried out and,
in the last section, conclusions are reported.
II.

MODELLING PERCEPTION AND DATA FUSION

An informative system, like the ATIS, may provide
information to users before they begin the trip (pre-trip
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information) or while they are moving (en-route
information). In the first case, static choice models are
involved; in the second case, dynamic ones. In both cases,
travellers combine information with their previous
experience to obtain a prediction about the cost of each path
and to choose the best one.
To incorporate information on system conditions in the
choice process, we assume that drivers:
• have some experience about the attributes of the
transportation system;
• use information to update his experience;
• choose an alternative according to his updated
experience.
Since the drivers’ knowledge about the transportation
system could be imprecise or approximate, it can be
expressed in the same way we used for perceived
information. So, both drivers’ knowledge and information
can be expressed in terms of Possibility, like in Figure 1.

In this paper, we have used for data fusion the Ordered
Weighted Average (OWA) operator and the compatibility
function R, defined in (1).
Given a set A= {a1, a2,…..an} and a fusion function F, an
OWA operator is a weighting vector W= [w1, …wn] such
that:
• wi∈[0,1];
• Σi wi = 1;
• F(a1, a2,…..an) = Σi bj wj
in which bj is the j-th largest element of A. By adjusting the
weighting vector, we can represent different drivers’
attitudes: when W favours the smaller valued arguments in
the aggregation process it reflects an aggressive driver,
otherwise it reflects a cautious driver.
O’Hagan [14] suggested a method to calculate the
weights wi (i = 1,…n) through the following simple
mathematical programming problem:
n

Maximize

- ∑wi

ln w i

i =1

subject to

n
∑ w i h n (i) = β
 i =1

∑ w i = 1
 i
 w ≥ 0 ∀i
 i


(3)

n -i
, and β∈[0,1] is a coefficient representing,
n -1
in our case, drivers’ cautiousness. Note that, if fusion
involves only two sets, then h2(1) =1, h2(2) =0. Thus, from
the constraints of previous program (Eq. 3):
w1 = β,
(4)
(5)
w2 = 1-β.
where hn(i) =

Figure 1. Possibility distributions of experience and information

To update knowledge of the system, drivers aggregate
data coming both from their experience and from current
information. However, aggregation could not be always
meaningful, since data coming from different sources can be
far from each other, and thus not compatible. Therefore, a
suitable aggregation function should include also a measure
of compatibility.
To measure compatibility, Yager and Kelman [13]
proposed the relationship R:X2 → I = [0,1] such that:
• ∀x ∈X, R(x,x) = 1
• ∀(x,y )∈X2, R(x,y) = R(y,x)
• For a given x, R(x,y) is a convex fuzzy set.
A suitable expression for a compatibility function R
defined in X2 is :

The basic hypothesis we have made in this work to set up
a value of β, is that drivers’ cautiousness is a function of
uncertainty related to perceived information. Let us explain
this last concept through an example. Assume that the shorter
one of two alternative paths is temporarily closed by barriers.
In this case, information that path is closed is not uncertain,
that is U(I) = 0, and drivers must choose the longer path.
This means that the OWA operator should favour the largest
value, that is w1 = 1, and consequently β = 1 from (4).
Conversely, if instead of barriers there is an informative
system giving very vague information about the condition of
0
if x 1 - x 2 > k
the path, uncertainty U(I) is very large, and drivers should

(1) prefer to rely on their own experience. In this case, the OWA
R(x1 , x 2 ) =  1
if x 1 - x 2 ≤ k
1 - x 1 - x 2
operator favours the smallest value, that is w2 approaches 1
 k
and thus, from (5), β approaches 0. From this example, it
appears that the parameter β can be interpreted also as
where k must be carefully selected case by case, to obtain
n
drivers’ compliance with information. In fact, β = 1 means
a proper compatibility measure. Extension to X of R is also
that the driver is totally compliant with information, β = 0
possible, through the relation:
means the opposite.
Experimental studies have been carried out in last years
R(x1,….xn) = min R(x i , x j )
(2)
i, j=1,...n
by some researchers to find out a value of drivers’
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compliance. Different values, ranging from 0.2 to 0.7, have
been found, mainly due to the fact that β is affected by the
level of uncertainty imbedded in information. In this study
we have assumed that:
• drivers’ compliance with information decreases
with increasing of uncertainty. This means that the
relative elasticity of compliance with respect to
uncertainty is negative. In analytical terms:
dβ / β
<0;
dU(I)/U(I)
• the increase of compliance with additional
information is greater in case of ignorance than in
case of complete knowledge. That is, the relative
elasticity is a function of uncertainty itself.
On the basis of these hypotheses, the following linear
relationship between relative elasticity uncertainty level has
been carried out:
dβ / β
= − γ⋅Υ(Ι)
(6)
dU(I)/U(I)
and hence:
1
β = γU(I)
(7)
e
where γ is a parameter to be calibrated, which takes into
account individuals’ attributes like age and gender. When n
different sources provide information Ii (i=1,…n) with
uncertainty U(Ii), compliance rate is calculated as
1
β = min γU(I )
(8)
i
i =1,...n e
Now, to incorporate the compatibility concept in the
fusion function, we follow the method suggested in [13].
Therefore, let
• Ai (i= 1,…n) be a collection of fuzzy sets. Recall
that fuzzy sets and Possibility distributions can be
represented in the same way;
• B = F(Ai) be the result of aggregation;
• Aiα=[ liα, riα] be the α-cut associated with Ai;
• l*α = maxi[liα] be the largest lower bound of any αcut;
• r*α = mini[riα] be the smallest upper bound of any
α-cut;
• U*α = inf{x | R(l*α,x) ≥ α} be the smallest value
compatible with l*α at level α;
• V*α = sup{x | R(r*α,x) ≥ α} be the largest value
compatible with r*α, at level α.
Provided that U*α ≤ r*α and V*α ≥ l*α, the α-cut of B can
be calculated as:
Bα = [F(d1α,… dnα), F(e1α,… enα)]
(9)
where:
d iα

l iα
=
U α*

if l iα ≥ U α
*

otherwise

e iα

riα
=
Vα*

if riα ≥ Vα

*

(10)

otherwise

The information fusion model incorporates important
aspects, such as:
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•

dynamic nature of information integration. The
perceived cost of an alternative is influenced by the
user’s previous experience and memory;
• accuracy of the informative system. The more
accurate information is, the more important is the
effect on the drivers’ perception;
• non-linear relationship between information and
perception.
The parameter β itself is function of information, so that
the updated cost is a non-linear function of information.
Possibility is a useful concept in representing decisionmaker’s uncertainty about the attributes of individual
alternatives, but cannot be used directly by analysts; for this
reason, a conversion to Probability values on the basis of a
justifiable principle is needed.
To pass from Possibility to Probability we use the
probabilistic normalization (
pi = 1 ), along with the

∑

i

Principle of Uncertainty Invariance, systematized by Klir and
Wang [15]. This principle specifies that uncertainty in a
given situation should be the same, whatever is the
mathematical framework used to describe that situation.
Under the requirement of normalization and uncertainty
equivalence, we should use a transformation having two free
coefficients. Thus, according to Geer and Klir [16], we use
the log-interval scale transformations having the form:
Πi = β⋅(pi) α
(11)
where Πi is Possibility and pi Probability of the i-th
alternative; α and β are positive constants.
1/α
From (11) we obtain: pi = (Πi/β) and, applying the


probabilistic normalization, β= 


∑

α

Πi

1/ α

i






whence, setting ε

= 1/α:


pi = Π i ε 





∑ Πiε 

(12)



i

To calculate ε, we use the Principle of Uncertainty
Invariance. Given an ordered Possibility distribution {Π1,
Π2,… Πi, Πi+1,… Πn} for which is always the case that Πi ≥
Πi+1, the possibilistic counterpart of the probabilistic
uncertainty, called U-Uncertainty, is given by the following
function:
n

U=

∑ (Πi - Πi +1 )

log 2i

(13)

i =1

According to the Principle of Uncertainty Invariance,
information I and uncertainty U must have the same value:

∑p
n

-

i =1

∑
n

i

log 2 p i = -

i =1

Π iε

∑
n

j=1

Π εj

log 2

Π iε

∑
n

Π εj

=

∑(Π - Π
n

i

i +1

)

log 2i

(14)

i =1

j=1

where Πn+1 = 0 by definition. Numerical solution of (14) is
always possible, except when Πi = K ∀i, K∈[0, 1]. However,
in this case, from (12) we can easily obtain pi = 1/n ∀i.
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III.

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

In order to carry out the SP experiments, a PC-based
driving simulator of Technical University of Bari has been
adopted (Figure 2).
The UC-win/Road driving simulator software was used.
This software is developed by FORUM8, a Japanese
company. UC-win/Road is plugin-based, allowing to extend
software functionalities by using the UC-win/Road SDK
Framework that allows for Delphi code. In our case, a plugin
was created for data acquisition during driver's simulation,
allowing to record for successive analyses (and in CSV
format) data related to speed, position, steering, etc. In
particular, we have employed data related to position in postprocessing in order to observe route choices made by
respondents. The simulation system works on a single
computer provided with NVidia Graphic Card (1Gb of
graphic memory) and a Quad-Core CPU, which guarantees
very good real-time rendering and computation
performances. The simulation is based on a steering wheel
(Logitech™ MOMO Racing Force Feedback Wheel), able to
provide force feedback, as well as six programmable buttons
(ignition, horn, turn signals, etc.), sequential stick shifters
and paddle shifters. A 22" wide-screen monitor was used in
order to have a good field of view, also showing internal car
cockpit with tachometer and speedometer. Environmental
sounds are reproduced to create a more realistic situation.
During the experiment respondents have been asked for
choosing a route among three alternatives. The context is
configured in such a way that the choice can be assumed as a
(possible) switching from a natural reference alternative. As
already discussed, respondents were recruited for the
experiment ensuring a familiarity with the experimental
context. In fact, the simulated networks were part of a real
network in Bari (Figure 3). The choice set can be viewed as
composed by a main route (route 1) that connects the
considered origin-destination pair. Depending on traffic
conditions, the traffic could spill-back up to a later diversion
node (detour toward route 2) or even up to an earlier
diversion node (detour toward route 3). These three different
conditions (straight route, later detour, earlier detour) are
conventionally classified here as three different levels of
congestion
(free-flow/low
congestion,
intermediate
congestion, high congestion).
The experiment has been designed in order to have in
most of the times (70%) the system in the intermediate
congestion pattern, even if extreme (low and high)
congestion levels are less frequent. Before starting the
simulation, respondents can adapt themselves with the
simulator by driving along each alternative route of the
choice set, without ATIS and in free-flow traffic conditions.
After this possible training, respondents are asked to make 6
successive trials, grouped in 3 driving sessions. At each
session, respondents drive twice. The Variable Message
Signs (VMSs) representing the ATIS can be active or not in
a random way. The activation of the ATIS is a consequence
of an accident occurred, that perturbs the standard traffic
pattern to an extent that depends on the accident severity.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the Driving Simulator

Figure 3. Map of the considered network (Bari, Italy)

TABLE I.

LOCATION OF VMSS AND MAIN RAMPS

From

To

Entrance (A)

1st VMS
I Diversion,
Exit 13A-Mungivacca

1st VMS
I Diversion,
Exit 13A-Mungivacca
2nd VMS
3rd VMS
II Diversion,
Exit 12-Carrassi
Queue

Distance
(m)
400
300

2nd VMS

700

3rd VMS
II Diversion,
Exit 12-Carrassi

1100

Queue/Accident

900

Exit 11-Poggiofranco

500

150

The trials are called “without information” when the
VMSs are not activated; otherwise trials are called “with
information”. Moreover, two messages are provided through
ATIS: ‘queue’ and ‘accident’, displayed in a random way
during all trials. At the first session, respondents can make
their choices without information to enforce their perception
of the realism of the simulation in terms of consistency with
the real network he/she is used to. Then, at a second session,
respondents are assisted by information (‘queue’ or
‘accident’). Respondents are provided with information by
VMSs located on the main road as reported in Table 1.
The first VMS is 300 meters before the early diversion
(Mungivacca, toward route 3), the second is 1250 meters
before the late diversion (Carrassi, toward route 2) and the
third 150 meters before the same Carrassi diversion node. A
queue starts in all cases 900 meters after the later diversion
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node and 500 meters before the exit-ramp of Poggiofranco.
Depending on the simulated congestion level, the queue can
spill back more or less. In this scenario VMSs display the
presence and the position of the queue, but not queue length
or estimated queuing time. At the end of each trial,
respondent are asked to answer a questionnaire, where they
state, as well as other questions, the chosen route, their
perception of the delay due to the provided information
(minimum, most expected and maximum time value), if any,
and the travel time related to their experience on that route.
These data are required to define the triangular fuzzy
numbers related to their perceptions in order to apply the
data fusion technique previously described.
IV.

RESULTS

Recruitment was performed at the Technical University
of Bari and 10 respondents were randomly selected. Such a
small number of respondents is consistent with the pilot
nature of the study.
In trials with information, a respondent perceives a delay
as he/she reads the message provided by the VMSs. This
delay depends not only on subjective factors, but also by the
content of the information itself. Table 2 shows the average
time in minutes of perceived delay in terms of triangular
fuzzy numbers. We can observe that the average time for the
message received 'queue' is lower than that for the message
'accident'. This effect can be imagined because the
consciousness of the presence of an accident is definitely
more effective in terms of perceptions compared to a queue.
Tables 3 and 4 show the route choice percentages stated
at the end of the experiment and compared with the
outcomes of the proposed model. Without information
(Table 3), it appears that respondents tend to follow the
fastest route (R1, Poggiofranco). The changing conditions of
the traffic and the presence of queue or incident events does
not affect the experience of those who tend to choose the
fastest route R1 (87%), in normal traffic, 10% of respondents
choose the intermediate route R2 and 3% the slowest route
R3.
In the presence of information (Table 4), the choice
behaviour varies according to the message displayed on the
VMSs. The resulting choice behaviour is consistent with the
perceptions of time delays derived from the information
provided. A greater perceived delay leads to an increased
tendency to abandon the preferred path, turning over other
available alternatives. As previously described, the model is
characterized by the presence of two parameters k and γ (Eq.
1 and 8). These parameters are used to calibrate the
compliance with the information system in relation to the
provided information. The aim is to find the optimal values
of these parameters for each respondent in order to better
reproduce the observed behaviour. For sake of simplicity, we
have calculated the optimal values of these parameters using
Genetic Algorithms (GA) to minimize the root mean square
error (RMSE) between the percentages of observed choices
and those predicted by the model.
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TABLE II.

Respondent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average
TABLE III.

PERCEIVED DELAY TIME (FUZZY VALUES IN MINUTES) IN
TRIALS WITH INFORMATION
Message ‘queue’
Tmin
T
Tmax
5.5
6.5
8.5
10
15
25
0
0.5
1
4.5
6
10.5
2
3
4
0
0
0
2.5
3.5
4
1
2
4
3
5
10
5
6
10
3.35
4.75
7.70

Message ‘accident’
Tmin
T
Tmax
10
15
17
10
15
30
2
3
5
1
2
4
5
7
10
11.5
15
20
5
8
10
3.5
5.5
8
7.5
12.5
17.5
5
7
11.5
6.05
9.00
13.30

COMPARISON OF ROUTE CHOICE PREFERENCES IN TRIALS
WITHOUT INFORMATION

Choice %
Observed
Predicted
86.7
90.5
10.0
6.8
3.3
2.7
2.89

Route
R1
R2
R3
RMSE
TABLE IV.

COMPARISON OF ROUTE CHOICE PREFERENCES IN TRIALS
WITH INFORMATION

Route
R1
R2
R3
RMSE

Choice %
Message ‘queue’
Message ‘accident’
Observed
Predicted
Observed
Predicted
37.50
46.90
0.00
21.65
62.50
47.22
71.43
69.54
0.00
5.88
28.57
8.81
10.90
16.96

Tables 3 and 4 also show the result of the comparison
with observed preferences respectively for trials without and
with information. In Table 3, the RMSE value (2.89%)
shows the effectiveness of the proposed model to reproduce
drivers’ choice behaviour in absence of information.
In presence of information, it is important the role of the
parameters k and γ, whose optimum values have been
obtained through GA. Table 4 summarizes the results
obtained relating to the ability of the model to reproduce the
choice behavior. In the case of ‘queue’ message, the RMSE
value is 10.90%, lower than the case of ‘accident’ message,
16.96%. Thus, the proposed model is able to reproduce
almost correctly the overall behavior and, therefore, the
effect of information on users’ choices.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the emphasis was on capturing the
reasoning process of drivers making en-route choices in
presence of traffic information. The influence of uncertainty
in updating the knowledge of attributes of a transportation
system, like expected travel time on a path, has been
modelled using the concept of compatibility between
previous knowledge and current information. The presented
model points out the relevant role of the Possibility Theory
in calculating uncertainty and thus drivers’ compliance level
with released information.
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A modelling framework, which represents the
uncertainties embedded in the perception of travel attributes,
has been developed through the Possibility Theory. The
model allows the quantitative calculation of users’
compliance with information, and thus a realistic updating of
expected travel time.
To test the model, an SP experiment has been designed
using a Driving Simulation Software for generating a virtual
scenario of the city of Bari (Italy). A sample of 10
respondents has been identified to drive using a steering
wheel and pedals. The scenario has been proposed in
different conditions by combining traffic levels, presence and
message type using VMSs. Data acquired through
questionnaires have been used to parameterize the proposed
model in order to reproduce the resulting driving choice
behaviour and perceptions.
The effectiveness of the model has been measured
evaluating RMSE values between observed and predicted
preferences. The proposed model has resulted to be very
effective (2.89% RMSE) in absence of information, where
no parameterization is needed. Moreover, the model shows
very good abilities in reproducing drivers’ preferences under
information provision (10.9% RMSE for ‘queue’; 16.96%
RMSE for ‘accident’).
In a wider framework, the outcomes of this paper can be
used to carry out a road pricing system based on information
provision. Therefore, a VMS-based Advanced Traveller
Information System can be used as a tool for traffic
management.
Future developments concern the extension of this
experiment to a greater number of respondents in order to
better validate the proposed model. Moreover, an improved
driving simulator is intended to be used for a better user
experience.
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Abstract— In this paper, the enhancements to the ns2 source
code adding a capability for modeling Mobile Ad Hoc Network
(MANETs) and Mobile Medium Ad Hoc Network (M2ANETs)
in three dimensions are described. ns2 is an open-source eventdriven simulator designed specifically for research in computer
communication networks. It allows modeling MANETs in two
dimensions which imposes limits on investigating the MANET
performance in the real world. Experiments were conducted
using the modified ns2 simulator to determine the performance
of M2ANETs in 3D, at different node densities and with
different movement patterns. The results show that mobile
nodes using 802.11 links and running DSR routing protocol
can successfully operate as a mobile medium (M2ANET) in a
3D cube with dimensions less than 1500x1500x1500 meters.
Simulation experiments also show that deploying of a 3D
M2ANET in a multi-story building is not negatively affected by
limiting the mobile node movement to horizontal planes
corresponding to different floors in the building.

number of projects that match the M2ANET model have
been announced; they include Google Loon stratospheric
balloons [4] and Facebook high altitude solar powered
planes [5] for providing Internet services to remote areas,
and the Swarming Micro Air Vehicle Network
(SMAVNET) project where remote controlled planes are
used for creating an emergency network [6].

Keywords-mobile network; simulation; NS2; 3D; MANET;
M2ANET; Mobile Medium.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is a set of mobile
devices that cooperate with each other by exchanging
messages and forwarding data [1][2]. Mobile devices are
linked together through wireless connections without
infrastructure and can change locations and reconfigure
network connections. During the lifetime of the network,
nodes are free to move around within the network and node
mobility plays a very important role in mobile ad hoc
network performance. Mobility of mobile nodes
significantly affects the performance of a MANET [2].
A Mobile Medium Ad Hoc Network (M2ANET) is a
particular configuration of a typical MANET proposed in
[3], where mobile nodes are divided into two categories: (i)
the forwarding only nodes forming the so-called Mobile
Medium, and (ii) the communicating nodes, mobile or
otherwise, that send data and use this Mobile Medium for
communication. The advantage of this M2ANET model is
that the performance of such a network is based on how well
the Mobile Medium can carry the messages between the
communicating nodes and not based on whether all mobile
nodes form a fully connected network. An example of a
M2ANET is a cloud of drones released over an area of
interest facilitating communication in this area. Recently, a
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Figure 1. ns2 simulation screen of a MANET in 2D.

The existing simulation environments generally lack 3D
capabilities. This paper describes the modifications to the
ns2 simulator (Figure 1), version 2.35, adding a 3D mobile
network modeling capability. The modified simulator is
then used to investigate sample 3D M2ANET scenarios
including a number of mobile nodes moving randomly in a
3D volume bounded by a cube and hypothetical scenario of
mobile nodes moving on different floors in a multi-story
building.
In Section II, the existing 3D network simulation tools
are overviewed. Section III describes the modifications
made to the ns2 simulator. Section IV describes a case study
of wireless network simulation in 3D. Conclusions are
presented in Section V.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

A MANET is comprised of interconnected mobile nodes,
which make use of wireless communication links for multihop transmission of data. The mobility plays a paramount
role in the operation of a mobile network, however most
scenarios referred to in the literature focus on 2D [7]. One
of the few tools available for modeling node mobility in 3D
is MobiSim [8]. It is a mobility management tool designed
to produce movement trace files, Z coordinate included,
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which can then be used for analysis or as an input to a
simulator. As it generates only the movement traces, it
cannot be used as a data network simulator. OPnet Modeler
[9], in particular the Wireless Suite for Defense, includes
integrated tools that incorporate the terrain modeling, node
mobility and 3D visualization (3DNV), but, as a proprietary
package, OPnet is expensive to license and lacks
extensibility needed for experimentation with novel network
mobility patterns [10]. ns2 is an open source simulator with
built-in tools for modeling wired and wireless networks and
for traffic visualization [11]. In its current version it does
not support wireless node modeling in 3D.
In simulation, a random mobility is often used as a
reference case scenario, mostly because of the relative ease
of implementing it in a simulator. One of these popular
models is the Random Way Point (RWP) model available in
ns2 [10]. Nodes are moved in a piecewise linear fashion,
with each linear segment pointing to a randomly selected
destination and the node moving at a constant, but randomly
selected speed.
III.

MODIFICATIONS TO NS2

ns2 is an open source simulator consisting of over
300,000 lines of code in a number of libraries. The code
uses a number of coding conventions including the
representation of a mobile node’s location. Mobile node
coordinates are designated with variables X_, Y_ and
sometimes Z_. As the simulator is designed for modeling
2D environments, if and when Z_ is used it is set zero.
The search of ns2 source files for variables X_, Y_ and
Z_ followed by code inspection resulted in the following
candidate files for modifications listed in Table I.
TABLE I: MODIFIED SOURCE CODE FILES

File
Mobilenode.cc

Mobilenode.h

Topography.cc
Topography.h

Methods
MobileNode( )
command( )
bound_position( )
set destination3d( )
update_position( )
log_movement( )
getVelo( )
destZ( )
set_destination3d( )
initialized( )
Load_cube( )
command( )
Load_cube( )
lowerZ( )
upperZ( )
Topography( )

In order to move a node in 3D space, a 3D topography
needs to be defined. The maxZ of type double was defined
and initialized to 0.0 in the Topography constructor where
the maxX and the maxY are already initialized to 0.0. There
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are two getter methods defined for the maxZ in the
topography header file. One is lowerZ, which always returns
0.0, and upperZ, which returns the product of maxZ and
grid_resolution, where grid_resolution has default value of 1
unless initialized with different value using a TCL script.
A new method named load_cube was defined, which
accepts the arguments x, y, z, and res, which are used to
initialize maxX, maxY, maxZ, and grid_resolution,
respectively. This load_cube method is called from the TCL
script written for the purpose of running a 3D simulation
experiment.
In the mobilenode header, X_ , Y_ , and Z_ are already
defined in the original version of ns2 and they represent the
position of a node in the topography, and the Z_ was neither
implemented nor used. The dX_ , dY_ , and dZ_ are also
already defined and represent a unit vector that specifies the
direction of the mobile node movement. This vector is used
to update the position of a node. The destX_ , destY_ , and
destZ_ represent where the node is going. In order to get a
value of the destZ_, a getter method was defined for the
destZ_. The initialized method must check whether the
topography and trace object are initialized and it also must
check whether X_ , Y_ , Z_ are within the topography
boundary. The Z_ condition was added in the initialized
method to make sure the Z_ coordinate of the node is within
the defined topography. In the getVelo method, the velocity
factor for X_ and Y_ is already calculated using
dX_*speed_ and dY_*speed_ respectively, so the velocity
factor for Z_ which is the product of dZ_ and speed_ was
added.
The new set_destination3d method is defined in
mobilenode header, and takes X, Y, Z destination
coordinates of a mobilenode along with the speed.
In the mobilenode class, the MobileNode constructor
initialized destZ_ to 0.0. The constructor is also initializing
variables like X_ , Y_ , Z_ , speed_ , dX_ ,dY_ , dZ_ ,
destX_ , and destY_ to 0.0 along with other variables. The
bound_position method was also changed: it gets the lower
and the upper bound of the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the
topography and then checks whether the current position of
the node is within the topography. If not the bound_position
method will decrease or increase the coordinate value
accordingly. In the bound_position method there was no
handling of the Z coordinate, so this functionality was added
to make it work for 3D. The set_destination3d method
makes sure that all the class variables are initialized
correctly, checks whether the new destination is within the
topography boundary, and then makes a call to the
update_position method, which calculates the current
position of the node and then updates it to the new position.
Then the update_position method makes a call to the
log_movement method, which writes the new position in the
log file. After the complete execution of the log_movement
and
update_position
methods,
the
remaining
set_destination3d method was executed which saves the
value of the previous position of the node. The Z coordinate
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in
the
set_destination3d,
update_position,
and
log_movement methods were implemented.
Modifications to the setdest movement file generation
utility required modifications to the setdest class file.
The setdest class file does not have MAXZ defined so
MAXZ is set to type double and initialized to 0.0 which is
then used for the Z coordinate of the topography boundary.
In order to set the value which is received as a command
line argument for the Z coordinate of a topography another
case was added in the switch statement for the Z coordinate
that gets the command line argument value which comes
after -z and saves it to MAXZ. The setdest utility terminates
if the MAXZ value, which is received as a command line
argument after –z, is equal to 0.0.
In setdest movement, the speed of the node is variable
and does not exceed the max speed which is specified as a
command line argument. We simplified the setdest utility
and made the speed constant: the MINSPEED is set to
MAXSPEED, and the speed is updated to be equal to
MINSPEED in the RandomSpeed method. In modifying
setdest we chose to keep the speed constant to make node
movement modeling simpler and easier to trace and debug.
The RandomPosition method is called for node
coordinate initialization. In this method, node X and Y
coordinates are equal to uniform()*MAXX and
uniform*MAXY respectively and the node Z coordinate is
equal to 0.0. To make the RandomPostion method
compatible with 3D Z is updated to uniform()*MAXZ.
The RandomDestination method is similarly updated.
The RandomDestination method is used to assign a new
destination to the node. In this method, node X and Y
coordinates are equal to uniform()*MAXX and uniform()*
MAXY and node Z coordinate is equal to 0.0 so it is
updated to uniform()*MAXZ.
The print statement was updated so it also prints the z
coordinate for node movement. Finally, the setdest3d
method is used instead of the setdest method. The Z
coordinate value of a node for Z coordinate initialization is
already written to the output file.
The modifications to the ns2 source code and to the
setdest utility were successfully tested with a number of
validation tests which included: verifying if the 3D
boundary limits are enforced, whether the nodes move
correctly along paths defined in 3D, whether packets are
received successfully in the 3D environment. As in standard
ns2, at the end of a simulation run, the modified version
generates a trace file which includes an additional field
showing the Z coordinate on each node, like in the example
below:
r -t 16.005981008 -Hs 0 -Hd 0 -Ni 0 -Nx
832.41 -Ny 842.41 -Nz 852.41 -Ne 1.000000 -Nl AGT -Nw -Ma 13a -Md 0 -Ms
1 -Mt 800 -Is 1.0 -Id 0.0 -It cbr -Il
500 -If 0 -Ii 18 -Iv 32 -Pn cbr -Pi 16 Pf 1 -Po 0
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IV.

EXPERIMENTS IN 3D

The enhanced version of ns2 described in this paper was
used to model a mobile ad hoc network used as a mobile
medium, i.e., M2ANET. Two groups of experiments were
conducted: (i) free space experiments with one source and
one destination node and the mobile medium nodes moving
randomly inside a cube of different dimensions and (ii)
multi-story building experiments with two sources and two
destinations located at different floors of the building, and
the mobile nodes moving either randomly or being limited
to the planar motion of different floors.

Figure 2. Free space movement in a cube.

The source and destination nodes were placed in the
middle on the opposite sides of the cube (Figure 2) and 100
meters from the wall. In case of the two-story building
scenario the locations were in the middle of the wall at each
floor, with the source sending data to the destination on the
same floor. For example, for a 2000x2000x2000 meter cube
the source would be at (100, 1000, 1000) and the destination
at (1900, 1000, 1000), see Fig. 1 for the general arrangement. In the experiments we used 500 byte packets sent
every second (at Constant Bit Rate) over an 802.11 channel.
The free space propagation model was used giving each
node the communication range of 600 meters. The Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) protocol was used for routing.
Figure 3 shows the summary of simulation results for the
first set of experiments in free space bounded by a cube of
different dimensions: 1500, 2000, and 2500 meters. In the
experiments the packet delivery was measured and averaged
over 10 runs for each mobile node density. The first
observation is that the performance of the network improves
with the increasing number of mobile nodes in the mobile
medium. For a 1500 m cube the highest packet delivery
occurs at about 20 nodes, for a 2000 m cube at 40 nodes and
for a 2500 m cube at 45 nodes. This is because for a larger
cube more nodes are needed to build a path for sending
packets from the source to the destination. The second
observation is that the packet delivery declines when a large
number of nodes are used. This is consistent with the DSR
routing protocol performance where the route discovery
overhead increases with longer paths and frequent
disconnections in a larger network [12]. It is interesting to
note that the rapid decline occurs at 75 nodes in a 1500 m
cube, at 60 nodes in a 2000 m cube and at 50 nodes in a
2500 m cube.
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.

Figure 4. Multi-story building: two sources and two destinations with free
space movement.

The experiments were run in a 1500x1500x1500 space
with source and destination nodes on two planes: Z = 500
and Z = 1000. A total of 20 mobile nodes was used in each
experiment. Three scenarios were tested: (i) random: all 20
nodes moving randomly in a 1500 m cube with no
restrictions, (ii) independent: mobile nodes are divided in to
two groups of 10 and each group moves randomly but is
restricted to a different floor (plane), and (iii) synchronized:
nodes are still divided into two groups, one group moves
randomly on the upper floor and the other group on the
lower floor shadows the movement of the first group with
each node staying right below the node on the upper floor.

Figure 3. 3D experiments: free space movement in a cube

The two factors impacting the operation of the
M2ANET in the experiments, namely improvement in
performance due to more nodes available to create the
network and decline in performance due routing overhead in
a network with a large number of nodes, are opposing each
other and have different impact depending on the size of the
cube in which the network is deployed. For a smaller 1500
m cube the performance is stable for a range of node
densities (20 to 70 nodes) while for a larger 2500 m cube
the network never performs adequately because the delivery
starts to decline due to DSR overhead even before the
number of nodes would reach adequate density for forming
a reliable path. This shows a limit on suitability of a DSR
based network for creating a mobile medium covering a
larger volume.
In the second set of experiments, we set out to
demonstrate the use of the 3D network simulation tool in a
more practical example of a multi-story building (Figure 4)
where the movement of the nodes in not necessarily random
in free space bounded by a cube but is limited to a planar
movement on each floor, with the nodes on one floor
interacting with the nodes on another floor when they are in
range.
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Figure 5. Comparison of delivery rate for three multi-story building
scenarios.

The results of packet delivery averaged over 10
simulation runs (Figure 5) show a slight advantage of the
scenario when the nodes are restricted to different floors and
move independently. This can be explained by noting the
fact that when totally random movement is used inside a
cube, some nodes move into the corners of the cube which
would limit their participation in forming a path form source
to destination while restricting the node movements to each
floor avoids this occurrence.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, modifications to the ns2 version 2.35
simulator required for adding a new capability for modeling
mobile networks in 3D were described. ns2 is an open
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source simulator and consists of over 300,000 lines of code.
The modified ns2 has a capability to model MANET nodes
and mobility patterns in 3D. A number of validation tests
were performed to test the newly added 3D capability in the
ns2 source simulator.
The modified simulator was used to experiment with a
mobile medium network (M2ANET) in 3D. The tests
showed that the mobile medium formed by mobile nodes
running DSR over 802.11 connections with free space
propagation range of 600 meters performs well in a 3D
scenario covering a 1500x1500x1500 meter cube. In a larger
cube, a high performance could not be achieved as a larger
network with larger number of nodes required to fill in a
larger space suffered from the performance decline due to
an increasing overhead of the DSR routing protocol.
Experiments with modeling a multi-story building
showed that the mobile medium performance would not
decline when the mobile node movement is restricted to
moving on each floor rather than randomly in free space.
Based on our results, we suggest trying different existing ad
hoc routing protocols in the modified simulator in 3D. It
may be required to develop new routing schemes especially
suited for forwarding in a mobile medium in 3D.
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Abstract—The evolving field of social simulation is diversifying
the degree of complexity of published works, from simple models
to large scale simulations with millions of agents. In this context,
available platforms are divided between the ones favoring easy
to use interfaces and the development of prototyping, and others
created for simulating large scenarios with high computing costs.
The later group is truly diverse, based on the way executions
are accelerate and the wide range of technologies that they can
support. The cost of this increase in performance is a steep
learning curve, as the users of these platforms need to have advanced programming skills in order to deal with code complexity.
Pandora is a novel open-source framework designed to fill the
gap between these approaches. A twin interface in Python and
C++ offers the same interface to users developing prototypes as
well as projects with High-Performance Computing requirements.
The need for parallel programming knowledge is also skipped
through the automated generation, during compilation time, of
needed code for shared and unshared memory distribution using
OpenMP and MPI. A set of different helpers (unit testing,
georeferencing support) and analytical tools complement the
basic framework in order to facilitate the tasks of development,
testing and analyzing any type of Agent-Based Model. Pandora’s
flexibility is exemplified through different projects that have
introduced GPU acceleration, georeferenced data and cloud
computing to the framework.

such as NetLogo [1], MASON [2] and Repast Simphony [3].
Similar features are provided by Model Driven Engineering
platforms, such as INGENIAS [4] and modelling4all [5].

Keywords–Agent-Based Models; Social Simulation; HighPerformance Computing; Parallel programming; Multi-Agent Systems

Parallel programming is one of the most challenging aspects of software development. In particular, the distribution
of an ABM is strongly dependent on the nature of the problem
to model and the properties of the system (degree of interaction
between agents, complexity of behavior, etc.). There is no
optimal way to distribute any kind of ABM, because their
dynamics are extremely diverse. For this reason there are
different strategies that could split an ABM execution amongst
different computer nodes, but none of them will be universally
optimal. The only possible solution is to provide a set of
different techniques that can be applied to similar problems.
This idea is the basis of different initiatives like GridABM [6],
a framework of template solutions for distributing these type
of simulations.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The disciplines studying human behavior are being increasingly interested on the use of Agent Based Models
(ABMs) as virtual laboratories to explore and validate their
research hypotheses. This trend has determined the appearance
of a growing number of platforms specifically designed to
assist projects creating this kind of models. At the same
time, the diversification of case studies and requirements has
created a bifurcation between platforms created to implement
prototypes and simple models and those designed to face
advanced requirements, specially regarding the acceleration of
the execution.
The first group of platforms tends to emphasize easy to
use interfaces, and a quick learning curve that allows for
producing models in a short span of time. These features are
extremely interesting for a sensible part of the community of
social scientists, as it allows to create, deploy and explore
simulations with little or non-existent previous programming
experience. The powerful capability of creating models without
expert programming skills explains the success of platforms
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The drawback of this approach is scalability. Graphical
tools and dynamic programming languages are not focused
on this aspect of software engineering, and they tend to
have serious efficiency issues. This is not relevant for simple
models, but as the complexity of a model grows the idea of
switching towards more efficient programming languages takes
importance. This decision has a major impact in the model.
Advanced programming skills are required for this task, as
languages such as Java or C++ have a steep learning curve.
Besides, this decision not always affect the programming
language but also the platform chosen to create the ABM.
In particular, the Application Programming Interface (API) of
the different platforms can be extremely different, even when
the programmer is replicating an existing model. Finally, the
change of programming language is not enough improvement
on efficiency when the models contain a large number of agents
with complex behavior; in this case, the better approach is to
choose a platform capable of distributing the execution of a
simulation.

All this diversity of models and software platforms implies
that any project involving ABMs must carefully evaluate
existing options, considering its primary goals. If a wrong
platform is chosen it will be difficult to fix the problem, and
this could have a major impact on the success or failure of
the project. This also applies when there is a high degree
of uncertainty or requirements change over the span of the
project, situations that can easily happen in the context of
research. The Repast suite [7] is currently the only solution to
this issue, as it offers a wide arrange of different tools to use,
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from graphical modelling to distributed executions. However
this is not an optimal solution, as the most advanced tool in
terms of computation (Repast-HPC) does not share the same
code or language than the rest.
The discussed issues can be transformed in a set of
requirements for an all-purpose ABM platform:
•

Rapid prototyping in a dynamic programming language

•

An alternate interface providing access to efficient
version of the same functionality

•

The user should be able to analyze their models with
a wide array of analytical tools, including spatial
analysis, statistics and visualization.

•

Parallel execution, not only of different runs but also
of a single, CPU-demanding, simulation.

•

The switch between sequential and distributed executions should not translate into a re-implementation of
the model or in learning the complexities of parallel
programming.

This paper presents Pandora, an open-source ABM framework designed to deal with the varied needs of modellers and
fill the gap between prototyping and advanced simulations.
This innovative platform has a flexible architecture capable
of providing the tools needed to create any type of ABM
and execute it in any environment in a transparent way. This
includes dynamic prototyping, automated parallel execution
and analytical tools.
Next Section describes the different tasks involved in the
creation of an ABM, that any framework should cover. Next,
we describe the general structure of the platform, before
focusing on the core concepts of the design fulfilling the
requirements. The paper closes with a discussion on the present
and future of the platform.
II.

5)
6)
7)

If needed, implementation of an efficient version of
the model
Design and execution of a set of experiments
Analysis and dissemination of results

This classical modelling methodology is not the only way
to create ABMs. Software engineering practices are increasingly being used in the field; for this reason, the framework
should not force the user to create their models with a particular methodology, and it could be interesting to have support
for agile methodologies, including the use of Test-Driven
Development, intensive refactoring and collective ownership
of the code of [11][12].
III.

G ENERAL D ESIGN

The general architecture of Pandora is shown in Figure 1.
The abstract classes World and Agent are the core of the library,
as they form the content of any model. The first one manages
the different layers of continuous information that define
the environment of the simulation. Following Geographical
Information Systems modelling practices the environment is
defined as a set of raster maps (bi-dimensional matrices of
values), that can have read-only data and are encapsulated in
instances of the class StaticRaster. They are complemented
by DynamicRasters, whose values that can be modified over
the span of the simulation. The class Config also provides the
functionality needed to initialize any ConcreteWorld, usually
from an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file with all the
parameters of a run (duration, size of the map, output directory,
etc).
The Agent class encapsulates any entity of the model with
internal state, decision making processes and behavior. Any
ConcreteAgent needs to define at least a method updateState
that is executed every time step as well as serialize, where its
state will be stored in a file using the Hierarchical Data Format
(HDF5) protocol [13].

C REATING AN AGENT-BASED M ODEL

The methodologies used to create agent-based simulations
are as diverse as their goals [8]. The set of utilities and
analytical tools needed to implement, explore and publish an
ABM makes a strong case for using a general framework
capable of providing functionality for all these tasks. This
software platform should provide enough flexibility to go from
exploratory models to predictive simulations using the same
code. On the other hand social simulations are usually created
inside interdisciplinary initiatives, and this has an important
impact in the different steps of the methodology. The general
work-flow for this development, independently of the platform,
can be summarized as followed:
1)
2)

3)
4)

Definition of a research question
General definition of a model using Overview, Design
Concepts and Details (ODD) protocol [9], Unified
Modelling Language (UML) [10] or similar modelling tools)
Development of a prototype using a dynamic programming language
Exploratory visualization and verification of results
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Figure 1. Class diagram of the framework

A set of different utilities and helpers provides functionality to load georeferenced data, log relevant information
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and generated pseudo-random numbers needed for stochastic
processes. This architecture is specifically designed to host
any potential ABM, from simple prototypes to complex and
realistic models. Next sections define the different solutions
that have been implemented to deal with the requirements, in
particular (a) dynamic/static programming, (b) analytical tools
and (c) scalability.
IV.

T WIN PROGRAMMING INTERFACE

One of the most important requirements for this platform
is to facilitate the transition between simple and complex
simulation environments. Pandora implements its functionality
in C++, which can be accessed from a two-headed interface
in C++ and Python. The first interface offers an efficient
version that can also be distributed in a computer cluster,
while the flexibility of Python allows any user with minimal
programming skills to develop a model from scratch. The link
between both interfaces uses the library boost-python, that
provides a clear way of binding Python calls to C++ classes
and functions.
As an example of the flexibility provided by this solution,
a simple Agent that moves randomly can be defined in C++
as:
c l a s s B a s i c A g e n t : p u b l i c Agent
{
public :
B a s i c A g e n t ( c o n s t s t d : : s t r i n g & i d ) : Agent ( i d ) {}
˜ B a s i c A g e n t ( ) {}
void updat eStat e ( ) {
Point2D<i n t > n e w P o s i t i o n = g e t P o s i t i o n ( ) ;
n e w P o s i t i o n . x += g e t U n i f o r m D i s t V a l u e ( − 1 , 1 ) ;
n e w P o s i t i o n . y += g e t U n i f o r m D i s t V a l u e ( − 1 , 1 ) ;
i f ( getWorld ( ) . c h e c k P o s i t i o n ( newPosition ) )
{
s e t P o s i t i o n ( newPosition ) ;
}
}
};

The same behavior is achieved in Python using this code:
c l a s s B a s i c A g e n t ( Agent ) :
def
init
( self , id ) :
Agent .
init
( self , id )
def updateState ( s e l f ) :
newPosition = s e l f . getPosition ()
n e w P o s i t i o n . x += random . r a n d i n t ( −1 ,1)
n e w P o s i t i o n . y += random . r a n d i n t ( −1 ,1)

interfaces are checked by two unit testing suites, one using
the basic python testing framework and the other one with
the boost unit test toolbox. Finally, the analytical tools are
common for both interfaces, as models implemented with any
of the languages serializes result files with identical format, as
they are calling the same serialization methods.
V.

M ULTIPLE SCHEDULERS

ABMs are developed to explore a wide array of research
questions. In essence any scenario where micro behaviors
generate macro dynamics can be modelled with this technique.
At the same time, there is a key component of any ABM that
must be present in all possible models: the scheduler. This is
the process that updates the set of agents and the environment
that together form the model, and manages issues like the
order of execution of the agents, and the way they interact
with the other components (i.e., other agents, layers of raster
maps, etc.). The heterogeneity of problems to be modelled
suggest that there is no optimal scheduling algorithm. For
example, a scheduler that proofs efficient in the sequential
execution of simple models in a laptop will probably be
incapable of managing distributed simulations with millions
of agents. Besides, the way agents interact with each other is
quite different, depending on the purpose of the model. For
example, agents living in spatially structured models will have
a completely different interaction with other entities than a
model guided by social networks. The consequence of the
flexibility of the ABM concept is that there is no optimal
general strategy for a platform’s scheduler.
The relevance of this issue grows exponentially when
dealing with distributed executions [15]. Each agent needs to
gather knowledge from the surrounding environment, including
raster maps and other agents, before making any decisions.
The agents then execute their decision-making processes and
modify the environment. These mechanics translate, in terms
of parallelization, in the need of sharing several layers of
environmental data and agents between computer nodes, at
every single time step. Furthermore, the execution of the
agents’ actions cannot usually be distributed within a single
computer node (i.e., OpenMP), because there can be several
conflicts related to agents accessing and modifying the same
data at the same time.
Pandora’s design follows the philosophy of versatility, combining the software engineering patterns bridge and factory
method [16], as shown in Figure 2.

i f s e l f . getWorld ( ) . c h e c k P o s i t i o n ( newPosition ) :
s e l f . position = newPosition

Any code can be translated from one version to the other,
as both languages are designed to implement the ObjectOriented paradigm and the interface to Pandora’s functionality
is exactly the same. An important side-effect of this solution is
the maintainability of the framework. There is no duplicated
functionality between version of the framework in different
programming languages, as both interfaces call the same C++
code (i.e., complete examples can be found at [14]. This
approach decreases the number of lines, thus diminishing the
potential appearance of bugs in the code. In addition, both
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Figure 2. Class diagram of the Scheduling system

Any functionality of the base class World that needs to
update the environment or the agents is delegated to the
class Scheduler. Custom Schedulers implement different ways
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to manage these tasks without implying a change in the
Application Program Interface (API) of the framework. The
user only needs to specify the preferred Scheduler in the code.
This is done as follows for multithreaded execution in a single
computer (using OpenMP):
C o n c r e t e W o r l d w o r l d ( c o n f i g , w o r l d . useOpenMPSingleNode ( ) ) ;

or spatial distribution in different computer nodes using
Message Passing Interface (MPI) and OpenMP:
ConcreteWorld world ( config , world . u s e S p a c e P a r t i t i o n ( ) ) ;

The solution also provides a clear interface for advanced
users to develop their own schedulers if they need particular
solutions for their models. In any case, the Bridge pattern
allows that any Scheduler can be used in the execution of any
simulation. This is particularly useful for exploring a model
in different scales, as quick scenarios will use multithreading
while the largest ones can be deployed in a High-Performance
Computing (HPC) infraestructure.

be computationally intensive (e.g., rollbacks). This overhead
is affordable if agent behavior is CPU intensive and the
possibility of conflict is low, but this is seldom the case with
ABMs.
Pandora’s spatial partition scheduler uses a simpler approach. The spatial section owned by a computer node is split
into four equal parts numbering 0 to 3, as seen in Figure 4. The
agents inside 0 sections are executed simultaneously; as they
are not adjacent there is no possibility of collision between
their actions. Once all 0’s are finished, modified border data is
sent to the neighbors, and a new section will begin its execution
(1, 2 and finally 3). Once all of them are executed, the entire
state of the simulation is serialized and a new time step can
be evaluated.

A. Parallel execution
The only current Scheduler of Pandora designed for distributed execution is based on spatial partition. Each computer
node owns a section of the entire simulated scenario, containing the different landscape data as well as the agent. This is
one of the most popular ways of distributing an ABM, as is
also the solution adopted by Repast-HPC [7].
The world of the simulation is evenly divided among
computer nodes, and each one of them owns a section of
the environment, as well as the agents located inside its
boundaries. This layout is depicted in Figure 3. Information
in the border between adjacent nodes (raster maps and agents)
is communicated to neighbours every time step execution, in
order to keep up-to-date data in the entire scenario. The size of
this buffer border is defined as the maximum interaction range
of any agent, being the absolute horizon of actions of any
component of the simulation. The solution is scalable, given
the fact that every computer node will need to communicate,
at most, with 8 neighbouring nodes (if nodes own rectangular
regions), independently of the total size of the simulation. On
the other hand communication must be local, as agents can
only communicate inside a given interaction range.

Figure 4. Each computer node is divided into four different sections, that are
executed sequentially

The pitfall of this solution is that agents in section 0 will
always be executed before agents in sections 1-3. Depending
on the model the consequences of this effect can be nonexistent, or introduce artifacts in the outcome. As usual, a careful
choice between the different strategies is needed, based on
the existing scenario; Pandora provides the way to implement
and use any existing algorithm designed to distribute ABMs
[17][18][19].
B. Simultaneous execution of agents
Simulation performance can also be increased using the
complete set of CPU cores of every computer node to simultaneously execute the agents. Again, the problem of collisions
between agents’ actions must be solved. Performance analysis
showed that most of the execution time is spent when agents
(1) gather information, (2) choose a particular set of behaviors,
and (3) execute them. All ABM platforms mix these phases
in a single method, executed by every agent every time step:
tick in Netlogo [1], step in MASON [2] and RePast [20].
Agents do not modify anything in phases (1) and (2), as
they just evaluate potential course of actions depending on
existing data; if we separate them from the action’s executions
they can be simultaneously executed without risk of collisions.

Figure 3. Spatial partitioning of an ABM. Each color represents the section
of the world owned by a different computer node.

This solution does not solve to problem that two agents
living in different computer nodes can modify the same
bordering data at the same time. This potential collision can
be avoided by different technique, but most of them can
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Pandora uses this approach to split the step of an agent in
three different methods. In the first one, updateKnowledge, an
agent cannot modify the environment or other agents; it only
gathers information. In the second one, selectAction, the agent
executes her decision-making process to chooses an action
Once every agent has chosen what she wants to do Pandora
executes the actions of the agents sequentially. Finally, the
third method that a user can specify is updateState, where any
agent can modify its internal state evaluating the results of her
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actions. This cycle Explore - Decide - Apply allows Pandora to
distribute the execution amongst different Central Processing
Unit (CPU) cores of a node, as the first two methods are
declared const in C++ to be thread-safe, while the third one
is executed sequentially.
This structure seems more complicated than just defining
one method but, from a theoretical point of view, the division
of an agent’s execution in these three phases is more consistent
than the traditional ABM approach. The single method implementation mixes the different stages of an agent’s cycle, that
should be correctly specified while building the model (see
Figure 5). Dividing the execution in these phases avoids this
issue, forcing coherence during the transition from theory to
code.
Finally, from a theoretical point of view this solution is
more elegant, as it matches the definition of an intelligent agent
[21].

Figure 6. Spatial visualization of a single run

C. Exploratory Data Analysis
The output produced by thousands of ruins of an stochastic
ABM can be extremely complex to study, and visual analytics
can be an optimal choice to explore preliminary results [23].
At the present Cassandra includes two interactive tools: (a)
heat maps to compare particular parameter values and (b) time
series for understanding temporal dynamics, as seen in Figure
7.

Figure 5. The execution cycle of an agent

To conclude, a performance analysis of Pandora’s scheduling system [15], both in (a) supercomputers and (b) cloud HPC
infraestructures. Results show again the diversity of challenges
that any ABM platform need to face, as its execution in (b) is
optimal when the balance between intensity of communication
and CPU needs are shifted towards the later, while (a) is
needed if the model has a high degree of interaction.
VI.

A NALYSIS

Any ABM framework is not complete without a set of tools
to assist experiment design and analysis. Pandora’s development team has created Cassandra [22], a GUI tool to help the
user to perform the required tasks, from exploring a single
run to the exploration of parameter space across thousands of
executions.
A. Single run examination
The graphical interface allows to visualize the spatiotemporal dynamics of a model, as can be seen in Figure 6. This
feature is useful to detect general patterns, as the user can
check and track, at any given moment, the state of the different
agents and layers of information.
B. Parameter space exploration
The Laboratory tool allows to define and run an experiment, based on the values that the used defines for each
input parameter specified in the configuration. An HDF5 file
is generated by each run, that are parsed in order to extract
the needed summary statistics for the analysis.
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Figure 7. Exploratory visualization toolbox depicting the same set of runs
with a heatmap and time series

D. Output
The final step is the use of the analytical toolbox to collect
data from the dynamics of the system in different formats that
can be used by different applications (i.e., Comma Separated
Values for Statistical packages, GeoTiff and Shapefiles for
Geographical Information Systems, etc.). Additional outputs
ready to be used in publications and reports are composite
mosaics encapsulating several runs in any video format, as
well as Google Earth georeferenced movies.
VII.

C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The popularization of social simulation has increased in
recent years the number and features of open-source ABM
platforms [24]. This trend, while common and positive in any
scientific software community, has been one of the reasons
why replicability is scarce [25]. This issue is combined with
a limited use of software engineering to control the quality of
scientific code [26].
In addition, there is a technical gap between exploratory
models created for theoretical research and realistic models
developed for hypothesis testing and prediction. The first class
of ABMs are implemented by social scientists in platforms
with little or non-existent capability for multiplatform execution, while the second type of models is created by programmers with advanced programming skills in other software
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packages, and deployed in powerful hardware infrastructures.
The paradox is that simple simulations cannot be distributed
without a major coding effort, while distributed simulations
are not easily executed in a standard computer. Pandora closes
this gap in the increasingly diversified environment of social
simulation; it provides enough flexibility to be extended by
any user requirement, while maintaining its role of an allpurpose platform that can be used with any kind of model
and/or infraestructure.
This versatility has been shown in a wide array of scenarios, from simple models exploring theoretical issues [27] to
realistic simulations executing complex behavior for thousands
of agents and parameter configurations [28][29]. Its use has
also been extended through additional functionality like the use
of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) acceleration for particular
agent actions [30], advanced decision-making processes using
Markov Decision Processes [27] or its deployment in cloud
HPC infraestructures [15]. Next steps include the development
of a network-based scheduler, binary installation packages and
additional visualization tools.
VIII.
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Abstract—Using the component-based software development,
an application is constructed from individual reusable
components providing particular functionalities. The testing of
their functionality, their quality of services, and their extrafunctional properties is important, especially when each
component can be created by a different manufacturer. We
developed the SimCo simulation tool, which enables simulation
testing of software components directly without the necessity to
create their (potentially incorrect) models. The course of the
testing is described in so-called scenarios. In this paper, the
semi-automated generation of the scenarios based on the
analysis of the interfaces of the particular software components
and their mutual interactions is described. The described ideas
demonstrate the usefulness of the simulation for the
component-based software development.

of a single software component, a set of software
components, or an entire component-based application [4]
[5]. The components can be tested in the SimCo directly,
without the necessity to create their (potentially incorrect)
simulation models [5]. The course of the simulation testing is
described in so-called scenarios, which are basically XML
files loaded by the SimCo. The manual creation of the
scenarios is a lengthy and error-prone process [6]. Therefore,
we are now working on several approaches, which would
provide a semi-automated generation of the scenarios.
In this paper, we describe one such approach, which is
based on the analysis of the public interfaces of the particular
software components and on the observation of their mutual
interactions. The approach is focused on the situation when
the software components are created by a third party and
their source codes or any other descriptions of their behavior
are unavailable to us.
The paper is structured as follows. The basic notions are
briefly discussed in Section II. The SimCo is described in
Section III. The existing approaches to generation of testing
scenarios are discussed in Section IV. The interface-based
scenarios generation, which is the main contribution of this
paper, is described in Section V and demonstrated on a case
study in Section VI. The paper is concluded in Section VII.

Keywords-software components testing; scenarios generation; component interface; component interaction.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The component-based software development is an
important trend in contemporary software engineering. Using
this approach, an application is constructed from individual
reusable software components, which provide particular
functionalities as services through their public interfaces.
Each service of a component can be utilized by multiple
other components of the application and the invocation of a
service is a basic interaction between the components. A
single component can be utilized in multiple applications,
which implies the reuse of the existing program code. At the
same time, an application can be constructed from
components, which were created by different developers [1].
The testing of software components is very important.
Their functionality should be ensured by their developers.
However, the potentially different developers of the particular components of a component-based application reinforce
the need for testing of the interactions and mutual cooperation of the components. Moreover, besides the functionality
of the components, it is also necessary to test their extrafunctional properties (e.g., memory consumed by a service
invocation) and quality of services (e.g., time required for a
service invocation or the performance in general) [2][3].
During our previous research, we have developed the
SimCo simulation tool, which enables the simulation testing
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II.

BASIC NOTIONS

In order to make the further reading more clear, the basic
notions of the component-based software development and
the simulation testing will be now briefly described.
A. Software Components
In the component-based software engineering, a software
component is a black box entity with a well defined public
interface and no observable inner state. Its particular functionalities are provided as services accessible via its public
interface [1]. An application is then constructed from multiple components, which interact using their interfaces (e.g.,
invoking particular services). The particular components of
an application can be created by different developers, which
can be also different from the developer of the resulting
application. At the same time, a component can be utilized in
multiple applications. Although this definition is very
abstract, a more specific definition is problematic, since the
view of software components is very diverse [1].
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A component model specifies the features, behavior, and
interactions of software components. A component
framework is then a specific implementation of a component
model [5]. So, there can be (and often are) multiple
implementations of a single component model [7]. Software
components of different component models often have very
different form. Hence, it is very difficult to transform an
existing software component from one component model to
another. Thus, the SimCo utilizes only one component model
– the OSGi [8][9]. However, the ideas behind it can be used
in other component models as well.
The OSGi is a dynamic component model for Java
programming language widespread in both the academic and
the industrial spheres including automotive industry, cell
phones, and so on [7]. There are multiple implementations of
the OSGi component model (i.e. OSGi component frameworks) [8], for example the Equinox [10]. For its widespread
use, the OSGi is used in the SimCo [5].
Using the OSGi, the particular software components are
referred to as bundles. The dynamic nature of the OSGi
means that it is possible to install, start, stop, and uninstall
any bundle without the necessity to restart the OSGi
framework assuming that all bundle dependencies are
satisfied [11]. The OSGi bundle has the form of a .jar file
with additional OSGi-specific meta-information regarding
the provided and required services and so on [9]. Since the
.jar file can contain any number of Java classes, each
bundle can provide arbitrary complex functionality [7]. Both
provided and required services are described by standard
Java interfaces. Hence, the particular services of a bundle
have the form of standard Java methods [8].
B. Discrete-Event Simulation
A discrete-event simulation is a widely used simulation
type [12]. The simulation run of a discrete-event simulation
is divided into sequence of time-stamped events, which
represent an incremental change to the simulation state. The
time stamp specifies the simulation time, in which this
change to the simulation state should happen [12].
The simulation time between two succeeding events can
be arbitrary long, but the changes of the simulation state are
associated with the events only. So, the simulation time
“jumps” from the time stamp of an event to the time stamp
of the next event [12]. The processing of events is handled
by a so-called calendar with the list of events ordered by
their time stamps. At the start of a simulation run, the
calendar removes the first event from the event list, sets the
simulation time to the value of the event’s time stamp, and
performs the event’s change of the simulation state. This can
potentially lead to the creation of multiple new events, which
are inserted to the event list on the positions corresponding to
their time stamps. Then, the next event is removed from the
event list and so on. The entire process stops when a predefined condition is fulfilled or the event list is empty [12].
C. Simulation Testing
Considering only the discrete-event simulation from now
on, we will describe the simulation testing of software
components. For this purpose, two approaches can be used.
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The first approach is to develop a model of the tested
software component and use it in the simulation [2]. The
advantage of this approach is that the created model is suited
for the simulation. The disadvantage is that the creation of
the model is time-demanding and potentially error-prone.
Since the model usually incorporates only features, which
are considered important for the simulation and testing, it is
also possible to unintentionally omit some features, which in
fact are important for the results of the testing [7]. Also, the
consistency of the model has to be maintained.
The second approach is to use the tested software component directly in the simulation, instead of using its model.
The advantage of this approach is that there is no necessity to
create the model [4]. The disadvantage is that the simulation
must enable the running of the tested component in a way it
would run in a non-simulation environment [7].
Regardless the approach, the simulation testing can be
divided according to the knowledge of the tested software
component. If its source code is known, it can be (and
usually is) used for the preparation of the course of testing.
This is a white box testing. If the source code is not known,
other information such as a specification of the component’s
intended behavior, a description of its interface, and so on
can be used for the preparation of the course of testing. This
is a black box testing [13], on which this paper is focused.
D. Testing Scenarios
Regardless its type, the simulation testing lies in the
subjecting of the tested software component (or its model) to
a set of stimuli and observation of its corresponding
reactions [14]. In most real cases, it is not feasible to provide
a complete coverage of all stimuli. Hence, a subset of stimuli
should be created instead. This subset should represent well
all theoretical possible stimuli and, at the same time, be
reasonably small [13].
The course of the simulation testing is described in socalled scenarios, which incorporate the particular stimuli and
(optionally) the expected consequences. Using the discreteevent simulation (see Section II.B) for the simulation testing
of software components, the stimuli correspond to particular
events. Each event, in turn, corresponds to the invocation of
a service of a tested software component [7]. The consequences can then be a return value, an exception, a subsequent
invocation of a service of another component, and so on.
III.

SIMCO SIMULATION TOOL

Now, as we discussed the basic notions, we can proceed
with the description of the SimCo, which we developed
during our previous research.
A. Purpose and Description of SimCo Simulation Tool
The SimCo enables testing of software components using
the discrete-event simulation (see Section II.B). The SimCo
itself is a component-based application, which enables its
simple extensions and modifications [15]. It utilizes the
OSGi component model [8][9]. Currently, it runs in the
Equinox OSGi framework [10] (see Section II.A).
Consequently, it is utilizable only for the testing of the OSGi
bundles (OSGi software components) [7].
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The tested components are directly incorporated into the
simulation. Hence, the simulation environment must be
constructed in a way, which enables a normal running of the
tested components as they would be in a non-simulated
environment. Among other things, the dependencies of the
components must be satisfied. At the same time, the course
of the simulation testing must be under control during the
entire simulation run. These requirements are reflected in the
structure of the SimCo, which consists of several software
component types [15] (see Section III.B).
B. Types of Software Coponents in SimCo Simulation Tool
There are four types of software components (OSGi
bundles) in the SimCo – the core, the real tested, the
simulated, and the intermediate components [15].
The core components provide the functionality of the
SimCo itself. Primarily, they ensure the running of the
simulation according to the loaded testing scenario and the
collection of the results. The most important core component
is the Calendar, which ensures the progress of the simulation run by processing the events from the event list. The
core components also provide supplementary functions such
as logging, visualization of the simulation, and so on [15].
The real tested components are the OSGi bundles, which
shall be tested using the SimCo. The source code of these
components may be known or unknown, since the components can be created by a third party [15]. If the source code
is known (i.e. white box testing) it can be used for the
creation of the testing scenarios. However, in this paper, we
focus on the case when the source code is not known (i.e.
black box testing) and only the public interfaces of the
components (with or without further description) are known.
The real tested components run in the simulated environment, which brings several issues (e.g., discrepancy of the
simulation and real time, undesirable remote communication,
etc.) solvable by various means (see [5] and [15]).
The simulated components provide services, which are
required by the real tested components. They are useful
when a single component or a limited set of components are
tested and these components require services of other components, which are not present in the simulation. Then, the
simulated components provide the missing services required
by the real tested components. When an entire componentbased application is tested, the simulated components are not
necessary, since the requirements of all real tested components should be satisfied. Another important function of
the simulated components is the ensuring that all invocations
of the services of these components are performed using the
events and the calendar. This allows the SimCo to maintain
the control of the simulation run. Additionally, the simulated
components can be used for the speedup, since they do not
have to perform all the calculation they real counterparts
would. Instead, they can utilize random numbers generators
or prerecorded values, depending on the situation [15].
The intermediate components are inserted between all
pairs of real tested components. They ensure that the invocations on the real tested components are handled using the
events and the calendar. Basically, an intermediate component is a proxy for a real tested component. It has the same
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Figure 1. Relations of the three types of SimCo components

public interface (i.e. provides the same services). All
invocations of the services on the real tested component are
in fact handled using this proxy (see Figure 1). When a
service is invoked, the intermediate component ensures the
use of the events and the calendar and invokes the
corresponding service on the real tested components to
obtain the return value and potentially trigger further
consequences (e.g., invocation of a service of another
component) [15].
C. Testing Scenarios in SimCo Simulation Tool
The testing scenarios for the SimCo have the form of
XML files. They contain primarily the events, which shall be
processed during the simulation run [15]. The events
correspond to the invocations of the particular services of
particular components (see Section II.D). The scenarios also
contain the configuration of the simulation and the layout of
the components (e.g., information, which components are
real tested, which are simulated, etc.).
Each event in the testing scenario is usually stored as a
unique record containing the time stamp and the description
of the invocation that shall be performed – the component,
on which the invocation shall be performed, the service,
which shall be invoked, and the parameter values of the
invocation. The expected consequences of the invocation can
be stored as well. They are useful for evaluation of the
simulation tests – it can be easily compared whether the
consequences of the invocation during the simulation run are
the same as the expected ones. This is particularly useful
during the testing of the correct functionality of the
components. Nevertheless, the expected consequences are
not an obligatory part of the testing scenarios, since it is also
possible to use logging and probes for evaluation of the
simulation tests, separately from the scenarios. This can be
useful during the testing of the extra-functional properties
and quality of services of the components.
As an alternative to describing every single event
separately, it is also possible to specify a random numbers
generator with an appropriate probabilistic distribution [15].
This way, it is possible to generate multiple events (with preset parameter values or even randomly generated parameter
values) with a single description within the testing scenario.
However, this approach can be used only in some cases.
IV.

SCENARIOS GENERATION APPROACHES

The idea of the semi-automated generation of the testing
scenarios is not new in the software development field. The
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research in this area begun at least in 1970s [16] and
continues till today [6][13][14][17]. However, the research
focused on the semi-automated generation of the testing
scenarios directly for the software components is rare. So,
several existing approaches, which are briefly discussed in
the following sections, are mostly not intended for the
software components, but still can serve as a source of
inspiration. They have in common that they do not utilize the
source code of the tested application, but rather a description
of its behavior and requirements.
A. UML Behavioral Diagrams
Many approaches for the generation of the testing
scenarios are based on UML behavioral diagrams (e.g.,
sequence diagram, activity diagram, etc.) [18].
The activity diagrams are used, for example, for a
representation of concurrent activities [13]. The exhaustive
exploration of the diagrams is then used for the generation of
the testing scenarios. Since, for large applications, the
exploration of all possible flows in the diagrams is infeasible,
some constraints derived from the application domain are
used to discard illegal or irrelevant scenarios [13]. The
activity diagrams are also used in [17] where they are
generated using multiple UML use case diagrams in order to
express the concurrency of the particular use cases. The
exploration of the diagrams is again used for the generation
of the scenarios [17]. In [19], a layered activity diagram
describing the workflow of the tested application is used for
the extraction of the execution paths of the tested application.
These execution paths are then used for the generation of the
scenarios [19].
B. User Interface
Several approaches utilize the user interface for the
generation of the testing scenarios. This is based on the
assumption that the user interface provides access to the
majority (if not all) functions of the tested application [20].
In [20], the testing scenarios are created by inducing
inputs to the user interface and pairing them with corresponding outputs. An opposite approach, which is focused on
the testing of software components created using the .NET
platform, is described in [21]. In this case, the absence of the
user interface of the components is stressed as a major
setback for the testing. Hence, reverse engineering is used
for determination of the classes, methods and attributes of
the particular components. Using this data, a basic graphical
user interface is generated for each component [21].
C. Natural Language Specification
Using the specification of the tested application written in
natural language is an appealing approach for creating of the
testing scenarios. However, this approach is still very
difficult to implement due to the ambiguity, poor
understandability, incompleteness, and inconsistency of the
natural language [22]. Hence, some restrictions are often
used to overcome these difficulties.
An example can be found in [23] where a restricted form
of natural language is used for descriptions of the use cases.
From these descriptions, a control-flow-based state machine
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is generated for each use case. Then, these state machines are
combined into a global system level state machine. The
testing scenarios can be then generated by exploration of this
state machine [23].
A similar approach, based on the use case descriptions
written in natural language, is considered for the SimCo as
well. However, it employs different restrictions and different
course of generation of the testing scenarios. The use-case
descriptions are analyzed and transformed into an overall
behavioral automaton (OBA) using the FOAM tool [24].
From this automaton, the testing scenarios can be generated
[7]. However, the use cases descriptions must be written
using the rules described in [25] and (manually) enriched by
annotations describing the flow of the program and its
temporal dependencies. For more details, see [7].
V.

INTERFACE-BASED SCENARIOS GENERATION

The approach to semi-automated generation of the testing
scenarios, which is described in this paper in detail, is based
on the analysis of the interfaces of the particular software
components and observation of their interactions. The basic
idea has been described already in [7], but its extension, the
formulation of the algorithm, and its specific application
using a case study is the main contribution of this paper.
A. Main Ideas, Features, and Limitations
The approach is intended for the situation when the
source code of the particular software components is not
known, but their implementations are at our disposal. The
generated scenarios can then be used for testing of the extrafunctional properties and the quality of services of the
components. The specific requirements (e.g., maximal
duration of an invocation) are not generated, but can be
easily added by the user. The generated scenarios are also
particularly useful when a new component shall replace its
older version and we want to test whether the new component exhibits the same external behavior as the old one.
Assume now that there is an entire component-based
application, for which the testing scenarios shall be
generated, and the source code is not known for some or all
of its components. This entire application can be then
imported to the SimCo. During the import, the intermediate
components are placed between each pair of the components,
since all of them are real. Alternatively, some of the
components can be replaced by their simulated counterparts
as long as they exhibit the same external behavior as the
original real components.
Once the import is complete, the public interfaces of the
components (OSGi bundles) along with their services and
their parameters are determined. Then, the parameter values
of the particular invocations can be partially generated
automatically and partially provided by a user. Using these
parameter values, the services of the particular components
are sequentially invoked and the consequences of the
invocations are observed using the intermediate components
(and simulated components if they are present). The
consequences can be an exception, a return value, a
subsequent invocation of a service or services on another
component or other components, or solely a change of the
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inner state of the component. With the exception of the
unobservable inner state, all consequences can be recorded.
From all the types of the consequences, the subsequent
invocations are the most important ones. The reason is that,
with each subsequent invocation of a service, its parameter
values are observed. These parameter values can be then
added to the parameter values, which were automatically
generated or provided by the user (see previous paragraph),
but, unlike them, the parameter values from the subsequent
invocations are genuine, provided directly by the component,
which invokes the particular service. Moreover, the
parameter values can contain instances of objects, which are
difficult to generate automatically. This useful feature is
possible, because the parameters of the subsequent
invocations are present in the components, but are hidden
from us, since the source code is not known.
From the invocations and their consequences, the
scenarios can be directly generated. It should be noted that, if
there is an erroneous behavior in the component-based
application (e.g., a subsequent invocation, which in fact
should not occur), the errors will propagate into the generated scenarios. Therefore, the user is encouraged to check
the generated scenarios. However, in most cases, we assume
that the component-based application is working correctly.
B. Algorithm
The algorithm of our approach to the testing scenarios
generation consists of three steps – the preparation of a tree
data structure of all the components and all their services, the
generation of invocations of particular services along with
their parameter values, and the performing the particular invocations in order to determine their consequences and supplement additional invocations and their parameter values.
The tree data structure can be initiated easily using the
analysis of the public interfaces of the software components.
For this purpose, a service of the OSGi framework, which
enables to determine the public interface (i.e. a Java interface
– see Section II.A) of a component (OSGi bundle), can be
used. With the Java interfaces of the particular components
known, the Java reflection can be used for the determination
of their services (i.e. Java methods – see Section II.A) with
types of their parameters and return values.
For each service of each component in the initiated tree
data structure, the list of invocations is added. Each invocation contains the set of parameter values. These parameter
values can be partially generated and partially supplemented
by the user, depending on the type of the parameters. For the
enum type, all possible values including the null value are
generated. For the boolean types, both possible values are
generated. For the char type, all single-byte values are
generated. For the number types, a set of representative
values are generated (e.g., -128, -100, -10, -1, 0, 1, 10, 100,
and 127 for the byte type). For an object type, only the
null value is generated. If there are multiple parameters for
a single service, all combinations are generated. In order to
keep the number of various invocations feasible, the user can
provide restrictions for the generation of the parameters.
Moreover, the user can manually add parameters, which are
difficult to be generated automatically (e.g., specific
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Figure 2. Scheme of the tree data structure

instances for an object type). The scheme of the tree data
structure with filled lists of invocations is depicted in
Figure 2.
Once the tree data structure is initiated and filled with the
invocations (see Figure 2), it is sequentially explored
component by component, service by service, invocation by
invocation. Each invocation from the tree data structure is
performed on the corresponding component and its
consequences are observed using the intermediate
components (and the simulated components if they are
present). These consequences (a return value, an exception, a
subsequent invocation) are added to the tree data structure if
they are not already present. If the consequence is a
subsequent invocation on another component and it is not
already present, this invocation along with its parameter
values is added to the tree data structure as well.
//Initialization of the structure of components
structure.components = simco.getComponents();
//Initialization of their services
for (c: structure.components) {
c.services = simco.getServicesOfComponent(c);

}

//Generation and filling (by the user) of the
//invocations
for (s: c.services) {
s.invocations = simco.generateAndReadInvocations();
}

//Exploration of invocations and consequences
while (structure.isChanged()) {
structure.setChanged(false);
for (c: structure.components) {
for (s: c.services) {
for (i: s.invocations) {
invocationConsequences =
simco.performServiceInvocation(c, s, i);

}

}

}

for (ic: invocationConsequences) {
if (!i.consequences.contains(ic)) {
i.consequences.add(ic);
structure.setChanged(true);
}
if (ic.type == SUBSEQUENT_INVOCATION) {
sc = ic.subsequentComponent;
ss = ic.subsequentService;
si = ic.subsequentInvocation;
if (!structure.contains(sc, ss, si)) {
structure.addInvocation(sc, ss, si);
structure.setChanged(true);
}
}
}

}

Figure 3. The pseudocode of the entire algorithm
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Once the invocation is completed and all its consequences are added to the tree data structure, the next invocation is
performed and so on. When the entire structure is explored
(i.e. all invocations were performed), it is checked whether
new invocation consequences or subsequent invocations
were added to the structure during the just finished exploration. If so, the exploration of the entire structure repeats.
Otherwise, the algorithm ends (see Figure 3).
Once the algorithm is complete, its result is the tree data
structure filled with the invocation consequences and the
subsequent invocations. This filled data structure can be
visualized as a tree (see Figure 2) or as a multilevel list (see
Figure 5) for the user, if required. The structure can be then
directly transcribed to the resulting scenario (an XML file).
Should the extra-functional properties and the quality of
services be tested, their descriptions must be added to the
scenario by the user, since they cannot be determined from
the components or they behavior without further description.
The scenario can then be loaded by the SimCo, which
performs the invocations with the parameters specified in the
scenario and observes their consequences.
VI.

TRAFFIC CROSSROAD CONTROL CASE STUDY

The utilization of the described approach to the semiautomatic generation of testing scenarios will be
demonstrated on a case study – the Traffic crossroad control.
A. Description of Traffic Crossroad Control
The Traffic crossroad control is a component-based
application for the control of road traffic in a crossroad using
traffic lights. It is expected to run in an OSGi framework on
a specific hardware and operate a variety of hardware
sensors and control units [5]. Since these sensors and control
units are irrelevant for this paper, the components involving
any direct contact with them were replaced by manually
created simulated components in order to enable the running
of the application on a standard desktop computer [7].
The scheme of the entire application is depicted in
Figure 4. The application consists of eight components, from

which four components are real and four components are
simulated. Moreover, each real component has its own
intermediate component (see Figure 4).
The TrafficCrossroad component provides the
information about the structure of the crossroad. Its
simulated version also incorporates a nanoscopic road traffic
simulation replacing the real traffic [7]. The InductionLoop and the OpticDetection components provide
measured data from corresponding hardware sensors. Their
simulated versions extract the data from the road traffic
simulation instead. The TrafficLightsController
component ensures desired settings of the traffic lights using
corresponding hardware control units. Its simulated version
sets the traffic lights in the road traffic simulation instead.
The ControlPanel component provides the user interface
for the entire application. The TrafficControlAlgorithm component contains an algorithm for the control of
the traffic lights. This algorithm can require information
from the sensors mediated by the SensorAccess
component. From this component, the StatisticsCollector component periodically collects data and provides
various road traffic statistics [7].
B. Scenarios Generation for Traffic Crossroad Control
Assume now the utilization of the algorithm described in
Section V.B on the components of the Traffic crossroad
control application. During the initiation of the tree data
structure, the user provides eight sets of parameter values for
two services of the SensorAccess component (string IDs
of the particular sensors) and eight sets of parameter values
for three services of the TrafficControlAlgorithm
component (instances with parameters of the traffic control
algorithm). The remainder of the parameter values is
generated. The tree data structure is then explored and the
invocation consequences and subsequent invocations are
added to this structure.
The parts of the resulting filled structure are depicted in
Figure 5. The components, services, invocations, and
invocation consequences are marked with C, S, I, and IC,
respectively. The value in the parentheses of I denotes the
originator of the invocation (G – generated at the beginning,
U – provided by the user, Ex – added automatically during
the xth exploration). The value in the parentheses of IC
denotes the number of the exploration of the structure
(starting with 1), in which the invocation consequence was
added. The overall statistics of the filled tree data structure
are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I. OVERALL STATISTICS OF THE FILLED TREE DATA STRUCTURE

Figure 4. The scheme of the Traffic crossroad control application
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Feature
Invocations generated at beginning (G)
Invocations provided by user (U)
Automatically added invocations in 1st exploration (E1)
Automatically added invocations in 2nd exploration (E2)
Automatically added invocations in 3rd exploration (E3)
Generated consequences in 1st exploration (1)
Generated consequences in 2nd exploration (2)
Generated consequences in 3rd exploration (3)
Explorations

Count
39
16
4
4
0
68
21
0
3
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C: ControlPanel
S: boolean isTrafficLightsActivated()
I(G): isTrafficLightsActivated()
IC(1): return value [true]
S: void setTrafficLightsActivated(boolean)
I(G): setTrafficLightsActivated(true)
IC(1): subsequent invocation
[TrafficControlAlgorithm.isActivated()]
IC(2): subsequent invocation
[TrafficControlAlgorithm.setActivated(true)]
I(G): setTrafficLightsActivated(false)
IC(1): subsequent invocation
[TrafficControlAlgorithm.isActivated())
IC(1): subsequent invocation
[TrafficControlAlgorithm.setActivated(false)]
...
C: SensorAccess
S: int getQueueLength(String)
I(G): getQueueLength(null)
IC(1): exception [NullPointerException]
I(U): getQueueLength("E_01")
IC(1): subsequent invocation
[OpticDetection.getVehiclesCount("E_01")]
IC(1): return value [2]
IC(2): subsequent invocation
[InductionLoop.isVehicle("E_01")]
IC(2): return value [1]
...
S: boolean isVehicle(String)
I(G): isVehicle(null)
IC(1): exception [NullPointerException]
I(U): isVehicle("E_01")
IC(1): subsequent invocation
[OpticDetection.getVehiclesCount("E_01")]
IC(1): return value [true]
IC(2): subsequent invocation
[InductionLoop.isVehicle("E_01")]
IC(2): return value [true]
...
S: DetectorType getDetectorType()
I(G): getDetectorType()
IC(1): return value [DetectorTypes.OPTIC]
S: void setDetectorType(DetectorTypes)
I(G): setDetectorType(null)
IC(1): exception [NullPointerException]
I(G): setDetectorType(DetectorTypes.OPTIC)
IC(1): nothing observable
I(G): setDetectorType(DetectorType.INDUCTION)
IC(1): nothing observable
C: StatisticsCollector
S: Statistics getStatistics()
I(G): getStatistics()
IC(1): return value [statistics]
...
C: OpticDetection
S: int getVehiclesCount(String)
I(G): getCurrentVehiclesCount(null)
IC(1): exception [NullPointerException]
I(E1): getCurrentVehiclesCount("E_01")
IC(1): return value [2]
...
C: InductionLoop
S: boolean isVehicle(String)
I(G): isVehicle(null)
IC(1): exception [NullPointerException]
I(E2): isVehicle("E_01")
IC(2): return value [true]
...

Figure 5. Selected parts of the explored and filled tree data structure

As seen in Table I, the tree data structure is explored
three times in this case. During the third exploration, no new
invocation consequences and no new invocations are
generated, which means that the structure does not change
and the algorithm ends (see Section V.B).
There are four newly generated invocations of the service
getVehiclesCount() of the OpticDetection com-
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ponent added during the first exploration and four newly
generated invocations of the service isVehicle() of the
InductionLoop component during the second exploration. These invocations are direct consequences of the
invocations of the getQueueLength() service of the
SensorAccess component – not its isVehicle() service, which would have the same consequences, but is invoked after the getQueueLength() service, so the invocations are already present. In other words, the invocations
provided by the user for the SensorAccess component
propagate automatically to other components (OpticDetection and InductionLoop in this case) and enable
their better testing. This is a very useful feature of our
approach.
It should also be noted that both sets of the subsequent
invocations described in the previous paragraph are generated by the same invocation, but in different explorations. The
reason is that the inner state of the SensorAccess component is being changed during the exploration of the tree data
structure by its setDetectorType() service. So, although the inner state of the components is unobservable, it can
(and often does) influence the behavior of their services. Due
to this, the services, which lack any observable consequence,
but presumably change the inner state of the components,
can influence the generation of the invocation consequences.
So, the repetitive explorations of the tree data structure
maximize the number of generated invocation consequences.
As it was mentioned in Section V.B, the filled explored
tree structure can be directly transcribed to the resulting
scenario, which is a XML file. The part of this scenario for
the structure depicted in Figure 5 is depicted in Figure 6.
<scenario>
<invocation time="1" componentName="ControlPanel"
serviceName="isTrafficLightsActivated">
<parameters>
</parameters>
<consequences>
<consequence type="RETURN_VALUE"
dataType="boolean" value="true" />
</consequences>
</invocation>
<invocation time="2" componentName="ControlPanel"
serviceName="setTrafficLightsActivated">
<parameters>
<parameter dataType="boolean" name="arg0"
value="true">
</parameters>
<consequences>
<consequence type="SUBSEQUENT_INVOCATION"
componentName="TrafficControlAlgorithm"
serviceName="isActivated">
<parameters>
</parameters>
</consequence>
<consequence type="SUBSEQUENT_INVOCATION"
componentName="TrafficControlAlgorithm"
serviceName="setActivated">
<parameters>
<parameter dataType="boolean" name="arg0"
value="true">
</parameters>
</consequence>
</consequences>
</invocation>
...
</scenarios>

Figure 6. A part of the resulting scenario
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described an approach to the semiautomated generation of the scenarios for the simulation
testing of software components. The approach is based on
the analysis of the interfaces of the particular software
components and observation of their mutual interactions.
The approach is intended for situations when the source code
of the components is unknown, but their implementations are
available. Then, it enables to partially analyze the behavior
of the particular components. The resulting scenarios are
useful for the testing of the functionality of new versions of
the components, which shall replace their older versions, and
as the basis for the testing of the extra-functional properties
and quality of services of the components. In the latter case,
however, the descriptions and constraints of the extrafunctional properties and the quality of services must be
filled into the generated scenario by the user.
The functioning of the approach was demonstrated on the
Traffic crossroad control case study. The approach was
designed for the SimCo simulation tool and OSGi
component model, but its basic ideas are utilizable for other
existing component models as well.
In our future work, we will focus on the better
exploration of the structure, from which the scenarios are
generated. This includes ordering of the particular service
invocations and attempting to extrapolate the inner states of
the components.
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Abstract—Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are
mechatronic vehicle systems that contribute to improving road
safety and increasing driving comfort. Apart from all technical
challenges regarding control algorithms and sensor quality,
customer acceptance of ADAS is an important concern to
automobile manufacturers. Demonstrating new ADAS to
customers in real traffic environments is impractical and leads
to significant efforts and costs. This paper presents the
structure of a scalable framework used to implement ADAS
virtual prototypes. The design approach ensures maximum
flexibility and scalability for integrating new ADAS functions.
The framework is composed of modular functional units that
enclose real-time capable simulation models developed with
MATLAB/Simulink. The design of the functional units and the
input-output relationships of their models are presented.
Prototypical implementation of two innovative ADAS is
presented to show the usability and validity of the framework
for ADAS demonstration and training purposes. The
developed framework was integrated in an existing PC-based
driving simulator used to interactively demonstrate ADAS by
means of a simulated traffic environment.
Keywords-Driving simulators; Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS); Virtual prototyping; MATLAB/Simulink

I.

INTRODUCTION

Improving road safety standards is one of the main
concerns in the automotive industry. Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS) are complex mechatronic
vehicle systems that monitor vehicle surroundings, as well as
driving behavior. They provide drivers with essential
information and take over difficult or repetitive tasks. In
critical driving situations, these systems warn and may
intervene actively to support the drivers, and hence, lead to
increased road safety. ADAS belong to the active safety
systems, which help to prevent accidents or at least minimize
possible consequences [1].
By utilizing diverse sensor technologies (camera, radar,
ultrasonic, etc.) and decision algorithms, different levels of
assistance are achieved [2]. On the one hand, some ADAS,
like, e.g., Lane Departure Warning [3], only alert the driver
to critical situations by means of optical, acoustic and/or
haptic feedback. On the other hand, other ADAS do not only
recognize driving situations and warn the driver, but also
intervene actively in order to prevent possible collisions. A
common example of the latter type is Emergency Brake
Assist [4], which applies full braking if driver fails to
respond to obstacles in front of the vehicle.
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Automobile manufacturers and suppliers are confronted
with considerable technical challenges while developing
ADAS. However, there are additional challenging aspects
related to ADAS deployment and public acceptance. Firstly,
a flexible test environment is required in order to validate
ADAS concepts and assess their decision logic. Secondly, a
clear concept for driver-vehicle interface has to be addressed
in early development phases; this ensures that drivers can
handle the systems appropriately. On the other hand,
demonstrating safety and comfort benefits of ADAS to
consumers is a key factor for smooth market penetration and
development.
However, validating and demonstrating ADAS in real
traffic environments are impractical and lead to significant
efforts and costs. Moreover, real traffic environments are
principally random and do not allow for standardized driving
tests or reproducible research results. Driving simulators
offer a potent virtual prototyping platform to test and verify
ADAS in different development phases [5]. For
demonstration and training purposes, they can be utilized to
make drivers familiar with new ADAS, and hence, accelerate
the learning phase.
The project TRAFFIS (German acronym for Test and
Training Environment for ADAS) is carried out at the
University of Paderborn with the target of supporting
industrial development, testing and training of modern
ADAS using a reconfigurable driving simulator [6]. It is
funded by the European Union “ERDF: European Regional
Development Fund” and the Ministry of Economy, Energy,
Industry, Trade and Craft of North Rhine Westphalia in
Germany.
One objective of the project TRAFFIS is the
development of a platform for ADAS demonstration and
training purposes. As shown in Figure 1, three driving
simulator variants with different complexity levels and
simulation fidelity have been built: TRAFFIS-Light,
TRAFFIS-Portable and TRAFFIS-Full. The TRAFFIS-Full
variant incorporates a complex motion platform and a
surround projection system. The motion platform can fully
simulate vehicle lateral and longitudinal accelerations.
Moreover, real vehicle cabins can be used, so that drivers
experience realistic control cues. The TRAFFIS-Portable
variant has a pneumatic motion platform and a four-wall
projection system. The TRAFFIS-Light variant is simple a
PC-based driving simulator with no motion platform. These
driving simulator variants along with an innovative
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configurability concept offer a flexible test and training
environment for various in-vehicle systems [6]. However,
the focus is given mainly to the development of ADAS.
TRAFFIS‐Full

Test and Training
Environment for ADAS

TRAFFIS‐Light

Figure 1.

derives the conclusion and summarizes the benefits of the
presented approach.
II.

DRIVING SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The simulation environment of the PC-based driving
simulator consists of two main functional units: a vehicle
dynamics model and a traffic model. Figure 2 illustrates its
structure and the direction of information flow.

TRAFFIS‐Portable

Driving simulators with different complexity levels.

A simulation framework with flexible prototyping
concepts is required for easy and convenient ADAS
demonstration and training. This paper presents the structure
of a virtual prototyping framework for implementing ADAS
and demonstrating their benefits with driving simulators.
The developed framework consists of several functional
units enclosing simulation models that were implemented
with MATLAB/Simulink. The models are arranged in a
modular architecture and developed, so that they
communicate in a loosely coupled fashion. Adaptation of
models interfaces can be performed with minimum effort.
The design approach ensures maximum flexibility and
scalability for implementing any ADAS virtual prototypes.
The design of the functional units is discussed along with
input-output relationships of the underlying models. All
models are real-time capable, i.e., the simulation runs in real
time using the Real-Time Windows Target library from
Mathworks.
As a first step, the developed ADAS simulation
framework was integrated with an existing simulation
environment of the PC-based driving simulator, i.e.,
TRAFFIS-Light, which represents the simplest driving
simulator variant within the project TRAFFIS. Furthermore,
virtual prototypes of two innovative ADAS are presented to
show and validate the capability of the developed
framework for ADAS demonstration and training purposes.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 shows
briefly the driving simulation environment with which the
developed framework was integrated. Section 3 presents the
design approach of the developed ADAS virtual prototyping
framework along with the concepts of its functional units
and models. Section 4 demonstrates two ADAS prototypes
realised with the developed framework and demonstrated
using the PC-based driving simulator. Finally, Section 5
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Figure 2.

Simulation environment of the PC-based simulator.

Each functional unit consists of real-time capable submodels implemented with MATLAB/Simulink. The
visualization software represents the main feedback cue of
the PC-based driving simulator. 3D models for the main
vehicle, road and traffic participants are controlled through
the corresponding sub-models of the driving simulation
environment. The visualization software was implemented
with Unity [7]; a development engine that provides rich and
easy functionalities for creating interactive 3D tools. The
PC-based driving simulator incorporates a racing wheeltransmission-pedals set from Logitech and a racing seat
from Speedmaster. It is still fully interactive with respect to
steering, gears, acceleration and brake controls. This
simulator variant and its simulation environment are
considered in this work. The next sub-sections discuss each
functional unit briefly.
A. Vehicle dynamics model
Modeling realistic vehicle dynamics is essential for the
development of different in-vehicle systems. The design of
ADAS controllers relies primarily on the underlying vehicle
dynamics. The utilized vehicle dynamics model produces
the actual physical characteristics of the main vehicle and
allows for a total of 16 Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) [8]. The
chassis has three translational and three rotational motions
[9]. Each wheel has a relative vertical translational motion
and a rotational motion around the wheel axis. In addition,
each of the front wheels has a relative rotational motion
around the vertical direction of the road. The vehicle
dynamics model receives control signals from the hardware
control set and calculates the resultant motions; these are
exported mainly to the visualization software to update
vehicle position and orientation on the screen. The traffic
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model provides information about the road, i.e., height and
friction under each of the vehicle tires; these in turn are used
by the vehicle dynamics model to update the calculations of
the vehicle position, orientation and speed. The vehicle
dynamics model is composed of various sub-models [9]. It
implements the blocks shown in Figure 2 as modular
Simulink subsystems.
B. Traffic model
The traffic model is used to simulate the surrounding
vehicles and the road [10]. It simulates realistic behavior of
the traffic vehicles and their interactions, which is necessary
to give realistic feedback cue to the driver on the one hand,
and to efficiently test ADAS functions on the other hand.
The traffic model consists mainly of four sub-models: road
model, traffic vehicles models, driver model and a scenario
manager model, which composes arbitrarily different traffic
situations. The traffic model receives current position,
orientation and speed of the main vehicle from the vehicle
dynamics model; these are used mainly by the driver model
to arrange for appropriate traffic flow without collisions
with the main vehicle.
III.

the reasoning capabilities of the human driver and
compromises made according to the recognized traffic
situation, i.e., decisions to accelerate, brake, steer or to make
a certain maneuver. The control stage simulates the actual
physical actions the human driver performs to carry out
appropriate decisions. Related approaches for human driving
models are presented in [12] and [13]. The analogical
comparison with human drivers is valid under the
assumption that any ADAS can be represented as an
assisting automatic driver that warns the driver and/or takes
over the driving tasks in critical traffic situations.

ADAS SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

The vehicle dynamics model and traffic model constitute
the central functional units of a simulation environment for a
simple driving simulator. However, a comprehensive
simulation framework is still required to conveniently
simulate different ADAS functionalities. Active safety in
general and ADAS in particular exhibit continuous
development. New ADAS functions are developed to
achieve safer traffic flow and more comfortable driving.
Moreover, the availability of a wide range of sensors and the
possibility to integrate different sources of information allow
the development of more new reliable ADAS. Hence, one
principal requirement for building a flexible ADAS test and
training environment is to maintain maximum modularity
and scalability. The developed ADAS virtual prototyping
framework is structured in a modular form that ensures its
scalability. That is, new ADAS prototypes can be added
almost
without
significant
input-output
interface
adjustments. Furthermore, different ADAS can be integrated
together to implement more advanced capabilities such as
autonomous driving.
Driving is a multitasking activity where drivers have to
manage their attention between various actions and reactions
within a dynamic traffic environment [11]. The design
approach of the developed ADAS simulation framework is
based on an analogy between human driving behavior and
the functionality of ADAS. Figure 3 shows the structure of
the ADAS simulation framework. It consists of four
functional units or stages: user interface stage, recognition
stage, guidance stage and control stage. The latter three
functional units resemble the activity model the human
driver mainly follows while driving a vehicle. The
recognition stage represents the senses of human drivers for
recognizing road path and other traffic participants, i.e.,
current traffic situation. The guidance stage corresponds to
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Figure 3.

ADAS framework and its relation with the driving
simulation environment and HMI.

As shown in Figure 3, the ADAS virtual prototyping
framework is connected to the other functional units of the
driving simulation environment and the hardware controller
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set along with the visualization software (HMI) of the PCbased driving simulator. The ADAS simulation framework
receives inputs from the HMI to set the ADAS states, i.e.,
activate, deactivate or alter some parameters. It eventually
applies force feedback on the steering wheel according to
the driving situation and the type of the activated ADAS.
The ADAS simulation framework gets the states of the main
vehicle, i.e., position, orientation and speed, which are
calculated by the vehicle dynamics model. In case of ADAS
with active intervention, it overrides the requests of the
human driver and controls the states of the vehicle. The
ADAS simulation framework notifies the traffic model
regarding the activated ADAS, the traffic model invokes in
turn predefined traffic scenarios and provides information
about the traffic participants. The following sub-sections
discuss the design of each functional unit of the ADAS
simulation framework and the fundamental input-output
signals.
A. User interface stage
The user interface stage accounts for the interaction
between user, i.e., simulator driver, and the ADAS
simulation framework. It implements the logic required for
transitioning between different ADAS functional states,
like, e.g., on, off, standby, etc. Each ADAS user interface is
modeled separately as a Stateflow sub-model (a control
logic tool used to model event-driven systems within
Simulink). Figure 4 shows the structure of the user interface
stage and the main input-output signals.

another. For instance, while an autonomous driving function
will be deactivated if the driver moves the steering wheel
slightly; an emergency braking function will not be
deactivated for such an action. As outputs, indications for
ADAS functional states along with the desired ADAS
parameter values are exported to the corresponding ADAS
sub-routines within the guidance stage, discussed in a later
section. This arrangement for the user interface stage
conforms to the modularity and scalability requirement of
the ADAS simulation framework. For modeling new
ADAS, corresponding Stateflow sub-models have to be
implemented separately within the user interface stage using
the same set of input-output interfaces.
B. Recognition stage
Driver assistance systems require surrounding
recognition capabilities to be able to perceive the traffic
environment. Any ADAS must incorporate one or more
sensors, like, e.g., GPS, cameras, radar, ultrasonic, laser,
lidar. Many variants already exist in market; moreover, a lot
of new sensor technologies and concepts are being
developed, like, e.g., sensor fusion [14]. Hence, there are a
lot of sensor models to be integrated in order to achieve a
comprehensive ADAS virtual prototyping framework. The
recognition stage is composed mainly of two units: a
detection unit containing different sensor models and a
relevance filter unit. Figure 5 shows the structure of the
recognition stage and the essential input-output signals.
Recognition stage

User interface stage
Detection unit

HMI
signals

ADAS user interface 1
State 1

State 2

ADAS
states

Detected
objects list
Traffic vehicles
pos. & orient.

LRR sensor

Distances to
Objects corners

State N
Throttle
angle

Braking
value

.
.
.

Detected
objects list
Vehicle
states

SRR sensor

ADAS user interface N
State 1

Steering
Wheel
angle

Figure 4.

State 2

ADAS
parameters
values

State N

ADAS user interface stage.

Each sub-model receives an enable/disable signal from
the buttons set, as well as the values of the acceleration and
brake pedals, gear selector and steering wheel of the
Logitech controller. Furthermore, it gets feedback signals
indicating the desired maneuvers of ADAS controllers,
namely, throttle angle, braking value and steering wheel
angle. These are compared with corresponding signals
indicating the intention of the driver, which is provided
through the HMI. If there is a difference, and taking ADAS
type into account, the corresponding sub-model decides if
ADAS should make a transition from one functional state to
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Target
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Objects corners
Target
distance
Relevance
filter

Positions of
Objects corners
Distances to
Objects corners

.
.
.

Figure 5.

Target
position

Traget
relative speed

ADAS recognition stage.

Information about road and traffic participants is
provided through the traffic model. Vehicle position,
orientation and speed, i.e., vehicle states, are provided by
the vehicle dynamics model. The detection unit is designed
in the form of a bowl that contains different sensor models,
like, e.g., radar sensor model, ultrasound sensor model, etc.
The main output from a sensor model is a list of objects
characterized with detection flags, i.e., detected objects list.
In addition, each sensor model provides the positions and
distances of detected object corners. Short-Range Radar
(SRR) and Long-Range Radar (LRR) sensor models have
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been implemented within the detection unit. Both models
are based on the mathematical description or geometry of
detection area [15]. The long-range radar model is ideally
suited for detection distance longer than 30 meters; it can
typically detect objects 250 meters away. On the other hand,
the short-range radar model provides wider view and
detection distance below 30 meters. All parameter values
can be modified to alter the geometrical description of
detection area if necessary, i.e., the geometrical coverage
and detection range are adjustable, so that sensor
characteristics can be changed arbitrarily.
Within the relevance filter unit, detected objects are
further filtered according to the position and orientation of
the main vehicle relative to the road. That is, the outputs of
all sensor models are forwarded to a relevance filter, which
generates a flag indicating the most relevant object to the
main vehicle, i.e., target object. Moreover, relative speed of
the target object and distance and position of its nearest
corner are calculated. Figure 6 illustrates the selection
functionality of the relevance filter unit.
Not detected Detected Detected
Not relevant relevant Not relevant

i.e., it evaluates the perceived traffic situations. On the other
hand, it determines the actions required to avert undesirable
traffic situations. Figure 7 shows the structure of the
guidance stage and the main input-output signals.

Figure 7.

ADAS guidance stage.

The guidance stage is consisted of three sub-functions:
Decision unit, speed determination and trajectory
generation. These sub-functions are discussed next.


Decision unit
The logic of each ADAS is implemented within the
decision unit as a separate sub-routine. The decision unit
receives indication for the presence of a target object along
with its relative speed, distance to and position of its nearest
corner from the recognition stage. Figure 8 shows a flow
chart for the main function of the decision unit.

Main
vehicle

Figure 6.

Target object selection of the relevance filter unit.

The detection unit is extensible for additional sensor
models to be developed, whereas the functionality of the
relevance filter unit has not to be altered. However, the
relevance filter unit considers only sensors of the same
direction of detection and determines only one target object.
If other sensor models for other directions of detection are
to be implemented, like, e.g., right and left sides of the
vehicle, corresponding relevance filter units have to be
designed conforming to the structure of the recognition
stage and the same set of input-output signals.
C. Guidance stage
As mentioned previously while making analogy between
the developed ADAS simulation framework and the human
driving model, the guidance stage represents the
understanding of recognized traffic situations and the
decisions required for safe or comfortable driving. The
guidance stage derives its central role from being in the
middle of a detection phase, i.e., recognition stage, and an
action phase, i.e., control stage. On the one hand, it
interprets the information provided by the recognition stage,
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Figure 8.

Transition logic between ADAS sub-routines.

The user interface stage implies which ADAS is to be
activated with which parameter values. The main function
of the decision unit loops through all the implemented
ADAS sub-routines. Only that of the chosen ADAS is
executed while other ADAS sub-routines are ignored. It
considers the traffic situation detected by the recognition
stage, ADAS states and parameter values exported by user
interface stage and vehicle states provided by vehicle
dynamics model. Accordingly, it determines desired
distance to a target object, set speed or desired lateral
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position required to alter the path of the main vehicle. In
addition, it sends enable signals to corresponding vehicle
controllers, i.e., longitudinal and/or lateral controller,
discussed in a later section. The activated ADAS generates
warning signals required to trigger some display elements
within the visualization software.
Similar to the user interface stage and recognition stage,
the decision unit is extensible, so that any logic for new
ADAS prototypes can be simply added as new separate subroutines. The set of input-output signals is comprehensive
and suitable for almost all active and passive ADAS.

ADAS within the decision unit determines the desired
lateral position required to adjust the vehicle path or to
avoid a collision for example. The function limits the rate of
lateral position change generated within the decision unit in
order to obtain reasonable and realistic lateral transitions.
Although it handles the orders of the decision unit mainly
with respect to the lateral direction, the function adds a
predetermined offset to the longitudinal component of
current vehicle position. Hence, the location of the moving
point is updated continuously and gradually to form the
desired trajectory, as shown in Figure 10.



Speed determination
This function maintains constant time headway space to
a target object that eventually drives with lower speed than
that of the main vehicle [16]. Principally, the headway
distance varies with main vehicle speed; this allows for a
fixed margin in time for the ADAS to react to changes in the
speed of the target object. The speed determination function
is basically a distance controller that determines the speed
required to maintain the desired headway space, taking the
speed of the target object into account. It is based on the socalled slide mode control [17]. It is a simple control method
that proves good stability especially where the control
actions are discontinuous functions of system states and
inputs.
The speed determination function handles the orders of
the decision unit with respect to the longitudinal direction.
While the desired headway space is provided by the
decision unit, i.e., the sub-routine of an activated ADAS, a
speed command is generated to obtain this distance
accordingly. Figure 9 shows the difference between the
desired and actual headway distances.

Moving
point

Figure 10.

Resulting
trajectory

Moving point for trajectory generation.

The desired trajectory represented as postion updates is
forwarded to the lateral controller discussed in a later
section.
D. Control stage
A motion controller is required in order to control the
state of the vehicle in case of active ADAS intervention. As
shown in Figure 11, decoupled longitudinal and lateral
controllers were implemented to execute the orders of the
guidance stage and guide the vehicle accordingly.

Desired
headway distance
Vt
Actual
headway distance

Figure 9.

Vm

Headway distance control and speed determination.

Moreover, the function selects the minimum of the
ADAS set speed, like, e.g., set speed of an adaptive cruise
control, and that required for following a target object while
preserving constant headway space. Finally, the desired
speed is forwarded to the longitudinal controller discussed
in a later section.


Trajectory generation
This function generates the trajectory required to guide
the vehicle through the road or to move it from one lateral
position to another. The function encloses the mathematical
description of the road, so that the generated trajectory
reconsiles with road path. The trajectory is generated in the
form of a moving point in front of the vehicle. The activated
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Figure 11.

ADAS control stage.

The control stage gets an enable signal from the
guidance stage that indicates which controller is to be
activated, and hence, moving the vehicle with a desired
speed in a desired direction. These controllers are discussed
next.


Longitudinal controller
The longitudinal controller is a cascaded speedacceleration control loop system [18]. It is composed of two
successive controllers: speed controller and acceleration
controller. The speed controller is a Proportional-Integral
(PI) type that constitutes the outer loop of the longitudinal
controller. The speed command from the guidance stage is
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compared with the actual speed of the vehicle to generate a
speed error. The speed controller generates an acceleration
value required to overcome the speed error. It is followed by
an anti-windup function to prevent output saturation [19].
The desired acceleration is forwarded then to the
acceleration controller.
The acceleration controller constitutes the inner loop of
the longitudinal controller. The desired acceleration is
compared with the actual acceleration of the vehicle to
generate an acceleration error. The acceleration controller
implements the inverse form of vehicle dynamics and
drivetrain of the vehicle model [20]. The acceleration
controller is composed mainly of three sub-models, as
shown in Figure 12.
Acceleration controller
Desired
acceleration
Vehicle
states

Figure 12.

Drive torque
calculation

Engine
torque

Throttle
control

Throttle
angle

Wheels
torque

Brake
control

Braking
value

Sub-models of the acceleration controller.

The drive torque calculation sub-model generates the
wheels torque and engine torque required to achieve the
desired acceleration. It is based on the dynamics equations
of the vehicle model. The throttle control sub-model
generates the throttle angle according to the required engine
torque. It is based on the engine model within the vehicle
dynamics model. Similarly, the brake control sub-model
generates the braking value according to the required wheels
torque [21]. It is based on the braking model within the
vehicle model. The longitudinal controller exports the
throttle angle or braking value to the vehicle dynamics
model. For comfort driving and realistic vehicle behavior,
the throttle and brake control sub-models do not allow the
acceleration and deceleration to exceed predetermined
limits.


Lateral controller
The lateral controller handles the path following control
problem, i.e., how to control the vehicle, so that it can
faithfully follow a prescribed path. As shown in Figure 11,
it is composed mainly of two sub-models. The path
following controller sub-model gets the trajectory generated
by the guidance stage in the form of a moving point, i.e., a
point directly in front of the vehicle that updates its location
on a certain path. It calculates the front axle force required
to let the vehicle adjust its orientation, and hence, follow the
moving point to pursue the desired trajectory. The path
following controller is based on the feedback linearization
control method [22]. The basic idea is to convert the closedloop control system including the plant, i.e., the horizontal
vehicle dynamics model in this case, into linear system
dynamics. The method was applied to the bicycle vehicle
model [8] and showed optimal robustness even at stability
borders, such as rapid steering maneuvers or driving at
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relatively high speeds in sharp curves. According to the
horizontal vehicle dynamics, the steering calculation submodel determines the steering angle, which corresponds to
the desired lateral force. Moreover, it calculates the steering
wheel angle using the inversion of the steering model within
the vehicle dynamics model. Finally, the lateral controller
exports the steering wheel angle required to guide the
vehicle in the desired direction to the vehicle dynamics
model, and hence, following a certain trajectory. The
designed longitudinal and lateral controllers can serve a
variety of active ADAS functions where a spontaneous
rapid maneuver or the whole driving task is taken over by an
automated intervention. The generality and simplicity of the
interface between the developed guidance and control stages
make it convenient to develop and plug new ADAS
functions. The following section presents the logic of two
innovative ADAS functions implemented in the decision
unit within the guidance stage.
IV.

ADAS PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION

To prove the usability of the developed ADAS virtual
prototyping framework in general and to show the benefits
of its modular structure in particular, prototypes for two new
ADAS were implemented: Emergency Brake Assist and
Emergency Steer Assist. Both functions represent the state
of the art in ADAS development and have different types of
intervention. However, both functions have been
implemented without any special interface adjustments due
to the modularity and scalability of the ADAS simulation
framework described in this paper.
A. Emergency Brake Assist
Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) is an ADAS sub-routine
implemented within the decision unit of the guidance stage.
According to recognized moving or standing objects in front
of the vehicle, it initiates automatic braking in the case of a
potential rear-end collision provided that the driver has not
responded to prior warnings signals [23]. Figure 13 shows a
flow chart for a simplified version of the EBA sub-routine.

Figure 13.

Simplified version of EBA logic within the decision unit.
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The intention of the driver is observed through the user
interface stage, and hence, is embedded within the ADAS
states signal. The EBA sub-routine gets the distance and
relative speed of a target object existing in front of the
vehicle from the guidance stage. The critical braking
distance, i.e., safe distance, is calculated from the provided
inputs. This means, the safe distance is variable and depends
mainly on the relative speed of the target object. If the
actual distance to the target object gets close to the safe
distance within predefined limits, the function initiates
optical and acoustic warning signals to be handled by the
visualization software. The optical warning has three levels:
a green cautionary signal if the target object ahead is close,
a yellow alert signal if the safe distance is reached and a red
critical signal if the actual distance is equal to or fell below
the safe distance. In the latter case, if the driver fails to take
braking or steering actions, i.e., when an emergency
situation is fully confirmed and the state of the target object
flag does not change, the EBA sub-routine enables the
longitudinal controller and sets the speed to zero. The subroutine overrides the acceleration request of the driver who
is effectively taken out of the loop. However, the driver still
can retain control anytime by taking an appropriate steering
action, and hence; changing the state of the target object
flag. The function was tested and validated with many test
scenarios, where different values for the speed of the main
vehicle and traffic vehicle ahead were considered. Figure
14 illustrates the switching point between warnings and
active intervention distances of the EBA sub-routine
Warnings level
distance

Figure 14.

Emergency braking
distance

EBA intervention in case of no driver response.

B. Emergency Steer Assist
Emergency Steer Assist (ESA) is an ADAS function
implemented within the decision unit of the guidance stage.
The function supports the driver in the lateral driving task
[23]. According to recognized sudden right or left incursion
from a traffic object and if the driver has no time left for
braking, the function initiates rapid automatic steering
intervention in the case of predicted collision, as shown in
Figure 15.
Critical incursion distance

Figure 15.

ESA intervention due to sudden road incursion.
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Almost similar to Emergency Brake Assist function, the
intention of the driver is observed through the user interface
stage. If a target object appeared suddenly within the lane of
the vehicle, the function decides to steer the vehicle abruptly
in the opposite direction. This decision takes the form of a
desired (x, y) point, which is exported to the lateral
controller. The speed of the vehicle, the distance at which
the target object appeared and the intention of the driver are
factored in the decision of the function. The critical
incursion distance is variable and depends mainly on the
speed of the vehicle. The function was tested and validated
with test scenarios where different values for the speed of
the main vehicle, as well as different distances to the
incurring target vehicle were considered.
V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) gain
importance due to their safety and comfort features. The
ADAS virtual prototyping framework described in this
paper offers a flexible solution to efficiently validate ADAS
concepts and easily demonstrate their benefits to customers.
The presented approach is based on an analogy between the
functionality of ADAS and the human driving model. This
resulted in a comprehensive architecture, which is
composed of modular and extensible functional units.
The developed ADAS virtual prototyping framework
was integrated with an existing real-time simulation
environment of a PC-based driving simulator. To validate
the approach and the capabilities of the developed ADAS
simulation framework, prototypical implementation of two
innovative ADAS functions was presented. Although both
functions show different types of intervention, no special
signal interface adjustments were necessary. The design of
the other functional units of the simulation environment,
i.e., vehicle dynamics model and traffic model, has not to be
adjusted for any future ADAS prototypes.
A group of test persons were involved in the behavioral
validation process of the driving simulator after integrating
the ADAS virtual prototyping framework [24]. In other
words, an assessment of how drivers react and perform with
respect to the implemented ADAS prototypes has been
made. The test persons have been subjected to near collision
situations, where different values for the speed of the main
vehicle and traffic vehicle ahead were considered. The
behavioral validation process showed how the test persons
could reasonably handle ADAS warnings and active
interventions with very good learning curves. Effectiveness,
proper operation and drivers’ acceptance of the
implemented ADAS were evaluated.
The presented approach added new capabilities to the
PC-based driving simulator for assessing ADAS algorithms
and performing drivers training by means of a driving
simulation environment. In general, the modularity and
scalability requirement of an ADAS training environment
for the project TRAFFIS was fulfilled.
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I NTRODUCTION

On an urban road with a traffic signal various congested
traffic patterns can be observed. The understanding of these
city traffic phenomena is important for the development of
effective tools for traffic management and intelligent transportation systems.
There are two main types of city traffic on multilane
roads at traffic signals: under- and over-saturated traffic. In
accordance with the classical theories [1][2][3][4][5][6], when
the flow rate increases above some signal capacity value,
a transition from under- to over-saturated traffic occurs. In
undersaturated traffic, all vehicles, which are waiting within
a queue during the red phase, can pass the signal during
the green phase. An opposite case occurs in oversaturated
traffic: some of the vehicles in the queue cannot pass the
signal location during the green phase resulting in the queue
growth (see Figure 1 (a, b)). In accordance with the classical
theories [1][2][3][4][5][6], well-developed oversaturated traffic
consists of a sequence of moving queues with stopped vehicles
separated by regions in which vehicles move from one moving
queue to the adjacent downstream moving queue; the mean
duration of the vehicle stop within a moving queue does not
usually change while the moving queue propagates upstream
of the signal (see Figure 1 (c)).
Based on simulations in the framework of the three-phase
theory [7][8], Kerner et al. have recently predicted that in addition to classical sequences of moving queues (see Figure 1), in
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(a)

traffic
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(b)
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I.

location [km]

Keywords–Microscopic simulation; Three-phase traffic theory;
City traffic.

oversaturated traffic synchronized flow pattern(s) (SP) should
also occur [9]. In comparison with [9], in this article we
make the following new developments: i) we simulate and
discuss single vehicle (microscopic) acceleration related to
synchronized flow in oversaturated city traffic and ii) we
make a briew comparison of simulated synchronized flow with
empirical synchronized flow revealed recently in measured
field data in oversaturated city traffic. For simulations of
spatiotemporal features of SPs in oversaturated traffic we use
the Kerner-Klenov stochastic microscopic traffic flow model
[10][11][12] in the framework of Kerner’s three-phase theory.

vehicle 1

60
30
0
20

22

time [min]

24

time [min]

(c)

location [km]

Abstract—Recently, the synchronized flow traffic pattern has
been found in empirical data of oversaturated city traffic.
Traffic simulation models based on classical theories cannot
reproduce synchronized flow. We present simulation results based
on Kerner’s three-phase traffic theory. By using a version of
the Kerner-Klenov stochastic microscopic traffic flow simulation
model, we are able to reproduce all traffic patterns found
in city traffic, including synchronized flow. The key role in
understanding the emergence of synchronized flow within the
model plays the driver’s speed adaptation effect.

traffic
signal

1
2

3

4

time [min]

Figure 1. Spatiotemporal structure of oversaturated traffic at a traffic signal
of the classical theory of city traffic. Taken from [9].

This article is organized as follows. In Section 1, a short
introduction to the theory of synchronized traffic flow in a city
is given, and the simulation model is described. In Section
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2, empirical findings of synchronized flow in city traffic are
presented and compared with simulation results. In Section 3,
a conclusion and an outlook to further work are given.
II.

K ERNER -K LENOV SIMULATION MODEL

(a)

qsat =qout

3000

space gap [m]

flow rate [vehicles/h]

Urban traffic on a multilane road with a traffic signal
at its end can either be oversaturad or undersaturated. In
undersaturated city traffic all vehicles waiting in a queue in
front of a traffic signal can pass the signal in the next green
light phase. In oversaturated city traffic on the other hand,
not all vehicles can pass and therefore the queue of waiting
vehicles grows with each cycle of the signal. In classical
theories the oversaturated city traffic consists of a series of
moving queues, sequences of stopped vehicles interrupted by
sequences of vehicles that move from one moving queue to
the next queue downstream. In general the duration of the
vehicle stop within a moving queue does not change in average
while the moving queue propagates upstream of the signal (see
Figure 1).
It is usually assumed [1][2][3][4][5][6] that the transition
from under- to over-saturated traffic, i.e., traffic breakdown
at the signal, occurs at a classical capacity of traffic signal
(eff)
Ccl = qsat TG /ϑ, where qsat is the saturation flow rate, i.e.,
the mean flow rate from a queue at the signal during the green
phase when vehicles discharge from the moving queue to their
maximum free speed vfree . ϑ = TG + TY + TR is the cycle
time of the signal and assumed to be constant, TG , TY , and
TR are the durations of the green, yellow, and red phases of
(eff)
the signal, respectively. TG is the effective green phase time
that is the portion of the cycle time during which vehicles are
assumed to pass the signal at constant rate qsat .
Within anonymized vehicle probe data from oversaturated
city traffic provided by TomTom, rather than this stop-andgo pattern built by the moving queues, synchronized flow
according to the three-phase traffic theory by Kerner has been
found [13].

J
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F
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0
0
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vc,n =

g safe

0
30

speed [km/h]
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In contrast with two-phase traffic flow models with a
fundamental diagram (e.g., [14][15][16][17]), in the stochastic
model [10][11][12] used for all simulations, there is a 2Dregion of synchronized flow associated with the fundamental
hypothesis of three-phase theory (see Figure 2) [7]. When
a driver approaches a slower moving preceding vehicle and
she/he cannot overtake it, then the driver begins to decelerate
and adapts its speed to the speed of the preceding vehicle,
when the gap g to the preceding vehicle becomes smaller than
a synchronization gap G (see Figure 2 (b)). This driver’s speed
adaptation occurs under condition gsafe ≤ g ≤ G, where gsafe
is a safe gap.
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(3)

ṽn+1 = min(vfree , vs,n , vc,n ),

(4)

(

(1)

vc,n
(2)
vc,n

at ∆vn + Aℓ,n τ < ∆va ,
at ∆vn + Aℓ,n τ ≥ ∆va ,

(5)

∆va is constant.
(1)
vc,n

P0 =



=

(1)

vn + ∆n
vn + an τ

at gn ≤ Gn ,
at gn > Gn ,

(6)

∆(1)
n = max(−bn τ, min(an τ, vℓ,n − vn )),

(7)

(2)
vc,n
= vn + ∆(2)
n ,

(8)

∆(2)
n = ka an τ max(0, min(1, γ(gn − vn τ ))),

(9)





at ∆vn + Aℓ,n τ < ∆va ,
at ∆vn + Aℓ,n τ ≥ ∆va ,

(10)

an = aΘ(P0 − r1 ), bn = aΘ(P1 − r1 ),

(11)

amax =

S F

20

An+1 = (vn+1 − vn )/τ,

p0
1

a
ka a

if Sn 6= 1,
if Sn = 1,

Sn+1 =

Figure 2. 2D-regions for steady states of synchronized flow in the
flow–density (a) and the space-gap–speed planes (b) [10][11][12][18][19].
F – free flow, S – synchronized flow, J – line J [7][8].
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vn+1 = max(0, min(vfree , ṽn+1 + ξn , vn + amax τ, vs,n )),
(1)
xn+1 = xn + vn+1 τ,
(2)

G

0

100

density [vehicles/km]

We use a discrete version of a stochastic three-phase
microscopic model of Kerner and Klenov [10][11][12]. The
physics of the model variables are explained in [7][8]. The
parameteres of the model have been adapted for city traffic
in [18][19], the vehicle speed vn+1 , the coordinate xn+1 , and
the acceleration An+1 at time step n + 1 are found from the
following equations:

(

P1 =



p1
p2

if Sn 6= −1,
if Sn = −1,

−1 if ṽn+1 < vn ,
1
if ṽn+1 > vn ,
0
if ṽn+1 = vn ,

(12)

(13)

r1 = rand(0, 1), Θ(z) = 0 at z < 0 and Θ(z) = 1 at z ≥ 0,
p0 = p0 (vn ), p2 = p2 (vn ), p1 is constant.

if Sn+1 = 1,
 ξa
−ξb if Sn+1 = −1,
(14)
ξn =
 ξ (0) if S
n+1 = 0,
ξa = a(a) τ Θ(pa − r), ξb = a(b) τ Θ(pb − r),

ξ (0)


 −1 if r ≤ p(0) ,
= a(0) τ
1
if p(0) < r ≤ 2p(0) and vn > 0,

0
otherwise,

(15)

(16)

r = rand(0, 1); a(b) = a(b) (vn ); pa , pb , p(0) , a(a) , a(0) are
constants; synchronization gap Gn and safe speed vs,n are
Gn = G(vn , vℓ,n ),
G(u, w) = max(0, ⌊kτ u + a−1 φ0 u(u − w)⌋),
(a)

vs,n = min (vn(safe) , gn /τ + vℓ ),
vn(safe)

= ⌊v

(safe)

(gn , vℓ,n )⌋,

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
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(safe)
v (safe)
) = gn + Xd (vℓ,n ), Xd (u) =

 τsafe + Xd (v
(a)
α(α−1)
2
, α = ⌊u/bτ ⌋, β = u/bτ − α, vℓ =
bτ αβ +
2

a)

Weak Speed Adaptation

(safe)

max(0, min(vℓ,n , vℓ,n , gℓ,n /τ ) − aτ ), τsafe is a safe time
gap; b, k > 1, a, ka , and φ0 are constants; ⌊z⌋ denotes the
integer part of a real number z. In (1)–(20), n = 0, 1, 2, ... is
the number of time steps, τ = 1 s is a time step, amax is a
maximum acceleration, vfree is a maximum speed in free flow,
ṽn is the vehicle speed without speed fluctuations ξn , ℓ marks
the preceding vehicle, gn = xℓ,n − xn − d is the space gap
between vehicles, d is the vehicle length, ∆vn = vℓ,n − vn ;
xn and vn are measured in units δx = 0.01 m and δv = 0.01
m/s, respectively.
In the model, if a vehicle reaches the upstream front of
a moving queue at a signal it decelerates as it does at the
upstream front of a wide moving jam propagating on a road
without traffic signals [7][8]. During the green light phase,
vehicles accelerate at the downstream front of the moving
queue (queue discharge) with a random time delay as they
do at the downstream jam front. During the yellow phase a
vehicle passes the signal location, if the vehicle can do it until
the end of the yellow phase; otherwise, the vehicle comes to
a stop at the signal.
A key role in the simulation of synchronized flow plays
the driver’s speed adaptation for which we use a stochastic
description through the probabilities p1 and p2 in (12). We
write these probabilities as follows:
(0)

p1 = min(1, (1 + ε)p1 ),

(0)

p2 = min(1, (1 + ε)p2 (vn )),
(21)
(0)
(0)
where p1 = 0.3, p2 (vn ) = 0.48 + 0.32Θ(vn − v21 ), ε is
the coefficient of speed adaptation. The larger ε, the stronger
the speed adaptation and, therefore, the larger the mean space
gap (the longer the mean time headway) between vehicles in
synchronized flow. This can be explained as follows.
If on a multilane road a driver approaches a slower moving
vehicle in front and if he cannot change lane, e.g., because
of traffic on the other lane not permitting a sufficient safety
gap for a lane change, than the driver has to decelerate. In
the model he can start to decelerate as soon as he enters the
synchronization gap to his leader. The driver will decelerate
if his distance to the leader becomes smaller than the safety
gap, and he will accelerate if the distance becomes greater than
the synchronization gap (see Figure 2 (b)). But in contrast to
models based on classical theories, in three-phase traffic flow
models a vehicle doesn’t try to abide to a specific distance to
the preceeding car, usually the safety gap. Instead, the vehicle
tends to adapt its speed to the speed of the preceeding car, but
it will do this while taking an arbitrary distance to it as long
as it stays within the synchronization gap.
Therefore, the driver could decelerate gradually to the
speed of the leader as soon as he enters the synchronization
gap, which would lead to a short headway to the preceeding
vehicle (see Figure 3 (a)). This situation, described with ε = 0,
is called usual or weak speed adaptation and leads to the
classical behaviour of stop-and-go traffic: the mean duration
of the stops of the vehicles remain almost constant along
the moving queues that build upstream of the signal [9].
Alternatively, the driver can decelerate more sharply when
reaching the synchronization gap distance, which would lead to
a large headway to the preceeding vehicle (see Figure 3 (b)).
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Safety Gap
Synchronization Gap
b)

Strong Speed Adaptation

Safety Gap
Synchronization Gap

Vehicle under consideration

Slower moving preceeding vehicle
Figure 3. Explanation of speed adaptation effect: Weak speed adaptation (a)
and strong speed adaptation (b).

This situation, described with ε > 0, is called strong speed
adaptation and leads to the behaviour that cannot be described
by classical theories: the mean duration of the stops of the
vehicles decreases the further upstream of the traffic signal the
moving queue is located [9]. The growth of the space gap leads
to the dissolution of the jam upstream of the traffic signal. So
in oversaturated city traffic adjacent to the traffic signal there
is still the classical stop-and-go behaviour of the vehicles, but
further away from the signal synchronized flow emerges due
the dissolution of the jam.
III.

S YNCHRONIZED

FLOW IN CITY TRAFFIC

For the simulation of synchronized flow in urban traffic we
use a multilane road with a traffic signal at the end. We chose
a road section of Völklinger Straße in the city of Düsseldorf
(see Figure 4) as congested traffic is observed here regularly
in the data of a stationary video detector [13]. The length of
the section is 630 m, the speed limit is 60 km/h, and there are
no junctions in between.
A. Empirical findings
Figure 5 shows typical examples of anonymized empirical
vehicle probe data provided by TomTom, the dotted (red) line
denotes the point in time at which the vehicles pass the position
of the traffic signal. Figure 5 (a) shows the velocity profile of
a vehicle driving on Völklinger Straße in the morning rush
hour, exhibiting the classical moving queue pattern in front of
a traffic signal in oversaturated city traffic.
Figure 5 (b) shows an example of a velocity profile in
the synchronized flow phase in the late morning rush hour:
the vehicle at first drives with a speed between 20 km/h and
30 km/h without coming to a stop. Then as it moves further
down the road it has to decelerate to a full stop about 100 m
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detector
(x = 20 m)

90 m

B. Simulation of synchronized flow
For our simulations we used infrastructure information
from OpenStreetMap [20] that was improved by the use of
infrastructure plans from the city of Düsseldorf that also
provided the traffic signal cycle plans. The amount of vehicles
emitted per minute into the simulation was matched to the
data of the video detector at the beginning of the road. In all
simulations we use the following parameters of model ((1)–
(21)): τsafe = τ = 1, d = 7.5 m, vfree = 18.0558 ms−1
(65 km/h), b = 1 ms−2 , a = 0.5 ms−2 , k = 3, φ0 = 1,
∆va = 2 ms−1 , ka = 4, γ = 1, pb = 0.1, pa = 0.03,
p(0) = 0.005, p0 (vn ) = 0.667 + 0.083 min (1, vn /v01 ),
v01 = 6 ms−1 , v21 = 7 ms−1 , a(a) = a, a(0) = 0.2a,
a(b) (vn ) = 0.2a + 0.8a max(0, min(1, (v22 − vn )/∆v22 ),
v22 = 7 ms−1 , ∆v22 = 2 ms−1 , ε = 0. Open boundary
conditions have been used in all simulations.
Figure 6 (a) shows the speed profile of a vehicle driving in
free flow, and Figure 6 (b) shows the according acceleration
profile: after entering the road section, the vehicle drives
(nearly) at maximum speed at first. Then it decelerates and
comes to a stop in front of the traffic signal. In the next
green light phase it passes the traffic signal position and again
accelerates to maximum speed. This is a typical simulation
example for the situation of undersaturated city traffic. Since
we describe free flow, the speed adaptation effect doesn’t come
into it.
Figures 7 (a) and (b) show the speed and acceleration
profile of a vehicle driving in synchronized flow. The pattern
is very similar to the one found in the empirical data (see
Figure 5 (b)): the vehicle first drives with a speed between
10 km/h and 20 km/h. As it moves further down the road it
first decelerates to a full stop at the end of the queue in front
of the traffic signal and then a second time about 20 seconds
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30

6:29 p.m.

6:31 p.m.

6:33 p.m.

time

velocity [km/h]

b)
60

2013−02−06

30

0
9:05 a.m.

9:06 a.m.
time

c)

velocity [km/h]

in front of the traffic signal as it reaches the upstream front
of the queue. In accordance with the microscopic criteria
for traffic phases in congested traffic [7][8], this is a typical
empirical example of synchronized flow in oversaturated city
traffic. Following classical theories one would expect either a
stop-and-go pattern along the road, or a higher speed at the
beginning of the section followed by one or more stops in front
of the traffic signal.
Finally, Figure 5 (c) shows an example of a vehicle driving
through heavy congested traffic: the travel time for the 630
meters of Völklinger Straße is about 12 minutes.

60 2011−11−09

0

traffic
signal

Figure 4. Layout of test track Völklinger Straße from Südring to Fährstraße.
Video detector at x = 20 m, traffic light at x = 630 m (cycle time ϑ = 70 s,
red phase duration TR = 35 s, yellow phase duration TY = 4 s), speed limit
vmax = 60 km/h.
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velocity [km/h]

80 m

Fährstraße

Südring

460 m

60 2013−02−02

30

0
1:11 p.m.

1:17 p.m.
time

1:23 p.m.

Figure 5. Empirical examples of speed profiles: classical stop-and-go pattern
(moving queues) (a), synchronized flow (b) and highly congested traffic
pattern (c). The dotted (red) line denotes the position of the traffic light.

later within the queue. This is an example of synchronized
flow pattern reproduced in the simulation.
Finally, Figures 8 (a) and (b) show the speed and acceleration profile of a vehicle driving in heavily congested traffic.
The vehicle is following a typical stop-and-go pattern along
the entire strech of the road up to the position of the traffic
signal.
All simulation results shown above are representatives of
traffic patterns that were found in the empirical data. This
demonstrates that we can reconstruct in our simulations the
urban traffic patterns known from classical theories like stopand-go traffic, as well as synchronized traffic that is unknown
to classical theories but found in real data. By alternating the
strength of the speed adaptation effect we can reproduce all
traffic patterns found in the empirical data for synchronized
flow.
As described in Section II, the stronger the speed adaptation effect, the larger the space gap (time headway) that a driver
chooses on average to the preceeding vehicle. Since the drivers
in this case have enough space in front and can decelerate
gradually, they come to a stop less often and therefore the
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40

0
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07:55:00
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07:55:40

Figure 6. Typical example of simulation results for free flow:
time-dependance of microscopic (single) vehicle speed (a), and the
according acceleration profile (b) The dotted (red) line denotes the position
of the traffic light. ε = 0.

mean stop duration of the vehicle within the moving queue
decreases. As a result, the absolute value of the upstream front
velocity of a moving queue becomes smaller than that of the
downstream front of the moving queue, resulting in moving
queue dissolution. The moving queues dissolve into the synchronized flow phase. The strength of the speed adaptation
effect influences the distance from the traffic signal, at which
the moving queues dissolve. The greater ε, the shorter the
distance from the traffic signals at which the moving queues
dissolve [9].

a)

velocity [km/h]

60
40
20

IV.

0

b)

07:00:00
time

07:01:00

07:00:00
time

07:01:00

acceleration [m/s²]

2
1
0
-1

Figure 7. Typical example of simulation results for synchronization flow.
The dotted (red) line denotes the position of the traffic light. Model
parameters are the same as those in Figure 6 with the exception of the value
of ε, that is taken as ε = 1.333.
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Figure 8. Typical example of simulation results for congested traffic. The
dotted (red) line denotes the position of the traffic light. Model parameters
are the same as those in Figure 6 with the exception of the value of ε, that
is taken as ε = 1.333.
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C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

Empirical probe vehicle data measured by TomTom navigation devices show synchronized flow in oversaturated city
traffic [13]. We have simulated oversaturated city traffic with
the discrete stochastic microscopic Kerner-Klenov three-phase
traffic flow model. The simulations show that under strong
speed adaptation synchronized flow patterns which are very
close to empirical data can be reproduced with this model.
Strong speed adaptation is associated with an average increase
of space gaps (time headways) which drivers choose moving in
very dense city traffic. The stronger the speed adaptation effect,
the shorter the distance at which moving queues dissolve into
synchronized flow. Further work will include the evaluation
of the strength of the speed adaptation effect as well as
comparisons to more empirical examples.
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Abstract— In this paper, a case study is presented to improve
the performance of a Tires Production System implemented as
a Material Requirement Planning. In our proposal, the Master
Production Schedule is calculated from a percentage of the
demand’s forecast per period, and production begins with the
arrival of customer orders. The improvement of Tires
Production Systems comprises to work with the multi-objective
genetic algorithm method NSGA-II and with the results
comparison of the duo Simulated Binary Crossover Parameter based against the Whole Arithmetical Crossover
Mutation - Mutation Uniform. The simulation results show
that the minimum values are obtained with the pair Simulated
Binary Crossover - Mutation-based Parameter, and also in
fewer generations number.
Keywords-multiobjective optimization; nsga-II; production
systems; genetic algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION
This research starts with the need to improve the
performance of a Tire Production System (TPS). TPS is
implemented as a Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
System. The improvement is made at the Planning and
Production Control System (PPCS) of the TPS in order to
satisfy demand without increasing inventory.
A PPCS can be implemented as a Push System (PHS) or
as a Pull System (PLS). A MRP is a type of Push System
[1], while a Kanban System is considered to be a Pull
System [1]. In a PHS, the Forecasted Demand represents the
signal to start production, and its main feature is to satisfy
the demand in exchange for an inventory of finished
products. A Kanban System starts production with the
arrival order signal; its main feature is to decrease inventory
in exchange of the increasing the risk to do not meeting the
demand.
Both PPCS approaches (PLS and PHS) were created for
different manufacturing environments. PLS works well in
environments of assembly of components, where
components are assembled into finished products, while
PHS works well in processes that supply products to other
production processes as well as processes that involve
perishable products [2].
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Since late 80’s, some researchers have explored different
combinations of the advantages of PHS and PLS and they
have defined a new kind of PPCS known as Hybrid PushPull Systems (HPPS). These kinds of systems merge the
characteristics of PHS and PLS in order to improve
Production Systems performance [1].
The objective of this paper is to improve the performance
of a TPS. This is accomplished by taking the advantages
from both PHS and PLS. It is proposed to use MRP for
Master Production Schedule (MPS) and Material Plan (MP).
For the execution of the production, the arrival of the orders
as a signal to start production is proposed. The performance
is measured with two indicators: Unmet Demand and Raw
Material Inventory. A Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm
(MGA) is used in order to find the minimum values of
performance indicators.
The paper is organized as follows: the related literature
with the HPPS that improve the performance of a MRP
system is cited in Section II. Section III presents the
proposal to improve the TPS on study, considering the
elements to integrate to the MRP system implemented in the
TPS, the MGA method and the crossover and mutation
techniques; in the materials and methods section, the general
methodology is defined as well as the structure of the MGA
method and the information related to the case study. The
results and conclusions are presented in Section V and
Section VI, respectively.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section considers the researches related with HPPS
that improve the performance of a production system from a
MRP system. Below, authors and description of the HPPS
are presented:
 Hall [3] uses MRP and Kanban synchronized in the
joint point of shop floor and planning, in order to
start to produce.
 Vaughn [4] uses MRP for medium to long term
planning and uses Kanban for shop floor.
 Lee [5] integrates MRP and Just in Time in a single
framework, to take the planning advantage of MRP
and the execution advantages of JIT.
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Ke et al. [6] use a strategy composed by a Push
element for the procurement and a Pull element for
production.
 Takahashi et al. [7] integrate the Push and Pull
controls to calculate orders for the assembly and
distribution stages using PHS and PLS respectively.
 Nagendra [8] uses JIT/Kanban in the shop floor and
MRP for planning process.
 Gupta et al. [9] make a selection of the number and
size of Kanban implemented in an MRP system.
 O'Grady [10] presents a model in which the demand
is the signal for MRP to make the planning stage,
and the execution stage works with PLS.
 Bushée et al. [11] make a method for scheduling job
shops that combines PHS and PLS.
 Beamon et al. [12] apply the PHS from the
beginning of the process until the components are
produced; in these points the system changes to
PLS to assemble the components into finished
products.
 Flapper et al. [13] embed JIT into MRP in three
steps, from a production process operated by MRP.
Step 1: create a logical line flow through rapid
material handling; Step 2: use a PLS on the logical
line; Step 3: make the layout in a flow line.
 Huq et al. [14] use a PLS in a job shop with some
variations in: processing times, load levels, and
machine breakdowns.
 Lin et al. [15], base the production system on the
forecast of production to produce the components
of the final products with the push system, and the
final products are assembled according to customer
orders, with Pull system.
HPPS were made to improve the indicators performance
of a PPCS, which highlights the inventory of raw materials
and demand satisfaction, among other performance
indicators.
According to the literature reviewed, the proposed HPPS
are structured so that the main advantages of each PHS and
PLS, i.e., MRP in the planning stage and JIT at the
production stage.
The proposed HPPS do not consider changes in the
proportion of Forecasted Demand in the planning production
stage, while working with PHS and PLS in the production
stage.
III.

PROPOSAL

Based on the literature review, a proposal is made to
improve a TPS. The TPS under study operates according to
a MRP system. The improvement is based under the
following considerations: the TPS in the stages of MPS and
MP will operate as a MRP system [16], In the Push stage,
the arrival orders as the starting production signal is
proposed, like in a Pull System [17].
To improve the performance of the TPS, it is proposed to
calculate the MPS from a percentage of the forecasted
demand and to produce according to demand. TPS
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improvement is measured through the performance
indicators: Raw Materials Inventory and Unmet Demand.
The Raw Material Inventory is the amount of raw material
accumulated at the beginning of the production process at
end of period. Unmet Demand is the amount of demand that
is not satisfied at the end of the period.
To improve the TPS, a MGA is used. The MGA are used
when an optimization problem has two or more objective
functions and the search space is very large. The problem to
improve the TPS is an optimization problem consisting in
two objective functions and continuous decision variables.
The search space size is calculated with a combination of
the decision variables of all the periods. This problem is
defined later. According to our previous statements, it can
be said that it is appropriate to use a MGA.
There exists some methods of MGA in the literature.
NSGA-II proposed by Deb [18] is proven to have a better
performance than other similar methods, such as Paretoarchived Evolution Strategy (PAES) [19] and StrengthPareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) [20]. These three
MGA methods use elitism. NSGA-II gets better results with
real code representation than binary code representations
[18]. These are the reasons why this method is selected to
improve the TPS.
NSGA-II proposes to work with Simulated Binary
Crossover (SBX) and the Parameter-based Mutation (PBM),
for validation experiments [21]. However, in this research,
the mutation and crossover techniques are alternated, in one
side we use SBX along with PBM, and on the other side the
Whole Arithmetical Crossover (WAX) is used along with
Uniform Mutation (UM) [22]. All crossover and mutation
techniques used in this work, are defined in the next section.
To improve the TPS, there is an optimization problem
where the objective functions are: to Minimize Raw
Material Inventory and to Minimize Unmet Demand, the
decision variables are the Percentages of Demand
Forecasted per period and the Demand has random arrivals
according to a Poisson Probability Distribution with known
mean.
To get the minimum values of performance variables for
the TPS, both crossover and mutation techniques are
compared in order to find which of the two pairs defined
previously show better values on performance indicators:
Raw Materials Inventory and Unmet Demand, as well as
which of the techniques takes less time. The two pairs are
chosen because both are applied to real-coded representation
in genetic algorithms and both use bounds for the decision
variables; moreover, the crossover is applied to all elements
of the chromosome, by genetic algorithms.
IV.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

In this section, the following is described: 1) the
methodology applied to improve the TPS, 2) the MGA used
for simulation including the crossover and mutation
techniques as well as the evaluation function, and 3) the case
study.
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A. Methodology
The methodology used in this research is mentioned
below:
 Propose the improvement of TPS with MGA.
 Describe the Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm to
improve the TPS.
 Define the case study.
 Simulate the Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm to
improve TPS, considering the two pairs of
crossover and mutation.
 Compare the results of the two pairs of crossover
and mutation.
 Analyze the results.
 Select the pair of crossover and mutation with better
results.
All elements of the methodology are described and
performed in different sections of the paper.
B. Description of the Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm to
improve the TPS.
NSGA-II method is the basis for building the MGA to
improve the TPS performance, it has the following
characteristics: the representation of the variables is in real
code, and Inventory of Raw Materials and Unmet Demand
in the system are the two objective functions to evaluate.
SBX - PBM and WAX-UM are used for crossover and
mutation.
1) Crossover and Mutation techniques
In this work, two methods of crossover and mutation are
applied. They are described below.
a) Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX)
The formulas for Simulated Binary Crossover [21] are
presented below:
 Create a random number u between 0 and 1.
 Find a parameter βq, as follows:

b) Parameter Based Mutation (PBM)
The methodology to calculate the Parameter Based
Mutation [21] is presented below:
 Create a random number u between 0 and 1.
 Calculate the parameter δq as follows:

{
δ=min {[(y- yl ),((yu-y)]/(yu- yl)}.



Calculate the mutated child as follows:

c) Whole Arithmetical Crossover (WAX)
The formulas for Whole Arithmetical Crossover [22] are
presented below:

{

In order to calculate a:
β
Where each value
exist within range
value
exist within range
The children are constructed as follow:

] and each

and
βq= {
(

)
and β is calculated as

where
follows:

The parameter y is assumed to vary in the interval
[yl, yu].
The children solutions are then calculated as follows:
|
|
|
|

d) Uniform Mutation
The methodology to calculate Uniform Mutation [22] is
described below:
Given
the mutated individual will be
.
The minimum and maximum ranges of the variables are
used.
2) Procedure for evaluation function
The procedure to calculate evaluation function or fitness
is described as follows. These steps are added to the NSGAII method, and they are related to the case study:

It is assumed that y1 < y2.
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To input the Demand Forecasted and the number of
planning periods.
To calculate MPS. This is the multiplication of the
Percentage of Forecast by Demand Forecasted, per
period. The percentage of forecast takes values
between 0 and 1.5.
To generate Demand. The demand is generated
randomly, following a Poisson distribution with
known mean.
To calculate the evaluation functions or Fitness:
Raw Material Inventory and Unmet Demand.

C. Case Study
The TPS produces 30 different tire sizes; it has a total
production capacity of 400,000 tires monthly, TPS makes its
planning for the next 6 months, the average demand is
390,000 tires per month. The forecast of the demand for the
6 periods is in Table I.

if MPS ( i , j ) = Demand ( i , j )
Raw Material Inventory ( i , j ) = 0
Unmet Demand ( i , j ) = 0

Simulations are performed to find the minimum values
of Inventory of Raw Material and Unmet Demand for TPS.
The results are analyzed by SBX-PBM and WAX-UM; the
duo that generates the minimum values for both objective
functions and do it in less generations, is defined as the final
solution for the case study. The simulations are performed
in MATLAB 2012-A ®.

if MPS ( i , j ) < Demand ( i , j )
Unmet Demand ( i , j ) = (Demand ( i , j )
– MPS ( i , j ) / Demand ( i , j )
Raw Material Inventory ( i , j ) = 0
if MPS ( i , j ) > Demand ( i , j )
Raw Material Inventory ( i , j ) = ( MPS ( i
, j ) – Demand ( i , j ) / MPS ( i , j )
Unmet Demand ( i , j ) = 0;
Fitness ( i ) = [ ∑ Unmet Demand ( i , j )
∑ Inventory ( i , j ) ]

TABLE I.
Period 1
389.509

Period 2
390.558

DEMAND FORECASTED BY PERIOD
Forecast of Demand
Period 3
Period 4
390.210
390.905

To obtain the final solution: get the set of
nondominated solutions of the final population P,
and then select the minimum value, one that
provides the mimimum accumulated values of Raw
Materials Inventory and Unmet Demand.
Calculations of Raw Material Inventory and Unmet
Demand are performed for each set of solutions generated
by the algorithm; i represents the set of solutions of each
population, and j represents the number of planning periods.
To construct the MGA that improves the TPS the steps of
the NSGA-II method are applied. The way of making the
crossover and mutation must be changed with SBX-PBM
and WAX-UM, with the respective change on the steps
above described for the evaluation function.
The values of the parameters for the MGA are: population
size of 100, probability of crossover 90%, mutation
probability of 17%, maximum number of generations of
250. The probability of Mutation is (1 / (number of decision
variables)). The value of nc for SBX calculation is 20 and
nm and for PBM calculations is 20 as well. These values are
set as recommended by NSGA-II method. Chromosome is
formed as follows: [Percentage of forecast to period 1 …
Percentage of forecast of period p], the number of genes
depends on the number of periods.
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Period 6
388.695

D. Simulation Procedure
The simulation procedure for MGA to improve TPS
starts with the input data of the case study and the
parameters of NSGA-II method, considering the evaluation
function shown in B 1. The simulation is carried out using
MGA with crossover and mutation SBX-PBM and with
WAX-UM techniques.
V.



Period 5
389.351

RESULTS

The results of the simulation with SBX-PBM and WAXUM are presented in Table II and Table III, respectively.
These are the percentages of the forecast. Figures 1 to 5
show the values of Raw Material Inventory and Unmet
Demand, with SBX-PBM and WAX-UM, for the five
simulations with 250 generations.
The graphics in the left side in all figures show the
results obtained by the SBX-PBM; they achieve the
minimum values for Raw Materials Inventory and Unmet
Demand, between 50 and 100 generations. Also, the graph
shows that from generation 100 the values achieved were
very similar, and very close to zero. They also notice that
the values generated for the two objectives initially, reach a
value of 50. Both objectives are minimized at the same time
for SBX-PBM.
The graphics on the right side in all figures show that the
values of the objectives reach values up to 75 at the
beginning, for WAX-UM. The behavior of the values
Inventory of Raw Material and Unmet Demand fail to
stabilize at 250 generations and values generated do not
reach the minimum in both objectives at once.
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TABLE II.

RESULTS OF SBX-PBM BY SIMULATION AND BY PERIOD

Simulation

REFERENCES

Period
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

1.0018

0.9986

0.9978

0.9974

1.0003

1.0036

2

1.0030

0.9997

0.9983

0.9977

1.0021

1.0034

3

1.0003

1.0009

0.9970

0.9981

1.0025

1.0031

4

1.0007

0.9962

0.9985

0.9957

1.0017

1.0035

5

1.0013

0.9986

0.9994

1.0007

1.0015

1.0020

TABLE III.

RESULTS OF WAX-UM BY SIMULATION AND BY PERIOD

Simulation

Period
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

0.9982

0.9936

1.0187

0.9897

1.0098

1.0074

2

0.9735

0.9929

0.9853

0.9901

0.9909

1.0079

3

0.9909

1.0314

1.0109

0.9938

0.9994

0.9778

4

0.9981

0.9887

0.9997

1.0029

1.0076

1.0415

5

1.0041

0.9772

0.9844

0.9929

0.9994

0.9996

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

After carrying out the simulation of the MGA to optimize
the TPS improved by making changes in crossover and
mutation techniques using the pairs SBX-PBM and WAXUM, and based on the results depicted in the graphics of the
section above, it can be concluded that:
 SBX-PBM gets better results for the two objectives:
Raw Materials Inventory and Unmet Demand than
WAX-UM.
 SBX-PBM reaches minimum values in fewer
generations than WAX-UM, for both objectives.
 SBX-PBM gest values closer to zero than WAXUM.
The best performance in relation to Inventory of Raw
Material and Unmet Demand is generated for the pair SBXPBM. Therefore it can be concluded for this case study that
TPS is improved with MGA using the techniques of
crossover and mutation SBX and PBM.
It is recommended to apply the improvements proposed
for TPS, with demand arrivals and production capabilities
proven in the case study, as well as demand arrivals
following a Poisson distribution and the parameters fixed for
the NSGA-II.
According to the objective, MGA should be used to
improve TPS, with the technique of crossover and the
technique of SBX mutation with PBM, with the following
parameters nc = 20 and nm= 20, with 90% probability of
crossover, 17% probability of mutation, 250 generations,
population size of 100, for 6 planning periods.
As future work, it is planned to set this work as a Hybrid
Push-Pull System. It is planned also to experiment with
different production capabilities.
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Figure 1. Simulation 1
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Figure 2. Simulation 2
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Figure 3. Simulation 3
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Figure 4. Simulation 4
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Abstract—Computer simulation based methods have enjoyed
widespread use in healthcare system investigation and improvement in recent years. Healthcare systems are based on human
interactions and Emergency Departments (ED) are one of the key
components of the healthcare system. The efficiency and quality
of service in ED have a great influence on the whole healthcare
system. The first step to intensively study the emergency department, to find its underlying problem or to provide the best service
with limited budget, should be to create a realistic computational
model of the ED. Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS)
is an excellent tool to deal with complex system like ED. This
research introduces a generalized ABMS-based computational
model of ED. The model has been implemented and verified in
a Netlogo modeling environment and can be used to simulate
different EDs through a tuning process.
Keywords–Emergency Department; Healthcare; Agent-Based Modeling and Simulating; Complex system.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Emergency Department (ED), a medical treatment
facility specializing in acute care of patients who arrive without
prior appointment, needs to operate 24 hours per day, 365 days
per year. Hundreds of people attend ED per day looking for
healthcare services. It is an important entry point to access
the healthcare service system. Patients frequently arrive with
unstable conditions. Some of them arrive unconscious, and
their information such as their medical history, allergies, and
blood type may be unavailable. Thus, they should be treated
quickly.
In order to set which patient should be visited first, it is
mandatory to classify them. Triage is the process of determining the priority of patients’ treatments based on the severity of
their condition. This can efficiently improve patients’ treatment
process when resources are insufficient for everyone to be
treated immediately [1]. The Spanish scale of triage is very
similar to the worldwide Canadian one; it consists of 5 levels,
with 1 being the most critical (resuscitation), and 5 being the
least critical (non-urgent). The triage process also determines
the order and priority with which the patient must be attended
and the treatment area where they will be treated. This research
has been performed with the participation of the ED Staff of
the Hospital of Sabadell (a University tertiary level hospital
in Barcelona, Spain that provides care service to a catchment
area of 500,000 people, and attends 160,000 patients per year
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in the ED). The model and the simulator will be verified and
validated with the data taken from this Hospital.
In general, there are two separate treatment areas (labeled
as A and B in this study) in some big EDs to provide
diagnosis and treatment service after the triage process. Area
A is for those patients with acuity levels 1, 2 and 3 whereas
area B is for patients with acuity levels 4 and 5. Area A
is occupied by the most urgent patients and is made up of
careboxes. A carebox is a small room which contains essential
medical equipment and supplies that could be used for patients’
treatment in ED. Patients attended in area A will stay in their
own carebox during all the diagnosis and treatment process.
Area B is for patients with an acuity level of 4 and 5, which
for the Hospital of Sabadell represents 60% of the patients
attended in the ED. In area B, there are 3 or 4 attention boxes
in which doctors and nurses interact with patients, and a large
waiting room in which all patients will remain while not having
interaction with the ED Staff. Area A occupies more space than
area B.
As for the category of the research object, although the
term complexity may have different definitions, according to
the definition by Tan et al. [2], a complex system consists
of interconnected components that work together, interchange
resources and information with the environment in order to
meet an objective. This kind of system exhibits several major
characteristics: a large number of interactive parts; interactive
complexity and self-organization. Thus, there is no doubt that
the Emergency Department is a specific case of a complex
system. There are no standard models to describe such systems,
and analytical models cannot easily represent the complex system caused by random events. With the development of high
performance computing techniques, computer based simulation
could be one of the best solution to study this kind of system.
The purpose of this work is to develop a general model
and simulator that could be used to simulate any emergency
department by using an Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS) approach. The final objective is to develop a
simulator that, used as a decision support system, aids the
managers of the EDs, to analyze risks, facilitate coordination
implementation, allocate the resources and identify weaknesses
in service of resource. In addition, it could be used for studying
other related problems in the healthcare service system and
as a sensor of ED to generate data concerning different
simulation scenarios for finding some unusual knowledge of
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the healthcare service by using big-data and data mining
techniques. These are three ongoing research lines of the High
Performance Computing for Efficient Application and Simulation (HPC4EAS) research group at Universitat Autònoma
de Barcelona research group based on the ED simulator. Our
previous studies have created the simulator of area B for
patients with acuity level 4 and 5 [3][4]. This research is
continuing with the previous work to create the model of area
A in the ED.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
gives the literature review, a brief introduction to our previous
work and the main improvements of this study. Section III
is the main part of this article, which has four parts: Section
III.A describes the modeling approach for this kind of complex
system; Section III.B gives the structure of the model, the
definition of the agents and agent behaviors; Section III.C
explains the way to model the interactions between agents, and
section III.D presents the mathematical-computational model
of the diagnosis and treatment phase in detail. Finally, Section
IV closes the article with conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Rising et al. [5] are among one of the earliest publications
on using computer modeling and simulation for improving
healthcare service. The authors use the Monte Carlo simulation
model for analyzing the effects of alternative decision rules
for scheduling appointment periods during the day to increase
patient throughput and physician utilization. Hancock et al.
[6] developed a computer-based simulator of the hospital
systems, which is used for predicting the size of nursing staff
configurations under different scenarios.
Concerning the development of the computational model of
ED, Paulussen et al. [7] describe a multi-agent based approach
for patient scheduling in hospitals. In such a system, patients
and hospital resources are implemented as autonomous agents
in which the resource agents view the patients as entities to
be treated, and the patient agents view the medical actions as
tasks that need to be performed. The coordination of patients
is achieved through a market mechanism. Patient agents negotiate with each other over scarce hospital resources, using
state health dependent cost functions to compute bid and ask
prices for time slots. Within this concept, stochastic processing
times and variable pathways are considered. Unfortunately, the
system does not take into consideration patient variety or the
different kinds of healthcare staff. But in fact, the variety of
patients and staff has great influence on the performance of
ED.
As the use of simulation approach for studying EDs, Badri
and Hollingsworth [8] developed an Emergency Room (ER)
simulation model incorporating the major activities. The model
allows the evaluation of “what if?” questions through changing
the values of the variables and simulating the results. The
ER simulation model determines the effects of changes in
the scheduling practices, allocation of scarce resources, patient
demand patterns, and priority rules for serving patients. In the
study of Gove and Hewett [9], they examined the problem of
capacity in hospitals and proved that: due to the complexity of
the hospital and its departments, simulation was an ideal choice
to study. Moreover, Diefenbach et al. [10] found that varying
the number of beds, physical layouts, access to radiology and
pathology services etc. in the ED has an exponential effect
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on expression of the system. The simulation results under the
change of the configurations can provide valuable reference
for management decision making. Kuljis et al. [11] compared
the healthcare system with business and manufacturing, and
provided the feasibility of using modeling and simulation
methods to improve the Quality of Service (QoS) in healthcare
system.
For the use of ABMS approach for simulating EDs, Macal
et al. [12] gave a tutorial to create an agent-based model for the
complex system, and they suggested that ABMS promises to
have far-reaching effects in the future on how to use computers
to support decision making. As for the reason for chosing
ABMS approach for simulating ED, Escudero-Marin et al. [13]
gave the reason that ABMS is better for modeling the EDs than
others. The authors also provided a general description of the
possible potential use of ABMS in healthcare application.
The previous studies in our HPC4EAS research group
mainly included creating the simulator of area B in ED [3],
balancing between the budget and QoS, finding the optimal
and sub-optimal resource configurations of ED to achieve
better QoS with limited budget by using K-means methods
and pipeline scheme [4][14].
Unlike area B, area A is the area dedicated to the critical
patient. It is more complex and quite different with area B
mainly because the patients in this area usually cannot move by
themselves; consequently, the doctor and other auxiliary staff
need attend these patients in their carebox. These cases lead
to a greater amount of restrictions and interactions between
the agents in ED. Compared with our previous model, the
main improvements and contribution of this article include:
considering some more agents, modifying the behavior of some
exist agents, introducing a new way to define and simulate the
interactions between agents and state transition of the agents,
and providing an easy-tuning model to simulate the diagnosis
and treatment phase.
The model created in this study is a generalized model. A
tuning process is necessary before simulation. In this study, the
tuning process is a process to adapt the generalized model to
the real ED to be simulated. It is done by using the historical
data of the given ED. The difference between the simulation
results and the real data will correct the value of the model’s
internal parameters. After a series of feedback and iterations,
when the difference reaches to an acceptable value, the model
is adapted to the real ED.
III. SIMULATION MODEL
Conducting a valid simulation is both an art and a science. One of the main challenges when developing a general
simulation model is to keep a model as simple as possible
whilst including all the key system information to achieve the
objectives of the simulation. One feasible way to do this is
through the following three steps: (1) survey multitude real
models; (2) analyze the concept structures of these real models;
and (3) abstract and generalize from these real models to
develop a reusable generic pattern model. This section detailed
the general model of EDs.
A. Modeling approach
When faced this kind of complex system, it is almost
impossible to model all its functionality directly because there
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Quality of Service

The states of the agents are indicated by the values of the
state variables. And set B contains all the behaviors of the
agents in this category:

Functionality of the Emergency
Department
Length of Stay in
ED

Execute Simulator

where V is a set of state variable to represent the agents’
characteristics:
V = {V1 , V2 , . . . , Vm }
(2)

Being Reflected

are large numbers of factors that can affect the result and
need to consider. A good way to model is by using a bottomup-modeling approach. Starting from the bottom subsystem
(agents, agents’ behavior and interactions between agents),
the execution of the simulator will cause a large amount of
interactions between these agents, and then these interactions
will emerge the functionality of the emergency department
indirectly.

environment that surrounds them. In this article, each kind of
agents is defined as:
A = {V ∪ B}

B = {B1 , B2 , . . . , Bn }

Vi = {Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , . . . , YKi }(0 ≤ i ≤ m)

Model

Work

(3)

Each kind of agent has its own definition of state variable
V and each state variable has a set of possible values in its
range:

Queues
Agents

(1)

(4)

After some survey of several EDs with the participation of
sanitary staff from hospital of Sabadell. The agents considered
in ED and their behaviors are shown in Table I.
TABLE I. AGENTS AND AGENTS ’ B EHAVIOR

Figure 1. Bottom up modeling approach.

Agent
Patient

As shown in Figure 1, it works by modeling the agents,
their behaviors and interactions between them. Then, when
executing the simulator, the state of agents will be changed
by their interactions, and the queue for the interactions and
their Length of Waiting Time (LoWT) will emerge, by such
analogy, the functionality of the ED will emerge indirectly
through the execution of the simulator. Furthermore, the QoS
can be evaluated through the results of different simulation
scenarios.
Discrete Event Simulation (DES), System Dynamics (SD)
and ABMS are the three main approaches used when simulating this kind of complex system. There is a large body
of literature describing the use of DES models in ED studies,
whilst there is considerably less literature on the use of ABMS
for this purpose. As healthcare systems are based on human
actions and interactions, combined with our experience and
requirement, it can be more properly to model with ABMS
[13]. ABMS models can offer ways to provide a deep insight
view and to generate hypotheses about system behavior by
representing this as a result of the interaction between the
agents.
B. Agents and Agent Behaviors
In agent-based terms, a system is modeled as a set of
heterogeneous agents that will create the overall behavior of
the system through their interactions in the execution process
of model. When developing ABMS, it is crucial to represent
the two main parts of an agent-based model: agents and agent
behaviors.
The definition of agents should include their capabilities,
the actions they can perform and the characteristics of the
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Admission Staff
Triage Nurse

Doctor

Auxiliary Staff
Nurse

Laboratory Test

Internal Test
External Test
Ambulance
Carebox

Behavior
Waiting for service.
Accepting service.
Waiting for treatment takes effect.
Provide admission service for patient.
Waiting for next patient.
Provide triage service for patient.
Waiting for next patient.
Look over test result.
Provide diagnostic service.
Arrange test for patient.
Arrange treatment plan.
Waiting for task.
Moving patient to the specific place.
Waiting for task.
Take and send samples for laboratory test.
Provide treatment service.
Waiting for task.
Accept sample from nurse.
Analyze samples of patient.
Send analyzing result to the corresponding doctor.
Waiting for samples.
Provide test service.
Send analyzing result to the corresponding doctor.
Waiting for next patient.
Provide test service.
Send analyzing result to the corresponding doctor.
Providing service to patients.
Waiting for task.
Providing treatment place to patient.
Waiting for next patient.

In Table I, each kind of agent has its own behavior. The
behaviors are generalized that do not represent one specific
action, instead, the combination of the value of their state
variables and the generalized behavior will represent the real
action. For example, if the value of state variables indicates
that the patient stays in the waiting room, waiting for service
after admission, which means that they are waiting for triage
service instead of other services.
As to the diagnosis service, there are different kinds of
tests, for example blood test, x-ray, B ultrasonic, and so on.
In reality, most of the time spent on diagnosis was on waiting,
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waiting for the service and waiting for the result. The LoWT
depends on the length of the waiting queue which emerged as
a result of the agents’ interactions. The length of the waiting
queue depends on the number of patients, their acuity level
distribution and the amount of available resources in ED.
That is the reason why the LoWT emerged by executing the
simulation instead of being modeled directly. From this point
of view, it is better to take the test service as agents. In this
manner, the patients need to interact with these agents to know
their body condition, because of the limited number of these
agents, the patient usually needs to wait for the interaction,
as shown in Figure 1, the queues will emerge in this way.
Therefore, in Table I, all these tests were classified into three
types according to their interactive mode:
Laboratory test: It is a kind of test performed in a carebox
and laboratory, when the doctor ordered this kind of test, the
nurse will go to the carebox to take some samples and then
send them to the laboratory (or analysis by nurse directly), after
a period of time, the doctor will get the result. Due to the test
being an agent, the LoWT could emerge from simulation. The
main characteristic of this kind of test is that the patients do not
need to move, hence there is no interaction with the auxiliary
staff, but instead, the nurse will have some interactions to
perform with the patient and laboratory.
Internal test: The internal test means the diagnostic equipment is owned and used only by ED, thus the length of the
waiting queue for the service is under-control and can emerge
through simulation. Unlike a laboratory test, in order to do this
kind of test, the patients need to move, so they need to interact
with the auxiliary staff, which may cause longer LoWT if the
configuration of auxiliary staff is inadequate.
External test: In ED, there are some types of diagnostic
equipment shared with the hospital wards or even shared
with other EDs, therefore the length of the waiting queue
cannot emerge because part of the agents outside ED who
need to interact with these test agents but do not appear in
the simulator. One way to simulate is by using a period of
time delay (based on statistical data and following probability
distribution obtained from tuning process) to model this kind
of test. As with an Internal test, in order to do this kind of
test, the patients need to interact with auxiliary staff to move
them to the corresponding test room.
In addition to this, the ambulance and hospital wards were
also considered because the behavior of these two agents also
have obvious effects on the functionality of ED:
Ambulance: Some patients come by ambulance, especially
the patients in area A. Part of them will do admission and
triage in the ambulance, when the patient is critical enough,
and on arrival they will go to a carebox directly or stay in the
ambulance until a free carebox is available. At the same time,
some patients may need to go home by ambulance. But usually
the ambulance has arrival delay. Under this circumstance, they
will keep using the carebox. Hence, the quality of ambulance
service is one of the factors that may cause overcrowding in
ED.
Hospital ward: A hospital ward is a main exit way for the
patients in area A. It is common that the hospital ward does
not have enough free beds, thus the patient will keep using the
carebox even though this is not necessary, so the throughput
of hospital wards also has direct influence on the performance
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of ED. For simulating the hospital ward, it is similar to the
external test agent. The number of free beds and available time
will be simulated through the probability distribution and the
parameters of the distributions are obtained from analyzing the
real data in the tuning process.
C. Model of the Interactions
The functional behavior of any system can be specified by
a state machine (also called an object) [15] . In this research,
to model the interactions between the agents and their states,
the Finite State Machine (FSM) was used.
According to the definition of agents through (1)-(4), the
state of agents are presented by the value of their state variables
and each state variable has a set of possible values. Based on
the actual situation, the transition of agents’ state is caused
by interaction with other agents or in some cases with time
elapse. Thus, the value of the state variables are changed by
one of their behaviors or time elapsing, as in (5):
YKi = f (Bj , T )(0 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ n)

(5)

where Bj represents the corresponding behavior with other
agents, it is an element of the behavior set B. T represents the
elapsing of the time because sometimes the state of the agents,
e.g., patients’ body condition after medicating, can change with
time goes on without any interactions.
As shown in Figure 2, the state machine accepts commands
and produces outputs, which means that when the agents
interact with other agents and/or with the time elapsing (accept
input), the value of one or several variables will be changed
(because of the outputs produced). Any one of the variables’
value changing will represent the state transition.

State transition when interact with other
agents or with time elapsing
I/O

Agent(Patient):
Variables:
I/O

Interacting

acuity level
age
body condition
location
…

State variables
changed

I/O

State
transition

Figure 2. A typical patient’s conceptual state transfer model.

Therefore, the set of one kind of agents’ states is the
cartesian produce of each state variable’s possible value set(see
(6)). The state set of a specific agent in this type is a subset
of S, which is determined by the specific configuration of the
agent.
S = {S0 , S1 , S2 , . . . , St } = {V1 × V2 × V3 × . . . × Vn }
n
Y
(6)
(0 ≤ t ≤
Ki )
i=1
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TABLE II. A PART OF A PATIENT ’ S STATE TRANSITION .
State index
...
St
St+1
St+2
St+3
St+4
...

Source State
...
Waiting for service (free carebox).
Waiting for service (doctor’s diagnosis)
Accepting Service(meet with doctor)
Waiting for service (X-Ray test service)
Accepting Service(X-Ray test service)
...

Destination state
...
Waiting for service (Doctor’s diagnosis).
Accepting Service(meet with doctor)
Waiting for service (X-Ray test service)
Accepting Service(X-Ray test service)
Waiting for service (Doctor’s review of the test result)
...

By combining with Table I about the generalized behavior
of agents, (1) - (6) for the definition of agents and Figure 2
about the conceptual state transfer, it is feasible to list all the
agents’ evolution during the stay in ED, Table II gives a part
of one patients’ state transition. In Table II, although some of
the state is the same as Waiting for service, the value of its
state variables will determine the specific service the patient
waiting for.
Above all, by means of defining the agents through state
variables, it will be feasible to deal with the huge amount
of states of the agents. At the same time, it will be easy
to add/remove states simply by adding/removing elements in
the set of possible values of the state variables and their
corresponding behavior. For the study of other ED related
problems, for example, the virus propagation in ED, some new
state variables and their possible values will become easy to be
added to indicate some more states. With the same approach,
by the execution of the model, some new functionality of the
research object will emerge from these new states.
D. Diagnosis and Treatment Phase
Before the diagnosis and treatment phase, for the patients,
they need to do admission and triage, actually these two
phases take very little time in reality. Figure 3 indicates
the common process in the emergency department. For the
patients, especially the patients with acuity levels 1, 2 and
3, most of their Length of Stay (LoS) in the emergency
department is spent in the carebox for having various kinds of
tests, receiving treatment and waiting for the treatment to take
effect. This is the most important part of the model because
most of the state transitions take place during this phase.
For the patients in area A (with acuity levels 1, 2 and 3),
they always stay in their own carebox during the diagnosis
and treatment phase. The general process in the carebox is
that the patient takes some tests (x-ray, ultrasound, blood
test and so on), then the doctor reviews the test result and
provides one treatment plan or asks to do further tests. After
that, the nurse will carry out the treatment plan or take some
test samples if a laboratory test is ordered. After a period of
time, some state variables of the patient will be changed or
the patient unfortunately die. With the change of the patients’
body condition, the doctor will decide what the patient need
to do next: to go the hospital ward, go home or continue with
diagnosis and treatment. In order to generalize the process of
all the patients, the next state will be decided by probability
distribution during simulating. The distribution model of the
probability was based on the statistical data from the real EDs.
Figure 3 indicates the general process-transfer strategy during
the patients’ stay in EDs.
In Figure 3, P1 (%), P2 (%), P3 (%) and P4 (%) represent
the probability of the next state transition separately. P10 (%)
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Notice from IS with a free care box.
Doctor arrive at patient’s carebox.
Doctor order X-Ray test for patient.
X-Ray service available.
X-Ray service finished.
...

and P20 (%) represent the decision of the doctor after reviewing
the test results and body condition of the patients in probability.
All of the probabilities follow some probability distributions.
The probability density function of the distribution is decided
by several key parameters based on the statistical analysis
of doctors’ decision and patients’ behavior, the value of
these parameters are estimated by a tuning process from real
historical data of the specified ED. The uniform forms of the
density functions are:
Pi = f (LoS, age, level)
4
X

Pi =

100%

(7)
(8)

i=1

P 0 = f 0 (T oT, age, level)
2
X

P 0i =

100%

(9)
(10)

i=1

where LoS is the patient’s length of stay in the carebox.
age is the age of the patient, which also has big influence to
the probability of state transition. level is the acuity level of
the patient. And T oT is the type of test service or diagnosis
by doctor.
The function f and f 0 are the probability density function.
These functions will be implemented by analyzing real historical data in tuning process. This work can only be done
in the tuning process because different EDs have different
characteristics, it is a part of the simulator instead of the
general model. Therefore, combined with (1) - (10), every
patient will show different behavior during the execution of
the model because of the probability distribution and their own
differences in body condition. But the statistical property of
agents will reflect their common behavior.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Simulation methods have long been used to model elements
of healthcare systems with a view to analyzing new system
designs, retrofitting to existing systems and proposing changes
to operating rules. The Emergency Department (ED) is a typical complex system. To perform intensively study, a realistic
computational model is compulsory. An approach to modeling
this kind of system is by using agent-based modeling and
simulation, which is a kind of bottom-up modeling approach.
This paper presents a generalized agent-based model of the
emergency departments. It was designed based on the survey
of different EDs and with the participation of sanitary staff
in ED. This model has been implemented and verified in a
Netlogo modeling environment. It is not dedicated with one
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Figure 3. Main process in Emergency Departments.

specific ED, which can be used to simulate different EDs
through tuning process.
This research is a progress of our previous work. To model
the critical part of the ED (here, we call it area A), we defined
some new agents also added some new state variables to extend
the behavior of the previous agents. A new way to simulate
the interaction between the agents and the state transition of
the agent was provided, an easy tuning model was created for
diagnosis and treatment phase in area A. In reality, most of the
emergency department works like area A. For those big EDs,
they have both area A and B, hence with both the model of A
and B, we have the model of the whole EDs.
Creating the computational model of the object is the first
step of simulation. Model verification is the task to ensure
that the model behaves as intended, some basic experiments
has been done to verify the functionality of the model. But,
in order to validate the simulator, tuning for some real EDs
is mandatory. Therefore, the first step of future work should
be validation. Some real historical data of EDs will be asked
to perform the tuning process. Moreover, during the tuning
process, due to the great number of parameters for the model,
and the large number of agents and interactions between
them. To increase the number of studied scenarios and reduce
execution time as well, the use of high performance computing
will be mandatory.
In addition, the ED is the main entrance to the healthcare
service; some problems of the healthcare service system are
caused by the performance of ED. However, the ED is not
independent, all the departments of healthcare system influence
each another. Thus, our future work also include creating
the simulator of other healthcare departments, for example
the hospital wards to close the simulation loop of the whole
healthcare service system. After that, the simulators of these
departments will work as the sensor of the healthcare service
system. The data generated from these sensors will be analyzed
through data-mining and big-data techniques to find some
unusual knowledge of the system to provide smarter service
to patients.
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Abstract— The Internet of Things (IoT) approach enables
rapid innovation in the area of internet connected devices and
associated cloud services. An IoT node can be defined as a
flexible platform for interacting with real world objects and
making data about those objects accessible through the
internet. Communication between nodes is discrete eventoriented and the simulation process play an important role in
defining assembly of nodes. In this paper, we propose the
definition of a modeling and simulation scheme based on a
discrete-event formalism in order to specify at the very early
phase of the design of an ambient system: (i) the behavior of
the components involved in the ambient system to be
implemented; (ii) the possibility to define a set of strategies
which can be implemented in the execution machine. The
DEVSimPy environment is then used to implement the
example of a switchable on/off lamp.
Keywords-DEVS; IoT; formalism; assembly; strategies.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Technological advances in recent years around mobile
communication and miniaturization of computer hardware
have led to the emergence of ubiquitous computing.
Computing tools are embedded in objects of everyday life.
The user has at its disposal a range of small computing
devices, such as Smartphone or PDA (Personal Digital
Assistant), and their use is part of ordinary daily life. The
definition of such complex systems involving sensors,
smartphone, interconnected objects, computers, etc., results
in what is called ambient systems. One of todays challenges
in the framework of ubiquitous computing concerns the
design ambient complex systems. One of the main problems
is to propose a management adapted to the composition of
applications in ubiquitous computing. The difficulty is to
propose a compositional adaptation which aims to integrate
new features that were not foreseen in the design, remove or
exchange entities that are no longer available in a given
context. Mechanisms to address this concern must then be
proposed by middleware for ubiquitous computing. Several
kinds of middleware tools have been proposed in the recent
years [2]. We have being focused on the WComp
environment. WComp is a prototyping and dynamic
execution
environment for
Ambient
Intelligence
applications. WComp [2] is created by the Rainbow
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research team of the I3S laboratory, hosted by University of
Nice - Sophia Antipolis and CNRS. It uses lightweight
components to manage dynamic orchestrations of Web
service for device, like UPnP (Universal Plug and Play),
discovered in the software infrastructure. In the framework
of the WComp, it has been defined a management
mechanism allowing extensible interference between
devices. In order to deal with the asynchronous nature of the
real world, WComp has defined an execution machine for
complex connections.
In this paper, we propose the definition a modeling and
simulation scheme based on the DEVS formalism in order
to specify at the very early phase of the design of an
ambient system: (i) the behavior of the components
involved in the ambient system to be implemented; (ii) the
possibility to define a set of strategies which can be
implemented in the execution machine. The interest of such
an approach is twofold: (i) the behavior will be used to write
the methods required in order to code the components using
WComp environment; (ii) to check the different strategies
(to be implemented in the execution machine) before
implementation.
The rest of the paper is as follows: Section II concerns
the background of the study by presenting the traditional
approach for the design IoT systems. It briefly introduces a
set of middleware framework before focusing on the
WComp Framework. The DEVS formalism and the
DEVSimPy environment are also presented. In Section III,
the proposed approach based on the DEVS formalism is
given. An overview of the approach as well as the interest in
using DEVS simulation is detailed. Section IV deals with
the validation of the approach through a case study The
conclusion and future work are given in Section V.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. IoT Design and WComp.
The ubiquitous computing is a new form of computing
that has inspired many works in various fields such as the
embedded system, wireless communication, etc. Embedded
systems offer computerized systems having sizes smaller
and smaller and integrated into objects everyday life. An
ambient system is a set of physical devices that interact with
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each other (e.g., a temperature sensor, a connecting lamp,
etc.). The design of an ambient system should be based on a
software infrastructure and any application to be executed in
such an ambient environment must respect the constraints
imposed by this software infrastructure.
Devices and software entities provided by the
manufacturers are not provided to be changed: they are
black boxes. This concept can limit the interactions to use
the services they provide and prevents direct access to their
implementation. The creation of an ambient system can not
under any circumstances pass by a modification of the
internal behavior of these entities but simply facilitate the
principle reusability, since an entity chooses for its
functionality and not its implementation. In the vision of
ubiquitous computing, users and devices operate in an
environment variable and potentially unpredictable in which
the entities involved and appear conveniently disappear (a
consequence of mobility, disconnections, breakdowns, etc.).
It is not possible to anticipate what the design will all
devices that will be available and when. As a result a set of
tools have been interested in developing software
infrastructure allowing the design of applications with the
constraint unpredictability availability of component entities
[2].
In this paper, we deal with the WComp framework,
which is used in order to design ambient systems. The
WComp architecture is organized around containers and
designers. The purpose of containers is to take over the
management of the dynamic structure such that
instantiation, destruction of components and connections.
An application is created by a WComp component assembly
in a container, according to LCA (Lightweight Component
Architecture) [2]. WComp allows to implement an
application from an orchestration of services available in the
platform and/or other off-the-shelves components.
Whatever the tool which may be used, the design of a
IoT component leans on the definition of:



A set of methods allowing to describe the behavior
of the component;
 The execution machine associated with the
considered component.
The design of ambient computing systems involves a
technique different from those used in conventional
computing. Applications are designed dynamically by
”smart” devices (assembly components) of different nature.
The construction of an ambient IoT system requires the
definition Figure 1 of Methods and an execution engine.
The Designer runs the Container for instantiation and for
the removal of components or connections between
components in the Assembly which has to be created. A
component belonging to the WComp platform is an instance
of the Bean class implemented in the object language (C#).
The description of a given execution machine has to be
defined manually using methods for the management of
events usually based on automata theory. Figure 1describes
the traditional way to design an ambient system using
WComp. The behavior and the components involved in the
ambient system as well as the Bean classes describing the
execution machine are coded using the C# language (C#
rectangle in Figure 1).
The compilation allows to derive the corresponding
binary files (dll) of the Bean classes involved in the
resulting Assembly. The Assembly can then be executed.
Conflicts are checked: if conflicts (generally due to
asynchronous couplings) are detected the designer has to
write a new behavior of the execution machine by recoding
Bean classes in order to solve the coupling conflicts while if
no conflict are detected the application is ready.
In this paper, we choose the proposed a new approach for a
computer aided design of ambient systems using the DEVS
formalism by developing DEVS simulation concepts and
tools for the WComp platform. The goal is to use the DEVS
formalism and the DEVSimPy framework in order to
perform DEVS modeling and simulations: (i) to detect the
potential conflicts without waiting to implementation and
execution phases as in the traditional approach of Figure 1;
(ii) to offer the designer to choose between different
executions strategies and to test them using DEVs
simulations; (iii) to propose a way to automatically generate
the coded of the methods involved in the execution machine
strategies. The DEVS formalism and the DEVSimPy
environment are briefly introduced in the next two subsections while the proposed approach is introduced in
Section III.
B. The DEVS formalism
Since the seventies, some formal works have been
directed in order to develop the theoretical basements for the
modeling and simulation of dynamical discrete event
systems [8]. DEVS [9] has been introduced as an abstract
formalism for the modeling of discrete event systems, and

Figure 1. Traditional IoT component design.
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allows a complete independence from the simulator using
the notion of abstract simulator.
DEVS defines two kinds of models: atomic models and
coupled models. An atomic model is a basic model with
specifications for the dynamics of the model. It describes
the behavior of a component, which is indivisible, in a timed
state transition level. Coupled models tell how to couple
several component models together to form a new model.
This kind of model can be employed as a component in a
larger coupled model, thus giving rise to the construction of
complex models in a hierarchical fashion. As in general
systems theory, a DEVS model contains a set of states and
transition functions that are triggered by the simulator.
A DEVS atomic model AM with the behavior is
represented by the following structure:
(1)








X is the set of input values,
Y is the set of output values,
S is the set of sequential states,
is the internal transition function dictating
state transitions due to internal events,
is the external transition function dictating
state transitions due to external input events,
is the output function generating external events
at the output,
is the time-advance function which allows to
associate a life time to a given state.

Connections between different atomic models can be
performed by a coupled model. A coupled model, tells how
to couple (connect) several component models together to
form a new model. This latter model can itself be employed
as a component in a larger coupled model, thus giving rise
to hierarchical construction.
C. The DEVSimPy environment
DEVSimPy [1] is an open Source project (under GPL
V.3 license) supported by the SPE team of the University of
Corsica Pasquale Paoli. This aim is to provide a GUI for the
modeling and simulation of PyDEVS [4] models. PyDEVS
is an Application Programming Interface (API) allowing the
implementation of the DEVS formalism in Python language.
Python is known as an interpreted, very high-level, objectoriented programming language widely used to quickly
implement algorithms without focusing on the code
debugging [6]. The DEVSimPy environment has been
developed in Python with the wxPython [7] graphical
library without strong dependences other than the Scipy [3]
and the Numpy [5] scientific python libraries. The basic
idea behind DEVSimPy is to wrap the PyDEVS API with a
GUI allowing significant simplification of handling
PyDEVS models (like the coupling between models or their
storage).
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DEVSimPy capitalizes on the intrinsic qualities of DEVS
formalism to simulate automatically the models. Simulation
is carried out in pressing a simple button which invokes an
error checker before the building of the simulation tree. The
simulation algorithm can be selected among hierarchical
simulator (default with the DEVS formalism) or direct
coupling simulator (most efficient when the model is
composed with DEVS coupled models).
III.

PROPOSED APPROACH

As pointed in sub-Section II-A, the traditional way to
design ambient systems described in Figure 1 has the
following drawback: the creation of Bean class components
using the WComp platform is performed by the definition of
methods (both implementing the behavior of a device and its
execution machine) in the object oriented language C#. The
compilation allows to obtain a set of library components
which are used in a given Assembly (which corresponds to
the designed ambient system). However, eventual conflicts
due to the connections involved by the Assembly can be
detected only after execution. This means that the Designer
has to modify the execution machine of some components
and restart the design at the beginning. We propose a quite
different way to proceed, which is described in Figure 3.
The idea is to use the DEVS formalism in order to help the
Designer to:
 Validate different strategies for execution machines
involved in an Assembly.
 Write the methods corresponding to the strategy of
the execution machine he wants to implement.

Figure 2. IoT component design using DEVS.

For that, the Designer has first to write the specifications
the components as well as the coupling involved in an
Assembly (corresponding to an ambient system to
implement) then simulations can be performed. According
to the results of the simulation, conflicts can be highlighted:
if some conflicts exists the DEVs specifications have to be
modified if not the design process goes on with C#
implementation, as in Figure 1. The DEVS specifications
can be used to help the Designer to write the methods of the
Bean classes in the C# language Figure 2 and then compile
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them and execute the resulting Assembly being assured that
there will be no coupling conflict.
Section IV detailed the proposed approach using a
pedagogical example. Two different execution machine
strategies will be implemented using WComp and using the
DEVS formalism. We will point out how DEVS can be used
to simulate execution machines strategies before
compilation and execution of the C# Bean classes.
Furthermore, we also point out how the designer can use the
DEVS specifications in order to write the methods involved
in an execution machine strategy.
IV.

The implementation corresponding to the toggle switch
is described in the Figure 4. The line 2 is used to check the
position of the toggle switch: if ON is true the line 3 ensures
that there are subscribers before calling the event PropertyChanged. In the lines 4 and 5, the event is raised and a
resulting string is transmitted. The Bean class returns the
String once the”ControlMethod” method is invoked.

CASE STUDY :SWITCHABLE ON/OFF LAMP

A. Description
We choose to validate the proposed approach on a
pedagogical case study: realization of an application to
control the lighting in a room. The case study involved three
components to be assembled: a light component with an
input (ON / OFF) and two switches components with an
output (ON / OFF), as shown in Figure 3. Two different
behaviors concerning the connections between the switch
and the light component are envisioned (corresponding to
the implementation of two different execution machines):
 First behavior: the light is controlled by toggles
switches which rest in any of their positions.
 Second behavior: the light is controlled by
pushbutton switches which have two-position
devices actuated with a button that is pressed and
released.
In this part, we will present first how we have
implemented these two previous behaviors using the
WComp platform. Then we will give the DEVS approach
involving the DEVS specifications of the two behaviors of
the case study and the way DEVS can be used for WComp
design of the ambient components.

Figure 4. First light method implementation in WComp.

2) Second behavior implementation.
The implementation corresponding to the pushbutton
switch is described in the Figure 5. The initialization of the
“lightstate” variable of component Light is performed
through line 1. Line 3 allows to switch the value of the
“lightstate” variable while line 4 allows to initialize the
message to be returned. Line 5 is dedicated to check the
“lightstate” variable and to eventually change to returned
message. Lines 6 and 7 allow to ensure that there are
subscribers before calling the event Property-Changed and
transmit the returned message.

Figure 5. Second light method implementation in WComp.

After the compilation of the two Bean classes, each bean
class will be instantiated and connected with two checkbox
representing the respective switches in order to realize the
assembly in a WComp container, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 3. Assembly light and switches

B. WComp implementation
We implemented using the WComp platform the
behavior corresponding to the toggle switch and the
behavior of the push button switch. The two behaviors have
been coded using two different Bean classes associated with
the light component.
1) First behavior implementation.
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Figure 6. WComp assembly components.

C. DEVS Specifications
In order to highlight the interest of the DEVS formalism
in the management of conflicts between WComp assembly
components, we have written an atomic DEVS model for
each kind of component ”light” and implement both of them
using the DEVSimPy platform.
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1) First case: DEVS implementation corresponding to the
toggle switch behavior.
The DEVS specification of the corresponding WComp
component of Section IV-B is achieved using the state
automaton of Figure 7.

Figure 7. Automaton 1 of the light component.

The corresponding DEVSimPy implementation is given
in Figure 8 (the behavior is expressed through the external
transition of the Light component atomic model).

Figure 8. External Transition of the light in DEVSimPy.

The initialization of the state variable “instate” is done
in line 1 (initial value is OFF). Line 3 and line 4 allow to
assign the variable msg with the value of the events on the
input ports. From line 5 to line 10 the code allows to assign
the value of the state variable “instate” according to the
value of the variable “msg”: if the message on the port is
equal to the initial state then the state variable remains on
the same state else the value of the “instate” variable is
changed. Line 11 by setting the variable sigma to 0 allows
to activate the output function.
2) Second case: DEVS implementation
corresponding to the pushbutton switch behavior.
The DEVS specification of the corresponding WComp
component of Section IV-B is achieved using the state
automaton of Figure 9.

Figure 9. Automaton 2 of the light component.
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The corresponding DEVSimPy implementation is given
in Figure 10 (the behavior is expressed through the external
transition of the Light component atomic model).

Figure 10. External Transition of the light in DEVSimPy.

Figure 10 gives the code of the external transition of the
Light component atomic model. One can see from line 5 to
10 that in this second case the output message is switched
from ON to OFF or OFF to ON according to the values of
the input ports.
D. Simulation results
In both two cases, once the modeling scheme has be
realized using the DEVSimPy environment we are able to
perform simulations which correspond to the behavior of
the ambient system under study according to the two
different execution machines that have been defined.
The simulation results of the first case express the fact that
the execution machine allows the ambient system under
study remains in the initial position (ON or OFF) until we
will actuate another position using one of the switches.
The simulation results of the second case express the fact
that the execution machine allows the ambient system under
study to alternately “ON” and “OFF “with every push of
one of the switches.
E. Interest of the presented approach
As described in Sections IV-C and IV-D, the proposed
approach allows to study the behavior of an ambient system
using DEVS simulations before any WComp
implementation. This will allow a Designer of ambient
system to select the desired execution machine without
having coding and compiling the C# classes under WComp
platform.
Furthermore, in this sub-section, we briefly introduce
how the DEVS specifications can be use by an ambient
system Designer to write the code of execution machine.
From the two previous cases one can note that the WComp
method of Bean class of a given ambient component and the
external transition of the corresponding DEVS atomic
model present some similarities (in the one part, see Figure
4 and Figure 8; on the other part, see Figure 5 and Figure
10).
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper dealt with an approach for the design and the
implementation of IoT ambient systems based on Discrete
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Event Modeling and Simulation. Instead of waiting the
implementation phase to detect eventual conflicts, we
propose an initial phase consisting in DEVS modeling and
simulation of the behavior of components involved in an
ambient system, as well as the behavior of execution
machines. Once the DEVS simulations have brought
successful results, the Designer can implement the behavior
of the given ambient system using an IoT framework such
as WComp. The presented approach has been applied on a
pedagogical example which is described in detail in the
paper: implementation of two different behaviors of a given
ambient system, definition of the corresponding DEVS
specification, implementation of the DEVS behavior using
the DEVSimPy framework analysis of the simulation
results. Furthermore, we have also pointed out that the
DEVS specifications can be used in order to help the
Designer to write the behavior of the IoT components. Our
future work will consist in proposing an approach allowing
to automatically write the behavior of the execution
machines after their validation based on DEVS simulation.
In this paper, we used a pedagogical example to model
“execution strategies” to prevent conflict.
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Abstract— Healthcare systems globally are facing capacity
issues due to the increased demand of health services, the high
cost of resources and the level of quality anticipated of service
providers. Emergency Departments (ED) are the most
pressurized unit in healthcare systems due to uncertainty in
demand and limited resources allocated. Mater Hospital (one
of leading hospitals) in Dublin has built a new (state-of-the-art)
unit for ED yet faced an issue in resourcing the unit to optimize
performance. This paper presents an integrated solution to
optimize the capacity of the new ED before opening to public
and examine improvement interventions in the ED area. This
solution provides ED management with a tool that can
contribute significantly in enhancing patient experience by
reducing the waiting time from 21 hours to 6 hours while
achieving utilization below the 80% burn-out threshold. The
model is recommended by Health Service Executives to be used
national wide.
Keywords-Health-care management; patient experience;
discrete-event simulation; emergency department.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Healthcare management, globally, is under constant
pressures of increasing service costs, public demands, and
quality expectations from patients. This drives the strategy
into one direction, namely, continual improvement of
strategies related to patients experience.
While hospitals represent an important part of healthcare
service providers, Emergency Departments (EDs) are
considered the front line defense in managing the flow of
patients into hospitals. The problem faced by ED managers
is related to the fact that number of patients who arrive at ED
usually exceed the physical capacity of the waiting rooms
[1]. Overcrowding can lead to dramatic consequences that
may include higher mortality rates for patients [2]. Crowding
involves the patients waiting for ED admission, being
monitored in non-treatment areas (corridors) and those
waiting to be admitted in the hospital (inpatient). Those
patients utilize resources in non-treatment areas and their
waiting times exceed reasonable periods [3] and the problem
can get worse with higher arrival rate [4].
In an Irish context, the Health Service Executive (HSE)
is the government entity responsible for the provision of
health and social services. The HSE has always addressed in
its strategies the urgency to bring real and sustained reforms
to Irish healthcare services. In 2007, a scheme has been
presented by HSE to reward hospitals that maintain high
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performance levels [5]. To support continual improvement
that leads to reduce the pressure on EDs, HSE has set a target
of less than 6 hours to overall Patient Experience Time
(PET), i.e., length of stay, within the ED that has been
adopted ever since [6].
The ED managers in Irish hospitals have developed a
need, since then, for innovative solutions and applications to
help them to achieve the target set by HSE and reduce the
patient experience time in the emergency department to less
than 6 hours. These solutions have to be capable of
understanding their system dynamics and increase efficiency,
while taking resources utilization and process rationalization
into consideration. The challenge for these solutions would
be in meeting the aforementioned pressures and managing
the huge gap between the needs and costs of healthcare.
Simulation is a powerful tool used to capture the
complexity and dynamic features of ED processes.
Simulation models have been proven to be an excellent and
flexible tool for modeling such kinds of complex
environment. A simulation model is an effective tool for
testing the effect of different resource allocation schemes,
which is crucial for efficient utilization of resources within
the ED [7]. A simulation model is also a flexible tool that
can be used to simulate the effect of different possible ED
settings on patient waiting time [8]. Moreover, multiperformance indicators can easily be measured using a
simulation model, as stated by [9]. Simulation modeling used
to examine staff scheduling impact on overall utilization and
burnout issues related to over-utilized staff [10]. A number
of studies in the literature used simulation to model the
operation of ED using patient’s waiting time and throughput
time as the main target service quality [11]. The impact of
staff scheduling can also be investigated using simulation
and modeling [12]. It can also be used to analyze the impact
of the enhancements, made to the system after the relocation
of the emergency department, on the patients flow [13].
Aforementioned studies show that modeling and
simulation is currently seen as a competent tool for EDs
performance analysis, which allows the effects of actions and
changes to be understood and predicted more easily.
Compared to change initiatives, tools such as discrete event
simulation provide a low risk, lower cost method to develop
improvement strategies, test assumptions, and observe
potential outcomes of decisions prior to implementation.
Numerous discrete event simulation applications are found in
healthcare, but very few demonstrate a pre-/post-intervention
comparison [14]. Frequently, healthcare decision makers use
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subjective information from frontline staff, providers, and
other stakeholders to make strategic improvement decisions.
Change attempts whether to structures (e.g., change in floor
plan or layout) or to processes, may prove costly in terms of
time and capital [15].
This paper presents a simulation based solution to the key
healthcare service providers (i.e., Public Hospitals) in order
to help them to make the optimum decision in such
stochastic environment. The simulation-based model will
offer a tool for the decision makers to examine different
scenarios for the given variables of the system. This will
enable them to envisage the impact of the decisions on
patient throughput time and resource utilization. The
interpretations of the model output also allow the decision
makers to gain new insights into the complexity of the
interrelated variables and the effect of changes on the overall
performance of the ED units. This research is a continuity of
research work published in WSC 2012 [16]. Their work
contributed to the simulation application in healthcare
services with particular interest in ED in Irish hospitals [17].
This paper presents a simulation-based solution to develop
effective strategies to reallocate an existing ED to a new ED
in one of the largest hospitals in Dublin. The impact of the
additional capacity on patient experience time will be
assessed prior to opening the ED to the public. The main
objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of the new
capacities and accordingly optimize nursing staff to cope
with the increased demand of care.
Section II gives an overview of the project's background,
highlighting the nature of the partner hospital. Section III
describes the suggested scenarios proposed by the ED
management. Section IV presents and discusses results from
the different scenarios used and applied. Section V concludes
the paper, presenting the best proposed scenario to decrease
the PET.
II.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

Mater University hospital in Dublin is an acute care
public hospital in North Dublin. It provides a variety of
healthcare services and has a total of 570 beds on premises,
with a 24-hour ED that receives over 55,000 patients
annually. The current ED of the hospital has 13 monitored
trolley spaces, 3 of which are in a resuscitation area and are
reserved for major trauma and critical care patients; an
ambulatory care area (capacity 6 trolley spaces); two
isolation rooms; a psychiatric assessment room; two rapid
assessment triage bays; and two other triage rooms. The
layout of the ED is shown in Figure 1, provided by the ED
management.
Five distinct areas can be identified: a waiting room for
walk-in patients waiting for triage, a diagnostics area (X-ray
and CT scan), an ambulatory care unit (ACU) area, an ED
resuscitation area (CPR), and an ED major assessment area.
Patients arriving by ambulance – usually in critical
condition– are routed directly to the resuscitation area,
whereas patients whose conditions require monitoring stay in
the major assessment area. The ambulatory care area is for
walk-in patients, who may be suffering from abdominal pain,
headache, limb problems, wounds, head injuries, and facial
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problems. As a 24-hours department, the ED has three
consultants, two nursing managers, and eleven nurses during
the day and nine nurses at night, divided into six types of
nurse: Advanced Nurse Practitioners (ANPs), triage nurses,
resuscitation nurses, respiratory nurses, majors/minors
nurses, and health-care assistants. Physicians (excluding the
three consultants who provide cover between 9 am and 5 pm
(or 8 am and 8 pm) with 24/7 on-call provision) are divided
into three types, registrar/specialist registrars; Senior House
Officers (SHOs), and interns, and are distributed as follows
when the roster allows: three registrars per day working 10-h
shifts starting at 8am, 12pm and 10pm; two interns working
daily 8 am – 5 pm shifts Monday to Friday; and 12 SHOs
working fixed shifts during the day and night to keep the ED
running.

Figure 1. ED physical layout and main care areas

According to the task force report in 2007 [18], the
overall physical space of the ED and infrastructure were
inadequate. The hospital – which was operating at
approximately 99% occupancy – had difficulty in
accommodating the increasing flows in ED admission
numbers. Therefore, patients who required critical care
(ICU/HDC) beds suffered from significant delays and the
ED could not meet the national target of 6 hours average
Length Of Stay (LOS) for patients. The ED figures showed a
clear evidence of overcrowding with an average of 17% of
its patients choosing to leave before being seen by the ED
clinician. The report also indicated that the average time
from ED registration to discharge was 9.16 hours, that is
3.16 hours over the 6 hours metric set by the HSE, and the
average LOS from registration to acute admission was 21.3
hours with a standard deviation of 17.2 hours (i.e., 3.5 times
higher than the same national metric). Obviously, patients
who are admitted will usually experience longer LOS times
than those who are discharged due to delays between
admission referral by an ED doctor, the allocation of a bed,
and time taken to transfer the patient to the bed.
To cope with these challenges, a simulation-based
framework was developed by Abo-Hamad and Arisha [16],
using ExtendSim v.8 [19], aiming to identify performance
bottlenecks and explore improvement strategies to meet the
HSE targets. To reduce the time of the model development
cycle and to increase the confidence of the ED simulation
model results, verification and validation were carried out
throughout the development phases of the model.
Furthermore, each model development phase was verified
and validated against the previously completed phases. The
final results of the simulation model were validated using
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face validation and comparison testing. Face validation was
performed by interviewing ED senior managers and nursing
staff to validate the final results of the simulation model.
Comparison testing involved comparing the output of the
simulation model with the real output of the system under
identical input conditions According to the ED managers, the
goal was to assess the performance of the ED if the average
LOS of patients complies with the HSE 6 hours target.
Therefore the framework was developed and used to assess
the implications of a number of strategies. These strategies
were the impact of variation in medical staffing, increasing
clinical assessment space and finally assessing the impact of
incorporating a ‘zero-tolerance’ policy regarding exceeding
the national 6 hours LOS. The importance of this assumption
was emphasized by the senior hospital decision makers to
identify the real factors that contribute the unacceptable
overcrowding status of the current ED; inappropriate
physical space, insufficient staffing levels, or operational
difficulties beyond the direct control of the ED. By using the
model, the ED managers were able to reveal that
enforcement of the national benchmark of 6-hour limit for
EDs would have a significantly greater impact on reducing
average LOS for all ED patients than increasing medical
staff or assessment cubicles. Access block therefore, has
been shown by the model to have the highest impact on
prolonged average LOS for patients. Based on these
recommendations, the ED management proposed the
introduction of a new unit called Acute Medical Unit (AMU)
that is co-located with the ED.
Meanwhile, a new campus for the hospital was
completed. The hospital development was a €284 million
redevelopment including 55,000m2 of new acute hospital
services including a new Emergency Department,
Outpatients Department, GI unit, 12 new operating theatres,
ICU and HDU, Radiology Department and 134 single ensuite bedrooms. However, the new campus planners and
senior hospital management wanted to model the relocation
of the present ED to the new ED. The purpose is to assess
the capacity of the new ED before opening to the public and
to check whether the new capacities will cope with the
demand of care or other strategies will be required. The
assessment of the impact of these changes will be discussed
in the next sections.
III.

a wide range of medical conditions who present to, or from
within, a hospital requiring urgent or emergency care. The
required patients can be admitted to the SSU for a short
period for acute treatment and/or observation where the
estimated length of stay is less than 48 hours. The logic
behind limiting the working hours in the AMAU to only 12hours is to allow enough time for patients to be admitted to
the hospital and make sure that this new pool of beds will
always be available at the beginning of the next day. The
unit will act then as a gateway between the ED and the
wards of the hospital, and it will help increasing the
throughput of the ED to achieve the national target of 6
hours.
TABLE I.

CAPACITIES OF ED BEFORE AND AFTER CHANGING THE
LAYOUT

Area
CPR Area
ACU Area
ED Majors Area
Total
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New ED
05
15
11
31

The third strategy scenario is related to the optimization
of the staff levels with particular interest in nursing team
due to the burn-out factor in two areas in the ED:
Resuscitation Area and Majors Area. The ED managers
were concerned that the nurses will be well over utilized due
to the increase in the ED physical capacity. Therefore an
optimization experiments were conducted to find the best
combination of nurses for each shift which will enable the
hospital to achieve the national 6-hour target without
exceeding the threshold of staff burn-out. Flexibility in
resource allocation and optimization of workload is a matter
of urgency to the ED management team [10].
In summary, the strategy scenarios will model the
impact of variation of layout, increasing the capacity in each
assessment area, namely, CPR, majors area, and ACU area,
open AMAU & SSU to avoid access blockage of patients to
the 'upstream' hospital beds, and finally assessing the impact
of optimizing the nursing staff level in each shift (Table II).
TABLE II.

STRATEGY ASSESSMENT

Three strategies were proposed by the ED management
to be assessed by the proposed model. The first is the new
changes of the ED layout. The objective of these changes
was to provide better patient flow and more space to avoid
overcrowding and allowing the management team to
increase the number of beds in each medical assessment
area (Table I).
The second scenario suggests that the hospital opens an
AMU. The unit will be divided into two units; an acute
medical assessment unit (AMAU) that opens from 8am to
8pm and a Short Stay Unit (SSU). The purpose of the
AMAU is to facilitate the immediate medical assessment,
diagnosis and treatment of medical patients who suffer from

Current ED
03
10
06
19

SIMULATION VARIABLES FOR BASE SCENARIO AND
SCENARIOS 1, 2, AND 3
Change Layout

CPR

Majors

ACU

Base
line
Sc. 1
Sc. 2

No

3

10

6

Yes
Yes

5
5

15
15

11
11

Sc. 3

Yes

5

15

11

Open AMU

Nurse - Day

Nurse - Night

Baseline

No

6

4

Sc. 1
Sc. 2

No
Yes

6
6

4
4

Sc. 3

Yes

6 - 11

4-9
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IV.

RESULTS ANALYSIS

The first investigated scenario is to change the layout of
the ED and increase the capacities of the three main
assessment areas, and investigate the effect of that change on
PET. Increasing the physical space by 65% (i.e., scenario 1)
will decrease the number of patients in the waiting room,
though the number of admitted patients will increase. The
effect will be cascaded back through the ED progressively
with more patients waiting on trolleys to be admitted to the
hospital. Consequently the PET will increase for patients
who are waiting to be admitted to the hospital (Table III). As
a result, there will be no space left to meet the timely needs
of the next patients who need emergency care.
TABLE III.

COMPARISON BETWEEN SIMULATION RESULTS OF
CURRENT ED AND NEW ED

Performance Indicators
PET-Admitted (hours)
PET-Discharged (hours)
No. patients in waiting room

Current ED
20.9
10.0
16.5

TABLE V.

COMPARISON BETWEEN SIMULATION RESULTS OF
CURRENT ED WITH AMU AND NEW ED WITH AMU

New ED
23.4
10.3
04.8

To prevent access blockage of patients who are required
to be admitted to the hospital, the introduction of the acute
medical assessment unit was the second suggested scenario.
The question was how many beds are needed to unlock the
access blockage, given the current demand of care. The unit
was modeled as an additional assessment unit that deals with
a wide variety of medical patients that present to the ED. A
number of experiments were designed determine the optimal
number of beds needed for the unit, as shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV.

SIMULATION OUTPUT FOR DIFFERENT BED SETTINGS OF
THE AMU

Performance Indicators
PET-Admitted (hours)
PET-Discharged (hours)
% Patients Treated
No. patients in waiting
room
No. patients waiting to be
admitted

Number of beds in AMU
22

23

24

25

26

17.15
11.85
90%

14.34
11.73
91%

12.49
11.91
92%

11.81
12.21
93%

11.22
12.08
94%

17.30

16.40

15.80

14.30

16.30

06.23

03.65

01.82

01.05

00.52

The capacity of the 25 beds was agreed to be divided
between the two new units, namely AMAU and SSU, with
12 beds being assigned to the AMAU and 13 beds to the
SSU. After that, the management decided to increase the
capacity of the SSU with 6 more beds, leading to 19 beds
overall in the SSU. Arguably, it was justified that the
increase in the number of beds in the short stay unit was due
to the utilization of the SSU in comparison to the AMAU.
Integrating the new factors into the simulation model
developed has showed that the national 6 hours admission
target is still not met. However, the introduction of this
intervention has provided a new decline in the PET (Table
V).
ED Management demonstrated interests in the
optimization of resources – with a particular emphasis on
nurses. The question is “How many nurses should be availed
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in every shift to achieve the national target of 6-hours)?”.
The management team also emphasized on the importance of
avoiding the burn-out of nurses due to long working hours. A
full factorial design of experiment was constructed based on
an orthogonal array (L36) [20]. Thirty six experiments were
carried out with different levels of nursing staff, varying
between 6-11 nurses during the day and 4-9 nurses during
the night shift. The L36 design allows for testing the two
factors at each of their levels to analyze their impact on the
responses (i.e., outputs), namely the PET-All, PETAdmitted, PET-discharged and the utilization of the nurses,
as recommended by the managers for each experiment. Table
VII shows the impact of different levels of nursing staff for
each shift on the performance indicators and on the nurses
utilization.

Performance
Indicators
PET-All (hours)
PET-Admitted (hours)
PET-Discharged
(hours)

Current ED + AMU

New ED + AMU

09.85
13.91

6.52
6.88

07.66

6.31

Sensitivity analysis of number of nurses in each shift and
different performance indicators (Figure 3) demonstrated that
assigning 9 nurses on the day shift and 7 nurses on the night
shift will improve performance. This resource schedule
along with other recommendation can easily help the
hospital to achieve the national target while maintaining the
utilization level of the nurses at 80% (less than burn-out
level) [10].
The results of the simulation model showed that the
adoption of scenario 3 has the greatest impact on the patient
experience time in the ED as shown in Figure 4. The
recommendations of scenario 3 are changing the layout of
the ED along with increasing the capacity of the assessment
areas by 65%, open an AMAU and SSU units with 12 and 19
assessment areas respectively, and change the number of
nurses on floor to 9 nurses during the day and 7 nurses at
night. Scenarios 1 and 2 both showed a significant
improvement from the baseline scenario, with patient
experience times decreasing substantially, yet both failed to
achieve the national target of less than 6 hour for the
experience time of patients.
For verification of the simulation results, an overall
confidence of interval of the simulation output was obtained
with at least 95% confidence level that all KPIs lie in the
dimensional box defined by the confidence intervals. Ten
replicas of each scenario was generated to obtain the results
of the confidence intervals for each KPI (Table VI).
To avoid the inflated error rate that resulted from using
separate confidence intervals, a joint confidence region was
constructed, based on Hotelling's T2 distribution, which is a
generalization of the univariate t-distribution [21]. The three
KPIs were chosen for calculating the T2 value, namely, the
PET-All, PET-Admitted, and the PET-Discharged. The
confidence regions were calculated for each of the three
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scenarios. For simplicity, Figure 2 shows confidence regions
between each pair of the three main KPIs of the ED along
with their individual confidence intervals.
TABLE VI.

SIMULTANEOUS CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
Simultaneous CIs (t = 4.0947)
New ED

PET-All
PETAdmitted
PETDischarged

New ED + AMU

New ED + AMU
+ Staff Opt.

LB

UB

LB

UB

LB

6.6

8.9

5.7

7.6

4.1

UB
6.1

6.8

9.4

6.3

8.3

4.5

6.7

6.4

8.5

5.4

7.2

3.9

5.7

The following figures compare the confidence region of
each pair of the performance indicators, namely the PET of
all patients; PET of admitted patients and PET of discharged
patients across the three scenarios. The confidence region on
the upper left corner of each graph represents the region
formed by the two indicators under the first scenario, i.e.,
changing the layout of the ED and increase the capacity of
the three assessment areas by 65%. While the region formed
in the center of each graph shows the confidence region of
each pair of indicators for the second scenario. Finally the
lower right corner of each graph is the confidence region for
the third scenario; that combines the first and second
scenarios with optimum number of nurses. Figure 2 shows
that increasing the capacity of the ED will not solve the
overcrowding problem unless other interventions are
introduced. Thus, finding the appropriate staffing levels is a
key to cope with such increase in capacity along with the
incorporation of a block-free unit (i.e., AMU)

Figure 2. b. Confidence regions between PET of all patients, PET of
admitted patients and PET of discharged patients for three scenarios

V.

Figure 2. a. Confidence regions between PET of all patients, and PET of
admitted patients for three scenarios
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CONCLUSION

The increased demand for ED services in Irish Hospitals
puts an immense pressure on healthcare systems to meet
patients' expectations. It is evident that increasing one or two
particular resources (e.g., layout) will not be adequate to
significantly improve the patient experience time in the ED.
The delays that the patients experience is strongly related to
bed access 'upstream' in the hospital, thus whether a bed is
available for the patient to be admitted or not is one of the
main factors influencing the patient throughput. This paper
presented a simulation-based solution that is used to develop
effective strategies to reallocate the present ED to the new
ED for Mater hospital in Dublin.
The business model of the present ED was projected into
the layout of the new ED to assess the impact of the
additional capacity on patient experience time. These
changes were investigated before opening the ED to the
public to check whether the new capacities will cope with the
demand of care or other strategies will be required. The first
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intervention was the changes in the layout of the ED from 19
to 31 assessment areas that were proposed to enhance the
patient flow. The simulation model showed that the new
capacity will not reduce patient experience time. However, it
will help to decrease the number of patients in the waiting
room, though the number of admitted patients will increase.
The second intervention that was assessed is the introduction
of an acute medical unit (AMU) with access to a minimum
of 25 assessment areas. This intervention was recommended
based on previous research on the present ED. The unit is to
be collocated with the ED and should have limited working
hours allowing the pool of assessment areas to be vacant for
the next following day. This unit contributed significantly in
addressing the problem of upstream bed blockage in the
hospital, leading to more than 50% reduction of the total
patient experience time in the ED. Also, combining these
interventions together led to more than 70% reduction in the
total patient experience time. Finally the third scenario is to
optimize the allocation of nurses in two areas of the ED:
Resuscitation Area and Majors Area. The optimization
process resulted into allocating 9 nurses in the day shift and
7 nurses in the night shift. Optimizing the resources in the
ED will enhance the overall performance of the unit and also
maintain the burn-out factor below 85%. The combination of
these three interventions resulted in a significant reduction of
PET from 21 hours to 6 hours and also to achieve 95% of
patients to be seen by a doctor in less than 6 hours. ED
management has engaged in the process of the solution and
the confidence of the simulated results has increased
significantly after the validation of the model.
Due to the flexibility and extendibility features of the
framework, it provided the hospital management with a
lower cost method to develop improvement strategies, test
assumptions, and observe potential outcomes of decisions
prior to implementation. The confidence level of the project
output encouraged the HSE to adopt the framework to design
and plan the introduction of the AMU in every hospital
across the country. A pilot study has been initiated for the
largest six hospitals in Dublin, which will be implemented at
a later stage national wide.
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TABLE VII.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

NurseDay
6
7
8
9
10
11
6
7
8
9
10
11
6
7
8
9
10
11

NurseNight
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6

PETAll
7.8
6.8
6.5
6.5
6.2
6.3
6.5
5.8
5.7
5.4
5.6
5.5
6.0
5.5
5.2
5.3
5.0
5.1

PETAd.
8.4
7.5
7.2
7.1
6.8
6.8
7.2
6.3
6.3
5.9
6.3
6.1
6.5
6.1
5.6
5.8
5.4
5.6

Simulation Conference, 2007, vol. 100, pp. 150–161.

RESULTS OF DOE FOR NURSE ALLOCATION IN DAY AND NIGHT SHIFTS
PETDis.
7.4
6.4
6.1
6.1
5.9
6.0
6.1
5.5
5.3
5.1
5.2
5.1
5.6
5.2
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.9

Utilization

No.

100%
100%
98%
93%
88%
83%
100%
100%
94%
89%
84%
79%
100%
95%
90%
84%
80%
77%

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

NurseDay
6
7
8
9
10
11
6
7
8
9
10
11
6
7
8
9
10
11

NurseNight
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9

PETAll
5.7
5.3
5.1
5.1
5.2
5.1
5.6
5.2
5.3
4.9
5.1
4.9
5.7
5.3
5.1
5.0
5.0
5.1

PET
-Ad.
6.2
5.7
5.5
5.6
5.8
5.5
6.1
5.8
5.8
5.3
5.7
5.3
6.2
5.8
5.6
5.4
5.5
5.6

PETDis.
5.4
5.0
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
5.3
4.9
4.9
4.7
4.8
4.7
5.3
4.9
4.8
4.7
4.7
4.7

Utilization
96%
90%
85%
81%
77%
74%
91%
86%
82%
78%
74%
71%
87%
82%
78%
75%
71%
69%

Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis of number of nurses in each shift against performance indicators

Figure 4. Comparison of simulation results of different scenarios
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Abstract—The nosocomial infection is a special kind of infection that is caused by microorganisms acquired inside a
hospital. In the daily care process of an emergency department,
the interactions between patients and sanitary staff create the
environment for the transmission of such microorganisms. Rates
of morbility and mortality due to nosocomial infections are
important indicators of the quality of hospital work. In this research, we use Agent Based Modeling and Simulation techniques
to build a model of Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus
propagation based on an Emergency Department Simulator
which has been tested and validated previously. The model
obtained will allow us to build a contact propagation simulator
that enables the construction of virtual environments with the
aim of analyzing how the prevention policies affect the rate of
propagation of nosocomial infection.
Index Terms—Agent Based Modeling and Simulation; Nosocomial Infection; Hospital Emergency Departments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The nosocomial infection is a kind of infection that is caused
by microorganisms acquired inside a health care environment.
It is the most common type of complication affecting hospitalized patients. Inside a health care environment we can find
several microorganism that can be causative of a nosocomial
infection, but our work has focused in the propagation of the
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA), one of
the most common and dangerous microorganisms in this environment. The presence of these bacteria could mean serious
health problems for a patient. It is a common cause of skin,
wound and, most seriously, blood stream infections as it may
be responsible for a greater hospital length of stay, expensive
treatments and an increased mortality [1]. MRSA is a bacteria
usually resistant to conventional antibiotics that makes it very
difficult to treat. These bacteria live in the skin of some
patients and could be transmitted to another patient by physical
contact through the interaction between patients, healthcare
staff and environment. The most common transmission vias
are: healthcare staff’s hands, contaminated medical equipment
and objects in the hospital room environment. The risk of
MRSA acquisition is particularly high in elderly patients, se-
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vere underlying disease, prolonged hospitalization (especially
in ICUs, surgery and burns units), use of invasive medical
devices, previous antibiotic treatment and exposure to infected
or colonized patients [2].
An emergency department is undoubtedly one of the most
complex and dynamic areas in a hospital. Its operation is
not linear and depends on several factors. This way, we can
conclude that an emergency department can be classified as
a complex system. When we work with complex systems,
one of the strongest problems is how we can represent human
behaviors that cannot be predicted using conventional methods
such as qualitative or statistical analysis. Modeling techniques
using agents can bring the most benefit when applied to human
systems, where agents exhibit complex and stochastic behavior
and the interaction between agents are heterogeneous and
complex [3]. In our research, we make use of an Agent Based
Model and Simulation (ABMS) to create a contact propagation
model of MRSA inside a emergency department. For this
purpose, we defined all actors involved in the emergency
departament process and their specific function and behavior:
patients, doctors, nurses, admission staff, laboratory technicians, auxiliary personnel and cleaning staff. Every person
who has a role in the emergency department is defined as
an active agent in our model. It is very important to take into
account the environmental objects that healthcare staff use in
the process of attention patient because our model is focused
on the transmission by contact and this transmission could be
between active agents (direct transmission) or between active
and passive agents (indirect transmission). Each one of the
agents who is interacting in a emergency department can be a
multiplier of MRSA bacteria, which depends on the condition
of colonized or infected, in the case of active agents, or the
condition contaminated in the case of passive agents. In all
cases, we apply the term ”transmission vector” to any agent
capable of transmitting MRSA bacteria and ”susceptible” to
any agent that has risk to adquire the infection.
Some health services have implemented concrete actions
that attempt to control the rate of propagation of nosocomial
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infections. These actions are called ”prevention policies” and
are represented in our model through the definition of behaviors performed by members of the sanitary staff.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: the
previous emergency department model is detailed in Section
2. Section 3 describes the related and previous works. Section
4 the proposed contact propagation model of nosocomial
infection. Finally, Section 5 closes this paper with future works
and conclusions.

TABLE I: COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR RESEARCH
AND RELATED RESEARCHES.

II. E MERGENCY D EPARTMENT S IMULATOR . P REVIOUS
M ODEL

into colonized or infected patients and the healthcare staff
are divided into colonized and non-colonized or transiently
colonized. Neither considers the severity level of the patients
and only two members of healthcare staff are included in
the simulation, doctors and nurses. All of these features are
resumed in the Table I.
In Barnes et al. [9], MRSA transmission reduction using
agent-based modeling and simulation is presented. The environment of this simulation is a hospital ward. Two types
of interactions are modeled: patients-healthcare staff, and
patients-visitors. The interaction between the members of
the healthcare staff is considered unnecessary for the model.
Patients are generated continually and are housed in a waiting
room until replacing the discharged patient, so hospital wards
are always full. Admitted patients can take one of two states:
susceptible or colonized. It is not taken into account the
possibility that the patients come as infected but they can
develop infection during their stay. Members of the healthcare
staff are created at the beginning of the simulation and are
all considered as being in an uncolonized state. During the
simulation the healthcare staff could be susceptible or colonized. This research includes visitors as agents and they have
a colonized status (non-colonized, colonized); therefore, they
can transmit the infection. The visitors only have interaction
with the patients. The transmission of MRSA between agents
is based on the risk level of the patient to becoming infected
and the behavior of the healthcare staff members who visit the
patient.
In Milazzo et al. [10], the following factors are taken
into account: the status and the movement of each agent,
the contacts between individuals during a ward round, the
hand hygiene compliance for each agent, and the control
measures applied. The environment of the simulation is a
hospital ward. The main parameters that characterize each
agent, patient and healthcare staff, are: the colonization status,
the transmission probability, and the compliance factor. The
transmission dynamics of the infection is based only on
transmission from patient to patient via healthcare staff. The
model does not take into account the direct transmission from
patient to patient or the indirect transmission from patient to
patient via environmental surfaces. The healthcare staff may
become transiently colonized and carry MRSA on their hands
if their compliance with hand hygiene is poor.
The model proposed by Meng et al. [11] is a propagation
model in a single hospital ward divided into bays, with
some isolation rooms. Transmission is modeled by pairwise

We based our model in a previous emergency department
model (ED-Simulator) that had been developed as part of a
previous research work [4][5][6] in our research group.
This model considers the emergency department divided
into two zones, A and B. The patients are divided in 5 acuity
levels according to the Spanish Triage System [7], very similar
to the Canadian Triage System. Acuity level I means that the
state of patient is very serious and a patient with acuity level V
is the patient with the least severity. Patients with acuity level
I, II and III are located in zone A, and patients IV and V are
located in zone B. The agents are divided into active agents
and passive agents. The active agents represent people who act
upon their own initiative and passive agents represent systems
that are solely reactive, such as patient information system
and diagnostic services (radiology service and laboratories).
Each agent has variables and behavior. The behavior depends
of the kind of agent and the interactions between agents allow
a system behavior to emerge. The behavior of agents has been
modeled using Moore State Machines [8]. In each state, the
agent has a set of probable outputs. Each state of the state
machine for a specific agent has been defined on basis of
the values of state variables of each agent at a certain time.
Moreover, each one of the state variables could have more
than one possible value. The agent will remain in a specific
state until, through interaction with other agents, they receive
an ”input” (an output generated by other agents), which could
cause a change in the state of such agent and generating an
”output” sent to the agent with whom they are interacting. The
agents state machine will move to the next state following the
transition, which may be another state or the same one in
which the agent was before the transition.
With this background, our proposal is obtain an efficient
model of the propagation of MRSA by adding new features
to the actual model through the use of ABMS technics.
Propagation of nosocomial infections has already been
widely studied using different techniques. In this section, we
will refer to some relevant papers relating to the modeling
of the transmission of MRSA with ABMS techniques. These
investigations focus on contact transmission of MRSA mainly
through the interaction between patients, doctors and nurses,
other members of healthcare staff are not included. The interaction between patients or healthcare staff with the environmental objects or medical equipment have only been dealt with
in three research papers. In general, the patients are divided
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interaction between colonized and non-colonized patients,
patient and healthcare staff (nurse and doctor) transiently or
permanently colonised, patient-to-patient contacts and transmission from a contaminated environment. This model takes
into account the susceptibility of the patient to colonisation.
Some possible states are defined for the patient: colonisation,
detection, decolonisation treatment and location status. This
model includes the time required to treat colonization or
infection carried by the patient and a metric that assesses the
patient’s susceptibility to acquire a nosocomial infection. This
model therefore assumes that a susceptible patient may acquire
MRSA due to the presence of colonised patients in the vicinity,
regardless of the mode of transmission.
According to Raboud et al. [12], a Monte Carlo simulation
was used to model MRSA transmission in a hospital ward.
They used the simulation to study the impact of different
components of infection control programs on the propagation
of MRSA on a hospital ward representative of a general
hospital ward. Visits from healthcare staff to patients were
simulated and MRSA was assumed to be transmitted from
patient-to-patient via healthcare staff. Once colonized, healthcare staff remained colonized until they next washed their
hands. The model did not address transmission related to
healthcare staff who chronically carry the organism or to
contaminated environment surfaces or equipment.
In Barnes et al. [13], a dynamic patient network model
is defined through ABMS techniques. The environment is a
hospital unit. They explicitly define only patients as agents.
Patients have a single boolean state that indicates whether
or not a patient is infected or colonized with some type of
pathogen. In the simulation, two healthcare staff types are
defined, nurses and doctors that they are not modeled as agents
but they are implicit through the transmission mechanism.
Each patient has a primary nurse and a primary doctor who
provide care a patient during the hospital stay. There is an underlying network that connects patients who share nurses and
a separate network for patients who share doctors. A patient
could be infected only if there is a source patient who shares
a nurse or doctor. Patients who are connected by a nurse and a
doctor have an increased probability of transmission if one of
them becomes infected. A single parameter called virulence
defines the probability of an infected agent transmitting the
microorganism to a susceptible agent.
III. M ODEL OF THE PROPAGATION BY CONTACT OF

passive and active agents. In the same way, it is necessary
to add new variables and behaviors in all agents, in order to
represent MRSA transmission between a transmission vector
and a susceptible host.
A. Transmition Forms
There are two forms of contact transmission, direct transmission and indirect transmission. In both cases we need a
transmission vector.
1) Direct transmission: When MRSA bacteria is transmitted from an active agent (transmission vector) to another active agent (susceptible agent). For instance, when
an infected/contaminated patient is touched by a member of
healthcare staff without a physical barrier.
2) Indirect Transmission: When an active agent (transmission vector) touches medical equipment or objects in the
hospital environment and MRSA bacteria is transmitted to
the object, later, a susceptible agent (patient or healthcare
staff) has contact with the same object and acquires the
microorganism.
In the real process, for the first time to diagnose an MRSA
infection or colonized , it is necessary to apply a laboratory
test. Many laboratory test options exist but we mention two:
culture testing and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The
culture testing is a conventional laboratory test, which has
a low cost but the results are available in 72 or 96 hours
(3 or 4 days). In contrast, PCR has a high cost but the
results are available in a few hours (2-6 hours) and it may
be more sensitive [14]. The time required to obtain results is
an important factor in the attention process because the length
of stay (LoS) of the patient in an emergency department is
usually short. On the other hand, the long wait for the result
of the laboratory test could contribute to increasing the rate of
propagation of nosocomial infection.
To make a model about the indirect transmission, it is
necessary to bear in mind the lifetime of MRSA on dead
surfaces. There is scientific evidence that suggest that bacteria
can live more than 90 days on different surfaces [15]. If
we consider that the time of the attention process of the
ED changes in function of the illness severity of the patient
and availability of the healthcare services, in all cases it is
less than 90 days, then we can assume in our model that
the lifetime of MRSA bacteria is unlimited on dead surfaces
(objects and medical equipment) but can be eliminated through
a disinfection process carried out by cleaning staff.

NOSOCOMIAL INFECTION

As explained above, the model proposed in our research has
the advantage of being developed based on a previous emergency department model and previous emergency simulator,
both of which have been developed as part of previous research
works [4][5][6] carried out with the collaboration of healthcare
staff at the Emergency Department of Hospital Universitari
Parc Taulı́. This previous model used ABMS techniques to
define the full attention process of an emergency department.
Some agents defined in this model can be used as part of the
model of propagation by contact, but we need to add more
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B. Agents and Behaviors
Frequent interaction between patients and healthcare staff is
the principal way to MRSA propagation. To combat MRSA,
some healthcare services implement prevention polices to
control transmission. These prevention policies are a set of
concrete actions and behaviors that healthcare staff perform
to control the rate of propagation. Some of these actions
are: handwashing, use of hydroalcoholic solution and use of
isolation material. Healthcare staff are required to practice the
handwashing and use of hydroalcoholic solution every time
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Fig. 1: Interaction between colonized patient and carebox.
that they attend a patient, but the use of isolation material is
required only when they attend an isolated patient.
1) Passive Agent: Passive agents are agents that do not have
their own initiative, they are solely reactive. All passive agents
react to an action of an active agent or time. The actual model
of ED has some passive agents such as information system.
For our purpose, we added the passive agent ”Carebox” in
order to represent the interaction between active agents with
the environmental objects.
Carebox: The carebox is the physical space where the
patient is accommodated during the treatment and diagnosis
process. In the model, once it has been confirmed that a patient
is a transmission vector we have the possibility to isolate
the patient in a carebox. All careboxes could be transformed
in isolated careboxes. We use the infected variable to reflect
whether a carebox is contaminated with MRSA or not. The
possible value for infected are: non-contaminated or contaminated. When an MRSA patient is assigned to a carebox, the
infected variable takes the value contaminated (see Figure 1),
and it will remain at such a value until a disinfection process
has been carried out. This process can only be executed
when the MRSA patient leaves the emergency department
and releases the carebox. The disinfection process is carried
out by cleaning staff. The isolated carebox contains the entire
equipment needed for patient care, which means that we have
a lot of objects likely to be a vector of transmission, though all
these objects are usually inside the same carebox, therefore we
consider them as a single object. In extreme cases, where all
carebox are busy, it is possible to use ”a virtual carebox”,
which are additional spaces located in the ED. The main
difference between a virtual box and a carebox is that the
virtual one does not have the same level of isolation, which
is why the probability of MRSA propagation is higher.
2) Active Agents: Any actor who has the ability to act
by himself/herself is an active agent. The propagation model
includes the interaction between patients and some agents
of healthcare staff, such as doctors, triage nurses, nurses,
admission staff, auxiliary personnel and cleaning staff (see
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Figure 2). For the purpose of our propagation model we can
devide all these active agents in two cathegories: Patient and
Healthcare Staff.
Patient: In order to properly define the propagation model
of MRSA, it is important to consider that the patient on
arriving to an emergency department, regardless of their acuity
level, has a probability of being a transmission vector (infected
or colonized) of MRSA. It means that the patient has a
probability of being a carrier a microorganism causative to
nosocomial infection. MRSA bacteria could live in the skin
of some patients without their knowledge it and without any
symptoms. However these patients could transmit the bacteria
to another patients by physical contact.
In our model, we use the infected variable to show if
the patient is non-colonized, colonized or infected. All noncolonized patients are susceptible to acquiring a nosocomial
infection. We can classify patients in two groups: 1) patients
that do not have a clear possibility of being colonized or
infected with MRSA bacteria. In this case the healthcare staff
assumes that this patient is non-colonized; 2) patients that are
known or can be assumed to be colonized or infected with
MRSA. If a patient has had a previous admission, the ED has
their clinical history and knows if they had or have MRSA
(during the admission process). In such cases the patient is
classified as colonized, because a patient who has previously
been colonized has a higher risk to a new colonization [16].
However, if it is the first time that the patient attends the
emergency department, healthcare staff evaluate the MRSA
Risk Factor (RF) of the patient.
In some health services, when it has been confirmed that
a patient has MRSA (on the basis of the doctor’s exploration
and laboratory test results), this patient is immediately isolated
in a carebox.
The MRSA risk factor is a metric that allows us to give the
patient a level of probability (P(RF)) of being a transmission
vector. With the purpose of calculating the risk factor, we
can ask about several factors associated with a higher risk of
acquisition of MRSA [17], but our research focused on three
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Fig. 2: Diagram of physical contacts of the patient with other actives and
passives agents.
aspects that we consider require special attention:
• Patient age: patients over 65 years old have more probability of being an MRSA patient carrier because their
agent: patient.
immunologicalActive
systems
are usually weakened due to
several illnesses or extended treatments.
• Place of residence: when patient is an institutionalized
patient, sharing their residence with many people, such
as a nursing home, prison, etc.
• Acuity level: usually patients with acuity level I, have
more probability of acquiring a nosocomial infection
because their immunological system is weakened.
P(RF)= f (Age,PlaceResidence,AcuityLevel)
When the risk factor is high then we assume that there is
a high probability that the patient be colonized. The patient
can be considered infected only when the diagnostic can be
supported by the results of laboratory tests. It is very important
to ensure the results because if one positive case escapes, we
have a transmission vector together with susceptible patients,
and on the other hand, if one negative case is assigned as
positive, the patient will receive an unnecessary treatment that
will increase the cost.
It is very important to differentiate between infected and
colonized patients. Colonized patients carry MRSA on their
skin, but they are asymptomatic and therefore require laboratory tests for it to be detected. If MRSA bacteria get inside
the body, the patient will develop an infection, becoming
a symptomatic carrier, which is called an infected patient.
However, the doctor needs to apply a physical examination and
laboratory test to support the diagnosis. Both colonized and
infected patients may transmit MRSA bacteria to susceptible
patients and this can lead to infections with serious consequences.
Healthcare Staff: In this model we study the interactions
with some active agents of healthcare staff: admission staff,
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triage nurses, patients, doctors, nurses, laboratory technicians,
auxiliary personnel and cleaning staff. Each of these agents
has a specific function in the attention process. The healthcare
staff agent has the infected variable with three possible values:
1) non-carrier; 2) carrier; 3) and colonized. A member of
the healthcare staff could be a carrier when they acquire
temporarily bacteria. This happens when they have physical
contact with a transmission vector and acquire the bacteria.
Later, if the healthcare staff complies with the prevention
policies, the bacteria will be eliminated and the healthcare
agent will return to non-carrier. The accomplishment level
of the healthcare staff agents with the prevention policies is
measured by the accomplishment factor (AF).
This metric measures the probability that a member of the
healthcare staff transmits the bacteria to a susceptible agent.
This probability (P(AF)) will be calculated on the basis of the
accomplishment level of prevention policies/actions. The three
prevention actions that are evaluated in this research are:
• Handwashing: the most important of the actions. The
healthcare staff is required to do it, before and after they
have a physical contact with a patient.
• Sanitizing hand: with a hidroalcoholic solution. It is necessary to do it before and after they have physical contact
with a patient. There is no substitute for handwashing
and it is better if both actions are done.
• Using isolated material: this is required only when they
attend an isolated patient.
P(AF)= f (Handwashing,SanitizeHand,IsolatedMaterial)
C. Propagation of Nosocomial Infection by Contact Model
The model takes into account the parts of the overall process
in which contact propagation can take place. For this it is
necessary to clear the entire care process. This section is
dedicated to describing the emergency attending process and
identifying in which parts of this process a transmission vector
can be in contact with a susceptible patient.
Attention Process: When a patient arrives in the emergency
department they approach the admissions zone. Here the
admissions staff ask for their health card and registers their
arrival. Then the patient waits in the waiting room for the
triage process. When the triage nurse is available, they call
the patient and takes their vital signs and asking for some
additional information in order to identify the acuity level of
the patient. The acuity scale applied in Spanish ED considers
five different values, from I until V, with I being the highest
level, and V the lowest. If acuity level assigned to the patient
is IV or V, they will wait for diagnosis and treatment process
in a waiting room, but patients with acuity level I, II or
III will be assigned immediately to a carebox and diagnosis
and treatment phases should be done inside such a carebox,
with the exception of some specific tests. The diagnosis and
treatment process is divided in 3 phases: 1) laboratory test; 2)
treatment; 3) Exit from ED. When a doctor is available, they
call the patient and decide what the next step is. Laboratory
test and treatment can be carried out several times.
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TABLE II: POSSIBLE WAYS OF TRANSMISSION BETWEEN ACTIVE AGENTS.
Agent1
Carrier healthcare staff
Carrier healthcare staff
Infected/colonized patient
Infected/colonized patient
Passive agent
Passive agent

Agent2
Susceptible patient
Passive agent
Passive agent
Healthcare staff
Healthcare staff
Susceptible patient

When the treatment has finished and an additional laboratory test is not necessary, the doctor will prescribe that patient
leaves the ED. In the case of patients IV and V, the interaction
with the doctor will be carried out in attention boxes, and the
patient will remain in a specific waiting room while there is
no interaction (between each one of these phases). We focus
on the stages in which agents have physical contact with other
agents, that is, when patients have interaction with healthcare
staff. The MRSA transmission is possible in one of several
ways (Table II). If patient is a transmission vector and has
contact with a susceptible agent, transmission is probable [17],
in which case the susceptible agent will change their state. The
variable ”infected” is used to reflect changes in the state of
agents. To decide if one agent acquires the MRSA bacteria,
we will use a probabilistic distribution based on the likelihood
of the transmission vector transmitting the microorganism,
and the probability of a susceptible patient acquiring the
microorganism.
IV. F UTURE W ORK AND C ONCLUSIONS
As a result of our research, we proposed an agents-based
model of the contact propagation of MRSA in emergency
departments. This model has been designed based on an
emergency department simulator, ED-Simulator, developed in
previous research and which has the advantage of having been
verified and validated in several cycles or iterations, taking
into account a wide variety of data and configurations, and
with the participation of ED staff at the Hospital of Sabadell
(Spain). Based on such an ED-Simulator and after a careful
analysis of the care process, we have established in which
parts of the process there is risk of infection and which agents
have to be added in order to complete the propagation model.
We have enhanced the model by including new agents, and
by adding new variables and new behaviors in all the agents
that participate in the transmission process. In this way, we
have obtained a model of contact propagation of MRSA.
Our future work is to implement the contact propagation
model of MRSA in the ED-Simulator in order to obtain the
computational model of the contact propagation. The next step
will be the execution, validation and verification stages for
improving the model. The computational model will allow the
ED managers to analyze and evaluate potential solutions (the
possible effects of applying the control policies’ actions) for
propagation of nosocomial infection in a virtual environment
and to evaluate the effectiveness of different combinations of
laboratory tests, isolation, and other control policies, with the
purpose of identifying the best infection control policy.
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Abstract—Grasping and manipulation by multifingered robot
hand is challenging due to the dynamic uncertainties of the hand
and the object. The purpose of the grasping and manipulation
research is to improve the control performance based on the
hand, object and contact model. In this paper, a multifingered
hand called The Barrett Hand is chosen for investigation. A
mathematical model of the hand is developed using Lagrangian
method. Contact model between the hand and object is developed
as compliance system assuming that the object stiffness properties
are known. Grasping and manipulation control problem is stated
as: 1. Object motion and 2. Contact force tracking. Higher Order
Sliding Mode (HOSM) control is proposed for motion tracking of
the hand joints and object. 2nd order sliding mode law is used to
minimise the tracking error considering nonlinear dynamics and
uncertainties. Adaptive Force-based Impedance Mode (AFIM)
control is proposed to regulate the contact force which drives the
desired impedance of the hand-object compliance system. This
impedance also generates online reference trajectory for motion
tracking according to the contact force. Both control methods
are simulated in Simulink/SimMechanics environment. The joint,
object and force tracking results are presented and discussed.
Keywords–Grasping; Sliding; Impedance; Adaptive; AFIM;
HOSM.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Conventional robot manipulators used in industries are
combined form of single arm attached to a gripper. The gripper
is effective in performing tasks where the large motion of
the payload required with fewer Degrees of Freedom (DOF).
Traditional grippers are unable to show the efficiency where
precise movement is needed for the object manipulation [2].
Grippers are being replaced now by the human hand alike
multifingered hand to ease the grasping and manipulation
activities by industrial manipulators.
Human hand grasps and manipulates an object by several steps:
1. The human eye works as sensor to locate the object location.
2. Hand moves to the object location with previous grasp
planning knowledge. 3. When grasp is planned, fingers make
contact with assumed forces, but change the force depending
on the object’s mass, stiffness and material properties. These
properties are sensed by the brain to send the signals to the
arm and hand to apply the optimized forces for grasping
and manipulation of the object. The above procedures are
not simple in robot hand grasping and manipulation. In an
attempt to attain the identical abilities of the human hand,
research has been going on for last two decades. In the early
stage of the grasping research, Okada discussed the computer
control method of multijoint finger system for precise object
handling [11]. Mason and Salisbury formulated the grasp
problem and introduced the grasp jacobian [10]. Kerr and
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Roth worked on grasp kinematics [8]. Bicchi and Okamura
focused on grasping and manipulation of unknown objects
[2][12]. Currently, several multifingered hands are available
in the industries and also for the research. The robot hand
is a complex system due to the presence of additional DOF
for dexterity. In addition, this is not similar to the custom
gripper which is efficient in generating a specific rigid grasp
of an object. The same grasp with multifingered hand requires
intelligent control and results in a decrease in grasp rigidity.
In this paper, two advanced robust control methods are applied
for grasping and manipulation of an object by a robot hand.
Higher Order Sliding Mode (HOSM) is implemented for
position accuracy of the robot containing uncertainties and
Adaptive Force based Impedance Method (AFIM) is applied
to minimize the contact forces during manipulation. Both
methods are advanced and powerful in achieving position and
force control respectively in individual robotic tasks. Therefore, those are applied together in grasping and manipulation
of the hand which is related to combined position and force
problem. To implement and see the performances, a three
fingered robot hand is modeled, contact model between the
hand and the object is derived, control problem of grasping
and manipulation is defined and robust adaptive controllers
are designed according to the problem requirements. Contact
locations and types are assumed to be known for simplifying
grasp planning. The other assumptions made in studying the
kinematics are that the fingers do not slip on the object, the
object and finger links are rigid body, accurate models of the
hand and object are known.
In next four subsections, grasp properties, robot and object
kinematics and dynamics are derived. Section 2 explains the
control theories behind HOSM and AFIM. The control laws
implemented for the robot hand are also included here. Simulation of the proposed control and the results are presented in
Section 3. The last section provided the summary of the work
and future aspects.
A. Grasp and manipulation properties
A grasp is defined as a combination of hand posture
and position that generates a contact force set between the
hand and the grasped object. The grasp jacobian maps the
relation between the object and the hand through this contact
force. It is first proposed by Mason and Salisbury [10]. The
popular Barrett hand is considered for analysing grasping and
manipulation properties in this paper. It is used in industries for
different tasks and available for research activities. Consider
this three fingered hand grasping an object in Figure 1 [15].
Each finger has two DOF available for the grasping and
manipulation tasks. Lets define the object coordinate frame
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the term, [rf ×] ∈ <3×3 is the cross product of rf . Now, if
the i-th finger of the hand manipulates an object; the velocity
relation ṙo,i = ṙf,i is valid where, ṙo,i is the object and ṙf,i
is the fingertip velocity at i-th contact point and both are
equal, assuming there is no slip during contact. Considering the
transformation with respect to base frame, the velocity relation
can be expressed as,
Gi T ẋo = Jhi q̇i

Equation (5) is the fundamental grasp constraint which governs
the grasp and manipulation of an object by contact force
related
T hand and the object velocity. The term ẋo =
 T toT the
is the velocity vectors of the object and ωo
ṙo ωo
is the angular velocity of the object with respect to the base
frame Cb . Now define the jacobian form in the finger space
as, Jhi ∈ <6×l = Ai T Ji as the kinematic jacobian at the ith finger; where li are the number of links for fingers and Ji
is the kinematics jacobian of the i-th finger. The orientation
T
vector, ζ = [ φ θ ψ ] of the object is represented by ZY-Z Euler angles. Based on Euler transformation, the relation
between object velocity ẋo and ṙo can be shown as,

Figure 1. The Barrett Hand model grasping an object [15].

as Co where center of mass of the object is chosen as the
object reference point. Cb is the palm frame and Cf,i is the
contact coordinate (i= contact number). The term ro = [po , oo ]
is the position vector of the origin of Co with respect to Cb
where po is the position and oo is the orientation vector of the
object origin. The term rb = f (qi ) is the position vector of the
origin of Cf,i with respect to Cb . The term rc is the position
vector from the origin of Co to contact coordinate Cf,i with
respect to Cb . All contacts between the object and hand are
considered as point contact without slip. If each finger applies
a force fc,i at the contact point Cf,i , the applied object wrench
is given as,
n
X
Gi Fc,i
(1)
i=1

Fo = [foT
and Gi ∈

mTo ]T
6×n

is the external force exerted on the
where,
object
<
is called the grasp Jacobian matrix
which transforms the contact force fc,i to the object coordinate
frame (n is the number of contacts) and is given by,


I3
Gi =
(2)
rc ×
where, I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and [rc ×] ∈
<3×3 is a skew symmetric matrix determined by the cross
product of rc . The full grasp matrix can be shown as
G = [ G1 G2 . . . Gn ] and the contact force set,fc =
T
T
T T
[ fc1
fc2
. . . nfcn
] . The contact force fc,i
o ∈ F C where,
p
3
3
2
2
F C = {f ∈ < f ∈ < : f1 + f2 ≤ µf3 is called the
friction cone, which is the angle of the cone with respect
to contact normal [10][13]. Similarly, the matrix which transforms the contact force fc,i to the finger coordinate frame is
given by,
Fi = Ai fc,i
(3)

ẋo = To (ξ)ṙo

where, To (ξ) ∈ <
is a transformation matrix between two
velocity vectors given as,


I3 Q0
To (ζ) =
(7)
0
(ξ)
Q
and
(ξ) is represented by the following transformation
matrix,
"
#
− sin θ cos ψ sin ψ 0
Y
sin θ sin ψ
cos ψ 0
(ξ) =
(8)
cos θ
0
1
B. Object dynamics
Using (8) - (10), the object dynamics can be expressed by
Newton-Euler equation in following form:


 
 

mo I 0
ẍo
0
fo
+
=
(9)
0
Ib
ω̇o
ωo × Ib ωo
τo
where, mo is the mass of the object and Ib = Π(ξ). Let Xo
be the local parametrization of xo to transform (9) in local
coordinate as,
Mo Ẍ + Co (X, Ẋ)Ẋ = Fo
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rf ×

where, Mo ∈ <
is the object mass matrix, and the object
coriolis terms are expressed as Co (X, Ẋ). The resultant force
exerted on the object is Fo = [foT τoT ]T . Now, applying (1),
(10) is rearranged as,
Mo Ẍ + Co (X, Ẋ)Ẋ = GFc + fe

(11)

Equation (11) is the object dynamics where contact force Fc
is related to the object motion and fe occurs due to external
forces. Recall (5) and rewrite as follows:
−1

q̇ = (AT J)

GT Ẋo

(12)

d
−1
((AT J) GT )Ẋo
(13)
dt
where, q̈ is the joint acceleration related to the object motion.
q̈ = (AT J)
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(10)

6×6

−1

Ai =

(6)

6×6

Differentiating (12) yields,

where, Ai ∈ <6×n and have the following matrix form,


(5)

(4)

GT Ẍo +
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1) Robot hand Kinematics and Dynamics: The robot hand
dynamics is derived from the hand kinematics. According to
the Figure 1, the Barrett hand has 3 fingers, each finger has 2
links. All fingers are identical in shape and dimension, but
finger F1 and F2 have extra DOF. Let (x, y, z)F,i be the
coordinates of the fingers and the forward kinematics of the
fingers Fi (i = 1, 2) are,
xF,i = (l1 cos(q1 + qi1 ) + l2 cos(q1 + q2 + qi1 + qi2 )) sin(φ)
yF,i = l1 sin(q1 + qi1 ) + l2 sin(q1 + q2 + qi1 + qi2 )
zF,i = (l1 cos(q1 + qi1 ) + l2 cos(q1 + q2 + qi1 + qi2 )) cos(φ)
(14)
and the forward kinematics of the finger F3 are,
yF,3 = l1 sin(q1 + qi1 ) + l2 sin(q1 + q2 + qi1 + qi2 )
zF,3 = (l1 cos(q1 + qi1 ) + l2 cos(q1 + q2 + qi1 + qi2 ))
(15)
where, qi1 = 2.46◦ and qi2 = 40◦ . For Cartesian coordinate
position (xc , yc , zc ), the joint angles of the fingers can be
calculated with inverse kinematics using simple algebra and
trigonometry [10].
Robot dynamics is determined by the Lagrangian method.
The Lagrangian L is determined as the difference of kinetic
(T) and potential (V) energy of the system [10][16]. Now,
differentiate the Lagrangian L to derive the equations of motion
of the system from the following term,


∂ ∂L
∂L
Ti =
−
(16)
∂t ∂ q̇i
∂qi
where, i=1,2,3.....n is considered as DOF of the system. Robot
finger dynamics are derived using (16) as,
Mfi q̈ + Cfi (q, q̇)q̇ + Nfi (q) = τfi

(17)

3×3

where, Mfi ∈ <
is the hand mass matrix, Cfi (q, q̇) ∈ <3×3
is the vector of the coriolis and centrifugal terms and Nfi ∈
<3×1 are the gravity terms for the fingers F1 and F2 . For the
finger F 3 , Mf3 ∈ <2×2 , Cf3 (q, q̇) ∈ <2×2 and Nf3 ∈ <2×1 .
The finger joint acceleration q̈ is calculated from (17) as,
q̈ = Mf −1 (τf − Cf (q, q̇) − Nf (q))

(18)

Substitute, (18) into (13), the robot-object dynamics at
object frame is written in the following form,
Mof q̈ + Cof (q, q̇) + Gof (q) = τOF

(19)

where, Mof , C of and Gof are combined robot-object terms
and have the following expression after rearranging,
Mof = Mo + GJh−T Mf (q)Jh−1 GT
d
(Jh−1 GT )
Cof = Co + GJh−T Cf (q, q̇)Jh−1 GT + Mf (q) dt
Gof = GJh−T Nf (q)
(20)
2) Grasp Problem: Control problems of grasping and manipulation by a robot hand is defined following (19) as,
Object Tracking: Given a desired object trajectory Xdo ∈
<6 the center of mass of the object Xo ∈ <6 should track
it while the object is grasped by three fingered robot hand
considering grasp constraint. The first control objective is,
lim Xdo − Xo = 0

t→∞
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(21)

Contact Force Tracking: Given a desired contact force Fd ∈
<9 the actual force Fc ∈ <9 should follow the desired force.
The second objective is,
lim Fd − Fc = 0

t→∞

(22)

Object tracking problem is also associated with the robot
finger tracking problem. Robot fingers are tracked for desired
contact location before the object is grasped. Following the
properties of the friction cone, it can be shown that for an
arbitrary set of contact force Fc , an internal force FI is found
such that Fc + FI lies in the friction cone. This internal force
does not have any net effect on the motion of the hand or
object.
II.

CONTROLLER DESIGN

Different control methods are available for solving the
control problem defined above. Classical and adaptive sliding
based controllers were used in the past for object tracking
solution [1][16]. Recently Higher Order Sliding Methods
(HOSM) showed robustness for perfect tracking considering
uncertainties [4][5]. For force tracking problem, impedance
controllers by Hogan have been used in robotics for last
two decades [6]. Based on Hogan, Seraji and Jungs work,
Adaptive Force based Impedance Method (AFIM) is used for
force tracking [6][7][13]. In this paper, the HOSM is used for
tracking control. The AFIM is used for optimizing the contact
force. The control solution will be divided into three steps:
1. Given a desired contact location, HOSM is used for
tracking the current position of the finger before grasp. 2.
Considering grasp constraint, AFIM is implemented to optimize the contact force 3. The object trajectory is tracked with
HOSM based on the contact force.
A. Higher Order Sliding Mode Control (HOSM)
The robot hand contains dynamic nonlinearities and uncertainties. Joint tracking is not simple considering uncertain
dynamics due to unmodeled mechanics, external disturbances
etc. The controller robustness is important to overcome this
dynamic uncertainties and achieve good tracking. HOSM is
a robust controller, which deals greatly with disturbances and
uncertainties. It is an extended version of Sliding Mode control
(SMC) [9]. Lets introduce SMC applied by a sliding surface
with high frequency switching control. The goal of SMC is
to converge the actual system to the desired state. In general,
SMC has chattering problem due to the discontinuous nature of
control. It excites unexpected high frequency dynamics which
may cause damage to the system. HOSM is effective in reducing chattering problem that also guarantees the convergence of
system state in finite time. In this method, the sliding variable
is extended to accelerate the system state towards the selected
sliding surface. Considering the tracking control problem, the
general SMC is defined as,
s(q, t) = ė + λe

(23)

where, eq = q − qd is the finger tracking error and eo =
Xo − Xd is the object tracking error and λ is a constant whose
eigenvalues are always positive. The control goal is achieved
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by choosing the control input such that the sliding surface
fulfills the following condition:

object stiffness. It was first introduced by Hogan [3]. The
general impedance law is defined as,

1 d 2
s ≤ η |s|
(24)
2 dt
where, η is a positive constant. The above condition states
that the system energy decays until the system state reaches
the sliding surface. In HOSM, the discontinuous control input
is applied to a higher time derivative of the sliding surface.
The applications of HOSM in non-linear systems are found
in [4][5]. Levant proposed a method of arbitrary order sliding
mode controller design is discussed [9]. Defoort developed
a robust HOSM controller for finite time stability [4]. For
specifying HOSM, consider the non-linear system as,

Fd −Fc = MI (Ẍd − Ẍr )+BI (Ẋd − Ẋr )+KI (Xd −Xr ) (32)

ẋ = f (x, t) + g(x, t)
y = s(x, t)

(25)

In (32), force error ef = Fd − Fc drives the mechanical
impedance properties of the object where,X r is the regulated
object position trajectory driven by ef = Fd −Fc . To calculate
the resultant force exerted by object, substitute (32) into object
dynamics of (10) yields,
Fo = (Mo − MI )ë + BI ė + KI e + Co (Xo , Ẋo )

(33)

The impedance error should tend to zero and can be expressed
mathematically,
lim Xd − Xr ≈ 0

t→∞

(34)

The relative degree r of system (24) is assumed to be known
with respect to the sliding variable s. The control goal is to
reach s=0 in finite time and hold by discontinuous function
of s and its derivatives s, ṡ, s̈ · · · · · · · · · sr−1 . The r-th order
sliding mode is expressed as,

The resultant force found from (33) is to realize the desired
coupled compliance of (32). The contact force F c can be
calculated from (11) as,

S r = {u k s, ṡ, s̈ · · · · · · · · · sr−1 = 0}

where, FI is the internal force. Reference trajectory is then
regulated from (33) for tracking control by HOSM. The
integration of adaptation mainly focuses on generating desired
trajectory online as a function of force tracking error ef . When
contact force is generated, the online based desired object
trajectory is defined as,

(26)

The mode s = 0 is achieved after finite time transient. The
control input appears at the r-th order sliding set as,
S r = h(x, t) + g(x, t)

(27)

∂ r
∂u s

r

where h(x, t) = s |u=0 , g(x, t) =
6= 0. From HOSM
structure of (26) and (27), the controller uh is chosen as,
!
p
ṡh + | sh |sign(sh )
p
uh = αsign
(28)
ṡh + | sh |
where, h = f /o, (f for finger and o for object). Equation (28)
is the HOSM law proposed for finger and object tracking. The
sliding variable sh is expressed from tracking error eq and eo
as,
sh = ėh + λh eh
(29)
The control input torque for trajectory tracking is expressed
as a combination of SMC and HOSM below,
uhosm = uc + uh

(30)

where, input uc is expressed as,
uc = u − Ksc = M q̈r + C q̇r + G − Ksc

(31)

The term K is the sliding gain and the sliding function sc is
considered from (23).
B. Adaptive Force based Impedance Control
For grasping and manipulation, the important task is to
maintain the contact force when the object is grasped. Position
and force cannot be maintained at the same time, but the
contact force can be regulated by controlling the impedance of
the hand. Impedance methods have high impact over position
and contact force control.The impedance problem is defined
as proposing a single controller with estimated contact force
exerted by the object on the robot hand that regulates motion
trajectory and contact force with or without knowledge of
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Fc = G+ Fo + FI

Xd (t) = f (t) + kp (t)eF (t) + kd (t)ėF (t)

(35)

(36)

where,f (t) is the auxiliary input, generated by the adaptation
scheme. kp (t) and kv (t) are adaptive proportional gains driving
force error and error rate. These are determined by the P-I
adaptation laws below:
Rt
a(t) = a(0) + α1 0 q(t)dt + α2 q(t)
Rt
kp (t) = kp (0) + β1 0 q(t)eF (t)dt + β2 q(t)eF (t)
(37)
Rt
kd (t) = kd (0) + γ1 0 q(t)ėF (t)dt + γ2 q(t)ėF (t)
q(t) = wp eF (t) + wd ėF (t)
where, wp and wd are weighting factors object position and
velocity. The terms (α1 , β1 , γ1 ) are integral adaptation gains,
and (α2 , β2 , γ2 ) are proportional adaptation gains. The online
based trajectory Xd is calculated from (36) and (37) where
Xd (0) = a(0). This online based X d is fed by the impedance
filter (32) to extract regulated trajectory X r . The regulated
X r is then tracked by HOSM control method. Two control
methods applied to the multifingered hand is shown in Figure
2.
III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
For the Barrett hand simulation, link lengths, l1 =
0.05m, l2 = 0.07m, l3 = 0.07m, link mass, m1 =
0.03kg, m2 = 0.05kg, m3 = 0.03kg, base height of the hand,
h = 0.05m, gravity, g = 9.81m/s2 . The HOSM parameters
before grasp: sliding constant, λ = 0.04, switching gain,
Kh = 18 , gain, α = 1.8. After grasp, HOSM control
parameters in object space are: Sliding constant, λ = 0.01,
Switching gain, Kh = 12 , gain, αh = 1.1. AFIM mode is
dependent on the contact force. Desired force Fd is chosen
as 10 N . Impedance parameters are MI = 23, BI = 70 and
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0.6
0.4
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F2 q1 (rad)
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At first, fingers are simulated in joint space to see
the tracking performance with HOSM. Desired trajectories
of the fingers are given for both mode as [sp, q2 , q3 ] =
[0.7854, 0.6109, 0.4363] rad. In Figure 3 and 4, joint motion of
fingers are compared between HOSM and general computed
torque method (CTC). It appears that the overshoots are less
and settling down is quick with HOSM considering uncertainties. Trajectories are well tracked with disturbances given as
additional input into the system. In Figure 5, control torques
of finger F3 are shown with SMC (Top) and HOSM (Bottom).
The input signal chattering is visible with SMC, common
in first order sliding mode. The chatterings are completely
eliminated with HOSM which indicates that HOSM is not only
able to achieve precise tracking performance but also provides
smooth torque to drive the joints. Then, the system is simulated
to assess the performance of object manipulation after grasp.
The object position and orientation errors are shown in Figure
6 and 7 respectively. The HOSM based manipulation errors
are compared with CTC. The error are large with CTC method
and not converging to zero for few motion vectors. The motion
errors are improved and converged to zero with HOSM. Figure
8 shows the tracked normal contact forces of all fingers for
desired force input of 10 N . The results are compared with
natural impedance filter. The steady state errors are found with
impedance law. Overshoots are reduced and steady state errors
are minimized with AFIM mode.
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18

1

KI = 450 . The adaptive parameters are: kp , k d , wp and wd
are selected as 1.4, 0.041, 0.02 and 0.001 respectively.

Two adaptive and robust control methods are proposed for
grasping and manipulation of an object by multifingered robot
hand. Sliding mode based HOSM control is proposed due
to the high precision tracking requirements for performing
manipulation tasks. Joint and object motion tracking results
indicate the authenticity of the HOSM control algorithm. The
AFIM process is efficient in generating a grasp of an object
with a desired force estimated by object stiffness properties.
Addition of adaptation helped to achieve the desired force.
This method ensures not to cause any damage to the object as
the fingers only exert the desired force to grasp and manipulate
the object. Control objectives are successfully achieved by the
proposed methods and the simulated results.
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a new approach of the
behavioral validity’s assessment of driving simulators. Our
ambition is to find a way of measuring “presence” to use it as a
measure for ecological validity in driving simulators. The
underlying assumption is that a person experiencing a strong
sense of presence in the virtual environment will react in this
environment as if it would be a real one. We propose to
measure "presence" by measuring “attention” toward the
driving task". Our objective is to demonstrate that the higher
the subject's attention required by the primary driving task
will be, the more the spatial presence will be felt. In the
experiment, we tried to vary "attention" by adding a dual task
and by adding traffic and measure driving performance and
subjective "presence" (MEC-SPQ: Measurement, Effects,
Conditions-Spatial Presence Questionnaire). The main result is
a lack of congruence between subjective and behavioral
measures.
Keywords-Simulation;
Simulator.

I.

Attention;

Presence;

Driving

INTRODUCTION

In the 1960s, driving simulation was mainly used to train
specific target audiences such as novice drivers, law
enforcement officers and truck drivers [3]. Since then, many
advances have been achieved in terms of computing, visual
display and vehicle dynamics rendering [2]. Driving
simulation was originally developed to avoid cost of field
studies, allowing more control over circumstances and
measurements, and ensuring safety in hazardous conditions
[1]. In the second half of the twentieth century, simulation
was being successfully applied to aeronautical, rail and
maritime operations. In spite of significant differences, it is
interesting to note that the development of driving
simulation was based on the development of flight
simulation. Driving is a dynamic task with a set of rapid
control maneuvers involving critical feedback for avoiding
obstacles and preventing crashes [10]. Compared to the
activity performed by air line pilots, driving involves higher
amplitude, and higher frequency cues. The motion feedback
does not play a key role for the major part of slow
maneuvers performed by civilian pilots. There is no
evidence that motion base-simulators are more efficient than
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fixed base simulators for training of commercial pilots [6].
Thus, there is a stark contrast between driving simulation
and flight simulation (Civil aviation only). Compared to an
airline pilot, a driver needs a higher degree of motion
simulation. That is probably the reason why the use of flight
simulators is more than commonplace for pilot training and,
conversely driving simulators are not widely used for driver
training due to the inherent higher complexity of the driving
task.
Nowadays, driving simulators are usually designed for
two purposes: research and training. The simulator is
essentially used to place constraints on driver behavior in
order to study driver distraction and workload or used as test
beds for highway design [15]. The use of a modern
advanced driving simulator for human factors research has
many advantages such as experimental control, efficiency,
expense, safety, and ease of data collection [20]. However,
the literature describes some possible disadvantages, i.e.,
simulator sickness, accurate replication of physical
sensations, and most importantly, validity.
In this paper, we will first look at a brief overview about
the ecological validity to identify which specific issues still
need to be addressed in driving simulation. Then a
methodological alternative will be exposed through the
concept of Presence. The remainder of the report basically
consists of exposing results about this new experimental
approach.
II.

ECOLOGICAL VALIDITY

In spite of significant advancements in the physical
fidelity of the driving simulation, a lack of realism seems to
be always observed in the major part of driving simulator
studies [4]. The most important question is to know in
which extent measures from simulation are similar to those
obtained in the real world. This multidimensional problem
is called simulation validation [5]. This question has been a
concern for at least 25 years. Blaauw [5] defined two types
of validity. The first one is the absolute validity; it deals
with the extent to which a manipulation of a variable in the
real world produces the same or equivalent change in the
same measure when manipulated in a driving simulator. The
second one is called the relative validity and refers to the
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extent to which the direction of change of a variable is in the
same direction as a corresponding manipulation and
measure in the real world [16]. If absolute validity is
obviously desired by researchers, regarding the variability
of driver performance, it seems highly unlikely to have an
exact correspondence of on-road and simulation measures.
Furthermore, there is no bad or good simulator from a
methodological point of view. The simulation validation
seems to be arbitrated between the research issue and how
simulators are used to investigate this question.
Each simulator must be validated for a specific use. In
addition, the question of simulation validation has followed
the perpetual development of a significant number of
simulator components as computers and various display
technologies. That is the reason why, since four decades,
simulators have been designed to deliver more and more
perceptual cues to the driver in order to reproduce as
accurately as possible the experience of driving an
automobile. Thus, simulator validity is often addressed in
the extent to which a physical variable in a simulator
corresponds to its operationally equivalent component in the
real world is called Physical fidelity [19]. As previously
discussed, simulation validity is multidimensional and can
be related to behavioral and physical dimensions [12], but
also to the perceived sensation of the subjective experience
and objective performance [30]. Indeed, despite significant
advancements in the fidelity of the driving experience
driving simulator studies continue to be criticized for lack of
realism [9]. More specifically, the physical fidelity of the
driving experience appears insufficient to overcome
criticisms concerning the lack of psychological fidelity [8],
defined as the extent to which the risks and rewards of
participation in the experiment correspond to real-world
risks and rewards [21]. The main problem is that driving
experimental studies failed to provide a non-artificial trip
purpose which could be able to reproduce drivers’ motives
inherent to the real driving activity.
Generally, it appears that the assessment of the validity
of the virtual environment involves the comparison of
results obtained from studies conducted in real situations
and in virtual environment. However, this comparison is
expensive (instrumentation) and complex (strict control of
all the events occurring in a real situation). This is probably
the reason why questions about the validity of simulators
are most often pending [23] and why only few studies on
this question can be found.

action loop of human behaviour in the real world.
Immersion in a virtual world cannot be the same as in the
real world [11], since the user has learned to act naturally in
a real and physical world (without, for instance, any delay
and/or sensorimotor bias). Thus, immersion, depending on
the sensorimotor contingencies permitted by the simulator,
is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the expression,
within the virtual environment, of a performance that is
representative of the actual situation [18]. Facing this
problem, a concept emerged in the '80s from the early steps
of research about virtual reality. This concept addresses the
issue of "ecological" validity of the behaviour observed in
virtual environments. It is the concept of presence. This
multidimensional concept is considered as the ability of
individuals to adopt behavioural patterns similar to that
observed in everyday life and therefore as their propensity
to respond to various stimuli by a realistic way [26].
Kaptein et al. [14] and Tichon [28] already proposed this
concept as a tool for assessing driving or railway simulators
but only in driving situations generating a state of stress. In
studies about presence, finding a consensus about presence
conceptualization in order to enhance its operationalization
and its assessment [27] seems to be the main challenge.
Various attempts have been made to describe this concept.
Despite divergences, the major part of publications
considers that presence rests on an attentional basis
[22][24][25][31].
Thus, we decided to modulate experimentally the
cognitive load induced during the simulated driving task, in
order to generate different attentional states and finally to
induce different levels of spatial presence. We crossed the
two following independent variables: 1) A secondary task
(dual-task paradigm), supposed to distract the driver from
the primary task (driving) and 2) the presence of traffic on
the roadway, supposed to focus the driver’s attention toward
the primary task. Our objective was to develop a sensitive
measure of presence in order to assess the simulator
validity. Our main hypotheses were:
-H1: The vehicle traffic in the virtual world is a positive
predictor of the different sections of the MEC Spatial
Presence Questionnaire.
-H2: A dual task performed during the driving is a
negative predictor of the different sections of the MEC
Spatial Presence Questionnaire and of the driving
performance.
IV.

III. A METHODOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVE: THE
CONCEPT OF PRESENCE
Driving simulation is a historical component of virtual
reality, the purpose of which being to enable one person (or
more) to develop sensori-motor and cognitive activity in an
artificial world [17]. The interaction of a person with the
virtual world is a transposition of the perception-cognition-
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METHOD

A. Participants
Twenty experienced car drivers, with at least five years
of experience (14 men and 6 women), were divided into four
groups, by crossing two independent variables, i.e., a dual
task to be performed or not during the experiment and the
presence or not of other vehicles’ traffic on the road. The age
of the participants ranged from 22 to 45 (M=32.8 years,
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SD=6.45). All were tested on a voluntary basis, having
signed an informed consent form.
B. Apparatus
The experiment was carried out using the SIM²IFSTTAR (French Institute of Science and Technology for
Transport) fixed-base driving simulator equipped with a
multi-actor parallel architecture for traffic simulation
(ArchiSim) and an object database SIM²-IFSTTAR
(simulation software). The “ArchiSim” architecture was built
on the DR2 traffic simulation model (management of
“autonomous” and “enslaved” vehicle with a behavior
defined by the scripts for each scenario, simulation generated
by captors of punctual and space traffic) and on the 3D SIM2
loop of visualization [7]. The interactive driving station
comprised one quarter of a vehicle including a seat, a
dashboard, and controls equipped with captors, i.e. pedals
and steering wheel. The projected display (at 30 Hz)
presented a field of view of 150° horizontally and 40°
vertically.
C. Procedure
In our experiment, we used a digital model of the
Versailles Satory runway, which is a closed loop of 3.7km,
with long straights and corners with different radii of
curvature. The first factor was the level of attention induced
by the virtual environment with two levels: automated
bidirectional traffic or not. The second factor was the level
of cognitive involvement induced by the real world with two
levels: presence of a dual task or not. The secondary task
consisted in launching every minute a digital hourglass by
double clicking the mouse of a laptop positioned so that the
person had to deport his gaze from the main visual scene.
Half of the subjects had to perform the dual task, either in
condition "traffic", or in condition "no traffic" on the Satory
circuit. The dual task might be considered as a derivative of
the time-production task [33]. It is important to note that
this dual task was used as a manipulation device and not as
a performance measurement. That is the reason why
reaction times were not presented in this paper. Whatever
the experimental conditions, each participant had to perform
10 laps with a maximum speed of 110 km/h by respecting
the Highway Code. We applied a 2 X 2 factorial design.
Four experimental groups of five subjects were thus created
(see Table I).
TABLE I.

Group1
Group2
Group3
Group4

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2014.

D. MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire
After each session, an adapted version of the MEC
Spatial Presence Questionnaire (MEC-SPQ) [11][29] was
used. As suggested for each scale, we used a 5-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 (‘I do not agree at all’) to 5 (‘I fully
agree’). We used 4-item scales for the tested dimensions. On
the first level, Visual Spatial Imagery (VSI) was assessed
with items such as " When someone describes a space to
me, it’s usually very easy for me to imagine it clearly”; for
allocation of attention "I dedicated myself completely to the
medium"; for the Spatial Situational Model (SSM) " I was
able to imagine the arrangement of the spaces presented in
the medium very well". On the second level, higher
Cognitive Involvement (CogInv) was assessed with items
such as " I thought most about things having to do with the
medium"; for Suspension of Disbelief (Sod)" I didn’t really
pay attention to the existence of errors or inconsistencies in
the medium”. Finally, spatial presence was measured and
analysed by the self-location dimension (e.g., «I felt as
though I was physically present in the environment of the
presentation”).
E. Driving performance
We analyzed two behavioral variables reflecting the
driving performance, i.e. means and Standard Deviations of
speed and of Lateral Position (SDLP).
V.

RESULTS

A. MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire
A mean score was computed for each group for the
various dimensions of the MEC SPQ (see Table II). Overall,
Whatever the section of the questionnaire, participants
reported rather high scores. Specifically, “attention” scale
(M= 4.2; SD=0.70) had the highest score while “cognitive
involvement” scale (M=3.33; SD=0.95) had the lowest.
The generalized linear model was used in order to test
our hypotheses, with a 2x2 factorial design and independent
groups. Then multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
was considered for assessing interaction effects between
independent variables. From the MANOVA analysis, no
interaction effect was observed between the traffic condition
and the dual task condition.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Dual task
No
Yes
No
Yes

Traffic
Yes
Yes
No
No
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TABLE II.

Attention

SSM

CogInv

Sod

VSI

Self
location

MEC SPQ RESULTS

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

M=4.07

M=4.27

M=4.20

M=4.33

SD=0.72

SD=0.28

SD=0.93

SD=0.91

M=3.6

M=3.53

M=4.27

M=3.93

SD= 0.28

SD=0.73

SD=0.64

SD=0.60

M=3.07

M=3.80

M=3.33

M=3.13

SD=1.19

SD=0.80

SD=1.10

SD=0.80

M=3.80

M=3.67

M=3.80

M=3.93

SD=0.65

SD=0.75

SD=0.90

SD=0.55

M=3.05

M=3.85

M=3.55

M=4.30

SD=0.74

SD=1.29

SD=0.51

SD=0.55

M=3.50

M=4

M=3.30

M=3.7

SD=0.71

SD=0.18

SD=1.31

SD=0.69

Whatever the experimental condition no significant
effect was observed (p<0.05) on the various sections of the
MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire. Contrary to what had
been hoped the dual task and the traffic had no impact on
the questionnaire results.
B. Driving performance
1) Lateral Position: An interaction effect was first
observed between dual task and traffic (F(1,
360)=28.827;p<0.01). Lateral positions of Groups 1 and 2
submitted to traffic were higher than those of groups 3 and
4 not submitted to traffic (see Table III). A dual task effect
is also observed in the absence of traffic, (F(1,360)=35.27,
p<0.01). Indeed, subjects not submitted to the dual task
(Group3) had a higher mean lateral position compared to
subjects submitted to the dual task (Group4).
TABLE III.

LATERAL POSITION (M)

Groups

Means

SD

G1

1.42

0.80

G2

1.39

0.72

G3

0.98

0.99

G4

0.33

1.11
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2) Speed: A dual task effect was observed
(F(9,360)=2.33;p=0.012) on 10 laps performed between
groups not submitted to the dual task (group 1 and group 3)
and groups submitted to the dual task (group 2 and group
4).
TABLE IV.

SPEED (km/h)

Groups

Means

SD

G1 & G3

112.14

21.25

G2 & G4

103.02

23.99

Subjects not performing the dual task drove faster than
others (see Table IV).
3) SD of lateral position (SDLP): There was no
interaction effect between group and lap variables
(F(24,1754)=0.60,
p=0.94).
However,
the
group
significantly influenced the SDLP (F(3, 1754)=156,39,
p<0.01). Over the 10 laps, the group 4 submitted to the dual
task without traffic had the higher mean contrary to groups
1, 2, 3.
4) SD of speed: There was no interaction effect between
group and lap variables (F(24,1754)=0.60, p=0.93).
However, the group significantly influenced the SD of speed
(F(3, 1754)=41,018, p<0.01). Over the 10 laps, the group 2
submitted to the dual task with traffic had the higher mean
contrary to groups 1, 3, 4.
V.

DISCUSSION

Results globally showed that whatever the experimental
condition, no significant difference was clearly observed for
the different sections of our presence questionnaire. Indeed,
the vehicle traffic in the virtual world was not a positive
predictor of the different sections of the MEC Spatial
Presence Questionnaire. The dual task was not a negative
predictor of these different sections either. Although the dual
task did not have a strong effect on the subjective measures
of presence, it affected the behavioral measures. As
described in the literature [13][32], low values in driving
performance (SD of speed and SDLP) indicated a good
steering control and a stable and consistent driving. Indeed,
the SD of speed in traffic condition and the SDLP in no
traffic condition were higher in dual task than in single task.
Drivers submitted to the dual task without traffic drove in the
middle of the road (the smallest mean lateral position), which
could be interpreted as an efficient strategy but pretty
inconsistent with the Highway Code. Similarly, participants
submitted to the dual task in traffic condition have tried to
reduce their speed as a compensatory strategy to deal with
the dual task. Unfortunately, it appeared that they also failed
to maintain a stable driving with a lack of speed control (the
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highest SD of speed). Thus, driving performance seemed to
be globally impaired by the dual task.
In conclusion, the main outcome was that behavioral
measures revealed significant effects of the manipulated
variables (traffic and dual task) on driving performance.
These effects showed that participants took into account
these variables. For instance, they indicate that traffic clearly
influenced the lateral position in the lane, which can be
considered as a positive (although rough) indicator of
presence and reactivity to the simulator’s scenario. However,
these behavioral effects were not confirmed by subjective
reports. One explanation could be that, whatever the current
experimental conditions, driving activity did not involve
high-level, conscious, cognitive processes. Despite high
scores reported through the MEC Spatial Presence
Questionnaire, driving was probably more based on a set of
procedures or routines. Our experimental conditions might
have been insufficient to induce several distinct levels of
attention, involvement and suspension of disbelief, leading to
several distinct levels of presence. Thus, high levels of selfreported presence (positively correlated with behavioral
measures) might require to develop more challenging
scenarios, in terms of controlled attention, cognitive
involvement and more specifically, in terms of emotions
induced by the media.
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Consistency of the Stochastic Mesh Method

Yuri Kashtanov
Faculty of Mathematics and Mechanics
Saint Petersburg State University
Russia
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Abstract—A Monte Carlo method for pricing high-dimensional
American options is considered. The consistency of the stochastic
mesh method is studied. Some ”natural” estimators of this method
have infinite variance. A modification which gives consistent
estimators for a diffusion model is proposed. It is shown that
the variance of estimators is inverse proportional to the number
of points in each layer of the mesh.
Keywords–Optimal stopping; American option; Stochastic mesh.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Pricing of American options may be formulated as a problem of the theory of optimal stopping: if Sn is the price process
of the underlying asset and fn are the option payoffs then the
option price C has the expession [1] C = supτ <T Efτ (Sτ ),
T being the expiry date, τ - an arbitrary Markov moment. In
the case when Sn is a high-dimensional process, numerical
methods with regular mesh are very time-consuming. Mark
Broadie and Paul Glasserman [2] suggested a stochastic mesh
method which does not depend on the dimension. In parallel,
Athanassios N. Avramidis and Heinrich Matzinger [3] formulated general conditions under which estimators of the method
are statistically consistent. Using Malliavin calculus approach,
Vlad Bally and others [4] suggested analogous estimators for
a generalized Black-Scholes model; these estimators may be
transformed [5] to the formula (20) of the present paper.
This slight modification of formula (5) allows to convert
the estimator with infinite variance to the one with a finite
variance. The issue of the method consistency applying to
the general diffusion model was not investigated till now and
is the goal of the paper. Section 2 describes the stochastic
mesh method; in Section 3, theoretical assertions, concerning
consistency, are formulated; in Section 4, numerical examples,
which illustrate these results, are given; proofs are gathered in
the Appendix.
II.

Let an American option be given with an expiration T
and discounted payoffs of the form fn = fn (ξn ). Define
successively functions Yn (x):
YN (x) = fN (x),

Yn (x) = max (fn (x), En,x Yn+1 (ξn+1 )) .
(2)
It is known [1] that the option price C satisfies C = Y0 (ξ0 ).
every time step n, a set of random points x̄n =
 iFor
M
xn i=1 (”mesh”) is constructed as a Markov chain with
transitional probabilities
q̄n (x̄, dȳ) = qn,1 (x̄, dy1 )...qn,M (x̄, dyM ).

Make an assumption on probabilities qn,j (x̄, dy) that densities
ρn,j (x̄, x, y) = pn (x, dy)/qn,j (x̄, dy)

exist. For a shortage of further notations, introduce random
variables defined on the mesh: Yn (j) = Yn (xjn ), ρn (x, j) =
ρn,j (x̄n−1 , x, xjn ), ρn (i, j) = ρn (xin−1 , j).
Recursively construct random sequence Y̌n (x): first, set
Y̌N (x) = fN (x), then define


M
X
1
Y̌n (x) = max fn (x),
ρn+1 (x, j)Y̌n+1 (j) , (5)
M j=1
where using analogous notations Y̌n+1 (j) = Y̌n+1 (xjn+1 ).
Introduce Fn – a σ-algebra generated by values x̄1 , . . . , x̄n .
Denote a conditional expectation with respect to Fn as EFn .
Assume that for every n, random variables jn taking values
1, . . . , M with equal probabilities, are defined and which are
independent in total and with respect to FN , then the last
equality can be rewritten in the form

Y̌n (x) = max fn (x), EFN ρn+1 (x, jn+1 )Y̌n+1 (jn+1 ) . (6)

d

Let prices of d securities Sn = (Sn1 , . . . , Snd ), Sn ∈ R =
X, be given at discrete moments tn = n∆t, where ∆t = T /N .
Assume also, that discounted prices are martingales that means
the following equalities are fulfilled
(1)

r being an interest rate, which is assumed to be constant.
Onwards, it will be more convenient to deal with sequences
ξni = ln Sni − rtn . Assume that ξn = (ξn1 , . . . , ξnd ) is a
Markov chain with values in X and pn (x, dy) are transitional
probabilities.
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(4)

It follows from (2) and (6) that

T HE S TOCHASTIC M ESH M ETHOD

E(Sn+1,i | S1 , . . . , Sn ) = er∆t Sni ,

(3)

Y̌0 (x0 ) − Y0 (x0 ) 6

N
−1
X
n=0

EFN

n
Y

ρk (jk−1 , jk )|∆n (jn )|,

k=1

(7)

where
∆n (x) = EFN ρn+1 (x, jn+1 )Yn+1 (jn+1 ) − En,x Yn+1 (ξn+1 ).
In virtue of (3), values x1n+1 , . . . , xM
n+1 are independent with
regard to Fn , therefore
EFn ∆2n (x) 6

1
Eρ2n+1 (x, jn+1 )Y 2 (jn+1 ).
M

(8)
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It follows in turn from (7) and (8) that under the condition
2

E[ρ1 (x0 , j) ...ρn (jn−1 , jn )Yn (jn )] < ∞,
the inequality

n = 1, . . . , N ;
(9)

E(Y̌0 − C)2 6 C/M

(10)

is fulfilled ant thereby Y̌0 is a consistent estimator for C.
In [2] some substantiation is given for using the average
distribution, which is defined by the expression
X
qn,j (x̄, dy) = M −1
pn (xi , dy).
(11)
i

Now, consider a discretization of a diffusion process according to the Euler scheme:
xn+1 = xn + an (xn )εn+1 + bn (xn ).

(17)

Suppose that for some Ā0 , Ā1 the inequalities are fulfilled
Ā0 |z|2 6 (An (x)z, z) 6 Ā1 |z|2 ;

(18)

then |bn (x)| 6 b̄ for some b̄.

In some models (e.g. Black-Scholes), transitional probabilities
for several steps pk,n (x, dy) are known, in this case one can
use [2]
qn,j (x̄, dy) = p0,n (x0 , dy).
(12)
The objective of the paper is to study the statistical consistency of these and other estimators for the general diffusion
model.
III.

If f3 (x) > ε for x > K or x < −K with some ε, K > 0 then
the integral does not converge and thus the variance is infinite.
Below, a modification of this estimator with finite variance will
be constructed for a more general diffusion model.

Let the mesh be produced by transition probabilities
qn,j (x̄, dy) = qn (y)dy = cn exp(−|y−x0 |2 /(2s2 n))dy. (19)
Consider a following modification of the scheme (5) :
!
P

j ρn+1 (i, j) Y̌n+1 (j)
P
Y̌n (i) = max fn i ,
.
j ρn+1 (i, j)

(20)

Note that unlike the scheme (5), the estimator of the expectation (6) is biased here.

C ONSISTENT ESTIMATORS

First, consider a case when xn are normal vectors in Rd
defined by the sequence

Theorem 2. Suppose that fn (x) 6 F and s2 > 0.5Ā1 then
the inequality (10) is valid for the scheme (20).

xn+1 = xn + an εn+1 + bn ,

Note. Consider a more general model for which transitional
densities may be estimated by a mixture

(13)

an being d × m - matrices, εn – independent standard normal
vectors in Rm , An = an a∗n , bn (i) = −0.5An (i, i). Denote
ψ(An , z) = (An z, z) and suppose that
sup ψ(An , z) > Ā0 > 0,

(14)

||z||=1

then densities pk,n+1 (x, y) exist for transition from point x at
the moment k to point y at the moment n + 1:
pk,n+1 (x, y) = ckn exp(−0.5ψ(Σ−1
k,n , x + Bk,n − y)),
Pn
d
−1/2
where cP
, Σk,n =
kn = [(2π) det Σkn ]
i=k Ai and
n
Bk,n = i=k bi . Suppose payoffs imply that
X
Yn (x) 6
ci (eki xi + 1).
(15)
i

pn (x, y) 6 C

p(k)
n (x, y),

(21)

k=1
(k)

pn (x, y) being normal densities with correlation matrices
(k)
An (x). Suppose these matrices satisfy condition (18) with
common constants A0 , A1 , then, as follows from the proof,
the assertion of the theorem still holds true.
Now, suppose that instead of the condition fn (x) 6 F the
the following condition is fulfilled: for some gn (x), G and F
Z
fn (x) 6 F gn (x),
dy pn (x, y)gn (y) 6 Ggn−1 (x). (22)
X

Denote gen (x) =

Theorem 1. The inequality (10) for the estimator with
average densities (11) is valid under conditions (14), (15).

K
X

R

dy pn (x, y)gn (y) and consider the scheme
!
P

j ρn+1 (i, j) Y̌n+1 (j)
Y̌n (i) = max fn i , gen (i) P
. (23)
j ρn+1 (i, j)gn+1 (j)
X

Proofs are given in the Appendix.
Now, consider the mesh generated according to the formula
(12). Note that it is approximately 2 times less time-consuming
for calculation than (11) but the variance of Y̌0 may be infinite
if N is big enough. Really, let N > 3 then
2

EY̌02

> E [ρ2 (j1 , j2 )ρ3 (j2 , j3 )f3 (j3 )]
Z
p2 (y1 , y2 ) p2 (y2 , z3 ) 2
1
p(x0 , y1 )
f (y3 )dy1 dy2 dy3 .
= 3
M
p0,2 (y0 , y2 ) p0,3 (y0 , y3 ) 3
X3

Consider the case when d = 1 and an are constant, then after
integrating by y1 , y2 receive
 2 
Z
√
7y
EY̌02 > c
exp
f32 (ya ∆t + 3b∆t)dy.
(16)
2
78a
R
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Theorem 3. Suppose conditions (22) are fulfilled, densities
pen (x, y) = pn (x, y)gn (y)/e
gn (x) satisfy (21) and s2 > 0.5A1
then inequality (10) is valid for the scheme (23).
Note 1. Though the variance decreases when M tends to
infinity, it may be still quite big for a chosen M . To reduce it
one can use a method of control variates [2], which implies the
substitution of the term Y̌n+1 (j) in formulas (5), (23) by the
term Y̌n+1 (j) + νn+1 (j) with appropriate functions νn+1 (x),
which satisfy the condition En,x νn+1 (ξn+1 ) = 0.
Note 2. Give an example when conditions of the theorem
are fulfilled. For many multi-dimensional options (basket,
geometrical average, maximumP[2]), functions gn (x) may be
d
chosen in the form gn (x) =
i=1 exp(xi ). Since exp(ξni )
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are martingales then gen (x) = gn (x). It is easy to verify that
the representation (21) takes place under K = d, correlation
(k)
(k)
matrices An (x) = An (x) and bn (x) = bn (x) + An (x)ek .
IV.

N UMERICAL RESULTS

Consider a geometrical average option with payoff functions fn = ((Sn1 ..Snd )1/d − K)+ . In the case of BlackScholes model, the calculation may be reduced to a onedimensional American call with dividends and the solution
may be obtained with high accuracy either by a regular mesh or
by the analytical approximation [6]. Under parameters d = 5,
a = 0.3, r = 0.02, S = 100, K = 100, T = 1, the price of
American option in the continuous model is Ca = 4.63, which
is strictly greater than the price of the correspondent European
option Ce = 4.46. In discrete models the price of American
option increases from Ce to Ca with increasing N . As a control
variate, take the corresponding European call option.

Therefore, to prove consistency it is sufficient to show that for
every n < N the following integrals are finite:
P 2
Z
j
j pn+1 (xn , y)
2
2
2
Eρn+1 (jn , 1)Yn+1 (1) =
dy Yn+1 (y)E P
.
j
X
j pn+1 (xn , y)
(24)
To estimate the expectation under the sign of the integral, prove
the following lemma:
Lemma. Let ηi , i = 1, . . . , M , be positive, independent,
1+ε
similar distributedPrandom variables,
ε > 0;
P ζi = cηi
−1
−1
denote η̄ = M
η
,
ζ̄
=
M
ζ
,
then
j j
j j
Eζ̄/η̄ 6 3Eζ/Eη.
Proof. From the equality
ζ̄
ζ̄
1 ζ̄
=
−
(η̄ − Eη)
η̄
Eη Eη η̄

(25)

the estimate follows:
TABLE I.

C OMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS

Estimator, density
N
True
M
6
4.59
300
1200
12
4.61
300
1200
24
4.62
300
1200

(5),
Av
4.61
4.60
4.7
4.66
4.86
4.81

(11)
Err
0.008
0.004
0.017
0.006
0.04
0.015

(23),
Av
4.59
4.59
4.61
4.61
4.63
4.62

(19)
Err
0.006
0.0026
0.0055
0.0023
0.005
0.0025

The table includes the true price, estimates and statistical
errors, corresponding to 99% confidence level by 50 realizations. It illustrates the assertion that the variance is inverse
proportional to M . It may be observed from the table (and is
known from the theory) that the estimator (5), (11) is biased
high and this bias increases with the number of time steps; to
compensate it one should increase the mesh size. Note also
that the first estimator is approximately 2 times more timeconsuming than the second one.
Consider
√ the same option in the following diffusion model
∆xni = ∆tσ(xn−1,i )[αεni + ρεn,d+1 ] − 0.5σ 2 (xn−1,i )∆t,
where α2 +ρ2 = 1, ρ = 0.5, σ(x) being a decreasing function,
which varies from 0.6 to 0.1, σ(x0 ) = 0.3.
TABLE II.
s
M
300
600
1200

C ASE OF THE GENERAL DIFFUSION MODEL
0.2
Av
7.13
7.13
7.14

0.43

Err
0.012
0.008
0.007

Av
7.19
7.18
7.16

Err
0.009
0.007
0.005

Av
7.21
7.19
7.17

Err
0.012
0.009
0.007

A PPENDIX

Proof of theorem 1. First, note that ρ1 (x0 , j) = 1 for every
j; further, EFN ρ2 (j1 , j) = 1 also for every j P
and by induction
N −1
we receive that the right part in (7) is equal to n=0 |∆n (jn )|.
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j

Using the last estimate and then Hölder’s inequality receive
ε
X
 1+ε
ζ̄
ηj1+ε
|η̄ − Eη|
(28)
E |η̄ − Eη| 6 E
η̄
j

X
ε
1
1+ε
6 E 1+ε
ηj1+ε E 1+ε |η̄ − Eη|
.
j

Now use the following theorem ([7], c.79):
Let X1 , . . . , Xn be independent random variables with zero
mean and finite absolute moments of order p (1 6 p 6 2); then
p

 n
n
X
1 X
Xk 6 2 −
E
E|Xk |p .
n
k=1

k=1

Using this theorem one can estimate (28) by the value

0.5

Rough 1-dimensional approximations give prices from 7.1
to 7.2. The simulation results for the estimator (19), (23) with
N = 12 and different values of the parameter s are presented
√
in the Table II. The value 0.43 is slightly greater than A1 / 2,
which provides the variance finiteness.
V.

Eζ
1 ζ̄
ζ̄
6
+
E |η̄ − Eη| .
(26)
η̄
Eη Eη η̄
P
P
Further, from inequality j ηj1+ε 6 ( j ηj )1+ε it follows that
ε
 1+ε
X
.
(27)
ηj1+ε
ζ̄/η̄ 6
E

ISBN: 978-1-61208-371-1

ε

2

ε

M 1+ε E 1+ε η 1+ε

ε
1+ε

1

E 1+ε η 1+ε = 2Eζ.

M
Substituting the obtained estimates in (26), one receive the
assertion of the lemma.
Now denote ηk,n+1 (j) = pk,n+1 (xk,j , y); then applying
lemma (with ε = 1) to expectation in (24), receive
P 2
2
(1)
EFn−1 ηn,n+1
j ηn,n+1 (j)
EP
6 3E
.
(29)
η
(j)
E
η
Fn−1 n,n+1 (1)
j n,n+1
According to Chapman-Kolmogorov
equations, the denomiP
m
nator is equal to j ηn−1,n+1 (j). Calculate EFk−1 ηk,n+1
(1)
with m > 1:
X
j
e −1
m
EFk−1 ηk,n+1
(1) = e
ckn
e−ψ(Σk−1,n , xk−1 +Bk−1,n −y)/2 ,
j
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where
e k−1,n = Ak−1 + 1 Σk,n = Σk−1,n − m − 1 Σk,n . (30)
Σ
m
m
−1
−1
e
It follows from (30) that Σk−1,n = Σk−1,n (I − Dk,n )−1 ,
where Dk,n = (m − 1)/m Σk,n Σ−1
k−1,n , I being a unit d × d
matrix. Since ||Dk,n || < 1, one can estimate the inverse matrix
−1
e −1
Σ
k−1,n > Σk−1,n (I + Dk,n ). On the other hand, Dk,n > εI
with some value ε = εk,n,m > 0; therefore, an estimation from
−1
e −1
below is Σ
k−1,n > (1+ε)Σk−1,n . Particularly, it follows from
this estimate that
P 1+ε
2
EFn−1 ηn,n+1
(1)
j ηn−1,n+1 (j)
6 C1 P
EFn−1 ηn,n+1 (1)
j ηn−1,n+1 (j)
with ε = εn−1,n,2 . The lemma may be applied to the obtained
expression as well, and after n iterations receive
P 2
j
j pn+1 (xn , y)
EP
6 Cn pε0,n+1 (x0 , y).
j
j pn+1 (xn , y)
Under condition (15) the integral in (24) is finite. Thus, the
proof is complete.

and in the same way as in (7) obtain
X

ρ̄1 (0, i1 ) . . . ρ̄n (in−1 , in )|∆n (in )|,

P
where ∆n (i) = j ρ̄n+1 (i, j)Yn+1 (j) − En,xni Yn+1 (ξn+1 ).
Squaring both parts and taking into account that ρ̄n (i, j) is a
distribution by j, due to Hölder inequality obtain
2

6N

N
−1
X

6

Cφn+1,1 (xin ).

X

E

n=0 i1 ,...,in

n
Y

ρ̄k (ik−1 , ik )∆2n (in ).

k=1

Thus, (32) is fulfilled for k = n. Now suppose that the
inequality is fulfilled for the index k + 1; estimate dkn (i).
Redenote ζj = ρk+1 (i, j)dk+1,n (j), ηj = ρk+1 (i, j), then
dkn (i) = EFk ζ̄/η̄. Split the region of integration and use the
induction assumption that dk+1,n (i) 6 F 2 :
EFk ζ̄/η̄

= EFk ζ̄/η̄ 1{η̄>1/2} + EFk ζ̄/η̄ 1{η̄<1/2}
6 2EFk ζ̄ + F 2 EFk 1{|η̄−1|>1/2} .
(34)

For the first term use the induction assumption
Z
n
C X
dy pk+1 (xik , y)φm+1,m−k (y),
EFk ζ̄ 6
M

For the second term in (34), apply the Chebyshev inequality
and enequality (33):
C
φk+1,1 (xik ).
M
Thus, (32) is proven, which implies d0n (x0 ) 6 C/M . Finally,
from (31) receive the assertion of the theorem:
EFk 1{|η̄−1|>1/2} 6 4EFk (η̄ − 1)2 6

E Y̌0 − Y0
EFk−1 ρ̄k (i, jk )dk,n (jk ).

k < n,

!
n
C X
φm+1,m+1−k (xki ) ,
dkn (i) 6 min F ,
M
2

(32)

m=k

(|x−x0 |+βl )2
s2 r−0.5Ā1 l

, βl = b̄

Pl

(i−1)/2
.
i=1 d

Fix the index
P i and represent
P ∆n (i) in a form ∆n (i) = ζ̄/η̄,
where ζ̄ = j ζj /M , η̄ = j ηj /M ,
h
i
ζj = ρn+1 (i, j) Yn+1 (j) − En,xni Yen+1 (Sn+1 ) ,
ηj = ρn+1 (i, j), EFn ζj = 0, EFn ηj = 1.
It follows from (26) that
 ζ̄ 2
 ζ̄ 2
EFn
6 2EFn ζ̄ 2 + 2EFn
(η̄ − 1)2 .
η̄
η̄
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2

6N

N
−1
X

dn0 (x0 ) 6 C/M.

(35)

n=0

EFn ∆2n (i),

and show that the following estimate takes place

where φrl (x) = e

√
(x0 −x+ei βl d)2
s2 r−0.5Ā1 l

and then the estimate φr,l (y) 6
, ei
i=1 e
being the basis vectors in Rd and opposite ones by sign. The
integration leads to
Z
dy pk+1 (xik , y)φm+1,m−k (y) 6 Cφm+1,m−k+1 (xik ).

(31)
Define values dkn (i):
dnn (i) =
dk−1,n (i) =

(33)

X

n=0 i1 ,...,in

E Y̌0 − Y0

EFn ηj2 = cni exp(ψ([(n + 1)s2 I − 0.5An (xin )]−1 , zni )/2)

P2d

k

N
−1
X

Now calculate EFn ηj2 ; denote zni = xin + bn (xin ) − x0 then

m=k+1 X

Proof of theorem 2. Introduce an additional notation
X
ρ̄n (i, j) = ρn (i, j)/
ρn (i, k)

Y̌0 − Y0 6

First, note that |ζj | 6 F |ηj |, and second that with respect to
Fn values η̄ − 1 and ζ̄ are sample averages of independent
random variables with zero mean, therefore
C X
EFn ∆2n (i) 6 2
EFn ηj2 .
M j
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Proof of theorem 3. Introduce auxiliary payoff functions
fen (x) = fn (x)/gn (x) and consider the sequence


Z
Yen (x) = max fen (x), αn (x) dy pen+1 (x, y)Yen+1 (y) ,
X

(36)
where αn (x) = gen+1 (x)/gn (x). One can construct the scheme
analogous to (20) for the sequence (36):
!
P
0
ρen+1 (i, j) Yn+1
(j)

j
0
P
Yn (i) = max fen i , αn (i)
, (37)
en+1 (i, j)
jρ
where ρen is defined by (4) with substitution pe for p. Since
fen (x) 6 F and αn (x) 6 G, the theorem 2 may be applied
to the scheme (37). Thus E(Y00 (ξ0 ) − Ye0 (ξ0 ))2 6 CM −1 . On
the other hand, it is easy to verify that Yen (x) = Yn (x)/gn (x)
and Yn0 (i) = Y̌n (i)/gn (i). The proof is complete.
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VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

It is shown in the paper that a simple modification from
scheme (5) to schemes (20), (37) allows to prove the finiteness
of the variance and, thus, consistency of the estimators in the
general diffusion model. Besides, unpleasant bias vanishes,
which allows to reduce the number of nodes in the mesh. The
next step may be the extension of results to the jump-diffusion
model, which is important for applications.
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Multiple Convolution Neural Networks for an Online Handwriting
Recognition System
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Haiphong City, Vietnam
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Abstract— This paper focuses on a specific word recognition
technique for an online handwriting recognition system which
uses Multiple Component Neural Networks (MCNN) as the
exchangeable parts of the classifier. As the most recent of
approaches, the system proceeds by segmenting handwriting
words into smaller pieces (usually characters), which are
recognized separately. The recognition results are then a
composition of individually recognized characters. They are
sent to the input of a word recognition module to choose the
most suitable one by applying some dictionary search
algorithms. The proposed classifier overcomes obstacles and
difficulties of traditional ones to large character classes.
Furthermore, the proposed classifier also has expandable
capacity, which can recognize other character classes by
adding or changing component networks and built-in
dictionaries dynamically.
Keywords- online handwriting; recognition; convolution;
neural network.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Touch User Interfaces (TUI) devices are
becoming increasingly popular and already play an
important role in human-computer interaction. Tablets,
smartphones and TUI computers accepting finger touch or
pen based input are becoming a crucial part of many
everyday life activities. Using fingers or a pen as an input
device covers more and improves many functions as
compared to the conventional mouse and keyboard. One
major advantage of the pen over the mouse is the fact that it
is a natural writing tool for humans while the computer’s
mouse is very hard to use as a writing tool. However, it
needs a reliable transformation of handwritten text into a
coding that can be directly processed by a computer, e.g.,
ASCII [6]. A traditional transformation model usually
includes a preprocessor which extracts each word from
image or input screen and divides it into segments. A neural
network classifier then finds the likelihoods of each possible
character class given the segments. These likelihoods are
used as the input to a special algorithm which recognizes the
entire word. In recent years, research in handwriting
recognition has advanced to a level that makes commercial
applications. Nevertheless, significant disadvantages of such
single neural network classifiers are their complexity in big
network organizations and expandable capacity [4].
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A highly reliable recognition rate neural network can be
easily built to recognize a small character class, but not
larger ones. The larger inputs and outputs increase the
number of layers of the neural network, neurons, and
connections. Hence, it makes the network training process
more difficult and especially the recognition rate, which is
significantly decreased [8]. Furthermore, a single neural
network classifier only works on a particular character class.
It is not exchangeable or expandable to recognize additional
character classes without recreating or retraining the neural
network.
This paper presents a new online handwriting recognition
system that is based on multiple Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs). As is well known, CNNs are efficient for
various applications [9]. They are presented in Section 2.
Section 3 presents a new classifier that includes a collection
of very high recognition rate component CNNs working
together. Each CNN can only correctly recognize a part of
the big character class (digits, alphabet, etc.), but when these
networks are combined by programing algorithms, they can
create a flexible classifier which can recognize differential
big character classes by simply adding or removing
component CNNs and language dictionaries. The computer
simulation results are shown in Section 4. Finally, the
conclusion is presented in Section 5.
II.

CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORK

CNNs are a special kind of multi-layer neural networks.
Like almost every other neural network, they are trained
with a version of the back-propagation algorithm. Where
they differ is in their architecture. CNNs are designed to
recognize visual patterns directly from pixel images with
minimal preprocessing. They can recognize patterns with
extreme variability (such as handwritten characters), and
with robustness to distortions and simple geometric
transformations.
The LeNET 5 (see Fig. 1) for handwritten digit
recognition has allowed a reliable recognition rate of up to
99% to MNIST dataset [1].
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Figure 1. A Typical Convolutional Neural Network (LeNET 5) [1]

The input layer is of size 32 x32 and receives the graylevel image containing the digit to recognize. The pixel
intensities are normalized between −1 and +1. The first
hidden layer C1 consists of six feature maps, each having 25
weights, constituting a 5x5 trainable kernel, and a bias. The
values of the feature map are computed by convolving the
input layer with the respective kernel and applying an
activation function to obtain the results. All values of the
feature map are constrained to share the same trainable
kernel or the same weights values. Because of border
effects, the feature maps’ size is 28x28, smaller than the
input layer.
Each convolution layer is followed by a sub-sampling
layer which reduces the dimension of the respective
convolution layer’s feature maps by a factor of two. Hence,
the sub-sampling maps of the hidden layer S2 are of size
14x14. Similarly, layer C3 has 16 convolution maps of size
10x10 and layer S4 has 16 sub-sampling maps of size 5x5.
The functions are implemented exactly as layers C1 and S2
perform. The S4 layer’s feature maps are of size 5x5, which
is too small for a third convolution layer. The C1 to S4
layers of this neural network can be viewed as a trainable
feature extractor. Thereafter, a trainable classifier is added
to the feature extractor, in the form of 3 fully connected
layers (a universal classifier).

redundant computation (7 would be too large, with 5 units
or over 70% overlap). Padding the input (making it larger so
that there are feature units centered on the border) does not
improve performance significantly. With no padding, a subsampling of two, and a trainable kernel of size 5x5, each
convolution layer reduces the feature map size from n to (n3)/2. Since the initial MNIST input used in this model is of
size 28x28, the nearest value which generates an integer size
after 2 layers of convolution is 29x29. After 2 layers of
convolution, the feature of size 5x5 is too small for a third
layer of convolution. The first two layers of this neural
network can be viewed as a trainable feature extractor after
which a trainable classifier is added to the feature extractor
in the form of 2 fully connected layers (a universal
classifier).
III.

MULTIPLE COMPONENT NEURAL NETWORKS
CLASSIFIER

CNN can secure a significantly higher recognition rate
than traditional multilayer perceptron neural network to
small character classes such as digits [3] or the English
alphabet (26 characters). However, creating a larger neural
network that can reliably recognize a bigger collection (62
characters) is still a challenge. Finding an optimized and
large enough network becomes more difficult. Training
networks by large input patterns takes a much longer time.
Convergent speech of the network is slower and the
accuracy rate is significantly decreased because of bigger
badly written characters, similar and confusable characters
etc.

Figure 3. A MCNNs online handwriting recognition system
Figure 2. A convolution network based on P. Simard’s model [3]

Another model of CNN for handwritten digit recognition
that integrates convolution and sub-sampling processes into
a single layer also grants recognition rates of over 99% [3].
This model, presented in Fig. 2, extracts simple feature
maps at a higher resolution, and then converts them into
more complex feature maps at a coarser resolution by subsampling a layer by a factor of two. The width of the
trainable kernel is chosen to be centered on a unit (odd size),
to have sufficient overlap to not lose information (3 would
be too small with only one unit overlap), but yet not to have
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The proposed solution to the above problem is replacing
a unique complex neural network with multiple smaller
networks which have a high recognition rate to these own
output sets [4]. Fig. 3 illustrates explicitly the working
process of this new system. Each component network has an
additional unknown output (unknown character) beside the
official output sets (digit, letters, etc.). This means that, if
the input pattern is not recognized as a character of official
outputs, it will be understood as an unknown character.
The character recognition module of the classifier is a
collection of multiple component neural networks, which
work simultaneously with the input patterns. A handwritten
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word is pre-processed by segmenting the isolated character
visual patterns [4]. These patterns are then given to the
inputs of all the component neural networks, which will
recognize likelihoods of each character class. A visual
pattern can be recognized by one, some, or all component
networks because there are several similar characters in
different classes. If a network cannot recognize the pattern
as a likelihood of its own character class, it will return an
unknown character (null character). The module’s output
result, presented in Fig. 4, is a table of possible characters
which is composed of possible words, such as “Exper1,
Expert, ExperJ, EXper1, EXpert, EXperJ” in the above
example. Unknown characters (null characters) are not used
in word composition. These words are then given to the next
word recognition module in turn to choose the most suitable
one to become the output of overall classifier. In this
example the word “Expert”will be chosen.

int newIndex = startIndex + 1;
GetWords(newIndex, newWord);
}
}
}

Word recognition module is in fact a spell checker which
uses several dictionary search algorithms and word
correction techniques to get the best meaning of the word.
All possible words from character recognition modules are
given to the dictionary search sequentially. If one of the
words is found in built-in dictionaries, it will become the
output word of the classifier. Otherwise, some other word
correction technique will be applied for choosing the most
suitable word in automatic mode or showing a list of similar
words to user in manual mode. Some of these techniques
are:


private bool ReplaceChars(String word, out String result)
{
result = "";
bool isFoundWord = false;
foreach (WordDictionary dictionary in Dictionaries)
{
ArrayList replacementChars =
dictionary.ReplaceCharacters;
for (int i = 0; i < replacementChars.Count; i++)
{
int split = ((string)replacementChars[i]).IndexOf(' ');
string key = ((string)replacementChars[i]).Substring(0,
split);
string replacement =
((string)replacementChars[i]).Substring(split + 1);
int pos = word.IndexOf(key);
while (pos > -1)
{
string tempWord = word.Substring(0, pos);
tempWord += replacement;
tempWord += word.Substring(pos + key.Length);
if (this.TestWord(tempWord))
{
result = tempWord.ToString();
isFoundWord = true;
return isFoundWord;
}
pos = word.IndexOf(key, pos + 1);
}
}
}
return isFoundWord;
}

Figure 4. Output of MCNNs classifier module

The algorithm of word composition uses in character
recognition module:
Global variables:





charMatrix = List<List<Char>>
{{E},{x,X},{p},{e},{r},{1,t,J}} // character table
words =List<string> //list of composed word.
startIndex: default is 0
baseWord: default is “

void GetWords(int startIndex, String baseWord)
{
String newWord = "";
if (startIndex == charMatrix.Count - 1)
{
for (int i = 0; i < charMatrix[startIndex].Count; i++)
{
newWord = String.Format("{0}{1}", baseWord,
charMatrix[startIndex][i].ToString());
words.Add(newWord);
}
}
else
{
for (int i = 0; i < charMatrix[startIndex].Count; i++)
{
newWord = String.Format("{0}{1}", baseWord,
charMatrix[startIndex][i].ToString());
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Swap each character one by one and try all the
chars in its place to see if that makes a good word.



try swapping adjacent chars one by one.
private bool SwapChar(String word, out String result)
{
result = "";
bool isFoundWord = false;
foreach (WordDictionary dictionary in Dictionaries)
{
for (int i = 0; i < word.Length - 1; i++)
{
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StringBuilder tempWord = new
StringBuilder(word);
char swap = tempWord[i];
tempWord[i] = tempWord[i + 1];
tempWord[i + 1] = swap;
if (this.TestWord(tempWord.ToString()))
{
result = tempWord.ToString();
isFoundWord = true;
return isFoundWord;
}
}
}
return isFoundWord;
}



Try inserting a new character before every letter.
private bool ForgotChar(String word, out String result)
{
result = "";
bool isFoundWord = false;
foreach (WordDictionary dictionary in Dictionaries)
{
char[] tryme =
dictionary.TryCharacters.ToCharArray();
for (int i = 0; i <= word.Length; i++)
{
for (int x = 0; x < tryme.Length; x++)
{
StringBuilder tempWord = new
StringBuilder(word);
tempWord.Insert(i, tryme[x]);
if (this.TestWord(tempWord.ToString()))
{
result = tempWord.ToString();
isFoundWord = true;
return isFoundWord;
}
}
}
}
return isFoundWord;
}



Split the string into two pieces after every char. If
both pieces are good words make them a
suggestion etc.
private bool TwoWords(String word, out String result)
{
result = "";
bool isFoundWord = false;
for (int i = 1; i < word.Length - 1; i++)
{
string firstWord = word.Substring(0, i);
string secondWord = word.Substring(i);
if (this.TestWord(firstWord) &&
this.TestWord(secondWord))
{
string tempWord = firstWord + " " + secondWord;
result = tempWord;
isFoundWord = true;
return isFoundWord;
}
}
return isFoundWord;
}
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By using multiple language dictionaries simultaneously
in the spell checker, the proposed classifier can correctly
recognize different languages, if we supplement component
neural networks being trained these languages’ character
classes.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The demo program uses three well trained component
CNNs which can recognize 97 % of the digit class and 90%
of the upper or the lower alphabet classes of the UNIPEN
online handwriting dataset [12], respectively, to identify 62
English characters set. The initial experiment, which took
450 words from 45 students who were required to carefully
write 10 different words to a windows 8 touch screen
device, had shown an extremely satisfactory results.
Without word recognition module, the system could not
recognize words properly due to the randomized of the
process when choosing a possible word from a collection of
recognized characters at MCNN module’s outputs. The rate
of exactly recognized words was lower than 30%, although
the system could identify most of written characters. The
main reason for this low rate was a misunderstanding of the
system to similar characters “o”,”0” or “i”,“I”, “l”,”1”, etc.

Figure 5. Recognized words without a spell checker

Figure 6. Recognized words with a spell checker
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Abstract—The present study investigates the respective roles of
lateral acceleration, and lateral, roll and yaw motions for selfmotion perception and cornering behavior on a dynamic
driving simulator. A recent study advises the use of motion
gains (in the range 0.4 to 0.75) on these three components in
order to improve self-motion perception. However, the role of
each component in self-motion perception has not been
individually addressed and the same motion gain is proposed
for all components, independently of the level of acceleration.
The aim of the present study is to extend this previous result
by systematically reassessing the motion gains for the three
lateral motion components for several levels of acceleration. A
slalom task was chosen (with the level of lateral acceleration
modified by changing the distance between posts) so that
cornering behavior and self-motion perception could be
assessed for various settings of the three parameters. The main
results suggest that 1/ lateral motion gain should be decreased
when lateral acceleration is increased; 2/ roll motion gain
should be set to 1 to improve and facilitate driving perception
and performance and 3/ the yaw component has a more
controversial role but it seems to facilitate driving control
without influencing motion perception. In conclusion, this
study shows that the three motion components generally used
to simulate lateral acceleration should be set individually and
that use of the same motion gain for all three is not the best
solution for improving the realism of the simulator. Therefore,
it is proposed that each parameter be dynamically set based on
the driving conditions.
Keywords-Lateral acceleration;
performance; tilt-coordination.

I.

motion

gains;

driving

INTRODUCTION

On dynamic driving simulators, motion perception is
produced by stimulating the vestibular and somatosensory
systems in addition to the visual system [1]. However, the
intricacy of the multisensory stimulations undergone when
driving a car makes the optimization of motion based
simulators quite complex. For instance, it has already been
shown that the motion on a driving simulator is
overestimated when simulated at 1-to-1 rate [2]–[4]. In order
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to avoid this overestimation, some technical tricks are used,
like the scale factor, called gain, and/or a combination of tilt
and translation, called tilt-coordination [3]. However, both
the gain and tilt-coordination needed to reproduce a positive
or negative acceleration (e.g., take-off or braking) are highly
dependent on the level of the simulated acceleration [4][5].
For turning manoeuvers, the control of the simulator
appears to be more complex than for longitudinal
manoeuvers because, in addition to lateral acceleration, there
are also the yaw and the roll motions of the car that have to
be simulated. However, the main sensory information on
which the driver depends in making the manoeuvers is lateral
acceleration. Indeed, the driver controls the speed and the
trajectory of the car to keep this acceleration in a comfortable
range and to ensure a safety margin [6][7]. In most dynamic
driving simulators, the simulation of lateral acceleration is
produced by using the tilt-coordination technique (lateral
translation and lateral tilt). However, during cornering, the
car is subject not only to a lateral linear acceleration, but also
to rotational motions, such as yaw and roll. These motion
components are also taken into account for driving
simulation and they are highly dependent on the steering
behavior of the car during cornering. Therefore, Berthoz et
al. (2013) [8] proposed that motion gains (for lateral and
rotational acceleration) should be within the range 0.4-0.75.
One limitation of this study is that the gain for linear
translations, roll and yaw and their interactions were not
systematically varied for different levels of acceleration.
To go further this limitation, the present study, conducted
on PSA’s (Peugeot Society Automobile) dynamic driving
simulator SHERPA² [9], is focused on cornering
manoeuvers. It aims at systematically reassessing the motion
gains for the three lateral motion components (lateral, yaw
and roll motions) for several levels of lateral acceleration. In
order to evaluate the individual effects of the three
parameters on driving behavior, a slalom driving task was
selected. Through subjective and objective analyses, we tried
to identify and quantify the major sources of motion
perception and driving performance in cornering, and to
identify the best set of parameters for each level of
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acceleration to simulate. More precisely, the aim is to define
a mapping of motion gain set-ups to improve the realism of
the driving simulation for a wider range of lateral
accelerations. It is hypothesized that the motion gains for the
different parameters are not necessarily linked [10][11], and
that they could be different depending on the level of lateral
acceleration.
The paper will be structured as follows: in Section II
“Methods”, the experiment is presented (participants,
devices, scenario etc.). Section III “Results” gives the results
of the study. Finally, Section IV “Discussion of Results and
Conclusion” is a discussion of the results of the study and
their applications.
II.

METHODS

A. Participants
27 volunteers (2 women and 25 men), aged between 22
and 49 (mean age: 28) participated in the study. All were
PSA (Peugeot Society Automobile) employees who
volunteered for the study, and none had significant
experience of the simulator (average dynamic driving
simulator experience less than 1.5 hours).
B. Experimental Devices
SHERPA² is a dynamic driving simulator equipped with
a hexapod and an X-Y platform. The cell placed on the
hexapod contains a fully-equipped half-cab Citroen C1 (2
front adjustable seats, seat belts, steering wheel, pedals,
gearbox, rearview mirror and side-view mirrors) where the
driver sits. The motion limits of the hexapod are ±30 cm,
±26.5 cm and ±20 cm, on X, Y and Z respectively [11].
Rotational movements are limited to ±18 deg, ±18 deg and
±23 degrees, on pitch, roll and yaw respectively. The X-Y
motion platform can reproduce linear movements of 10 and
5 meters. The maximum longitudinal and lateral
acceleration is 5 m/s², and is actually produced by a
combination of tilt and translation (in this paper, lateral
tilt/translation is called “lateral motion”).
C. Experimental Scenario
The vehicle dynamics model (car dynamics and audio)
selected for the present experiment was a Peugeot 208 1.4
HDi. The visual scene consisted of a straight two-lane road
(road width: 8m). Guardrails were placed at both sides of
the road to delimit the allowed maximum excursion of the
car. The slalom driving scenario consisted of a series of 8
posts a constant distance apart (for a given level of
acceleration). In addition, multiple mini-cones were used to
represent the optimal sinusoidal pathway and help the
subjects to perform the task [9]. The posts were alternately
placed 0.9 m to the right and left side of the road centerline.
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Figure 1. Visual environment of slalom task.

The velocity of the car was set at 70 km/h. Then, by
adjusting the distance separating two posts, various
theoretical lateral accelerations were imposed. Hence, this
gave three different slalom scenarios leading to three
theoretical lateral accelerations, of 1, 2 and 4 m/s²,
corresponding to post spacings of 86.39, 61.09 and 43.19
meters, respectively. The equation enabling calculation of
the theoretical lateral acceleration was borrowed from
Grácio, Wentik and Païs (2011) [12].
D. Task
Drivers were asked to perform a slalom course on the
dynamic driving simulator by following the mini-cone path,
without touching any posts or leaving the road. The run was
performed in cruise control at a constant speed of 70 km/h.
E. Experimental Design
For each level of lateral acceleration (1, 2 and 4 m/s²),
the motion gains of the 3 motion components (lateral
motion; yaw and roll) were individually varied, leading to a
total of 25 different conditions (see TABLE I).
The motion conditions varied according to different
gains applied to the three simulator motion components.
Slaloms 1, 2 & 3 respectively correspond to 1, 2 and 4 m/s²
acceleration levels. Condition 20 corresponds to the current
SHERPA² configuration. Each participant performed 3
repetitions per condition for a total of 75 trials divided into
two sessions to avoid fatigue. The trials were organized
using a central composite experimental design [13]. The
choices of motion gains were made taking into account the
physical limitations of the simulator (position, speed, linear
and angular acceleration).
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TABLE I. THE LIST OF THE 25 MOTION CONDITIONS TESTED
FOR EACH SPECIFIC SLALOM.

Slalom
Condition
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Lateral Motion
Acceleration
Gain
1
2
3
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
-1
0
1
1
0
0

0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
0
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
-1
0
1
1
0
0

0.2
0.6
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.6
0
0.8
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
-1
0
0.8
0.8
0
0

Roll
Angle
Gain
1, 2 & 3

Yaw
Acceleration
Gain
1, 2 & 3

0.2
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
-1
0
1
0
1
0

0.2
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
-1
0
1
0
0
1

During the first session, the participants started with a
simulator familiarization phase (10 min of rural driving) and
a slalom learning phase (one trial for each slalom without
motion of the simulator). This first session was followed by
twenty-five trials of one slalom (same level of acceleration).
The second session, performed four hours later, included
another slalom learning phase along with the 50 remaining
trials. The order of presentation of the three different
slaloms was balanced over the total panel of participants.
The order of the conditions was chosen using a Williams
Latin Square, to balance the effect of the position and
carryover effect between samples. The use of a central
composite experimental design meant that the maximum
information could be obtained in a minimum duration, and a
model
estimating
nonlinear
effects
constructed.
Furthermore, at the end of each trial, the participants
answered a couple of questions to provide information about
their subjective perception of the realism of the vehicle’s
behavior and the facility of the task. Two 11-point
qualitative scales were used, ranging from 0 (“Not
Realistic” or “Not Easy) to 10 (“Very Realistic” or “Very
Easy”). In addition, motion sickness level was monitored
throughout the experiment via a Motion Sickness
Susceptibility Questionnaire (MSSQ) [10].
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F. Data Analysis
During the driving task, some dynamic variables were
recorded from the vehicle and simulator (e.g., lateral
acceleration, steering wheel angle, lateral position). All
these measurements were used to conduct an objective
analysis of driver behavior. The Steering Wheel Reversal
Rate (SWRR) was calculated from steering wheel angle.
SWRR is a performance indicator that quantifies the amount
of steering correction, and means that the effort required to
accomplish a certain task can be determined [14]. This
metric measures the frequency of steering wheel reversals
larger than a finite angle, or gap. The magnitude of this gap,
the gap size, is thus a key parameter for this metric [15]. In
the present study, the number of reversals per slalom was
counted. The steering signal was filtered using a secondorder low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency
depending on the slalom level, specifically, 0.6, 2 and 5 Hz
for the 1, 2 and 4 m/s² acceleration levels respectively. The
algorithm for detecting the reversal was extracted from
“Reversal Rate 2” in Östlund’s study (2005) [15], and a
difference greater than or equal to 2° (gap size) indicates
one reversal.
Driving accuracy was quantified as lateral deviation
from the reference trajectory (center of the mini-cone path)
and computed as Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the
vehicle path.
The subjective and objective data were analyzed using
the NEMRODW [9] software package. For each subjective
and objective variable, data was collected from each
participant and a principal component analysis (PCA) was
performed, in order to determine if there was consensus
among subjects; if no consensus was found, an ascending
hierarchical classification was performed. Afterwards, a
model was constructed (using NEMRODW) so that
nonlinear effects and the best set of parameters could be
estimated for a specific slalom level. The model contains
first and second order coefficients on the three motion
components. From these coefficients, statistical analyses
were performed using multiple linear regressions in order to
determine significant coefficients.
III.

RESULTS

A. Subjective Analysis
1) Motion Sickness
During the experiment, four subjects felt motion
sickness and were not able to finish all experimental
conditions (Misery Score ≥6). Three of these participants
felt motion sickness during the highest slalom level and
with the highest lateral motion gains (Condition 10, 22 or 23
in TABLE I). The remaining twenty-three subjects were
able to conduct the experiment without serious motion
sickness (average Misery Score = 0.78 ± 1.2).
2) Realism of Vehicle Behavior
According to the PCA, no consensus was found among
participants, so the data was centered, and a hierarchical
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clustering performed to identify homogeneous groups of
subjects. The results of this analysis identified 2 groups (G1
and G2). The experimental results for the two groups were
analyzed separately. The analyses of model’s coefficients
were performed to determine the optimal motion
configuration. The coefficients are labeled as follows: “B0”
is the model’s constant, “B1” is the linear coefficient
applied to lateral motion gain, “B2” is the linear coefficient
applied to roll gain, and “B1-1” is the squared coefficient of
lateral motion gain.
As shown in the TABLE II, for the first slalom (1 m/s²),
lateral motion was a significant factor for both groups, while
roll motion was a significant factor only for the second
group. This means that changing their values should modify
the perceived realism of the simulator. The model
coefficients are presented in TABLE II for both groups.
TABLE II. THE MODEL’S COEFFICIENTS AND THEIR
SIGNIFICANCE FOR GROUPS G1 AND G2, REGARDING REALISM
OF VEHICLE BEHAVIOR FOR THE FIRST SLALOM (LATERAL
ACCELERATION LEVEL OF 1 M/S²).
Name
B0
B1
B2
B1-1

G1 Coeff
7.756
-0.374
-0.081
-1.227

Sign
<0.01***
0.518***
48.5
<0.01***

G2 Coeff
6.889
1.174
0.405
-4.5

Sign
<0.01***
<0.01***
2.13*
0.05***

According to the answers of group 1 (G1), the
experimental model assesses as more realistic a motion
configuration with: lateral motion gain = 0.5, roll motion
gain = 1, and yaw motion gain = 0.
According to the answers of group 2 (G2), the best set of
parameters for realism is: lateral motion gain = 0.85, roll
motion gain = 1, and yaw motion gain = 0. Figure 2 shows a
2D representation of the experimental model of Lateral and
Roll motion gains for vehicle behavior realism in the first
slalom and according to G2. In Figure 2, yaw motion gain is
set at 0. As can be seen on this figure, the quality of realism
grows with the amplitude of lateral motion gain, until a
maximum at 0.85. This figure also shows the importance of
roll motion gain (see TABLE II), which give the best result
with a value of 1.

Figure 2. 3D representation of the experimental model for realism of
vehicle behavior, for the first slalom and second group.

For the second slalom, the only significant factor for
both groups was lateral motion (p<0.01). The lateral motion
gain should be set to 0.4 and 0.7 for G1 and G2
respectively, to optimize the realism. In the third slalom,
and for G1, the three motions were significant factors
(p<0.01). For best realism, lateral, roll and yaw motion gain
should be set to 0.25, 1 and 0 respectively. For G2, only
lateral motion gain was a significant factor (p<0.01), and
should be set to 0.5.

Figure 3. Best lateral motion gains for the two groups and the three
slaloms.

Figure 3 presents the most realistic lateral motion gains,
according to both groups. Lateral motion gains are
digressive (reducing with increased acceleration) for both
groups. Furthermore, for both groups, a roll motion gain of
1 always gives the best result in all slaloms.
3) Facility of Achieving Slalom
In the first slalom, no difference was found between all
configurations. The first slalom was certainly very easy, and
so drivers did not need external help to perform the task,
and consequently, did not feel perturbed by the motion of
the simulator.
For the second and the third slaloms, PCA analysis
yielded a consensus between participants. Consequently,
participants were included in the same group for subsequent
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analysis and computation of the model. The only significant
factor in the second and the third slaloms was lateral motion
(p<0.01). Contrary to the first slalom, participants found the
second and the third slaloms less easy to perform, notably
when lateral motion gain exceeded 0.2 in the second slalom
and 0 in the third.
The best motion gains for perceived facility are
presented in TABLE III.
TABLE III. BEST MOTION GAINS FOR ALL SLALOMS,
REGARDING FACILITY OF ACHIEVING SLALOM.
Slalom 1
Slalom 2
Slalom 3

Lateral Motion Gain
0 to 1
0.2
0

Roll Gain
0 to 1
0.3
1

Yaw Gain
0 to 1
0
1

Facility depends on slalom level, hence the motion
gains, in particular lateral gain, should be adapted as a
function of slalom level.

TABLE V. BEST MOTION GAINS FOR THE RMSE VARIABLE FOR
ALL SLALOMS.

Slalom 1
Slalom 2
Slalom 3
First configuration
Second
configuration

Lateral Motion
Gain
0 to 1
0 to 1

Roll
Gain
0 to 1
0 to 1

Yaw
Gain
0 to 1
0 to 1

0.25

1

0

0.35

0 or 1

1

Figure 4 shows the results for the second configuration
(lateral motion gain of 0.35); it can been seen that the curve
is mainly influenced by the amplitude of lateral motion gain.
With low or high lateral motion gains, the drivers take wider
trajectories; thus, extreme lateral motion gains decrease
drive accuracy.

B. Objective Analysis
1) Steering-Wheel Reversal Rate
The PCA revealed a consensus among the participants,
for all slalom levels. Hence, all 23 participants were
analyzed together for the three slalom levels. For all slalom
levels, the main significant factor was lateral motion gain.
For the first slalom level, the results showed that the
number of reversals decreases with an increase in lateral
motion gain, so that more steering corrections were required
with low lateral motion gain. The analysis also suggests that
roll motion gain has no effect on driving performance,
although the best result was obtained for a roll motion gain
of 0.
TABLE IV. BEST MOTION GAINS FOR THE SWRR VARIABLE FOR
ALL SLALOMS.
Slalom 1
Slalom 2
Slalom 3

Lateral Motion Gain
1
0.5
0.25

Roll Gain
0
1
1

Yaw Gain
0
1
1

Contrary to the first slalom, for the second and the third
slaloms, the best model was obtained with a roll motion
gain of 1. However, lateral motion gain has to be reduced
when lateral acceleration to simulate increase. The yaw
motion effect, although not significant in the model, seems
to be best adjusted with a motion gain of 1 (see TABLE IV).
2) Path Root Mean Square Error
As for the previous variables, a single group was used
for the model constructions. No difference was found
between the motion configurations for the first and the
second slalom. It is possible that the mini-cone path was
helpful for accurate driving. Nonetheless, differences were
found in the third slalom (4 m/s²). Again, the significant
factor was lateral motion gain.
The experimental model found two configuration
settings that lead to the same performance (see TABLE V).
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Figure 4. 3D representation of the experimental model for the RMSE
variable, for the third slalom and the second configuration.

Thus, the results of objective variables seem to
corroborate the results of subjective variable concerning the
setting of lateral and roll motion gains, which is not the case
for the yaw motion gain.
IV.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The present research aims to reassess motion gains for
the three lateral motion components (lateral, yaw and roll
movements) for several levels of lateral acceleration. The
slalom task has already been validated by several earlier
studies. This research on dynamic driving simulators
recommended use of unit motion gains in cornering, to
improve motion perception and driving behavior [8][14].
However, these studies did not systematically investigate
possible changes in the various motion gains depending on
the levels of acceleration to be simulated. In fact, these
studies only used equal motion gains for all three lateral
components, and did not consider the effect of their
decoupling on final performance and motion perception. In
the present study, it was found that the three lateral motion
components should not be set to the same gain, and should
change as a function of lateral acceleration level.
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A. Motion Gains
These results clearly show that, for all subjective and
objective evaluations, lateral motion gain should be reduced
as lateral acceleration increases. The equations from the
Figure 3, which characterize lateral motion gain as function
of lateral acceleration, could be used for simulator settings
in order to improve realism. Nevertheless, these results
seem to suggest there were two groups of drivers in the test
population, preferring different lateral motion gains; it is
possible that some of the participants assessed “comfort”
instead of the realism. With regard to the subjective
perception of task facility, a decrease in preferred lateral
motion gain was observed as slalom level increased. Drivers
found it more difficult to perform the second and the third
slalom for configurations with lateral motion gains greater
than 0.2 and 0 respectively. Greater physical fidelity
(motions gains close to 1) and hence greater discomfort is
probably the cause (large driver movements, lower facility
of driving). Nonetheless, as showed by the objective
analysis of steering-wheel corrections and lateral deviations,
lateral motions gains below 0.2 are not recommended for
maintaining accurate driving. Indeed, varying the amount of
lateral motion in a simulated slalom affects driver
performance. Except for the first slalom, where a lateral
motion gain of 1 enabled optimal steering, driving accuracy
for the two others slaloms was better with lower lateral
motions gains. However, a lateral motion gain of 0 is not
recommended for good driving performance and accuracy,
as shown by the RMSE variable (see TABLE V).
With regard to roll motion gain, the experimental model
showed that a roll motion gain equal to 1 is evaluated as
being the most realistic situation, despite the fact that the
two groups preferred different lateral motion gains.
Although roll motion is not the most significant of the three
lateral movements, it does enhance driving control for
slaloms levels ≥2 m/s², notably with a gain of 1 (see TABLE
IV).
Yaw motion was never a significant factor for vehicle
behavior realism, except for G1 and the third slalom.
Indeed, results on maneuverability show that drivers are
sensitive to variations in yaw gains, and this motion can
contribute to a change in the perceived maneuverability.
However, as can been seen from the objective data from the
second slalom, a better model is produced with a yaw
motion gain of 1, probably because a very reactive car
enables better handling (see TABLE IV).
B. Lateral Motion
As presented in Section 3, both subjective and objective
variables show that lateral motion gain should be reduced
when the lateral acceleration to simulate increases, so as to
improve self-motion perception and driving performance.
This very important result could be related to a previous
result obtained in longitudinal acceleration, where the way
the acceleration is produced (tilt/translation ratio) and the
motion gain required to reproduce braking depend on the
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level of the acceleration [3]. In addition, previous research
[8] has shown a decrease in steering corrections when lateral
motion gain is increased. Nevertheless, they analyzed only
one level of acceleration (1.2 m/s²). In the present study, it is
shown that with increased lateral acceleration (i.e., slalom
level), control of the vehicle demands more attention to
accomplish the slalom with a unit or near a unit lateral
motion gain.
The perception of simulated self-motion can tolerate
significant discrepancies between the physical and visual
motion cues [16]. Nevertheless, the tilt coordination
technique was used to reproduce lateral acceleration; it is
also possible than tilt is more easily perceived as lateral
acceleration increases. A previous study [17] has shown that
the limit of lateral tilt (perceived as a tilt and not as a lateral
acceleration) is higher for active drivers than for passive
passengers [2]. This research advised limiting tilt rate to
6°/s, twice the limit found for passive subjects. In our study,
for the second and third slaloms and for the higher lateral
motion gains, lateral tilt could reach 14° of inclination and
an angular velocity of 12°/s (the limit set by our motion
cueing algorithm or MCA). These magnitudes are higher
than recommended by Nesti et al. [17], and higher than the
threshold for roll tilt [18]; hence, the tilt of lateral motion is
not perceived as lateral acceleration, but rather as a roll
motion of higher amplitude than natural roll.
C. Roll Motion
A roll motion gain equal to 1 was perceived as the most
realistic; moreover, the results from the RMSE and SWRR
variables confirm this. Contrary to that for lateral motion
gain, this result represents a new advance in the domain of
simulation. It seems to confirm previous results obtained
with expert drivers [11]. In the present study, this result has
been extended to the wider population of “normal” drivers.
A previous study [8] did not find this result. Indeed, as they
used lateral motion gains of below 1, they never used a
lateral motion gain of below 1 with a roll motion gain of 1.
The driving simulator used in the present study reproduces
exactly the roll angle and its derivates, and is temporally
coherent with the visual roll. The absolute threshold of roll
motion is around 2°/s [19]. Thus, a roll motion with a
downscale factor is not necessarily felt by the driver. A roll
motion supra-threshold has been shown to reduce latency of
vection [20]. Hence, roll motion must remain at upperthresholds to improve realism and driving performance.
This means that a roll motion gain equal to 1 is advisable,
regardless the level of lateral acceleration.
D. Yaw Motion
Surprisingly, yaw motion only slightly influences final
perception, contrary to results obtained in a recent study
showing that the presence of yaw motion in a curve affected
driving behavior [21]. This different result could be
explained by the fact that its intensity was probably not felt
(yaw rate in slalom 1 (≤3°/s) or was masked by the two
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other components, i.e., the lateral and roll motion, unless
visual yaw is sufficient in this slalom task (with low radius
of curvature). In the previous study [21], the task was a
corner negotiation (90° of rotation); the angle of curvature
along with the total simulator velocity and angle were
probably greater than in this slalom task. Thus, at higher
velocity, drivers could probably more easily discern a
configuration with and without yaw, which was not
necessarily the case in the present study. Further work is
required to elucidate this point, notably in a task requiring
higher angular velocity, total angle, and lower linear speed.
In conclusion, the results of the present study clearly
demonstrate that lateral motion gain should be adjusted as a
function of the level of lateral acceleration to simulate. This
seems to be mandatory for the settings of dynamic driving
simulators and represents a new advance in the domain of
simulation. However, tilt limit has to be considered. In
addition, roll and notably yaw motions seem to have less
influence on perception and driving performance.
Surprisingly, it is therefore suggested that 1-to-1 gain could
be the best setting for roll (as roll is not necessarily
perceived by drivers with a lower gain). Although, the
results from the subjective and objective variables with
regard to yaw are not in agreement, yaw motion gain is
never a factor significantly influencing the results in a
positive way, at least in this slalom task. Thus, we cannot
recommend using any specific yaw motion gain.
Consequently, and in order to improve driver perception and
control performance, the MCA should be changed by
decreasing the lateral motion gain, while keeping the roll
motion gain equal to 1. Yaw motion gain needs to be
studied under different conditions.
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Abstract—To design a building that fulfills requirements
regarding low energy use, it is crucial to perform energy
simulations of the building in question during the design
process and the simulations must be representative of the
building during operation. All countries within the European
Union will require new buildings to be nearly zero energy
buildings beginning in 2019. In nearly zero energy buildings
and passive houses, the user related energy uses, household
electricity and domestic hot water heating, make up about 80
% of the total energy use since the use of space heating is low.
The building's heating demand is affected by the occupants’
use of domestic hot water and household electricity. Increased
use of domestic hot water increases the heating demand, while
a high use of household electricity can reduce the heating
demand. Different user characteristics will result in different
heating demand in the same building, and in low energy
buildings, different user characteristics will have a relatively
higher impact compared to less energy efficient buildings.
There is a lack of studies that analyze resulting energy use of
dwellings based on distribution of measured user related input
data. The aim of this paper was to annually measure household
electricity and domestic hot water volume in 562 apartments,
present the measured distributions and analyze the influence
on the apartment heating demand of energy efficient buildings
and typical buildings by use of simulations of the building
physics and the building services. The results show that, in
order to predict the energy use of energy efficient residential
buildings, with a reasonable accuracy, the different users’
characteristics regarding household electricity and domestic
hot water must be taken into account. Furthermore, to
determine the impact that different users will have on a
building's heating demand, the analysis must be based on the
actual building and the result should be given as a distribution
rather than as a single figure.

during operation exceeds the predicted energy use by
between 50% and 100%, even in low energy buildings [1][2]
[3][4].
Karlsson et al. [5] stressed the importance of accurate
input data for the energy simulations of buildings. The
building users’ behavior is very important in low energy
buildings and is the hardest to model according to [5]. Low
energy buildings have well insulated building enclosures and
efficient ventilation heat recovery systems which lead to
small transmission and ventilation heat losses. During a large
part of the year, internal heat gains from people, household
electricity and solar heat gains balance the heat losses with a
zero heating need as a result.
The use of household electricity is influenced strongly by
the building users’ behavior and is a major internal heat gain.
Household electricity is defined as all electricity, not used for
heating and ventilation, used in an apartment or a house.
Domestic hot water is the hot water from taps in an
apartment or a house. A large variation has been measured in
equal apartments by [6]. Example of reasons for this
variation can be occupancy levels and shower habits.
All energy uses in a building are part of the buildings
energy balance and, for example the heat gains from a higher
use of household electricity should result in a lower use of
heating given that the heating control systems work as
intended. Different user characteristics will result in different
heating demand in the same building, and in low energy
buildings, different user characteristics will have a relatively
higher impact compared to less energy efficient buildings.
The users’ relatively larger impact on the building's
performance in today's and tomorrow's buildings must be
taken into account during design and management [7]. The
users’ impact on the building performance has usually been
described by different categories of users, for example
families with children or single elders. Bagge [8] proposed to
describe the different users’ lifestyle and impact by statistical
distributions of user related parameters and combinations of
parameters for the reason that it is unknown who will live in
an apartment or a house over time. A vast majority of
residential buildings are certainly not built for a specific
category, but for a cross section of the population leading to
an urgent need for a statistical approach on users’ variation.
Energy use in buildings is commonly regulated. For example
in Sweden, there are requirements on the sum of heating and
non household electricity [9]. Heating is the sum of space

Keywords - space heating; household electricity; domestic hot
water; user behavior.

I.

INTRODUCTION

To design a building that fulfills requirements regarding
low energy use, it is crucial to perform energy simulations of
the building in question during the design process and the
simulations must be representative of the building during
operation [1]. Research on the agreement between predicted
and actual use of space heating in residential buildings in
Sweden shows that measured use of energy for space heating
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heating for keeping the interior at desired temperature and
domestic hot water heating. Non household electricity is
used for ventilation and purposes outside apartments. A
building's heating demand is affected by the occupants’ use
of domestic hot water and household electricity. Increased
use of domestic hot water increases the heating demand,
while a high use of household electricity can reduce the
heating demand.
Various combinations of high and low uses of household
electricity and hot water may be more or less favorable for
achieving a low heating demand depending on building
characteristic such as insulation standard and efficiency of
ventilation heat recovery.
All countries within the European Union will require new
buildings to be nearly zero energy buildings beginning in
2019. In order to make accurate predictions and decisions
regarding future buildings, it is important to have a good
statistical description on energy related user characteristics
and its impact on buildings energy use and not only use
average values of guessed or measured user related
parameters.
There is a lack of studies that analyze resulting energy
use of dwellings based on distribution of measured user
related input data. The aim of this paper was to annually
measure household electricity and domestic hot water
volume, which by definition are totally user influenced, in
562 apartments, present the measured distributions and
analyze the influence on the apartment heating demand of
energy efficient buildings and typical buildings by use of
simulations of the building physics and the building services
taking into account the user of the building.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
methods used and has four subsections A. Measurements, B.
Simulated buildings and apartments, C. Parametric study and
D. Simulation tool. Section III presents the measurement and
simulation results and discusses these. Section IV presents
the conclusions.
II.

METHOD

The measured use of household electricity and domestic
hot water in 562 apartments were used as input data in
simulations of total heating demand of apartments in order to
study the effect of different users. Parametric studies were
performed to study the effect of different window area,
ventilation heat exchanger efficiency, the average heat
transmittance of the building and the location of the
apartment within the building on the total heating demand
taking into account the 562 different users.
As defined in the introduction, heating refers to the sum
of space heating and domestic hot water heating. Space
heating is the heating supplied by the heating system to the
interior and the ventilation supply air, that means excluding
domestic hot water heating. Household electricity is in
practice completely used within the apartments, and is the
only electricity used within the apartments [10]. There are
also other internal heat gains such as solar radiation or
occupant heat gain that is handled by the simulation
program.
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A. Measurements
As a basis for individual billing, household electricity
and domestic hot water was measured during 2012 in 562
one bedroom apartments in buildings located in Karlstad,
Sweden at latitude 59.39°, and built between 1932 and 2007
with a large portion built in 1980 and in the period 19611965. To obtain the domestic hot water heating, the
measured domestic hot water volume was multiplied by 55
kWh/m³ based on [11]. The distribution of the uses and their
average values are presented as well as the actual
relationship between the measured parameters in the studied
apartments. Each measured apartment’s use of household
electricity and domestic hot water describes a user which
means that in this study, 562 users are described.
B. Simulated buildings and apartments
The 562 combinations of use of household electricity and
domestic hot water heating were used as input data in a
simulation model of two different apartments in two different
buildings. Building 1 had building technology representing a
typical Swedish building designed during 2014 in
accordance with the Swedish building code [9]. Building 2
had building technology representing a Swedish passive
house [12].
In each building, the heating demands of one bedroom
apartments, at two different locations in the building, were
simulated. In both buildings, one of the apartments,
Apartment 1, was located in the center of the building with
adjacent apartments on two sides, above the ceiling and
below the floor. That means that the apartment was going all
way through the cross section of a floor of the building with
half of the exterior surfaces facing north and the other half
south. The other apartment, Apartment 2, was at the eastern
gable and on the top floor meaning that exterior surfaces also
included the eastern wall and the roof. The eastern wall did
not include any windows. The outdoor climate data were
obtained from Meteonorm [13] for Karlstad, the same city as
measurements were from. Figure 1 presents the hourly
outdoor temperature during the normal year. The normal
year average outdoor temperature is 6.4°C.
TOutdoor (°C)
30
20
10
0
-10
-20
0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
Hours from new year (h)

Figure 1. Hourly outdoor temperatures in Karlstad according to the data
used in the simulations.
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Building 1 had exterior walls with a U-value of 0.18
W/(m²·K), roof with U-value of 0.13 W/(m²·K) and
windows with a U-value of 1.3 W/(m²·K). Building 2 had
exterior walls with a U-value of 0.1 W/(m²·K), roof with Uvalue of 0.08 W/(m²·K) and windows with a U-value of 0.8
W/(m²·K). Thermal bridging was estimated by adding 20 %
to the described transmission losses for all building
components. Mechanical supply and exhaust ventilation with
heat recovery was used, 75 % temperature efficiency. The
apartments had a heated floor area of 60 m² and a ceiling
height of 2.4 m2. The apartments north and south facades
were 18 m2 respectively and the eastern façade was 19.2 m2
in the gable apartments. 60 % of the window area was facing
south and 40 % of the window area was facing north. The
ventilation airflow was 25 l/s and the leakage airflow was
0.04 l/(s·m2) and 0.013 l/(s·m2) referring to exterior surface
area for Building 1 and Building 2 respectively. The
apartments were heated to 22 °C and the occupancy was 0.03
persons/m² based on actual measurements of occupancy in
the city of Karlstad [14]. The solar heat gain coefficient of
the widows was set to 0.4.
Energy simulations in practice are commonly based on
one-zone calculations. The same approach was chosen in this
study to match sector practice.
C. Parametric study
In order to study different building technology
characteristics impact on the heating demand with the
different user scenarios, a parametric study was carried out.
Window area was varied from zero to 45 % of heated floor
area in steps of 5 %. Ventilation heat recovery temperature
efficiency was varied from 50 % to 95 % in steps of 5 %.
When the window area was varied, the ventilation heat
recovery temperature efficiency was set to 75 %. When the
ventilation heat recovery temperature efficiency was varied,
the window area was set to 25 % of heated floor area. For
each step, the heating demand was calculated with the 562
different user scenarios which results in the same number of
different heating demands for each of the four different
apartments studied. Statistics regarding the heating demand
are presented for each step for each of the studied apartments
respectively. The presented statistics are minimum, 10, 25,
50, 75 and 90 percentile and maximum as well as average
values of total heating demand. That means that a total of
45120 simulations of heating demand were carried out to
obtain the results of the parametric study.
D. Simulation tool
Code was developed in the Delphi programming
language to simulate the energy use hourly over a normal
year explicitly by help of the power balance shown in Figure
2 [15][16] to handle user scenarios and parametric studies
effectively. ROOM is the simulated zone. Ptrans is the
transmitted heat through the envelope, Pcap is the heat from a
first order heat capacitor with the temperature tcap and a heat
capacitance of 15000 J/(m²·K). Psolar is incoming shortwave
solar radiation that heats the room and Pvent is the power
needed to change the temperature of the supply air, tsa, 19°C,
to the temperature of the exhaust air, tex. It is assumed that
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the room temperature, troom, is 22°C and can rise to 27°C and
is the same as the exhaust temperature. Pint refers to the load
from people and household electricity that both were
assumed to be constant during the year based on the
measurements.

Figure 2. Power balance used in the simulation tool for the building.
Quantities are given in the text.

Psupport is the energy needed to keep the room in balance
at the desired troom. Since no cooling system was used, Psupport
could not be negative. Air heating after the heat recovery of
the heating recovery ventilation is included but not shown in
Figure 2. Also no air cooling was included. The SFP value of
the air handling unit was set to 2 kW/(m³/s). Freezing
protection of the heat recovery is modelled by keeping the
exhaust air above freezing temperature.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All measured calculated and simulated energy results are
annual with the area referring to heated apartment floor area.
The abbreviations HEL is used for household electricity and
DHW for domestic hot water heating. As defined, Heating is
the sum of Space heating and DHW.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the annual use of HEL
and DHW respectively. Average annual use of HEL was
26.7 kWh/m2 and average annual DHW was 21.4 kWh/m2.
The median values are by definition the 50 percentile,
directly readable in the figure. The highest use of HEL was
100 kWh/m2 and the highest use of DHW was 104 kWh/m2.
Figure 4 shows DHW as a function of HEL, a regression
line and its coefficients are given. There is a rather weak
correlation with a coefficient of determination of 0.14. In
Figure 4, an apartment with low use of household electricity,
about 11.5 kWh/m2, had the highest use of domestic hot
water, and an apartment with high use of household
electricity, about 63 kWh/m2, had a domestic hot water use
close to zero which indicates the weak correlation. This
implies that it is not straight forward to define a typical user
of HEL and DHW. Hence, the actual distribution of
combinations needs to be taken into account.
Figures 6 and 8 present statistics regarding the simulated
total heating demand for different window areas in the
apartments in Building 1 while Figures 7 and 9 present
corresponding statistics for the apartments in Building 2.
When the window area increases, the total transmission
losses increases due to the higher transmission losses through
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a window compared to a wall. However, a larger window
area can result in more solar heat gains.
Figures 10 and 12 present statistics regarding the
simulated total heating demand for different ventilation heat
recovery temperature efficiencies in the apartments in
Building 1. Figures 11 and 13 present corresponding
statistics for the apartments in Building 2. In Figures 6
through 13, maximums are given in the figure caption and
percentile curve types are presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 6. Annual heating, Apartment 1 in Building 1. Maximums: 111,
115, 119, 125, 130, 135, 141, 146, 152 and 158 kWh/m2.
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Figure 3. Duration of annual use of household electricity (HEL) and
domestic hot water heating (DHW).
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Figure 7. Annual heating, Apartment 1 in Building 2. Maximums: 105,
107, 108, 111, 113, 116, 118, 121, 124 and 127 kWh/m2.
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Figure 4. Use of annual domestic hot water heating (DHW) as a function
of the use of annual household electricity (HEL).
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Figure 5. Curve types used in Figures 6 through 13.
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Figure 8. Annual heating, Apartment 2 in Building 1. Maximums: 146,
148, 153, 157, 163, 168, 174, 179, 185 and 191 kWh/m2.
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Figure 9. Annual heating, Apartment 2 in Building 2. Maximums: 119,
120, 122, 125, 127, 130, 133, 136, 139 and 142 kWh/m2.
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Figure 12. Annual heating, Apartment 2 in Building 1. Maximums: 181,
179, 176, 173, 170, 168, 166, 165, 165 and 165 kWh/m2.
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Figure 10. Annual heating, Apartment 1 in Building 1. Maximums: 148,
145, 143, 140, 137, 135, 133, 132, 132 and 132 kWh/m2.
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Figure 11. Annual heating, Apartment 1 in Building 2. Maximums: 127,
125, 122, 120, 118, 116, 114, 113, 113 and 113 kWh/m2.

The results show that the heating demand increases with
raised window area and decreases with raised ventilation
heat exchanger temperature efficiency. In Building 1, the
average heating demand increased 43 kWh/m2 in Apartment
1 and 47 kWh/m2 in Apartment 2 when 45 % window area
was used compared to zero. In Building 2, the corresponding
increase was 17 kWh/m2 in Apartment 1 and 23 kWh/m2 in
Apartment 2.
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Figure 13. Annual heating, Apartment 2 in Building 2. Maximums: 143,
140, 137, 135, 132, 130, 128, 127, 127 and 127 kWh/m2.

The difference between the 95 percentile and the 5
percentile of heating demand in Figures 6 through 13
represents the resulting span of heating demand taking into
account 90 % of the users excluding the 5 % low and high
extremes. The average difference between the 95 and 5
percentile of heating demand was about 42 kWh/m2 for all
studied window sizes in both buildings both apartments. In
Building 1’s Apartment 1, the span in heating demand,
taking into account the middle 90 % of the users, is about the
same as the average increase in heating demand when having
45 % window area compared to zero while the span is
slightly lower than the heating demand increase in
Apartment 2. In the more energy efficient passive house type
Building 2, the span in heating demand was more than twice
as high compared to the average increase in heating demand
when having 45 % window area compared to zero in
Apartment 1 and almost twice as high in Apartment 2. The
above mentioned analysis compares the heating demand at a
very large window area, 45 % of heated floor area, to the
heating demand at no window area. It is not likely to have
apartments with no windows due to daylight requirements.
The difference in heating demand between all other studied
window percentages will be smaller while the difference
between the 95 and the 5 percentile of heating demand is
about the same for all studied window sizes. The different
user behaviors have a higher impact on the heating demand
compared to different window areas and this increases with
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increasing energy efficiency regarding building enclosure
and ventilation heat exchanger efficiency.
In Building 1, the average heating demand decreased 16
kWh/m2 in Apartment 1 and 17 kWh/m2 in Apartment 2
when 95 % temperature efficiency of the heat recovery was
used compared to 55 %. In Building 2, the corresponding
decrease was 13 kWh/m2 in Apartment 1 and 15 kWh/m2 in
Apartment 2. The average difference between the 95 and 5
percentile of heating demand was about 42 kWh/m2 for all
studied efficiencies in both buildings both apartments. The
span in heating demand was about three times higher than
the average decrease in heating demand when having 95 %
efficiency compared to 55 %. The difference in heating
demand between all other studied temperature efficiencies
will be smaller while the difference between the 95 and the 5
percentile of heating demand is about the same for all studied
efficiencies. The different user behaviors have much higher
impact on the heating demand compared to different
ventilation heat exchanger temperature efficiencies.
As expected, the heating demand increases with raised
window area and decreases with raised ventilation heat
changer efficiency. However, different user behavior can
have a much higher impact on the heating demand compared
to different window sizes and heat exchanger efficiencies.
Since today’s buildings are, and tomorrows buildings will be
even more, energy efficient, the user related energy uses will
be an even larger part of the buildings energy balance. As
important as it is to accurately model the physical properties
of the building enclosure and the building services in
simulation tools, as important is it to take different users’
behavior into account.
The building technique and building services might have
actual performance that differs from design values. For
example, the thermal transmittance of the building enclosure
is to some extent dependent on the quality of the construction
work on site. However, according to the results, even
relatively large variations in thermal transmittance,
exemplified by the difference between Building 1 and
Building 2, at 25 % window area and 75 % heat exchanger
efficiency, is 17 kWh/m2 which is less than half of the
difference in heating demand taking into account the
difference from the middle 90 % of the different users and
slightly higher than the difference between the 75 and 25
percentile representing the middle 50 percent of the users.
The results imply that energy simulations of residential
buildings should take the variation in user behavior into
account and rather than presenting a single figure, present the
predicted energy use in a span that represents the variation of
the user behavior, for example based on the middle 90 % or
50 % of the users. Based on the performed simulations, the
span representing 90 % of the different user behaviors is
about 42 kWh/m2 and the span representing 50 % is about 14
kWh/m2.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Annual use of household electricity and domestic hot
water was measured in 562 one bedroom apartments in
Sweden. Simulations of annual heating demand, taking into
account the 562 different users, show that in order to predict
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the energy use of energy efficient residential buildings, with
a reasonable accuracy, the different users’ characteristics
regarding household electricity and domestic hot water must
be taken into account. Furthermore, to determine the impact
that different users will have on a building's heating demand,
the analysis must be based on the actual building and the
result should be given as a distribution rather than as a single
figure.
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Abstract—Signalling cascades are a recurrent pattern of biological
regulatory systems whose analysis has deserved a lot of attention.
It has been shown that Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) are appropriate to model such systems and evaluate the probabilities of
specific properties. Such an evaluation can be done numerically
when the combinatorial state space explosion is manageable
or statistically otherwise. However, when the probabilities to
be evaluated are too small, random simulation requires more
sophisticated techniques for the handling of rare events. In this
paper, we show how such involved methods can be successfully
applied for signalling cascades. More precisely, we study three
relevant properties of a signalling cascade with the help of the
COSMOS tool. Our experiments point out interesting dependencies
between quantitative parameters of the regulatory system and its
transient behaviour. In addition, they demonstrate that we can
go beyond the capabilities of MARCIE, which provides one of the
most efficient numerical solvers.
Keywords–Rare event; Importance sampling; Signalling cascade.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Signalling cascades: Signalling processes play a crucial
role for the regulatory behaviour of living cells. They mediate
input signals, i.e., the extracellular stimuli received at the cell
membrane, to the cell nucleus, where they enter as output
signals the gene regulatory system. Understanding signalling
processes is still a challenge in cell biology. To approach this
research area, biologists design and explore signalling networks, which are likely to be building blocks of the signalling
networks of living cells. Among them are the type of signalling
cascades which we investigate here.
A signalling cascade is a set of reactions which can be
grouped into levels. At each level a particular enzyme is
produced (e.g., by phosphorylation); the level generally also
includes the inverse reactions (e.g., dephosphorylation). The
system constitutes a cascade since the enzyme produced at
some level is the catalyser for the reactions at the next level.
The catalyser of the first level is usually considered to be
the input signal, while the catalyser produced by the last
level constitutes the output signal. The transient behaviour of
such a system presents a characteristic shape, the quantity of
every enzyme increases to some stationary value. In addition,
the increases are temporally ordered w.r.t. the levels in the
signalling cascade. This behaviour can be viewed as a signal
travelling along the levels, and there are many interesting
properties to be studied like the travelling time of the signal,
the relation between the variation of the enzymes of two
consecutive levels, etc.
In [1], it has been shown how such a system can be
modelled by a Petri net which can either be equipped with
continuous transition firing rates leading to a continuous Petri
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net which determines a set of differential equations or by
stochastic transition firing rates leading to a SPN. This approach emphasises the importance of Petri nets which, depending on the chosen semantics, permit to investigate particular
properties of the system. In this paper, we wish to explore the
influence of stochastic features on the signalling behaviour,
and thus we focus on the use of SPN.
Analysis of SPNs can be performed either numerically or
statistically. The former approach is much faster than the latter
and provides exact results up to numerical approximations, but
its application is limited by the memory requirements due to
the combinatory explosion of the state space.
Statistical evaluation of rare events: Statistical analysis
means to estimate the results by evaluating a sufficient number
of simulations. However, standard simulation is unable to
efficiently handle rare events, i.e., properties whose probability
of satisfaction is tiny. Indeed, the number of trajectories to
be generated in order to get an accurate interval confidence
for rare events becomes prohibitively huge. Thus, acceleration
techniques [2] have been designed to tackle this problem
whose principles consist in (1) favouring trajectories that
satisfy the property, and (2) numerically adjusting the result
to take into account the bias that has been introduced. This
can be done by splitting the most promising trajectories [3]
or importance sampling [4], i.e., modifying the distribution
during the simulation. In a previous work [5], some of us
have developed an original importance sampling method based
on the design and numerical analysis of a reduced model in
order to get the importance coefficients. This method was
first proposed for checking “unbounded until” properties over
models whose semantics is a discrete time Markov chain, it
has been extended to also handle “bounded until” properties
and continuous time Markov chains [6].
Our contribution: In this paper, we consider three families
of properties for signalling cascades that are particularly relevant for the study of their behaviour and that are (depending
on a scaling parameter) potentially rare events. From an
algorithmic point of view, this case study raises interesting
issues since the combinatorial explosion of the model quickly
forbids the use of numerical solvers and its intricate (quantitative) behaviour requires elaborated and different abstractions
depending on the property to be checked.
Due to these technical difficulties, the signalling cascade
analysis has led us to substantially improve our method and
in particular the way we obtain the final confidence interval.
From a biological point of view, experiments have pointed out
interesting dependencies between the scaling parameter of the
model and the probability of satisfying a property.
Organisation: In Section II, we present the biological back-
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ground, the signalling cascade under study and the properties
to be studied. Then, in Section III after some recalls on SPN,
we model signalling cascades by SPNs. We introduce the rare
event issue and the importance sampling technique to cope
with in Section IV. In Section V, we develop our method
for handling rare events. Then, in Section VI, we report and
discuss the results of our experiments. Finally in Section VII,
we conclude and give some perspectives to our work. Additional explanations related to model abstractions, algorithmic
considerations, and experimental statistical analysis can be
found in the following research report [7].
II.

S IGNALLING CASCADES

In technical terms, signalling cascades can be understood as
networks of biochemical reactions transforming input signals
into output signals. In this way, signalling processes determine
crucial decisions a cell has to make during its development,
such as cell division, differentiation, or death. Malfunction
of these networks may potentially lead to devastating consequences on the organism, such as outbreak of diseases or
immunological abnormalities. Therefore, cell biology tries to
increase our understanding of how signalling cascades are
structured and how they operate. However, signalling networks
are generally hard to observe and often highly interconnected,
and thus signalling processes are not easy to follow. For this
reason, typical building blocks are designed instead, which are
able to reproduce observed input/output behaviours.
RasGTP

Raf

III. P ETRI NET MODELLING
Stochastic Petri nets: Due to their graphical representation and bipartite nature, Petri nets are highly appropriate to
model biochemical networks. When equipped with a stochastic
semantics, yielding SPN [11], they can be used to perform
quantitative analysis.

RafP
Phosphatase1

MEK

MEKP

MEKPP

Phosphatase2
ERK

ERKP

ERKPP

Phosphatase3

Figure 1. The general scheme of the considered three-level signalling
cascade; RasGTP serves as input signal and ERKPP as output signal.

The case study we have chosen for our paper is such a
signalling building block: the mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) cascade [8]. This is the core of the ubiquitous
ERK/MAPK network that can, among others, convey cell
division and differentiation signals from the cell membrane
to the nucleus. The description starts at the RasGTP complex
which acts as an enzyme (kinase) to phosphorylate Raf, which
phosphorylates MAPK/ERK Kinase (MEK), which in turn
phosphorylates Extracellular signal Regulated Kinase (ERK).
We consider RasGTP as the input signal and ERKPP (activated
ERK) as the output signal. This cascade (RasGTP → Raf →
MEK → ERK) of protein interactions is known to control cell
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differentiation, while the strength of the effect depends on the
ERK activity, i.e., concentration of ERKPP.
The scheme in Figure 1 describes the typical modular
structure for such a signalling cascade [9]. Each layer corresponds to a distinct protein species. The protein Raf in
the first layer is only singly phosphorylated. The proteins in
the two other layers, MEK and ERK, respectively, can be
singly as well as doubly phosphorylated. In each layer, forward reactions are catalysed by kinases and reverse reactions
by phosphatases (Phosphatase1, Phosphatase2, Phosphatase3).
The kinases in the MEK and ERK layers are the phosphorylated forms of the proteins in the previous layer. Each
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation step applies mass action
kinetics according to the pattern A + E
AE → B + E.
This pattern reflects the mechanism by which enzymes act:
first building a complex with the substrate, which modifies
the substrate to allow for forming the product, and then
disassociating the complex to release the product; for details
see [10].
Having the wiring diagram of the signalling cascade, a
couple of interesting questions arise whose answers would
shed some additional light on the subject under investigation.
Among them are an assessment of the signal strength in each
level, and specifically of the output signal. We will consider
these properties in Sections VI-A and VI-B. The general
scheme of the signalling cascade also suggests a temporal
order of the signal propagation in accordance with the level
order. What cannot be derived from the structure is the extent
to which the signals are simultaneously produced; we discuss
this property in the technical report [7].

Definition 1 (SPN). A SPN N is defined by a tuple
(P, T, Pre, Post, {µt }t∈T ) where P is a finite set of places,
T is a finite set of transitions, Pre, Post are matrices from
P × T to N, and {µt }t∈T is a set of mappings from NP to
R>0 .
A marking m of SPN N is an item of NP . A transition
t ∈ T is fireable in marking m if for all places p ∈ P m(p) ≥
Pre(p, t). Its firing leads to marking m0 defined by: for all
p ∈ P m0 (p) = m(p) − Pre(p, t) + Post(p, t). This firing is
σ
t
denoted either m −
→ m0 or as m →
− omitting the next marking.
We extend these notations for any σ = σ1 . . . σn ∈ T ∗ of
successive fireable transitions, if σ is fireable from m, that is
if there exists a sequence of markings m = m0 , m1 , . . . , mn
σk
such that for all 0 ≤ k < n, mk −→
mk+1 . Let m0 be an initial marking, the reachability set Reach(N , m0 ) is defined by:
σ
Reach(N , m0 ) = {m | ∃σ ∈ T ∗ m0 −
→ m}. The initialised
SPNs (N , m0 ) that we consider do not have deadlocks: for
t
all m ∈ Reach(N , m0 ) there exists t ∈ T such that m →
−.
each transition t is equipped with a mapping µt . In a marking
m, each enabled transition of the Petri net randomly selects
an execution time according to a Poisson process with rate
µt (m). Then, the transition with earliest firing time is selected
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E

TABLE I. D EVELOPMENT OF THE STATE SPACE FOR INCREASING N .
N
1
2
3
4
5

number of states
24,065 (4)
6,110,643 (6)
315,647,600 (8)
6,920,337,880 (9)
88,125,763,956 (10)

N
6
7
8
9
10

number of states
769,371,342,640 (11)
5,084,605,436,988 (12)
27,124,071,792,125 (13)
122,063,174,018,865 (14)
478,293,389,221,095 (14)

to fire yielding the new marking. Operational semantics of a
SPN is a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). This can
be formalized as follows.
Definition 2 (CTMC of a SPN). Let N be a SPN and m0 be
an initial marking. Then the CTMC associated with (N , m0 )
is defined by its set of states which is Reach(N , m0 ), its
transition matrix P defined by Equation 1
P
µ (m)
t
0
− m0 t
P(m, m ) = Pm→
(1)
t µ (m)
m→
− t
and, for
Peach state m, the rate λm defined by:
λm =
t µ (m)
m→
− t
Running case study: We now explain how to model our
running case study in the Petri net framework. The signalling
cascade is made of several phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
steps, which are built on mass/action kinetics. Each step
follows the pattern A + E
AE → B + E and is modelled
by a small Petri net component depicted in Figure 2. The
mass action kinetics is expressed by the rate of the transitions.
The marking-dependent rate of each transition is equal to the
product of the number of tokens in all its incoming places up
to a multiplicative constant given by the biological behaviour
(summing up dependencies on temperature, pressure, volume,
etc.).
The whole reaction network based on the general scheme
of a three-level double phosphorylation cascade, as given in
Figure 1, is modelled by the Petri net in Figure 3. The input
signal is the number of tokens in the place RasGTP, and the
output signal is the number of tokens in the place ERKPP.
This signalling cascade model represents a self-contained
and closed system. It is covered with place invariants (see
the research report for details), specifically each layer in the
cascade forms a place invariant consisting of all states a
protein can undergo; thus the model is bounded. Assuming
an appropriate initial marking, the model is also live and
reversible; see [1] for more details, where this Petri net has
been developed and analysed in the qualitative, stochastic and
continuous modelling paradigms. In our paper we extend these
analysis techniques for handling properties corresponding to
rare events.
We introduce a scaling factor N to parameterize how many
tokens are spent to specify the initial marking. Increasing the
scaling parameter can be interpreted in two different ways:
either an increase of the biomass circulating in the closed
system (if the biomass value of one token is kept constant), or
an increase of the resolution (if the biomass value of one token
inversely decreases, called level concept in [1]). The kind of
interpretation does not influence the approach we pursue in
this paper.
Increasing N increases the size of the state space and thus
of the CTMC, as shown in Table I, which has been computed
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AE

A

B

r3

r2

Figure 2. Petri net pattern for mass action kinetics
A+E
AE → B + E.

RasGTP N
Raf_RasGTP
k1

k3

k2

Raf
N*4

RafP
k5
k4

k6

RafP_Phase1
MEK_RafP

N*3
Phase1
k7

MEKP_RafP

k9
k8

MEK

k12

k10
k11

MEKPP

MEKP

N*2

k14

k17
k18

k16

MEKP_Phase2

k15

k13

MEKPP_Phase2

N*2
Phase2

ERK_MEKPP
k19
k20

ERK

ERKP_MEKPP

k21

k22

k24
k23

ERKP

N*3
k30

ERKPP
k26

k29
k28

ERKP_Phase3

k27

k25

ERKPP_Phase3

N*3
Phase3

Figure 3. A Petri net modelling the three-level signalling cascade given in
Figure 1; ki are the kinetic constants for mass action kinetics, N the scaling
parameter.

with the symbolic analysis tool MARCIE [12]. As expected, the
explosion of the state space prevents numerical model checking
for higher N and thus calls for statistical model checking.
Furthermore, increasing the number of states actually decrease the probabilities to be in a certain state, as the total
probability of 1 is fixed. With the distribution of the probability
mass of 1 over an increasingly huge number of states, we
obtain sooner or later states with very tiny probabilities, and
thus rare events. Neglecting rare events is usually appropriate
when focusing on the averaged behaviour. But they become
crucial when certain jump processes such as mutations under
rarely occurring conditions are of interest.
IV. S TATISTICAL MODEL CHECKING WITH RARE EVENTS
A. Statistical model checking and rare events
Simulation recalls: The statistical approach for evaluating
the expectation E(X) of a random variable X related to a
random path in a Markov chain is generally based on three
parameters: the number of simulations K, the confidence level
γ, and the width of the confidence interval lg (see [13]). Once
the user provides two parameters, the procedure computes the
remaining one. Then it performs K simulations of the Markov
chain and outputs a confidence interval [L, U ] with a width of
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at most lg such that E(X) belongs to this interval with a
probability of at least γ.
Statistical evaluation of a reachability probability: Let C be
a Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) with two absorbing
states s+ or s− , such that the probability to reach s+ or s−
from any state is equal to 1. Assume one wants to estimate p,
the probability to reach s+ . Then the simulation step consists
in generating K paths of C which end in an absorbing state.
Let K+ be the number of paths ending in state s+ . The random
variable K+ follows a binomial distribution with parameters
p and K. Unfortunately, when p  1, the number of paths
required for a small confidence interval is too large to be
simulated. This issue is known as the rare event problem.
Importance sampling: In order to tackle the rare event
problem, the importance sampling method relies on a choice
of a biased distribution that will artificially increase the frequency of the observed rare event during the simulation. The
generation of paths is done according to a modified DTMC C 0 ,
with the same state space, but modified transition matrix P0 .
P0 must satisfy Property 2:
P(s, s0 ) > 0 ⇒ P0 (s, s0 ) > 0 ∨ s0 = s−

V. O UR METHODOLOGY FOR IMPORTANCE SAMPLING
A. Previous work
In [5][6], we provided a method to compute a biased
distribution for importance sampling: we manually design an
abstract smaller model, with a behaviour close to that of the
original model, that we call the reduced model. This is done
by lumping together some states with the objective of making
the rare event less rare. We perform numerical computations
on this smaller model to obtain the biased distribution. We
applied this method in order to tackle the estimation of time
bounded property in CTMCs, that is the probability to satisfy
a formula aU [0,τ ] b, when it is a rare event. Let us outline the
different steps of the method which is depicted in Figure 4.
Abstraction of the model: As discussed above, given a SPN
N modelling the system to be studied, we manually design an
appropriate reduced one N • and a correspondence function f
from states of N to states of N • . Function f is defined at the
net level (see Section VI).
Structural analysis: Importance sampling was originally
proposed for DTMCs. In order to apply it for CTMC C
associated with net N , we need to uniformize C (and also
C • associated with N • ) which means finding a bound Λ for
exit rate of states, i.e., markings, considering Λ as the uniform
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N

Abstraction

Computation of
the embedded
DTMC

Λ
τ

Fox-Glynn
truncation
n
{cn }n+
−

N•

CΛ•

f

n+ , n−
Simulation with
importance sampling

n

{µ•n }n+
−

Numerical
evaluation

Confidence interval
generation
Figure 4. Principles of the methodology for estimating probability of
occurrence of rare events.

(2)

which means that this modification cannot remove transitions
that have not s− as target, but can add new transitions. The
method maintains a correction factor called L initialised to 1;
this factor represents the likelihood of the path. When a path
crosses a transition s → s0 with s0 6= s− , L is updated by
0
)
L ← L PP(s,s
0 (s,s0 ) . When a path reaches s− , L is set to zero.
0
If P = P (i.e., no modification of the chain), the value of
L when the path reaches s+ (resp. s− ) is 1 (resp. 0). Let Vs
(resp. Ws ) be the random variable associated with the final
value of L for a path starting in x in the original model C
(resp. in C 0 ). By definition, the expectation E(Vs0 ) = p and
by construction of the likelihood, E(Ws0 ) = p. Of course, a
useful importance sampling should reduce the variance of Ws0
w.r.t. to the one of Vs0 equal to p(1 − p) ≈ p for a rare event.
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Structural
Analysis

exit rate of states and rescaling accordingly the transition
probability matrices [14]. Since the rates of transitions depend
on the current marking, determining Λ requires a structural
analysis like invariant computations for bounding the number
of tokens in places.
Fox-Glynn truncation: Given a uniform chain with initial
state s0 , exit rate Λ, and transition probability matrix P, the
state distribution πτ at time τ is obtained by the following
−Λτ
P
(Λτ )n n
P (s0 , s). This value can
formula: πτ (s) = n≥0 e n!
be estimated, with sufficient precision, by applying [15]. Given
two numerical accuracy requirements α and β, truncation
points n− and n+ and values {cn }n− ≤n≤n+ are determined
−Λτ
(Λτ )n
such that for n− ≤ n ≤ n+ : cn (1 − α − β) ≤ e n!
≤ cn ,
−Λτ
n
−Λτ
n
P
P
e
(Λτ )
e
(Λτ )
≤
α
and
≤
β.
n<n−
n>n+
n!
n!
Computation of the embedded DTMC: We build the embedded DTMC CΛ• of N • after uniformization. Since we want to
evaluate the probability to satisfy formula aU [0,τ ] b, the states
satisfying a (resp. ¬a ∧ ¬b) are aggregated into an absorbing
accepting (resp. rejecting) state. Let µn (s• ) be the probability
to be in the accepting state at time τ starting from state s• .
Numerical evaluation: Matrix P0 used for importance sampling simulation in the embedded DTMC of N to evaluate
formulas aU [0,n] b for n− ≤ n ≤ n+ , is based on the
distributions {µ•n }0<n≤n+ , where µ•n (s• ) is the probability
that a random path of the embedded DTMC of N • starting
from s• fulfills aU [0,n] b. Such a distribution is computed by a
standard numerical evaluation. However since n+ can be large,
depending on the memory requirements, this computation can
be done statically for all n or dynamically for a subset of such
n during the importance sampling simulation (more details are
given in the research report).
Simulation with importance sampling: Here the random
distribution of the successors of a state depend on both the embedded DTMC CΛ and the values computed by the numerical
evaluation. Moreover, all formulas aU [0,n] b for n− ≤ n ≤ n+
have to be evaluated increasing the time complexity of the
method.
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Generation of the confidence interval: After the simulations
we get a family of confidence intervals indexed by n− ≤ n ≤
n+ . Using Fox-Glynn truncation, we weight and combine the
confidence intervals and return the final interval.
B. Tackling signalling cascades
Tackling signalling cascades leads us to two improvements:
(1) we have performed a much more efficient importance
sampling simulation and (2) we have proposed different ways
of computing confidence intervals. We now detail these issues.
Importance sampling for multiple formulas: A naive implementation would require to apply statistical model checking
of formulas aU [0,n] b for all n between n− and n+ , but such
a number can be large. A more tricky alternative consists in
producing all trajectories until time horizon n+ and updating
the simulation results at the end of a trajectory for all the
intervals [0, n] with n− ≤ n ≤ n+ as follows. If the trajectory
has reached the absorbing rejecting state s− then it is an
unsuccessful trajectory for all intervals. Otherwise if it has
reached the absorbing accepting state s+ at time n0 then for
all n ≥ n0 it is a successful trajectory and for all n < n0 it is
unsuccessful. Doing this way, every trajectory contributes to
all evaluations, and we significantly increase the sample size
without increasing computational cost. The accuracy of the
results is improved.
Confidence interval estimation: The result of each trajectory of the simulation is a realisation of the random variable
Ws0 = Xs0 Ls0 where the binary variable Xs0 indicates
whether a trajectory starting from s0 is succesful and the
positive random variable Ls0 is the (random) likelihood.
Observe that E(Ws0 ) = E(Ls0 |Xs0 = 1)E(Xs0 ). Since
Xs0 follows a Bernoulli distribution, a confidence interval
can be easily computed for E(Xs0 ). For E(Ls0 |Xs0 = 1)
several approaches are possible among them we have selected
three possible computations ranked by conservation degree.
The first method assumes that the distribution is Gaussian
(which is asymptotically valid if the variance is finite, thanks
to the central limit theorem). Another method uses a pseudo
Chernoff-Hoeffding bound. Whenever the random variable is
bounded, this method is asymptotically valid. In our case we
use the minimal and maximal values observed during the
simulation as the bounds of Ls0 . The last method consists
in returning the minimal and maximal observed values as the
confidence interval.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
We have analysed two properties, the one of them is
inspired by [1]. Recall that the initial marking of the model is
parametrized by a scaling factor N . For the first propertie, the
reduced model is the same model but with local smaller scaling
factors on the different layers of phosphorylation. Every state
of the initial model is mapped (by f ) to a state of the abstract
model which has the “closest” proportion of chemical species.
For instance let N = 4, which corresponds to 16 species of
the first layer, a state with 6 tokens in Raf and 10 tokens in
RafP is mapped, for a reduced model with N = 3, to a state
with 4 = b6 × 3/4c tokens in Raf and 8 = d10 × 3/4e tokens
in RafP (see the research report for a specification of f ).
All statistical experiments have been carried out with our
tool COSMOS [16]. COSMOS is a statistical model checker
for the HASL logic [16]. It takes as input a Petri net (or a
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high-level Petri net) with general distributions for transitions.
It performs an efficient statistical evaluation of the SPN by
generating a code per model and formula. In the case of
importance sampling, it additionally takes as inputs the reduced
model and the mapping function specified by a C function and
returns the different confidence intervals. All experiments have
been performed on a machine with 16 cores running at 2 GHz
and 32 GB of memory both for the statistical evaluation of
COSMOS and the numerical evaluation of MARCIE.
We perform additional experiments with a third property,
which can be found in the research report.
A. Maximal peak of the output signal
The first property is expressed as a time-bounded reachability formula assessing the strength of the output signal of
the last layer: “What is the probability to reach within 10
time units a state where the total mass of ERK is doubly
phosphorylated?”, associated with probability p1 defined by:
p1 = Pr(True U≤10 (ERKPP = 3N ))
The inner formula is parametrized by N , the scaling factor
of the net (via its initial marking). The reduced model that
we design for COSMOS uses different scaling factors for the
three layers in the signalling cascade. The first two layers of
phosphorylation which are based on Raf and MEK always use
a scaling factor of 1, whereas the last layer involving ERK
uses a scaling factor of N . The second column of Table II
shows the ratio between the number of reachable states of the
original and the reduced models.
We have performed experiments with both COSMOS and
MARCIE. The time and memory consumptions for increasing
values of N are reported in Table II. For each value of N we
generate one million trajectories with COSMOS. We observe
that the time consumption significantly increases between
N = 3 and N = 4. This is due to a change of strategy in
the space/time trade-off in order to not exceed the machine
memory capacity. MARCIE suffers an exponential increase
w.r.t. both time and space resources. When N = 3, it is slower
than COSMOS and it is unable to handle the case N = 4.
Table II depicts the values returned by the two tools:
MARCIE returns a single value, whereas COSMOS returns three
confidence intervals (discussed above) with a confidence level
set to 0.99. We observe that confidence intervals computed
by the Gaussian analysis neither contain the result, the ones
computed by Chernoff-Hoeffding do not contain it for N = 3,
and the most conservative ones always contain it (when this
result is available). An analysis of the likelihood Ls0 is detailed
in the research report. It appears that the probability p1 depends
on N in an exponential way: p1 ≈ 800(3 · 10−15 )N . The
constants occurring in the formula could be interpreted by
biologists.
B. Conditional maximal signal peak
The network structure of each layer in the signalling cascade presents a cyclic behaviour, i.e., phosphorylated proteins,
serving as signal for the next layer, can also be dephosphorylated again, which corresponds to a decrease of the signal
strength. Thus an interesting property of the signalling cascade
is the probability of a further increase of the signal strength
under the condition that a certain strength has already been
reached. We estimate this quantity for the first layer in the
signalling cascade, i.e., RafP, and ask specifically for the
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TABLE II. C OMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND NUMERICAL VALUES RELATED TO THE EVALUATION OF p1
N
1
2
3
4
5

Reduction factor
38
558
4667
27353

time
20,072
15,745
40,241
51,120

memory
3,811MB
15,408MB
3,593MB
19,984MB

COSMOS
Gaussian CI
[3.75E-27,5.88E-26]
[4.34E-42,1.72E-39]
[1.54E-57,8.54E-56]
[3.97E-73,2.33E-70]

Chernoff CI
[3.75E-27,4.54E-25]
[4.34E-42,1.82E-38]
[1.54E-57,1.98E-55]
[3.97E-73,7.30E-70]

TABLE III. N UMERICAL VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH p2
N

L

2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4

2
3
4
5
6
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11
12

COSMOS
confidence interval
[2.39E-13 , 1.07E-09]
[2.18E-10 , 6.92E-08]
[9.33E-08 , 3.54E-05]
[1.16E-05 , 6.08E-04]
[5.42E-04 , 1.21E-03]
[1.82E-12 , 9.78E-09]
[3.41E-10 , 9.66E-08]
[1.81E-08 , 2.23E-06]
[8.72E-07 , 2.71E-06]
[1.42E-06 , 4.59E-05]
[2.69E-04 , 9.34E-04]
[5.12E-09 , 2.75E-08]
[8.23E-08 , 2.97E-07]
[9.84E-07 , 1.86E-06]

time
31
110
256
1000
5612
459
1428
7067
4460
4301
6420
8423
7157
18730

MARCIE
result
time
memory
5.55E-10
90
802 MB
6.64E-08
136
816 MB
3.01E-06
276
798 MB
7.16E-05
759
801 MB
1.27E-03
3180
804 MB
Time > 48 hours

[1]

[2]
[3]

[4]
Memory > 32GB

probability to reach its maximal strength, 4N : “What is the
probability of the concentration of RafP to continue its increase
and reach 4N , when starting in a state where the concentration
is for the first time at least L?”. This is a special use case of
the general pattern introduced in [1].
p2 = Prπ ((RafP ≥ L) U (RafP ≥ 4N ))

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

where π is the distribution over states when satisfying for
the first time the state formula RafP ≥ L (previously called a
filter). This formula is parametrized by threshold L and scaling
factor N . The results for increasing N and L are reported
in Table III (confidence intervals are computed by ChernoffHoeffding method). As before, MARCIE cannot handle the case
N = 3, the bottleneck being here the execution time.
It is clear that p2 is an increasing function of L. More
precisely, experiments point out that p2 increases approximatively exponentially by at least one magnitude order when L
is incremented. However this dependency is less clear than the
one of the first property.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

VII.

C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
[13]

We have studied rare events in signalling cascades with the
help of an improved importance sampling method implemented
in COSMOS. Our method has been able to cope with huge models (nearly a hundred billion states) that could not be handled
neither by computations nor by standard simulations. Analysis
of the experiments has pointed out interesting dependencies
between the scaling parameter and the quantitative behaviour
of the model.
In future work, we intend to incorporate other types of
quantitative properties, such as the mean time a signal needs
to exceed a certain threshold, the mean travelling time from the
input to the output signal, etc. We also plan to analyse other
biological systems like mutation rates in growing bacterial
colonies [17].
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[14]
[15]
[16]

[17]

MinMax CI
[3.75E-27,1.57E-23]
[4.43E-42,1.87E-37]
[1.78E-57,7.05E-55]
[5.44E-73,2.24E-69]

MARCIE
time
memory
Output
4
514MB
2.07E-12
326
801MB
8.18E-26
43,440
13,776MB
2.56E-39
Out of Memory: >32GB
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Abstract—This
paper
presents
ideas
for
design,
implementation and results of creation of computerised seminatural simulators of the different heterogeneous objects. The
presented approach extends well known solutions for object
simulators creation using the program generation technique.
Simultaneous co-design of the control system and the simulator
is explained as well. Both stand-alone and distributed objects
and control systems are included in the presented work.
Examples of different implementation of the presented
approach are presented.
Keywords – semi-natural simulation; program generation;
distributed control system; hardware-in-the-loop.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computer-based simulators of many different complex
objects are a reality today. They have become a reality with
the expansion of cheap computers since the 80’s of the 20th
century. The observation of many different implementations
and approaches to simulators creations are available
[1][2][3].
Large-scale hazardous objects like planes and nuclear
power plants have been simulated for decades. Simulation of
various real systems has multiple advantages compared to
experimenting and use of the actual system. Some of the
advantages are: the possibility to train the personnel to
operate various types of machines; to use such simulations in
preparations and optimizations of control algorithms; to
repeat and analyse specific situations.
The two main classes of simulators – fully numerical
simulators and physical simulators mark the boundaries. The
first one implements a kind of mathematical model (any
type). MATLAB® is a very good example of this approach
[8]. The second one is physical (material) emulation of the
object. There are a lot of simulators between these two
endmost types. Now, we can find Hardware-in-the-loop
(HIL) [9], Software-in-the-loop (SIL) [8], Agent-based
simulators [10] and other approaches to simulators building
inside the boundaries mentioned above. HIL and SIL are a
bit opposite because HIL means that one implements a
simulation of the object when the controller is ready-for-use.
The SIL means that one has a computer-based model of the
object and puts in the same environment the code of the
controller and runs the two together only numerically. The
Agent-based simulation is a new adoption of the componentoriented programming design approach and can be discussed
in this paper as a way how to present distributed/decentralized systems and to implement their simulations.
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All these simulators implement some model of the object
and communicate somehow with the controller or
experimental environment.
A brief examination of the papers and on-line materials
today shows many different simulators and simulation
environments [4][5][6].
One of the definitions of control systems architecture
concerns their geographical position. The variants are
‘concentrated/centralized’ and ‘distributed’ control systems.
When we talk about distributed control systems their
architecture reflects the structure of the object – distributed
on the level of parameters (huge objects) or distributed as
points of control. In both cases the control system is
influenced by the communication network and all delays
introduced by it, loss of packets, etc. [3]. Using the presented
below approach both concentrated and distributed systems
will be covered.
The paradigm for program generation of many kinds of
software is not new. Its implementation in the area of control
systems varies in aspects and mathematical background but
has a stable place in today’s methodologies. Here we will
discuss the version of program generation when the target
system is build using pre-programmed library components
which are only instantiated and linked in the real
implementation. The full code-generation like the one used
in MATLAB Embedded Studio [8] or ADA [11][12] based
real-time systems is out of the scope of this paper.
The approach presented in this paper is focused on using
one and the same tool (program generator) to design both the
HIL-type “semi-natural” object simulator and the control
system.
The name “semi-natural” means that the simulator is not
only a computer, running the object model and connected to
the controller via its physical interface, but additionally that
the simulator can include parts of the real object’s hardware.
In this case we have something that is mostly a simulator but
has some elements of an emulator.
The present paper is structured as follows: Section II
resents the proposed connection between control systems,
objects and their simulators; Section III presents a short
description of the used program generator and the formal
model implemented by it; Section IV presents the
implementation and analyses of several objects and their
simulators; Section V is the conclusion.
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II.

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENTED APPROACH

To implement a simulator using mathematical models of
the object is an old and widely used idea. To implement an
object emulator is a very old idea, too. To implement a
simulator using both a mathematical model and elements of
some physical hardware is a more recent one. To implement
a simulator using a physical interface, which is the same as
the original object interface is a much newer idea. It has been
possible to do that only for the last 20 years when both
computer hardware and peripheral devices became cheap
enough and versatile. To implement a simulator for a
distributed object is an old idea but it has been possible to
implement it only in the last few years after the advance in
communications and especially in guaranteed real-time
communications.
A complex control system has a structure similar to that
shown in Figure 1.
Layer III – Functional control

Layer II – Control of an integrated
subsystem

Layer I – Control of a single object
or an isolated subsystem

Object
Figure 1. General structure of a multi-layered control system.

Here, we assume the object to be a single one. Later, we will
discuss how that view can be expanded for distributed
objects. When we implement a computerized simulator with
a real peripheral device, we can present it on the diagram
shown in Figure 2.
When we combine both a control system and a simulator,
the resulting diagram looks like the one shown in Figure 3.
This approach allows different ways to simulate the
object to be used:
 full simulation using a physical interface of the
same type as the real object (and possibly
including parts of hardware from the object);
 partial simulation using a physical interface,
emulating the real interface;
 partial simulation using signal exchange based
on a type of networking.
In [1], several different variants for simulation are
described but here we discuss only those that include parts of
real physical hardware.
In all cases, if the object and/or control system has HMI
it is presented “as is” in the couple “control systemsimulator”.
Discussing simulation of a distributed object, we have to
include simulation of its distributiveness in the object
properties. Depending on the type of the distributiveness we
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can simulate transport delays, internal status (as temperature)
propagation delays and inequalities, distribution of process
run (like conveyor and machinery near it) and so on. The
complexity of that simulation can be higher than the
complexity of the control system. This complexity increases
in the case shown in Figure 3, when the control system and
the simulator are connected via an additional “line” for
activity synchronisation.
III. THE PRGEN – PROGRAM GENERATOR FOR
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS AND OBJECT SIMULATORS
The program generator used for establishing a simulation
model is designed for creating distributed real-time control
systems. It has been implemented in many different versions
over the years [14][15][16]. It is based on an extended
Moore machine implementing specific actions in each node
of the state machine. Specific elements of its design reflect
the possibility to generate both stand-alone and distributed
systems. The generated distributed systems can operate as a
“virtual mono-machine” or as a component-based (or agentbased) system. A graph representation of the control
algorithms is chosen. The system can be described by its
activities. Each activity is a separate thread. The activity
thread consists of two different graphs:
 A State Transition Graph (STG) – a graph model for
modelling the finite automaton, describing the general
behaviour of the activity thread. The graph is
represented like statechart described in [17].
 A Signal Flow Graph (SFG) – a graph model
representing the signal transformation flow (the
dataflow [18]). It is built by Function blocks, very
similar to Simulink®. It is mainly used to model the
continuous part of the system, to handle the I/O and
communication drivers and to calculate complex
predicates used in transitions of the State Transition
Graph.
A. State Transition Graphs
Each system node has at least one activity thread. This
thread is implemented by its STG defining the logical
behaviour (although there are some implementations
containing only one state with an infinite loop to itself). The
STG has one entry point (initial node) with no other function
than pointing where exactly the execution of the STG should
start when the system is started. For each state of the STG
one or more SFGs can be attached. For each state one or
more transitions should be defined. A transition to the same
state is acceptable. Decision making for transition to be
performed is based on an associated to each state Binary
Decision Diagram (BDD). Values for the BDD’s predicates
are taken from the node SFGs.
For each STG, an execution period is defined, defining
how often the graph activates and executes its current state.
The execution period can be modified if necessary during
runtime (e.g., when the system is in idle/power-down state
scanning inputs and refreshing outputs at a high rate are not
necessary).
There are two types of transitions defined: synchronous
and asynchronous. When a synchronous transition is
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executed the graph execution stops and the task goes in sleep
mode until the execution period expires. When an
asynchronous transition is activated, the task goes directly to
execution of the state following the transition, without
waiting for the period to expire.
B. Signal Flow Graphs
The SFG models the data flow of the system. Typically
the SFG entry points are Function blocks representing I/O
drivers, communication drivers or in specific cases data
calculated by other SFGs. Then the data is passed to other
Function blocks, which make transformations, check
constraints and conditions and produce output for I/O
drivers, communication, user visualization, database logging,
etc. Each Function block in the SFG is executed only once
per SFG execution. This is ensured by the connections
between them. There are two types of connections: activating
and non-activating. The SFG execution starts with Function
blocks which do not have activating inputs. After their
execution, the remaining blocks are checked for activation.
The blocks that have all their activating inputs set, start
execution and continue until the last block of the SFG
finishes its job.
Each Function Block (FB) can have up to three types of
inputs and two types of outputs.
The inputs of FB can be: Link Inputs (activating or nonactivating); Parameter Inputs; Internal State Inputs. Each
input can be linked to only one data source. An input which
takes data from two different sources (e.g. from the outputs
of two separate preceding FBs) is not available.
FBs can have two types of outputs. Static outputs – can
be a data source of unlimited number of link inputs. Point to
point outputs – cannot be a data source of inputs. Instead,
they can be linked to a static input and change their value.
All inputs and outputs can hold matrix values, allowing
complex system models to be generated.
What makes this implementation different from many
others is that a communication subsystem is implemented as
a number of communication modules using both logical and
physical data exchange protocols. Using this approach the
general model of the implemented system – control or
simulator, is virtual mono-machine. The communication bus
is implemented hidden, but observable [20][22].
Extended description of the model of the presented
program generator can be found in [14][19].
IV.

SIMULATOR PROJECTS

Hereafter, we will present three different objects where
the control system and the simulator were implemented
using the presented approach. All objects have dominantly
analogue behaviour, but they are very different in size and
general complexity. A comparison between the implemented
control system and simulators will be provided as well.
These objects are a fuel tank farm, a business building
and a machine for making sausages (food industry). The first
two objects are big distributed objects and the third one is a
stand-alone machine. The following points will be discussed
for each object: 1) why we need to build a simulator; 2) real
object structure; 3) how the simulator is built, and 4)
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problems when the program generator was used to
implement the simulator and how they were solved.
A. Tank farm control system and simulator
The tank farm control system includes the loading and
unloading of tanks, calculation of the available fuel based on
several different measured parameters, control of the pipe
system. The control system is built by using an industrial
OPC-based system connected to the field devices via
Profibus connections (both DP and PA).
The need to invest time and money in a simulator of the
tank farm has several dimensions: 1) it is used to design and
tune different elements and the integrated control system; 2)
it is used to train operative personnel; 3) it is used to analyse
situations like leaks, inconsistency between different meters,
etc.
Each tank has several integrated sensors for external and
internal temperature, density, height of the fuel in the tank.
Internal temperature is measured using distributed
(multipoint) thermometer measuring temperature in several
points on different depth in parallel. The density meter and
level (height) of the fuel is traversed in the fuel starting from
level 0 and finishing at the bottom of the tank. The pipe
system includes mass-meter computerized devices and valve
control. Valves can control fuel flow but they do not have
internal position stabilization and have to be controlled by
the main system. A general view of a tank, its
sensors/actuators and pipes, is shown in Figure 4.
Having more than 10 different tanks and a large number
of pipes makes the control and measurement task rather
complicated. All tank sensors and actuators were connected
to the upper level control system via Profibus PA in
compliance with explosion hazardous areas safety
requirements. Massmeters and valves as specific hardware
were simulated using other mixed SW-HW simulators of the
devices. With this simulating environment in mind, a
construction for object simulation was built. The structure of
the multilayered tank simulator is shown in Figure 5.
The tank simulator is built using the program generation
approach. It is generated by the program generator using
building blocks from the block library (pre-programmed and
pre-compiled elements like “PID-controller”, “first-order
filter”, “ADC driver”, etc.). As has been said, the tank
simulator is a multi-layered system. Each element is
simulated separately. Every local simulator is implemented
using Single Board Commuter (SBC) with an ARM core and
the necessary peripheral devices. Each SBC is driven by
RTOS and the real-time part of the program generator – the
RT interpreter and communication library.
Every low-level element is connected to the upper level
simulator layer which coordinates them, implements an
upper-level tank model and logic and supports
communication to the upper levels of the system simulator.
Thus, every complex tank simulator operates as a component
of components. Using this approach and combining this
simulator for every tank with simulators for connecting pipes
and switching valves, we designed and implemented the tank
farm simulator. The implemented simulator operated in
various types of modes for normal and abnormal operation,
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Integrated pulse
sensor with MBUS

Integrated pulse
sensor with MBUS

Integrated pulse
sensor with MBUS

B. Business building simulator
The next object that will be presented is a business
building. It has many different stores, restaurants and other
objects.
The decision to build a simulator for building control
purposes was taken for several reasons: 1) experiments with
the real equipment are possible and real data were collected
but they are expensive and after the beginning of the official
object exploitation some of them became impossible
(because they include measuring devices of utility companies
– electricity, water); 2) Experiments with different scenarios
of exploitation are impossible on the real object; 3) training
of the exploitation personnel has to be done periodically; 4)
the building owner needs an experimental field test for
malfunction and abnormal situation analyses.
Building control and data acquisition included electricity
load control, all separate electricity, water and heat metering
devices for every object, implementation of a number of
scenarios for lighting, heating and other equipment control,
control for abnormal situations and functioning, full time
system log, etc. The building has several hundred sensors –
smart or simple, several hundred actuators, switchers and
intelligent output devices. This complex object has multilayered requirements for exploitation. This requires a multi-

layered control system. Simulation and testing of the full
control system is impossible using standard approaches for
computer simulation.
The designed simulator consists of many low-level
simulators for every single object. Controlled sub-objects can
be separated in several classes of similarity. A single
template for every object class was designed. After that they
were instantiated and parameterized. The final structure is
similar to that shown in Figure 3. The final simulator system
has to have about 3000 different function blocks for 7
computational and 3 logical low-level configurations and 2
upper levels implementing simulation of integrated
functions. It is very hard to implement such a system. That is
why the simulator size was reduces to 1/10 of the real size
but including all computational and logical structures.
Additionally, modules were implemented simulating human
streams, some behavioural scenarios, and abnormal
situations in the electricity and water supply (malfunctions
injectors). All simulation modules were implemented using
SBC ARM-based computers with the appropriate physical
periphery and communication. From a generalized point of
view the controlled object is a heterogeneous distributed
discrete-event system including a number of analogue inputs
and outputs and several sub-objects of analogue type of
functionality. Many of the controlled elements communicate
to the controller via MBUS. The structure of the MBUS
connections is shown in Figure 6.
The control system includes a number of PLCs connected
to their upper level (a SCADA system running on an
industrial PC computer).
Integrated pulse
sensor with MBUS

to work in real-time and simulated time-flow with the control
system. It covered the following areas of use:
 Control functions test and tuning (control
system tests, tuning and development);
 Operators education/training;
 Abnormal situations analyses.
The main problems of the implemented simulator were
two: 1) the Profibus network; 2) the number of elements to
be simulated.
The Profibus communication has one positive side – it
has a well-known traffic scheme and communication load
and introduced delays can be calculated. It has one drawback
– it is very hard to simulate in a real environment because
developing of a Profibus slave is a hard, slow, specific and
expensive task. To avoid this problem we implemented
Master-Slave network over RS 422 media with an upper
level protocol similar to the Profibus. All delays were
included in the network modules. Removing Profibus from
the system for simulation purposes we switched all sensors
and actuators to other (supported by them) networks.
The solution of the problem with the number of the
simulated elements was solved using an approach from the
computer science. We had several tank types, valve types,
pipe types and communication links. A template
configuration for every different type of device was created.
An instance of every specific device was parameterized and
loaded into a SBC. All SBCs were connected following the
connection scheme. Thus, implementing each template only
once and configuring it for every specific instance all
simulator elements were built. Based on the componentbased system structure, they were connected one-by-one to
the controller. This allowed the design group to verify and
validate the solution starting from low and going to high
system complexity.

MBUS concentrator

MODBUS to upper level

Figure 6. MBUS to MODBUS connection

Every control loop is simulated by implementing an
object model running on the SBC under RT OS and the realtime interpreter of the generated by the program generator
configuration. One of the most important features of the
simulator is the ability to be re-loaded with different system
internal statuses (contexts) and to re-execute situations which
have happened and have been logged. Additionally, the
simulator can run in parallel with the real system in fast time
and to predict the object behaviour. The implemented
integral HMI was used to train building operators to
understand and control its functioning and all included
subsystems. Additionally, full database for process logging is
included.
As in the previous example, one of the problems was the
fact that simulation of a MBUS slave is hard. Fortunately,
we did not need to simulate it to test functional
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implementation. There are a lot of MODBUS simulators for
the upper level implementations. The communication library
of the program generator was extended with modules
implementing upper levels of MODBUS protocol. They
were connected to the simulator of the low-level pulse
sensors. The transmission from the simulation pulse module
to MODBUS module was done using substitution of MBUS
by I2C, but following the scheme in Figure 6. All upper
layers were kept as they were.
C. Food industry machine simulator
The third object that will be presented is a relatively
small system from the food industry. It is a machine for
making sausages. The size of the machine is about 2×2×3 m.
It has very non-linear behaviour depending on many
uncontrollable external disturbances – size and quantity of
the prepared sausages or meat, quality of the bran for the
smoke generator, variations of the current voltage and others.
The mathematical model of the machine is statistical. It is a
typical non-linear object with internally distributed
parameters. Experiments with this machine are expensive
and more over they are in-repeatable in general. Testing of
the controller and its software is hard. It was decided to
design and implement an object simulator to prepare an
experimental environment with predictable behaviour and
make testing and tuning of all control equipment repeatable.
The simulator was based (as before) on a SBC computer
with physical periphery as the real object. All analogue and
discrete signals were implemented using process I/O devices
with high resolution and precision. The mathematical model
of the object was implemented using library modules from
the program generator library.
Additionally,
a
communication channel to the upper level of the simulator
was implemented, which was used to set different parameters
of the model (to switch between different sausages and meats
and to simulate differences between different pieces of them
in the machine). Using this component approach and
program generation a simulator was built which covered the
real machine behaviour up to 98%. The controller was
designed to meet all project requirements. The main problem
in this simulation was to build-in enough possibilities to
induce disturbances in the object but, because this is mostly
mathematical and logical and not a hardware problem. The
controller was implemented using standard modules from
program generator’s library. The only problem was to
connect triggers activating these modules and their reparameterization to the upper level of the implemented
simulator. Using external data lines similar to the ones
shown in Figure 3 this was implemented.
V.

ANALYSES OF THE PRESENTED APPROACH FOR
SIMULATORS IMPLEMENTATION USING PROGRAM
GENERATION

In the paper, three different objects and the approach to
designing their simulators were demonstrated. One is a small
but very complex food machine, the second is a huge
distributed dominantly discrete object (a business building)
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and the third is a heterogeneous distributed object including
transport delays, a lot of non-linearites and additionally
several problems in communication simulation. All designed
simulators were of the type ‘semi-natural’ or ‘partial
emulators’. They include both specific and general-purpose
hardware and operate in real-time software. The presented
objects are very different. These simulators are based on one
and the same approach – a component design using an
automated tool, a program generator. This generator
produces a system configuration that is executed by the realtime system. All hardware for the simulators is similar –
SBC with ARM processors and physical periphery of the
type similar to the real object hardware interface. Depending
on the object size the real simulator is implemented using
one or several SBCs. They are connected to the implemented
control system via analogue, discrete, pulse and
communication interfaces.
Analyses of the complexity of the implemented
simulators compared with the control system show that they
are on similar levels. In all three situations the design phase
of the simulator facilitating the good understanding,
modelling and design of the control system. The possibility
to use simulators running with time speed different form the
real time enabled both fast checks of situations and real-time
prediction of eventual dangerous object behaviour to be
conducted. The numerical nature of the simulators and
control systems enables situation analyses using system logs
and other status information for events that have happened.
Education and training of operators of those systems is based
on the same principles. The main difference is the size of the
simulator. Hardware implementation depends on the number
of inputs, outputs and communication lines to be simulated.
The possibility of the program generator to build templates
and to instantiate them by sets of real parameters speeds up
many times the generation of systems with big number of
similar elements (as every component-based system).
Comparing the time necessary for the simulators building
we will say that the most hard for design from the modelling
point of view was the food machine simulator. The most
time consuming was the building simulator because it had
the biggest number of I/Os and real elements to be simulated
even using template instantiation.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The paper presented an approach to building object
simulators using program generators and one and the same
toolset for the control system and simulator implementation.
The presented semi-natural simulators enabled the control
system and the simulator to be designed simultaneously. This
approach reduces the investments and risks in the design and
implementation phases of the control system design. The
possibility to use that implemented simulator not only for
control system tests but for personnel training and for events
and abnormal situations analyses makes them a helpful,
relatively inexpensive tool with great flexibility and
versatility. The difference from other HIL is the ability to
include easily parts of the real hardware together with the
simulated one.
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Abstract—Using a component-based software development,
applications can be constructed from individual reusable
software components providing particular functionalities. The
testing of a particular component is very important not only
individually, but in the context of its neighboring components
as well. In the SimCo simulation tool, which we developed, it is
possible to perform tests of the software components in a
simulation environment. For this purpose, the neighboring
components of the tested components can be replaced by their
simulation models. In this paper, we describe an approach for
the semi-automated generation of the simulation model of a
software component based on the analysis of its interface and
on the observation of its behavior among its neighboring
components.

nents, sets of components, or entire applications directly –
without creating additional models of the tested components
[2][3][4]. When only a part of a component-based application (i.e. a single component or a set of components) is
tested, it is necessary to satisfy all dependencies of the tested
components. More specifically, the tested components can
require services of other components, which are not
considered necessary for the testing and thus are not present
in the simulation environment. In the SimCo simulation tool,
these required components are replaced by their simulation
models in order to satisfy the dependencies of the tested
components. They have the same interfaces as the
components they are replacing, but the original functionality
can be substituted for example by lists of pre-calculated
values or random numbers generators [5].
So far, the behavior of the simulation models of
components for the SimCo simulation tool is created
manually, which is a lengthy and error-prone process. In this
paper, we describe an approach for semi-automated
generation of the simulation models of components, whose
implementation is at our disposal, but the source code is not.
The approach is based on the analysis of the public interface
of the component and on the observation of the behavior of
the component among its neighboring components. The
result of the approach is a generated skeleton of the
simulation model of the component with partial functionality
and clues, which can be used by a programmer for finishing
of the functionality of the simulation model of the
component.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Software components are described in Section II. In
Section III, the simulation testing is discussed. Section IV
describes the SimCo simulation tool. In Section V, the
related work is discussed. The generation of simulated
components demonstrated on a case study is described in
Section VI. The future work is described in Section VII and
the paper is concluded in Section VIII.

Keywords-software component; simulation testing; simulation model generation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Component-based software development is a spreading
trend in contemporary software engineering. The main idea
of this approach lies in the utilization of isolated reusable
parts of software, which provide functionality via services.
These parts – called software components – can then
cooperate and form an entire application. Each component
has a defined interface, which is a set of services the
component provides. The component may also require
services of other components in order to work. A single
component can be used in multiple applications and
particular components in a single application can be provided
by different developers [1]. This reinforces the need for the
testing of software components and their interactions.
The testing of software components should be ensured by
their developers. However, it is also useful to test the functionality, quality of services, and extra-functional properties
of the component while it is interacting with other components forming together an application. Such kind of testing
has to be performed by programmers who did not create the
components themselves, but use them to make up a new
application. So, the source code, descriptions, and other
resources may be unavailable to them. In an extreme case,
only the public interfaces of the components may be known.
During our research, we developed the SimCo simulation
tool, which enables simulation testing of particular compo-
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II.

SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

Before we proceed with the description of our approach,
we will briefly discuss the basics of the component-based
software development.
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A. Basic Notions
Using the component-based software development, the
applications are constructed from software components. A
software component is a black box entity with a well defined
public interface, but no observable inner state. So, the
components mutually interact solely using their interfaces.
They should be reusable and the author of an application can
be different from the author(s) of the particular components.
This general definition is common for most component
models [1].
A component model describes how the particular
software components look, behave, and interact. A
component framework is then a specific implementation of a
component model and there can be several different
implementations of each component model [1]. The existing
component models are generally incompatible, since they
use different approaches to solving particular issues of the
software components.
B. OSGi
An example of a widespread component model is the
OSGi (Open Service Gateway initiative), which is contemporary used in both industrial and academic spheres. There are
several OSGi frameworks (i.e. implementations of the OSGi
model), which are commonly used [6]. The OSGi component
model is designed for Java programming language. It is
dynamic in nature, which means that it enables to install,
start, stop, and uninstall particular software components
without the need to restart the OSGi framework itself [7].
A software component in the OSGi component model is
referred as a bundle and has a form of a standard Java .jar
file with additional component-model-related information
(e.g., lists of services provided by the bundle and list of
services required by the bundle). Each bundle can contain
any number of classes. So, it can provide arbitrary complex
functionality [6]. As the interface of the bundle, standard
Java interfaces are used. So, the particular services provided
by a bundle have the form of standard Java methods [6].
Since the OSGi component model is widespread and the
transformation of one component model into another is
difficult (see Section II.A), the SimCo simulation tool was
developed solely for the OSGi [2]. However, the main ideas
and approaches utilized in it can be used in other component
models as well.
III.

SIMULATION TESTING

Now, as we described the basics of the component-based
software development, we will briefly discuss the simulation
testing.
A. Discrete-Event Simulation
A discrete-event simulation is a widely used simulation
technique. The simulation run is subdivided into a sequence
of time-stamped events representing incremental changes of
the simulation state. The simulation time between two
succeeding events can be arbitrary long. Nevertheless, the
simulation does not perform a real waiting for the specified
time. Instead, the simulation time is set to the time stamp of
the event, which is processed. So, the simulation time
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“jumps” from the time stamp of an event to the time stamp
of the next one [8].
The events are handled by a calendar, which incorporates
the list of events ordered by their time stamps. At the simulation run start, the calendar removes the first event from the
event list, sets the current simulation time on the time stamp
of the event, and performs the action (i.e. a change to the
simulation state) associated with the event. This action can
(but does not have to) create one or more new events, which
are added to the event list of the calendar on the positions
corresponding to their time stamps. Then, the next event is
removed from the event list and the entire process repeats
until a stop condition is reached or the event list is empty [8].
The discrete-event simulation, which was briefly
described in previous paragraphs, is used in the SimCo
simulation tool [2].
B. Simulation Testing of Software Components
Although the simulation testing can be used for various
systems, for the needs of this paper, we will focus on the
simulation testing of software components. There are two
approaches that can be used.
The first approach is to create a simulation model of the
software component, which shall be tested. This model is
then used in the simulation [9]. The advantage of this
approach is that the simulation model of the software
component is suited for the simulation. The disadvantage is
the necessary creation of the model, which can be often a
lengthy and error-prone manual process. Moreover, the
model usually does not incorporate all aspects of the original
software component, but only aspects, which are considered
important for the simulation testing by the creator of the
model. This can lead to an unintentional omission of
features, which in fact can be important for testing. These
disadvantages can be avoided or at least diminished by a full
or a partial automation of the process of the creation of the
component simulation model.
The second approach is to use the software component in
the simulation directly. The advantage of this approach is
that there is no need for creation of the simulation model of
the tested component and the component is tested directly.
So, its responses to the stimuli induced during the testing are
genuine. The main disadvantage is that the component is not
suited to run in a simulation environment. Hence, the
simulation environment must be able to allow running of the
software component as it would run in a real application. It
should also be noted that the problems connected to the
creation of simulation models (see previous paragraph) are
not fully avoided by the direct testing of the software
component in a simulation environment. The simulation
model of the tested component is not created, but it is often
necessary to create simulation models of other components
required by the tested component. Similarly to the first
approach, the disadvantages related to the simulation models
creation can be diminished by automation of the creation
process.
The simulation testing of the software components can be
further divided according to the knowledge of the tested
components. If their source code is known, it can be used for
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preparation of the tests. This is so-called white box testing. If
the source code in not known, the tests must be prepared
using interfaces or other available specifications of the tested
components. This is so-called black box testing [10].
IV.

SIMCO SIMULATION TOOL

The SimCo simulation tool, which we developed, enables
to test the software components directly in the simulation
environment. Its main features are described in the following
sections.
A. SimCo Features
The SimCo is written using the Java programming
language. It is based on the OSGi model [6] and, currently, it
is running in the Equinox OSGi framework [11]. Hence, the
software components, which can be tested within the SimCo,
are limited to OSGi bundles. This restriction is not so hard,
since the OSGi is quite widespread in various industry areas
as well as in the academic sphere (see Section II.B).
Within the SimCo simulation tool, it is possible to test a
single component (i.e. an OSGi bundle), set of components,
or an entire component-based application. The SimCo itself
is constructed from the components (OSGi bundles) as well
in order to enable its simple modifications and extensions
[5].
For the simulation testing, the SimCo utilizes the
discrete-event simulation (see Section III.A) where the
events correspond to the invocations of particular services of
the tested components [4]. The initial events, which shall be
performed during the simulation run, are imported to the
event list from a testing scenario. This testing scenario is
loaded from an XML file prior to the execution of the
simulation testing [5].
B. SimCo Software Component Types
There are four types of the software components in the
SimCo simulation tool – the core components, the real tested
components, the simulated components, and the intermediate
components [5].
The core components provide the functionality of the
SimCo itself. These software components ensure the running
of the simulation. Furthermore, they provide all necessary
supplementary functions such as logging, measuring, and
storing of the observed parameters, visualization of the
simulation, and so on. The most important core component is
the Calendar, which interprets the events from its event
list. More specifically, it invokes corresponding services of
the software components and so ensures the advancement of
the simulation in time [5].
The real tested components are the components which
are tested in the SimCo simulation tool. These components
can be created by various manufacturers. So, the source code
of the components may not be available to us, which implies
the black box testing (see Section III.B). Since the
components are running in the simulation environment, there
are several issues, such as discrepancy of the real and the
simulation time, undesirable hidden network communication
of the real tested components, and so on. These issues can be
solved using various means including aspect oriented
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programming or changing of the bytecode of the tested
components. For more information, see [4] and [5].
The simulated components are simulation models of
components, which provide services required by the real
tested components. They are not necessary when an entire
component-based application is tested within the SimCo
simulation tool. However, when only a single component or
a limited set of components are tested, components providing
some services required by the real tested components do not
have to be present in the simulation environment. The reason
is that these components are not considered important for the
testing, for example because they were already tested before
and/or the execution of their services is time-consuming.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to satisfy the requirements of
the real tested components. So, the required components,
which are not present in the simulation environment, are
replaced by their simulation models – the simulated
components. The simulated components can be useful for the
speedup of the simulation, because they do not have to
perform the calculations of the original components they are
mimicking. Instead, prerecorded values, table of return
values, or random numbers generators can be used,
depending on the situation [5]. At the same time, the
simulated components must exhibit the same external
behavior as the original components they are mimicking. For
example, if the consequence of a service invocation on the
original component is the invocation of a service on another
component, this must be true for the simulated component as
well. The simulated components also ensure the control of
the simulation by the SimCo simulation tool. All invocations
of the services of the simulated components are performed
using the events and the calendar [5].
The intermediate components are used to ensure the
control of the simulation by the SimCo simulation tool even
between two real tested components. More specifically, an
intermediate component is used as a proxy for a real tested
component. It provides the same services and all service
invocations on the real tested component are in fact handled
by this proxy (see Figure 1). The intermediate component
ensures that the service invocation on a real tested
component is performed using the events and the calendar,
similar to the simulated components (see previous
paragraph) [5]. Moreover, it performs the invocation of the
same service on the real tested component, for which it
serves as a proxy. This is necessary in order to obtain the
return value and/or trigger further actions (e.g., an invocation
of a service on another component).

Figure 1. An example of the SimCo component types
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The simulated components and the intermediate
components can also be used for the placing of probes
observing selected properties of the real tested components.
For example, it is possible to use the intermediate component
to measure execution times of the services of the real tested
component, for which the intermediate component acts as its
proxy [5].
An example of three component types (except the core
components) of the SimCo simulation tool is depicted in
Figure 1.
V.

RELATED WORK

The generation of the simulation models of software
components, whose implementation is at our disposal, but
their source code is not, is not common and it is difficult to
find description of similar approaches in the literature.
However, it is related to the black box testing of software
components, since the inspection of the component behavior
is performed in both cases. The relevant techniques are
mentioned in the following sections.
A. Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineering is a process of analyzing a system (a
software component in our case) and creating the
representation of the system in another form or at a higher
level of abstraction [12]. Reverse engineering can be used
even when the source code is known (i.e. during white box
testing) for example for creation of UML (Unified Modeling
Language) diagrams or control-flow graphs. For this
purposes, the static or dynamic analysis can be used [12]. In
situations when the source code is not known (i.e. during
black box testing) the reverse engineering can be used for the
extraction of the source code from the binary representation
of the application [13]. In our case, the application is the
software component (an OSGi bundle) and the binary
representation is the bytecode of its .class files.
There are several disadvantages of reverse engineering
used for the obtaining of the source code. The names of the
methods and parameters are lost, since they are irrelevant
(and thus not present) in the binary representation. Similarly,
the comments cannot be restored for the same reason [13].
So, it may be difficult for a human programmer to
understand the obtained source code.
Although the reverse engineering of the Java bytecode is
possible and, using specialized tools, quite straightforward,
all mentioned issues stand. Moreover, our intention is not to
replicate the exact inner functioning of the components. The
simulated components should exhibit the same external
behavior as their original components, but their inner
functioning can be significantly different (e.g., in order to
reduce the computation time). So, even with a successful
reverse engineering of the bytecode, the analysis and
modifications of the obtained source code by a programmer
is still necessary. Due to these issues, a significant amount of
manual work may be required.
B. Interface Probing
Interface probing is a technique that utilizes the public
interface of the software component for the examination of
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its behavior and its features. This technique can be readily
utilized during the black box testing, since the source code is
not necessary. Using the interface probing, the public
interface with the services of the tested software components
is identified first. Then, the input values for the services are
generated, the particular services are invoked with the
generated inputs, and the outputs of the services of the
component are observed [13][14]. For this purpose, the
component can be wrapped in an encasing object, which
controls the input and output data flows [15]. This is similar
to the intermediate components used by the SimCo
simulation tool (see Section IV.B).
The main disadvantage of the interface probing is the
problematic generation of the input values. They can be
created randomly or manually. In both cases, it is possible to
omit values, which are in fact important for the uncovering
of hidden features or a hidden behavior of the tested
component and its services [13]. In order to reduce the
problem, it is possible to use typical values, such as 0, -1, 1,
minimal value, maximal value for an integer input or all
possible values for a character input [13]. However, these
examples are very general and can be useless (in the sense of
the uncovering of a hidden behavior) for a specific service.
So, it is necessary to use other typical and border input
values for the given service, if possible. These values can be
provided by a programmer based on textual or other
description of the software component and its services,
which can be (but does not have to) at the disposal. At the
very least, the programmer can use the name of the service as
a clue for the service’s probable functioning.
C. Other Techniques
Other common techniques include the generation of the
graphical user interface for the software component, which
enables instant access to the particular services of the
component. This graphical user interface then enables quick
ad hoc testing of the particular services of the component
using various input values without the necessity to create a
client application for the component [16].
There are also more exotic approaches such as proposal
for the extended component interface specification, which
would enable easier black box testing [17] or the utilization
of a genetic algorithm for the generation of the input data for
the testing [18].
VI.

SIMULATED COMPONENTS GENERATION

As it was mentioned before, so far, the simulated
components of the SimCo simulation tool are created
manually. If the source code of the component, for which the
simulated component is created, is known, the simulated
component can be created using analysis of this source code.
If the source code of the original component is not known
(e.g., the component was created by another manufacturer),
the situation is even worse, because we have only the public
interface of the component and its bytecode (and the Javadoc
or other documentation in some cases) at our disposal. In this
case, it is difficult to analyze the behavior of the component.
Therefore, we have developed a semi-automated
approach for the generation of the simulated components. To
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avoid confusion, the real component, for which the simulated
component (i.e. its simulation model) will be generated, will
be referenced only as the original component for short from
now on.
A. Approach Description
The skeleton of the component (i.e. methods representing
services of the component) can be generated easily using the
analysis of the public interface of the original component.
The basics of the behavior of the simulated component can
be then generated using the analysis of the behavior of the
original component while it is running among other real
components.
The approach does not require the knowledge of the
source code of the original component, but there are some
limitations. First, in the majority of the cases, the approach is
unable to determine the complete behavior of the original
component, but can provide clues for this behavior. These
clues can be then used by the programmer during the
finishing of the simulated component. Thus the “semiautomated” attribute of the approach. Second, it is necessary
to have the neighboring components of the original
component available. These components require the services
or are required by the services of the original component.
B. Case Study: Traffic Crossroad Control
The approach will be demonstrated using a case study –
Traffic crossroad control. It represents a component-based
application for the control of road traffic in a crossroad using
traffic lights. It is expected to run on a specific hardware and
operate a variety of hardware sensors and control units [4].
The components involving any direct contact with sensors
and control units were replaced by (manually created)
simulated components in order to enable running of the
application on a standard desktop computer [2].
The Traffic crossroad control application consists of
eight components (see Figure 2). The TrafficCrossroad component provides the information about the
structure of the traffic crossroad. Moreover, its simulated
version incorporates a nanoscopic road traffic simulation
replacing the real traffic [4]. The OpticDetection and

Figure 2. Software components of the Traffic crossroad control application
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int getQueueLength(String)
boolean isVehicle(String)
DetectorType getCurrentDetectorType()
void setCurrentDetectorType(DetectorType)
Figure 3. List of services of the SensorAccess component

the InductionLoop components handle specific hardware sensors and provide measured data from these sensors.
The simulated versions of these components utilize the data
from the nanoscopic road traffic simulation of the TrafficCrossroad component. The TrafficLightsController component ensures the activation of particular
traffic lights. The ControlPanel component is a user
interface of the entire application. The TrafficControlAlgorithm component incorporates an algorithm for the
control of the traffic lights. This algorithm can (but does not
have to) require data from the sensors mediated by the
SensorAccess component. This component is also used
by the StatisticsCollector component, which
periodically collects the data from it and provides various
traffic statistics accessible via the ControlPanel component [4].
In the following sections, we will describe our approach
for semi-automated generation of a simulated component for
the SensorAccess component.
C. Generation of Component’s Skeleton
The skeleton of the simulated component is generated
using the analysis of the public interface of the original
component. For this purpose, a service of the OSGi can be
used, since it provides functionality to determine the public
interface (i.e. a Java interface) of a component (bundle) [19].
For the determination of the particular services (i.e. Java
methods) of this interface, the Java reflection can be used
[20]. This way, we obtain a list of services provided by the
component including the types of their parameters and their
return values. The information obtained for the SensorAccess component using this approach is depicted in
Figure 3.
Using the obtained list of services, the skeleton of the
simulated component is generated. The skeleton of each
simulated component is represented as one Java class with
methods along with their parameters and return values
corresponding to the particular services of the original
component. The bodies of the generated methods are not
completely empty, the logic necessary for adding of the
events corresponding to the invocation of the services to the
calendar are automatically added. The standard OSGi
Activator class ensuring the connection of the generated
simulated component to the particular components it requires
[19] is automatically added to the simulated component as
well. The generated skeleton of the simulated component
with its services is depicted in Figure 4.
D. Generation of Component’s Behavior
The more difficult part of our approach is the generation
of the component behavior. For this purpose, the original
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public class SimulatedSensorAccess implements
ISensorAccess {
private BundleContext bc;
private IOpticDetection od;
private IInductionLoop il;
private ICalendar calendar;
public SimulatedSensorAccess(BundleContext bc,
IOpticDetection od, IInductionLoop il,
ICalendar calendar) {
this.bc = bc;
this.od = od;
this.il = id;
this.calendar = calendar;
}
public int getQueueLength(String arg0) {
calendar.insertEvent();
return 0;
}
public boolean isVehicle(String arg0) {
calendar.insertEvent();
return false;
}
public DetectorType getCurrentDetectorType() {
calendar.insertEvent();
return null;
}
public void setCurrentDetectorType(
DetectorType arg0) {
calendar.insertEvent();
}
}
Figure 4. Skeleton of the simulated SensorAccess component

component, for which the simulated component shall be
created, is imported to the SimCo simulation tool along with
other components, which are required by the services of the
original component or require the services of the original
component. It is also possible to import entire componentbased application, whose part the original component is. The
components, which require the services of the original
component, are not necessary, but can provide information
about the parameters of the services of the original
component.
It is assumed that all the neighboring components of the
original components are real, but they can also be simulated,
assuming they exhibit the same behavior as the real
components they are mimicking. Between all pairs of the
neighboring real components, there are intermediate
components designed to observe the invocations of the
services. The behavior generation then works as follows.
A tree data structure incorporating the original
component and all components, which can invoke services of
the original component, and all the services of these
components is initiated. Each service of each component
contains a list of possible invocations with various
parameters. These invocations are automatically generated
based on the type of their parameters, similarly to [13].
For the enum parameters, all possible values (including
null) are generated, since there are usually only several
values. For the char parameters, the basic 256 characters
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and several higher values are generated (in Java, the size of
char type is 2 bytes). For the number parameters, a set of
representative and border values are generated (e.g., -128, 64, -16, -1, 0, 1, 16, 63, 127 can be generated for a byte
parameter). It is not feasible to generate all possible values of
the number parameters. For object parameters, only the
null value is generated. If the service has multiple
parameters, all combinations are generated. Of course, this
can lead to the exponential increase of the number of
generated invocations. Hence, the programmer can restrict
the generated parameters to values, which he or she
considers representative. Moreover, the programmer should
provide values, which cannot be automatically generated, for
example filled data objects, which are parameters of the
invocations. The programmer can use Javadoc of the original
component or other documentation for this purpose, if they
are at the disposal.
Once the structure is initiated, it is explored component
by component, service by service, invocation by invocation.
Each invocation from the tree data structure is performed on
the corresponding component and it can have various
consequences – an exception, a return value, a change of the
inner state of the component, and a subsequent invocation of
a service of another component. These consequences, with
the exception of the change of inner state, which is
unobservable from outside, are captured by the intermediate
components (and also by the simulated components if they
are present) and inserted to the tree data structure, but only if
they are not already present in the structure and they are
related to the components, which are present in the structure.
Simultaneously, the flag indicating that a change of the
structure occurred is set. If the invocation consequence is a
subsequent invocation, and this invocation is not already
present in the structure, the invocation is added to the
structure as well and the flag is again set. The exploration of
the structure repeats while this flag is set. The pseudocode of
the filling and exploring of the tree structure is depicted in
Figure 5.
The iterative nature of the approach enables to explore
multiple inner states of the components. As it was said
before, the change of the inner state of a component is
unobservable. However, the inner state of the component can
be changed by invocation of its services (if the component
can have different inner states at all). On the other hand, the
inner state of the component can influence the behavior of its
services – a services invoked with the same parameters can
have different outcome due to a different inner state of the
component. So, the repeating of the invocations, which were
already performed, can bring new invocations and invocation
consequences, which can be useful for a better exploration of
the original component behavior. When no new invocation
consequences are generated in the iteration, the process is
stopped in order to avoid to be stuck in an infinite loop.
Consider now the Traffic crossroad control case study
and the generation of the simulated component for the
SensorAccess component. This component is then the
original component and the StatisticsCollector and
the TrafficControlAlgorithm components are the
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//Initialization of the tree data structure
structure.addComponent(originalComponent);
structure.addComponents(
simco.getInvokingComponents(originalComponent));
for (c: structure.components) {
c.services = simco.getServicesOfComponent(c);
for (s: c.services) {
//Generate parameters and read parameters from
//the user for the invocation
s.invocations =
simco.generateAndReadInvocations();
}
}
//Exploration of invocations and consequences
structure.setChanged(true);
while (structure.isChanged()) {
structure.setChanged(false);
for (c: structure.components) {
for (s: c.services) {
for (i: s.invocations) {
invocationConsequences =
simco.performServiceInvocation(c, s, i);
for (ic: invocationConsequences) {
//Only consequences, which are not
//already present
if (!i.consequences.contains(ic)) {
i.consequences.add(ic);
structure.setChanged(true);
}
if (ic.type == SUBSEQUENT_INVOCATION) {
sc = ic.subsequentComponent;
ss = ic.subsequentService;
si = ic.subsequentInvocation;
//Only for components contained in
//the structure and only invocations,
//which are not already present
if (structure.contains(sc) &&
!ss.contains(si)) {
structure.addInvocation(sc, ss, si);
structure.setChanged(true);
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
Figure 5. Pseudocode of the tree data structure exploration

invoking components (see Figure 2). The user did not
provide any parameters of the invocations. The filled
explored tree data structure is then depicted in Figure 6.
There, the components, services, invocations, and invocation
consequences are marked with C, S, I, and IC, respectively.
The value in the parentheses of I expresses the originator of
the invocation – G for “generated at beginning”, U for
“provided by user”, and Ax for “added automatically during
the xth iteration”. The value in the parentheses of IC denotes
the index of the iteration, in which the invocation
consequence was added to the tree data structure (starting
with 0).
As can be seen in Figure 6, the invoking components add
invocations of the services of the original component and
provide String parameters, which would not be generated
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C: StatisticsCollector //Invoking component #1
S: Statistics collectStatistics()
I(G): collectStatistics()
IC(0): subsequent invocation
[SensorAccess.getQueueLength("E_01")]
. . .
IC(0): subsequent invocation
[SensorAccess.getQueueLength("E_04")]
IC(0): return value [statistics]
IC(1): return value [statistics]
C: TrafficControlAlgorithm //Invoking component #2
S: void updateTrafficLightsState()
I(G): updateTrafficLightsState()
IC(0): subsequent invocation
[SensorAcces.isVehicle("E_01")]
. . .
IC(0): subsequent invocation
[SensorAcces.isVehicle("E_04")]
C: SensorAccess //Original component
S: int getQueueLength(String)
I(G): getQueueLength(null)
IC(0): exception [NullPointerException]
I(A0): getQueueLength("E_01")
IC(0): subsequent invocation
[OpticDetection.getVehiclesCount("E_01")]
IC(0): return value [2]
IC(1): subsequent invocation
[InductionLoop.isVehicle("E_01")]
IC(1): return value [1]
. . .
I(A0): getQueueLength("E_04")
IC(0): subsequent invocation
[OpticDetection.getVehiclesCount("E_04")]
IC(0): return value [0]
IC(1): subsequent invocation
[InductionLoop.isVehicle("E_04")]
IC(1): return value [0]
S: boolean isVehicle(String)
I(G): isVehicle(null)
IC(0): exception [NullPointerException]
I(A0): isVehicle("E_01")
IC(0): subseqeuent invocation
[OpticDetection.getVehiclesCount("E_01")]
IC(0): return value [true]
IC(1): subseqeuent invocation
[InductionLoop.isVehicle("E_01")]
IC(1): return value [true]
. . .
I(A0): isVehicle("E_04")
IC(0): subseqeuent invocation
[OpticDetection.getVehiclesCount("E_04")]
IC(0): return value [false]
IC(1): subseqeuent invocation
[InductionLoop.isVehicle("E_04")]
IC(1): return value [false]
S: DetectorTypes getDetectorType()
I(G): getDetectorType()
IC(0): return value [DetectorTypes.OPTIC]
IC(1): return value [DetectorTypes.INDUCTION]
S: void setDetectorType(DetectorTypes)
I(G): setDetectorType(null)
IC(0): exception [NullPointerException]
I(G): setDetectorType(DetectorTypes.OPTIC)
IC(0): nothing observable
I(G): setDetectorType(DetectorTypes.INDUCTION)
IC(0): nothing observable
Figure 6. Example of the filled explored tree data structure
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if the invoking components were not present. These
parameters (e.g., “E_01”) are the IDs of the traffic lanes, in
which the sensors survey the state of road traffic. In this
case, the IDs are taken from the TrafficCrossroad
component, which provides information about the traffic
crossroad, by the StatisticsCollector and TrafficControlAlgorithm components. The invocations of
the services of the TrafficCrossroad component are
not present in the filled tree data structure, because the
TrafficCrossroad is not present in the tree data
structure, since it is not an invoking component of the
original (i.e. SensorAccess) component. We know the
origin of the IDs, only because we developed the Traffic
crossroad control application. If this were not the case and
the source code of the application were not available to us,
the origin of the IDs would be hidden from us. Nevertheless,
the IDs would still be there helping to probe the behavior of
the original SensorAccess component.
The overall statistics of the content of the filled tree data
structure is summarized in Table I. The tree data structure is
filled in three iterations of the outermost (while) cycle (see
Figure 5). In the third iteration, there are no newly added
invocations or invocation consequences. So, the algorithm
ends.

5.

6.

7.

8.

TABLE I. OVERALL STATISTICS OF THE FILLED TREE DATA STRUCTURE
Feature
Number of invocations generated at beginning
Number of invocations provided by user
Number of automatically added invocations in 1st iteration (A0)
Number of automatically added invocations in 2nd iteration (A1)
Number of automatically added invocations in 3rd iteration (A2)
Number of generated consequences in 1st iteration (0)
Number of generated consequences in 2nd iteration (1)
Number of generated consequences in 3rd iteration (2)
Number of iterations

Count
8
0
8
0
0
31
17
0
3

Using the part of the filled explored tree data structure
containing data for the SensorAccess component and a
set of rules, it is possible to generate limited bodies of the
services of this component with clues for the programmer.
The rules are following:
1. If there is a single return value for each invocation,
generate an if-else construction depending on the
parameters of the invocation for the particular return
values of the service.
2. If there are multiple return values for a single
invocation, generate an if-else construction depending on the parameters of the invocation for the return
value of the service. All but the first return value for the
same invocation put in the comments in the
corresponding branch of the if-else construction.
3. If there is a single return value for a service without
parameters, generate return statement with this value.
4. If there are multiple (different) return values for a
service without parameters, this service can reflect state
of the component (e.g., it is a getter). Generate an
information comment for the programmer. Generate
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9.

10.

11.

multiple return statements with all return values. All
but the first return statements put in the comments.
If there is a single subsequent invocation for each
invocation and the parameters of the invocation
correspond by type and value to the parameters of the
subsequent invocation, generate a method call
corresponding to the subsequent invocation using the
formal parameters of the service.
If there are multiple subsequent invocations of different
services for a single invocation and the parameters of
the invocation correspond by type and value to the
parameters of the subsequent invocations, generate
multiple methods calls corresponding to the particular
subsequent invocations using the formal parameters of
the service.
If there is a single subsequent invocation for each
invocation and the parameters of the invocation do not
correspond by type or value to the parameters of the
subsequent invocation, generate an if-else construction depending on the parameters of the invocation for
the particular methods calls corresponding to the
subsequent invocations.
If there are multiple subsequent invocations of different
services for a single invocation and the parameters of
the invocation do not correspond by type or value to the
parameters of the subsequent invocations, generate an
if-else construction depending on the parameters of
the invocation for the particular sets of the methods
calls corresponding to the subsequent invocations.
If there are multiple (different) subsequent invocations
for a single invocation in multiple iterations and the
parameters of the invocation correspond by type and
value to the parameters of the subsequent invocations,
the subsequent invocation can depend on the inner state
of the component. Generate an information comment
for the programmer. Generate an if-else construction depending on the parameters of the invocation for
the methods calls corresponding to the particular
subsequent invocations. All but the first method call for
the same invocation put in the comments in the
corresponding branch of the if-else construction.
If there are multiple (different) subsequent invocations
for a single invocation in multiple iterations and the
parameters of the invocation do not correspond by type
or value to the parameters of the subsequent
invocations, the subsequent invocation can depend on
the inner state of the component. Generate an
information comment for the programmer. Generate
multiple methods calls corresponding to the particular
subsequent invocations. All but the first method call put
in the comments.
If there is a single exception for a single invocation,
generate an if-else construction depending on the
parameters of the invocation for the throwing of the
corresponding exceptions.
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12. If there are multiple (different) exceptions for a single
invocation, generate if-else construction depending
on the parameters of the invocation for the throwing of
the corresponding exception. Additional exceptions for
the same invocation put in comments in the
corresponding branch of the if-else construction.
13. If there are multiple exceptions or a single exception for
a service without parameters, generate the throwing of
the corresponding exceptions. Put them into the
comments.
The resulting generated bodies of the services of the
simulated SensorAccess component are depicted in
Figure 7. The handling of the service using the calendar was
added already during the component skeleton generation (see
Section VI.C). The particular parts of the generated bodies –
invocation of services, return values, throwing of exceptions
– are not directly usable. It is possible to compile the
generated simulated component, but its behavior will not
correspond to the behavior of the original component.
However, the programmer can use the generated parts as
clues for what the particular services should do. It is much
easier for him or her to finish the functionality of the
simulated component than when he or she should program
the functionality of the simulated components from the
scratch. This is the most important contribution of our semiautomated approach.
In Figure 7, it is indicated with the comments in the
generated source code, which parts of the services bodies
were generated using which rule. For the entire
SensorAccess component, only the rules 1, 2, 4, 9, and
11 were utilized.
E. Approach Evaluation
As it was demonstrated using the case study, the
automatic part of our approach for the generation of the
simulated components is working and provides clues of what
the particular services of the component should do for the
programmer. The programmer then finishes the functionality
of the simulated component using these clues.
However, it should be noted that in a more complicated
case with services with multiple parameters, the generated
bodies of the services can become quite long and difficultly
understandable by the programmer. In such cases, the
restrictions of the generated parameters provided by the
programmer are important (see Section VI.D). This
restriction was not used in the presented case study, since the
number of parameters of the services was low and the
generated bodies of the services are easily readable.
The programmer also did not provide any parameters
values for the services invocations. Despite of this, the
invoking software components provided the String
parameters, which enable a better exploration of the behavior
of the services of the original component (see Section VI.D).
Nevertheless, this depends solely on the nature of the
component-based application. In many cases, the invoking
components do not have to provide useful parameters. Then,
the possibility to add the parameters of the services
invocations by the programmer becomes more important.
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public int getQueueLength(String arg0) {
calendar.insertEvent();
//Rule 11
if (arg0 == null) {
throw new NullPointerException();
}
//Rule 9
if (arg0.equals("E_01"))
od.getVehiclesCount("E_01");
//il.isVehicle("E_01");
. . .
else if (arg0.equals("E_04"))
od.getVehiclesCount("E_04");
//il.isVehicle("E_04");
//Rule 2
if (arg0.equals("E_01"))
return 2;
//return 1;
. . .
else if (arg0.equals("E_04"))
return 0;
else
return 0;
}
public boolean isVehicle(String arg0) {
calendar.insertEvent();
//Rule 11
if (arg0 == null) {
throw new NullPointerException();
}
//Rule 9
if (arg0.equals("E_01"))
od.getVehiclesCount("E_01");
//il.isVehicle("E_01");
. . .
else if (arg0.equals("E_04"))
od.getVehiclesCount("E_04");
//il.isVehicle("E_04");
//Rule 1
if (arg0.equals("E_01"))
return true;
. . .
else if (arg0.equals("E_04"))
return false;
else
return false;
}
public DetectorType getCurrentDetectorType() {
calendar.insertEvent();
//Rule 4
return DetectorTypes.OPTIC;
//return DetectorTypes.INDUCTION;
}
public void setCurrentDetectorType(DetectorType
arg0) {
calendar.insertEvent();
//Rule 11
if (arg0 == null)
throw new NullPointerException();
}
Figure 7. Generated services bodies of the SensorAccess component
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VII. FUTURE WORK

[3]

In our future work, we will focus on improving our
approach in several ways.
A. Better Exploration of the Tree Data Structure
First of all, we will focus on a better exploration of the
tree data structure, from which the simulated components are
generated. This includes ordering of the particular
invocations in order to explore more different inner states of
the components. This can theoretically lead to acquiring of a
higher number of subsequent invocations.
We also want to employ analysis of the names of the
services/methods. This can be useful for example for
determining whether a pair of services serves as a getter and
a setter of a property of the component.
B. Expansion of the Set of Rules
The rules described in Section VI.D can be also
expanded by other rules in order to provide more and/or
better clues in the generated bodies of the services of the
simulated component. The generation of the clues can be
also refined to be clearer for the programmer. For example,
an array or a table with values accessed using indices can be
used instead of large if-else constructions.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described an approach for the semiautomated generation of a simulated component, which is
used as a replacement of a real component during simulation
testing of other real software components. The approach is
based on the observation of the original component behavior
while it is interacting with other real components, which
require or are required by its services.
The resulting generated simulated component incorporates all services of the original component and parts of their
bodies, which provide clues for the programmer. The
programmer can then use these clues for the finishing of the
behavior of the services of the simulated component. The
approach was designed for the OSGi component model, but
the ideas behind it can be utilized also in other component
models. The approach is demonstrated using a case study.
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Abstract—Senior living facilities consume more energy than
other types of residential buildings due to seniors’ different
lifestyles and comfort levels. In order to reduce the high energy
consumption of senior living facilities, designers should
consider sustainable design strategies. One important strategy
is daylighting because of its potential to save energy and to
benefit seniors’ health. This paper presents a case study based
on a senior apartment in Changsha, China. Simulation models
are developed to analyze the building’s energy consumption
and daylighting conditions. Simulation input parameters are
adopted through a literature survey to accommodate the real
lifestyles and thermal comfort conditions of seniors. Daylight
levels are tested, analyzed and considered in relation to energy
performance. This paper shows that daylighting is a more
efficient energy saving measure for senior living facilities than
it is for regular residential buildings.
Keywords-senior housing; thermal comfort; visual comfort;
energy saving; daylighting.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The elderly population is growing dramatically
worldwide, hence the increasing demand for senior housing
and senior-care facilities. The population of the elderly—
people aged 60 years or over—is predicted to more than
double between 2013 and 2050. Also, the proportion of aged
people will increase from 12 percent in 2013 to 21 percent in
2050. The population is aging more quickly in developing
countries than in developed countries, and China has one of
the fastest-aging populations in the world [1].
As people age, their physical fitness and physiological
functions degrade. In order to maintain seniors’ comfort
levels, special built environments need to be developed,
specifically thermal [2], lighting [3], and acoustic
environments [4]. However, most building standards and
codes that currently govern the physical built environment
are based on the needs of younger adults and do not
specifically address seniors’ requirements.
Senior-care facilities have nearly two times the Energy
Use Intensity (EUI) of normal residential buildings [5]. The
reason for the enormous EUI should be investigated in order
to achieve the energy saving goals in senior housing.
This research studies aspects of a specially built
environment, such as room temperature and lighting level,
which affect the ability of seniors to maintain their health
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and comfort. The energy consumption features of senior
housing are examined to find how they are different from
those of housing for younger adults. The importance of
daylighting for seniors and senior housing are proposed. The
energy savings though daylighting are assessed through a
modified simulation process using the OpenStudio [6],
Radiance [7], and EnergyPlus [8] simulation programs.
The second section of the paper reviews the literature
about the input values for simulation, which are the
temperature and illumination for seniors’ comfort. The third
section describes the methodology of the research, including
the simulation model, simulation tools, and simulation
process. The fourth section presents the simulation of four
energy models, the fifth section analyzes the simulation
results, and the sixth section shows the conclusion of the
research.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Temperature and Thermal Comfort
Thermal comfort is one of the most important criteria to
consider when evaluating a built environment. The
temperature setpoint has a huge impact on the building’s
energy consumption. According to current standards, the
comfort temperature requirements are the same for people of
all ages. However, researchers have found that the elderly
have different thermal environment preferences from
younger adults.
In a climate chamber research, it was found that older
adults prefer a higher ambient temperature, 23.1 °C (73.5
°F), than do younger adults, 21.9 °C (71.4 °F), for a
difference of about 1.2 °C (2.0 °F) [2]. It has also been found
that the elderly prefer a higher temperature than do younger
adults [9]. A field study about seniors’ thermal comfort
requirements in residential environments showed that
seniors’ temperature of thermal neutrality was 25.2 °C (77.4
°F) for the summer and 23.2 °C (73.8 °F) for the winter
[10]. However, other studies found different results that older
adults preferred the same environmental temperature as the
younger adults and that the optimal temperature for thermal
comfort was 21.1 °C (70.0 °F) for both age groups [11].
This study is based on the assumption that seniors prefer
relatively high temperatures. People’s temperature
preferences tend to vary according to climate and culture, so
data on the specific thermal condition preference of the
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seniors in China would be beneficial to future studies. In this
study, the ASHRAE 90.1-2004 standard is used for the
baseline simulations. In ASHRAE 90.1-2004, the heating
and cooling temperature settings for mid-rise apartment are
21.1 °C (70.0 °F) and 23.9 °C (75.0 °F), respectively. In this
study, higher temperature settings are used for the simulation
models of senior housing; the heating and cooling
temperatures are changed to 22.2 °C (72.0 °F) and 25.0 °C
(77.0 °F), respectively.
B. Illumination and Visual Comfort
Lighting energy accounts for an important proportion of
building energy consumption. ASHRAE standards normally
set the lighting energy based on the Illuminating Engineering
Society’s (IES) lighting level recommendations for
normally-sighted people.
However, because of changes in the human eye lens and
the visual nervous system over time, the amount of effective
light reaching the retina declines as a person ages. Seniors
require about two to three times the light of younger adults to
have proper visual acuity and to see comfortably [3].
Therefore, the lighting power density requirements of
ASHRAE standards are not adequate for providing sufficient
lighting for seniors. Insufficient lighting can cause falling,
collision, vision loss, and other problems.
Recently, the IES has developed special lighting
requirements for seniors. Table I shows the comparison of
the illuminance requirements for senior housing versus the
requirements for offices and normal residence environments.
Senior housing needs about the same lighting level as
offices, and the general lighting requirement is 4 times the
illuminance of normal residences.
In this study, a simple approach is used for determining
the lighting power density of senior housing. In ASHRAE
90.1-2004, the lighting power density is 3.88 W/m2 (0.36
W/ft2) for mid-rise apartments and 10.76 W/m2 (1 W/ft2) for
offices. Because the illuminance requirement of senior
housing is similar to that of an office, the lighting power
density for senior housing is set to 10.76 W/m2 (1 W/ft2).
Only general lighting is considered in this study; task
lighting such as dining and reading lighting are not
considered.
C. Daylighting and Health
Seniors tend to stay in their homes for more of the day
than younger adults, and they need more light to see clearly,
so daylighting is a more suitable energy-saving measure for
senior housing than it is for other residential buildings.
Daylighting also offers great health benefits to seniors.

Daylight exposure can stimulate the production of
vitamin D under the skin, improve the health of bones and
muscles, and prevent seniors from falling and suffering
fractures [3]. As people age, the ability of their skin to
produce vitamin D decreases, and they tend to spend less
time outdoors [3]. Another possible effect of insufficient or
improper lighting is circadian dysfunction, which can lead to
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) and Sick Building
Syndrome (SBS) [13]. Therefore, sufficient natural light in
the rooms is especially important for senior housing.
Daylighting design should be an important consideration in
senior housing.
III.

METHODOLOGY

A. Research Framework
The study includes the simulation of four energy models
with the same building geometry. Figure 1 shows the
framework of the research. The first energy model is the
baseline model for a regular mid-rise apartment. The second
energy model is the baseline model for a senior apartment.
The comparison of the first and second models shows how a
regular apartment and a senior apartment have different
energy performance. The third energy model is the regular
apartment with daylighting strategies, and the fourth energy
model is the senior apartment with the same daylighting
strategies. The daylighting conditions of the models are
evaluated, and the energy saving through daylighting is
found by comparing the four models. The difference in the
energy saving shows how daylighting performs differently in
regular housing as compared to senior housing.
B. Simulation Tools and Process
The OpenStudio program, developed by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), is used as the
primary simulation platform. OpenStudio runs as a plug-in
for the SketchUp program that develops three-dimensional
geometries. As a graphic user interface, OpenStudio uses the
EnergyPlus program, developed by the US Department of
Energy, to run thermal simulations, and the Radiance
program, developed by the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, to run daylight performance simulations.
Typically, the daylighting simulation workflow in
OpenStudio is to first export the building geometry and
model data into a rad file for simulation in Radiance. A
lighting schedule is generated automatically after the
daylighting simulation and is embedded into the OpenStudio

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF ILLUMINANCE LEVEL [3][12]
Area
General lighting
Dining/Cafeteria
Bathrooms
Grooming
Corridors

Senior housing
[Lux (FC)]
300 (30)
300 (30)
300 (30)
600 (60)
300 (30)

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2014.

Office
[Lux (FC)]
300 (30)
300 (30)
150 (15)
NA
150 (15)

Residence
[Lux (FC)]
75 (7.5)
150 (15)
150 (15)
300 (30)
75 (7.5)
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Figure 1. Research Framework
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file for final whole-building energy simulation [6]. However,
this typical process is not appropriate for the present study.
No input adjustments of the Radiance simulation process are
currently allowed in OpenStudio. The different illuminance
targets for senior housing and regular housing cannot be
demonstrated, and corresponding lighting schedules cannot
be generated, so the simulation results would not be accurate.
Thus, for this study, a modified process is developed to
address this issue.
Figure 2 shows the tools and the process for this
simulation methodology. After the regular building energy
simulation in OpenStudio, the annual daylight illuminance
data from the ill file simulated by Radiance are located, and
analyzed in Excel. The average hourly monthly illuminance
tables for each space are generated for daylighting condition
evaluation and lighting schedule calculation. Figure 3 shows
one example of the illuminance table, for a room with the
illuminance target of 300 Lux. Each cell shows the average
illuminance of a room at one hour in a month. Figure 4
shows the lighting schedule generated for the same room.
The lighting schedule of each hour is determined by how
much more illuminance is needed to reach the illuminance
target and what percentage of the target it accounts for. The
hours considered for daylighting are 7:00 to 17:00. If the

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

77
135
179
235
273
355
456
426
260
50
0

90
159
218
276
313
421
544
539
377
110
2

137
202
264
295
353
432
545
586
474
196
16

175
239
290
335
391
468
643
774
591
286
39

206
266
306
376
432
537
796
926
838
447
83

199 197 179 159
265 240 226 217
307 297 267 259
356 312 297 293
399 402 346 365
476 504 433 511
704 827 858 825
877 1194 1128 1064
794 1198 1108 944
480 773 658 372
133 185 117 21

Jul

Aug

Sep

IV.

SIMULATION

A. Simulation Model Introducation
The simulation model is a senior apartment located in
Changsha, south-central China. Changsha is at the longitude
112 °E and the latitude 28 °N. It has a humid, subtropical
climate [14]. According to the Köppen-Geiger classification,
this climate is the same as that of the southeastern US; thus,
the ASHRAE standard for climate zone 4 is used.
This apartment, which has seven floors, is one of the
most common types of housing in China. Figure 5 shows
the model of the building. This building is an independent
living apartment. The first floor is the public area, and the
second through seventh floors are the living area. Figure 6
shows the floor plan. There are 28 rooms on each floor, and
there are five major types of rooms: west-facing rooms,
recessed south-facing rooms, south-facing rooms with
balconies, south-facing rooms, and east-facing rooms. In
this study, one room of each type is selected for simulation.
Table II shows the characteristics of the five rooms. Ideal
loads air system is used for simulation.
B. First Energy Model
The first energy model is the baseline model for a regular
apartment. It uses the ASHERAE 90.1-2004, midrise
apartment, climate zone 4, as the template. To simplify the

Figure 2. Simulation tools and process

7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00

average illuminance of an hour exceeds the illuminance
target, the light will be set to 10% on for a conservative
consideration. Then, the new schedules need to be
synthesized with the existing lighting schedules and
manually input into OpenStudio for the final simulation. The
third and fourth models are simulated using this method. The
cooling, heating, equipment, lighting, and total energy
consumption of the four models are the final results needed.

Oct

Nov

Dec

140
201
229
278
369
594
748
798
527
89
0

117
165
211
253
367
551
657
543
286
22
0

92
145
192
217
302
473
549
440
220
16
0

Figure 3. Monthly hourly illuminance of one room (Lux)
Jan
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00

74%
55%
40%
22%
10%
10%
10%
10%
13%
83%

Feb

70%
47%
27%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
63%
100% 99%

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

54%
33%
12%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
35%
95%

42%
20%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
87%

31%
11%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
72%

34%
12%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
56%

34%
20%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
38%

40%
25%
11%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
61%

47%
28%
14%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
93%

53%
33%
24%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
70%

61%
45%
30%
16%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
93%

69%
52%
36%
28%
10%
10%
10%
10%
27%
95%

100% 100% 100%

Figure 4. Lighting schedule of one room
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Figure 5. The building model
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Figure 6. Floor plan and room selection
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TABLE II.
ROOM

Description

1
2

West facing
South facing and
recessed
South facing with
balcony
South facing
East

3
4
5

CHARACTERISTICS OF ROOMS

Room dimension
(width*depth*height)
[m]
4.20*8.20*3.25
6.40*5.10*3.25

Area
[m2]

People
/ room

Gross Wall
Area [m2]

Window
area [m2]

34.44
32.64

2
2

13.66
7.15

4.20*8.20*3.25

34.44

2

4.20*8.20*3.25
4.20*8.20*3.25

34.44
34.44

2
2

simulation, only the five rooms are modeled in detail, and
each of the five rooms is assigned to an individual thermal
zone.
C. Second Energy Model
The second energy model is the adjusted baseline model
used to demonstrate the energy consumption of senior
housing. To meet the special lighting and thermal levels for
seniors’ comfort and health, the lighting power density and
temperature setpoint are adjusted. To represent a more
accurate living pattern and the occupation status of seniors,
the schedules are changed accordingly.
1) Lighting power density:
As stated earlier in the literature review, the lighting
power density is changed from 3.88 W/m2 (0.36 W/ft2) to
10.76 W/m2 (1 W/ft2) to meet the lighting level for seniors’
visual comfort.
2) Temperature setpoint:
The heating temperature setpoint is changed from 21.1
°C (70.0 °F) to 22.2 °C (72.0 °F). The cooling temperature
setpoint is changed from 23.9 °C (75.0 °F) to 25.0 (77.0 °F).
3) Schedule:
As distinct from regular residential buildings, senior
living buildings are occupied more hours of the day,
sometimes even 24 hours a day. In this study, data from the
American Time Use Survey (ATUS) [15] are used to
determine the daily activity of the elderly, and the average
lighting, equipment, and occupancy schedules are generated.
In future studies, more accurate schedules for the seniors in
China need to be developed. In normal mid-rise apartments
during the day, the lighting and occupancy schedule can be
as low as 10% to 30% occupied, and the equipment schedule
can be about 60% to 70% on. For this study, the lighting and
equipment schedules for senior housing are changed to 100%
on during the day. The occupancy schedule is changed to
80% to 90% occupied during the day.
D. Daylighting Simulation
For the daylighting simulation, using the OpenStudio
plug-in in SketchUp, 5×5 illumination maps of 25 sensor
points are placed into the five rooms, and the daylighting
controls are placed in the center of the rooms. They are all at
the height of 762 mm (2.5 ft). Simple glazing system
windows is used in the model. The U-factor of the window is
2.95 W/m2K (0.52 Btu/ft2hR). The Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient is 0.39. The visible transmittance is 0.27. The
annual daylight illuminance data are simulated so that they
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Balcony dimension
(Width*depth) [m]

4.86
4.86

Window
to floor
ratio
14.1%
14.9%

40.33

4.86

14.1%

4.20*1.50

23.42
13.66

4.86
4.86

14.1%
14.1%

2.00*0.90
2.00*0.90

2.00*0.90
2.20*2.50

could be used for the lighting schedule and daylighting
condition analysis. Because the building geometry and
material data are the same for the third and fourth model, the
daylighting simulation results are applied to both of them.
E. Third Energy Model
The third model is the regular apartment with
daylighting. The building geometry and all the building
data, except the lighting schedule, are the same as for the
first model. 75 Lux (7.5 FC) is used as the target
illuminance, and lighting schedules are generated using the
data from daylighting simulation.
F. Fourth Energy Model
The fourth model is the senior apartment with
daylighting. Lighting schedules are generated based on the
target of 300 Lux (30 FC). All the other model data are the
same as for the second energy model.
V.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Daylighting Simulation Results
Figure 7 shows the annual average illuminance and
average peak illuminance of the five rooms. The red line is
the average illuminance target for senior housing, which is
300 Lux (30 FC), as required by IES. The yellow line is the
average illuminance target for regular housing. An optimal
design should have the average illuminance above the goal
without high peak illuminance.
The glazing material has a visible transmittance of only
0.27, which is low for daylighting purpose. Therefore, the
average illuminance for all the rooms is acceptable for
normal housing, but insufficient for senior housing. The
south room without balcony has the highest average
illuminance, and the west room has the highest peak
illuminance.
In Figure 8, the blue line shows the percentage of time
that a room’s illuminance reaches the target of 300 Lux. The
red line shows the percentage of time the room illuminance
exceeds double the target, in which case the light might
cause too much heat gain or a glare, and the occupants might
close the window blind. The green line shows the percentage
of time that the room illuminance is between 300 and 600
Lux, which is the appropriate level of light for seniors. The
lighting conditions for all the rooms need improvement
because more than half of the time the illuminance cannot
reach the target. The daylighting performance of the recessed
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1200
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1055

1109

1000
800
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344

291

258

200

65

0
West room

Recessed south South room
room
with balcony

South room

Annual average illumination

Peak illumination

Target 300 Lux (30 FC)

Target 75 Lux (7.5 FC)

East room

Figure 7. Annual average illuminance of 5 rooms
70%
58.3%

60%
50%

43.1%

41.7%

40%
30%

36.8%

39.5%
31.3%

28.5%

25.0%

20%

10%

18.8%

14.6%

0%
West room

1.4%
10.4%
1.4%
0.0%
Recessed south South room with
room
balcony

11.8%
South room

East room

Percentage of time ＞ 300 Lux (30 FC)
Percentage of time ＞ 600 Lux (60 FC)
Percentage of time between 300 Lux (30 FC) and 600 Lux (60 FC)

Figure 8. Percentage of time reaching target

south room is far from ideal, and this type of room should be
avoided in senior housing design. The other four room types
all have the potential for improvement.
Daylighting conditions of this apartment could be
improved through design decisions such as adjusting the size
and position of windows, increasing the transmittance of
glazing material, changing the reflectance of interior material,
and adding proper shading devices.
B. Energy Simulation Results
Figure 9 shows the energy simulation results of the four
models. The blue dots are the total EUI, and the clustered
columns show the EUI breakdown. Figure 9 (a) shows the
EUI of the baseline model for regular housing. Of the five
selected rooms, the recessed south room has the lowest total
EUI, and the south room with balcony has the highest EUI.
These results are explained by the fact that these two rooms
have the least and greatest exterior wall area. Cooling energy
is the largest component of energy consumption. Equipment
energy is the second largest, and lighting and heating energy
only account for a small proportion of total energy.
Figure 9 (b) shows the EUI of baseline model for senior
housing. Compared to the first energy model, the average
EUI increases 2.33 times, which matches the previous
findings [5]. The south room has the highest EUI, but the
total EUI difference among the five rooms is not obvious.
The lighting energy increases 5.40 times, and the cooling
energy increases 2.57 times. Even though the temperature
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setpoint for senior housing is higher, the cooling energy is
even larger, and the heating energy is even smaller. The main
reasons for this result are the extra heat gain from the
increased lighting and the greater number of occupied hours.
Figure 9 (c) shows the EUI of the regular housing with
daylighting. The average energy saving is 1.07%. The
average lighting energy saving is 6.57%, and the average
cooling energy saving is 0.98%. Because the rooms are not
occupied for most of the daylighting hours, the lighting
energy saving is not obvious. There is a slight decrease in
cooling energy and increase in heating energy because of the
lower amount of heat generated by the lower level of
electrical lighting.
Figure 9 (d) shows the EUI of the senior housing with
daylighting. The average energy saving is 16.75%. The
average lighting energy saving is 32.39%, and the average
cooling energy saving is 14.16%. Even without any design
improvements, there is significant decrease in lighting and
cooling energy compared to the energy savings in regular
apartment. Therefore, daylighting is a more efficient energy
savings method for senior housing. Design optimizations
will be experimented in future studies to further improve the
energy performance. Temperature settings can also influence
the energy consumption greatly. Due to the high cooling
energy and low heating energy in senior housing, higher
temperature setpoints could be considered so long as a
comfortable thermal environment is maintained. The EUI of
the recessed south room is much higher than the other four
rooms, due to its limited access to daylight.
VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented an approach for modeling the
energy performance of senior housing and the energy
savings through daylighting.
The energy consumption of senior housing is more than
two times higher than that of normal housing, and the energy
increase is mostly from cooling and lighting energy.
Daylighting is a suitable energy savings strategy for senior
housing. The natural light in the case study building is
inadequate and the daylighting condition needs to be
optimized, but the energy saving is obvious even in current
condition. Daylighting can reduce the building’s lighting and
cooling energy, and it works more effectively for senior
housing than for regular residential buildings.
The energy performance of the five rooms in this
building varied greatly when simulated as regular housing or
senior housing. These results indicate that senior housing
should be specially designed to achieve the optimal energy
and daylighting performance.
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(a) EUI of the first model

(b) EUI of the second model

(c) EUI of the third model

(d) EUI of the fourth model
Figure 9. EUI of the four models
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Abstract—This paper proposes a new flying gauge change
(FGC) scheme for a continuous cold strip mill to achieve
thickness reduction in a specified section including a welding
point. Because this section is often processed as scrap,
thickness reduction is desired as a means of reducing scrap
weight. However, this is not possible with conventional FGC,
which considers only one thickness change point, because two
thickness change points exist simultaneously in the mill due to
the short length of the specified section. The proposed scheme
utilizes the transition pattern of the position of the two
thickness change points during FGC to calculate the set values
of the roll gap and roll speed. Thickness reduction is achieved
by applying these set values to the rolling mill according to the
tracking signals of the two thickness change points. The
validity of the proposed method was verified by simulation and
experiments. Application of this technology has improved cold
strip yield.
Keywords-control; flying gauge change; cold rolling; pysical
model; actuator model; model based design.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In a continuous cold strip mill, as shown in Figure 1, a
coil is uncoiled by the pay-off reel, and its lead end is welded
to the tail end of the preceding strip. Here, the two strips
differ in hardness and dimensions, such as thickness and
width, and the specified thickness after rolling also differs.
Hence, the rolling mill must change the thickness of the strip
at the welding point. After rolling, the strips are cut at the
welds and coiled separately by the tension reel. Flying Gauge
Change (FGC) was developed in order to achieve the
necessary thickness change [1][2][3]. Although the most
important issue in FGC is obviously thickness accuracy, it is
also necessary to minimize strip tension deviations in order
to prevent rolling trouble such as strip breakage. In
Yamashita et al. [1], the responses of the actuators, which
consist of the roll gap and roll speed, are synchronized
during FGC, thereby minimizing strip tension deviations. In
[2], the set values of the roll gap and speed are also
synchronized. Furthermore, a dynamic setup model based on
the measured value of strip thickness is proposed to
compensate for setup model error. Hol et al. [3] explicitly
introduces strip tension and thickness to the controller
objective function and directly optimizes the time-domain
response, and the inherent variation of the forward slip and
friction conditions is mentioned.
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On the other hand, a specified section including a
welding point is often processed as scrap due to the
mechanical properties of the strip or constraints of the
downstream manufacturing processes. Therefore, as shown
in Figure 2, thickness reduction in that section is desired as a
means of reducing scrap weight, and thereby, improving
yield. FGC must be applied in order to achieve this thickness
reduction in a cold rolling mill. However, thickness
reduction is not possible with the conventional FGC method,
which considers only one thickness change point, because
two thickness change points exist simultaneously in the mill
due to the short length of the specified section. Figure 3
shows this situation.
This paper presents a new FGC method which makes it
possible to achieve the prescribed two thickness changes. To
simplify the problem, the size and hardness of the welded
preceding and succeeding strips are the same. While this
situation often occurs in actual operation, this can also be
eliminated by a few modifications to the technology
presented in this paper.
Welder

Looper

Tandem Rolling

Shear

Tension Reel

Pay-Off Reel

Figure 1. Outline of a Cold Strip Mill
Welding Point
▼
Reduced Thickness

Normal
Thickness

Normal
Thickness

Specified Section

Figure 2. Thickness Reduction for Yield Improvement
Exit Thickness of #4 Stand

#1 Stand

#2 Stand

#3 Stand

#4 Stand

Thickness Change Points

Figure 3. Two Thickness Change Points in the Mill
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The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, a
dynamical model and the principle of the conventional FGC
are shown. In Section III, the details of the proposed FGC
algorithm are explained. In Section IV, simulation and
experimental results are presented. Finally, the conclusions
are summarized in Section V.
II.

DYNAMICAL MODEL OF A COLD STRIP MILL AND A
CONVENTIONAL FGC METHOD

A dynamical model of a cold strip mill and a
conventional FGC method are explained in this section. The
model is used in designing the FGC controller.
A. Dynamical model of a cold strip mill
The model consists of physical models and actuator
models. Each model is shown below, and the variables in the
models are summarized at TABLE I. Note that the suffix i
in the variables indicates the i th stand.
・ Rolling Force
Pi = wk i K t Ri′ ( H i − hi )Qi .
where,


1 − σ fi / ki
1 − σ bi / ki
K t = (1 − σ bi / ki )1.05 + 0.1
− 0.15

1 − σ bi / ki
1 − σ fi / ki

 16(1 − ν 2 )

Pi
,
Ri′ = Ri 1 +

E
π
w
(
H
−
h
)
i
i 

Qi = 1.08 + 1.79 ri µ i


,



Ri′
− 1.02 ri .
Hi

・ Forward Slip Model
1


ri
f i = tan
arctan 
 1 − ri
2


2

 1
H 1 − σ fi / k fi hi 
−
log( i
)
.
 4 µi
hi 1 − σ bi / kbi Ri′ 


・ Strip Tension Model
E
(Vi +1 − vi )dt.
Ti −i +1 =
L

∫

(1)

tension between the i th stand and i + 1th stand is represented
as (1). This model means that strip tension fluctuates when
the velocity of the entry strip at the i + 1th stand differs from
that of the exit strip at the i th stand. This is an important
characteristic for FGC. In the thickness model shown in (2),
thickness is determined by the roll gap S i and elastic
deformation of a work roll, which is represented as Pi / M i .
The actuators of the mill are electric motors and hydraulic
cylinders. The former are for controlling the roll speed, and
the latter for controlling the roll gap position. These actuators
can be modeled as first order transfer functions like (3) and
(4). The transport time delay is variable, depending on the
strip velocity, and is modeled as (5). The conservation law of
mass flow is described as (6).
TABLE I. PARAMETERS IN THE MODEL
Symbol

Notes

Pi
w

Rolling force

ki

Mean deformation resistance

kbi

Entry deformation resistance

k fi

Exit deformation resistance

Kt

Tension correction term

R′i

Flattened work roll radius

Hi

Entry thickness

hi

Exit thickness

Qi

Influence of friction coefficient

σ bi

Unit tension of entry side of a stand

σ fi

Unit tension of exit side of a stand

ri

Reduction rate

µi
ν

Friction coefficient
Poisson's ratio of work roll

fi

Forward slip

Ti −i +1

Vi

Strip tension between i th stand and (i + 1)th stand
Young’s modulus
Length between stands
Entry strip velocity; VRi ( fi + 1) hi / H i

vi

Exit strip velocity; VRi ( fi + 1)

Si

Roll gap

Mi
s

Mill modulus

VRi

Roll speed

ref
VRi

Reference of roll speed

Tiv

Time constant of roll speed actuator

Siref
Tis

Reference of roll gap position

E

・ Thickness Model
hi = S i + Pi / M i .
・ Roll Speed Actuator Model
1
VRi ( s ) = v
VRiref ( s ).
Ti s + 1
・ Roll Gap Position Actuator Model
1
Si ( s ) = s
Siref ( s).
Ti s + 1

L

(2)

(3)

(4)

・ Transport Delay Model
H i +1 = hi exp(− L / vi s).
(5)
・ Conservation Law of Mass Flow
Vi H i = vi hi .
(6)
In these models, rolling force and forward slip can be
calculated according to the models in [4][5]. The strip
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Strip width

Laplace operator

Time constant of roll gap position actuator
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B. Conventional FGC method
The conventional FGC method is explained here. Figure
4 shows an example of the time chart of the action of the
actuators during FGC. The roll gap is being closed when the
thickness change point passes each of the stands. On the
other hand, the roll speed of the i th stand does not decrease
when the point passes the i th stand, but decreases when the
point passes the i + 1th stand. The reason for this can be
explained by (1) and (6). From (6), we obtain
(7)
Vi +1 = vi +1hi +1 / H i +1 .
Because hi +1 becomes smaller by closing the roll gap,
Vi +1 in (7) also becomes smaller. To minimize the deviation
of strip tension, vi = Vi +1 is required from (1). For this, it is
necessary to decrease the speed of the i th stand.
Synchronization of the responses of the roll gap and speed to
minimize the imbalance of the mass flow during the
transition period is described in [1].
In order to calculate the strip velocity during FGC,
information on the thickness and initial strip velocity are
required. The reference thickness after FGC is determined by
the setup calculation of the mill, and the initial strip velocity
is usually estimated by VRi ( fi + 1) . Finally, the roll speed
during FGC is calculated by using the prescribed strip
velocity and forward slip after FGC based on the forward
slip model. The roll gap is calculated by (2).
i th Stand

Roll gap

i

th

vi

Vi +1

vi +1

hi

H i +1

hi +1

Time

Closing

Stand

(i + 1) th Stand
i th

Roll speed

(i + 1) th Stand

Stand

Reducing

(i + 1) Stand
th

τ

Figure 4. Time Chart of the Action of Actuators during FGC
Timing of passing a thickness change point
#1 Stand

#2 Stand

#3 Stand

#4 Stand

Time
#1 Stand

FGC is achieved by applying these set values to the
rolling mill according to the tracking signal of the thickness
change point. This situation is shown in Figure 5. The above
is the outline of the conventional method.
III.

THICKNESS REDUCTION CONTROLLER DESIGN

The thickness reduction controller design is presented in
this section. The proposed method consists of three steps.
The 1st step is to classify the transition pattern of the position
of the two thickness change points during the FGC. The 2nd
step is to calculate the set values of the roll gap and the roll
speed based on the results of the 1st step. The 3rd step is to
apply these set values to the rolling mill according to the
tracking signals of the two thickness change points.
A. Classification of the transition pattern
The volume of the specified section between two
thickness change points is invariant. Based on this fact, the
transition pattern of the position of the two thickness points
can be classified under several cases. Here, A denotes the
first thickness change point, B denotes the second thickness
change point, M is the volume of the specified section and
hiII is the reference of the exit thickness of the i th stand of
the specified section.
Let us consider the pattern shown in Figure 6. Firstly, A
exists between No. 1 stand and No. 2 stand in state-1. Then,
A moves to between No. 2 stand and No. 3 stand in the
following state-2. Because M is larger than h1II × L , B
cannot enter between No. 1 stand and No. 2 stand at that time.
In the following state-3, B enters between No. 1 stand and
No. 2 stand because M is smaller than (h1II + h2II ) × L .
State-4 shows that A moves to between No. 3 stand and No.
4 stand. The reason for this is explained as follows: When
state-1 exists, the inequality h2II × L ≤ h1II × L ≤ M is
obtained. Thus, B cannot enter between No. 2 stand and No.
3 stand in this state. In the following state-5, B enters
between No. 2 stand and No. 3 stand since M is smaller
than (h2II + h3II ) × L . The following state-6, state-7, and state8 are obvious. Thus, the transition pattern is classified based
on the volume of the specified section.
A summary of the transition pattern is shown in Figure 7.
The transition pattern is classified under four cases. The
subscripts to A and B indicate that the thickness change
point passes the stand indicated by the numbers.

#2 Stand
Roll gap

#3 Stand
#4 Stand
#1 Stand
#2 Stand

Roll speed
#3 Stand
#4 Stand

Figure 5. FGC Time Chart of a Conventional Method
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state-5

Start
#1

#2

#3

#4

#2

#3

#4

#1

state-1
#1

#1

#4

#2

#3

#4

#2

#3

#4

#2

#3

#4

#1

#2

#3

#4

#2

#3

#4

Finish
state-8
#1

VR*3 = VRI 4

#2

#3

#4

A: First thickness change point
B: Second thickness change point

Figure 6. An Example of a Transition Pattern of the Position of the Two
Thickness Change Points
START
NO

(h1 + h2 )L > M
YES

(h2 + h3 )L < M

NO

(h1 + h2 + h3 )L < M

YES

1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 3II h3I

1 + f 3II h3II

= VRI 4

h2II

First thickness change point
Second thickness change point
*
Roll Speed VR1

#1

YES

case 2

case 3

case 4

A1 → A2 → B1 → A3

A1 → A2 → B1 → A3

A1 → A2 → A3 → A4

A1 → A2 → A3 → B1

→ A4 → B2 → B3 → B4

→ B2 → A4 → B3 → B4 → B1 → B2 → B3 → B4

1 + f 4I h4I h3II

(9)
.
1+
1 + f 2II h3I h2II
From the conservation of mass flow in No. 2 stand, we
obtain VR*1 (1 + f1I )h1II = VR*2 (1 + f 2II )h2II . This formula is
deformed as
1 + f 2II h2II
1 + f 4I h4I h3II
(10)
VR*1 = VR*2
= VRI 4
.
I
II
1 + f1 h1
1 + f1I h3I h1II
Thus, the set values of roll speed are obtained as (8), (9)
and (10). The roll speed should be obtained for all states. The
results are shown in TABLE II.
f 2II

NO

case 1

(8)

.

We obtain VR*2 (1 + f 2II )h2II = VR*3 (1 + f 3II )h3II from the
conservation of mass flow in No. 3 stand. By using (8), this
formula is deformed as
VR*2 = VR*3

state-4
#1

From the conservation of mass flow in No. 4 stand, we
obtain VR*3 (1 + f 3II )h3I = VRI 4 (1 + f 4I )h4I . This formula is
deformed as

state-7

state-3
#1

#3

state-6

state-2
#1

#2

I
Reference of Thickness h1

Forward Slip

→ A4 → B2 → B3 → B4

h1II
f1I

VR*2

VR*3

VRⅠ4

#2

#3

#4

h2II
f 2II

h3II

h3I
f 3II

h4I
f 4I

Figure 8. An Example of a State for Roll Speed Calculation
END

TABLE II.

ROLL SPEED SETTINGS

Figure 7. The Logic of Classifying the Transition Pattern

B. Calculation of the set values of the roll gaps and the
roll speed
The set values of the roll gap and the roll speed must be
changed to achieve thickness reduction when the thickness
change points pass each stand. As is described in Section II,
the roll gap can be obtained by (1) and the roll speed can be
calculated from the thickness information and the forward
slip and initial roll speed. Classification of the pattern is
performed in order to obtain the thickness information when
the thickness change points pass each stand.
An example of a state for roll speed calculation is shown
in Figure 8. Here, hiI denotes the initial exit thickness of the

State

VR*1

VR*2

VR*3

1

1 + f 4I h4I
VRI 4
1 + f1II h1I

1 + f 4I h4I
VRI 4
I
1 + f 2I h2

VRI 4

2
3
4
5
6

i th stand and hiII means the reduced exit thickness of the
i th stand. The roll speed of the final stand, described as VRI 4 ,

7

is fixed. The variables, VR*1 , VR*2 and VR*3 must be calculated.

f i I is the forward slip of the i th stand in the initial rolling
condition, and f i II is the forward slip of the i th stand in the
reduced thickness rolling condition. The calculation is
executed as follows.
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8

VRI 4

1 + f 4I h4I h2II
1 + f1II h2I h1II

1 + f 4I h4I h2II
VRI 4
1 + f1I h1II h2I
VRI 4
VRI 4

1 + f 4I h4I h3II
1 + f1I h3I h1II
1 + f 4I h4I h3II h2I
1 + f1I h3I h2II h1I

1 + f 4II h4II h2I
VRI 4
1 + f1I h2II h1I

VRI 4

VRI 4

1 + f 4II h4II h3I
1 + f1I h3II h1I
1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f1I h1I

VRI 4

1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 2II h2I

1 + f 4I h4I
VRI 4
1 + f 2II h2I
VRI 4
VRI 4

1 + f 4I h4I h3II
1 + f 2II h3I h2II
1 + f 4I h4I h3II
1 + f 2I h3I h2II

1 + f 4II h4II
VRI 4
1 + f 2I h2II

VRI 4

VRI 4

1 + f 4II h4II h3I
1 + f 2I h3II h2I
1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 2I h2I

VRI 4
VRI 4
VRI 4
VRI 4
VRI 4

VRI 4

VRI 4

1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 3I h3I
1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 3I h3I
1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 3I h3I
1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 3II h3I
1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 3II h3I
1 + f 4II h4II
1 + f 3II h3II
1 + f 4II h4II
1 + f 3I h3II

1 + f 4I h4I
1 + f 3I h3I
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C. Applying the set values to the mill
Thickness reduction is achieved by applying the set
values to the rolling mill according to the tracking signals of
the two thickness change points. The control system is
shown in Figure 9. The state can be judged by the tracking
signals, and the appropriate set values are selected. The set
values are then sent to the mill controller, and the roll gap
and roll speed are controlled.
Hydraulic Cylinder

M

M

M

M

Siref

Motor

VRiref

prevent rolling trouble. Hence, this method achieves tension
deviation within the reference value.
Figure 13 is a thickness chart. A thickness reduction of
nearly 50% is achieved by using the proposed method.
Thus, these simulation results verify the validity of the
proposed method from the viewpoints of thickness and strip
tension deviations.

B. Experimental results
The experimental results are shown in Figure 14 and
Figure 15. In this control method, the reference of thickness
reduction is 11% compared to the thickness before
application. Strip tension deviation within 10% was obtained
in this experiment. Hence, this method satisfies the condition
for actual operation. Thickness fluctuated at the welding
point at 19 [sec] due to the difference of the deformation
resistance of the welded strips.
Roll Gap [102 %]

Set Value of
Roll Speed
A state
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0
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Time[sec]
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#3 Std

-0.2
-0.4
0
0

#4 Std

Tracking Signal of Second
Thickness Change Point

10

-0.2

Decision of a state

Tracking Signal of First
Thickness Change Point

5

-0.2
-0.4
0

Figure 9. The Proposed Control System

Figure 10. Roll Gap (Simulation)

The procedure outlined above is the proposed method.

A. Simulation
Figures 10 and 11 show the actions of the roll gap and
roll speed, respectively. In Figure 10, the roll gap is being
closed when the first thickness change point passes each
stand, and it is being opened when the second thickness
change point passes each stand. Thus, the action of the roll
gap is simple and the existence of the two thickness change
points in the mill is confirmed by the graph. The action of
the roll speed, especially at No. 1 stand in Figure 11, is
somewhat complex. It was found that the effect of the two
thickness change points appears in the upstream stand speed.
The strip tension will deviate unless the roll speed is set
appropriately.
Figure 12 shows the strip tension deviations. In order to
maintain unit tension, which is the tension per cross sectional
area of the strip, the set value of tension is decreased. Strip
deviation is within 20% in this graph. In actual operation,
strip tension deviation within 30% is desired in order to
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The results of a simulation and experiments are presented
here. In the chart graph of the simulation and experiments,
the value on the vertical axis is normalized by the initial
value, which is the value before applying thickness reduction
control.

1
0.8
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1.1

#4 Std

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS

#1 Std
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IV.

1
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Figure 11. Roll Speed (Simulation)
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Tension [102 %]
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Figure 15. Exit Thickness of Final Stand (Experiment)

Figure 12. Strip Tension (Simulation)

However, in total, thickness accuracy is controlled to
within 1%, demonstrating accurate thickness control. Thus,
the validity of this method was also verified experimentally.

1.1

Strip Thickness[102%]
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Figure 13. Exit Thickness of Final Stand (Simulation)

1.2
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Reference±10%

1.15

Tension[102 %]

1.1
1.05

CONCLUSIONS

In a continuous cold strip mill, a specified section
including a welding point is often processed as scrap. In
order to reduce scrap weight and improve product yield,
reduction of the thickness of this section is desired.
A new FGC method which achieves two thickness
changes is proposed in this paper. The proposed method
classifies the transition pattern of the two thickness change
points in the mill and calculates the set values of the roll gap
and the roll speed, thereby simultaneously achieving the
desired thickness reduction and reducing tension deviations.
In a simulation, a thickness reduction of nearly 50% and
strip deviation within 20% were obtained. Experimental
results also showed that thickness reduction and low tension
deviation are achieved by this FGC method.
Thus, the validity of the proposed method was verified
by both simulation and experiments. Application of this
technology has resulted in improved cold strip yield.
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Abstract—A computational model of a multilayered amperometric
biosensor is presented in this paper. Models of biosensors usually
simplifies the electrochemistry of biosensors considering that all
electrochemical reactions have infinite rates. While in most cases
such approximations are tolerable, at lower electrode potentials
these models would not be accurate enough. The model proposed
in this paper models the electrochemistry occurring during the
biosensor operation more accurately, using the Butler-Volmer
equation. Computational experiments showed that models with
the Butler-Volmer equation may be valuable tools aiding the
analysis of the electrochemistry of amperometric biosensors.
Keywords–Modelling; Reaction-diffusion; Biosensor; Amperometric; Butler-Volmer Equation.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

A biosensor is an electronic measuring device designed for
measuring a concentration of some specific substance (analyte)
in a solution. Device specificity for a particular substance is
achieved by some biological material, usually an enzyme [1],
[2], [3]. An amperometric biosensor assesses concentration of
the analyte through measurement of a current on a working
electrode [4], [5]. Biosensors are widely used in various
applications that require fast quantitative analysis [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10].
Manufacturing of a novel biosensor may be very expensive,
as it may require a lot of experiments in a laboratory. It is wise
to conduct computational experiments prior to physical ones.
In order to do that, a mathematical model of the biosensor
should be built [11], [12]. Mathematical models of biosensors
are built for a few decades already [13], [14], [15].
The biosensor modelled in this paper was modelled previously in two papers. A model in paper [16] assumes rate
of an electrochemical reaction as infinite and concentration of
an electrochemical reaction reactant on the electrode surface
as permanently reduced to zero. An experiment was conducted
and another model of the same type of biosensor was presented
recently in our paper [17]. A model in paper [17] is augmented
with equations representing oxidation of the mediator by oxygen when an experiment is conducted in the aerobic conditions.
Computational experiments showed that in the case when
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N-methylphenazonium methyl sulfate is used as a mediator
the mediator oxidation by oxygen may be neglected [17].
The model presented in [17] considers that the rate of an
electrochemical reaction as infinite too.
This paper is an extension of our research [17]. This
time the model targets electrochemical questions. The model
of biosensor presented in this paper considers the fact that
the rate of the electrochemical reaction is not infinite. The
rate of electrochemical reaction is modelled using the ButlerVolmer equation [18]. The model is not superior with respect
to models presented in [16] and [17] but rather it is a helpful
tool enabling us to analyse the electrochemical aspect of
the amperometric biosensor. We demonstrate that at certain
situations the assumption of infinite electrochemical reaction
rate may not be a suitable approach.
Behaviour of the biosensor was numerically analysed at
various values of input parameters of the model. Influence of
an electrode potential, as well as of a standard rate constant
on the biosensor response were investigated.
II.

M ATHEMATICAL M ODEL

A. Reaction Scheme
The following reactions take place during operation of this
amperometric biosensor [19], [20], [21],
k1
GDHox + glucoseGGGGGGAGDHred + gluconolactone

(1a)

k2
GDHred + PMSox GGGGGGAGDHox + PMSred

(1b)

−
GGGGG
B
PMSred F
G PMSox + 2e

(1c)

where GDH is glucose dehydrogenase and PMS is Nmethylphenazonium methyl sulfate.
Further in this paper we use an abstract notation of the
chemical species. Glucose is called the substrate S and gluconolactone is called the product P. Eox is GDHox , Ered is
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GDHred , Mox denotes PMSox and Mred denotes PMSred .
k1
Eox + SGGGGGGAEred + P

(2a)

k2
Ered + Mox GGGGGGAEox + Mred

(2b)

−
GGGGG
B
Mred F
G Mox + 2e

(2c)

B. Biosensor Principal Structure
The biosensor is comprised of three layers (compartments).
Mediums of these layers are made of different materials and
so are diffusion properties of species in these layers. The
mathematical model includes these three layers plus additional
layer which is called the diffusion layer. The diffusion layer
is part of a solution in which concentrations of species are
different compared to the bulk solution. We use the Nernst
model of a diffusion layer. By the definition of this model,
the diffusion front is stopped by the convection at a certain
distance from the electrode and this distance is equal to the
thickness of the diffusion layer [22], [23].
Starting from the electrode surface, layers of the biosensor
go in the following order: the enzyme layer, the PVA layer, the
terylene membrane layer and the diffusion layer. Thicknesses
of these layers are defined d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 , respectively.
Distances between the electrode surface and boundaries of
biosensor layers are denoted as a1 , a2 , a3 and a4 (see Figure 1).

of mass action [24], [15] and diffusion is defined according to
the Fick’s second law [18] (0 < x < a1 , t > 0):
∂eox
= −k1 eox s1 + k2 ered mox,1 ,
(3)
∂t
∂ered
= k1 eox s1 − k2 ered mox,1 ,
(4)
∂t
∂s1
∂ 2 s1
− k1 eox s1 ,
(5)
= DS,1
∂t
∂x2
∂mox,1
∂ 2 mox,1
− k2 ered mox,1 ,
(6)
= DMox ,1
∂t
∂x2
∂mred,1
∂ 2 mred,1
+ k2 ered mox,1 ,
(7)
= DMred ,1
∂t
∂x2
where x is the distance from the electrode surface, t is time
from the beginning of an experiment, eox (x, t) and ered (x, t)
are concentrations of the oxidized (Eox ) and the reduced (Ered )
enzyme molecules, respectively; s1 (x, t) is a concentration of
the substrate in the enzyme layer; mox,1 (x, t) and mred,1 (x, t)
are concentrations of the oxidized (Mox ) and the reduced
(Mred ) forms of the mediator in the enzyme layer and DS,1 ,
DMox ,1 , DMred ,1 are diffusion coefficients of the corresponding
species defined by subscripts. Last numeric subscripts in
definitions of concentrations and diffusion coefficients show
the number of the biosensor layer, i.e., 1 is the enzyme
layer. Equations corresponding to enzyme concentrations, lack
diffusion term as enzyme molecules are considered immobile.
There is no equation corresponding to the product P, because
its concentration does not influence other processes defined by
the model.
Governing equations in other three layers are simpler as
there are diffusion terms only in these equations (ai−1 < x <
ai , t > 0, i = 2, 3, 4):
∂si
∂ 2 si
= DS,i 2 ,
∂t
∂x
∂mox,i
∂ 2 mox,i
= DMox ,i
,
∂t
∂x2
2
∂mred,i
∂ mred,i
= DMred ,i
,
∂t
∂x2

(8)
(9)
(10)

where i = 2 corresponds to the PVA layer, i = 3 corresponds
to the terylene membrane layer and i = 4 corresponds to the
diffusion layer.
D. Initial Conditions
Figure 1.

The principal structure of the biosensor.

Enzyme molecules are present in enzyme layer only. As a
result biochemical reactions take place in the enzyme layer
only. Diffusion of species take place in all four layers of
the biosensor. However, enzyme molecules are large and
considered as immobile (not influenced by diffusion).
C. Governing Equations
In our model governing equations consist of two parts:
kinetics and diffusion. Kinetics is defined according to the law
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We model the case when the biosensor is immersed into
a solution which lacks the substrate and the mediator prior
to experiment. We assume that experiment starts when the
substrate and the mediator appear in the bulk solution. This
is defined by the initial conditions (t = 0),
ered (x, 0) = 0, eox (x, 0) = e0 , 0 < x < a1 ,
si (x, 0) = 0, ai−1 ≤ x ≤ ai , i = 1, 2, 3,
mox,i (x, 0) = 0, ai−1 ≤ x ≤ ai , i = 1, 2, 3,
mred,i (x, 0) = 0, ai−1 ≤ x ≤ ai , i = 1, 2, 3,
s4 (x, 0) = mox,4 (x, 0) = 0, a3 ≤ x < a4 ,
mred,4 (x, 0) = 0, a3 ≤ x ≤ a4 ,
s4 (a4 , 0) = s0 , mox,4 (a4 , 0) = m0 ,

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
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where e0 is the total concentration of the enzyme (e0 =
eox (x, t) + ered (x, t), ∀x, t : x ∈ (0, a1 ) , t > 0), s0 is the
substrate concentration and m0 is the concentration of the
oxidized form of the mediator in the bulk solution.
E. Matching Conditions
Species have different diffusion coefficients in different
layers of the biosensor, thus matching conditions have to be
defined (t > 0, i = 1, 2, 3) [22], [23],
∂si
∂si+1
= DS,i+1
,
∂x x=ai
∂x x=ai
si (ai , t) = si+1 (ai , t),
∂mox,i
∂mox,i+1
DMox ,i
= DMox ,i+1
,
∂x x=ai
∂x
x=ai
mox,i (ai , t) = mox,i+1 (ai , t),
∂mred,i+1
∂mred,i
= DMox ,i+1
,
DMred ,i
∂x x=ai
∂x
x=ai
mred,i (ai , t) = mred,i+1 (ai , t),
DS,i

(18)

G. Biosensor Response
The measured current is usually assumed as the response
of an amperometric biosensor in physical experiments. At
pH = 5–9 the electrochemical reaction (2c) is reversible. Two
electrons are transferred during the charge transfer [21]. The
biosensor current i(t) at time t was expressed by the ButlerVolmer equation [18], [25],

h
i(t) = Ane F k 0 Mred (0, t)e(1−α)ne f (E−E0 )

(19)

(29)
i

− Mox (0, t)e−αne f (E−E0 ) ,

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

where i = 1 corresponds to the boundary between the enzyme
layer and the PVA layer, i = 2 corresponds to the boundary
between the PVA layer and the terylene membrane layer,
whereas i = 3 corresponds to the boundary between the
terylene membrane layer and the diffusion layer.

where i(t) is the faradaic current generated by the electrochemical reaction (2c), A is the electrode surface, ne is the number
of electrons involved in a charge transfer at the electrode
surface, k 0 is the standard rate constant, E0 is the standard potential, α is the transfer coefficient, E is the electrode potential,
f = F/RT ; F is the Faraday constant, F = 96 486 C/mol, R
is the gas constant, R = 8.314 J mol−1 K−1 , T is the absolute
temperature.

The matching conditions define that fluxes of the species
exiting the layer are equal to the fluxes entering the neighbouring layer of the biosensor. Additionally, concentrations of
species on the surface of one layer are assumed to be equal to
concentrations on the surface of the neighbouring layer.

We assume that the system approaches a steady state as
t → ∞,

F. Boundary Conditions

where ist is the steady-state biosensor current.

ist = lim i(t),

(30)

t→∞

Concentrations of the species in the bulk solution are kept
constant (t > 0),
s4 (a4 , t) = s0 ,
mox,4 (a4 , t) = m0 ,
mred,4 (a4 , t) = 0.

(24)
(25)
(26)

Mred is the reactant of the electrochemical reaction (2c) while
Mox is the product. Stoichiometry of the reaction (2c) suggests
that the amount of Mred consumed is equal to the amount of
Mox produced. Thus, the flux of Mred on the electrode surface
is equal to the flux of Mox , but in the opposite direction. Also,
according to the Faraday’s Law the flux is proportional to
the current. These relations are expressed by the following
boundary condition (t > 0),
Ane F DMred ,1

∂mred,1
∂x

=
x=0

− Ane F DMox ,1

∂mox,1
∂x
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N UMERICAL S IMULATION

There is no known analytical solution for the problem (3)–
(29). Therefore, the problem was solved numerically, using
the finite difference technique [26], [27]. An implicit finite
difference scheme was built on a uniform discrete grid with
50 points in the space direction for each modelled layer
corresponding to a certain time moment. The simulator has
been programmed by the authors in C++ programming language [28].
In the numerical simulation, the biosensor response time
was assumed as the time when the change of the biosensor
current remains very small during a relatively long term. A
special dimensionless decay rate, ε, was used,

= i(t). (27)
x=0


tr = min

The flux of the substrate on the electrode is equal to zero, as
the substrate does not take part in any electrochemical reaction
(t > 0),
DS,1

III.

i(t)>0

t:


t di(t)
<ε ,
i(t) dt

i(tr ) ≈ ist ,

(31)

where tr is the biosensor response time. The decay rate value
ε = 10−2 was used in the calculations.

(28)
In all numerical experiments the following values were kept
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constant if not stated otherwise [17], [29], [30], [31], [21]:
−6

−6

d1 = 5 × 10 m, d2 = 1 × 10 m,
d3 = 1.2 × 10−5 m, d4 = 1.5 × 10−4 m,
DS,1 = DMox ,1 = DMred ,1 = 1.5 × 10−10 m2 /s,
DS,2 = DMox ,2 = DMred ,2 = 4.2 × 10−10 m2 /s,
DS,3 = DMox ,3 = DMred ,3 = 3.75 × 10−10 m2 /s,
DS,4 = 6.77 × 10−10 m2 /s,
DMox ,4 = DMred ,4 = 4.57 × 10−10 m2 /s,
e0 = 1 × 10−3 mol/m3 , m0 = 5 × 10−2 mol/m3 ,
s0 = 4.98 mol/m3 , k1 = 8.1 × 102 m3 mol−1 s−1 ,
k2 = 6.7 × 104 m3 mol−1 s−1 , ne = 2,
k 0 = 10−5 m/s, α = 0.5,
A = 4.5 × 10−6 m2 , T = 293 K.
IV.

(32)

chemical logic. The model cannot be directly validated with
the experimental data but it is evident from Figure 2 that with
the higher potential, biosensor response approaches the one
observed experimentally.
One more interesting dependence may be observed from
Figure 2, the lower the potential, the shorter the range of
substrate concentrations in which biosensor may operate. The
biosensor is almost entirely insensitive to the change in substrate concentration when the potential is the lowest (0.02 V
and 0.01 V). This possibly indicates that the charge transfer is
the slowest (limiting) process in this situation.
B. Biosensor Response vs. Electrode Potential
It is important to understand the dependence of the biosensor response on the electrode potential. Thus this dependence
was more thoroughly investigated at three different substrate
concentrations. Results are depicted in Figure 3.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

A. Model Validation

3.5

Experimental calibration curve was compared with simulated calibration curves. Results are depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.
The dependence of the steady-state current on the substrate
concentration during physical experiment (1), simulated with the infinite
rate of electrochemical reaction (2), simulated at certain electrode potential
(E − E0 ): 0.1 V (3), 0.05 V (4), 0.02 V (5), 0.01 V (6).

Physical experiments were carried out at potentiostatic
conditions, the potential of the working electrode E was
set at 0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl [17]. Standard potential E0 of
redox pair Mred /Mox is −0.005 V vs. Ag/AgCl [32], thus
(E − E0 ) = 0.405 V. In this case the forward electrochemical
reaction becomes very fast and the rate of it may be modelled
as infinite [17]. The model from paper [17] at anaerobic conditions was used to simulate the biosensor operation with infinite
electrochemical reaction rate as depicted by the curve 2.
Using the finite difference technique with the model (3)(29) becomes impractical at high potential values because
modelling very high electrochemical reaction rate requires very
small step in time which tremendously increases demand for
a computational power. However the model (3)-(29) allows
the modelling of lower potentials. Biosensor operation was
modelled at potential values (E − E0 ) from 0.01 V to 0.1 V.
As one can observe from Figure 2 the biosensor response is
higher at higher potential values which is consistent with the
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Figure 3.
The dependence of the steady-state current on the electrode
potential (E − E0 ) at different substrate concentrations s0 : 0.5 mol/m3 (1),
5 mol/m3 (2), 50 mol/m3 (3).

At low substrate concentration (curve 1) the biosensor
response dependence on the electrode potential is little pronounced. This indicates that in this case the charge transfer
is not a limiting process. At higher substrate concentrations
(curves 2 and 3), the biosensor response shows stronger dependence on the electrode potential. At these two concentrations
charge transfer is possibly a limiting process at lower part of
investigated potential range because in this part of the range
the curves 2 and 3 coincide. At higher potentials biosensor
shows dependence on both the electrode potential and substrate
concentration.
C. Biosensor Response vs. Standard Rate Constant
Standard rate constant k 0 is the constant defining the
kinetics of electrochemical reaction (2c). This constant shows
whether electrochemical reaction reaches equilibrium fast or
slow. The value of the constant may range from 10−11 m/s for
very slugish kinetics to 0.1 m/s for very fast electron-transfer
processes [18]. It is important to investigate how standard
rate constant of Mred /Mox redox couple affects the biosensor
response. This dependence was investigated at several values
of substrate concentration. Results are depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The dependence of the steady-state current on the standard rate
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Slugish electron-transfer is not desirable in amperometric
biosensor because in such a case the electrochemical reaction may be the slowest (limiting) process and solely determine the biosensor response. This is possibly the case when
k 0 ∈ [10−8 m/s..10−7 m/s] because the biosensor response is
not dependent on the substrate concentration even though it
is varied by two orders of magnitude (see Figure 4). The
biosensor response is dependent on the substrate concentration in the range [10−7 m/s..10−6 m/s] when concentration is
relatively low. Biosensor is not responsive to the change in
substrate concentration at higher concentrations though. When
k 0 ∈ [10−6 m/s..10−5 m/s] the charge transfer is not limiting
process, biosensor response is different at all three values of
substrate concentration.
Results show that from this point of view the mediator for
the biosensor was chosen very successfully as the standard
rate constant for the redox couple Mred /Mox is quite high
(k 0 = 10−5 m/s) [30].
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C ONCLUSION
[16]

The Butler-Volmer equation may be used in mathematical
models of amperometric biosensors. Models with the ButlerVolmer equation may provide valuable information about
biosensor behaviour at different values of electrochemical parameters. However numerical simulation using finite difference
technique is impractical in cases when electrode potential is
high. In such cases models assuming infinite rate of electrochemical reaction should be used.
The models of amperometric biosensors with the ButlerVolmer equation may be useful in the design phase of a biosensor by providing information about the minimum electrode
potential at which biosensor may be successfully operated.
Also such models may provide insight into which species may
be used as mediators prior to the biosensor manufacture.
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Abstract — In the aftermath of September 11, the classical
term of security is not longer valid and has to be extended. The
security forces and decisions makers are faced with new
challenges posed by the phenomena of terrorism, piracy,
climate change and new economic practical constraints. To
cope with this task, they need some support. This paper
describes a possible simulation concept of geopolitical crises.
As part of the concept the theory of finite element method
should be examined on practicability. The starting point is a
hypothetical scenario of a fictitious country. Infrastructural,
cultural and socio-political aspects will be taken into
consideration for the prediction of future crisis developments.
Keywords-FEM; crisis simulation; crisis management

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Definition of a Crisis
To simulate a crisis, one has to be able to understand and
explain a crisis at first. In literature, there is no general
definition of a “crisis” available; therefore, we will have to
give an explanation of the crisis term to make sure, that a
common understanding is guaranteed.
In the beginning of the 18th century, a “crisis” was based
on the probability of revolutions, counter-revolutions,
independence and civil wars [1]. Given the rapid
development of peace research, this term was stretched
frequently. The changing international environment assigns
both stakeholders of the security (i.e., states, international /
national organizations, etc.), as well as political decision
makers faced with new problems and requirements.
Therefore, it is important to derive a new common definition.
A “crisis” is a situation, in which a system or a part of a
system is extinguished and destroyed. A system is a group of
actors (states, organizations, resources, etc.) that interact
together in one or more fixed patters and structures [2]. This
increases the likelihood of a war or the usage of force [3].
Furthermore, if a decision-making process is subjected to
time pressure to avoid a growing danger of hopelessness [4],
a crisis is about to rise.
B. Crisis Management
In time of a crisis, citizens need the aid of their leaders.
In other words, they are dependent on the leadership of their
presidents, local politicians, public managers or religious
mentors. These leaders must make decisions to minimize the
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damage of the crisis and they have to examine ways that will
lead their people out of the critical situation.
The
management of a crisis is often a complex operation, which
requires a lot of organization. The decision makers must
supervise the whole crisis management process,
communicate with stakeholders, discover what went wrong,
define possible risks and they have to initiate improvements
to overcome the crisis.
To make these important decisions, leaders must have an
overview of the possible progress of a crisis. To support the
decision making process, a tool for crisis simulation could
be of immense value. Such a tool could be used to forecast
upcoming events. Consequently, this will provide an edge to
the decision makers in managing the crisis.
This paper will start with an introduction of some basic
ideas for a simulation that has to be taken into consideration.
After that, two basic principles, that seem appropriate for the
simulation, will be shown and discussed. The next section
will outline a possible simulation prototype to clarify a first
simulation concept. Finally, a conclusion is drawn and an
outline for further steps is given.
C. State of the Art
1) CASCON
Computer-Aided System for Handling Information on
Local Conflicts (CASCON) is a computerized history-based
conflict analysis and decision-support system. This system
is based on Bloomfield-Leiss model [6] of local conflict,
which represents conflict as a dynamic process that moves
in time and space [5]. A local conflict is derived from the
substantive dispute. The dispute can be caused because of
the territory, ideology, power, race, religion, or whatever. It
is derived in phases of varying durations. In each phase,
there are factors-conditions, perceptions, situations, or
relationships that generate conflict-relevant pressure.

Figure 1. Phases of the Local Conflict Model [5].
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 2. a) A map of fictitious state. b) A map of fictitious state with a grid.
c) Crisis points marked red in the map of fictitious state.

Figure 1 shows the phases of the local conflict based on
the Bloomfield-Leiss model. Phase I defines a dispute that
will be waged at the polls, in the press, economically,
politically without military participation. Phase II defines a
conflict (pre-hostilities) with an option of military
introduction. Phase III, hostilities, arises when one side
actually inserts military force to resolve the dispute. When
hostilities are terminated, it skips to phase IV, posthostilities. Phase V is entered when the dispute is no longer
vied in military terms. The conflict is settled, when the
dispute ends [5][6].
The users of the CASCON system can access the
database. They can record the data about a new case or they
can get the information about previous conflicts in a
particular phase. The system can recommend steps at the
onset of the dispute rather than at the outbreak of hostilities.
This system is very complex. With our simulation, we
want to visualize possible spread of the conflict in a region.
Actually, we do not need a database with historical data, but
rather certain parameters, they must be defined later.
2) Plague Inc.
Plaque Incorporated is a strategic game that is
developed by Ndemic Creations [7]. The aim of this game is
to destroy the world with a deadly pathogen. The game uses
a complex epidemic model to implement a realistic
simulation.
Gamers play against the world’s population. The earth is
modeled as a game map. The map is divided into different
states. The states have at its real existing models adapted
factors, which can be divided into four areas: economic
power, rainfall, temperature, and population density.
The game begins at the current day and then runs on a
daily basis. The gamer can select a country, where the
pathogen begins. First person will be infected. People can be
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healthy, infected, and dead. The disease spreads through
country infection, ships, aircraft or animals.
If the world’s population discovers the disease, it begins
with the development of a cure. The more severe the
medical condition is, the more money must be invested in
the remedy. Economically powerful nations have an
advantage for fighting the pathogen. A gamer has
possibilities to fight back against the cure, such as the
development of a resistance or the formation of a new
disease. The player wins, when the world population is
completely annihilated before a cure was cultivated. The
world wins; if the world population develops a cure or kills
the pathogen and support before all people infected [8].
This game would be a good template for a simulation of
crisis spreading. But the project is commercial; there is no
access to the methods and models that have been applied on
the development of this game.
In our research project, we want to develop a crisis
simulation based on “Plaque Inc.”. We need to examine
models and methods, which are descriptive of the crisis
spreading more realistic. We want use the CASCON system,
to define the influencing factor of crisis spreading. With the
aid of Finite-Element-Method (FEM) [9], we want to
present the geographic extension of a region, because this
method is parallelizable and well scalable in computer
power [10].
II.

BASIC IDEA OF SIMULATION

For our investigation, we will use a fictitious country. In
Figure 2a, one can see that country, which consists of three
cities. Furthermore, the cities are connected via
infrastructural objects (i.e., roads). At that point, the
development of one or more crises, which were triggered in
one or more parts of a city, shall be examined.
To analyze the dispersion of a crisis from one point to
another, a grid is placed on the cities and their compounds.
The grid can be viewed in Figure 2b. Points that will
represent a crisis, are placed on one or more grid locations.
In Figure 2c, you can see the crises points marked as red
dots. Now, for each part of the grid we could define some
characteristic traits. These traits can be used to simulate
infrastructure, regional and political states in that particular
location. The main idea to model the interaction of every
trait with a crisis point. To achieve this, we want to use
differential equations. At the next step our work; we want to
define these equations. The type and order of the using
equations are dependent on the kind of interaction and its
complexity. This leads to a convenient way of describing the
underlying dependencies. The variables of differential
equations could be defined using the CASCON system by
providing the single factors.
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III.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

A. Finite-Element-Method
Taking performance considerations into account, it
would not be a good choice to consider the complete map
for our simulation. It is possible that the largest part of the
observed country is devoid of infrastructure or important
objects (forest, grassland, mountains, etc.), but another part
is of major interest and only that part is in the need of closer
investigating. Hence, the map should be divided into areas.
As stated in the previous section, each location has
particular properties and a degree of influence on
neighboring locations. The fundamental dependencies are
simulated via differential equations.
At this point, FEM, as a numeric technique for solving
differential and integral equations, could become handy. A
region, in which we seek a solution for the underlying
differential equations, is divided into a finite number of
elements. For each of the elements FEM provides an
approximating function. Function values at the boundaries
of the elements are the approximated solution of the
differential equations and hence the solution of the
fundamental problem. The coefficients of the approximating
functions are determined by the condition of the values of
neighboring functions on the boundaries between the
elements. These coefficients are expressed through the
values of the functions in the elements [9][11]. At this point,
it becomes clear that the basic idea of the simulation and the
basic principles of FEM are strongly related. Therefore, it is
of high interest to examine this approach as possible solving
mechanism of this kind of simulation.
B. Game of Life
Besides FEM, Conways “Game of Life” [12] appears to
be a well suited template for this kind of problem. The
“Game of Life” is a grid based computer simulator that was
invented by Moler [12]. The population spreads over an
infinite two dimensional squared field (universe). The
population evolves at discrete time steps and depending on
the neighborhood they stay alive, die, or bring new life to
adjacent locations in the next time step. Every location in
the underlying two dimensional grids is called a cell and
every cell has two states (population alive or dead).
The fundamental concept of "Game of Life" is based on
a very simple set of rules:
1. A dead cell with three living neighbors will
become alive in the next time step,
2. A living cell with less than two neighbors dies
in the next time step,
3. A living cell with more than three neighbors
dies in the next time step,
4. A living cell with two or three neighbors will
stay alive.
Though this concept is rather plain, it shows some
similarities to the featured idea for crisis simulation. Crises
could be regarded as the population and our region of
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interest is subdivided into cells on a grid. A crisis could
appear (cell becomes alive) and it could disappear (cell
dies). At this point, it becomes obvious that the set of rules
have to be more complex to model the fundamental behavior
of a rising or falling crisis and that is the point where a
connection between FEM and "Game of Life" could bring a
more desirable modeling quality.
IV.

DESCRIPTION A PROTOTYPE OF THE CRISIS
SIMULATION

In this section, a possible implementation of a simple
prototype for the simulation concept is introduced. An
arbitrary two dimensional matrix M is chosen as a
representation of our gridded country map. A second two
dimensional matrix C is chosen as a representation of the
crisis population. It becomes clear, that the fundamental
problem is subdivided into multiple layers and each layer
has its own matrix. The elements of the matrix M, which
represent the cities and their infrastructural interconnections,
are filled with ones (1). Empty spaces are marked with zeros
(0). The same is true for the matrix C, a living cell is
marked with one and a dead one with zero. Now, rules in
favor of our special "Game of Live" represented by Matrix
C can be applied. For the prototype, the following rules have
been prepared:
1) A cell with a living crisis in matrix C can spread out
(i.e., bring life) to another cell, if the corresponding
cell in matrix M is defined with a one.
2) A living crisis can cause a new crisis in neighboring
(adjacent) cells only.
3) A living crisis can spread out, if at least one
neighboring element is also defined as a living crisis.
4) An element can be defined as a living crisis, if this
element is not a crisis yet (dead crisis).
5) If a living crisis did not spread to a neighboring
element in the previous time step, then it will die.
6) For each element, which is not a living crisis, is made
a connection to every neighboring crisis element. To
each connection the value 0 or 1 is assigned and that
value is random generated with a probability of 50%.
If at least one connection has the value 1, then this
element will become a living crisis in the preceding
time step.
7) The simulation ends after a predetermined number of
iteration steps or if all of crisis elements are dead.

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The crisis management in geopolitical, economical and
humanitarian area is a very complex topic. All these areas
are highly correlated to each other. To make future
statements about the development of a crisis, all factors
must be regarded individually and collectively. To
determine the dependency factors or the factors that have an
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influence on a crisis, the collaboration with political,
economical and sociological institutes is planned.
It must be analyzed, which factor may affect the spread
of a crisis from one to the other area and how a reasonable
weighting of each factor with influence could be
accomplished. A probable approach for accomplishing that
challenge is to examine real crises and their development in
the past in existing countries or regions. That is also a
mandatory assignment for a validation of the simulation
system, to prove correctness of the underlying algorithms.
All political and economic aspects have to be taken into
account and neighboring regions must be analyzed. Once the
most important factors and parameters are defined, the
results can be simulated.
At this moment, an implementation of FEM was
neglected in the simulation. That kind of methods will
provide a more sophisticated simulation model, but this is
only of any value after an interdisciplinary investigation of
the whole topic, which is planned for the next prototype.
At last, it must be pointed out that the described
prototype is at a very early stage of development. It handles
a simple cellular automaton simulation with yet nonjustified assumptions only. For further investigations, a
validation and a probable reconsideration of the given rules
have to be made. Obviously, it is a plain two-dimensional
approach that solely relies on geographical distances. To
reflect modern world scenarios, a multi-dimensional
approach, which could simulate mass transit and electronic
communication, has to be taken into consideration.
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Abstract—The current paper deals with the probabilistic prognosis of societal political violence levels of countries in the
context of crisis prevention. The baseline is formed by two
freely available datasets, whose relevance gets clarified in the
first part of the paper. From these, a classification and a prediction modeling problem can be derived for which a Principal
Component Analysis together with Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) can be utilized as useful methods. Different SVM kernel functions have been investigated. To further perform the
prediction step, a statistic modeling approach has been chosen
that includes the computation of occurrence probabilities by
stochastic simulation.
Keywords-stochastic simulation; Major Episodes of Political
Violence; principal component analysis; classification; support
vector machines.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Within the United Nations, the European Union and the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) crisis management, conflict prevention, security of trade routes, humanitarian aid, reconstruction activities as well as international
cooperation are some of the main foci nowadays [1][2].
Thus, it is of high value to determine and anticipate possible
geographic regions of interest in time [1]. These kind of
regions will be defined by the term “hotspots” in the current
work and the question arises how to identify and predict
them.
A good clue to determine possible hotspots is given by
the Major Episodes of Political Violence (MEPV) dataset,
which is provided by the Center of Systemic Peace [10]. In
the context of the current work, it is used as reference to
characterize hotspot regions, because of its special properties. It summarizes the various occurrences of violence due
to intrastate (civil, ethnic) and interstate conflicts on country
level and transforms them into normed warfare magnitudes
as time series on a yearly basis [10]. Thus, it allows a continuous assessment and objective comparison for each year
with the warfare magnitude being proportional to the hotspot
level. Other datasets, similar with regards to content, list
singular events instead, which makes it hard to perform an
continuous analysis on a yearly basis.
Although the usage of this dataset leads to a very convenient way of determining possible hotspots, it causes two
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distinct issues. The first one is the lack of data for certain
regions, so that it is impossible to achieve a sufficient covering of the entire world. The second issue is the unsatisfying
feasibility to forecast upcoming hotspots due to insufficient
information contained in the MEPV-data for this task.
For that reason, governance indicators provided by the
World Bank [11] comprising hundreds of underlying societal
political factors on a yearly basis are additionally used.
These indicators include direct and indirect measures of
violence [3]. This makes the dataset basically also applicable
within the given scope of hotspot assessment. Thus, the
question may arise why not to use these governance indicators as a complete substitution for the MEPV-dataset instead.
The reason is, the governance indicators comprise a lot more
information and thus span more than one dimension (see
Section II.B). This introduces the problem, that one has to
decide for which values in what combination a hotspot can
be assumed. So, statistical methods and data mining techniques are applied to recognize patterns that are related to
certain values in the MEPV-dataset. With this additional
information, it is possible to overcome the two issues mentioned above.
In the present paper, the basic approach to connect the
level of violence to a certain tuple of indicators is shown and
examined to reconstruct missing MEPV-data. Furthermore, a
stochastic approach to predict the development of societal
political violence by stochastic simulation is presented.
Combining the reconstruction and prediction methods, finally it will be shown how MEPV-data can be predicted including the declaration of probabilities. Basically, the applied
methodologies are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
Support Vector Machines (SVM). In the first part of the
paper, these methods will be briefly summarized, their relevance clarified and finally explained in which way they are
applied for the current problem.
While the presented forecast modeling itself is yet simple, it reflects the underlying methodology, which can be
transferred to any higher quality forecasting model. The
regarded time frame of the prognosis is targeted for a short
term basis of up to five years.
In the next section, the used datasets will be described in
more detail. Afterwards, it is explained how and why (at a
first glance) a PCA is applied to the current problem. Then,
the data classification process and its relevance will be ex-
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plained, comprised by a motivation and description for the
use of SVMs. Finally, the stochastic simulation model will
be presented and linked with the PCA and SVM methods.
Due to the dependence of the SVM classification quality to
the used kernel function [12], different kernels will be investigated for the described datasets.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF USED DATA- AND TOOLSETS

A. MEPV-Data
The dataset is provided for free on an annual basis and
lists cross-national, time-series data on interstate, societal,
and communal warfare magnitude scores (independence,
interstate, ethnic, and civil; violence and warfare). The value
of interest here is the civil violence (“CIVTOT”-value), also
later referred to as “MEPV-level”. It is coded from zero to
ten using a discrete scale, where zero means no violence and
ten means extermination/annihilation [10]. In general, low
levels of violence are smaller than four [9]. Currently values
are available from 1946 to 2012 for a total of 167 countries
[10].
B. Worldwide Governance Indicators
This dataset is distributed by the World Bank and comprises a tuple of six indicators as times-series for 215 countries: (1) Control of Corruption, (2) Government Effectiveness, (3) Political Stability, (4) Regulatory Quality, (5) Rule
of Law and (6) Voice & Accountability. Each indicator
ranges approximately from -2.5 (bad) to 2.5 (good). The
most recent set covers a time span from 2002 to 2012 on a
yearly basis. The indicators can also be obtained for free, see
[11].
C. Toolset
Before any calculation and examination could be done,
some decisions regarding the need of specials tools have to
be made. For prototyping and for a later verification, all
algorithms were implemented in Matlab R2014a [14]. It is of
great value that Matlab R2014a provides convenient implementations of the PCA and SVMs in its statistics toolbox.
The first prototype relies exclusively on these two modules.
The rest is done using standard functions provided by Matlab
itself.
Beside the convenience of a Matlab implementation,
there are also some downsides. First of all, the SVM implementation in Matlab does not provide native multiclass classification. Secondly, the creation of a custom kernel modification turned out to be difficult, as not being well documented. Furthermore, it becomes very tedious to maintain the
code if a project exceeds a certain size. For these reasons, the
working algorithm was implemented in the programming
language C#. Due to its object oriented paradigm, it is very
well suited for projects dealing with structured data and
provides a very convenient syntax. While there is no native
implementation of an SVM or PCA available in this language, as a downside, mature third party frameworks are
available however. For the current application, the Accord.Net framework [13] has been chosen. This framework
provides a large variety of statistical modules, including
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multiclass SVM and PCA. The framework is available for
free and Open-source. Furthermore, it provides a very useful
interface, which allows a convenient way to create any type
of a custom SVM kernel.
So, every calculation described in this paper could be reproduced using either Matlab or C# in conjunction with the
Accord.Net framework.
III.

APPLICATION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
AND TRANSFORMATION

A. Dimension Analysis
As a first step, the dimensionality of the information contained in the six governance indicators is verified. Therefore,
a PCA as described in [1] is applied.
The PCA is basically an approach to transform a tuple of
observations, which are potentially correlated, into a set of
uncorrelated variables. The result of this transformation,
which is essentially a translation and a rotation, are the principal components (PCs) of the given observations. For a
useful application of the PCA, the data has to be centered
and standardized in a preceding step. Furthermore, to ensure
non-corrupt data containing no outliers, an outlier test like
the Wilks's test [7] has to be performed.
The next step is the investigation of a possible reduction
of the dimension of space. For that stage, the values of all
eigenvalues of the correlation matrix have to be examined.
The higher a value, the higher is the variance of the related
principal component and therefore, the importance for declaring the features of the entire dataset. In Figure 1, the
sorted percentages of all eigenvalues are shown. As one can
clearly see, the first three principal components explain more
than 96% of all observed features in the dataset.

Figure 1. Percentage of all eigenvalues of the correlation matrix

As a first guess, it seems obvious to neglect the three inferior components. To ensure the correctness of this approach, a significance test with an error probability of 1 % on
all the eigenvalues has been performed. Finally, this test
certifies every eigenvalue as significant, so that a safe dimension reduction cannot be guaranteed.
B. Determining the Principal Components
Though proven with certain significance that there should
be no dimension reduction performed, the results of the PCA
are further used to compute the PCs of the indicators. The
reason for that is their application in the data prediction step,
as explained later.
For this, the eigenvectors of the previously calculated
correlation matrix are computed. The eigenvectors should be
sorted and scaled by the square root of their corresponding
eigenvalue. When summarized into a matrix, a transfor-
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mation matrix M is gained. The final transformation operation then is given by equation (1):
.
IV.

(1)

DATA CLASSIFICATION

A. Methodology
As a next step, it is required to develop a systematic
scheme that allows to determine to which MEPV-level a
certain indicator tuple for a single year and country corresponds. In Figure 2, scatterplots for each pair of the first
three PCs are given as example, comprising the corresponding color coded classes in terms of MEPV-level.

Figure 2. Scatterplots of the first three principal components (left: PC1 &
PC2; middle: PC1 & PC3; right: PC2 & PC3) with the corresponding color
coded classes: green represents no violence, blue represents a raised violence level and red represents hotspots.

As it can be seen the data seems to be spatially separable
by adopting some classification method. In the next section,
we take a closer look on possible classifications methods in
the context of the given data.
B. Choosing the Classifier
As the simplest solution for solving the classification
problem, the PCA could be used to discriminate the dataset.
The drawback of using this method is that it can only be used
for the classification of linear separable classes. A closer
look at Figure 2 discloses that the underlying problem is not
linear, therefore the PCA provides only a poor classification
quality.
Fortunately, there are currently more advanced methods
available. Discriminant analysis [16], neuronal networks
(NNs) [15], and SVMs [6] are also known for solving classification problems.
With the discriminant analysis as a multivariate, statistical approach it is possible to classify via a linear, quadratic,
Bayesian and Mahalanobis distance discriminant function.
As with the statement above, a linear discrimination function
is not appropriate. Choosing the Mahalanobis distance as
classifier, one gets the best results for this particular problem. The classification error in this case is about
. Although this means that we are getting correct answers in approximately
of all cases, it is worth examining a more
refined approach for that particular classification problem.
NNs might be a promising choice as being able to solve
non-linear and also complex classification problems like
pattern recognition in image processing. Nevertheless, they
suffer from their theoretical limitations. For instance, when
using back-propagation as learning method, they usually
converge to locally optimal solutions. In this particular case,
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SVMs can offer a major improvement [5]. On top of that, by
picking support vectors, SVMs choose the model size on
their own [5] and they are developed using a sound theory
first [5]. The lucid theoretical foundation of SVMs stands in
contrast to the theoretical base of NNs.
SVMs are well explained in [6] and the following description uses this as a foundation. As the starting point for
an SVM classification, we need a quantity of training objects
whose correct classification is known (this is also true for the
discriminant analysis mentioned earlier). An object could be
regarded as a vector in a vector space. The SVM tries to fit a
hyperplane into the given vector space, which separates the
given classes. At the same time, the distance between the
nearest vectors and the hyperplane is maximized and these
vectors are called the support vectors.
It is apparent that a hyperplane is capable of discriminating linear separable vectors only. At this point, the SVM uses
the fact that nonlinear separable vectors become linear separable in higher dimensional space. Therefore, a transformation into higher dimensions has to be performed and the
hyperplane could be fitted into the training data set. After
that process, the hyperplane must be transformed into the
original space, which leads to a nonlinear hypersurface,
which could be also non-contiguous.
This algorithm causes one serious issue, namely, the
transformation into higher dimensions is computational expensive; therefore, an alternative approach was invented. A
method called the "kernel trick" solves this issue. The trick is
to use an appropriate kernel function, which describes the
hyperplane in higher dimensions. If applied, the for- and
backward transformation into and from higher dimensional
space can be achieved without computing it directly. Therefore, the art of using SVMs is to choose the correct kernel
function, which is well suited for the underlying problem.
That discussion will be postponed to Section VI.
With a well suited kernel function, it is possible to distinguish between all MEPV-levels with no error, representing a
perfect classification. Anyway, a nearly perfect classification
of the training data might cause the problem of an overclassification. This means that the trained classifier gets too
specific and hence sensitive to minor changes. This might
lead to too many misclassifications when performing the
prediction step (this problem also applies to NNs).
So far, the discussion neglected the fact that the underlying problem is a multi-classification problem. The traditional
approach is only suited to distinguish between two classes.
To overcome this issue, the classification between c classes
has to be subdivided into c classifications of two classes.
Although this was not explicitly pointed out, it was taken
into account, so that the given errors are valid for the generalized classification case of all MEPV-classes.
V.

DATA PREDICTION VIA STOCHASTIC SIMULATION

A. Approach
As it is intended to perform a prognosis of the societal,
political level of violence, a prediction of the development of
the indicator data is required. Of course, there is no way to
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achieve this with reliable results, as the social political processes in countries are too complex.
The most simple prediction approach would be an extrapolation of the indicator data based upon a linear regression model not regarding side effects. Such could be spillover effects between bordering countries with similar cultural
and political backgrounds as most recently observed during
the Arab Spring. A simple extrapolation does not imply the
most likely development of the indicators. To consider probabilities, the actually chosen approach is to perform a statistic modelling of the indicator development based upon observed values.
B. Statistic Modelling
The first step is to derive the indicators for a specific
country by time to obtain their annual slopes. From the distribution of the slopes the likelihood can be obtained for
which an indicator will develop into a certain range of directions by integrating the probability density function (PDF) of
the underlying distribution. At the other hand, it is possible
to compute ranges of slopes for given probabilities. This
reflects the approach done for the current application. To
formally cover the whole probability range, the underlying
PDF is split by n quantiles into equally sized ranges of the
probabilities 1/n. For each quantile range, the corresponding
n mean slopes are computed from the PDF. In other words,
they represent the n cases how an indicator might develop
with identical probabilities. Finally, this step is performed for
all six indicators. The predicted indicator values are then
constructed for a certain year by using their last known values and the computed slopes, resulting in a set of six by nindicator-tuples. From these, a total of p possible cases can
be constructed on how all indicators might develop. This
results from a permutation of each computed possible development of each indicator with

A remaining question is the type of PDF that is applicable to the current problem. For this, the complete distribution
of the slopes for each PC of all countries have been investigated. It has been proven that the underlying PDF can be
assumed to be a normal distribution. In Figure 3, the histograms of the slopes of the six PCs are given to exemplify
that. The required sigma-value is obtained separately for
each country by computing the standard deviation of the
slopes of each PC for all years of a current country.
C. Classification
So far, p occurrences of indicator tuples per predicted
year and country have been computed. Finally, of interest is
the probable MEPV-level. Therefore, the classification
methodology as described before by using SVMs can be
applied. This requires that a SVM with an appropriate kernel
is trained in advance by using a time span where both, indicator data and reference MEPV-data are available. The application of trained SVM to the predicted indicator tuples
yields p MEPV-level occurrences per predicted year and
country. The selection of a proper SVM kernel is addressed
later in the next section.
As indicated by equation (2), the computational effort for
classification dramatically increases if smaller sized quantile
ranges are used. While for tertiles (spanning three ranges
with each covering 33 % probability) 729 permutations occur, quintiles for example already produce 15625 permutations. These numbers then equal the count of indicator tuples
which need to be classified for every predicted year and
country.
Beside the option to avoid too small quantile ranges it is
also possible not to include the less significant PCs (e.g., the
5th and 6th PC, see Figure 1) in the permutation process.
Thereby, another advantage of using the PCs instead of the
untransformed indicator data for classification is given.

(2)
One yet unconsidered issue is that the indicators develop
partially dependent on each other. The performed permutation however is only valid if the indicators would be independent from each other. This condition can be met if the
PCs of the indicators are used instead of the pure, untransformed ones. All the previously described steps remain the
same for the usage of the PCs instead of the original data.

Figure 3. Histogram of the slopes of all PC values (first PC at upper left,
sixth PC at lower right)
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TABLE I.

MEPV PREDICTION, EXAMPLE OF CHAD
MEPV-Level Occurrences (Σ = 729)

Year
0

1

2

3

5

4, 6..10

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

73
(10.0%)

0
(0%)

2011

338
(46.4%)

102
(14.0%)

0
(0%)

289
(39.6%)

2012

561
(76.9%)

19
(2.6%)

2
(0.3%)

74
(10.2%)

In Table I, a prediction example for the country Chad is
given for the years 2011 and 2012. The permutation has been
performed by usage of all six indicators and probability
ranges split by tertiles. The prediction was based on indicators from 2002 to 2010. Together with reference MEPV-data
for the same time span a SVM has been trained using the
preferred method and kernel function as described in the next
section. The reference MEPV-levels for the years 2002 to
2004 have been zero, for 2005 one and for 2006 to 2010
three. The table shows that the predicted indicators of Chad
tend to be classified primarily with MEPV-level zero and
secondarily with MEPV-level three for the years 2011 and
2012. The real MEPV-levels for these years were zero.
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VI.

KERNEL EVALUATION

As discussed before, an important aim is to find a well
suited SVM kernel function to achieve a proper classification
of indicator tuples in terms of MEPV-levels. For this, a separate optimization program has been written in C# instrumenting prior implemented prediction routines.
Five typical kernel functions have been selected for evaluation. Beside the two standard functions for linear and
quadratic separation, the Sigmoid-, Cauchy- and Hyperbolic Secant-kernels have been chosen, based upon their principal properties, see [8][13]. These three non-standard kernel
functions comprise scaling parameters, which have major
influence on the classification results and thus need to be
determined within a calibration process. The Sigmoid-kernel
further represents the learning function of a two-layerperceptron of a NN.
Because of the prior mentioned problem of overclassification, the kernels should not be evaluated by just
using the training dataset as only reference to obtain the
classification error. As an example, Table II shows evaluation results of the told kernels, trained with data from 2002 to
2010. The parameters for the three non-standard kernel functions have been optimized by minimizing the classification
error of the training data. The table contains the classification
errors and the standard deviations with respect to the reference MEPV-data for the years 2002 to 2010. The trained
kernels have been used to classify the predicted indicator
data for the years 2011 and 2012 using tertiles for the probability ranges of all six PC values. The gained results for both
years, in form of the mean predicted MEPV-level for each
country, are compared to the real MEPV-levels using their
standard deviation. As it can be seen, with the Cauchy- and
Hyperbolic Secant-Kernel it is possible to gain a 100 % fit
for the training data, but the classification of the predicted
data is worse than for the standard linear kernel. Using the
quadratic kernel, the classifier cannot be trained at all.
TABLE II.
SVM KERNEL PERFORMANCE
(OPTIMIZED FOR MINIMUM MISCLASSIFICATION OF TRAINING DATASET)

Class. Error
Std. Dev.

Sigmoid

Cauchy

(0.05,-2.1)

(0.0039)

Hyperbolic
Secant (2.7)

a

10.0%

0%

0%

a

0.98

0

0

quadratic

11.1 %
1.00

n/a
n/a

Classification of Prediction (2011-2012)
Std. Dev.

0.85

n/a

a

0.89

1.32

So, the goal must be to optimize the kernel function parameters by a minimization of the prediction error. The
drawback of this kind of calibration is that the predicted data
comprises additional prognosis uncertainties, influencing the
accuracy of the found optimum. Due to a yet too small
amount of available reference data, investigations on the
required amount of years used for training and prediction
with respect to the achieved overall prediction performance
cannot be faithfully done so far.
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Training (2002-2010)

Class. Error
Std. Dev.

Sigmoid

Cauchy

(0.05, -2.4)

(0.71)

Hyperbolic
Secant (0.56)

a

10.1%

4.3%

1.3%

a

0.96

0.59

0.39

linear

quadratic

11.1%

n/a

1.00

n/a

Classification of Prediction (2011-2012)
Std. Dev.

0.85

n/a

a

0.84

0.63

0.61

a. SVM training failed to find a solution

As of the currently quite small data basis, the kernel
functions might perform slightly different when data from
future years will be available. Further, there even might exist
some more suitable, especially custom kernels. Regarding
the potentially unlimited function space, an exhausting evaluation is not feasible anyway.
VII. SHORT TERM PROGNOSIS RESULTS
Applying the Hyperbolic Secant-Kernel with optimized
kernel parameters, a one and a two year prognosis have been
computed with respect to the last year of different time
spans, which have been used for SVM training. The results
are set in relation to the real values as mean and standard
deviations through all countries and are listed in Table IV for
each time span. Because data is currently available only until
2012, the last time span ends 2010 to remain reference data
for up to two years.
SUMMARIZED RESULTS FOR MEPV-LEVEL PROGNOSIS AS
DEVIATIONS TO REAL DATA
20022005

+ 1 year
+ 2 years

0.19
±0.93
-0.16
±1.03

20022006

20022007

20022008

20022009

20022010

0.01

0.05

-0.04

0.01

0.06

±0.88

±0.56

±0.76

±0.47

±0.59

0.07

0.11

-0.05

0.07

0.03

±1.07

±0.71

±0.92

±0.84

±0.62

1.12

a. SVM training failed to find a solution
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TABLE III.
SVM KERNEL PERFORMANCE
(OPTIMIZED FOR MINIMUM MISCLASSIFICATION OF PREDICTED DATASET)

TABLE IV.

Training (2002-2010)
linear

In Table III, the results of using the method for minimizing the prediction errors are given. It can be seen that the
Cauchy- and Hyperbolic Secant-kernels perform essentially
better in the classification of the predicted values by conserving a small classification error of the training data. Especially
the Hyperbolic Secant-kernel can be regarded as the kernel
of choice for the current problem.

It can be seen that the mean deviations are all close to zero, while the standard deviations range between 0.5 and 1.0
MEPV-levels. This can be regarded as acceptable by remarking that longer time periods also tend to imply smaller deviations and thus produce more truthful results. Due to too little
data, yet undeterminable is at which point the length of the
time span used for training can be regarded as sufficient. It
can also be observed, that there is only a little increase in the
deviations comparing the two with the one year prognosis.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
A method was presented to reconstruct probable societal
political violence levels for countries which are not contained in the current MEPV-dataset using SVMs and world
governance indicators. Further, the approach was extended to
perform a prognosis of near future MEPV-levels. Therefore,
a method has been described how to predict the underlying
set of indicators by applying stochastic simulation and covering internal correlation effects using a PCA and a PCtransformation. While the forecast model itself is yet simple,
as representing some kind of linear extrapolation, it provides
an easy mechanism to obtain probabilities by stochastic
modeling. As things usually do not develop just linear, a
more sophisticated forecast model might provide more convenient results by e. g., also regarding interstate spillover
effects which is not regarded so far. Finally, the current solution also delivers a reference model to test future models
against.
An investigation of possible SVM kernels showed that
the Hyperbolic Secant-kernel performed best by providing a
classification error for data reconstruction and prediction
with a standard deviation of about a half of an MEPV-level
with respect to the real levels for the years 2011 and 2012.
As stated in the introduction, the targeted prediction time
frame spans five years. Due to yet too few years for which
data is available, only a time span of two years has been used
for SVM kernel calibration and evaluation. In future, an
extension to up to a five year time span is intended. For the
same reason, an objective measure of the performance of the
proposed method via a validation against past data is only
limited possible.
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Abstract— Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), such
as the Global Positioning System (GPS) in the USA, the
GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS) in Russia,
and the Galileo in the EU, determine a target position using a
satellite signal. They are widely used around the globe at this
time. However, there is a critical obstacle when attempting to
run a navigation system in a land vehicle. In contrast to
aircraft or vessels, which operate in open areas without any
obstacles, land vehicles must deal with signal occlusion caused
by surrounding buildings, skyscrapers and other objects,
especially in urban areas. In order to solve this problem, many
researchers have studied many different methods, such as
GPS/GLONASS-integrated positioning; pseudolite, which
produces a signal similar to that of GPS; and GPS/Vision
integrated positioning. These studies have mainly focused on
integrated positioning methods. In contrast, this paper focuses
on the relationship between the position of a new signal
generator and positioning error for high-accuracy positioning
in GPS shaded areas using simulation analysis. Through this
analysis, we confirmed that horizontal positioning error is the
lowest (10m) in the urban canyon when the degrees of
geometric stability is the best.

the position of a new signal generator and positioning error
for high-accuracy positioning in GPS shaded areas.
For this analysis, we developed a simulator using
MATLAB, the configuration of which is described in section
2. The developed simulator generates GPS observation data
with a variety of errors, such as ionospheric delays,
tropospheric delays and clock errors. Moreover, the
simulator filters some signals which are occluded by
obstacles such as tall buildings.
Using this simulator, GPS positioning errors were
analyzed in diverse road environments, such as housing areas
and urban canyons. These results are described in section 3.
The simulator is also able to generate a new signal
virtually and then perform integrated positioning using GPS
and the new signal data. In section 4, the integrated
positioning errors were analyzed according to the new signal
generator’s position.
Through this simulation analysis, we found that the
accuracy of new signals and their degrees of geometric
stability should be considered for highly accurate positioning.
This paper starts with the simulator description in section
2, then GPS positioning errors are analyzed in section 3. In
section 4, the integrated positioning errors were analyzed.
The conclusion of this paper is described in section 5.

Keywords- GNSS; Vision; Pseudolite; Simulation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), such as
the Global Positioning System (GPS) in the USA, the
GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS) in Russia,
and the Galileo in the EU, determine a target position using a
satellite signal. At present, they are widely used around the
globe. Since Selective Availability (SA) was released, the
use of such systems has become prevalent in applications
ranging from navigation systems for transportation to mobile
smart phones. However, there is a critical obstacle when
running the navigation system in land vehicles. In contrast to
aircraft or vessels, which operate in open areas without any
obstacles, a land vehicle must deal with signal occlusion
caused by surrounding buildings, skyscrapers and other
objects, especially in urban areas. Many researchers have
attempted to solve this problem with various methods, such
as GPS/GLONASS-integrated positioning [1], pseudolite,
which produces a signal similar to that of GPS [2], and
GPS/Vision integrated positioning [3]. These studies have
mainly focused on integrated positioning methods with a
new signal. In contrast, we focus on the relationship between

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2014.
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II.

SIMULATOR

We developed a simulator to perform an error analysis of
GPS positioning and integrated positioning with a new signal
to enhance the degree of positioning stability.

Figure 1. Configuration of the simulator
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Figure 2.

Output data example from the urban environment data-generating module

The configuration of the simulator consists of three
modules [4]: the urban environment data-generating module,
the GPS data-generating module, and the error datagenerating module. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the
simulator.
The urban environment data-generating module produces
building coordinate data based on a reference position, the
GPS data-generating module makes the observation data
similar to actual GPS observation data, and the error datagenerating module calculates observation errors based on
models.
A. Simulator configuration
The input parameters – the observation time, receiver’s
reference position coordinates, the road width, the building
height and the new signal generator interval for generating
simulation data – are set in the urban environment generating
module. According to the parameter settings, threedimensional coordinates of virtual buildings, the new signal
generator and the receiver position data (reference data) are
generated with an Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF)
coordinate. Figure 2 shows an example of the output data
from the urban environment data-generating module.
The GPS data-generating module generates the Receiver
Independent Exchange Format (RINEX) as a GPS
observation file and performs GPS positioning and integrated
positioning. This module imports the reference data and
extracts the observation time and receiver’s position
coordinates from the data. The satellites orbit information,
clock data and other parameters are downloaded from the
International GNSS Service (IGS) [5] site to determine the
satellite’s position and generate the error data. Next, this
module calculates the satellite position at every epoch using
this data. The Line-Of-Sight (LOS) is calculated based on the
satellite and receiver position, and visible satellites are
filtered at the receiver’s position. Some errors are added to
this LOS using the error data-generating module, and the
final observation data are generated in the RINEX format
after line (LOS)-polygon (building data) collision checking
[6]. Using the GPS and new signal data or only GPS data,
positioning is performed in this module. Stand-alone L1
Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) code positioning and an integrated
positioning algorithm (the least-squares method) were used
in this study, and the results are in ECEF coordinates [3].
The error data-generating module simulates errors related
to GPS observations. These errors are classified into four

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2014.
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types: satellite-dependent errors, atmosphere-induced errors,
receiver-dependent errors, and other errors. Table 1 presents
the details of the error modeling step. Each error can be
modeled or calculated using a model and data files from the
IGS and the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe
(CODE) sites.
Finally, the positioning error is analyzed compared with
the reference data and a plot of a related graph. For
directional analysis, the positioning results are converted to
North-East-Down (NED) coordinates.
TABLE I.

SIMULATED MODELING ERROR
Error

Satellitedependent
error
Atmosphereinduced
error

Receiver
error

Other error

GPS orbit
Satellite clock error
Ionospheric delay
Tropospheric delay
Receiver clock
error
Differential Code
Bias (DCB)

Error model
Broadcast ephemerides (IGS
orbit)
Final clock file (IGS clock file)
IGS TEC (total electron content)
map
Saastamoinen model [7], Chao
mapping function [8]
Two-state random process
model[9]
CODE (center for orbit
determination in Europe) DCB
file

Random error

0.3m

Relativity affecting
the earth rotation

Sagnac effect

B. Simulator verification
For verification of the developed GPS simulator, a GPS
observation file was generated and positioning was
performed using C/A code data. The detailed settings are
shown in Table 2.
TABLE II.

DETAILED SIMULATION SETTINGS FOR VERIFICATION

Observation time
Receiver’s position

2013. 8. 1. 01:00:00∼12:59:59
(12hours, 150 sec. interval, 288 epoch)
Suwon continuously operating
GPS/GNSS reference stations
(ECEF coordinates:-3062023.544m,
4055449.045m, 3841819.210m)

Cut-off angle

15 degree

Adjustment computation
model

Gauss-Markov model

Code random error

0.3m
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Figure 3. GPS positioning error for simulator verification

The results of the simulation analysis are as shown below.
TABLE III.

GPS POSITIONING ERROR FOR SIMULATOR
VERIFICATION

TABLE IV.

GPS POSITIONING ERROR ANALYSIS IN THE SIMULATED
ENVIRONMENTS

North(m)

MAX

MIN

MEAN

STD

RMS

3.22

-3.27

0.51

1.34

1.43

East(m)

2.19

-1.62

0.15

0.7

0.71

Down(m)

6.17

-4.9

2.17

2.23

3.12

CASE
1

Table 3 and Figure 3 show the error analysis by the
simulator. Generally, a horizontal error in GPS positioning
using C/A code data is 2-3 m and the vertical error is twice
as much [10]. Through the error analysis result, the simulator
is verified.
III.

GPS POSITIONING ERROR ANALYSIS IN A DIVERSE
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MAX

MIN

MEAN

STD

RMS

3.39

-3.79

0.36

1.34

1.39

2.42

-0.99

0.56

0.63

0.84

6.43

-9.71

1.97

2.83

3.45

Number of estimated positions: 288 / 288

CASE
2

ROAD ENVIRONMENT

Diverse road environments were formulated by the
proposed simulator. The number of visible satellites, the
number of estimated positions, the directional error, and
other factors are analyzed in this section. Four types of
simulation environments were set. CASE 1 assumed an open
sky environment without any buildings as a reference for
comparison with other scenarios. CASE 2 was set as a
housing area that has two-story buildings (height 5 m) and a
road width of 16 m. A commercial area was assumed in
CASE 3, which has ten-story buildings (25 m) and a road
width of 36 m. Finally, CASE 4 was set as an urban canyon
that is surrounded by thirty-story buildings (height 75 m) and
a road width of 68 m. For convenient analysis, some
conditions were fixed in all cases: the road was assumed to
run from south to north and the buildings were built next to
the road (west and east) [4].
The above scenario’s observation period was from
2013.09.01 00:00:00-11:59:59 and the time interval was 150
seconds. Since the orbital period of GPS satellites are about
12 hours, the observation time should be 12 hours for a
reliable analysis. The receiver’s position was identical to that
of the Suwon continuously operating GPS/GNSS reference
stations, which is the national reference station.

North
(m)
East
(m)
Down
(m)

North
(m)
East
(m)
Down
(m)

MAX

MIN

MEAN

STD

RMS

8.89

-4.24

0.42

1.72

1.77

3.88

-1.12

0.68

0.91

1.13

13.16

-36.71

1.19

6.28

6.39

Number of estimated positions: 287 / 288

CASE
3

North
(m)
East
(m)
Down
(m)

MAX

MIN

MEAN

STD

RMS

10.83

-25.21

-1.31

6.74

6.87

27.67

-30.27

-0.87

9.87

9.9

15.21

-62.66

-4.93

15.79

16.55

Number of estimated positions: 159/ 288

CASE
4

North
(m)
East
(m)
Down
(m)

MAX

MIN

MEAN

STD

RMS

1328.4

-59.28

14.25

180.57

181.14

46.74

-1487

-20.6

201.22

202.29

2314.6

-55.13

63.92

310.67

317.29

Number of estimated positions: 56/ 288

In CASE 2 (the housing area), the positioning error did
not increase compared to CASE 1 (open sky). However,
CASE 3 (the commercial area) and CASE 4 (the urban
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canyon) had greater positioning errors than CASE 1. In
particular, the positioning of CASE 4 was virtually
impossible with the number of estimated positions at 56
during the observation time
Figure 4 shows sky plots of all scenarios. The sky plots
express the satellite’s azimuth angle and elevation angle
based on the receiver’s position. The buildings that occlude
the signals are illustrated in blue masking. The visible
satellites of CASE 2 are similar to those of CASE 1.
Satellites are visible above 60-degree elevation angles in the
worst environment, which is CASE 4.

Figure 4. Sky plots for all of the scenarios

Figure 5 shows the number of satellites in the four cases.

Hence, new signals that offset GPS for stable positioning
should be installed.
IV.

INTEGRATED POSITIONING ERROR ANALYSIS IN A
DIVERSE ROAD ENVIRONMENT

Using the results from section 3, we discuss integrated
positioning in this section. Unlike other studies, this study
focused on the relationship between the signal generator’s
position and the signal’s error instead of the integrated
positioning algorithm. Pseudolite positioning and visionintegrated positioning both use distance data from the
generator (landmark) to the receiver (camera) as observation
values when using the least-square model. Therefore, the
generator’s placement or the landmark’s placement has the
same effect on the integrated positioning error. Hence, a new
signal is used as a representative term.
Because CASE 4 is the worst environment, we assumed a
situation in which the signal generator is installed in that
environment. Under this assumption, an integrated
positioning error analysis depending on the generator
position was performed.
The position of the new signal generator was assumed to
be on the building’s roof with a height of 75 m, and it was
installed from 10 m to 200 m at 10 m intervals. Because the
minimum number of satellites is zero, four new signal
generators needed to be installed for stable positioning. The
position was set on both sides of the receiver. The signal had
a 10% systemic error according to its distance, and random
error of 0.3 m.
Because the total number of observation signals was
always four in this case, the possibility of integrated
positioning was 100% (288/288 epoch). Its directional error
according to the generator’s installation interval is shown in
Figure 6.

12

11

CASE1
CASE2
CASE3
CASE4

10
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6
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1

0
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150

200

250

300

Figure 5. Number of visible satellites in each environment

The number of satellites ranges from 0 to 5 in CASE 4,
indicating that the CASE 4 environment is the worst.
Although the number of satellites occasionally exceeds four,
it is less than four during most observation periods.
Therefore, the position coordinate cannot be calculated and
GPS positioning is useless in the urban canyon environment.
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Figure 6. Directional error of the integrated positioning

The horizontal error was worse at the 10 m interval than
the others, though the signal error was lowest. A 100 m
interval resulted in the best performance in the simulation.
This was caused by geometric stability; but the positioning
error started increasing at the 200 m interval on account of
the increase in the new signal error. This analysis is
confirmed by Figure 7. Figure 7 shows a sky plot, with the
generator positions of the new signals illustrated as white
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dots. This figure confirms that the geometrical placement of
the interval at 10 m is very unstable. When the interval
increases, the geometrical stability improves.

Through this simulation analysis, we confirmed that the
accuracy of signals and their degrees of geometric stability
should be considered simultaneously when attempting to
solve GPS shaded areas. The proposed simulator can be used
in the planning step for solving systems in GPS shaded areas.
This developed simulator can also be used for analyses of
multipath effects because simulation data does not have
multipath errors despite the fact that it is used for general
positioning error analysis. In the future, phase positioning
errors will be analyzed by an upgraded simulator. This study
will also be used to investigate diverse GPS environments
and integrated positioning errors with new signals.
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Abstract— In steel-making plants, there are many processes,
such as the blast furnace, in which the internal state is not
directly observable. Automation of such processes based on
process visualization is an urgent issue. Because the number of
sensors is limited, the state estimation utilizing partial sensor
information is necessary. We developed a technique which
visualizes the whole temperature distribution of a shaft furnace
by combining the sensor information and a nonlinear model
calculation. Assuming that the difference between the model
calculation and actual data derives from the fluctuation of
unknown parameters which cannot be measured online, the
parameters are estimated by a particle filter. This way, a
robust state estimation logic was established. This technique
was implemented and evaluated in a ferro-coke pilot plant at
JFE Steel Corporation. As a result, estimation accuracy
improved by 30 % compared with the model calculation
without the state estimation.
Keywords-Particle Filter; Data Assimilation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In steel making plants, there are many processes, in
which the internal state cannot be measured directly. Such
processes are operated manually depending on the operator’s
ability and experience. Hence, the automation based on the
process visualization is an urgent issue.
There have been many approaches to the visualization of
internal state by physical model calculation. For instance,
complicated models which take into account fluid motion,
reaction, and heat transfer have been developed [1]. However,
because these models employ fixed parameters, they cannot
deal with the transient phenomena caused by fluctuation of
unknown parameters of materials characteristics, and so on.
In order to adapt to such situations, many studies have
attempted to assimilate the model calculation with the partial
information from the sensors, and compensate for modeling
errors. Examples of conventional techniques are the Kalman
filter [2], which is based on a linear approximation of the
model, and the particle filter with simplified models based on
a lumped element approximation [3][4]. In the field of
process control, there have been a small number of studies
that retain the feature of the model, which directly reflects
nonlinear and complicated phenomena as a distributed
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element model, while making the best use of sensor
information.
On the other hand, in the field of meteorology, there have
been numerous studies of data assimilation in which large
scale numerical simulations are assimilated with observation
data. Data assimilation can be classified into sequential type
and non-sequential type. The former includes the particle
filter [5] and the ensemble Kalman filter [6]; an example of
the latter is the adjoint method [7]. The former has the
advantages that the implementation is relatively easy and
probability distribution of the state variable can be obtained.
In particular, the particle filter features robustness and a clear
physical interpretation.
In this research, nonlinear models assuming various
unknown parameters are calculated online, based on the
concept of the particle filter. The weight of each model is
updated with the degree of coincidence with the actual data,
and the unknown parameters are estimated online. In this
way, flexible modeling which can follow the plant change
with a clear interpretation can be achieved.
The state estimation technique based on the particle filter
as outlined above was implemented in a ferro-coke furnace
at JFE steel. Ferro-coke is a mixture of coal and iron ore with
the ratio of 7 : 3 [8]. Owing to the catalytic effect of metallic
Fe, the coke gasification reaction starts at lower temperature,
compared with normal coke [9]. This reduces the
temperature of thermal reserve zone in blast furnace,
enabling low coke ratio operation. The ferro-coke
manufacturing process consists of mixing, molding, and
coking. The target of this research is the heat pattern of a
ferro-coke furnace during the coking process.
There are several constraints on the heat pattern of the
furnace, such as the temperature rising rate, coking time, and
cooling condition. For example, a higher rising rate enhances
the fluidity of coal grain, resulting in better product strength.
The holding time in coking zone should be controlled in
order to improve the strength and reactivity.
In spite of the necessity of online control of heat pattern,
the number of sensors is limited. In addition, unknown
parameters exist in the process, such as the heat loss from the
oven surface and the specific heat of the solid, which cannot
be detected online. Therefore, a state estimation logic based
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on online parameter estimation with a particle filter is a
proper approach.
The framework of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
the mathematical modeling of the ferro-coke furnace and the
design of the particle filter are explained. A simulation study
of state estimation is presented in Section 3. An evaluation of
the estimation accuracy in the actual operation in a pilot
plant is explained in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 5.
II.

MODELING OF THE SHAFT FURNACE

A. Outline of the ferro-coke furnace
The structure of the ferro-coke furnace at the pilot plant
is shown in Figure 1. Several tuyeres for coking and cooling
are arranged symmetrically. There are three kinds of tuyeres,
which are termed low temperature tuyere, hot tuyere, and
cooling tuyere. The low temperature tuyere is used to adjust
the temperature rising rate. The holding time in coking zone
is achieved by the hot tuyere. The cooling tuyere and
discharge device are installed at the bottom of the furnace.
Ferro-coke briquette are charged from the top of the
furnace, and heated up by the heat exchange between the
solid and the gas. After the coking process near the hot
tuyere, the final product is released from the bottom.
Thermocouples TI (1)-TI (5) are arranged on the oven
wall, which can monitor the temperature continuously. The
thermocouples TI (6)-TI (8) are embedded in a probe, which
is inserted in the furnace at appropriate times.
B. Mathematical modeling
For the visualization of temperature distribution, a
transient 2D model was developed, which takes into account
the reaction, the fluid motion, and heat transfer. The details
of the model are as follows. The parameters are listed in
Table 1. The coordinate x-y is defined in Figure 1. The
material balance of the solid and the gas is presented as the
continuity equation,
∂u g ∂v g
(1)
+
= R,
∂x
∂y
∂v
(2)
ρ s s = − R.
∂y
Here, two kinds of reactions were considered as listed in
Table 2. One is the gasification of the volatile component of
the coal, and the other is the reduction of the iron ore, and
they were assumed to be irreversible reaction. The rate of
the reactions was a function of solid temperature. For the
momentum of the gas flow, Ergun's equation [1] was solved,
∂p g
G1 + G2 u g u g = −
(3)
∂x
∂p g
(4)
G1 + G2 u g v g = −
∂y
where

(
(
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2

 1 − ε g  µg
1− εg  1

 2 .
G1 = 150
, G2 = 1.75


 ε gd p  ε gρg
 ε gd p  ε g ρg
In the case of the solid, the flow was simplified as a
vertical descent, as described by (2). Next, the heat transfer
model was developed to express the heat exchange between
the solid and the gas, and the reaction heat. It is noteworthy
that the time evolution term of (5) is negligible, because the
heat capacity of the gas is much smaller than that of the
solid.
∂Tg ∂ (C g u g Tg ) ∂ (C g v g Tg )
+
+
ρ gCg
(5)
∂t
∂x
∂y
= α Ts − Tg + R∆H Rη1

(

ρ sCs

)

∂Ts ∂ ( ρ s C s vsTs )
+
= α Tg − Ts + R∆H Rη 2
∂t
∂y

(

TABLE I.
Symbol

)

(6)

PARAMETERS IN THE MODEL
Dimension

ug

Notes
Mass velocity of the gas
(Horizontal component)

vg

Mass velocity of the gas
(Vertical component)

[kg / m 2 ⋅ s]

Density of the solid

[ kg / m 3 ]

Velocity of the solid

[m / s]

Reaction rate

[ kg / m 3 ⋅ s ]

pg

Gas pressure

[Pa]

Tg

Gas temperature

[K ]

Ts

Solid temperature

[K ]

Cg

Specific heat of gas

[ J / kg ⋅ K ]

Cs

Specific heat of solid

[ J / kg ⋅ K ]

Reaction heat

[ J / kg ]

Reaction heat distribution rate (gas)

[−]

Reaction heat distribution rate (solid)

[−]

Atmosphere temperature

[K ]

Heat radiation coefficient

[J / m 2 ⋅ s ⋅ K ]

Heat exchange coefficient
between gas and solid

[ J / m3 ⋅ s ⋅ K ]

Void ratio

[−]

Diameter of the material

[m]

Density of gas

[ kg / m 3 ]

Viscosity of gas

[ Pa ⋅ s]

c1

Parameter of reaction

[−]

c2

Parameter of reaction

[−]

ρs
vs
R

∆H R

η1
η2
Tout
h

α

εg
dp

ρg
µg

[kg / m 2 ⋅ s]
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Figure 2. Algorithm of the particle filter.

y
Cooling
Tuyere

x

Figure 1. Structure of the ferro-coke furnace.

TABLE II.

REACTIONS IN THE MODEL

Reaction

Notes

Dimension

1 2 Fe 2 O 3 + 3 2 CO

c1
1 + exp(− (T s − 600) 200)

[kmol / m 3 ⋅ sec]

c2
1 + exp(− (Ts − 400) 100)

[kg / m 3 ⋅ sec]

→ Fe + 3 2 CO 2

Coal(s) → Coal(g)

The furnace wall was modeled as a boundary condition
(7), where a heat exchange between the gas and the
atmosphere occurs. This heat sink was incorporated in the
gas heat calculation (5) as source term.
(7)
q = − h Tg − Tout

(

)

These differential equations are discretized by the finite
volume method. The discretization scheme was Hybrid
scheme [10]. The gas flow was solved by the SIMPLE
algorithm, in which the pressure and the mass velocity are
solved in a convergent calculation with (1), (3) and (4). Time
marching was modeled by a first order implicit scheme. The
time step was 10 minutes, considering the time-scale of the
phenomenon in the furnace.
The discretized equations can be expressed in the form
Ts (k + 1), Tg (k + 1)
(8)
= f Ts (k ), Tg (k ), u(k ), A(k )

(

(

)

)

where Ts (k ) , Tg (k ) are the temperature distribution of the

solid and the gas at time step k , respectively, u(k ) is the
model input, such as the inflow gas volume and temperature,
and A (k ) is the set of unknown parameters, which were
assumed to fluctuate.
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Organizing the equations in this form is helpful when
they are incorporated into the particle filter logic as
described in Section 3.
C. Algorithm of particle filter
In this section, the algorithm of the particle filter, which
assimilates the sensor information and model calculation, is
explained. Summarizing the logic, various models assuming
different parameter are prepared, and the temperature
distribution is calculated in parallel. Then, the fitness of each
model with the actual data is evaluated by the actual sensor
data, and the number of copies of the model for the next time
step is determined by the fitness. As shown in Figure 2, the
procedure consisting of model prediction, evaluation, and
making copies is repeated at every time step.

This way, the accuracy of the model is retained. The
details of the algorithm consist of five steps, as follows.
Step (1): As the initial guess of the unknown parameters,
various sets of the parameters are prepared. Here, we assume
that the fluctuating parameters are the specific heat of the
solid, and the heat radiation coefficient of the furnace wall.
Hereafter, each set of the unknown parameters is to be called
“particle”. The number of the particles was 25.
The weight of the particles was set to be equal, that is,
(9)
wi (1) = 1 / N
where wi (k ) is the weight of i th particle at time step k,
and N is the number of particles.
Step (2): Based on the unknown parameters of each
particle, the temperature distribution is predicted using the
transient model as shown in (8),
Ts ,i (k ), Tg ,i (k )
(10)
= f Ts ,i (k − 1), Tg ,i (k − 1), u(k − 1), A i ( k − 1)

(

(

)

)

where Ts,i (k ) is the temperature distribution of the solid at

time step k, and Tg ,i (k ) is the temperature distribution of the
solid at time step k, with respect to i th particle.
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As this step is conducted independently for each particle,
it is helpful to organize the transient model into the form as
described in Section 2-B.
Step (3): The fitness between the actual data and the
predicted temperature at the sensor locations is evaluated for
each particle. First, the temperature prediction of the model
of the i th particle at the sensor position can be obtained as,
(11)
y i (k ) = CTg ,i (k )
where C is the observation matrix, which extracts the value
at the sensor positions from the calculated temperature
distribution. In this case, we assumed that the thermocouples
measure the temperature of the gas, because the
thermocouples were embedded in the wall, and there was no
direct contact with the material.
The definition of the fitness was defined as
 y (k ) − y (k ) 2 
act

(12)
θ i (k ) = exp − i
2

σ


where the suffix act means the actual value from the sensors,
and σ is the assumed observation error of the sensors.
Step (4): The weight of each particle is updated with the
fitness, based on Bayes' theorem [5].
(13)
wi (k ) ← wi (k )θi (k )
wi (k ) ←

wi (k )

∑ w (k )

⋅

(14)

i

i

The weight wi (k ) is updated by multiplication by the
fitness θ i (k ) , and normalized so that the total weight is unity.
The estimation of the unknown parameters and temperature
distribution at time step k can be expressed as the weighted
average of the particle.
Step (5): The copies of the particles are generated with
the probability proportional to the weight of each particle.
Thus, a particle with a larger weight has a greater chance of
leaving more copies for the next time step. After that, the
unknown parameters are slightly adjusted with random
numbers to avoid making completely identical particles. In
this case, an arbitrary number was selected from 0.995 to
1.005, and the unknown parameters were adjusted by
multiplying the number. Then, the weight of each particle is
set to be equal.
Online estimation of unknown parameters is possible by
conducting Step (2)-Step (5) at each time step. Therefore,
higher accuracy is achievable, compared with the calculation
by fixed parameters.

of the particle filter was checked by confirming that the
change of the unknown parameters was identified properly,
and that the temperature distribution of the virtual plant was
estimated.
The unknown parameters are assumed to be the heat
radiation coefficient of the oven surface and the specific heat
of the solid. These parameters fluctuate in the virtual plant as
shown in Figure 4.
The partial information of the temperature distribution at
the sensor positions in Figure 1 was utilized as the input of
the particle filter logic. The model input, such as the gas
inflow temperature and volume are taken from the actual
operation data of the pilot plant.
The estimation results of the surface temperature and the
internal temperature are shown in Figure 5. The estimation
with assimilation corresponds to the temperature
visualization result by particle filter in Figure 3, and the
estimation without assimilation means the mathematical
model calculation without using sensor information in Figure
3. The temperature is scaled by the deviation from the set
point. The temperatures of the virtual plant, the estimation
result without the data assimilation, and the result with the
assimilation are compared. The particle filter logic was set to
be effective at time step 250. The upper two of the three
rows are the results of the surface temperature, which are
observable and used for the input of the particle filter. The
bottom row is the result of the internal temperature, which is
not observable. At all three positions, the estimated
temperature gradually converges on the virtual plant data.
Virtual
plant
Partial
Information

Unknown
parameters
fluctuate

Check if the temperature of
the virtual plant is estimated
properly.

Combination of
model and actual
data with
particle filter

Mathematical
model calculation

Temperature
visualization
result

Figure 3. Validation of the particle filter by simulation.
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Specific heat of solid (Normalized)
1.1
1.0

III.

SIMULATION RESULT

This section describes a simulation study of the
assimilation logic, as discussed in Section 2-C. Here, so
called twin experiment was carried out as shown in Figure 3.
In the virtual plant, the unknown parameters were changed
dynamically. Then, using the particle filter, the partial
temperature information at the sensor positions in the virtual
plant was assimilated with the model calculation without
sensing the fluctuation of the parameters. The performance
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Figure 4. Assumed unknown parameters change.
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Figure 5. Estimation result of the temperature distribution.

the particle filter. The remaining one, TI (2) was used for
validation of the logic. As explained in Section 3, we
assumed that the unknown parameters were heat radiation
coefficient and specific heat of the solid. First, the estimation
results of the thermocouples used as the input are shown in
Figure 7. The temperature is scaled by the deviation from the
set point. For the sake of comparison, this figure shows plots
of not only the model calculation with the state estimation,
but also the calculation without the assimilation logic, which
was conducted offline. The estimation accuracy improved by
more than 50 % on average by the assimilation.
Next, the result of the validation thermocouple is
explained. This result is shown in Figure 8. Since estimation
accuracy improved by 40%, an over-fitting problem does not
occur in this case. The estimation result of the internal
temperature, which are TI (6)-TI (8) in Figure 1, is presented
in Figure 9, where the actual temperature was measured by
the probe in Figure 1. The estimated temperature agreed well
with the actual temperature. In this case, estimation accuracy
improved by 30 %. In comparison with the case of surface
temperature, the performance of the assimilation declines
because of the phenomenon which cannot be expressed by
the assumed unknown factors, such as the fluctuation of the
reduction reaction rate. The reaction rate greatly depends on
the coal grain size inside the Ferro-coke briquette which
cannot be detected online. Another unknown factor is the
heat exchange ratio between gas and solid, which is
influenced by the shape of the briquette.

Figure 6. Result of parameter estimation by particle filter.

The result of parameter estimation is shown in Figure 6.
The green lines show the result of 25 particles. It can be
understood that each particle is searching the unknown
parameters around the true value after applying the particle
filter.
In this way, it was confirmed that the identification of the
unknown parameters, and the estimation of the internal
temperature, which cannot be measured online, are
achievable with the particle filter logic.
IV.

EVALUATION IN THE ACTUAL OPERATION

In this section, the validation result of the state estimation
logic at an actual plant is presented. The particle filter logic
was implemented at the operation room of a ferro-coke plant
at JFE steel. Four of the five thermocouples, which are TI (1),
TI (3), TI (4), TI (5) in Figure 1, were used for the input of
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Figure 7. Estimation result of the temperature.
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actual plant is the key element for the practical application of
this method.
V.

Figure 8. Temperature estimation at the validation point.
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In this research, online state estimation logic based on the
particle filter logic was developed. An estimation logic of the
whole temperature distribution of a shaft furnace was
established by combining the partial sensor information and
a nonlinear model calculation. The performance of the
estimation logic was confirmed in a simulation study. As a
result of an evaluation in actual operation, the estimation
accuracy improved by more than 30 % compared with the
model calculation without the state estimation.
As future work, the temperature control logic based on
state estimation will be developed. The state estimation logic
enables the control of inner temperature distribution of the
furnace, which cannot be observed directly. Possible
manipulated variables are the gas temperature or the gas
volume of the tuyeres.

Estimated
Estimated
Figure 9. Estimation result of the internal temperature.
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condition of the oven surface.
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a precise and reliable
positioning method for solving common problems, such as a
navigation satellite's signal occlusion in an urban canyon and
the positioning error due to a limited number of visible
navigation satellites. This is an integrated system of the
navigation satellites system and a vision system. In general, the
navigation satellite positioning system has a fatal weakness in
that it cannot calculate a position coordinate when its signal is
occluded by some obstacle. For this reason, positioning by the
navigation satellites system cannot be used for a variety of
applications. Therefore, we propose a method to integrate both
the navigation satellites system and a vision system using
weights decision analysis for precise positioning.
Keywords-GNSS; Vision; Integration; Positioning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Global Positioning System (GPS) was developed in
the United States for military purposes. However, in the
1990s, after being opened to the private sector, it has become
widely used for vehicle navigation, aircraft, communications,
science, agriculture, and exploration. In addition, the Soviet
Union's navigation satellite system GLONASS was also
opened to the private sector and this has allowed the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) to be utilized for more
purposes. Recently, there have been a lot of studies involving
GNSS applications [1]-[3]. The advantages of this system
include improved position accuracy, convenience, continuity,
continuous usability, integrity, and so on. The most
important feature of GNSS is its frequency band allocation.
Consultations regarding spectrum allocation have assigned
the L1 band to 1575.42MHz, the L2 band to 1227.60MHz,
and the L5 band to 1176.45MHz in the WRC2000. An
increase in the satellites and multi-frequency have solved
problems, such as poor accuracy and continuity, however
rapidly developing industrialization has increased many of
these problems. In particular, the increased position error due
to cycle slip and multipath exacerbates these problems.
Further, many areas of the earth outdoors are still in a GPS
shadow. These factors are the main cause of decreased
reliability and continuity [4].
Today’s navigation satellite system provides location
information services within around 100 m (drms) accuracy at
any time, regardless of the number of users. The system
calculates a three-dimensional position by using triangulation,
so it can be operated whenever the receiver can take signals
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from more than 4 satellites. However, locations in a city or in
mountainous areas cannot always receive satellite signals
because they may be blocked by high buildings or mountains.
In such cases, the position error will be bigger or shaded
areas will occur. Consequently, to solve these problems,
many researchers have proposed techniques using the
navigation satellite system and other applications [5]-[6].
One representative research is an integration system
involving the navigation satellite system and an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU). This system is a device used by
countries to detect the location of their own submarines,
aircraft, missiles, etc. and to drive to a targeted destination.
The operating principle involves calculating the moving
variance by using accelerometers, after determining cardinal
points by gyroscope. The moving object can always calculate
its current position and velocity after being input with the
initial position. The advantage of IMU is that it is not
affected by weather or jamming. However, when moving
over a long distance, errors are accumulated. So, GPS
correction is needed. In the case that signals are not received
from satellites, the errors of the IMU are exponentially
increased. Therefore, factors which cause shaded areas and
obstacles limit the uses of kinematic positioning [7]. Due to
rapid industrialization, the areas and environments where the
navigation satellite system can be used is being reduced by
the increasing growth of urban canyons. Fig. 1 shows a
general situation for navigation satellite system signal
reception in an urban canyon.

Figure 1. The situation for signal reception from the navigation satellite
in an urban canyon.
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Recently, a vision system was reported at a DARPA
unmanned vehicle conference in the United States, which, in
part, dealt with obstacle recognition and detection [8]-[9]. In
particular, one team reported that they had used only a vision
system for detection and recognition. But the vision system
had some constraints, such as a real time processing problem
due to the large amounts of data, and a recognition error due
to external lighting changes.
Other recent researches using a vision system have made
a lot of progress by improving the computer's performance
and data processing time through the development of
integration technology and the development of a broadband
camera [10]-[11].
The advantages of the vision system are its wide range
and long detection distance, the ease of data processing due
to its similarity with the human visual system, and the
provision of a variety of information. A stereo vision system
that is capable of solving many of the problems of a
monocular vision system uses a stereo matching algorithm
for extracting a depth map, and an obstacle detection
algorithm based on this depth map [12].
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method to
integrate both the navigation satellite system and the vision
system using a weights decision analysis for precise
positioning.
This paper explains the problems of the existing fusion
research and the limitations of positioning using a satellite
navigation system in the Introduction. In the main part it
proposes an equation and description for the fusion
algorithm of the satellite navigation system and vision
system. The performance analysis presents a comparative
experiment and analysis of the integration of the navigation
satellite system and vision system for precise positioning
using weights decision.
II.

ALGORITHM

A. Positioning using a navigation satellite system
Usually, the position is obtained in point positioning
mode by using a receiver chip that is mounted on the vehicle
which receives the L1 C/A (Coarse/Acquisition) code from
the navigation satellites. The C/A code observation equation
for the navigation satellites system is given as follows.
Pi ,1k  ik  Ti k 

ik 

x

k

 xi

I ik
 c dti  dt k  e i ,1k
f12

  y
2



k

 yi



  z
2

k

 zi



2

(1)

where, i and k denote receiver and satellite, respectively.
Pi ,1k : L1 C/A code pseudorange between the receiver and
the satellite (m);
ik : actual geometric distance between receiver and
satellite (m);
Ti k : tropospheric delay error (m);
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I ik : ionosphereric delay error (m);
f12

c : speed of light (m/s);
dt i : receiver clock error (sec);
dt k : satellite clock error (sec);
eik,1 : measurement error.

Ionospheric delay effects and satellite clock errors are
removed by a navigation message from the satellites.
Tropospheric delay effects are removed by models that
account for the dry and wet refractivity at the surface of the
Earth. Multipath error is not assumed. Inter-frequency bias is
ignored because of its small value. As a consequence, (2) can
be used for the observation equation to compute the
receiver’s position in 3-dimensional space.
PGik,1  Ti k 

I ik
 cdt k  ik  cdt i e i k,1
f12

(2)

We denote by Pi ,kc in the left side of (2) and linearize (2)
because it is a non-linear equation. After that, the GaussMarkov Model (GMM) [13] is applied. The result is (3). The
satellites’ position coordinates are determined by using the
navigation message. Unknown factors are the 3-dimensional
position and receiver clock error.
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Each item is shown below,  is calculated by the
receiver's initial position xi , yi , zi  .
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x i , y i , z i : three-dimensional position of the receiver.
After linearization, (9) can be rewritten as follows.

eik 
 l
e : Measurement error vector
e  i 
  
 q
ei 


z0  K  e0 ,

1

(4)

c

The increment from (4) is added to the receiver's initial
position and then the receiver's position is updated. This
process is iterated until the increment is under the particular
threshold value. After this process, the receiver's position is
determined.

x i 
x i 
 x i 
 
 


 y i 
 y i 
y i 
z i 
z i 


 update
 initial  z i 

(5)

~T Pe
~
e
ˆ 
n  rkA
2
0
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where, e  y  Aˆ , n is the number of observations.



D ˆ   02 N 1

(7)

B. Fusion positioning equations
The vision system obtains observation values by
recognizing objects. This means that the sizes of the
observation vector and design matrix get larger as the
number of observations increases. The distance from the
receiver to the target object can be computed by using the
vision system and the corresponding observation equation is
as follows.

PVi a  ia  eia

x

a

 xi

  y
2

a

 yi

  z
2

a

 zi



2

(8)

PVi a : distance estimated by the vision system from the
specific object to the receiver (m).
ia : actual distance from the specific object to the
receiver.
x a , y a , z a : three-dimensional position of a specific
object.
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The distance measurement from the vision system can be
used as an additional observation and then the GaussMarkov adjustment model with stochastic constraints is
applied as shown in (10).
ˆ   N  K T P0 K 

1

c  K

P0 z0 

T

(10)

The residual of the distance estimated by the vision

The variance component can be computed by using (6).
Also, the variance-covariance matrix for the estimates can be
obtained using (7).

ia 

(9)



The unknown that is calculated in (3) is the increment
with respect to the initial value.
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system is e0  z 0
component is (11).

̂ 02 

 K  and the estimated variance
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~
e
0
0 0
n m l

(11)

Here, n is the observed number of navigation satellites,
m is the number of unknown parameters (coordinates 3,
receiver's clock error 1), l is the number of the distance
measurement obtained from the vision system. Also, the
variance-covariance matrix for the estimates can be
computed by using (12).





D ˆ  ˆ 02 N  K T P0 K



1

(12)

where, a is the specific object, i is a receiver, and each
of the items are as follow.
PVi a : distance estimated by the vision system from the
specific object to the receiver (m).
ia : actual distance from the specific object to the
receiver.
x a , y a , z a : three-dimensional position of a specific
object.
x i , y i , z i : three-dimensional position of the receiver.
III.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the reliability
and stability of positioning based on the integration of the
navigation satellites system and the vision system. The
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receiver of the navigation satellite system was the DL-V3
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) of Novatel for the base station
and the rover. The antenna was GPS-702-GGL of Novatel,
the RF modem was the PDL rover kit of 450 MHz, and the
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) was CG-5100 of KVH.
Also, a stereo camera was used as the image sensor. The
focal length of the image sensor was 12 mm and the baseline
of the stereo camera (x coordinate difference between the
two cameras) was 300 mm.
We compared the static and kinematic states of a vehicle
in the experiments.
The following are results of experiments in the static
state. Figure 2 shows the sky plot of the static state.

TABLE II.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G3+V2

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

13.47

1

2

16.59

1

3

17.62

1

5

18.18

1

10

18.45

2

1

10.29

3

1

9.37

5

1

8.90

10

1

9.10

Table III shows the Horizontal Position Error with three
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is three.

Figure 2. Sky plot.

Tables I-VIII show the Horizontal Positioning Error
according to the variance of number of satellites and vision’s
target object. (In the tables, G means the number of visible
navigation satellites and V means the number of target
objects for the vision system. For example, G3V1 means that
there are 3 navigation satellites and one vision target object.)
Table I shows the Horizontal Position Error when there
are three visible navigation satellites, and the number of
target objects for the vision system is one.
TABLE I.

Table II shows the Horizontal Position Error with three
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is two.

TABLE III.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G3+V3

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

13.17

1

2

16.11

1

3

17.17

1

5

17.85

1

10

18.17

2

1

10.34

3

1

9.06

5

1

7.69

10

1

6.42

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G3+V1

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

19.96

1

2

19.89

1

3

20.05

1

5

20.41

1

10

19.87

2

1

19.83

3

1

20.30

5

1

20.22

10

1

19.84

Table IV shows the Horizontal Position Error with four
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is zero.
TABLE IV.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G4
Horizontal Error

24.42
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Table V shows the Horizontal Position Error with four
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is one.

Table VII shows the Horizontal Position Error with four
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is three.
TABLE VII.

TABLE V.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G4+V1

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

19.83

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G4+V3

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

13.61

1

2

15.68

1

3

16.28

1

2

20.04

1

5

16.73

1

3

19.35

1

10

21.79

1

5

19.62

2

1

10.63

3

1

9.10

1

10

20.58
5

1

7.60

2

1

19.46

10

1

6.39

3

1

19.42

5

1

19.26

10

1

19.32

Table VIII shows the Horizontal Position Error with five
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is zero.
TABLE VIII.

Table VI shows the Horizontal Position Error with four
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is two.
TABLE VI.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G5
Horizontal Error
28.15

G4+V2
GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

13.67

1

2

18.01

1

3

19.43

1

5

20.52

1

10

21.37

2

1

10.26

3

1

8.64

5

1

7.77

10

1

7.51

The following are results of experiments in the kinematic
state. Figure 3 shows the kinematic state sky plot.

Figure 3. Sky plot of kinematic state.
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Tables IX-XVI show the Horizontal Positioning Error
according to the variance of number of satellites and vision’s
target object.
Table IX shows the Horizontal Position Error with three
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is one.
TABLE IX.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G3+V1

Table XI shows the Horizontal Position Error with three
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is three.
TABLE XI.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G3+V3

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

18.07

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

2

18.88

1

1

21.62

1

3

19.29

1

2

21.02

1

5

22.05

1

3

21.96

1

10

19.93

2

1

16.13

1

5

20.32
3

1

18.96

1

10

20.33

5

1

13.30

2

1

21.67

10

1

12.75

3

1

20.99

5

1

20.50

10

1

20.34

Table XII shows the Horizontal Position Error with four
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is zero.
TABLE XII.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G4

Table X shows the Horizontal Position Error with three
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is two.

Horizontal Error
20.95

TABLE X.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G3+V2

Table XIII shows the Horizontal Position Error with four
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is one.

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

23.95

1

2

19.94

1

3

19.68

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

5

20.06

1

1

13.86

1

2

23.18

1

10

20.25
1

3

17.52

2

1

17.57

1

5

20.26

3

1

20.65

1

10

20.78

5

1

16.68

2

1

24.86

10

1

17.43

3

1

24.10

5

1

13.24

10

1

24.82

TABLE XIII.
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Table XIV shows the Horizontal Position Error with four
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is two.
TABLE XIV.

HORIZONTAL POSITION ERROR
G4+V2

GNSS Weight

Vision Weight

Horizontal Error

1

1

22.86

1

2

22.94

1

3

21.67

1

5

18.97

1

10

20.66

2

1

21.15

3

1

19.21

5

1

12.45

10

1

11.49

Table XV shows the Horizontal Position Error with four
visible navigation satellites, and the number of target objects
for the vision system is three.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Tables I-VII show the Horizontal Positioning Error
according to the variance of number of satellites and vision’s
target object. The experimental results in Tables I-III and
VIII-X indicate that the position could be determined with
the addition of the vision system when there was less than
four visible satellites. In Tables I-III, we can confirm that the
results using three visible satellites with one, two, and three
visual target objects are better than when using four visible
satellites without the vision system. The performance of
Horizontal Position Error was improved 19%, 64%, and 74%.
In Tables V-VII, we can confirm that the results using four
visible satellites with one, two, and three visual target objects
are better than when using five visible satellites without the
vision system. The performance of Horizontal Position Error
was improved 32%, 74%, and 78%. In Tables IX-XI, we can
confirm that the results using three visible satellites with one,
two, and three visual target objects are better than using four
visible satellites without the vision system. The performance
of Horizontal Position Error was improved 0.4%, 21%, and
40%. In Tables XIII-XV, we can confirm that the results
using four visible satellites with one, two, and three visual
target objects are better than when using five visible
satellites without the vision system. The performance of
Horizontal Position Error was improved 19%, 21%, and 40%.
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Abstract—In this study, we highlight the importance of production and sales plans for new products and illustrate the need
for explicitly modeling supply uncertainties when making such
decisions. We consider the case of variability in the production
yield and perform extensive simulation experiments to study
its impact on the performance of myopic and build-up policies
in terms of the expected profit and risk measures. Managerial
implications concerning selection of the production and sales plan
are also discussed. The results show that ignoring the production
yield variation can result in potentially incorrect decisions on the
product launch time. The results also show that the policy selected
based on the expected profit does not necessarily minimize risk.
Keywords–Innovation diffusion; Production uncertainty; Production planning; Inventory management; Monte Carlo simulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
New products play an important role in today’s competitive
marketplace. More than 30% percent of overall sales and profit
of companies, on average, come from their new products
[1][2]. It has long been known that the demand of new
products follows diffusion patterns similar to those observed
in epidemiology and natural sciences [3]. Once a new product
is introduced into the market, some individuals (innovators)
decide to adopt the product independently of others’ decision
while the timing of the adoption decision of imitators is
influenced by word of mouth and pressure for adoption from
the social system. Under certain circumstances and in the
presence of extensive word of mouth spreading from past sales,
if the company starts selling as many units as possible without
building an initial inventory (myopic policy) the demand for
the new product grows rapidly and soon may exceed the
firm’s capacity resulting in lost sales. To avoid this problem,
companies generally delay product launch in order to build
sufficient inventory prior to starting sales (build-up policy).
Decision making regarding an appropriate production-sales
policy requires a deep understanding of the underlying dynamics of diffusion processes and can be difficult even for
companies with a lot of experience in successful new product
launches. For instance, Sony Electronics Inc. lost $1.8B in its
game division and eventually laid off 3% of its workforce due
to incorrect over-anticipation of the demand for PlayStation R 3
[4]. In another case, Motorola Inc. who manufactured Power
Mac G4 chips for Apple Inc., was unable to keep up with the
rapid growth of demand for the computer [5]. Bandai Co. faced
a similar problem in 1996 when the demand for TamagotchiTM ,
the first virtual pet, rapidly grew beyond expectations and led
to lost sales. The company lost even more money when the
demand declined right after they expanded their capacity in
1998 resulting in a $123 million in after-tax losses [6].
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These cases prove that an effective production-sales plan is
crucial to successful new product introduction. Several studies have addressed supply-restricted diffusion and evaluated
various production-sales policies. However, existing literature
ignores an important characteristic of any manufacturing environment: production uncertainty. Production systems exhibit
significant uncertainties due to machine breakdowns, stochastic
processing/tool changeover/setup times, labor availability, and
quality uncertainty. These factors directly affect the supply levels and thus can influence the time to market the new product.
As an example, in 2001, Microsoft Co. had to postpone the
launch of Xbox R in Japan until next year and in the US by
a week since they failed to meet the targeted initial inventory
[7][8]. In this example, due to production uncertainties, the
company needed more time than was expected to fully build
the necessary inventory before the product launch. Therefore,
the current literature leaves an important question unanswered:
How does uncertainty in production yield affect the company’s
choice of the production and sales plan?
This paper aims to answer the above question by investigating supply-constrained new product diffusion in the
presence of production uncertainties. More specifically, using
a Monte Carlo simulation model, we evaluate the performance
of different production-sales policies with respect to three
performance measures, namely the expected Net Present Value
(NPV) of profit over the product’s life cycle and the 25th
and 75th percentiles of the NPV of profit as two measures
of risk. Through extensive experimentation, we demonstrate
that ignoring production uncertainties can lead to an incorrect
decision on the best production and sales plan under certain
circumstances. Furthermore, the results indicate that the cost
of making such incorrect decision is expected to increase with
higher levels of uncertainty in the production environment.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a literature review and highlights the main contributions of this work. Section III describes the Monte Carlo
simulation model. Experimental design and results are provided in Sections IV and V, respectively. Finally, conclusions
and future research considerations are discussed in Section VI.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
There are two main related streams of studies in the marketing and manufacturing literature. Both areas have been studied extensively. In fact, early studies on production/inventory
management or diffusion models go back to as early as the
1960’s [9][10]. The marketing literature primarily focuses on
developing diffusion models to enhance demand forecasting
while ignoring capacity constraints and assuming unlimited
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supply [11]. The manufacturing literature, on the other hand,
typically involves finding the optimal production plan where
the demand is assumed to be either deterministic or stochastic
but following a known distribution [12][13]. In the real world,
however, production constraints exist and the demand process
is not exogenous. Therefore, what these studies fail to capture
is the fact that supply constraints affect sales and past sales in
turn have an impact on the future demand.
More recently, several studies have addressed the above issue which can be divided into two main categories based on the
primary analysis tool used: analytical models and simulation
studies. In the context of analytical studies, an equation-based
model is proposed by Kumar and Swaminathan [14] to account
for supply-constrained diffusion. The proposed diffusion model
is used to evaluate the performance of myopic and build-up
policies (calculated through numerical experiments) against the
optimal policy (obtained by solving a mathematical model). In
another study and using a similar diffusion model, closed-form
expressions are derived for the demand and sales under supply
constraints [15]. These expressions are then used to find the
optimal capacity and time to market the new product. Myopic
and build-up policies have also been studied in the presence
of negative word of mouth from dissatisfied adopters [16]. A
few studies also develop mixed-integer optimization models to
find the optimal production and sales plan [17] and the optimal
configuration of the supply chain for new products [18][19].
The primary performance measure used in all of the analytical
studies presented here is the expected discounted profit over
the life cycle of the new product. Moreover, none of these
studies consider production/supply uncertainties.
The results of a recent survey on the application of AgentBased Modeling and Simulation (ABMS) by Negahban and
Yilmaz [11] indicate that only a few simulation studies have
addressed supply-constrained diffusion processes. In [20], an
ABMS is used to evaluate the performance of myopic and
build-up policies with respect to the NPV of profit and lost
sales under a fixed deterministic production level. In another
ABMS study, Negahban et al. [21] develop a model where
the company adjusts its production level based on forecasts
of future demand and a production management strategy. In
other words, adjustable production level is used as a substitute
for building initial inventory. They evaluate the performance
of different production management strategies with respect to
the NPV of profit and lost sales under different planning horizons, social network structures, coefficients of innovation and
imitation, and discount rates. Although the production level
is not fixed, variation in production yield is not considered.
Finally, a simulation framework is proposed by Negahban [22]
for the newsvendor problem where the demand distribution is
first predicted by ABMS while Monte Carlo simulation is used
to select the optimal order quantity. The expected profit is the
only performance measure while the underlying assumption is
that the order will be available in full by the product launch
(i.e., no variation in the supplier’s production processes).
Our literature review reveals two major gaps in the existing
body of knowledge. First, the impact of production uncertainties is not studied. Secondly, existing studies mainly focus
only on the expected profit to select the best production-sales
policy while the risk (which is generally an important factor
for managers when making any financial investment) is not
considered in the decision making process. The current paper
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contributes to the literature in three significant ways: (1) to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study that introduces
the important notion of production uncertainty into the field of
new product diffusion; (2) it uses percentiles to characterize
the risk associated with different production-sales policies and
shows that the policy with the highest expected profit is not
necessarily the best choice under risk considerations; and, (3)
it shows that the optimal production and sales plan can change
based on the level of uncertainty in the production process.
III. M ONTE C ARLO S IMULATION M ODEL
A. Conceptual Model: Supply-Restricted Diffusion
The Bass model [10] is perhaps the most fundamental and
widely used analytical diffusion model in the literature with
the majority of other models being rooted in this model [23].
According to the Bass model, the demand of a new durable
product at time period t, d(t), is a function of the coefficient
of innovation, p, coefficient of imitation, q, market size, m,
and the cumulative number of adopters up to time t, D(t), as
follows: d(t) = p(m − D(t)) + (q/m)D(t)(m − D(t)). The
Bass model was originally developed for diffusion of a product
class (supposedly produced by many different firms) making
supply constraints less relevant. However, here, we consider
the case where the new product is produced and marketed
by a single company. Therefore, it is possible that due to
supply shortage, some adopters will not be able to purchase the
product. As a result, the cumulative sales up to time t, S(t),
can be different from the cumulative demand, D(t). Assuming
that only those customers who have actually made the purchase
will spread word of mouth about the product, supply shortage
can influence word of mouth and demand growth rate.
Based on the above, we need a model that can capture the
effect of supply constraints on the demand dynamics. In this
paper, we use a modified Bass model proposed independently
in [14] and [15]. The model can be expressed as follows:
d(t) = p(m − D(t)) + (q/m)S(t)(m − D(t)). Thus, for a
market with size m and at any given time t, a proportion of p
of the remaining potential adopters (innovators) will adopt the
product independently of the word of mouth influence. On the
other hand, from the remaining potential adopters, the number
of imitators that will adopt the product is proportional to the
cumulative sales up to time t, S(t), representing the effect
of word of mouth. It is worth noting that the model is valid
regardless of whether unmet demand D(t) − S(t) is lost or
backlogged for later fulfillment [14]. The model is also valid
for the case of unlimited supply which essentially results in
S(t) being equal to D(t) for all t. Therefore, the model is able
to capture the impact of past sales on future demand. We will
use this model to calculate the demand of the new product in
the proposed Monte Carlo simulation model discussed below.
B. Monte Carlo Simulation Algorithm
In this model, there is a single company with a fixed
average production level of L that markets the new product.
In order to capture the impact of production yield uncertainty,
we assume that the production yield varies around the average
production level. The magnitude of this variation is determined
by the percentage of variation in production yield, v. The actual
production yield at each time step t, y(t), is randomly sampled
from the interval [L(1 − v), L(1 + v))] based on a uniform
distribution. Given I(t − 1) as the inventory carried over from
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TABLE I. PARAMETER C HOICES FOR S IMULATION E XPERIMENTS
Parameter

Value/Range

Population-related parameters
Coefficient of innovation, p
Coefficient of imitation, q
Market size, m
Backlogging percentage, β
Production-related parameters
Average production level, L
Variation in production yield, v
Unit production cost, c
Unit inventory/holding cost, h
Per customer waiting cost, w
Unit selling price, π
Discount rate, r
Parameter related to the production-sales policy
Number of inventory build-up periods, TBuild−up

0.01, 0.03, 0.05
0.2, 0.4, 0.6
3000
0, 0.5, 0.8, 1
100
0%, 5%, 10%, 15%
1.0
0.001, 0.005, 0.01
0.001, 0.005, 0.01
1.1, 1.2, 1.3
0, 0.003, 0.005, 0.01
0 – 25

the previous period, the total amount of supply at each time
step will be y(t)+I(t−1). The modified Bass model is used to
calculate the new demand of the product at each time period,
d(t). Given there is backlogged demand waiting to be fulfilled
from the previous period, B(t − 1), the total demand for the
current time step will be d(t) + B(t − 1). Thus, assuming the
company has already started selling the product, the instantaneous sales at t, s(t), will be the minimum of supply and total
demand, i.e., min(y(t) + I(t − 1), d(t) + B(t − 1)); otherwise,
if the sales has not started yet (during periods of build-up),
s(t) will be zero. We assume that β percent of customers
with unmet demand will wait to purchase the product later.
At the end of each time period, the profit is calculated by
subtracting the production cost, inventory cost, and cost of
waiting customers from the revenue. At the end of the run
(once the potential market m is almost entirely exhausted),
the net present value of the profit over the diffusion time is
calculated based on the given discount rate. The logic of the
Monte Carlo model can be summarized in Figure 1.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL D ESIGN
The experimental design is summarized in Table I. In order
to select reasonable parameter choices and provide a common
ground for comparison, the values/ranges are adopted from
previous studies in the field [14][21]. It is worth noting that
under each parameter configuration, we evaluate all integers
between 0 and 25 for the number of build-up periods (with zero
representing the myopic policy) and choose the best alternative
as the best policy. Therefore, a total of 404,352 scenarios are
studied. The simulation model is developed in MATLAB R and
simulation experiments are run on a standard DellTM desktop
with a 3.00GHz quad-core CPU and 8GB of RAM.
V. A NALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
Once the Monte Carlo simulation model is developed and
verified, it is used to evaluate the performance of myopic and
build-up production-sales policies with respect to three metrics,
namely the expected net present value of profit and the 25th and
75th percentiles of the NPV of profit as measures of risk [24].
The best production and sales plan is then the one that has the
highest estimated value of the metric under consideration. In
this section, we present the results of our extensive simulation
experiments and outline the important findings.
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Figure 1. Pseudo-code of the Monte Carlo simulation model.

A. Expected Profit vs. Risk
While previous studies only use the expected profit to select
the best policy, with the presence of production uncertainty, we
can also evaluate the associated risk. The research question
under investigation then becomes whether the best policy
changes based on risk. In order to answer this question, for
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TABLE II. N UMBER OF C ASES W HERE THE B EST P OLICY I S D IFFERENT
BASED ON R ISK M EASURES
Risk Measure

Production Variation (v)
5%
10%
15%

25th percentile of profit
75th percentile of profit

28
29

73
51

109
90

Total

57

124

199

all parameter configurations, we first find the best policy
under each of the above three criteria. We then identify the
scenarios where the best number of build-up periods based on
the expected NPV of profit is different from the best policy
based on the 25th or 75th percentiles. Statistical hypothesis
tests are then performed to detect statistical difference between
the corresponding percentiles of the resulting two candidate
policies. If a statistical difference exists, then we can conclude
that the risk associated with the policy selected based on the
percentile under consideration is actually more desirable than
the policy with the best NPV of profit.
The number of scenarios (out of 3,888 parameter configurations) where a significant statistical difference was detected is
provided in Table II. The results show that the policy with the
highest NPV of profit does not necessarily have the minimum
risk. In other words, the decision on the production-sales plan
can change if the primary criterion is risk rather than the
expected profit. This is an important finding since existing
studies select the best policy only based on the expected profit
while the risk has been ignored. High levels of production
uncertainty not only increase variability in production cost,
but also affect supply which in turn has an impact on future
demand. As a result, a higher uncertainty level is expected
to increase variability of NPV of profit and have a greater
impact on the risk associated with it making consideration of
risk measures even more important.
We also investigate the impact of production variation
under different diffusion parameters namely coefficients of
innovation (p) and imitation (q). Given p, q, and v, there are
432 scenarios. Figure 2 shows the number of cases where
the best number of build-up periods chosen based on risk is
different (statistically) from the one based on the average NPV.
The figure shows that the impact of production uncertainty
varies based on p and q. We believe this is mainly due the fact
that different combinations of p and q impact the dynamics
of the problem in a different way (essentially, p and q affect
initial demand and its growth rate). For instance, when both
p and q are small, the initial demand levels are low and
the demand grows slowly. In such cases and under the best
policy, the demand rarely exceeds supply resulting in almost no
backlogged or lost demand (supply abundance). On the other
hand, when both p and q are large, the initial demand level
and its growth rate are both high resulting in high levels of
backlogged or lost sales (supply scarcity) which in turn affect
the future sales and demand. Therefore, for other combinations
of p and q, we expect to see different degrees of these two
effects and thus a different impact by production yield variation
on the best number of build-up periods as shown in the figure.
It is worth noting that since standard hypothesis testing
procedures are not readily available for comparing ordinal
values of two populations, nonparametric tests will be nec-
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Figure 2. Number of cases where the best policy is different based on risk.

essary when comparing percentiles [25]. In this paper, for all
of the statistical tests for comparing the percentiles, we use
a nonparametric double bootstrap method which is also based
on Monte Carlo simulation sampling; however, since statistical
techniques are out of the scope of this paper and for the sake
of conciseness, the details are not provided here. The reader is
referred to Spiegelman and Gates [26] for more information.
B. Deterministic vs. Stochastic Production Yield
The results presented in this section assess the impact
of supply uncertainty on the best production-sales policy.
Although the case of Xbox R in 2001 (discussed earlier in
the paper) shows that such uncertainties matter, no theoretical
work has been done in this area. The research question to be
answered is whether the best policy can change if variation in
production yield is explicitly considered. In order to answer
this question, for each performance measure, we first identify
the scenarios where the best number of build-up periods for
the deterministic case (v = 0) is different from the best policy
with production yield variation taken into account (v > 0).
Statistical tests are then performed to test the significance
of these differences. For the resulting two candidate policies,
Welch’s t-test is used to test the difference in average NPV of
profit while a double bootstrap method is used for comparing
the 25th and 75th percentiles of the profit.
The number of cases (out of 3,888 parameter configurations) where production yield variation has actually changed
the best number of build-up periods is provided in Table III.
For instance, when the 75th percentile of the profit is used
as the primary performance measure, a 15% variation in the
production yield results the optimal decision to be different
from the deterministic case in 179 parameter configurations.
The results are inline with our expectation from empirical
findings that supply uncertainties affect the number of buildup periods needed to build the required initial inventory.
Therefore, we have shown that variation in production yield
is an important factor that needs to be explicitly modeled
when evaluating production-sales policies. The results also
suggest that, in general, higher levels of production variation
is expected to increase the likelihood of making an incorrect
decision on the best number of build-up periods if ignored.
Given p, q, and v, Figure 3 shows the number of scenarios
(out of 432) where the best number of build-up periods is
different (statistically) from the deterministic case for at least
one of the three performance measures. As expected, for
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TABLE III. N UMBER OF S IGNIFICANT S TATISTICAL D IFFERENCES FROM
THE D ETERMINISTIC C ASE

TABLE IV. M AXIMUM P ERCENTAGE OF D IFFERENCE FROM THE
D ETERMINISTIC C ASE (v = 0)

Performance Measure

Production Variation (v)
5%
10%
15%

Risk Measure

Production Variation (v)
5%
10%
15%

Average NPV of profit
25th percentile of profit
75th percentile of profit

64
83
75

53
88
108

79
101
179

Average NPV of profit
25th percentile of profit
75th percentile of profit

0.22
0.30
0.39

Total

222

249

359

Figure 3. Number of statistical differences from the deterministic case.

all combinations of p and q, we see an increasing trend
in the number of changes in the best production-sales plan.
Furthermore, similar to the results of the previous section, due
to the complex supply-sales-demand inter-dependencies and
also the nonlinear effect of the coefficient of imitation, we
expect the impact of production yield variation on the best
policy to vary for different levels of p and q.
C. Practical Implications
We have shown that production uncertainties affect the best
production-sales plan. Companies can easily overlook these
uncertainties and thus make a potentially incorrect decision
about the required level of initial inventory and time to market
the product. In this section, we present three main aspects of
our findings that can provide deeper insights for managers.
Change in the best number of build-up periods: The results
show that in the presence of production uncertainties, the
length of the build-up period can range from as much as 2
periods shorter to 3 periods longer than the deterministic case,
illustrating a significant perspective difference from the case
where production variation is ignored (Figure 4). However, in
most cases, this difference is only one period. In the presence
of variation, if the company gets lucky (if they produce
more than the average production level in several consecutive
periods), it is possible that they can reach the targeted initial
inventory faster enabling the company to market the product
earlier. This will move the revenues closer to the present
time and reduce inventory costs resulting in higher profits.
Therefore, when using the average NPV or the 75th percentile
of profit, in most cases, ignoring production uncertainties
would yield to a policy where the length of the build-up period
is one period longer. On the other hand, in order to guarantee
that the initial inventory will be met by product launch, the
company will generally need longer periods of build-up to
reduce the loss of sales due to insufficient supply which is why
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0.35
0.54
0.78

0.53
0.94
1.03

for the case of the 25th percentile, if production uncertainty is
ignored, it is more likely that we incorrectly select a build-up
period that is one period shorter than the actual best value.
Magnitude of statistical differences: The magnitude of
difference from the deterministic case can be thought of as
the expected cost of making an incorrect decision by ignoring
production uncertainties. This cost is expected to increase
with higher levels of variation which also matches the results
presented in Table IV. Moreover, the results also indicate that
the 75th percentile is more sensitive to these variations than the
other two performance measures for all levels of v. Therefore,
when the probability of making higher profits is the primary
risk factor, considering the uncertainties in the production
processes becomes even more important for companies.
Practical difference: The magnitude of difference discussed
above is also important when considering the concept of
meaningful practical difference (δ) defined as the minimum
difference that is important to detect. Thus, a difference of less
than δ between the performance of two policies is considered
practically insignificant although a statistical difference is
detected. For example, if a difference of d is detected between
the performance of the best policies in the deterministic and
stochastic cases, the effect of production variability is practically insignificant if d < δ. The minimum practical difference
can also be used to determine the number of replications. When
comparing two different policies, a sufficiently large sample
will suggest a statistical difference at any level of significance
since it enables us to detect even minute differences between
the two samples. Therefore, after running the model for an
initial number of replications, we can stop if a difference of
less than δ is detected suggesting that the two alternatives are
not practically different. Using the same approach, the number
of replications for our experiments was chosen to be 1,000
based on a set of pilot runs.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Through comprehensive experimentation using Monte
Carlo simulation, we investigate the effect of production uncertainty on the best production and sales plan for new products
and show that the time to market can be affected by variations
in production yield. We also compare production-sales policies
with respect to measures of risk and show that the policy with
the maximum expected profit does not necessarily minimize
risk. Finally, we discuss theoretical and practical implications
of the findings to provide deeper insights on supply-restricted
diffusion for both researchers and practitioners.
Myopic and build-up plans are heuristic policies that may
not necessarily lead to the optimal policy [14]. The impact
of supply uncertainties on the optimal production-sales plan
is currently under investigation by the authors. Moreover, the
only type of uncertainty considered here is production yield
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Figure 4. Distribution of the change in the best number of build-up periods from the deterministic case.

variation. Different sources of uncertainties exist in a supply
chain making the study of the impact of other types of uncertainties on diffusion dynamics an interesting area for future
research. Finally, studying the impact of other distributions
for variations in production yield on the findings of this paper
would be another interesting extension for future research.
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Abstract—In waste processing technology, the recent Corona Electrostatic Separation (CES) method is used to separate conductive
from non-conductive particles in recycling streams. This paper
proposes an innovative simulation approach based on non-smooth
dynamics. In this context, a differential-variational formulation
is used to implement a scalable and efficient time integrator
that allows the large-scale simulation of trajectories of particles
with different properties under the effect of particle-particle
interactions and frictional contacts. Issues related to performance
optimization, fast collision detection and parallelization of the
code are discussed.
Keywords–Granular flows, particles, waste processing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Numerical simulation of waste processing devices is becoming a key factor in the improvement of material recycling:
this work focuses on the simulation of the CES processing
technology. Such a technology uses electrostatic forces to
separate conductor materials from insulating materials within
a continuous granular flow.
Particles with a varying degree of materials, such as plastic
or copper, are produced by a preprocessing stage where Printed
Circuits Boards (PCB) are shred and crushed, then they are
dropped on the rotating drum of the ECS device, where corona
charging is used to establish a negative charge on particles
when passing between two high-voltage electrodes [1].
Research on numerical methods for simulating this class
of problems is relatively recent [2][3].
Simulating this type of devices proved to be quite challenging in the past, because it requires the simulation of a
so called dense granular flow, that is a collection of many
particles interacting with the surrounding ones. It is known that
only few special cases of granular flows can be simplified into
macroscopic models, and in literature there are some example
of homogenizations that can lead to simpler Finite Element
Analysis (FEA), expecially with spherical particles; but, the
case at hand is not one of these. In granular flows each particle, with arbitrary shape and mass properties, exploits three
dimensional displacements and rotations, hence six degrees of
freedoms are introduced per each particle. If one considers that
few seconds of simulation of a waste processing device like
our CES can involve hundreds of thousands, if not millions,
of particles, this instantly gives an idea of how challenging
the problem is from a numerical point of view. On top of this,
the fact that particles touch each other, introduces a major
complication that cannot be solved with classical tools of
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ordinary differential equations and that leads to the complex
field of non-smooth dynamics.
This motivated our research on a custom software tool that
can simulate the CES, and similar separation processes, by
means of an efficient solution scheme based on Differential
Variational Inequalities (DVI).
Results show that we can obtain reliable simulations with
large timesteps and by running a single computer for few minutes. Also, the software tool that we developed can simulate
motors, moving parts and other auxiliary devices that might
interact with the granular flow.
This article starts with an introductory section about the
CES process, then it presents the mathematical background of
the DVI simulation algorithm, it discusses how to overcome the
difficulty of massive collision detection in granular flows, and
finally discusses the computation of electrostatic forces and
the software implementation. The last section shows examples
of results that can be achieved with this type of simulations.
II. T HE ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATION PROCESS
The CES is a waste processing device that separates
conductor materials from insulating materials within a granular
flow of fine particles. An example, from our labs, is shown in
Figure 1.
The granular flow receives a discharge of electricity, which
gives high surface charge to the plastic particles, causing them

particles feeder
23kV electrode

0kV rotating drum
splitters

Figure 1: A CES processing device.
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to be attracted to the rotor surface until they are brushed down
into a proper bin, below the drum. On the other hand, metal
particles do not remain charged, because their charge rapidly
decreases as they touch the rotor, so they fall into the farthest
bin. In case a particle is made of a mixture of materials, it
drops in intermediate bins. Metal particles are charged only
by electrostatic induction, and this causes a slight attraction
effect towards the static electrode of opposite sign.
The efficiency of the process is affected by non-controllable
parameters, such as particle shape and size. The quality of the
separation can be influenced by controllable parameters like
electrode voltage and position, drum speed, splitters position,
and feed rate.
III. T HE DVI FORMULATION
Granular flows are complex dynamical phenomena where
a large number of particles interact with each other and with
the surrounding environment. The fact that interactions are of
discontinuous nature, for example because of hard contacts,
introduce a relevant difficulty in the time integration of the
system.
Most literature deals with this class of problems by means
of the so-called Discrete Element Method (DEM), an approach
that regularizes the non-smooth contact phenomena by introducing regularized smooth functions [4]. This means that
hard contacts between particles in DEM are approximated
as spring-dashpot systems, whose stiff and nonlinear nature
requires very short timesteps for the integration of the resulting
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) [5]. If large timesteps
are used in DEM, the explicit ODE time integration may lead
to divergence.
In search of a faster and more robust way for simulating
granular flows, we developed [6] a time stepping method based
on the recent theory of DVI. Such an approach is able to
handle up to millions of contacts between particles; it directly
captures the discontinuous nature of contacts with set-valued
functions, it does not require short integration time steps and
it has stability properties that are similar to an implicit method
for differential equations.
First researches on a special type of DVI, related to contact
problems, can be traced back to the Measure Differential
Inclusion theory (MDI) developed in [7][8].
In the DVI framework, the right hand side of a differential
expression is a set-valued function [9], so it is an inclusion, as
a generalization of classical ODEs that have simple equalities.
This is useful in mechanics, since non-smooth pehenomena
can be described by means of set-valued functions such as the
Signorini contact law or the Coulomb friction. Note that no
smooth regularization of discontinuities are needed.
One can discretize DVIs in time, even with large timesteps,
obtaining a Variational Inequality (VI) problem for each timestep [10], since reaction forces must satisfy set inclusions
rather than algebraic equations.
A DVI is defined as the problem of finding the function x
on [0, T ]:
dx
= f (t, x, u)
dt
u ∈ SOL (K, F (t, x(t), ·))

:
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Figure 2: Contact point reference.

given a closed and convex K ∈ Rn set, and given a continuous
F (u) : K → Rn .
For a problem of particle dynamics, for instance, the state
is x = {q T , v T }T , with positions q and velocities v, and u
is the set of reaction forces, that must satisfy a VI. For more
informations on the DVI theory, see [11]–[15].
In our context of particle dynamics, the granular material
is composed of many small particles or large bodies in contact.
The system state is defined by the vector of generalized coordinates q ∈ Rmq and the vector of generalized speeds v ∈ Rmv
of the particles. Rotation of each particle is represented with
an unit quaternion ǫ ∈ H1 The mass matrix M (q) ∈ Rmv ×mv
includes all the masses and inertia tensors of the particles.
Aside from contacts, in granular flow simulations, particles
might be affected by field forces such as gravity, aerodynamic
forces, etc. In the case of the CES device described here,
also forces caused by electrostatic interactions are added. All
these forces will be denoted f e (q, v, t) in the following.
The total force field f t (q, v, t) ∈ Rmv includes also the
gyroscopic forces f c (q, v); we remark that for the class of
problems at hand, gyroscopic forces could be omitted without
compromising the results, in search of a more stable numerical
integration (because in free falling slender particles, gyroscopic
forces often lead to sharp changes in spin directions, thus
leading to potential numerical stiffness).
Bilateral constraints are useful to model hinges and joints
in devices. In our CES model, for instance, this class of
constraints is used to model the revolute joints of the rotating
drum, and the constraints for the movable splitting planes.
Bilateral joints are introduced via a set GB of scalar constraint
equations:
Ψi (~q, t) = 0, i ∈ GB .
(4)


T
T
T
We introduce ∇q Ψi = ∂Ψi /∂~q and ∇Ψi = ∇q Ψi Γ(q),
to express the constraint (4) at the velocity level after differentiation:
T
dΨi (~q, t)
∂Ψi
= ∇Ψi v +
= 0,
dt
∂t

i ∈ GB .

(5)

i

(1)
(2)

where the state of the system is defined by x, and SOL(K, F )
in the solution of the VI problem:
u∈K

B

u

(3)

The term ∂Ψ
∂t is needed only for time-dependent constraints.
This is the case, in our CES model, of the motor that imposes
a constant angular velocity to the rotating drum.
For the i-th contact between two bodies A and B, let ni
be the normal at the contact point, directed toward the exterior
of A, as in Figure 2. Let ui and wi be two vectors in the
contact plane such that ni , ui , wi ∈ R3 are orthogonal vectors,
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and let Φi represent a signed contact distance, assumed to be
differentiable at least in vicinity of the contact.
The contact force has a normal component F i,N =
γ
bi,n ni , that must satisfy the Signorini contact rule γ
bi,n ≥
0 ⊥ Φi (·) ≥ 0, and a tangential component F i,T =
γ
bi,u ui + γ
bi,w wi , caused by friction, along two tangential
directions ui , wi , that can represent either the sticking or
sliding friction. Within the Amontons-Coulomb theory [16]
of dry friction, that we consider adequate for the case of
inter-particle friction, the ratio between the normal and the
tangential force is limited by friction coefficient µi .
Frictional unilateral contacts define a set GA . For each
contact i ∈ GA , we introduce the tangent space generators, that
can be derived as tangent constraint Jacobians: D iγu , D iγw .
We can express the friction model using the maximum
dissipation principle, thus leading to a nonlinear program
(b
γi,u , γ
bi,w )q= argmin v T (D γu γ
bi,u + D γw γ
bi,w ) subject to
2
2 +γ
constraint
≤ µb
γi,n , or equivalently by introbi,w
γ
bi,u
ducing a multiplier λv and writing the Fritz John optimality
conditions for such nonlinear program:
∇γu ,γw v T (D γu γ
bi,u + D γw γ
bi,w ) +
q


2
2 +γ
bi,w
bi,u
=0
−λiv ∇γu ,γw µi γ
bi,n − γ
q
2 +γ
2 ≥ 0,
µi γ
bi,n − γ
bi,u
bi,w
⊥ λiv ≥ 0.

(6)
(7)

Finally, one can recognize that the following differential
model with equilibrium constraints, which expresses the full
model of the system including force fields, inertial forces,
contacts and bilateral constraints, is a DVI:
i ∈ GB
i ∈ GA

q̇
dv
M (q)
dt

Ψi (q, t) = 0
γ
bni ≥ 0 ⊥ Φi (q) ≥ 0
∇γu ,γw v T (D
bi,u + q
D γw γ
bi,w )
 γu γ

:
:


2 +γ
2
=0
bi,u
bi,w
bi,n − γ
−λiv ∇γu ,γw µi γ
q
2 ≥ 0,
2 +γ
⊥ λiv ≥ 0
bi,w
bi,u
µi γ
bi,n − γ
Γ(q)v
X

bi,w D iγw +
bi,u D iγu + γ
γ
bi,n D iγn + γ
i∈GX
A
γ
bBi ∇Ψi + f t (t, q, v)
+

=
=

i∈GB

(8)
The DVI model can be discretized in time, using a timestep
h. To this end we set γ = hb
γ , we use an exponential map
Λ(·) for incremental update of quaternions during the time
integration [17][18], and we get:
i ∈ GB

:

i ∈ GA

:

q (l+1)
M (l) v (l+1)

=
=

T
1 i (l)
∂Ψi
Ψ (~q ) + ∇Ψi ~v (l+1) +
=0
h
∂t
1 i (l)
iT (l+1)
≥0
γi,n ≥ 0 ⊥ h Φ (~q ) + ∇Φ ~v
∇γu ,γw v T (D γu γp
i,u + D γw γi,w )
i
−λiv ∇ µp
γi,n − γi,u 2 + γi,w 2 = 0
i
µ γi,n − γi,u 2 + γi,w 2 ≥ 0, ⊥λiv ≥ 0
(l)
(l+1)
Λ(q
, h)
X ,v

i
γi,n D γn + γi,u D iγu + γi,w D iγw +
i∈GX
A
γBi ∇Ψi + hf t (t, q, v) + M (l) v (l)
+

i∈GB

(9)
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Figure 3: Simulation of the granular flow. Note the different shapes of particles.
This example, although simple, leads to half a million of unknown reaction
forces in frictional contacts, on average. At each time step, those unknown
forces must be solved as a VI problem.

The previous problem is a mixed nonlinear complementarity problem, sub-case of VIs: most results for existence of
solutions require monotonicity of the mapping defining the
complementarity problem, that also implies convexity of the
solution set of the nonlinear complementarity problem [19].
A relaxation of the original problem, that leads to a convex
problem whose solution is guaranteed, has been proposed in
[20] and it is used in our software.
Once cast to a convex problem, this can be formulated as
a second-order Cone Complementarity Problem (CCP), that is
also a special type of VI and is also a conically-constrained
quadratic optimization problem. As a convex optimization
problem, it can be solved by a modification of the Spectral
Projected Gradient (SPG) method for the solution of convexconstrained optimization problems, developed by [21]. In the
original SPG scheme, the projection operator performs the projection on boxed constraints, whereas we perform projection
on the friction cones.
The formulation of (9) can describe only inelastic collisions; but a simple modification can also introduce a restitution
coefficient.
We remark that the contact model is based on few parameters (friction coefficient, optionally also restitution coefficient
or compliance and damping). Although limited in number
of parameters, this simplicity pays back in terms of high
computational efficiency and ease of use.
IV. C OLLISION DETECTION
One of the biggest bottlenecks in granular flow simulations
is the computation of the collision points between pairs of particles, and between particles and the surrounding environment.
There are two main sources of difficulties: one is related to
finding the pairs of potential contacting bodies, and the other
is computing the geometric location of the contact point(s)
between those pairs.
The first difficulty is addressed by the so-called broadphase collision detection stage. Such algorithm consists in prefiltering the particles in order to detect only the small portion
of pairs that potentially could collide, hence avoiding a brute
force O(n2 ) test for all pairs - clearly inpracticable even for
few thousands of particles. Our broadphase stage leverages the
Bullet3D open-source library [22].
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The second difficulty is related to the fact that there are
many types of collision shapes, as shown in Figure 3, and
contact points must be created for pairs in this second phase,
called narrow phase. Ideally on would like to use polihedrons,
spheres, cylinders, boxes etc., as well as compounds of those
primitives, but then, algorithms for all possible combination
between those types must be implemented. A solution could
be to use algorithms of the GJK family [23] that requires
only a single member function for each class of primitive,
i.e., the computation of the support point. This is the default
narrow-phase algorithm for the Bullet3D library, however we
experienced that the GJK algorithm suffers a noticeable lack of
precision when working with primitives whose size is largely
different, which is exactly the case of the small particles
that come into touch with the rotating cylinder. To overcome
this problem, we implemented a closed form solution for
computing contacts between spheres and cylinders (interesting
enough, GJK is not affected by this issue for the sphere-vsbox case). This works properly; but if one desires particles
that are non-spherical, for instance conical, this would require
the development of other closed form algorithms for cone-vscylinder, cone-vs-cone, etc. To avoid this increase in coding
complexity, and yet resolve the issue of low precision in
GJK, we decided to model the collision shape of irregular
particles by using cluster of spheres, as in Figure 4. This is
an approximation of the real shapes (which are known only
at a statistical level anyway), but it performs well in terms of
algorithmic robustness and precision.
The ability of simulating particles with non-spherical
shapes is important because, as discussed by Lu et al. [3],
the shape of the particle can affect the global outcome of the
separation process; for example, spherical particles tend to fall
farther than thin and slender particles.

On the other hand, forces acting on particles made of nonmetal materials are: electric image force f im,j , aerodynamic
drag force f a,j , and gravity force f g,j , plus the contact forces
if any. In this case it holds:
f t,j (q, v, t) = f c,j + f im,j + f a,j + f g,j
An analytical model has been used for computing the electric field E(x, y, z) in the space between the two electrodes; to
this end we used the formulas expressed in [2]. The resulting
electric field is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Analytic electric field model, used in run-time computations.

We remark that such analytic model is approximate, and it
does not consider the three-dimensional effect of decaying at
the sides of the cylinder. For comparison, we performed also a
PDE simulation of the electric field using a 3D FEA software,
as in Figure 6, and the result is close to the analytical model,
at least for the zone of interest.

Figure 4: Concept of spherical decomposition.

We experienced that the idea of using cluster of spheres as
collision shapes can fit well into parallel computing architectures of the Grpahical Processing Unit (GPU) type, as shown
in [24].
V. F ORCES FIELDS
At each simulation timestep, the force fields acting on each
particle must be updated.
In this model, forces are different for metal and non-metal
particles [1]. In case of metals, for the j-th particle, forces
acting on the particle are: electric force f el,j , aerodynamic
drag force f a,j and gravity force f g,j , plus it can be affected to
the contact forces described in the previous paragraphs. Hence,
in the DVI of (8), one has:
f t,j (q, v, t) = f c,j + f el,j + f a,j + f g,j
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Figure 6: Reference force field, computed with PDE in off-line.

For the sake of brevity, we do not report the formulas for
the aereodinamycal drag and for the gravity force, and we
focus on forces caused by the electrostatic field. We make
the simplifying assumptions that the metal particles discharge
instantly as soon as they touch the grounded cylinder, and that
charging of the non-metal particles happens instantly as soon
they enter the volume in front of the cylinder.
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We introduce the vacuum permeability ǫ0 , the relative
permeability ǫr , the average radius of the particle r. Following
[2], the force caused by the electric field acting on metallic
particles is:
f el,j = 0.832Qmetal E(x, y, z)

(10)

where the charge Qmetal is
2 3
π ǫ0 ǫr r 2 E
(11)
3
The non-metal particles are subject to the electric image force:
Qmetal =

f im,j =

Q2non−metal
4πǫ0 ǫr (2r)2

Qnon−metal = 3πǫ0 (2r)2 E

ǫr
ǫr + 2

(12)
(13)

We generate shapes with different densities and different
sizes r and different values of ǫ0 according to a random
distribution generator, for instance one can generate flows with
30% of copper particles and 60% of plastic particles, with
sizing given by probability distributions. For cases of particles
made of microscopic clusters of not-separated materials, we
simply apply a weighted average of the forces described above.
VI. S OFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The simulation software is implemented in C++ language
and uses our Chrono::Engine C++ simulation libraries [25],
which implement the DVI method.
To avoid the burden of defining coordinates, sizes and
shapes of the collision surfaces, as well motors and joints
of the CES machine, we developed a custom add-in in C#
language for the SolidWorks software. The add-in allows the
designer to model the system with the GUI, as in Figure 7;
then one can export the environment into a file that is load
and parsed by the simulator before running the simulation.
On the other hand, the generation of the particle flow and the
simulation loop is controlled directly by C++ statements in the
stand-alone simulator, as in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Model of the CES device in the SolidWork parametric CAD. Note
that the surfaces that can affect collision detection have been marked as red.
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Figure 8: Model of the CES device during the simulation in the OpenGL view
of our Chrono::Engine software.

Post-processing of the data is performed via ad-hoc Matlab
programs, although the simulator also offers an interactive
OpenGL view that can be used to quickly evaluate the results
of simulation tests. For the final simulations we use timesteps
of 0.001 s, and the number of iterations for the solution of the
CCP problem has been limited to 100.
VII. R ESULTS
Simulations can be run for different speeds of the drum,
for different flow rates, and for different mixtures and size
distributions of particles. At each simulation run, particle
trajectories are processed by sorting their end point in virtual
bins; by splitting the horizontal X direction in evenly spaced
bins and by counting the particles that end into such bins, one
can build statistical distributions of the output flow, as shown
in Figure 9. This can be used to simulate different scenarios of
operation of the CES device, and it can be used also to design
new versions of the device that could process more material
without incurring into inefficiency.
For instance, results in Figures 10 show how the distribution of the outcome, for the same material, increases in
variance as the flow rate increases. The reason is that for high

Figure 9: Output distribution showing the separation of metal and plastic
particles.
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flow rate the granular packing starts to be denser, as particles
are more likely to be in contact each other, even in stacked
layers over the drum, and this introduces more randomness in
the process.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We implemented a custom software, based on our
Chrono::Engine simulation middleware, that can perform simulations of granular flows of particles in waste-processing
devices. In detail, a CES device has been studied with this
tool. The simulation method, being based on an original
DVI formulation, permits large timesteps without incurring
in numerical instability. Special optimizations have been used
in the collision detection algorithms in order to reduce the
computational overhead. A custom add-in for the SolidWorks
software has been used in order to simplify the workflow, as
the user can export collision shapes from the user interface of
the CAD.
Future development will address experimental validation
and other types of waste processing machines such as the Eddy
Current Separator (ECS).

Figure 10: Output distribution of falling particles, for different flow rates.
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Abstract— Simulation of unusual or extreme situations of
Hospital Emergency Departments (ED) makes it possible to get
extra knowledge about the behavior of the system which could
not be obtained in other way. There is no real data available of
such situations, but simulation allows us to obtain this
information. In this paper, we show how the data obtained by
simulation of scenarios representing special real situations
expand the real available data. That provides further
information, which will allow us to reach more reliable models
of real system behavior, avoiding extrapolation methods, which
imply important errors, especially in nonlinear systems as ED.
The objective pursued in this ongoing research is to extract the
information contained in all this data to observe patterns and
translate them into relationships and behavior models about
variables which may influence the Hospital Emergency
Department’s performance and quality of service. A
methodology to obtain new knowledge from intensive data,
based on the use of the simulator as a sensor of the real system,
and so as the main source of data, is proposed. As immediate
future work, we intend to prove this methodology in a case of
study which aim is to gain knowledge from a specific set of
data, obtained through the simulation of a reduced set of
scenarios of the real system.

working way and of the activity of its elements, and it
facilitates decision-making to establish strategies for its
optimal operation [1][2]. Definitely, it is a way to achieve
additional knowledge of the system, by developing inference
processes on the variables of interest of the system in order
to make predictions about the behavior of these variables
under different conditions, based on information obtained
from the generated data [3].

Keywords—Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS);
Data-Intensive;Data Mining (DM); Decision Support Systems
(DSS); Emergency Department (ED); Knowledge Discovery.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Simulation as a Decision Support System (DSS)
Hospital Emergency Departments (ED) are a primary
care unit in healthcare systems and the main way of patient’s
admission to hospital. It is one of the most important
components of the whole healthcare system and one of the
most complex areas of a hospital.
The complexity of the ED service is due to its operation
mode, which results from human actions and interactions
between the different elements of which it is composed, and
simulation based on an Agent-Based Model of the System
(ABMS) becomes a powerful tool for its description.
Simulation provides a better understanding of the system
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B. Simulation as a sensor of the real system
This work in progress aims to obtain knowledge of the
system, which could not be obtained without the use of
simulation. In fact, the starting idea of this research is to
understand the simulation as a “sensor” of the real system
[4]. Such idea suggests the hypothesis of the ability to gain
knowledge about the ED service behavior from the data
provided by the simulation of any possible scenario. Then
simulation allows us to obtain data from exceptional, ideal or
extreme situations of the ED, such as extraordinary or
unusual number of patients or abnormal number of staff
(doctors or nurses). This information is very difficult to have
in other way because it is impossible to prove these kinds of
scenarios in the real system. Data obtained directly from the
real system will be complemented with data generated by the
simulator. This will allow us to obtain much more refined
behavior models of the system, an extra knowledge which
would not be possible to obtain without the simulation.
C. An Agent-Based Model of the Emergency Deparment
Previous work carried out by our research group, High
Performance Computing for Efficient Applications and
Simulation (HPC4EAS), of the Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona (UAB), in collaboration with the ED Staff Team
of the Hospital de Sabadell (one of the most important
hospitals in Spain, which provides care service to an
influence area of 500,000 people, and attends 160,000
patients per year in the ED), has led to the design and
development of an agent-based-model of the ED. The model
describes the ED's behavior from the actions and interactions
between agents, and between them and the ED physical
environment. The result is a simplified version of the ED
which simulates patients with less acuity level (4 and 5 in the
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scale of priority and urgency that applies in Spanish
hospitals), those causing saturation of the service most of the
time. The implementation of the simulator has been done
with NetLogo, an Agent-Based Simulation environment well
suited for modeling complex systems, and it has been
validated and verified, in this its first version [5][6].
The input parameters that characterize each different
scenario in the simulation of the real system are the
healthcare staff configuration, the number of incoming
patients, the derivation percentage of patients and the period
of time simulated. In addition, each simulation provides data
of the Length of Stay (LoS) of all patients in all ED locations
and the number of patients per hour and location [5][6].
D. High Performance Computing (HPC)
There are a great number and variety of simulated agents,
and different possible values for the input parameters in the
simulator. This results in a large number of different possible
scenarios to be simulated. There is no other limitation in the
amount of data that can be generated than the computational
time needed for the executions of the simulation. Using High
Performance Computing (HPC) we can run the simulation
for any possible scenario in reasonable computation time.
Each execution will generate the corresponding data based
on the designed model. Thus, the potential of HPC makes it
possible to generate a very large number of data, store this
data, process and analyze it to be transformed into
information. The effective processing and analysis of this
intensive data cannot be done with traditional statistical
techniques, and the use of data mining techniques is required
to discovering these yet unknown patterns in the data and
complete the knowledge discovery cycle. The new
knowledge of the system can be manifested through patterns,
rules, associations, groups, constraints, trends, etc.
There are previous works in which data mining is applied
in different processes within the Hospital Emergency
Departments to obtain knowledge about them. But in all
cases, the analyzed data comes directly from the real system.
These other works can guide us, taking as a reference their
objective of study and the algorithms that they have applied
in each case. The prediction of the demand for health
workers, the influence of different variables on the workload,
the expected saturation of the service, the formation of
bottle-necks in the connection with the hospital and the
creation of a clinical recommender system, or diagnostic
support, are the objectives of these referred works
[7][8][9][10][11].
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
objectives and features of the research, and the proposed
methodology; Section III describes a case study which is a
reduced example of the proposed working method. Finally,
section IV closes the paper with discussion and future work.
II.

OBJECTIVES AND PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The main purpose of this research is to obtain knowledge
from the intensive data generated via simulation of the real
system.
The specific objectives to be achieved are:
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To gain knowledge about the system behavior for
any possible situation (e.g., epidemics, mass
accidents, unexpected increase in the demand for
service, etc.).
 To anticipate solutions for unusual situations:
Provide prediction models of staff demand and other
resources in the service, as a reference for making
decisions in exceptional cases.
Our proposal of methodology is represented in Figure 1,
which shows the process we will follow in our search from
data to knowledge. From bottom to top, the data will be
generated by the simulator, processed, transformed and
integrated in a data warehouse, and finally analyzed and
interpreted using data mining techniques to observe patterns
and reach unknown models of system behavior.

Figure 1. Phases of the proposed methodology

The phases of the proposed work system are described
below in more detail.
A. The simulator: Source of Data
Our ED simulator, already verified and validated, allows
the generation of data concerning different possible
situations, called scenarios, by assigning different values to
the input parameters, either representing the more common
conditions or other extreme or less likely situations, which
are difficult to test in reality. This approach offers the
possibility to obtain data for any possible scenario of service.

Figure 2. Screenshot with features of the simulator interface.

The present version of the simulator includes six primary
areas: admission area, triage boxes, waiting rooms, diagnosis
and treatment boxes, and x-ray area; and five different types
of active agents: patients, admission staff, nurses, doctors
and x-ray technicians (Figure 2). All incoming patients are
triaged, but once they have been triaged, only patients
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identified at triage phase with acuity level 4 and 5 are served
at the stage of diagnosis-treatment phase [12].
The input parameters that define each scenario are the
staff configuration, the number of incoming patients
(workload), the percentage of patient’s derivation to other
services, and the simulation period. Each possible
configuration of the healthcare staff includes: admission
personnel, triage nurses, doctors, emergency nurses and Xray technicians. There is a minimum and maximum number
of each type of staff, and two different levels of experience,
low and high, labeled as junior and senior, respectively.
Furthermore, different values assigned to the random
number generation seed, will affect the way incoming
patients arrive into service. The distribution of patients'
arrival changes, in each simulated hour, for a specific staff
configuration, a given workload and a determined value for
patients’ derivation. This results in different iterations for the
same scenario.
For each of the executions carried out, the simulator
provides data concerning healthcare staff configuration, the
time required by each of them in each location of the service,
the cost of the configuration, and the Length of Stay (LoS) of
each patient from their entry into the service until they leave
the system, and specifically for each of the areas or places
through which it passes. The number of patients per hour, per
location, is also registered. Therefore, it is the assigned value
for the rest of parameters defining the simulated scenario: the
workload, the percentage of derivation for each type of
patient, the simulation period and the random seed.
The data obtained directly from the real system is the first
approach to obtain information. But, we can generate a much
larger number of data using the simulator as a sensor of this
real system, and thus, as data source, so that the reliability of
the results will be much higher.
B. Transforming Data: The Data Warehouse
After capturing the data, we can try to upgrade its quality,
decoding, reformatting and merging it. Extract, Transform
and Load (ETL) tools must help us to extract, scrub,
transform and integrate all data in a proper way to be stored
in a database, data mart or a data warehouse, to make its
further analysis possible. Data partitioning, data combining
or data summarization is the way to transform data and
convert them from operational system format to data
warehouse format.
C. Observing Patterns: Data Mining
Stored data contains information that should be treated.
We must deal with the analysis of large amounts of data,
reason why statistical techniques and traditional methods are
inadequate and difficult to apply.
Data mining techniques will be used to analyze such a
large amount of data and try to extract the information
behind them. Classification, association and clustering
methods and algorithms, among others, are some of them.
We have to choose which will be the best algorithm to find
patterns or trends that will allow us, in turn, make inferences
and prediction models through regressions between the
observed variables.
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D. Acces to knowledge
Finally, this data analysis should lead us to knowledge
discovery in terms of behavioral or prediction models. That
might be helpful for decision-making in the operational
management of the ED by the persons responsible for it.
III.

CASE STUDY

In this context and according to the agreed methodology,
we will try to obtain knowledge from a set of data already
available, obtained from the simulator execution for a
reduced set of scenarios, carried out in a previous work
within our research group [12].
In this case study, we deal with a set of scenarios
characterized by the healthcare staff configuration and the
number of incoming patients (workload). Any other input
parameter is fixed for all the scenarios. The period of
activivy simulated is the equivalent to one day (24 hours),
the value for patient derivation percentage is zero, and the
random seed is also fixed.
In the referred work [12], the total number of different
staff configurations is 28,350. In addition, four different
workload scenarios of total incoming patients, during the 24
hours of ED activity, are considered: up to 96, 216, 312, and
408 patients average per day.
In [12], it is described how exhaustive search among all
configurations for a given workload was used to find out the
optimal ED staff configuration that led to the minimum
patient Length of Stay in the ED under a cost configuration
constraint (the cost of staff configuration must be less or
equal to €3,500) and the amount of human resources (ED
Staff) available.
Moreover, in [12], it was implemented an alternative
approach to reduce the computation time in simulation
executions. This approach consisted of a combination of the
Montecarlo method and K-means. After a random
configuration execution by the Montecarlo method, the
results of the K-means clustering method were that the
scenarios were aggregated in some specific regions through
the average LoS. Within the region containing the optimal
solution, again an exhaustive search was carried out.
Now, we wonder about the possible relation between the
set of staff configurations that are aggregated in the same
cluster, as a result of this clustering method, applied to all the
simulated scenarios. Do the points (configuration) of a
specific region follow a specific law? Do they have
something in common? Why have these regions and no
others appeared? The goal is to observe patterns, similarities,
any common feature among the staff configuration of all the
scenarios of a same region. Then try to establish relations,
and so, new knowledge of the system.
Around 25,000 configurations of the total 28,350 satisfy
the considered cost restriction. These are the configurations
that were executed for each workload. That is, about 100,000
scenarios were executed. These are the total of scenarios we
will deal with for the verification of the proposed
methodology, trying to find this possible relation between
the aggregated configurations.
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The first step in our methodology process has been done,
i.e., the data have been generated by the simulator. The
second phase will be to transform and integrate these data
into a data warehouse format.
This is the point we have reached in this work in
progress. We know there is something hidden in the data
from these 100,000 scenarios, and we think we have the right
methodology to find it. Now, we have to choose the right
algorithms and tools to attain this knowledge.
IV.
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Abstract — This paper presents the concept and prototype of a
plugin, as part of a software suite (MILAN), aimed to provide
technical analysts with the means to simulate various
sustainability criteria in manufacturing companies. The plugin
is intended to enable analyst to freely define relevant social
influence indicators, as well as influence functions and combine
them with the existing environmental and economic modeling
approach. Various social indicators are, on the one hand still
fuzzy, as well as disputed, and on the other hand, dependent on
the company’s structure. In this regard, the free definition
aims to give the modeler the needed flexibility to create a
model of his choosing, while also providing him with a
structural guideline on how the integration of social criteria is
best realized in a holistic sustainability approach. This paper
thus addresses the key challenges of the integration of a social
perspective in manufacturing simulation and gives an overview
over a first implementation of a software that is able to
integrate the economic, environmental and social dimension in
a single model.

scientifically challenging [5]. Furthermore, the quantification
between the relation of the output and the way humans
interact with existing production processes may need a great
variety of different physical, organizational and
psychological algorithms, which indicates a very high
modeling effort. This high effort combined with the fact that
simulation studies are usually carried out in order to find
(economic) optimization potential is contributing to the
disregard of social and environmental inclusion.
Consequently, in order to promote a more holistic
perception, the questions this paper is focusing on are:
• what are possible abstract formulations of social
criteria relevant in manufacturing companies,
• how can these criteria be modeled in a way that pays
tribute to the great differences between humans and
their possible reactions to different strains,
• and how can the modeling effort itself be reduced in
order to promote such an integration.
These are the problems this paper addresses and will
answer by:
• present the main problems with the integration and
related work for this approach (Section II)
• identifying the most relevant aspects of social
criteria in producing companies (Section III A),
• categorizing the accorded impacts and deducing
criteria for the simulation (Section III B and III C),
• presenting a simulation software for environmental
and economic evaluation (Section IV A),
• elaborating the concept and the implementation of a
software prototype purposed to integrate the social
perspective into the existing simulation software
(Section IV B),
• highlight possible results and briefly state strengths
and weaknesses of the approach (Section V).
Lastly, an outlook will be given in Section VI.

Keywords – sustainability; discrete event simulation (DES);
material flow analysis (MFA); life cycle analysis (LCA); social
life cycle analysis (SLCA).

I.

INTRODUCTION

From the very start of the modern sustainability debate
the idea always included the call for the third pillar of
sustainability, i.e., the social pillar, resulting in the term of
the triple bottom line [1]. While the classical usages of
simulation considering the economical perspective of
manufacturing systems and its rather output oriented point of
view have already been discussed in much detail [2], the
social perspective is, to this day, underrepresented in modern
simulation tools. That is, even though many Occupational
Health and Safety (OHS) factors, such as ergonomic criteria,
or influences through material exposure play an important
role in the planning of new and legal compliance of existing
entities [3].
Aside from the obvious still debated definition problem
of social sustainability [4] the integration of such a
perspective is facing other problems, for example the fact
that the correlations between humans and their environment
are highly dependent on both, which makes a general
handling of human resources in a software very difficult and
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II.

THE PROBLEM IN MORE DETAIL

A. Motivation
To understand the driving force behind this paper and the
problem with social criteria integration one has to question
how producing companies are motivated to produce in a
more sustainable way. Aside from intrinsic motivations of
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given deciders, the two main concepts are legal compliance
and the demand of customers, representing top down and
bottom up tendencies. Both of these tendencies have inherent
difficulties. The main problem with the top down tendency is
that regional and international frameworks, as basis for
policy decisions, pay tribute to the different regional
necessities, hence reflecting the needs and situation of the
people in the region. Ultimately the given diversification
results in a different prioritization of criteria, which leads to
different compliance criteria for the resident entities. These
differences allow for a distortion of competition and
consequently to a higher prioritization of the economic
orientation in order to keep up with the globalized market.
For the bottom up tendency consider that, while time is
limited, if a consumer wants to buy a product that is
environmentally viable and socially friendly without having
to spend too much money, the necessity for an elaborate
research develops, in order to find a fitting product. While it
is fairly easy to assess the economic value behind the chosen
product, when it comes to environmental and social
identifying values, it is a difficult task. With regard to firms,
and particularly manufacturing companies, reports on the
sustainability of their operations rarely include the social
dimension. Many companies are issuing corporate reports
which stress governance aspects and environmental
practices, but tend to overlook the role of the employees or
workforce [6][7]. Normally, a detailed analysis of products is
impossible to find and thus, in order to make a decision,
consumers relay, for example, on brand identification
combined with rather current information on how
environmental and social friendly the company is or displays
itself to be. In other words and from a capitalistic
perspective, the steering of the capital by the consumer is not
based on the actual environmental and social impacts of the
product, but by the little information they can gather about
its manufacturing processes and the company itself. The data
to assess the environmental and social friendliness of the
product itself is not at the consumer’s disposition [6].
Naturally a choice regarding the price comes easier than
basing the decision on facts that the consumer can hardly
evaluate. In order to address the information gap different
(modeling and simulation) approaches can be noted, which
will be presented in the following.
B. Related Work
Over the last decade the environmental perspective has
become more prominent, examples for the focus on the
environmental sustainability of production systems can be
found in Seliger [8], Andersson [9] and Reinhard et al. [10].
In Thiede [11], one can find a list of simulation tools with a
status overview of their features considering sustainability
aspects, which gives a broad overview even though the
feature list for most tools has already changed. Furthermore,
material and energy flow data are under observation in
Thiede et al. [12], which can become relevant when
considering interaction of human and material, i.e., exposure.
The software solutions described were used as references for
the meaningful combination of different perspectives.
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Most existing simulation software is however not
integrating the life cycle approach. It seems that the
perception of the system borders of the simulation approach,
which logically inhibits the gate to gate focus, is hindering
the other. In order to change that and integrate upstream data,
two strategies can be observed: on the one hand, through the
integration of Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) data (for used
material) at least the environmental and some social aspects
of the upstream can be integrated, examples can be found in
Andersson [9] and Kellens et al. [13], while on the other
hand different simulation techniques (for example Discrete
Event Simulation (DES) and System Dynamics (SD) and or
Agent Based Simulation (ABS)) are combined in order to
model and integrate different parts of the life cycle in
appropriate and possible detail/granulation. These will
logically be integrated once the simulation has finished; see
for example Andersson et al. [14]. The combination of these
different models is however usually happening via interfaces
or meta-models and not integrated in one combined
modeling approach, which was the intention when designing
the different prototypes of MILAN. In that regard, Widok et
al. [15][16] and the elaborations in the following depict the
integration of LCA, DES and MFA in a combined modeling
approach, where only one model has to be created.
Social criteria are only very rarely elaborated when
considering the sustainability of manufacturing system in
general [7][17] and when it comes to simulation and or
software solutions for these, even less. In Heilala et al. [18],
ergonomic criteria are, as part of a social domain, integrated
in one simulation approach; Lind et al. [19] displays the
findings of the research paper in more detail. The general
approach and findings of [18][19] were carefully reviewed
for input considering the scope of a possible social domain.
The approach defined in Section IV is however intended to
go beyond the depicted ergonomic criteria and hence had to
be designed more flexible considering very different
influences and their respective algorithms. In Makhbul et al.
[20] stress at the workplace is analyzed and ergonomic
workstation factors categorized. These factors were
important for the general handling and served as one
reference for the design of the calculation methodology.
Implications towards the work performance of following
measures can also be found in Yahaya et al. [21]; in the
future, it may be possible to integrate the described ideas,
even though they only served as reference for the design
phase. Detailed analysis of occupational musculoskeletal and
mental health with specific focus on production systems can
be found in Westgaard and Winkel [3]. They also show an
overview over relevant studies and highlight the significance
of their findings. The European Agency for Safety and
Health at Work Report 2013 is also highlighting OSH risk
and trends [22]. A detailed analysis of historic occupational
safety measures and trends can be found in Luczak et al.
[23]. Examples and guidelines for shift-management and
workplace fatigue can be found in [24]. The more general
sources [22][23][24] were used as basis for the domain
development, while [3] served as guideline for the
integration of specific indicators, i.e., which indicator
integration was worthwhile and could possibly lead to
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meaningful results. Furthermore, Sharma [25] presents a case
study about a conceptual framework for the improvement of
business performance with lean manufacturing and human
factors interventions, which served as idea for the postsimulation framework development, i.e., for result
interpretation. In addition, a new guideline by the association
of German engineers has been published in 2013, depicting
the representation and physical strains on humans in virtually
modeled manufacturing halls, an analysis is described by
Zülch [26] (in German), while it did not influence the
development, adaptation in the future may be oriented in
order to comply with the formulated standards. Lastly, Zaeh
and Prasch [27] are making suggestions for systematic
workplace/assembly redesign for aging workforces, which
was always considered for future uses of the domain,
especially when with regard to the fatigue, ergonomics,
skillset and possible differentiations of work performance.
More holistic approaches (needed for the combination of
the perspectives) are presented by Omann and Spangenberg
[4]. The capital approach for sustainability evaluation is
explained in chapter V of the UN report [28], which is also
relevant for framework compositions and hence contributed,
as Sharma [25] did to the post-simulation framework design
for result evaluation. Social capital in relation to quality of
life is discussed by Grünberger and Omann [29] and in
relation to productivity Reagans and Zuckermann [30], both
of these are relevant general evaluation strategies. When
trying to incorporate the idea of holistic sustainability
approaches one should furthermore consider Gasparatos et
al. [31], where the authors list important arguments against
the reductionist approach and also directs the attention to
possible struggles and problems with their integration. A
supplementary holistic design approach is discussed by
Spangenberg et al. [32], where most of the already described
problems are addressed. While Schneider [17] is giving a
specific example for breaking down criteria from a macro
management oriented (OECD – Sustainable Development)
perspective, to social criteria in firms (see also the OECD
report [6] for that matter); this was very important for the
general design of the framework composition. Further
extensive reviews of social sustainability can be found in
Schneider [33] and an extensive literature review of social
sustainability assessment methodologies has been published
by Benoît and Vickery-Niederman [34]. These papers are
also very valuable considering LCA integration and possible
SLCA adaptations in the future. Considering SLCA
integration further extensive summaries were made by author
Jørgensen [35][36], which’s findings will be at the basis for
further component development in the SLCA segment.
To sum up, one can note various modeling approaches
for social sustainability, but very few actual software
implementations when it comes to manufacturing simulation.
Furthermore, combinations with different perspectives and
focus on holistic perception of social criteria are usually
intended for reporting, after careful aggregation of various
different sources. Actual implementations are usually
conducted with a single focus (for example ergonomic
criteria). With this in mind, the following sections will
describe what specifically had to be taken into account for
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the definition of a more holistic oriented implementation of a
social domain in the described simulation software.
III.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY IN THE MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRY

A. Understanding Social Sustainability on Company Level,
definitions, challenges
The definition of social sustainability and the deduction
of relevant criteria are both far from new; in the last decades
various entities have made great efforts to give deciders a
stronger foundation on what social sustainability implies.
Starting with the World Bank’s sponsored Social Capital
Initiative at the beginning of the millennium [37] many
international and regional organizations have since created a
variety of international policy/reporting guidelines, such as
the G4 guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
[7] /monitoring/auditing frameworks and other instruments,
such as value chain analysis, social impact assessments and
other that all aim for a broad perception and integration of
social criteria in sustainability assessment.
When considering these framework approaches and
social criteria, the problem arises, that different social criteria
will be relevant to different regions, companies and different
people. Furthermore, as the sustainability concept has an
inherent function to be able to shift in time [16], potential
sustainability criteria have to have their qualification flexible
in those regards (hinting the change of the model used for
their qualification, i.e., iterations of simulations to pay tribute
to the change of normative values at the basis of the
qualification). In addition to those modeling challenges,
Omann and Spangenberg formulated four major challenges
on how to assess social sustainability, namely:
• the lack of conceptual clarity (emphasizing
definitions to be dependent on countries and
entities),
• the complexity (questioning if the concept is even
manageable with current organizational and
technical means),
• the “bad experience” from the past (1960’s)
considering the formulation of normative goals, in
order to place social values in relation to economic
and environmental goals (see also Colantonio [38]),
• the fact that a stronger integration of social values
may question the very foundations of current
development models [4], reducing the likeliness of
acceptance/introduction.
Many other authors [33][38][39] argue in similar
directions, yet the first argument should not be understood as
lack of conceptual clarity; this is because the
regional/organizational shift of relevant criteria is
explainable. If we consider social criteria to be in direct
relation to human beings, similar to any human need
categorization, regional social sustainability frameworks will
represent the state of the needs of the people in that region.
This does not necessarily influence the validity of existing
frameworks, but only reduces their comparability.
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Summarizing one can observe two functions that influence
the definition of social sustainability criteria in companies:
• The first differentiation needs to be made
considering the people and organizations that are at
the basis of the question of what is sustainable (i.e.,
sustainable for whom, for what, for how long). The
definition is thus dependent and pays tribute to the
different states of the people and organizations in
question.
• The second variance is in relation to manufacturing
companies. It is necessary to make a difference
between the social impact manufacturing processes
have on the people directly involved in them (i.e.,
the people working for example at a workstation)
and the social influences emitted by the production
itself.
In addition to these differences, the technology choice
needs to be discussed. Consequently confronted with a
variety of possible input factors the question poses itself,
what are the relevant criteria and how could they be
integrated.
B. Categorization of social sustainability aspects on
company level
This categorization of social sustainability aspects is
oriented on Porter and Kramer’s depiction of social impacts
of the value chain of companies [40][41]. Extending their
description of different criteria and placing them in a
manufacturing company perspective (their elaborations are
more general), we can note that the main value creating
activities for manufacturing companies are operations,
inbound and outbound logistics, as well as procurement,
while the logistics, procurement and human resource
management enable and facilitate the operations in the same
way as the firm infrastructure and marketing/sales enable the
function of the firm itself.
Given these main branches of the company (including
also technology development) it is possible to make a
differentiation between:
• the infrastructure, marketing and after sales – being
categorized as mainly socio-economic with some
socio-institutional aspects,
• the operations, inbound-, outbound logistics, as well
as procurement – being categorized as mainly socioenvironmental, with natural socio-economic
(especially if we consider efficiency) and some
social orientation,
• and the human resource management, as well as
technology development – being categorized as
mainly social orientation with some socioenvironmental (due to new technologies).
The according social criteria can be derived from these
main categories, as for example energy, water and material
usage, emissions and waste, worker safety and labor
regulations, hazardous material usage and general ecological
impacts, for the operation category. The same derivation (for
the other main aspects of the value chain) has already been
done a few times and can be reviewed for example in Porter
[40]. The idea behind this division is one can now
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understand where existing simulation approaches have high
correlations.
C. Definition of social criteria relevant to the simulation of
manufacturing companies
The main thesis that was described in Section III B is that
many of the social impacts at operation’s level and generally
in the primary value creating activities of manufacturing
companies (mainly operations, but also inbound/outbound
logistics, procurement) have high correlations with existing
DES and ABS modeling approaches. This is because the
social impacts are almost directly linked to either the
materials in usage (socio-environmental orientation and
socio-economic if we consider efficiency aspects) or the
people working and facilitating the functioning of the
workstations (social orientation, OHS aspects). One can thus
note, that a limited integration of a social perspective in
existing economic, environmental orientated manufacturing
simulation models is possible without having to change the
model itself drastically, opening the possibility for an
integrated holistic modeling approach. In that regard the
choice for a first set of resulting criteria was based on the
described social impact criteria from these aspects. Also
note, that the indicated social impacts are not complete,
further elaborations of social impacts at midpoint level can
be found in [35]; the given lists were simply intended to
demonstrate examples and their general categorization.
Furthermore, as social impact criteria have been categorized
as socio-environmental, basically representing the original
sustainability perception of conservation, and as socioeconomic, the correlations between the pillars of
sustainability become even more apparent.
While this only considers a limited view on social
impacts (reducing the perception to the manufacturing
processes), it is important to note, that the life cycle approach
can consequently be incorporated through the integration of
social life cycle assessment (SLCA) data for the materials in
usage and general upstream input data. To clarify this,
consider a classical manufacturing model, which depicts the
system borders at the in- and output flows before and after
the existing manufacturing processes. This model has and
produces little life cycle knowledge but only considers the
manufacturing aspects (which depending on the used
materials make more or less of the overall impact). It is
however possible to have a combination of classical
DES/ABS manufacturing approaches in combination with
life cycle assessment (LCA) upstream data (and possibly
even downstream data, depending on the modeling
approach), as has been demonstrated among others by
Kellens et al. [13], Andersson et al. [14] and Widok et al.
[16] for the environmental LCA (ELCA) part. Taking SLCA
parallel to ELCA, it can thus potentially be used for two
different overall purposes, already discussed in 1997:
•
to compare the social impacts of two comparable
products or services (or compare a product or service against
a standard – which is what we want to achieve in the future),
•
to identify hot spots or improvement potentials in
the life cycle of the product or service [34].
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There are different approaches, which use different
simulation techniques in order to model and simulate the
bigger picture (apart from the LCA integration), i.e., changes
in customer demand (due to marketing for example) or the
abstract term of innovation (tech. dev.) can be modeled and
simulated using system dynamics, examples can be found in
Georgiadis and Besiou [42], as well as, Venkateswaran and
Son [43] and then combinations of these can be found in
Andersson [9], Rabelo et al. [44] and Jain et al. [45] using
also LCA.
Since the integration of social issues into LCA, SLCA
methodology now advanced to the point where it is left with
many of the same unresolved issues as ELCA (see also
Jørgensen [36]). These include:
• the challenges of tracking down site-specific data,
• the challenges of integrating location sensitive
information,
• the challenges of integrating information collected at
different scale (from general sectors to specific unit
processes),
•
developing characterization methods [34].
Yet, even though the data situation is always a problem
to be taken seriously, the concept of integrating social
impacts for the production processes in the simulation
model, as was already done for environmental criteria, while
integrating social impacts for the different other life cycle
stages through SLCA data, was found worthwhile and is at
the basis of the depicted prototype that will be elaborated in
the following.
IV.

INTEGRATION OF SOCIAL CRITERIA IN THE
DES/MFA/LCA SIMULATIOR

A. The basics of the simulation software MILAN
The software MILAN has its origin in 2001, when the
conviction began, that the combination of material flow
analysis (MFA) with existing simulation approaches was
worthwhile [46].
The concept of combining discrete event simulation and
material flow analysis in a component-based approach was
then presented in 2006 [47] and its re-implementation on
.NET basis was elaborated in 2009 [48]. The integration of
DES with the material flow perspective of MFA within a
single integrated modeling approach was made possible in
order to strengthen the perception of correlations between
environmental and economic questions. Based on the
dynamic, tactic and strategic character of the simulation
approach itself, the perception of material and energy flows,
which was at that point not part of the operative level, was
intended to be given a more strategic, proactive tendency.
In 2011, a capital measurement approach for a more
holistic sustainability perspective was presented, hinting the
beginning of the integration of the life cycle approach [15].
In 2012, the ELCA integration was elaborated and the
integration of the social perspective was discussed in the
outlook [16]. Since then the simulation software has
constantly been enhanced with new features and has been
used for case studies with companies in Germany and
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Switzerland (under a different scope with a MILAN core).
The most basic components of the software are:
• a simulation core (central simulation service,
interfaces and abstract base classes for models),
• a bundle for discrete event simulation (specific for
DES, with scheduler, timing aspects, etc.),
• stochastic distributions (e.g., Bernoulli, Exponential,
etc., to generate streams of numbers),
• a graph editor (enabling the visual representation and
manipulation of models),
• property editors (facilitating the parameterization of
model entities and given metadata),
• a reporting suite (creating the simulation results and
preparing charts depending on the scope),
• the material management (for the creation,
management of materials, batches, bills of
materials),
• the material accounting (by its means it is possible to
show, save and manage material and energy
bookkeeping resulting from the simulation. The
bookkeeping is realized using accounting rules,
which can be added to all discrete events in
combination with relevant model components),
• a LCA browser, which enables an easy, string-based
search and the subsequently integration of LCA
material data, enabling life cycle inventory (LCI)
and LCA in the simulation and the results.
For more information about the technical aspects of the
simulation software, see Jahr et al. [48].
B. The social perspective prototype
The main components of the social domain are visualized
in Figure 1 below. The first two lines represent the social
domain layer, the two lines below that represent
sustainability related components, the elements in the fifth
line from the top represent DES relevant components, while
the last two stand for technical features facilitating the
general functioning of the software.

Figure 1. Abstracted overview of the main components of and needed for
the social domain
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When the social prototype was first conceptualized the
two attributes considered to be the most important were:
The component architecture: aside from normal
component-development reasons, such as high reusability
and the easier understanding of the code, through clear, small
packages, this also means that the usage of the social
perspective is not enforced, i.e., it is possible to model social
aspects through the software, but one does not have to. The
software also allows to only build DES simulation models
and not integrating MFA or LCA, but if the data is existing
and the intention is to have a strong, holistic model, one can
use the different techniques combined in one modeling
approach and only a single model has to be created,
incorporating the methodologies.
The free definition of influences: this is based on the
conviction that social criteria, as well as their measurement,
are still disputed. Based on this, it was decided that an open
definition of different influences would be made possible,
with different editors for the most common influences
(physical, organizational, psychological), incorporating
current knowledge considering the measurement of such
criteria and their impact on human resources over time.
These impacts however are not validated by the tool itself,
i.e., the reasonableness of the defined influences and their
impact lays currently with the modeler (except for logically
excluding behavior).
The main features of the social component will be
elaborated in the following (see Figure 1 for reference).
Human resource management/editor: based on normal
resource management approaches a functionality was created
to split existing resources into three different resource types,
1) human resources, 2) tools and 3) usable resources. Each of
these resource types has a different editor, facilitating for the
human resources possibilities to adjust for skill set,
integration of distributions considering illness or weaknesses
(also usable for the modeling of elderly workers and
adjustment of strengths in the following) and many others.
Furthermore, a new pooling mechanism was created based
on a list of categories attributable to the existing resources,
for example one could attribute a human resource different
locations, workplaces and others (also at different time
steps). The categorization/pooling then manages for example
the availability of the resource.
Shift management module: the shift management is
basically a standard shift planning tool, which is used for
both, the workstations, i.e., one can define if production
processes are continuously or with breaks for a period of
time. This is of course relevant for the warm up phases and
different states of the workstations. Furthermore, the shift
management is used to attribute different human resources to
their respective work-related entities. These could be
different workplaces (although a workplace editor is yet to
be integrated). For the moment, these are the respective
workstations (i.e., the rather classic DES workstations model
entities). In that regard a classical resource usage over time
can be calculated and attributed to locations, as well as
workstations and other categories that were defined in the
resource categorization. In addition, the possibility is given
to attribute a type of influence on the resource over time.
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These possible strains can be either physical, or otherwise,
depending on the modeled influences through the different
influence editors and the following choice of the modeler.
Social influence layer: in this layer, different editors for
different types of influences were developed, the main
differentiation is between physical, psychological and
organizational influences, where the physical editor guides
the definition of a physical influence through possible input
choices (strong relation to German OHS guidelines, as in
strains for lifting, crouching, carrying, but also general, as in
workload dependent, biological interaction, noise, etc.) all of
the possible choices are backed up with known formulas for
the development of the influence (such as the physical basics
of noise development or basics for the development of
particulate matter in production processes), as well as known
limit values considering the strain on an average human
being. The psychological editor does currently have a
completely free definition of influences, while different types
are suggested, no choices of formulas is, but rather the
definition of a type is mandatory, which can subsequently be
used in the rule set editor. The same procedure is
implemented for the organizational influences. Even though
many studies were incorporated in a knowledge basis for
these components (a systematic review of occupational
musculoskeletal and mental health studies for production
systems can be found in [3]), the definition of the nonphysical influences was implemented without structural
restriction.
Human environmental influences rule set component:
this is the second key element for the integration of the social
criteria. In this element one can choose from the previously
defined social influences and by the usage of a math
expression parser and the existing model of shifts and or the
production system (i.e., the workstations), combine time with
influences to create an impact over time. Different dose
concepts were evaluated in that regard, which are also
integrated in a knowledge base and selectable (note: the tool
is only making a basic validation for reasonable combination
choices). Once an influence is attributed to a shift or a
workstation, the simulation is then calculating an impact of
the indicated influence over time.
V.

POSSIBLE RESULTS AND BRIEF DISCUSSION OF
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

The social component is currently being tested in two use
cases, respectively in one plastic processing company and
one company that manufactures technical boilers. Aside
from the classic results, such as new information on resource
usage, failure times, etc. new information considering
workload and strains on human resources are expected as
results. Different scenarios are still under evaluation (noise,
repetition, material exposure influences). What can however
be observed, is that the bringing into focus of social aspects,
already created ripple effects, considering the perception and
the management of social impacts.
In light of the current feedback, we argue that the main
weaknesses/challenges of this approach (bad data situation,
privacy issues, fear of abuse, wrong evaluations) are
manageable and that it is similar as with the environmental
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sustainability assessment in the past, i.e., that the best way to
address the complexity is by making one step at a time,
without losing focus of the needed flexibility and
adaptability of further models, simulations and their result
qualification. This approach is intending to do just that.
While others have shown that different social aspects can be
integrated in DES manufacturing approaches, it is our
intention to create the scientific basis for the step by step
integration of new impact criteria, by delivering results of
successful integration and evaluation of social criteria
through the depicted method in the future. The concept for a
worthwhile integration of SLCA criteria is currently being
worked on.
VI.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Last year’s Amnesty International Report [49], titled “the
dark side of migration” was discussing the exploitation of
humans as workforce under inhuman conditions. While this
very terrifying problem is less occurring in western
countries, it is common sense, that as long we cannot track
and measure the social impacts of production processes, it is
less likely that consumers will be empowered to choose
social friendly created products, and hence not be able to
steer their capital accordingly.
Even though we agree with the conclusion of Gasparatos
et al. [31], considering methodological pluralism (very
simplified: more is not necessarily better), the key idea of the
approach in this paper is the attempt of the integration and
ability to put different perspectives in correlation. It is clear
that the social aspects have yet to mature in their scientific
provability, yet potentials can clearly already be indicated.
This is what the tool already delivers as result, potentials
compared to limit values (i.e., elevated by x%, without
qualifying beyond stating that it is a positive or negative
tendency and putting it into context).
The main arguments against the integration of social
criteria are usually their fuzziness and the fact that every
human is different. These points are valid, however the main
aspects of human beings are not so different, as a variety of
studies suggest (see Westgaard and Winkel [3]). Of course, it
is complicated to derive exact numbers, but that is where the
free definition of influences comes into play, by allowing for
the modeling of workers, as well as the impact on different
levels. So while the presented approach is far from
scientifically established, its purpose is more to promote the
re-integration of social values in existing manufacturing
processes. Human development author and activist MaxNeef mentioned in his keynote at Zermatt Summit 2012 that
sustainability has been misused to promote rather
economical concepts than actually bringing the essence of
what sustainability incorporates into prominence, hence it is
the intention of this paper to clarify that the deficit of social
integration in these regards can be overcome.
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Abstract—Algorithmic trading strategies are most often evaluated
by running against historical data and observing the results. This
limits the evaluation scenarios to situations similar to those for
which historical data is available. In order to evaluate high frequency trading systems in a broader setting, a different approach
is required. This paper presents an agent-based financial market
simulator that allows the exploration of market behaviour under
a wide range of conditions. Agents may simulate human and
algorithmic traders operating with different objectives, strategies
and reaction times and market behaviour can use combinations
of simulated and historical data. The simulator models the
market’s structure, allowing behaviours to be specified for market
makers and liquidity providers and other market participants.
The primary use of the system has been in the evaluation of
algorithmic trading strategies in a corporate setting, but other
uses include education and training as well as policy evaluation.
Keywords–Agent-Based Simulation, Financial Markets, High Frequency Trading

I. I NTRODUCTION
Algorithmic trading has grown rapidly around the globe
and has dramatically changed how securities are traded in
financial markets. According to a few reports [1]–[3], more
than 50% of the volume of U.S. equity markets in recent years
has been generated by algorithmic trading. In order to manage
risk exposure and optimize profit, algorithmic trading strategies
are generally evaluated for correctness and performance before
launching them in real markets. This is carried out in practice
through simulators. Existing simulators significantly rely on
real-time market data or historical data, typically recorded from
actual market for the purpose of back-testing trading models
during their development cycle. While this can provide traders
with valuable information, there are a number of pitfalls. First,
live market data is not always available, which restricts the use
of simulators to certain market hours. In addition, the trading
strategies tested do not have any impact to the market as they
can only follow the trend and their orders are simply executed
based on the current market conditions. Similar issues also
exist in back-testing approaches where trading strategies are
tested against existing data set with the problematic assumption
that the orders would not have changed the historical prices if
they were executed in the real market. Moreover, this approach
is limited by potential over-fitting. By refining the parameters
of a trading strategy on a particular period of historical data,
the results can become skewed and produce returns that can
never work again. Last, but not least, existing simulators
typically do not provide a standard protocol for interaction
with users. Instead, they require skills in specific programming
languages and demand trading strategies to be implemented
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on top of proprietary Application Program Interfaces (APIs).
This can restrict the evaluation of trading strategies to a single
simulation environment. This issue can be seen in TT Sim [4].
We are motivated by the question of how to design and
implement a simulator that can support market simulation
research and is suitable for evaluation of algorithmic trading
strategies. The simulator should be independent of any particular data feed and be able to provide a realistic testing
environment by reproducing certain phenomena of a real
market. This would be beneficial to strategy testing as some
phenomena, such as the flash crash [5], are hard to predict
and do not occur often in real markets. Such phenomena can,
however, be imitated easily in the simulation environment.
Multiple users should be able to connect to the simulation
server at the same time, allowing them to not only assess the
viability of their trading strategies using pre-defined market
conditions, but also to create very specific ones that suit their
needs.
We present such a simulator that is intended to be useful
for evaluating trading strategies. It supports a variety of security types, including equities, futures, foreign exchange, and
options. The simulator may run a market consisting exclusively
of simulated (human or robotic) trading agents using different
trading strategies (e.g., to study algorithms or market effects),
or external participants (typically human) may log in and interact with the simulated market (e.g., for training). Participants
(logged in users or simulated trading agents) can submit both
limit and market orders with different time-in-force, allowing
them to interact with the simulation environment as if they
were trading in a real market. At the same time, the simulator
adopts the Financial Information eXchange (FIX) protocol [6],
an open standard that is used extensively by global financial
markets. This allows multiple users to interact with the simulation environment simultaneously and independently. In contrast
to other simulators that require testing trading strategies to
be built on top of proprietary APIs, our simulator uses open
protocols so can be integrated easily into their systems with
little modification. The simulator is able to run in two different
settings, each of which is useful in certain scenarios.
The first setting uses simulated trading agents, each of
which is able to adapt and react to real-time market events by
following selected pre-defined strategies. All of the agents are
configurable. By adjusting their configurations, we can create
very specific market conditions that would occur only rarely in
a real market. In addition, the agent-based simulator is able to
run at any time as the data are generated by the computerized
agents. The agent-based simulator is useful in that it allows
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Agent-based simulator architecture.

Figure 2: Order book snapshots: (a) Before an order match (b)
After an order match.

users to create desired market conditions where they can test
their trading strategies whenever it is needed.
In the second setting, the simulator receives live market
data from real exchanges and broadcasts this data to each user.
Orders that are submitted by users are executed based on the
current market conditions. This type of simulator is claimed
by some to be more realistic. Meanwhile, the real market data
simulator, in practice, has access to all the products available
in the markets, while in agent mode this is not feasible unless
there is a further configuration. We provide both these settings
to users to evaluate their trading strategies, and give them the
freedom to choose the one that is most suitable for their needs.
A demo of our simulator is available for download at [7].
The remainder of this article is organized as follows:
Section II presents the architecture of the simulator. Section
III discusses the more important design and implementation
details. Section IV illustrates a variety of scenarios where the
simulator is found useful. Section V compares the current
approach with related work. Finally, Section VI presents
conclusions and discusses directions for future work.

buy and sell orders and trades are announced when certain
matching rules are satisfied.
Matching rules are implemented based on continuous double auctions. An incoming buy order is first compared with the
best sell order in the order book. If there is a price match, a
trade will be generated at the best price. The matching engine
will then send execution reports to the issuers of the two
orders and announce a trade to all market participants. If the
new order is not completely filled, the matching engine will
try to fill the remainder of the order with the next highest
ranking order available from the opposite side. This procedure
is continued until either the new order is completely filled or
there are no more matches. Figure 2 shows snapshots of an
order book before and after an order match.
The matching engine also publishes quote updates to all
subscribers. This is a major challenge as the matching engine
must be able to process a high throughput of data with very
low latency and broadcast updates to many subscribers at once.
This requires us to design and implement a highly efficient
financial information protocol for communications.

II. SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE
We now present the framework of the simulator which
allows logged in traders to interact with artificial intelligent
agents. The framework currently consists of a matching engine, a communication interface and a variety of simulated
trading agents. Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the
architecture of the simulator. In the setting of using live market
data, the agents will be replaced with data streams from real
exchanges.

B. Communication Interface
The Financial Information eXchange (FIX) protocol is an
electronic communication protocol, first introduced in 1992,
whose primary objective is to exchange real-time stock trading
data between entities. It has experienced a tremendous growth
over the past years and has become the de facto communications standard in global financial markets. FIX messages are
constructed with a number of fields, each given by a tag-value
pair and separated by a delimiter. Figure 4 shows an example
of a FIX message.
The simulator may run a market consisting exclusively of
simulated trading agents running algorithmic strategies (e.g., to
study algorithms or market effects), or participants (typically
human) may log in and interact with the simulated market
(e.g., for training). To allow multiple users to interact with our
simulator simultaneously and independently, we use the FIX
protocol. The simulator provides each user a designated port
for login and maintains a dedicated channel for communication. Upon receiving a FIX message, the simulator retrieves the

A. Matching Engine
The core of the simulator is a matching engine that accepts
in-bound orders from both logged in users and computerized
agents. It maintains a number of order books, each of which
records the interest of buyers and sellers in a particular security
and prioritizes their orders based on their price and arrival time
(e.g., first come first serve). Buy orders with the highest price
and sell orders with the lowest price are placed at the top.
This centralized order system continuously attempts to pair
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Figure 3: A simulated price movement in which spread was
controlled by a Market Maker Agent. The pre-defined spread
limit was set to 0.05.

8=FIX.4.2|9=201|35=D|49=Broker_16|
56=MatchingEngine|52=20140301-20:42:37.426|
34=357256|1=Sim_Account|11=8321660696624948305|
21=1|55=TD.CA|54=1|38=31600|40=2|44=93.77|
60=20140301-20:42:37.426|59=0|100=*|167=CS|10=128|

Figure 4: An example of FIX NewOrderSingle message. The
original delimiters have been replaced by “|” for clarity. The
message represents a buy limit order attempting to purchase
31,600 shares of the security TD Canada Trust at or below
$93.77.
information by parsing the tag-value pairs and then processes
the message accordingly. All returning messages, including
execution reports and quotes, are also encoded as FIX format
before sending back to each user. Using the FIX protocol
also provides easy access to our simulator. Most users in
both industrial and academic algorithmic trading settings are
familiar with the FIX protocol or have it already implemented
in order to connect to financial markets. This makes it possible
to interact with our simulator with little modification to their
systems.
C. Simulated Trading Agents
A financial market is considered as a dynamic system
constituting a heterogeneous group of investors, each following
their own trading strategy in an attempt to gain superior return.
A considerable amount of effort in the past years has gone into
the pursuit of proper modelling of the financial market system.
One well-known method, which we adopt, is to use agentbased modelling [8] where each computerized agent represents
a human or robotic trader, and agents compete with each
other. This determines the price of securities and consequently
forms a market. Since price fluctuations can depend on the
interactions of all the agents and on additional conditions that
did not take place in historical data, trading strategies can
be arguably more fully evaluated by this approach than in
the back-testing model [9]. In order to create various market
conditions that are suitable for testing, we have developed
five pre-defined types of agents that represent an important
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Figure 5: A comparison of two simulations with different
liquidity taking.

subset of trading entities we observe in the real market. These
agents are able to adapt to the market and interact with users’
algorithmic trading strategies. We outline each of these types
of agent below. Other agents may be defined by programmed
extensions, but the pre-defined agents are often enough to
model desired scenarios.
Market Maker Agent The Market Maker Agent plays neutrally against the market and, as its name suggests, is an
imitation of the market makers that commonly exist in many
exchanges, such as TSX [10] and NASDAQ [11]. A market
maker’s primary objective is to enhance the liquidity and the
depth of the market, typically for a specific security. This
provides an efficient way to get into and out of the market for
small investments in the given security. Market makers also
contribute to the stability of the market. When the security
price is moving significantly up or down, the agent will post
a reasonable volume of offers in an attempt to counter the
trend. The Market Maker Agent is sensitive to price changes
on both sides and keeps monitoring the difference between the
bid and ask (the spread). If the difference exceeds a pre-defined
threshold, it will adjust its orders accordingly to reduce the
spread. Figure 3 shows a simulated price movement in which
spread was monitored by a Maker Maker Agent.
Liquidity Taker Agent The Liquidity Taker Agent takes liquidity from the market by posting market orders that are often
immediately executed at the best available price. This is a
special type of agent as it can be used to introduce volatility
to the market. By increasing the size or the frequency of the
orders, it can potentially fill more orders from the opposite
side, which often causes the quoted prices to change dramatically. Figure 5 shows a comparison of volatility between two
simulations. The settings were the same except in the second
simulation the Liquidity Taker Agent issues market orders at
a higher frequency.
Liquidity Provider Agent In contrast, the Liquidity Provider
Agent provides liquidity to the market by placing limit orders
to the market. A buy limit order can only be executed at
the specified price or lower and a sell limit order can only
be executed at the specified price or higher. By posting limit
orders on both sides without immediately triggering a trade,
it adds liquidity to the order book and consequently increases
the depth and the stability of the market.
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variety of actions at the same time. In addition, our simulator
guarantees that all requests submitted by agents are processed
at the precise time of their arrival. This avoids accumulating
inaccuracies as the simulation evolves. Our simulator also
maintains the correct ordering of the requests. This allows
simulations to respect causality, and each agent can re-schedule
its future actions.
Each agent provides a succinct graphical user interface for
quick configuration and to adjust the parameters that define
every aspect. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the graphical user
interface of the Swift Agent. By adjusting the configuration
of each agent or the proportion of each agent type, one can
develop a flexible, realistic, and efficient simulated market with
large number of different agents. Figure 7 shows a snapshot
of launching multiple agents in our simulation environment.
Figure 6: The user interface of Swift Agent configuration.

Random Agent The Random Agent uses no information about
the market and issues random orders at certain time intervals.
This type of agent can be used to create chaos in the simulation
environment as well as to investigate the cause of certain
market phenomena. At each time a Random Agent decides
whether to apply an action to the market, and if so, to which
side. The order quantity varies within a specified range and its
value is computed using a pseudo-random number generator.
The order price follows a standard normal distribution with
the mean at the current trade price and with a configurable
standard deviation.
Swift Agent We have also developed a special type of agent
that we call the Swift Agent. Compared to the other four
agents, a Swift Agent is more sophisticated in that it is able
to control the number of open orders it places. This prevents
the agent from exposing itself to too much risk, just as human
traders would also do in a real market. Meanwhile, by reducing
the number of open orders in the matching engine, this type
of agent lightens the burden on the simulation server and
consequently improves overall performance. In addition, the
agent is able to monitor the price fluctuations of the simulated
market. If the price variation exceeds a certain threshold, the
agent will attempt to place more orders on the opposite side
to counter the trend.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
We have built two types of simulators based on the
framework presented in Section II, and we explain their
implementations below.
A. Agent-Based Simulation
A variety of existing agent-based simulators work in a
synchronous way where all agents are placed in a waiting
queue. At any given time only one agent is active and the
rest are all in a “sleep” state. The active agent performs some
actions against a matching engine, notifies the next agent
to “wake up” and then transitions back to a “sleep” state.
Thus, the next agent is not allowed to do anything until the
active agent finishes its job. Clearly this typical mechanism
differs significantly from real-world environments, which are
continuous and asynchronous. In order to address this issue,
our agent-based simulator, in contrast, supports asynchronous
operation of agents so that a number of agents can perform a
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B. Live-Data Simulation
We now describe another type of simulator which uses
live data from real exchanges. Orders received from users
are matched against the current quoted prices in the market.
This provides users a risk-free environment to test their trading
strategies in a realistic setting (although, of course, orders in
the simulation do not affect the live market). As mentioned
earlier, prior real market data simulation technology already
exists. However, our simulator outperforms others in several
different aspects. First, it supports a variety of security types,
including equities, futures, foreign exchange and options, while
others typically allow only a single security type. Second,
compared to existing simulators such as the Penn Exchange
Simulator (see Section V), which pulls only snapshots of
the current markets at certain time intervals, our simulator
uses tick-by-tick data. This has a much finer granularity
and therefore can reflect the current market conditions more
precisely. Last, but not least, unlike existing simulators that
typically require programming skills in specific languages, our
simulator adopts the FIX protocol, which will ease the process
of integrating the simulator into other systems.
The throughput of the matching system is extremely important. One of the biggest challenges we have encountered
in the development of the simulator was the delivery of
the massive volume of real-time market data to the trading
agents and logged in participants. Following 100 products,
we could easily hit the limit of our server, which is about
1500 quotes per second. As the simulator needs to publish
the quotes to each of its subscribers, the number of quotes
that actually pass through the system could be significantly
larger. To improve performance, we use immutable objects
in the matching engine, allowing multiple threads to use the
data simultaneously without exclusive locking. We found this
eliminated significant overhead. In our experiments, we found
that the server was able to subscribe up to 350 products and
latency was not observed after a long run.
C. The Software
The components of the simulator were written primarily
in the C# programming language. We also adopted F# to
implement the message objects that passed through the system
as it has native support for immutability. In total, there were
137 classes with about 40,000 lines of code, and it took approximately 30 person-months to implement. The FIX protocol
that we adopted was version 4.2, which is currently prevalent
in industry. The simulation servers were deployed on Microsoft
Windows 2012 servers.
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Figure 7: A snapshot of launching multiple agents.

IV. U SEFUL S CENARIOS
Both the agent-based and the live-data simulator have been
adopted by Quantica Trading, a company located in Kitchener,
Canada, which develops algorithmic trading software. They
have been deployed on production servers to provide immediate access to users both inside and external to the company.
Both have been extensively used by researchers and engineers
on a daily basis.
We have found, informally, the agent-based and live-data
simulators to be useful in the following scenarios.
A. Trading System and Strategy Testing
Testing of algorithmic trading strategies can be challenging
as there can be a variety of conditions that must be taken into
account. Some conditions, such as a market crash, may not
occur very often in a real market, but they are extraordinarily
costly when they do occur and so must be examined. With
the agent-based simulator, we can easily reproduce these
conditions, and variants, to test strategies. Figure 8 shows a
bubble created using our simulator.
We have also provided a list of special order books in
our simulator, each of which applies a deterministic rule
when executing orders, such as full fill, partial fill, slow fill
and etc. We found they were particularly useful for testing
trading systems which typically require deterministic input and
output. By issuing orders on a special testing security, we can
anticipate deterministic responses, which are very suitable for
black-box testing.
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B. Education and Training
Our simulator has also been found useful for education
and training purposes. By executing trades in the risk-free
simulation environment, it facilitates trading drills designed
for new traders, allowing them to learn how to execute trades
and manage risk faster.
C. Software Demonstration
Our simulator is also suitable for software demonstration.
With round-the-clock access and risk-free testing, users can
present demonstrations of their software applications at their
convenience.
D. Evaluating Regulatory Effects
A simulator of the type we present also benefits users
beyond the high frequency trading world. High quality simulation is essential to improve the regulatory environment for
North American markets. At the moment, the true impact of
regulation cannot be completely understood until it is in effect
in the markets. This means that regulation can have unintended
consequences or not achieve its desired results. High-quality
simulation can help improve this, reducing risk of events such
as the “Flash Crash” of 2010 [5].
V. RELATED WORK
Building a simulation environment that is suitable for
evaluation of algorithmic trading strategies is a problem for
which there has been considerable previous work. We highlight
some notable relevant contributions here.
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Figure 8: A bubble created by our simulator.

One of the earliest attempts was perhaps the Santa Fe
Artificial Stock Market, which was initiated by Brian Arthur
and John Holland. Their objective was to build a financial
market with an ecological system where successful strategies
would persist and replicate, and weak strategies would go
away. The first version of the Santa Fe Artificial Stock Market
became available in early 1990s and was published in [12]. It
adopted agent-based modelling techniques but was operated
naı̈vely. A price was announced by a market maker to all
agents, then each agent submitted an order to buy or sell one
share of stock. Most times, this market was out of equilibrium
with either more buyers or sellers. The smaller of these two
sets would get satisfied while the other would get rationed [13].
An advanced version was later developed, adding extensive
modifications to the first version. It was able to generate several
features similar to actual financial data. However, it did not
support continuous execution mechanisms. Time was broken
into discrete time periods t = 1, 2, ...n, in each of which agents
were asked in a row to place an order in the market. This was
not realistic compared to a real market where each participant
can trade asynchronously. Meanwhile, human users were not
allowed to interact with simulated environment.
The Penn Exchange Simulator was another software simulator for algorithmic stock trading. It received real-time order
book data from Island Electronic Crossing Networks, which
was provided in the form of snapshots of the top 15 limit orders
(price and volume) [14]. The data was polled approximately
every 3 seconds. Compared to other simulation platforms
that modelled order book based on price information alone
(i.e., quotes), the Penn Exchange Simulator provided a more
realistic environment for simulation. For this reason, it had
been chosen to be the testing platform of several Trading
Agent Competitions [15]–[17]. The Penn Exchange Simulator accepted connection requests from users. In a multi-user
simulation environment, the orders were matched both with
other users’ orders and with the orders from the real market.
This allowed blending the internal and external markets. To
evaluate the performance of each user, the Penn Exchange
Simulator automatically computed various quantities of interest, including profit and loss. The Penn Exchange Simulator
provided designated ports, to which a number of clients could
connect. Each client was allowed to perform a variety of
actions such as buy or sell orders, examine his or her profile,
and monitor market data. On the other hand, there were several
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drawbacks. First, it supported limit orders only and did not
allow securities other than stocks. This restricted its use to test
certain trading strategies. Second, users with enough resources
could potentially take advantage of the data latency by gaining
access to a faster real-time data source. Last, but not least,
once trading strategies were fixed, users were not allowed to
intervene during the day.
The Investopedia Simulator [18] was a web-based simulator whose primary purpose was to introduce people to the
stock market. It used market data from real exchanges in
order to imitate the experience of dealing with a real online
brokerage account. Each registered user was allocated with
certain amount of virtual cash and could issue trades based
on real market data. Similar to the Penn Exchange Simulator,
the Investopedia Simulator was only available during market
hours. In addition, as only manual orders were allowed, it was
not possible to test algorithmic trading strategies.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Recent market events, such as the “Flash Crash” and
the Knight Capital trading disruption [19], have once again
stressed the need to have a platform that is suitable to develop
and evaluate algorithmic trading strategies. We have presented
a financial market simulator that supports a full range of
security types and allows users to interact as if they were
trading in a real market. In addition, it adopts FIX as the communication protocol, allowing multiple users to interact with
the simulation environment simultaneously and independently.
We have also presented several types of simulated trading
agents which represent a subset of traders observed in real
markets. All of these agents are configurable and, by adjusting
their parameters, very specific market conditions can be created
to explore certain market behaviours. We have found that in
a corporate setting that our simulator is useful in a number
of scenarios, including system testing, education, training, and
policy evaluation.
There are a few interesting directions that we would like
to pursue in the future. First, all the securities offered by
the current simulator are independent from each other, but
in a real market some are correlated. That is, if the price
of one security changes, the other security will move in
either the same or the opposite direction. In order to create a
more realistic simulation environment, we may compute how
securities move in relation to each other from historical market
data and use such correlations to guide the agents when they
interact with the simulator. This would allow prediction of the
price movement of multiple securities and consequently better
evaluate overall market conditions. Second, we may wish to
compare the simulated market with the actual one. This would
allow us to assess not only the fidelity of the trading strategies
employed by our agent models but also the possible impact
if they were deployed in a real market. Last, but not least,
it would be interesting to develop advising agents to provide
support to human traders when trading against real markets,
helping them reduce risk and optimize profit.
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Abstract—Safety analysis is a common and important task for
any operational planning of missions such as, in a maritime
context, the construction and maintenance of offshore wind farms.
Identifying potential risks that might occur during the planned
operation or a sequence of operations is the main task of an
associated hazard and risk analysis. This paper introduces an
approach to automatically adapt fault trees based on a simulation
of a model of the operation in question enhanced by a formal
description of hazards. Formalizing the corresponding hazard
specifications allows us to generate observers which in turn identify failures and hazards during a simulation of the system. Such
detection of critical situation can interact with the simulation via
a specialized controller application for the simulation thereby
triggering the completion of an existing fault tree. As potentially
stochastic models of the environment are considered as well, this
simulation approach naturally provides guarantees of the result
in terms of statistical confidence statements. The feasibility of
this approach is exemplified on an offshore lifting operation.
Keywords–Simulation; Statistical Model Checking; Fault Trees;
Risk Assessment; Offshore Operations; Observer.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Identifying and mitigating potential hazards is an important
yet demanding task in nearly every system design process. The
likelihood of missing a potential risk depends critically on the
degree of complexity of the operation to be planned. Therefore,
having means of checking the completeness of an initial risk
picture is highly desirable. Current safety regulations, e.g.,
within the domain of offshore operations, require a description
of all involved risks [1][2]. Specifically, these regulations
require an in-depth characterization of risks, including listing
causal factors as well as options for mitigation of high-level
undesired events [3]. A common way to visualize and construct
such characterizations of the involved risks are fault trees [4].
Fault trees split the risk of violating an overall safety goal, e.g.,
physical inviolability of all personnel, into different failures
which in its combination might lead to the undesired event.
Although fault trees are easy to interpret and can be used
to calculate the probabilistic rate of the undesired event, they
are usually created manually and therefore prone to oversight.
On the other hand, simulations are widely used to optimize
complex operations, as they often can give a more accurate
estimate of incurred costs of an operation [5]. Supplementary
to the manual process of creating risk descriptions in terms
of fault trees, we propose a simulation-based risk analysis
which can be used to complete a given fault tree by iteratively
adding failure-combinations which have been detected by the
simulation to be able to trigger a violation of the overall
safety goal. Importantly, this approach comes with a statistical
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statement which specifies the level of confidence that no further
critical failure combinations exist. In particular, this includes
a confidence statement about the probability of the occurrence
of each top-level hazard being below a critical value. On the
implementation side, we develop an integrated framework of
high-level process planning, a platform for handling different
co-simulations for different components of operations, and a
tool to formalize the manually identified hazards and failure
combinations to be able to detect them during simulation. We
demonstrate the potential benefits of such a framework on a
hazard and risk analysis problem for a specific offshore crane
operation of moving a cargo on a vessel observed by a lift
supervisor.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we explain each component of the developed simulation framework
including the used models, the generation of observers as
well as the configuration of the simulation to be suitable
for a statistical evaluation of the obtained simulation runs.
To illustrate the framework, we present the evaluation of the
framework on the considered use case in Section III before
concluding in Section IV.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
Using simulation to identify additional failure combinations that lead to a hazard requires an accurate description of
the operation to be performed and analyzed. This also means
that potential risks have to be encoded into such model used
for simulation – at least implicitly. Planning operations on
a detailed level consists of planning many sub-tasks. As a
result, undesired high level situations, such as personnel injury,
might depend on complex circumstances which are not easily
identified. We illustrate the proposed process for modeling,
definition of risks, and integration with the simulation in
Figure 1 which we will first describe on a high level before
explaining the individual steps in more detail.
As a first step, the model for the operation to be performed
has to be synthesized, as indicated in Figure 1 by “System
Model”. Each of the defined sub-tasks can be annotated with
potential failure combinations leading to hazards from which a
“Fault Tree Model” can be synthesized. In parallel, the planned
operation (and sub-tasks) can be refined iteratively, resulting
in a “Scenario Description Model” which can be simulated.
By using a suitable formalization of individual failures within
the fault tree, observers can be generated. They are able to
observe a simulation, indicating if an individual failure, hazard,
or a combination thereof has occurred in a single simulation
run. To this end, the “Observer” has to be triggered by a
central “Simulation and Control” part. If an observer indicates
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failures that are currently not considered within the fault tree, a
combination of them can be used to adapt the current fault tree,
resulting in a more complete risk characterization. Otherwise,
we can generate more simulation runs, until sufficiently many
traces of the operation to be planned have been simulated
without observing any non-considered failure combination.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the simulation-based analysis and adaption
approach.

A. System Model
As a basis for our approach, we require a model of the
system to be analyzed. We use a process model (cf. Droste
et al. [6]) based on concepts from business process modeling
languages such as BPMN [7] or the activity diagram of UML
[8]. The respective process represent actors, tasks, and corresponding interactions. This model type has been developed
for application in the maritime domain, more specifically for
use for offshore operations. An exemplary model is described
in Section III. The graphical elements of the model depict
the task sequences and interactions and it is also possible to
annotate corresponding hazards and failures to the model. A
hazard describes a potential source of risks on a system-wide
level, i.e., the injury or death of a person, the pollution of the
environment, or the damage of systems. A failure describes
a possible cause for a hazard or another, higher-level failure.
In the proposed methodology, we use a formal specification
for hazards and failures as described by Läsche et al. [9].
Additionally to the process model, the system model consists
of an environment model which describes the considered
resources like actors, physical objects, or environmental conditions. These resources are also accessible by the process model
to map actors to specific avatars of the simulated environment.
For example, a crane operator is mapped to a crane operator
resource from the simulated environment with an orientation,
a location, a mass, and further necessary attributes.
B. Scenario Description Model
In our case, a scenario description can be used to describe
the course of a simulation. In our current approach it consists
of
• Parameter bounds,
• Parameter exploration techniques,
• Exit conditions, and
• Different trigger types (i.e., simulation-time and
simulation-step) to cause parameter changes or to
define the end of a simulation (run).
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Using the presented system model which describes the
progress of an operation and the considered resources – like
the ship, a crane, and a lift supervisor – and their properties,
a scenario description template with default values can be
automatically generated. The generation process reads the
resources and their properties from the environment model as
well as the modeled events and annotated failures and hazards
from the process model. Based on this information the scenario
description model is build. The build process categorizes the
resources from the environment model and automatically sets
a default trigger for each property. The default trigger is
used to set the value of a property to the value defined in
the environment model at the start of a simulation run. The
scenario description is completed by event triggers which are
extracted from the process model and are available to the
modeler of a scenario.
After this automatic generation of the scenario description
it can be adjusted. The adjustment allows to configure the parameter bounds of the resource properties like a minimum and
maximum wave height, the parameter exploration techniques
like a linear or random exploration and the configuration of
the parameter change trigger and exit conditions which are
used to define the end of a simulation or simulation run. The
triggers can be based e.g., on the simulation time but also on
the occurrence of situations such as the start of a task. These
situations are defined in the process model. The completed
scenario description can then be forwarded to the simulation
control to configure the simulation runs (cf. Section II-E2).
C. Fault Tree Model
As part of risk assessment for offshore applications, Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) gains more and more attention in the maritime domain (cf. Vinnem [10], Lavasani et al. [11], and Sutton
[12]). Thus, FTA has been recommended as methodology in
several guidelines for risk assessment. However, fault trees are
typically constructed manually. It requires experienced engineers to structure the system knowledge and necessary details.
Manual construction of fault trees thus is time-consuming,
cost-intensive, incomplete, and error-prone (cf. McKelvin et al.
[13] and Tajarrod et al. [14]). Therefore, several approaches to
automatically synthesize fault trees are published (cf. Chen
[15] and Pai et al. [16]). These approaches, focusing on
the construction of fault trees, typically use formal system
models. If both, the underlying model and the individual fault
tree elements, such as failures and hazards, are formalized,
a formal completeness analysis can be performed via model
checking (cf. Schellhorn et al. [17] and Ortmeier et al. [18]
for more details on such a formal completeness analysis). By
verifying these completeness conditions over the formalized
fault tree via model checking, it is possible to guarantee that
no additional failure as a cause for the specified system hazard
has been missed within a given fault tree. However, this kind of
completeness analysis typically does not scale well with the
system’s complexity. Furthermore, some parts of the system
might only be given as a black box model for which no formal
description is available but which can be simulated to generate
traces describing its behavior. Thus, we focus on a simulationbased methodology to check fault trees completeness and
provide a confidence statement about the statistical certainty
of the existence of unconsidered failures. Thereby, the fault
trees are automatically synthesized from the process model
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part of the system model. Process model elements such as
tasks or actors have annotated hazards and failures. For each
annotated hazard, we create a fault tree to logically structure
the respective failures that could possibly cause the hazard.
Since each hazard relates to an element of the process model,
i.e., a task, the respective fault tree is also related to this task.
Conversely, each top event of a fault tree corresponds to one
hazard. For example, a task can have several fault trees that
graphically represent its hazards and corresponding failures. In
contrast to other fault tree construction approaches mentioned
above all necessary information are included in the process
model. The process model elements, such as a task or an
actor have specific hazards and failures that are modeled by
an experienced safety expert.
D. Observer
To be able to identify the occurrence of the hazards
and failures depicted in the fault tree during run-time, we
need a formalized description of them. Their identification is
important as we want to check the fault trees for errors and
completeness. Specifically, we can use the identified events to
evaluate each simulation step regarding whether a top event
has occurred. If this is the case, it is checked against the fault
tree if there is a mismatch between failures identified by the
observer and the failures in the fault tree. If a failure in the
fault tree is not detected, the failure might not be required
for the event to happen. Thus, the fault tree structure might
be faulty and has to be reassessed. On the other hand it is
checked if failures occur that are not covered in the current
fault tree structure identified for the top event. If this is the
case, we have to add the detected failure to the fault tree of
the top event in order to complete the fault tree structure. As
this process is repeated, a more and more accurate fault tree
is created and failures required for the hazard to occur are
highlighted whereas optional failures are identified and can be
corrected. This allows us to have a most accurate estimation
(to a certain confidence level) of the involved risks (to the
limits of the simulation).
In order to identify hazards and failures during the simulation, we attach observers, i.e., programs to detect the
occurrence of events, to the simulation environment. To be
able to create such observers, a formal description of the events
has to exist. This is achieved through the Hazard Description
Language (HDL) which has been developed by us for this
exact purpose. The language allows the analyzing person to
formalize hazard and failures in near-natural language, allowing persons without knowledge about formalization languages
to describe the events. It is used to describe the events that
display a hazard or failure to be able to detect them. There is
a set of potential formalization patterns, allowing the person to
describe several aspects of an event to make it unambiguous.
However, we do not directly use the HDL formalization and
thus transform it into the Object Constraint Language (OCL)
[19]. Thus, the HDL can be seen as an interface for describing
hazards and failures using OCL without deeper knowledge of
the constraint language by defining a set of HDL patterns that
are automatically transferable to OCL expressions. OCL is a
widely used language; thus, its usage minimizes our effort
as we can rely on a well-evaluated language and multiple
implementations.
Every OCL expression is evaluated by a separate observer
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client that is constantly updated with data from the simulation
by the controller (cf. Section II-E1). At each simulation step,
all observers are triggered by the controller to automatically
evaluate if an event has occurred. If this is the case, the event
then is logged for further analysis. The simulation result is
analyzed and incorporated as described above. In contrast to
the automatic observation of the simulation, this is a manual
process.
E. Simulation-based Analysis
Our goal is to determine the completeness of a fault
tree with possible failure combinations leading to an overall
hazardous event. To this end, we need to ensure that the cutsets of the fault tree is minimal or that there are no other failure
combinations which are able to trigger an overall hazardous
event. As we are following a simulation-based approach, such
a guarantee can only be of statistical nature. Therefore, before
detailing the simulation setup, we present the theoretical foundation of determining the necessary number of simulation runs
needed for gathering sufficient evidence of the completeness
of the current risk description of the corresponding fault tree.
1) Statistical Evaluation of Simulations: Based on multiple
runs of the simulation, it is of critical importance to quantify
the confidence in the found failure and hazard combinations.
In particular, when no more failure combinations leading to
a hazardous situation are found using simulation runs, we are
aiming at bounding the probability that there are indeed no
more critical failure combinations possible. As we allow the
underlying model to exhibit stochastic behavior, we cannot be
absolutely certain that there are no more failure combinations
based on finitely many simulations. However, we can bound
the probability that a hazard is caused by a previously not
considered failure or combination. To this end, we are using
a well-known confidence statement. More precisely, if we
assume that we will observe a failure combination with probability p, the probability of not observing a critical situation
within N samples is given by
P (no failures observed) = (1 − p)N

(1)

This equation can be used to construct a confidence statement of the following form. Once we have observed N without
any observable critical situation, the following holds true (see
Annex D in part 7 of [20]):
Up to a confidence 1 − α, the probability √
of the occurrence
of a critical situation can be bound by 1 − N α.
Vice versa, we can also bound the necessary number of
simulations needed to be sure – up to a confidence level of
1 − α – that there is no critical situation having an occurrence
probability larger than p+ by :

N ≥−

log(α)
p+

(2)

By using this confidence statement, we are compliant with
the IEC61508 [20]. Note that p+ is used here to bound the
compound probability of the failure combination. That is, using
N simulations we can statistically show, that there are no
failure combinations which have a probability of occurring
together larger than p+ . Taken together we have the following
procedure to perform a statistical completeness check:
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Figure 2. The structure of our distributed simulation setup. It consists of a simulation coordination component, federates (e.g., simulators), observer, and
DistriCT to control and monitor the mentioned components.

1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

Fix desired confidence level α and critical threshold
for the probability p, for example δ = 0.05 and p =
10−8
Calculate number of simulation runs N
Generate N number of simulations
If all simulations do not reveal a previously not
considered failure combination, we have reached the
desired level of certainty of no additional failure
combinations
If additional risks have been identified, return to 1.

Note, however, that the necessary number of simulations
does not scale well with low thresholds for critical probabilities
p (cf. equation (2)). In particular, the necessary number of
simulation runs scales linearly with the critical threshold.
For example, if we chose the critical probability threshold
to be p+ < 10−9 , roughly 109 simulation runs are needed.
To be able to obtain feasible confidence statement in these
kind of situations, specialized, guided simulation methods such
as importance splitting or sampling [21][22][23] are needed.
However, for the sake of simplicity, we use the procedure
presented above. Having a formalization of the hazardous
situations could also help to define a score function thereby
defining a notion of proximity to a critical situation. This score
function, for example could then in turn be used to guide
the simulation toward the rare event (see [24]). These kind
of simulations also require that the individual simulations can
be controlled on an individual time step basis, which we will
explain in the next section.
2) Simulation and Simulation Control: To be able to find
overlooked failures based on simulation, we use a simulation
setup and simulation control tool. Therefore the scenario
description can be used together with a description of the
required simulators to generate a simulation plan. The simulation plan itself describes a configured sequence of simulation
runs and also accesses the simulation environment depicted in
Figure 2. The proposed structure, also used in our use case
(see Section III), consists of four distinguishable component
types which are explained in this section, namely:
1) Simulation Coordination Component (SCC)
2) Federates
3) Observer
4) Distributed Controlling Toolkit (DistriCT)
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The central component of the simulation is the Simulation
Coordination Component (SCC) which manages the communication between the simulators and the time synchronization
among them. All simulators or services, called Federates,
register to the SCC. They specify which objects they want to
be able to update and for which they want to receive updates.
To support this, a common definition of all object classes and
interactions exists called Object Model Template (OMT) [25].
Federates can be described as simulators or services connected to the SCC which have the possibility to publish data to
and subscribe data from other Federates. In our considered use
case two simulators exist. One of them is the Lift Supervisor
Simulator, responsible for moving the lift supervisor on the
ship deck. It uses observation paths which guarantee a free
view to the cargo and the crane operator. The simulated lift
supervisor chooses which path he takes on given probabilistic
value. The other one is the Physical World Simulator (PWS),
which in our example controls the environment or the crane
movement. The PWS is used to provide a 3D model of the
scenario and of the physical and environmental conditions.
Physical effects are, for example, the collision of objects or
soft body effects which are used to simulate the swinging
of the crane rope. Environmental conditions are, in our case,
particle effects like rain or snow. This simulator is based on
the GameKit [26] game engine which contains Ogre [27] as
visualization and Bullet [28] as physics engine. The PWS has
an integrated visualization which is handy for testing purposes,
manual observations, or to demonstrate the simulation. But the
PWS can also be executed without graphical output to achieve
a simulation speed up. More detailed descriptions of the PWS
and its components can be found in Schweigert et al. [29] or
Läsche et al. [25].
The Distributed Controlling Toolkit (DistriCT) consists of
the following different program parts. Jigger is used to set
up the simulation components on a software level. The Jigger
component is divided into a client and a server part, the clients
can be started on different computer systems and are available
for the server. The server deploys the components, e.g., the
simulators, to the clients and offers the ability to start, stop, and
configure them. The Mediator is used to read all communicated
changes via the SCC and sends data from DistriCT to the
connected simulators. It allows us to listen and react to the
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Figure 3. Example of a simulation plan describing the course of simulation runs for a specific simulation scenario.

Observer when hazards or other events occur as well as instruct
the other simulation participants, i.e., to reset them or to shut
them down. The simulation run configuration can be described
by a Simulation Plan which is a graph-based representation
of the simulation course and can be created from a scenario
description. In a simulation plan predefined nodes, like a setup
node to initialize the SCC and the connected simulators, can
be added. By connecting these nodes, the order of execution
as well as sending necessary data from one node to another
can be specified in the simulation plan. An example of a
simulation plan can be found in Figure 3. In this figure, also
representing our later in Section III presented use case, the
SCC, the LiftSupervisor-Simulator and the PWS are created
at first on a configured system; all necessary data like the
mentioned OMTs is transmitted and the components are started
in the right order. After that, the Mediator connects and sends
the start signal to all Federates (cf. Figure 3:1). While the
simulation is performed, DistriCT listens for the occurrence of
hazards and the simulation time (cf. Figure 3:2). The Logger
component writes the information about occurring failures and
hazards to a file and also informs a counter (cf. Figure 3:3)
if a hazard has occurred or a given maximum simulation time
ran out. If a maximum number of non-hazard runs in a row
was counted, the simulation is stopped (cf. Figure 3:5). The
counter is set back to zero hazard-less runs if it is informed
about another occurrence of a hazard. On the other hand, the
simulation is reset and started again while the maximum count
is not reached (cf. Figure 3:4).
The last component introduced is DistriCTGear which is
the central element for the other DistriCT components and
allows the execution of the simulation plan and its included
commands and scripts.
The introduced Observers (cf. Section II-D) are connected
to the Logger component from DistriCT. They evaluate the
incoming logger data for the occurrence of predefined hazards
and inform connected components like DistriCT about it.
Note that the Logger can also be connected to monitor-like
components (Risk Monitor) which allows us to estimate a
distance to a hazardous situation by a semi-automatic created
heuristic and use this to trigger the saving of simulation states
and running new simulations beginning at the saved state.
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III. U SE C ASE – L OADING O PERATION
In order to illustrate our simulation-based risk assessment,
we have chosen a maritime loading operation on a jack up
vessel – a special ship for offshore operations, cf. Figure 4
b). A crane operator (Figure 4 b:triangle) has to lift a cargo
(Figure 4 b:rectangle) with new materials and transport it to a
wind turbine platform (Figure 4 b:hexagon). While there are
many factors, like a bad sight or communication problems, failures might occur, leading to fatal accidents. Because of these
problems during the loading operation, a person is needed
to supervise the loading (Figure 4 b:circle) and point out
problems to the crane operator. Therefore, the lift supervisor
follows the lifted cargo to always keep it, as well as the crane
operator, in his field of view (cf. Figure 4 b).
a) System Model: The described system model consists
of a process model depicted in Figure 4 a and an environment
model. The process model structures the use case scenario and
thus tasks of the involved actors in a BPMN-like graphical
representation. The use case has been adapted from literature
(cf. Droste et al. [6]). It has been reduced by some preparing
measures such as load preparation or hook positioning. Thus,
the scenario starts with the beginning of the actual lifting
operation. The crane operator signals the intended lifting
of the cargo to the lift supervisor (Figure 4 a:1). The lift
supervisor leaves the safety critical zone around the cargo to be
lifted. Meanwhile, the crane operator raises the hook. The lift
supervisor signalizes the approval of the operation (Figure 4
a:2). When the crane operator received the OK (Figure 4 a:3),
the cargo then is lifted, moved to the wind turbine platform,
and positioned at the target. During the operation, the lift
supervisor continuously informs the crane operator about the
current status from his point of view (Figure 4 a:4), whereas
the crane operator steers the crane accordingly. Hence, the lift
supervisor requires clear sight on the cargo, the crane operator,
and potential obstacles. The scenario ends with successfully
placing the cargo on the wind turbine platform. The environment model from our use case describes the following actors
and physical objects and their properties. The physical objects
consist of the jack up vessel, the crane on the ship and the
transported cargo. The actors comprise the crane operator and
the lift supervisor. The physical objects as well as the actors
have a start pose (position and orientation) and a mass.
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Figure 4. a) Process model of the use case including the involved actors crane operator and lift supervisor and their corresponding tasks. b) Overview of the
simulation scenario from different vantage points. The lift supervisor is marked by a circle, the loading by a rectangle, the crane cockpit by a triangle, and the
wind turbine platform by a hexagon.

b) Scenario Description Model: Using this system
model a scenario description template is created. The jack
up vessel, the crane, the transported cargo, as well as the lift
supervisor and the crane operator are converted into scenario
configuration elements and automatically completed by a start
trigger which means that the standard property values from
the environment model like the position are set at the start
of a simulation run. The scenario description is then adjusted
to define the simulation and simulation run ends. Therefore
three exit conditions are added for the simulation end and
for the simulation run ends. The simulation end is defined
by a trigger listening to the current simulation run count and
comparing it with a given maximum count of simulation runs.
The simulation run end is defined by two triggers. The first one
is a time trigger which sets the maximum simulation time to
30 seconds, the other one is an event trigger which stops the
simulation run if the observer monitors a collision between
the lift supervisor and the lifted cargo. From this scenario
description, the simulation plan is generated (cf. Figure 3),
then completed by the setup, shutdown, and reset scripts and
executed by the DistriCT component.

example of these failures the developer of the fault tree cannot
know if there are other potential failures causing the hazard.

c) Fault Tree Model: For the introduced operation, we
annotated the potential hazard “lift supervisor collides with
cargo” and corresponding failures, causing the hazard. These
elements are depicted in the synthesized fault tree shown in
Figure 6 a. The hazard occurs if a person is located below the
cargo while it is dropping. Dropping of cargo can have several
causes, for example it falls uncontrolled or it is intentionally
dropped by the crane operator. Normally, in cases of imminent
collisions the crane operator should initiate an emergency stop.
If it is not initiated while the cargo is dropping, this could
have several causes, e.g., technical defects which could be used
to decompose one failure to more sub-failures. The fault tree
depicted in Figure 6 a) represents the possible causes for a
collision of the cargo with the lift supervisor. However, in the

Figure 5. Collision case from load collision simulation run. Big pictures:
Different views on the loading area short before the accident(1-3) and while
the load collision hazard occurs(4). Small pictures: View from the crane
cockpit taken at the same time as the corresponding big picture.
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d) Observer: In beforehand to the first simulation run
of the use case, a hazard was identified by the domain expert:
A collision between cargo and lift supervisor (see top event in
Figure 6 a). To avoid this situation, the domain expert analyzed
the situation and identified as failure leading to that hazard
that the lift supervisor is positioned below the cargo. Both
situations have been formalized by the expert using HDL.
The hazard “lift supervisor collides with cargo” has been
described as “distance between LiftSupervisor and Cargo equals
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0cm,” i.e., the bounding boxes of the two objects overlaps.
The failure “lift supervisor below cargo” has been written as
“position.x of LiftSupervisor equals position.x of Cargo and position.y
of LiftSupervisor equals position.y of Cargo and position.z of Cargo
is more than height of LiftSupervisor,” i.e., the position of the lift

supervisor is a position below the cargo. These expressions
are translated to OCL expressions during the generation of the
observer. They are evaluated during execution of the simulation
to indicate the occurrence of the described events.
All events that occur during each simulation run are logged.
This allows the domain expert to check if the previously identified hazard occurred after the previously defined dependent
failures have occurred. If this is not the case, a failure causing
the hazard might have been missed or the fault tree might
otherwise be faulty.
e) Simulation-based analysis: The 3D environment
(see Figure 4 and Figure 5) was modeled with Blender [30].
It consists of a jack up vessel, the transported cargo, an
uncompleted wind turbine, the lift supervisor and the crane
operator. We completed it by a functional crane consisting of
a rotatable crane base,a movable jib and a rope which can
react to different physical forces (e.g., the wind). The PWS
was used to load the 3D environment, handle the physical
effects and control the crane. The LiftSupervisor-Simulator
was used to move the lift supervisor in the 3d environment
on a chosen path. Like explained in Section II-E we used the
created scenario description to generate the used simulation
plan shown in Figure 3.
If an error in the fault tree has been detected while
observing the simulation, it has to be corrected. During the
execution of the simulation plan, an observer indicated a
collision between lift supervisor and cargo, although the lift
supervisor was not standing below the cargo, which had been
identified as a required failure.
At the beginning of the operation (cf. Figure 5:1), the
lift supervisor stands next to the cargo waiting for the lifting
operation to begin. While the lift supervisor reaches for his
next observation point, the crane operator begins to lift the
load. In the example case, the crane operator does not lift the
cargo high enough and begins the rotation of the crane base too
early (cf. Figure 5:2). Figure 5:3 shows the fatal development
of the situation not marked as critical. The cargo is too low and
moves towards the lift supervisor. The last picture, Figure 5:4,
shows the actual accident. The lift supervisor is hit by the
cargo. The difficulty for the crane operator to oversee the whole
situation can be seen in the four smaller pictures at the corners
of the big one, showing the bad sight out of the crane cockpit
during the operation.
Thus, the analysis results are failures leading to the hazard
that have not been considered in the synthesized fault tree, cf.
Figure 6 a). The analysis discovered that the hazard occurs
even if the lift supervisor is not located below the cargo (cf.
Figure 6 b:1). Additionally, the results show that the rotation
of the crane while cargo is raised also leads to the hazard
(cf. Figure 6 b:2). These results are used to manually adapt
the existing fault tree as depicted in (cf. Figure 6 b). Results
are therefor used by the user to construct events such as
intermediate or basic events in the fault tree as well as fault
tree gates in order to logically structure simulation results in
the fault tree logic. Thereby, the simulation results are already
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Figure 6. Fault trees of the load collision scenario. a) Exemplary fault tree
before simulation analysis b) Adapted fault tree by simulation-analysis
results. 1: Adapted existing fault tree element 2: New failure combination
discovered by simulation

clustered as failure combinations which already propose a
logical structure of found failures based on the simulation runs.
Using this setup, we tested our framework by recording
the number of simulations needed to find the missing failure
which could lead to the overall hazard that the cargo hits the
lift supervisor. Empirically, averaging across 50 iterations, we
found that 6.43 simulations were needed to identify the missing
hazard. Such few number of simulations, however, will in
general not suffice in other situations in which the probability
of an overall hazardous event is much lower. In contrast, the
high probability here was chosen for demonstration purposes
and therefore does not require the use specialized simulation
methods to detect rare events.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have presented a simulation-based approach to identify potentially missing failures of a given fault
tree that represents a critical scenario in the maritime domain.
Importantly, the presented method comes with a confidence
statement about the statistical certainty about the existence
of failures which have not been identified by the simulation.
To provide sufficient evidence for a complete characterization
of potential failures, a large number of simulation runs are
required. Although this is a well-known problem in statistical
model checking, setting up appropriate rare event simulations
remain subject to future research. However, these confidence
statements assume the correctness of the underlying model for
simulation. The check for failures should be seen as a means
for finding additional critical situations and therefore acts as a
completeness check of a previous risk analysis. Nevertheless,
having a simulation model at hand also allows for further
analysis methods, which unlike the presented method can also
access risks during an (offshore) operation by initializing the
simulation with the current status and specifically search for
potential risks in the near future conditional on the current
situation. Again, to bound the number of necessary simulation
runs and acquire sufficient information about the current level
of risk, techniques from rare event simulation can be used. In
particular, importance splitting (cf. Lagnoux [21]) can be used
to guide the simulation to potentially more risky situations.
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To this end, an artificial risk level has to be defined, which
heuristically estimates the risk level and guides the simulation. Defining such heuristic and integrate a corresponding
importance sampling technique into the presented approach
will therefore be the focus of future research.
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Abstract—Since computers and software have spread into all
fields of industry, extensive efforts are currently made in order
to improve the safety by applying certain numerical solutions.
For many engineering problems involving shock and impact,
there is no single ideal numerical method that can reproduce
the various regimes of a problem. An approach wherein
different techniques may be applied within a single numerical
analysis can provide the “best” solution in terms of accuracy
and efficiency. This paper presents a set of numerical
simulations of ballistic tests which analyze the effects of soda
lime glass laminates. The goal is to find an appropriate solver
technique for simulating brittle materials and thereby improve
bullet-proof glass to meet current challenges. To have the
correct material model available is not enough. In this work,
the main solver technologies are compared to create a perfect
simulation model for soda lime glass laminates. The calculation
should match ballistic trials and be used as the basis for
further studies. These numerical simulations are performed
with the nonlinear dynamic analysis computer code ANSYS
AUTODYN.
Keywords-solver technologies; simulation models; brittle
materials; optimization; armor systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the security sector, the partly insufficient safety of
people and equipment due to failure of industrial
components are ongoing problems that cause great concern.
Since computers and software have spread into all fields of
industry, extensive efforts are currently made in order to
improve the safety by applying certain computer-based
solutions. To deal with problems involving the release of a
large amount of energy over a very short period of time, e.g.,
explosions and impacts, there are three approaches: As the
problems are highly non-linear and require information
regarding material behavior at ultra-high loading rates which
is generally not available, most of the work is experimental
and may cause tremendous expenses. Analytical approaches
are possible if the geometries involved are relatively simple
and if the loading can be described through boundary
conditions, initial conditions, or a combination of the two.
Numerical solutions are far more general in scope and
remove any difficulties associated with geometry [1].
For structures under shock and impact loading, numerical
simulations have proven to be extremely useful. They
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provide a rapid and less expensive way to evaluate new
design ideas. Numerical simulations can supply quantitative
and accurate details of stress, strain, and deformation fields
that would be very costly or difficult to reproduce
experimentally. In these numerical simulations, the partial
differential equations governing the basic physics principles
of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are
employed. The equations to be solved are time-dependent
and nonlinear in nature. These equations, together with
constitutive models describing material behavior and a set of
initial and boundary conditions, define the complete system
for shock and impact simulations.
The governing partial differential equations need to be
solved in both time and space domains. The solution over the
time domain can be achieved by an explicit method. In the
explicit method, the solution at a given point in time is
expressed as a function of the system variables and
parameters, with no requirements for stiffness and mass
matrices. Thus, the computing time at each time step is low
but may require numerous time steps for a complete solution.
The solution for the space domain can be obtained
utilizing different spatial discretizations, such as Lagrange
[2], Euler [3], Arbitrary Lagrange Euler (ALE) [4], or mesh
free methods [5]. Each of these techniques has its unique
capabilities, but also limitations. Usually, there is not a single
technique that can cope with all the regimes of a problem [6].
This work will focus on brittle materials and transparent
armor (consisting of several layers of soda lime float glass
bonded to a layer of polycarbonate to produce a glass
laminate). Using a computer-aided design (CAD) neutral
environment that supports direct, bidirectional and
associative interfaces with CAD systems, the geometry can
be optimized successively. Native CAD geometry can be
used directly, without translation to IGES or other
intermediate geometry formats [7].
The work will also provide a brief overview of ballistic
tests to offer some basic knowledge of the subject, serving as
a basis for the comparison and verification of the simulation
results. Details of ballistic trials on transparent armor
systems are presented. Here, even the crack formation must
precisely match later simulations. It was possible to observe
crack motion and to accurately measure crack velocities in
glass laminates. The measured crack velocity is a
complicated function of stress and of water vapor
concentration in the environment [8].
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The objective of this work is to compare current solver
technologies to find the most suitable simulation model for
brittle materials. Lagrange, Euler, ALE, and “mesh free”
methods, as well as coupled combinations of these methods,
are described and applied to a bullet-proof glass laminate
structure impacted by a projectile.
The results shall be used to improve the safety of ballistic
glasses. Instead of running expensive trials, numerical
simulations should be applied to identify vulnerabilities of
structures. Contrary to the experimental results, numerical
methods allow easy and comprehensive studying of all
mechanical parameters. Modeling will also help to
understand how the transparent armor schemes behave
during impact and how the failure processes can be
controlled to our advantage. By progressively changing the
composition of several layers and the material thickness, the
transparent armor will be optimized.
After a brief introduction and description of the different
methods of space discretization, there is a short section on
ballistic trials, where the experimental set-up is depicted. The
last section describes the numerical simulations. These
paragraphs of analysis are followed by a conclusion.
II.

STATE-OF-THE-ART

First approaches for optimization were already developed
in 1999. Mike Richards, Richard Clegg, and Sarah Howlett
investigated the behavior of glass laminates in various
configurations at a constant total thickness [9]. Resulting
from the experimental studies, numerical simulations were
created and adjusted to the experimental results using 2DLagrange elements only.
Pyttel, Liebertz and Cai explore the behavior of glass
upon impact with three-dimensional Lagrange elements [10].
In 2011, these studies were used to analyze crash behavior.
In the same year, Zang and Wang dealt with the impact
behavior on glass panels in the automotive sector [11]. In
doing so, self-developed methods of numerical simulation
were supposed to be compared with commercial codes. For
the first time, mesh-free methods were applied, although
these were not coupled with other solver technologies.
In this study, different methods for the simulation of
safety glass will be introduced. In so doing, the possibility of
coupling various solver technologies will be discussed and
illustrated by means of an example. For the first time, glass
laminates will be modeled using coupled methods.
Techniques previously applied, show considerable
shortcomings in portraying the crack and error propagation
in the glass. Mesh-free approaches, in turn, do not correctly
present the behavior of synthetic materials. To overcome the
shortcomings of these single-method approaches, this paper
will present an optimal solution to the problem by combining
two methods.
III.

METHODS OF SPACE DISCRETIZATION

The spatial discretization is performed by representing
the fields and structures of the problem using computational
points in space, usually connected with each other through
computational grids. Generally, the following applies: the
finer the grid, the more accurate the solution. For problems
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of dynamic fluid-structure interaction and impact, there
typically is no single best numerical method which is
applicable to all parts of a problem. Techniques to couple
types of numerical solvers in a single simulation can allow
the use of the most appropriate solver for each domain of the
problem [12]. The most commonly used spatial
discretization methods are Lagrange, Euler, ALE (a mixture
of Lagrange and Euler), and mesh-free methods, such as
Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) [13].
A. Lagrange
The Lagrange method of space discretization uses a mesh
that moves and distorts with the material it models as a result
of forces from neighboring elements (meshes are imbedded
in material). There is no grid required for the external space,
as the conservation of mass is automatically satisfied and
material boundaries are clearly defined. This is the most
efficient solution methodology with an accurate pressure
history definition. The Lagrange method is most appropriate
for representing solids, such as structures and projectiles. If
however, there is too much deformation of any element, it
results in a very slowly advancing solution and is usually
terminated because the smallest dimension of an element
results in a time step that is below the threshold level.
B. Euler
The Euler (multi-material) solver utilizes a fixed mesh,
allowing materials to flow (advect) from one element to the
next (meshes are fixed in space). Therefore, an external
space needs to be modeled. Due to the fixed grid, the Euler
method avoids problems of mesh distortion and tangling that
are prevalent in Lagrange simulations with large flows. The
Euler solver is very well-suited for problems involving
extreme material movement, such as fluids and gases. To
describe solid behavior, additional calculations are required
to transport the solid stress tensor and the history of the
material through the grid. Euler is generally more
computationally intensive than Lagrange and requires a
higher resolution (smaller elements) to accurately capture
sharp pressure peaks that often occur with shock waves.
C. ALE
The ALE method of space discretization is a hybrid of
the Lagrange and Euler methods. It allows redefining the
grid continuously in arbitrary and predefined ways as the
calculation proceeds, which effectively provides a
continuous rezoning facility. Various predefined grid
motions can be specified, such as free (Lagrange), fixed
(Euler), equipotential, equal spacing, and others. The ALE
method can model solids as well as liquids. The advantage of
ALE is the ability to reduce and sometimes eliminate
difficulties caused by severe mesh distortions encountered by
the Lagrange method, thus allowing a calculation to continue
efficiently. However, compared to Lagrange, an additional
computational step of rezoning is employed to move the grid
and remap the solution onto a new grid [6].
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D. SPH
The mesh-free Lagrangian method of space discretization
(or SPH method) is a particle-based solver and was initially
used in astrophysics. The particles are imbedded in material
and they are not only interacting mass points but also
interpolation points used to calculate the value of physical
variables based on the data from neighboring SPH particles,
scaled by a weighting function. Because there is no grid
defined, distortion and tangling problems are avoided as
well. Compared to the Euler method, material boundaries
and interfaces in the SPH are rather well defined and
material separation is naturally handled. Therefore, the SPH
solver is ideally suited for certain types of problems with
extensive material damage and separation, such as cracking.
This type of response often occurs with brittle materials and
hypervelocity impacts. However, mesh-free methods, such as
Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics, can be less efficient than
mesh-based Lagrangian methods with comparable
resolution.
Figure 1 gives a short overview of the solver
technologies mentioned above. The crucial factor is the grid
that causes different outcomes.
The behavior (deflection) of the simple elements is wellknown and may be calculated and analyzed using simple
equations called shape functions. By applying coupling
conditions between the elements at their nodes, the overall
stiffness of the structure may be built up and the
deflection/distortion of any node – and subsequently of the
whole structure – can be calculated approximately [15].
Due to the fact that all engineering simulations are based
on geometry to represent the design, the target and all its
components are simulated as CAD models [16]. Therefore,
several runs are necessary: from modeling to calculation to
the evaluation and subsequent improvement of the model
(see Figure 2).
The most important steps during an FE analysis are the
evaluation and interpretation of the outcomes followed by
suitable modifications of the model. For that reason, ballistic
trials are necessary to validate the simulation results. They
can be used as the basis of an iterative optimization process.
IV.

BALLISTIC TRIALS

Ballistics is an essential component for the evaluation of
our results. Here, terminal ballistics is the most important
sub-field. It describes the interaction of a projectile with its
target. Terminal ballistics is relevant for both small and large
caliber projectiles. The task is to analyze and evaluate the
impact and its various modes of action. This will provide
information on the effect of the projectile and the extinction
risk.
In order to develop a numerical model, a ballistic test
program is necessary. The ballistic trials are thoroughly
documented and analyzed – even fragments must be
collected. They provide information about the used armor
and the projectile behavior after fire which must be
consistent with the simulation results.

Figure 1. Examples of Lagrange, Euler, ALE, and SPH simulations on an
impact problem [14].

In order to create a data set for the numerical simulations,
several experiments have to be performed. Ballistic tests are
recorded with high-speed videos and analyzed afterwards.
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3. Testing was
undertaken at an indoor ballistic testing facility. The target
stand provides support behind the target on all four sides.
Every ballistic test program includes several trials with
different glass laminates. The set-up has to remain
unchanged.
The camera system is a pco.dimax that enables fast image
rates of 1279 frames per second (fps) at full resolution of
2016 x 2016 pixels. The use of a polarizer and a neutral
density filter is advisable, so that waves of some
polarizations can be blocked while the light of a specific
polarization can be passed.
Several targets of different laminate configurations were
tested to assess the ballistic limit and the crack propagation
for each design. The ballistic limit is considered the velocity
required for a particular projectile to reliably (at least 50% of
the time) penetrate a particular piece of material [17]. After
the impact, the projectile is examined regarding any kind of
change it might have undergone.
Figure 4 shows a 23 mm soda lime glass target after
testing. The penetrator used in this test was a .44 Remington
Magnum, a large-bore cartridge with a lead base and copper
jacket. The glass layers showed heavy cracking as a result of
the impact.

Figure 2. Iterative procedure of a typical FE analysis [15].
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Figure 3. Experimental set-up.

Close to the impact point is the region of comminution.
The comminuted glass is even ejected during the impact.
Radial cracks have propagated away from the impact point.
The polycarbonate backing layer is deformed up to the
maximum bulge height when the velocity of the projectile is
close to the ballistic limit. A large amount of the
comminuted glass is ejected during the impact. Several
targets of different laminate configurations were tested to
assess the ballistic limit and the crack propagation for each
design.
Cracks propagate with a velocity up to 2500 m/s, which
is similar to the values in the literature. The damage of a
single glass layer starts with the impact of the projectile
corresponding to the depth of the penetration. The
polycarbonate layers interrupt the crack propagation and
avoid piercing and spalling. The first impact of a .44
Remington cartridge does not cause a total failure of our 23
mm soda lime glass target. Fragments of the projectile can be
found in the impact hole. The last polycarbonate layer
remains significantly deformed.
The results of the ballistic tests were provided prior to the
simulation work to aid calibration. In this paper, a single trial
will illustrate the general approach of the numerical
simulations.

Figure 4. Trial observation with a 23mm glass laminate.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The ballistic tests are followed by computational
modeling of the experimental set-up. Then, the experiment is
reproduced using numerical simulations. Figure 5 shows a
cross-section of the ballistic glass and the projectile in a
CAD model. The geometry and observed response of the
laminate to ballistic impact is approximately symmetric to
the axis through the bullet impact point. Therefore, a 2D
axisymmetric approach was chosen.
Numerical simulation of transparent armor requires the
selection of appropriate material models for the constituent
materials and the derivation of suitable material model input
data. The laminate systems studied here consist of soda lime
float glass, polyurethane interlayer, polyvinyl butyral and
polycarbonate. Lead and copper are also required for the .44
Remington Magnum cartridge.
The projectile was divided into two parts - the jacket and
the base - which have different properties and even different
meshes. These elements have quadratic shape functions and
nodes between the element edges. In this way, the
computational accuracy as well as the quality of curved
model shapes increases. Using the same mesh density, the
application of parabolic elements leads to a higher accuracy
compared to linear elements (1st order elements).
Different solver technologies have been applied to the
soda lime glass laminate. The comparison is presented in the
following chapter.
A. Solver Evaluation
Before the evaluation starts, it has to be noticed that the
Euler method is not suitable for numerical simulations
dealing with brittle materials. It is generally used for
representing fluids and gases, for example, the gas product of
high explosives after detonation. To describe solid behavior,
additional calculations are required. Cracking cannot be
simulated adequately and the computation time is relatively
high. For this reason, the Euler (and as a result the ALE)
method will not be taken into consideration.

Figure 5. CAD model.
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Figure 6. Lagrange method.

Figure 8. Coupled multi-solver approach (Lagrange and SPH).

1) Lagrange method: Figure 6 shows the simulation
with a single Lagrange solver in the first iteration procedure.
This method, as mentioned before, is well-suited for
representing solids like structures and projectiles. The
advantages are computational efficiency and ease of
incorporating complex material models. The polyurethane
interlayer, polyvinyl butyral and polycarbonate are
simulated adequatly. While the soda lime glass also deforms
well, the crack propagation cannot be displayed suitably
with this solver.
2) Mesh free Lagrangian method (SPH): The mesh free
Lagrangian method is not appropiate for simulating bulletproof glass. The crack propagation and failure mode of the
soda lime glass are very precise. The problem here however
is the simulation of the layers. The particles do not provide
the necessary cohesion (see Figure 7). They break easily and
then lose their function. However, the SPH method requires
some of the particles to locate current neighboring particles,
which makes the computational time per cycle more
expensive than mesh based Lagrangian techniques. Also, the
mesh free method is less efficient than mesh based
Lagrangian methods with comparable resolution.

3) Coupled multi-solver approach (Lagrange and SPH):
The coupled multi-solver approach uses SPH for the soda
lime glass and Langrange for the polyurethane interlayer,
polyvinyl butyral and polycarbonate. The crack propagation
can be simulated precisely. The deformation of the last layer
is accurately displayed and the failure mode matches the
ballistic trial. Figure 8 illustrates the simulation result for
this case.
B. Simulation Results
With the coupled multi-solver and optimized material
parameters, the simulation results adequately mirror the
observations made in the ballistic experiments.
Fragmentation and crack propagation are almost equal to the
ballistic test shown in Figure 4.

Figure 7. Mesh free Lagrangian method (SPH).
Figure 9. Crack propagation in a coupled multi-solver simulation model.
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Figure 9 illustrates the development of fracture after 10,
20, 50, and 70 μs due to shear induced micro-cracking
(damage) in the glass during the penetration process. Note
that the failure of the glass in the second and third layers
spreads from the glass / polyurethane interlayers back
towards the oncoming projectile. This rapid material failure
is owed to a reduction in material strength as rarefaction
waves from the interface reduce the confining pressure [17].
Small fragments are automatically deleted from the
program to reduce computing time. Regarding the protection
level of our structures, these fragments are hardly important.
The projectile is subject to a significant deformation. It
gets stuck in the target and loses kinetic energy. Figure 10
compares the numerical simulation of a .44 Remington
impact with the experimental result.
A clear hole, 45-50 mm in diameter, is generated in the
glass / polyurethane layers of the laminate. A comminuted
region of glass, shows highly cracked and completely
crushed material, of around 20 mm in diameter in the first
layer which extends to around 120 mm in diameter in the last
layer. Hence, the simulated diameter of comminution is
almost identical to that observed experimentally. Even the
delamination of the layers can be reproduced in the
simulation. The predicted height of the bulge from the flat
region of the polycarbonate is 28 mm compared to
approximately 8 mm observed in the ballistic trials. In the
simulation, comminuted glass is caught between the bullet
and the polycarbonate layer. This leads to a larger
deformation. In reality, comminuted glass is ejected during
the impact. The polycarbonate dishes from the edge of the
support clamp to form a prominent bulge in the central
region. Therefore, reducing the instantaneous geometric
erosion strain of the soda lime glass will significantly
improve results. Owed to the adopted calibration process,
these simulation results correlate well with the experimental
observations.

CONCLUSION

This work demonstrated how a small number of welldefined experiments can be used to develop, calibrate and
validate solver technologies used for simulating the impact
of projectiles on complex armor systems and brittle
materials.
Existing material models were optimized to reproduce
ballistic tests. High-speed videos were used to analyze the
characteristics of the projectile – before and after the impact.
The simulation results demonstrate the successful use of the
coupled multi-solver approach. The high level of correlation
between the numerical results and the available experimental
or observed data demonstrates that the coupled multi-solver
approach is an accurate and effective analysis technique.
New concepts and models can be developed and easily
tested with the help of modern hydrocodes. The initial design
approach of the units and systems has to be as safe and
optimal as possible. Therefore, most design concepts are
analyzed on the computer. FEM-based simulations are wellsuited for this purpose. Here, a numerical model has been
developed which is capable of predicting the ballistic
performance of soda lime glass / polycarbonate transparent
armor systems. Thus, estimates based on experience are
being more and more replaced by software.
The gained experience is of prime importance for the
development of modern armor. By applying the numerical
model a large number of potential armor schemes can be
evaluated and the understanding of the interaction between
laminate components under ballistic impact can be
improved.
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Abstract - This paper presents ideas and approaches to design,
implementation and validation of simulators using the
program generation approach. This approach is well presented
in today’s industrial control systems configurators. It has now
extensive use also in embedded systems design and
implementation. Unfortunately, the validation of the generated
control systems usually is not part of the generating tool.
Results of simulator implementation using the program
generation approach and their validation are presented.
Analyses of problems found and the steps for problem fixing
are presented in the context of increasing the system model
reliability. This paper also presents the validation of the
program generation approach for design and implementation
of object simulators and how the quality of the simulator can
be increased using validation techniques.
Keywords – simulation validation; program generation; redesign after validation; model reliability.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The area of Validation and Verification (V&V) of system
design and system modelling and simulation has been a hot
topic for the last more than three decades [1][2]. A huge
number of papers have been written on it. A large number of
tools for V&V of different complexity has been designed,
implemented and used. In this paper some validation aspects
will be discussed. Ways to improve the model of the
simulated system will also be discussed.
It is clear that there is no perfect solution for any
validation problem. This is based on the generic fact that
human activities of any kind are not only formal (scientific),
but informal (art) too. The titles of two basic (very formal)
too often cited books help to prove this – The Art of
Computer Programming by Donald Knuth [22] and The Art
of Simulation by K.D. Tocher [23]. Nobody can eliminate all
problems and errors in system models and their
implementation; here, an approach will be presented how it
will be possible to increase models’ reliability and to
decrease the risk of design and implementation failures. The
approach ‘I was smart, I thought’ is always valid; but, for the
engineering practice, is needed something much more stable.
Elements of these approaches will be presented hereafter.
Simulator-based studies of theories, algorithms and their
implementation validity today are old and extensively
exploited topics. These include vehicle, flight, nuclear power
plant, robots and many other simulators [6][7][8][9].
Computer-based simulators of many different complex
objects are a reality today. First, they appeared in military,
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aircraft and nuclear power plant applications; now they are
available everywhere. Simulation of various systems has a
lot of advantages compared to experimenting and using the
actual systems. Such an advantage is the possibility to train
the personnel to operate various types of machines, or to use
such simulations in preparation and optimization of control
algorithms, or to repeat and analyse specific situations.
In the area of control systems design, there are many
implementation approaches – from ad-hoc design and
programming to fully automated code generation [10]. One
specific approach to control systems implementation is the
program generation. Using the same approach for simulator
implementation is very promising, too. This approach
reduces the amount of investments and risks in the design
and implementation phases of the control system design.
Simulators of that type are not used only for control system
tests and improvements. Personnel training and abnormal
situations analyses are other areas of their use.
In this paper we discuss not only validation of generated
control systems, but validation of the program generation
approach as a validated basis for control systems and
simulators generation.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
validation techniques for simulators. Section III presents the
program generator used for simulator generation and its
formal model. Section IV presents validation of the
implemented simulators; Section V is the conclusion.
II.

VALIDATION TECHNIQUES FOR SIMULATORS

To check that a programmed system implements just
what is designed, an analyst needs to verify that system.
Many methods have been developed over time to achieve
this [2][11]. Additionally, the analyst has to check that the
implementation is free of errors. But one question has not
been answered yet, namely whether the design is correct and
if the conceptual model is an accurate representation of the
system it has to represent.
Let us start with the presumption that the validation is a
compulsory element of the activities and procedures for
improving the quality of the generated software as well as
that of the whole system. Validation can be a "process of
evaluating a system or its components in the process of its
development or at its end to determine whether they satisfy
specified requirements" [12] or a "process of collection of
information showing that both software and associated
products satisfy the system requirements at the end of each
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cycle of its life, as well as satisfy some user needs in a
specific case".
Simulators, as software products, can be created using
every one of the four basic models for development:
(i) development of a new product; (ii) modification;
(iii) configuration / reconfiguration, and (iv) use of readyfor-use software applications (through the "Pipes & Filters"
architecture). In case of simulators produced by program
generation, the very good results gives the method for
validation of product type “configuration / reconfiguration”.
On this basis, a modification of the classical methodology for
validation of this class of applications was implemented. The
main characteristics of this new approach are the following:
Validation when creating a new software product using the
"Configure/Reconfigure" approach
It is performed in two main ways:
 Validation of the basic software;
 Validation of the configuration data.
The validation of the basic software is done by using the
existing software (by applying one of the two options).
 For each subsystem and for each module responsible
for any of the functions of the new SW;
 For each operation of the basic SW which results in
a change of configuration/reconfiguration of the SW.
Validation of the configuration data is similar to a new
program validation.
Data validation
Validation of data is divided into two activities:
 Validation of data values;
 Validation of techniques and methods for data
storage, modification and use.
In both cases, the validation has to determine whether the
data are used correctly and whether they allow to develop
SW that will function correctly.
Validation of data values
The idea is to determine the correctness of every data at
every moment of the software operation.
There exist different forms, some of which are entirely
manually implemented, and other are fully automated.
 Check if the input signals are received in the right
places;
 Check whether the input signals comply with the
criteria for quality and correctness;
 Check for correctness of the reactions generated by
the input signals.
It is a good practice first to perform validation using
specially developed test environment, and only after that
perform it in the actual environment.
Validation of the data management system
These are validation techniques and methods for data
storage, modification and use. They are applicable in all
cases, whether there are automated tools for database
management or not.
The selection of validation techniques depends on the
type of stored information and its usage. For the purpose of
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validation of program generated simulators, only items that
affect the validated operation are checked.
Validation as part of a system
The final validation results from the successful validation
of the following elements:
 Evaluation as a part of the system;
 Validation as part of a technological process;
 Product validation.
This is very important in case of a “partial” or “seminatural” simulator.
The features of validation of a software application as
part of an integral system are:
 In this case, in addition to the validation of software,
a number of activities to validate the integral system
are performed;
 Evaluation of the relation 'Requirements to the
requirements − requirements to the software';
 In some cases of application development (using
pre-programed software pieces, configuration/
reconfiguration) validation on system level can be
performed directly.
III.

THE PROGRAM GENERATOR PRGEN

The PrGen program generator is designed to create
distributed real-time control systems. It is implemented in
many different versions [13][14][15]. It is based on an
extended Moore machine implementing specific actions in
each node of the state machine. Specific elements of its
design are reflecting possibilities to generate both standalone and distributed systems. A graph representation of the
control algorithms is chosen. The system can be described by
its activities. Each activity is a separate thread. After some
model and library extensions, the PrGEn started to be used
also for simulator generation.
The PrGen program generator is designed to answer the
following requirements [14][15]:
 hybrid object/process configuration specification
 an object model facilitating the implementation of
open and reconfigurable systems;
 a process model capturing both the reactive and the
transformational aspects of system behavior in the
context of various types of control systems;
 predictable scheduling of process execution and
communication in the context of local and remote
subsystems interactions;
 support for modern software engineering techniques
such as program generation, formal verification of
process and process interaction, etc.
As has been pointed out by Angelov and Ivanov [14] the
specification of system reactions and signal transformation is
very important for simulator quality and model validation.
They can be formally presented as follows:
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Specification of system reactions
System reactions can be defined as functions, specifying
the output signals, generated in response to certain
activating events. R = { ri } , where :

ri :

АECY

It can be shown that the function ri is a composite
function, i.e., ri = oi  pi, where pi is a state transition
function and oi is an output function. These are defined
below as follows:
 pi is a state transition function that can be generally
defined as: pi : А  E  C  A
Consequently, am  A we can specify a subset of
successor states:

Fam  {an1 , an2 ,........, anr },
and accordingly – a subset of alternative transitions :

am (t  ) & enm1 (t ) & cnm1 ( x(t ))  an1 (t );
am (t  ) & enm2 (t ) & cnm2 ( x(t ))  an2 (t );
...
am (t  ) & enmr (t ) & cnmr ( x(t ))  anr (t ).
This will ultimately result in the construction of the state
transition graph of process P.
 oi is an output function, i.e: oi: A  Y
Consequently, the reaction function ri can be specified as a
composition of the above two functions:
pi


 Y
ri : A  E  C  Y  A  E  C
A 
Specifically, the above transformation implies that
 ri  R : ri  yk = f(a(t)), which follows the well known
definition of the Moore machine.
oi

Specification of sygnal transformations
Signal transformation functions specify how the output
signals are generated within the corresponding system
reactions and the associated process states. Specifically,
 yk Y  sk  S and;
sk : X k (t )  yk (t ) , X k  X
In one specific case yk = const. This case is common for a
class of discrete controllers, i.e., the so-called state-logic
controllers, whereby the controller generates predefined
combinations of discrete on/off control signals, within
various operators (reactions) associated with the
corresponding controller states.
In the general case, yk may be a complex function that
can be represented as a composition of simple functions, i.e.:
yk  wlk  wlk1  wlk2 ........ w1k ,
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wi

where j are basic application functions that are usually
implemented as a library of standard function modules
(FM’s). The above composition corresponds to a sequence of
computations, which can be described by means of two types
of models:
(1) Conventional control flow model, such as
flowcharts, computation graphs, etc.
(2) Data flow models, e.g., (quasi) analog signal flow
diagrams.
The presented mathematical model meets all the formal
requirements to it. Formally, an extended Moore machine
implementing activities (actions) of analogue, discrete and
communication type at any state node can represent most of
the industrial systems and objects available today. It is not
limited either by numerical transformations or by logical
constructions.
IV.

VALIDATION OF IMPLEMENTED SIMULATORS

Below, simulators of different objects and validation of
their conceptual models and implementations will be
presented.
Harbour crane
The simulated harbour crane is of the type shown in
Figure 1. It has to be modelled for the following actions:
 A1: Crane with no container, turning to container
and lowering hook.
 A2: Crane with container, lifting the container and
turning to the ship.
 A3: Lowering the load and positioning the container
into the ship.
 A4: Empty crane, from initial position (turned to the
port). Turning to the ship, positioning above
container, lifting load and unloading it into port.
Each action consists of several different movements in
vertical and horizontal directions. Additional limits
(dimensions) for horizontal and vertical movements are
included.
The motivation to design and implement this simulator is
that experiments with the real crane are dangerous and
expensive and that the exploitation personnel need a fulltime and functional training environment.

Figure 1. Harbor Crane
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The simulator includes models for all movements, as well
as simulation for operator’s interface devices, predictor of
the absolute (3D) grapple position and a load simulator.
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Figure 2a. Harbor Crane grapple non-linear model

Drive controller 4

Drive controller 3

Drive controller 2

Upper level controller

Drive controller 1

The crane has four different mechanical movements: turn
around vertical axe, grapple lifting/lowering, grapple control
and grapple horizontal shifting. Additionally the crane can
move along its railway but it is out of scope of the presented
simulator. The mechanical construction is independent for
each of these movements. They can be started
simultaneously but interviewing operators it was found that
they run every movement separately. The explanation was
that in the other case the crane can lose its stability. Because
of this, limit for simultaneous movements, limits for
horizontal and vertical speed, etc. have been incorporated in
the simulator. A presentation of the MATLAB® models of
one of the crane’s movements is shown in Figure 2a and
Figure 2b.

Figure 3. Harbor Crane Profibus/MODBUS model

Validation of the designed simulator envisaged that in the
MATLAB® environment after structural and parametric
identification the mathematical model and real data are
acceptably close. After that a real simulator was
implemented. It was developed using the PrGen program
generator and its modules library. Real-time execution is
done on single-board ARM computer equipped with
peripheral
devices
and
communication
modules
corresponding to the real object. Mathematical
transformations are identical to these implemented in
MATLAB. Surprisingly, the results from the simulator were
very different from the MATLAB results. Detailed data
validation was implemented. Finally it was found that the
main difference came from the different accuracy in floatingpoint calculations. After passing incorrect data through nonlinearities we received results different by 20% from the
original ones. This problem was solved using calculations
with extended accuracy. Sensitivity of some non-linear
elements was changed as well. Results after simulator tuning
for actions A1 to A4 are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1. COMPARISON BETWEEN CRANE REAL DATA AND SIMULATOR
OUTPUTS

Measurements
Crane
(samples)

measurements
Simulator
(samples)

Min.
Movemen
t Acc. %

Max.
Moveme
nt Acc.
%

Total
Acc.
%

A1

680,000

890,000

95

98

97

A2

1, 280,000

1,460.000

94

97

95

A3

1,800,000

1,960,000

95

98

97

A4

3,640,000

4,000,000

93

97

96

N.

Figure 2b. Harbor Crane grapple discrete model

The motor control is implemented by drive controllers
connected to the main controller via Profibus. To make
simulation easier Profibus was substituted with MODBUS.
The main controller supported both protocols. The
simulation of Profibus connections by MODBUS is shown in
Figure 3.
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Data validation using plotting is presented in Figure 4
and Figure 5. They show the similarity between real data and
simulator outputs. They demonstrate the very high quality of
the simulation. This made possible development and fine
tuning of the crane control system and it also reduced
development costs.
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Kinematics and wiring schemes of the plotter are shown
in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The closed loop kinematics, shown
in Figure 8 and Figure 9, generates dynamics problems based
on the fact that movements on axis X or Y need both motors
to work but movement in direction with tg α = ±1 engages
only one of the motors which has to move both the bridge
and the head.
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Figure 5. Harbor Crane simulator and experimental data comparison:
simulation of grapple vertical movement

Large-scale textile plotter
Similar approach for validation of the quality of
simulation was used for a large-scale textile plotter. The
motivation to invest time and money in this was the
requirements to combine maximal performance and
geometrical accuracy.
Printing drawings with a length of 5 or more (up to 20)
meters is one of the available solutions to prepare the fabric
cutting sketch for real cutting. Several different solutions for
this process are known; but one of the best is to draw this
sketch on an unbreakable paper sheet with the required
length. This is done by a special kind of plotters. Normally,
they are of flat-bed type. The simulator of a plotter of that
type and its validation will be presented here.
The scheme of the plotter is presented in Figure 6 and
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Large-scale textile plotter - side view

Simulation of such a dynamics is rather complicated. The
weight of the object to be moved varies 20 times – it is only
the head or both head and bridge. According to the angle of
movement, every motor has a different load. The load varies
all the time when the head has to draw some curve.
Identification and modelling of that plotter are out of the
scope of this paper. Here, we will discuss the simulator and
its validation.
Motor B

Motor A

Figure 8. Kinematics scheme
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Figure 9. Wiring scheme

The simulation procedure is implemented in two different
types of complexity. The first one is a simple computer
simulation. The second is a parallel run of the simulator and
the real machine. The possibility to run both types of
simulation is the reason to avoid usage of MATLAB and
SIMULINK for a real-time test-bed. The simulator is
implemented on a 32-bit computer with a math co-processor
running a real-time operating system and the real-time
interpreter of the generated by the PrGen system. For testing
purposes, it is equipped with a display having appropriate
dimensions and resolution. The communication between the
plotter controller and the simulator meets the requirements
for Real-Time protocols. It is capable of transferring all the
information for simulation and for the system log in a single
control time interval. Visualisation and log modules of the
simulator draw and save required and actual trajectories,
internal parameters, etc.
Validation of the implemented simulator is done using
model and data validation. Model validation is done off-line
comparing real data and mathematical model outputs. After
tuning, the mathematical model is implemented in the
simulator. The simulator computational model is tuned again
using the same approach. Real data are compared to the
simulator outputs. Main differences are found in calculations
accuracy. It follows from both calculation orders and
numerical accuracy. After re-ordering calculation sequences
in the simulator in the same way as they are done in
MATLAB and increasing floating point accuracy both
MATLAB and real simulator calculations become practically
identical.
The implemented simulator was used for two different
purposes: 1) to develop and implement new control
algorithms to increase plotting accuracy and speed; 2) to
analyse problems in drawn sketches, frame stitching, etc.
Using this simulator in simulated time (fast time) made
possible to run long-lasting experiments (taking tens of
minutes in normal speed) in minutes and thus enabled
extensive experiments including full drawing of large
sketches.
The simulator validity was proven using data validation
on several levels. First, there was model and object output
comparison implementing one and the same input sequences.
Second, there was geometry accuracy validation. Drawn on
paper and calculated by the simulator sizes were compared.
All differences had the acceptable tolerance of ±0.25 mm,
which is the initial requirement for mechanical accuracy.
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CONCLUSION

This paper presented the validation of the program
generation approach for design and implementation of object
simulators and how the quality of the simulator can be
increased using validation techniques. The presented results
confirm that program generation is a promising way to
implement object simulators with hardware and software
structures representing the modelled object very closely.
Once the program generator internal model is validated it
becomes a useful tool for implementation of both simulators
and control systems. The validation of the tool and generated
by it systems are separated.
Validation of the implemented simulators follows both
approaches – model validation and data validation. By
implementing sequentially these validation techniques, the
designed simulator can achieve required accuracy and
functionality.
Using one and the same environment and tool for both
controller and simulator building has the advantage to use
only one tool for everything. This makes possible to
distribute all changes in every building element immediately
both in the controller and the simulator.
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Abstract—There is an increasing use of fuzzy data in the field
of discrete-event system modeling. This paper deals with an
approach based on the use of Fuzzy Control Language (FCL)
allowing to facilitate the modeling and simulation of Discrete
EVent Systems (DEVS) involving uncertainty. The main contribution of this paper is to integrate the Fuzzy Control Logic three
basic steps (fuzzification, defuzzification, fuzzy rules) into DEVS
models in a generic way using a FCL-based implementation. The
implementation has been performed with the DEVSimPy environment through a classical example. The DEVSimPy modeling
of the example highlights how the DEVS modeler can realize the
three basic steps inside the DEVS transition functions.
Keywords–DEVS; Fuzzy
Discrete-event system.
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systems;

Modeling;

Simulation;

I NTRODUCTION

In the recent years, a set of work has concerned the
introduction of fuzzy notions into DEVS concepts in order
to propose incorporation of uncertainty into models [1]. Approaches [2]–[4] developed around the DEVS formalism have
been proposed in order to apply fuzzy set theory [5] to the
sets and functions defined on crips sets in DEVS formalism.
Fuzzy modeling and simulation can be useful in the study
of different kinds of systems for example in the case of the
modeling of systems for which we have few observations of
how and where the human being acts as a sensor or expert.
The already developed approaches integrating fuzzy sets into
DEVS bring nice formalisms allowing to deal with fuzzy
events, fuzzy transition functions and even fuzzy time advance
function. However, the modeling and simulation of concrete
applications involving fuzzy notions based on human expertise
are not easily implemented using the previous approaches. In
order to set up this, the fuzzy logic provides methods closed to
expert human labor. Fuzzy logic has already proved the ability
to reason about imprecise or subjective data in wide range of
fields, from finance to industrial control, through consumer
electronics and weapons systems. Fuzzy logic is closed to
reasoning and human language, as it is known to use vague
concepts (such as “hot ”, “weak”, “strong enough”, etc.).
The fuzzy approach allows the computer modeling of vague
notions (hotter, colder, etc.), commonly used by consumers
or by plant operators. Fuzzy technology has the advantage of
using explicit knowledge (the system works by applying rules)
by highlighting three distinct steps: (i) initially the fuzzification process is studied in order to consider the inclusion of
linguistic information. (ii) the second part is devoted to the
identification of fuzzy rules mainly when observations on the
behavior of the system are imprecise and uncertain. Fuzzy rules
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(such as “if X . . . then Y”) allow to express the knowledge
concerning the problem to address; (iii) the last part concerns
the defuzzification which is to convert the fuzzy domain to the
digital domain, with a conversion preferences. The method of
defuzzification is used to exploit the information encoded in
the output fuzzy sets corresponding to expert knowledge on
the output variable of the model.
The integration of fuzzy logic into the DEVS formalism
involves three steps: (i) the definition of concepts allowing
to deal with fuzzy logic in the framework of DEVS; (ii) the
selection of a fuzzy logic programming language in order to
accomplish the integration of DEVS and fuzzy logic; (iii) the
implementation of the concepts into the DEVSimPy framework
[6][7]. The first step allows to define the concepts allowing to
perform with the DEVS formalism the three required steps
involved in fuzzy logic control: fuzzication, the fuzzy rules
definition and firing and finally defuzzification. Among a set
of available fuzzy theory programming languages (FCL Fuzzy Control Language [8], FPL-Fuzzy Programming Language [9], FTL - Fuzzy Technology Language [10], FSTDSfuzzy STDS [11], LPL - Linguistic oriented Programming Language [10], FSML-Fuzzy System Modeling Language [12],
etc.), we choose the FCL one for different reasons: it is a standardized Domain Specific Language created for fuzzy control
applications; it allows to define blocks of fuzzy functions with
fuzzy inputs and outputs; it allows also to simplify the writing
of variables and linguistic values, as well as the writing of
logical rules using syntax such as “IF, THEN”.
The main contribution of this paper is not concept-oriented
as in Kwon et al. [4], but concerns the implementation
of a Fuzzy Control Logic library (including fuzzification,
defuzzification, fuzzy rules) into the DEVSimPy framework
in a generic way using a FCL-based implementation. The
DEVSimPy framework is a DEVS modeling and simulation
tool written in Python language. Python is one of the programming languages that provides a framework for defining
fuzzy inference systems through PyFuzzy package [13]. In
addition, Python also allows the definition of these fuzzy
inference systems from the FCL language. In order to facilitate
for a DEVS modeler the use of fuzzy logic when performing
simulation of a given application we choose to integrate FCL
systems into the DEVSimPy framework. FCL facilitates the
DEVS modeler to transform the imprecision in users request
into defuzziyfied values which can be used easily in DEVS
simulations. The rationale behind the coupling of FCL system
with DEVS is that an “expert” human operator can control
a process without understanding the details of its underlying
dynamics. The effective and real control strategies that the
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expert learns through experience can often be expressed as a
set of condition-action, “IF, THEN” rules, that describe the
process state and recommend actions using linguistic, fuzzy
terms instead of classical, crisp rules.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the background of the work including the DEVS
formalism and the FCL language. Section 3 gives the concepts
that have been defined in order to integration fuzzy logic into
the DEVS formalism. The implementation of the previously
defined concepts is given is Section 4. A pedagogical example
allows to illustrate the feasibility of the approach inside the
DEVSimPy environment. Finally, in the last part, we conclude
the work and present the future work around fuzzy inductive
modeling.
II.

Since the seventies, some formal works have been directed
in order to develop the theoretical basements for the modeling
and simulation of dynamical discrete event systems [14].
DEVS [15] has been introduced as an abstract formalism for
the modeling of discrete event systems, and allows a complete
independence from the simulator using the notion of abstract
simulator.
DEVS defines two kinds of models: atomic models and
coupled models. An atomic model is a basic model with
specifications for the dynamics of the model. It describes the
behavior of a component, which is indivisible, in a timed state
transition level. Coupled models tell how to couple several
component models together to form a new model. This kind
of model can be employed as a component in a larger coupled
model, thus giving rise to the construction of complex models
in a hierarchical fashion. As in general systems theory, a DEVS
model contains a set of states and transition functions that are
triggered by the simulator.
A DEVS atomic model AM with the behavior is represented by the following structure:
AM =< X, Y, S, δint , δext , λ, ta >

(1)

where:

•

Q = {(s, e)|s ∈ S h , 0 < e < ta (s)} is the total state
set,

•

e is the elapsed time since last transition, and s the
partial set of states for the duration of ta (s) if no
external event occur,

•

δint : the model being in a state s at ti , it will go into
s0 , s0 = δint (s), if no external events occurs before
ti + ta (s),

•

δext : when an external event occurs, the model being
in the state s since the elapsed time e goes in s0 , The
next state depends on the elapsed time in the present
state. At every state change, e is reset to 0.

•

λ : the output function is executed before an internal
transition, before emitting an output event the model
remains in a transient state.

•

A state with an infinite life time is a passive state
(steady state), else, it is an active state (transient
state). If the state s is passive, the model can evolve
only with an input event occurrence.

The DEVS abstract simulator is derived directly from the
model. A simulator is associated with each atomic model and
a coordinator is associated with each coupled model. In this
approach, simulators allows to control the behavior of each
model, and coordinators allows the global synchronization
between each of them.
B. Fuzzy Control Language
A Fuzzy Control Language (FCL) system allows to define
the process for the mapping from a given input to an output
using fuzzy logic. It is based on Mamdani [16] method for
fuzzy inference which is the most suitable for capturing expert
knowledge, as its rules allow us to describe the expertise in
more intuitive and human-like manner. The fuzzy inference
process comprises the following steps: fuzzify the input, evaluate the fuzzy rules, aggregate the outputs to reach the final
decision, and defuzzify the output to obtain a crisp value.
A FCL system can be formalized as follows:

Xph )}

•

X : {(p, v)|(p ∈ inputports, v ∈
input ports and values,

•

Y : {(p, v)|(p ∈ outputports, v ∈ Yph )} is the set of
output ports and values,

•

S: is the set of states,

•

δint : S → S is the internal transition function that
will move the system to the next state after the time
returned by the time advance function,

•

δext : Q × X → S is the external transition function
that will schedule the states changes in reaction to an
external input event,

is the set of

λ : S → Y is the output function that will generate
external events just before the internal transition takes
places,
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•

V1: a set of input variables.

•

V2: a set of output variables.

•

Fuzzification part:
<term (or set) name> := <points that make up the
term> for each input variable.

•

Rules description part:
<operator>:<algorithm>;
ACCUM:<accumulation method>;
RULE <rule number>: IF <condition> THEN
<conclusion>;

•

Defuzzifiation part:
METHOD:<defuzzification method>;

Each one of these parts has to be defined when considering
a FCL system.
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Fuzzyfication part: The values of V1 have to be converted
into degrees of membership for the membership functions
defined on linguistic variables. These linguistic variables shall
be described by one or more linguistic terms. The linguistic
terms are introduced and described by membership functions
in order to fuzzify the variable.
membership f unction ::= (pointi), (pointj), . . .

(2)

A membership function is defined by a table of points under
the format presented in 2.
Rules description part: Two definitions are required in
order to defined the rules: (i) The Fuzzy operators are used
inside the rules; (ii) The accumulation method.
Fuzzy Operators: To fulfill de Morgans Law, the algorithms
for operators AND and OR shall be used pair-wise e.g.:
•

MAX shall be used for OR if MIN is used for AND.

•

ASUM for Or if PROD for AND.

•

BSUM for OR if BDIF for AND.

Maximum: MAX.

•

Bounded Sum: BSUM.

•

Normalized sum: NSUM.

The inputs of a set of rules are linguistic variables with a
set of linguistic terms. Each term has a degree of membership
assigned to it. It is possible to combine several sub-conditions
and input variables in one rule. The general format is the
following:

subcondition := linguistic variable IS [N OT ]
linguistic term (3)
The conclusion can be split into several subconclusions and
output variables:

subconclusion := linguistic variable IS
linguistic term (4)
Optionally it is possible to give each subconclusion a
weighting factor which is a real with a value between 0.0
and 1.0. This shall be done by the keyword WITH followed
by the weighting factor. The weighting factor shall reduce the
membership degree (membership function) of the subconclusion by multiplication of the result in the subconclusion with
the weighting factor. The generic format of a rule is:

IF condition T HEN subconclusion
[W IT H weighting f actor] subconclusion
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A defuzzification method has to be chosen; The following
defuzzification methods are possible:
•

COG Centre of Gravity.

•

COGS Centre of Gravity for Singletons.

•

COA Centre of Area.

•

LM Left Most Maximum.

•

RM Right Most Maximum.

The following Section introduces the proposed approach
based on the previous concepts.
III.

P ROPOSED A PPROACH

The section introduces the concepts that have been defined
in order to integrate FCL into DEVS models. In order to
succeed in this integration, the following requirements have
to be fulfill:

Accumulation method: Three methods are available:
•

Defuzzification part: A linguistic variable for an output
variable has to be converted into a value. The variable which is
used for the defuzzification corresponds to an output variable.

(5)

•

Ability to define of membership functions (see Equ. 2)
for creating fuzzy inference systems (V1, V2).

•

Ability to support the AND, OR, and NOT logic
operators in user-defined rules.

•

Ability to embed a fuzzy inference system in a DEVS
model.

•

Ability to generate executable fuzzy inference engines.

The proposed solution to integrate FLC into DEVS models
is to offer the possibility to define aggregate fuzzy logic to each
one of the functions involved in the DEVS formalism (δext ,
δint , λ and ta ). For that X, Y and S will contain variables
which are going to be fuzzyfied. Then inferences rules (see
Equ. 3,4,5) will be written inside of DEVS function and fired
as soon as the corresponding function is activated. Finally, a
defuzzyfication mis performed in order to obtain the result
of the respective function (new state for δext and δint , an
output for λ and a real representing the σ for ta ). During
the simulation, the execution of one of the traditional DEVS
functions consists in firing the fuzzy engine associated with
each DEVS function.
A DEVS atomic model AM integrating a fuzzy behavior
using the FCL language and inference engine is represented
by specifying the following functions:
•

δint : S → S is defined as a FCL system involving the
three previously presented steps (fuzzyfication, rules
definition, defuzzyfication). It is defined as a FCL
F CL
system δint
(V 1 : S, V 2 : S).

•

δext : Q × X → S is defined as a FCL system
F CL
δext
(V 1 : Q × X, V 2 : S)

•

λ : S → Y is defined as a FCL system λF CL (V 1 :
S, V 2 : Y )

•

+
CL
ta : S → R∞
is defined as a FCL system tF
:
a
(V 1 : S, V 2 : real).
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The proposed approach allows a modeler using the DEVS
formalism to integrate fuzzy logic into the modeling scheme
of the system under study just by specifying for one or more
of the 4 atomic model functions (δext , δint , λ or ta ): The
fuzzification method of the input variables; Write the inference
rules linked with the behavior of the system under study;
Select the defuzzification method for the output variables. The
classical DEVS modeling and simulation has been unchanged
and it allows to perform the associated fuzzy inference engine.
The next Section will point out how this approach has been
implemented in the framework of the DEVSimPy environment.
IV.

DEVS IM P Y I MPLEMENTATION

A. The DEVSimPy Framework
DEVSimPy [6] is an open Source project (under GPL
V.3 license) supported by the SPE team of the University
of Corsica “Pasquale Paoli”. This aim is to provide a GUI
for the modeling and simulation of PyDEVS [17] models.
PyDEVS is an Application Programming Interface (API) allowing the implementation of the DEVS formalism in Python
language. Python is known as an interpreted, very highlevel, object-oriented programming language widely used to
quickly implement algorithms without focusing on the code
debugging [18]–[20]. The DEVSimPy environment has been
developed in Python with the wxPython [21] graphical library
without strong dependences other than the Scipy [22] and the
Numpy [23] scientific python libraries. The basic idea behind
DEVSimPy is to wrap the PyDEVS API with a GUI allowing
significant simplification of handling PyDEVS models (like the
coupling between models or their storage).
Figure 1 depicts the general interface of the DEVSimPy
environment. A left panel (see bag 1 in Figure 1) shows
the libraries of DEVSimPy models. The user can instantiate
models by using a drag-and-drop functionality. The bag 2 in
Figure 1 shows the modeling part based on a canvas with interconnection of instantiated models. This canvas is a diagram of
atomic or coupled DEVS models waiting to be simulate.

Figure 1.

specific plug-ins embedded in the DEVSimPy compressed file.
This functionality is powerful since it makes it possible to
implement new algorithms above the DEVS code of models
in order to extend their handling in DEVSimPy (exploit
behavioral attributes, overriding of DEVS methods, ...). A
plug-in can also be global in order to manage several models
through an generic interface embedded in DEVSimPy. In this
case, the general plug-in can be enabled/disabled for a family
of selected models.
B. Case of Study: A Burner tank
1) Description: We have validated the implementation using a classical pedagogical example issued from [15]. This
example concerns a fuzzy modeling of a boiler system. The
system consists of two subsystems, a burner and a boiler tank.
The behavior of the boiler tank is specified as a deterministic
one while the behavior of the burner system relies on fuzzy
rules. Of course we are mainly interested in this paper into
the burner fuzzy modeling and simulation. The burner model
has two inputs ports: “on” port and “off” port. Events on
“on” (resp. “off” ) port allow to turn on (resp. off) the burner.
A set of specifications involving possibilities that a faulty
behavior of the burner emerges has been defined in order to
study some unusual or faulty operations. The specifications are
expressed as follows (see Figure 2):
•

When an input event “on” is applied to the model
whose initial state is “OFF” , the possibility to remain
in “OFF” is 0.3 and the possibility of state transition
to state “IGN” is 0.8.

•

When an input event “off” is applied to the model
whose initial state is “OFF” , the possibility to remain
in “OFF” is 0.9 and the possibility of state transition
to state “EXT” is 0.3.

•

When an input event “off” is applied to the model
whose initial state is “ON” , the possibility to remain
in “ON” is 0.2 and the possibility of state transition
to state “EXT” is 0.9.

•

When an input event “on” is applied to the model
whose initial state is “ON” , the possibility to remain
in “ON” is 0.7 and the possibility of state transition
to state “IGN” is 0.5.

•

When an input event “on” is applied to the model
whose initial state is “IGN” , the possibility to remain
in “IGN” is 0.3 and the possibility of state transition
to state “ON” is 0.7.

•

When an input event “off” is applied to the model
whose initial state is “IGN” , the possibility of state
transition to state “ON” is 0.2 and the possibility of
state transition to state “OFF” is 0.8.

•

When an input event “on” is applied to the model
whose initial state is “EXT” , the possibility of state
transition to state “ON” is 0.8 and the possibility of
state transition to state “OFF” is 0.3.

•

When an input event “off” is applied to the model
whose initial state is “EXT” , the possibility to remain
in “EXT” is 0.4 and the possibility of state transition
to state “OFF” is 0.7.

DEVSimPy general interface.

A DEVSimPy model can be stored locally in the hard disk
or in cloud through the web in the form of a compressed file
including the behavior and the graphical view of the model
separately. The behavior of the model can be extended using
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Figure 2.

•

•

State automaton of the model Burner.

In the state “EXT” ,there are two possible internal
transitions: one is to state “ON” with possibility 0.3
and the other to the state “OFF” with possibility 0.9.
The model generates an output event (“B ON” or
“B OFF” ) according to the transition.
In the state “IGN” there are two possible internal
transitions: one is to state “ON” with possibility 0.8
and the other to the state “OFF” with possibility 0.4.
The model generates an output event (“B ON” or
“B OFF” ) according to the transition.

2) DEVSimPy Modeling: The DEVSimPy model is given
in Figure 3. It is a coupled model involving three atomic
models:
•

An atomic model Generator allowing to generate the
inputs events sent to the burner atomic model;

•

The atomic model Burner which implements the
fuzzy behavior of the system using three FCL systems;
it has two input ports corresponding to the “on” and
“off” ports and two outputs corresponding to the
“B ON” and “B OFF” ports. The automaton of this
model (see Fig. 2) is expressed through three set of
rules included in three different files embedded in the
model. Figure 3 depicts the file corresponding to the
δint function.

•

An atomic model Observer which allows to print
the obtained solutions issued from the burner atomic
model which implements a fuzzy behavior. Some of
the obtained printed results are shown in Figure 4.

We have to highlight that, as it can be seen in Figure 3,
the defuzzification method is called Dict. In fact it is not a
true defuzzification method since the fuzzification does not
deal with numerical value but instead a complex structure
(a dictionary) involving the potential states. For this reason,
no classical defuzzification methods (as COG, COGS, LM,
RM, etc.) can be used. The user has to define manually after
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Figure 3.

The DEVSimPy implementation of the Burner coupled model.

a function that according to the possibility values obtained
after applying the “defuzzification” method Dict, what is the
selected state. In regular cases, the user can give priority to
the state value possibility being the greatest.
We can point out the three following main advantages
of the proposed implementation. First, the use of the FCL
language allows a DEVS modeler to access and manipulate
both numerical and linguistic information under one common
framework. The rules generated by the fuzzy inference are
easy to extract and they are already in an understandable,
human readable format. Second, the design of the fuzzy
controller system is flexible because membership functions can
be defined in a large variety of shapes. Third, a FCL system can
be developed with the use of a straightforward one-pass buildup procedure. This will permit to avoid a tedious and time
consuming activity, especially for the novice fuzzy modeler
(as it is often the case for a DEVS modeler).
3) DEVSimPy Simulation: Some simulation results collected by the Observer model are presented in Figure 4. They
highlight the interest in using fuzzy logic in the study of such
a system. For example, the possibility that the burner subsystem can stay in the state “OFF” despite the fact that an input
event should have changed the state of the burner sub-system is
expressed in Figure 4. The results obtained by simulation of the
model of Figure 3 with an input event “on” and an initial state
of the burner system being “OFF” show that the possibility to
be in the state “OFF” after the external transition execution
due to the input event “on” is 0.3 while the possibility to
change to state “IGN” is 0.8. In the same way when the state
of the burner sub-system is “EXT” after an internal transition,
an output event is generated by the burner sub-system: the
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possibility of a “B OFF” event is 0.9 while the possibility of
a “B ON” event is 0.3.

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]
Figure 4. Simulation results for the external transition function and the output
function of the Burner model.

V.

[9]

C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an approach to integrate fuzzy logic
control into the DEVSimPy framework using FCL language.
This approach leans on the coupling of FCL systems with the
classical DEVS formalism. The concepts of fuzzy logic control
have been introduced in the field of DEVS through an uncomplicated integration scenario. Fuzzy logic controller systems
are relatively simple to design in the DEVSimPy framework
using FCL system specifications. Involved mathematical insight was not required and the process relied more on intuition
and experience for a DEVS modeler. A pedagogical example
has been introduced and implemented into DEVSimPy in order
to validate the presented approach. This work can further be
developed in the following areas: (1) The fuzzification of
the time advance function has not yet been validated. We
are currently working on this validation using a pedagogical
example requiring the modeling of uncertainty of the time advance function. (2) We plan to combine fuzzy logic and neural
networks in the framework of the DEVSimPy environment. By
cooperating, the two technologies could combine their advantages in order to explain the results of neural networks and
to simplify the development of fuzzy rules. (3) A last future
orientation concerns fuzzy Inductive modeling [24]. The idea is
to design models from observations of Input/Output Behavior.
Fuzzy inductive modeling leans on the following four steps:
(i) Discretization of quantitative information; (ii) Reasoning
about discrete categories; (iii) Inferring consequences about
categories; (iv) Interpolation between neighboring categories
using fuzzy logic. The future work will also concern the
application of the fuzzy modeling and simulation on real cases
such as the prediction of the water consumption on the Corsica
Island in order to plan the production of water using a water
distribution network all over the country or the forecasting of
rainfall on the island in order to predict flood or land drought.
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Abstract — Recently, the application of lean thinking in
healthcare has grown significantly in response to rising
demand, caused by population growth, ageing and high
expectations of service quality. However, insufficient
justifications and lack of quantifiable evidence are the main
obstacles to convince healthcare executives to adopt lean
philosophies. This paper presents a real application of the
successful implementation of a methodology that integrates
Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and simulation modelling to
improve an emergency department (ED) of a University
hospital in Dublin. Appling lean approach in operations will
minimize the patient waiting time and improve service time.
VSM points out to the value-added and non-value-added
activities in a clear schematic way. Simulation Model is also
developed for the department in order to account for the
variability and complexity resulted in healthcare processes due
to dynamism and sharing resources. A comparative analysis of
current and future state of the ED is provided and presented to
managers to illustrate the potential benefits of adopting lean
practices.
Keywords: Lean; Modeling and Simulation; Healthcare;
Capacity Planning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Health systems are complex [1]. Although a significant
fraction of many governments’ budgets is allocated to health,
results have hardly matched expectations as many health
system performance indicators have shown limited
improvement. Long waiting lists, overcrowding, and
patient’s dissatisfaction are the main symptoms of the
healthcare system in Ireland with over 46,400 adults and
children waiting for hospital treatment, according to the
latest figures from the Health Service Executive (HSE) in
Ireland [2]. Healthcare managers are challenged by intrinsic
uncertainty of the demands and outcomes of healthcare
systems [3]; high public demand for increased quality [4];
high level of human involvement at both patients level and
resource level (doctor, nurses, etc.); limited budget and
resources; and large number of variables (e.g., staff
scheduling, number of beds, etc.). As a result, service
providers and healthcare managers are continuously studying
the efficiency of existing healthcare systems and exploring
improvement opportunities.
Traditionally, critical decisions are made based on the
vast arrays of data contained in clinical and administrative
records. This approach cannot succeed in representing the
dynamic interaction between the interconnected components
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of the healthcare system. Consequently, this approach has
limited use when it comes to predicting the outcomes of
changes or proposed actions to the system. Analytical tools
are needed to support managers’ decisions at different levels
within the healthcare system. If analytical models are
impractical in the healthcare settings, it is usually due to the
imposed simplifications on the model. Accordingly,
important details and features of the underlined systems
cannot be captured. Lean thinking and simulation modeling
offer two distinct frameworks which healthcare
organizations can adapt to address their challenges.
In the rest of the paper, Section 2 reviews related work.
Section 3 introduces the case study and the application of
lean and simulation, followed by experimentation and
analysis in Section 4, while Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

With the healthcare organizations aim to improve the
patient experience and system’s effectiveness and efficiency,
they were confronted with increasing costs, demand on
services and expectations in service quality. Corresponding
to these challenges, decision makers were forced to think of
new flexible ways to reduce waste, improve process control
and improve utilization of resources. Lean is one of the most
valuable techniques that can be used to achieve these
ambitions [5]. Lean is a concept related to philosophies
derived from Toyota production system to create more value
with less. The lean process evaluates operations step by step
to identify waste and inefficiency and then creates solutions
to improve operations and reduce cost [6]. The lean process
represent an unending cycle toward perfection, in which the
services in continually refined and improved [7]. The
existing number of publications proves the importance of
lean in healthcare [8]. Lean has been utilized effectively in
healthcare to reduce waiting times and improve system
performance by eliminating the wasteful activities from the
existing processes [9], [10] in many departments across the
hospital setting including the emergency [11], [12] and
surgery departments [13]. Despite the efficiency of
implementing lean philosophy, reports reflected on few
drawbacks especially related to the interpretations of
changes.
Reviewing the portfolio of techniques and tools that
assist in implementing lean, three groups can be
distinguished. While some of these tools such as process
mapping are used to review the performance of the
organization in terms of waste and process, improvement
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tools are focusing on redesigning and developing the existing
processes. Finally, monitoring tools, such as visual
management, are used to examine the existing and the
developing processes [14]. Furthermore, while some of these
tools are focusing on the entire organization as the unit of
analysis, others such as Value Stream Mapping (VSM) are
more focused on a product value stream. A value stream is a
mapping tool that is used to identify Value-Added activities
(VA) from Non-Value added (NVA) activities, the NVA
activities increase throughput time and develop an undue
service time [15]. In recent years, VSM has emerged as the
preferred assist to implement lean [16] and in particularly
with complex dynamic systems such as emergency
department [17]. VSM is considered a valuable tool in
helping health care managers to recognize waste and its
sources. The content of VSM does not only include
information about the materials flow but also about the flow
time based performance [18]. VSM can be formulated in
three steps; the first step is to formulate the current state
value map to give a snapshot of the current processes. To
achieve this, managers illustrate every step in service and
document facts such as cycle time, buffer sizes, and personal
requirements [19]. The second step consists in the
identification and analysis of the waste encountered along
the value stream. Finally, a parallel map is developed to
describe the ideal future state without the removed waste
[20] Critique to VSM approach is due to the fact that it is a
static tool and sometimes unable to illustrate the dynamic
behavior between system components. For managers, this
might affect their judgments to recognize whether the best
future state as regards to the desired level of system
performance is achieved or not [21]. At the moment, there is
a need to wait for few months to monitor the impact of the
changes on the system key performance indicators.
Consequently, a complementary tool with VSM is required
to handle uncertainty and model the dynamics between
system components for different future state maps [22].
Using simulation modeling in the assessment process of lean
implementation would explore the various opportunities of
process improvement and the impact of the proposed
changes before implementation [23]. The future state has to
be validated before implementation in order to minimize
risks and reduce trial and error adjustments. Simulation can
also be used to systemically identify the best alternatives of
the future state. By using simulation, operation process data
can be analyzed fully to examine the parameter’s variability
and uncertainty in operation [24] and [25]. Simulation has
been widely proven to be a flexible tool to model the
uncertainty and complexity [26]. By testing design
alternatives, simulation analysis will provide an effective
way of examining solutions prior to their actual
implementation and reducing the risk associated with lean
process.
III.

SIMULATION-BASED VALUE STREAM MAPPING

A. Hospital and ED Background
In Ireland, with more than 1.2 millions attending the ED
every year, the ED overcrowding has been declared a
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national emergency. The shortage of beds coupled with the
high patient demand and shortage of staff has affected the
ED capability to provide efficient and safe care to patients.
Prolonged waiting times has been reported with more than
40% of the patients waiting between 10-24 hours (HSE
Performance Monitoring Report, 2010). Consequently, the
hospitals are not compliant with the Health Service
Executive (HSE) waiting time targets (6 hour patient
experience time target). It was also reported by the task
force in 2007 that the overall ED physical space and
infrastructure is insufficient. Accordingly, analysing the
patient flow in emergency departments to optimise the ED
capacity in order to minimize the length of stay has become
a crucial requirement. The hospital studied is a public, adult
teaching hospital that holds 463 beds and handles almost
220,000 patients annually. Its ED logs over 45000 patients a
year. The ED has 4 resuscitation beds, 4 minor injury beds,
9 major beds, 1 triage room, and 2 X-ray rooms. It has also
a Clinical Decision Unit (CDU), which is designated for
patients who are still under ED physicians and need further
investigations. The uncertainty and complexity of the ED
processes require a technique that can handle system
variation and validate improvements steps before it can be
implemented [27]. The proposed framework is used to
identify VA and NVA activities and model the complexity
of the ED to explore potential solutions to meet the national
metrics.
B. Data Collection and Analysis
In order to acquire knowledge about the ED processes
and build a VSM, extensive information was gathered.
Direct observation to the service delivery operation was
conducted to represent the interaction between the different
service delivery processes and to deliver average processes
times. Extensive interviews with ED doctors, nurses,
administrators, nursing staff, and unit porters were conducted
to gain precious insights into the ED operation processes in
theory and practice. The vast amount of data collected was
very valuable in determining the current ED service delivery
processes and developing the VSM. ED service delivery
process have the following sets of activities, some occur in
sequential; some are omitted for different patient conditions.
These activities are: patient arrival; triage process; initial ED
doctor assessment; diagnostic tests; doctor follow up or
treatment planning; admission or discharge.
There are two main ways for patient’s arrival to EDs,
ambulance or walk-in. Patients arriving via ambulance are
always giving priority as they are considered as urgent and
need to be triaged immediately. By using the Manchester
triage system, patients are categorized into 5 groups and each
group is given a color: Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and
Red. The red category signals a very sick patient that needs
to be seen immediately and blue signals the non-urgent
patient. For the purpose of this paper, the patient flow was
given number from 1-15. The Patient arrives and is
registered by a receptionist. In the next step, the patient will
be triaged by a senior nurse to determine the severity of their
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condition and the patient will be labeled by a triage category.
If the patient is given the red or orange category, the patient
will be moved to resuscitation or to major immediately. The
triaged patients (yellow, green, and blue category) will wait
in the designated area (waiting room) for an available bed.
The patients will be seen according to their triage category.
If the ED cubicles are full or the doctors are busy with life
threatening case, the patients have to wait longer to be seen,
resulting in overcrowding. Hence, the arrival of critically ill
patients will be given priority to be seen ahead of other
patients. The patients will be called by a nurse and allocated
a cubicle waiting to be assessed by ED doctor. Depending on
the initial ED doctor assessment, one or more diagnostic tests
are recommended. Following the diagnostic tests, the patient
will be reviewed by ED doctor to recommend admitting
them to the hospital or discharged from ED or further
investigation required. If the patient requires a medical or
surgical assessment, the bleep system will be used to contact
the designated team and a verbal handover will be given by
ED doctor.
If the surgical team is carrying out an operation in
Theatre, the patient has to wait for few hours before an
assessment will be carried out. If the patient needs further
Radiology

Lab

investigation under ED doctor care, the patient will be
admitted to CDU. During the patient stay in CDU, the
medical care is provided by ED health care staff. If the
diagnostic test comeback as abnormal, the patient will be
referred to the appropriate medical/surgical team and will be
admitted to the hospital, otherwise the patient will be
discharged. If a decision is taken to admit the patient, the
hospital bed manager has to be notified to allocate a bed.
During the wait time for ward bed, the ED nurses are
responsible for the patient’s care.
C. Development of the VSM
Data for the current stat map was collected as
recommended by Rother and Shock [28]. The data collection
for the ED process started at patient leaving ED (admission
or discharge), and worked backward all the way to the
patient arrivals, gathering snapshots of data such as process
cycle time, waiting time before each process, number of
employees for each process and their qualification. The
VSM for ED is presented in Figure 1.

Assessment by
ED doctor

Triage process

Registration
Patient
Arrival

C/T:

C/T:

C/T:

C/T:

Staff:

Staff:

Staff:
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Equip:
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5-30Mins

5-10Min
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15Min
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5-10Min
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Transfer to CDU
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Doing blood
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C/T:

C/T:

C/T:

Staff:

Staff:

Staff:

60-120Min
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Equip:

10-20 Mins

Staff:
Equip:

Equip:

20-60 Mins

1hr-24 Hrs

5-10 Min

2-16Hrs

20-30 Mins

20-30Mins
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Discharge Home
Bloods Test,-ray
reviewed by ED
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Medical/Surgical
Assessment

Medical/Surgical
Refeeral

Admission- Awaiting
for a Bed.

C/T:
C/T:

Staff:

Staff:

Equip:

C/T:

Staff:

Staff:
Equip:

3Hrs-6hrs

1-3Hrs
5-10Mins

C/T:

Equip:

Equip:
5Mins-2Hrs

Transfer to the
ward

15-30Mins

1-10Hrs
5-10Mins

15-20Mins

Figure 1. Current State Value Stream Map of the ED
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The large boxes in the map represent the process and
steps needed to achieve it. Also, each process has a data box
below, which contains the health care staff in each process,
and the facility required. The timeline at the bottom has two
elements. The first element of the timeline is the processing
time (VA time). VA time is obtained by summing all the
processing times in the value stream. The second component
of timeline is the process waiting time (NVA). This time is
calculated by adding the waiting time before each process.
As represented in the VSM, the average waiting time to
see a doctor is between 10 to 420 minutes depending on the
patient’s condition and the availability of a bed in ED.
Despite the process of doing blood investigation average
time is between 10-15 minutes, waiting for the results to be
ready for review is between 60-120 minutes. There are three
possible paths for patients in ED after the ED doctor review
the diagnostic test results and commence follow up or begin
treatment of the patient. These paths are:
1.

2.

3.

The patient need further diagnostic tests but still
under ED physician care. The average process time
from patient arrival to ED to be ready to be
discharged or admitted to the ward is between 103157 minutes compared to 182-2154 minutes average
waiting time.
Patient treatment is finished and is to be discharged.
The average process time from arrival to ED to be
discharged is 48-77 minutes while the waiting
average time is between 102-654 minutes.
Finally, if the patient required a medical/surgical
consultation, the average process time is between
58-97 minutes while the average waiting time is
between157-934 minutes.

To find the causes behind the long NVA time in the ED
process, conducting a root cause analysis is essential.
D. Root Cause Analysis
Root cause analysis is an applied tool developed by
Professor Ishikaua in 1943 [29] to analyze possible causes
or problems while organizing the causal relationships. A
root cause analysis was conducted to explore the causes
behind the long waiting time (NVA) in ED process. Figure
2 represents a root cause analysis diagram. According to the
diagram, six categories were found to be the main
contributors in extending waiting time for patients in the ED
journey. These categories were:
1.

b.

2. Information Technology (IT):
There was no IT system found in order to inform ED
staff members that blood results or X-ray are ready for
collection. The waiting time for diagnostic results when
they are ready to be reviewed is NVA time.
3. Manpower:
a.

b.
c.
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There was no dedicated nurse in minor injury. The
nurse in minor injury was distracted to help in
resuscitation if needed. This causes longer waiting
time to patients attending minor injury area.
When the nurses on duty were not skilled to take
bloods, the ED doctors have to do it themselves.
If the senior doctor was busy in resuscitation, there
will be no decision maker available to discharge or
admit patients. Junior doctors have to wait to
discuss patient case with senior doctor to direct the
patient treatment plan.

4. Investigations:
The limited access to diagnostic tests, such as CT scan at
night and weekends, increases the patient’s length of
stay in ED dramatically.
5. Communication
a.

b.
c.

If a patient triaged and labeled with red or orange,
triage nurse have to search for the nurse manager to
allocate a bed immediately. No communication
system in place available between triage nurse and
nurse manager.
Medical/surgical teams were not available all the
time to respond to consultation referral from ED.
Laboratory technicians were not informed about
sending blood samples to the lab.

6. Process:
a.

Resources:

a. The shortage of beds in ED and hospital resulting
from the high patients demand has impacted

negatively on ED performance. Admitted patients
have to wait a long time in ED before transferring
them to their wards is not only blocking ED beds,
but is also over utilized ED resources.
Because of the lack of ED doctor’s access to
outpatient clinic, chronic patients were found to
occupy acute beds in ED.

b.

Over processing in triage process. Because of the
long waiting times to see a doctor, the tri-age nurse
has to carry out a comprehensive over processing
triage.
Delay in transporting blood samples to the lab.
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Manpower
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Information Technology
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to transfer
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nurses to take
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Because of the
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No access to outpatient
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Chronic patients
occupying acute
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Busy in theatre or clinics

Process

Unavailable Med/Surg
teams to respond to
consultation
referrals

communication
Investigation

Figure 2. Root cause analysis

E. Simulation Model Development
Based on the discussed patient flow, VSM, and root case
analysis, a comprehensive simulation model was developed.
As the work involves processes at the patient level, DiscreteEvent Simulation (DES) is suitable. The simulation model
has been designed to reflect the interaction between entities
in the ED real world. Starting from the early stage of the
development process, it took into consideration the whole
model into the hierarchy scheme to enable the modularity
and extendibility. Mainly, the simulation model is divided
into three basic stages; patient generation and arrival, patient
treatment and patient discharge. Generation of the patient
arrival pattern in the first stage depended on the distributions
extracted from the real data of the ED. Patients arrival has
two sources; patients come with the ambulance and patients
come as walk in. There are two entry points to the ED zones
one for the ambulance patients who has higher priority and
the other one for the walk in patients. The treatment stage of
the model contains the main zones and labs of the ED. This
stage starts with the triage block, which decides the priority
level of treating patient on scale from 1 to 5 with 1
determining the highest priority. Patients move from triage to
the zones or the waiting room according to the severity level.
There are three zones for patient treatment, the first one
zone1 is dedicated to the most severe cases such as
unconscious or non-breathing patients, the second one is
zone2 which receives patients with major injuries and the
third one is zone3, which is dedicated to the minor injuries
patients. Each zone provides a sequence of treatment and
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examining processes according to the severity level of the
patient.
The routers blocks in the simulation model control the
pathway of the patient treatment process according to the
statistics extracted from the ED real data. Different resources
batches to the patient by joining the process. When the
patient enters the zone, a trolley and cubicle resource is
assigned to the patient. In the treatment process, a doctor or
nurse assigned to the patient. It depends on the capacity and
availability these resources.
The journey in each zones ends with the discharging
stage, which distribute the patient to one of the discharge
outcomes; Home, GP, Die, Transfer and Others. During the
whole journey of the patient and at certain points, the
average waiting time and patient experience time (PET) length of stay - are accumulated for each patient to calculate
the final average PET and waiting time for all patients. These
measurements or KPIs are used later to examine the impact
of the change of the simulation variables on the performance
of the ED.
For the simulation model to be considered as
representative of the processes within ED and to be able to
use it for testing scenarios, validation and verification are
needed. Using visual tracking, the simulation model was
verified by examining every group of blocks to ensure that
patients follow the correct care path. Also, the conceptual
model was validated by the ED senior managers and senior
staff. A face validation approach was performed with the ED
senior managers to validate the generic simulation model.
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Finally, the output of the simulation model was compared
with actual ED processes time and the deviation average was
not more than 5% from the actual values.
IV.

EXPERIMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

TABLE III SIMULATION RESULTS FOR ALL VARIABLES

Simulation model scenarios are in relation to the ED
capacity in terms of number of major and minor cubicles
required to better manage current and future demand for care.
Besides ED capacity concerns, three other bottlenecks have
been identified; time to admit patients from ED to hospital
wards, ED staffing level, and time for specialty team to see a
patient. A summary of the simulation variables and their
agreed range of values is given in Table I.
TABLE I SIMULATION VARIABLES
Possible rang of
Simulation Variable
values
Major Cubicles
9, 15, 20, 25
Minor Cubicles
6, 8, 10, 12
ED Size
Resus Cubicles
4, 6
ED to Wards time (hrs)
1, 2, 3, 4
ED Staffing level
Current, infinity
Specialty Team Time (hrs)
2, 3

The main Key Performance Indicator used in the
simulation model is the percentage of patients with patient
experience time (i.e., length of stay) less than 6 hours. Due to
the large number of combinations of variables, a total of 45
scenarios have been selected
Regarding the staffing level, the value ‘c’ refers to the
current staffing level where the value ‘i’ represents an infinite
supply of staff. Although not realistic, the objective of the
assumption of infinite supply of staff is to switch on and off
the staffing bottleneck and to focus on the determining the
ED size regardless of the actual staff needed as requested by
the ED stakeholders. Each scenario was tested by the
simulation model for 12 months for 15 runs.
As shown in Table II, percentage of patients staying the
ED less than 6 hours does not improve with only increasing
the ED size.
TABLE II SIMULATION RESULTS OF INCREASING CAPACITY
Speciality
Time
(HRS)

Staffing
Levels

ED to
Wards

Major

3

c

4

25

12

4

36

3

c

4

20

10

6

40

3

c

4

15

8

6

45

Minor

Resus

PET<6hrs
(%)

Along with current staffing level, decreasing the waiting
time for patients who need to be admitted to hospital wards is
crucial for improving PET. Additionally, decreasing the time
for specialty teams to check patients in the ED is important
for decreasing overall PET (Table III).
With resolving these two bottlenecks, namely ED toward
time and specialty team time, the effect of increasing the ED
size on PET is constrained by the current staffing level.
Assuming an infinite supply of staff, it was found that the ED
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needs to increase its major cubicles by at least 122% of its
current capacity (from 9 to 20) and minor cubicles by 33%
with no need to increase Resus cubicles.

Speciality
Time

Staffing
Levels

ED to
Wards

Majors

Minors

Resus

3
3
3
3
3

c
c
c
c
c

4
3
4
3
2

25
25
20
20
25

12
10
10
12
8

4
6
6
4
4

PET
< 6 hrs
(%)
36
39
40
43
44

3

c

2

20

6

6

45

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2

c
c
c
i
i
c
c
i
c
i
c
i
i
i

4
3
1
4
4
1
2
4
1
3
3
4
3
4

15
15
25
15
20
20
15
25
15
15
9
15
20
20

8
6
6
8
10
8
12
12
10
6
8
8
12
10

6
4
4
6
6
4
6
4
4
4
6
6
4
6

45
49
49
50
52
52
52
54
56
56
57
57
57
58

3

c

2

9

10

4

59

2

i

4

25

12

4

59

3

i

3

25

10

6

60

3

c

1

9

12

6

61

3

i

3

9

8

6

62

3
3
2

i
i
i

2
2
3

15
20
9

12
6
8

6
6
6

62
63
63

3

i

1

15

10

4

64

3

i

2

9

10

4

65

3

i

2

25

8

4

65

2

i

3

15

6

4

66

3

i

1

20

8

4

67

3

i

1

9

12

6

68

2

i

2

9

10

4

68

2
3
2

i
i
i

3
1
3

20
25
25

12
6
10

4
4
6

68
70
71

2

i

2

15

12

6

71

2
2
2
2
2

i
i
i
i
i

1
2
1
2
1

9
20
15
25
20

12
6
10
8
8

6
6
4
4
4

72
75
76
77
82

2

i

1

25

6

4

84

V. CONCLUSION
Integrating lean thinking into decisions is a well-thought
management practice in complex business systems. It can
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help not only to improve the quality of service but it also
eliminates non-value added activities. This approach can be
applied to support healthcare managers to reduce costs and
improve healthcare organization performance. To exploit the
improvement opportunities, VSM was used to identify the
non-value added activities in a structured diagram that
presents system parameters (i.e. materials flow and the cycle
time). This enables the management team to discover system
bottlenecks and impact of changes on performance.
Application of Simulation modelling was also utilised in the
case study to demonstrate the dynamism of the key system
resources. Results show that the integration between VSM
and Simulation Modelling was effective in modelling
capacity planning activities within the Emergency
Department of one of the leading hospitals in Dublin. The
framework has a potential to be used as a template of
planning emergency departments in Ireland.
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Abstract—Automobiles contain an increasing number of distributed Electrical and Electronic systems. Among such systems,
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is a major issue that
impacts functional safety and requires a high verification effort.
The automotive standard for functional safety ISO 26262 already
provides requirements for EMC and refers to agreed standards.
It addresses the topic during the development process in order
to obtain a tolerable level of risks arising from possible causes
for system malfunctions. Yet, a coherent process for EMC
and functional safety on a concept level is missing. With this
publication a model-based method is provided that connects
specification, design, and analysis of functional as well as physical
characteristics for distributed safety-relevant systems with EMC
simulations. By applying our method, potential coupling paths
and EMC issues can be systematically identified, analyzed and
addressed by introducing counter measures at a concept level
of the development process. The resulting technical design is
compliant to a technical safety concept and traceable with
respect to electromagnetic characteristics of affected hardware
components and wires.
Keywords–Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC); Model-based
design; Automotive; ISO 26262; Safety-relevant systems

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Today’s cars contain an increasing amount and variety of
Electrical and Electronic (E/E) systems. Thereby, many of
them implement safety-relevant functions. The ISO 26262 is
the agreed automotive standard for functional safety, which
provides requirements and recommendations for the development of such systems.
One issue addressed by that standard is EMC for a safetyrelevant system and its environment. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) between hardware components is a typical cause
for failure dependencies (e.g., common cause failures) and
for systematic failures in hardware components that realize
functions of safety-relevant systems. Physical characteristics of
hardware components and interconnecting wires can provide
coupling conditions leading to critical malfunctions. Therefore,
EMC must be addressed when defining a safety concept for
a safety-relevant E/E system and when designing its hardware
such that it is sufficiently robust against EMI. However, the
parameter space for a specific EMC problem is typically very
large. Thus, the evaluation of its electromagnetic (EM) properties is very complex. Trying to simulate all hardware components on a detailed level requires enormous effort. Abstraction
of the EMC problem with conservative over-approximation of
EMC can help. In order to reduce the complexity and to ensure
functional safety w.r.t EMC this work presents a guideline on
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how to tackle the problem on the system level of the safety
process.
The proposed method is a combination of analysis and
simulation-based test methods. It allows a systematic identification and evaluation of safety-relevant malfunctions and
faults related to EMC. We propose a model-based approach
together with contracts. It allows specifying dependencies
between functional and physical characteristics of distributed
and interconnected components. With it the EMC problem can
be addressed for distributed system development. Typically,
contracts are used to model and analyze functional characteristics of E/E systems. The electromagnetic influence of hardware components and connector systems (wiring harness) and
their relationship to functional system properties is neglected.
Thus, we propose a meta-model together with a corresponding
workflow to address this problem. In order to cope with the
complexity of the EMC problem the scope of this paper is
limited to electrical near field coupling. Since the paper refers
mainly to the ISO 26262, we use the wording and terms from
this standard.
This paper is structured as follows. We first describe the
state of the art with regard to this publication. In the following
section we introduce the basics of contracts, functional safety
according to the ISO 26262, and multi-perspective modeling.
Finally, we define the meta-model and the workflow of the
proposed methodology in IV and discuss its benefits.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
In this section, the state of the art is described and discussed
regarding methods for safety-relevant automotive systems,
EMC, model-based methods including existing standards and
tools as well as related work.
A. Safety-relevant automotive systems
Today’s automotive system engineering processes and quality management guidelines take into account the topic functional safety respecting the standard ISO 26262 [1] that has
been effective since 2011. The standard addresses EMC in
the context of robustness as well as systematic and dependent
failures on different levels of abstraction, i.e., system and
hardware level. Standardized testing methods are referenced
for usage to ensure EMI robustness of hardware components
as well as parts and to address EMC in system integration
tests. Depending on the ASIL safety goals and derived safety
requirements may only be violated with a maximum failure
rate which is analyzed using quantitative methods like Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) or by applying fault metrics. FTA is
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defined in [2]. A typical topic regarding the analysis of faulttrees is the analysis of cut-sets and the determination of
minimal cut-sets as shown in [3]. In order to analyze the
quantitative influence of common cause failures like those
related to EMI the parent standard IEC 61508 [4] suggests the
usage of a β-factor analysis. The analysis is systematic using a
table with questions to determine the β- factor. Implementation
assumptions including EMC-related wire alignment such as
cable alignment and further environmental characteristics are
considered in this catalog of questions. The analysis is for
instance supported by the tool FaultTree+ [5] or by Medini
Analyze from IKV[6].
B. EMC
EMC is a major topic for automotive industry and subject to many publications, standards and physical simulation
tools. A detailed description of cross talk in the automotive
environment is given in [7]. The number of tool, suitable
for modelling and simulation of EMI of car components
seems quite limited. Yet their number increases. EMC Studio
[8], for example, provides a useful framework to simulation
EMI between cables and devices. The same is possible with
FEKO [9]. Both tools allow defining a cable tree, attaching
circuits and simulating the interference in terms of parasitic
voltages, currents, and critical frequency ranges. Powerful
hybrid tools such as COMSOL Multiphysics [10], also allow
correct simulation of EMI providing a profound knowledge
of electromagnetism. All those tools are equally suitable for
the evaluation of EMI at a fixed geometry. The data obtained
from such simulation is available for formulating or refining
contracts, which can be used in the authors evaluation process.
The authors focus on the development of such a simulation
tool which is also able to optimize cable and cable tree geometry with regard to EMC for given external boundary conditions,
such as a case or housing. With regard to the topic of functional
safety discussed above, an overview about the impact of
functional safety on EMC is provided by Kado et al. [11].
The authors of that publication discuss environmental factors
like temperature and ageing effects and note their importance
for EMC. According to them, a safety manager must have
an overview on all EMC activities. Failure modes caused by
EMI have to be taken into account during the hazard analysis
and risk assessment. Inductive and deductive safety analyses
as well as fault injection tests need to be performed. Common
cause failures with regard to environmental conditions need
to be identified for all safety-critical functions to determine
appropriate measures. A respective test plan should be created
with regard to EMC relevant characteristics and traceability of
EMC related documents needs to be ensured.
C. Model-based approaches
Capturing the complexity is one challenge for safetyrelevant systems and also for EMC. This challenge is often
addressed by model-based methods and tools supporting them.
One related formalism is the use of contracts. Contracts have
been subject to various research projects in the context of
safety-relevant systems like SPEEDS [12], CESAR [13] or
SPES2020 [14]. The contracts enable formal requirements engineering and systems engineering by explicitly distinguishing
between assumptions and promises of system components.
An overview about contracts is provided by Benveniste et
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al. [15]. Formal representations of assumptions and promise
are often discussed, e.g., regarding the use of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas for functional conditions or other
pattern-based expressions with defined syntax and semantics
for various aspects. Among other things virtual integration
testing is defined for contracts with functional and safety
characteristics allowing formal analysis of consistency and
compatibility between system components as well as checking
the correct implementation of a contract by components with
derived contracts. To analyze integration of components regarding physical conditions typically tools like Simulink [16]
or Modelica [17] are referenced. Modelling languages can be
used to describe design artefacts and their relationships such
as system components and requirements to be satisfied on
different abstraction levels and architectural perspectives as
described by Damm et al. [18]. An architectural modelling
language for automotive system design is EAST-ADL [19].
It addresses topics like hardware modelling, error modelling
and traceability between design and requirements on different abstraction levels and architectures. Hardware connectors
between hardware components are considered as wires. It is
possible to allocate requirements (including requirements on
EMC) to both, connectors and components. The alignment of
wires can be described by using descriptive concepts from
the Harness Description List (HDL) [20]. Functional design
traceable with the topological layout of wires can be defined
in the tool PREEvision from Vector. It provides different
architectural views including a logical architecture view, a
hardware architecture view, a wiring harness view, and a
geometric view. Therefore, reasoning about the alignment of
wires is possible with PREEvision.
D. Related work
A methodology similar to the approach of this document
is proposed in previous work [21]. The methodology suggests
the usage of contracts to cope with environmental factors
related to physical conditions in a dependent failure analysis
with regard to the topology of a safety-related automotive
system. Simulation methods were recommended to determine
potential dependent failures. This approach instruments the
heterogeneous rich components (HRC) meta-model developed
in the SPEEDS project [22] in order to model contracts. The
method is evaluated for temperature. It will be shown how the
approach can be extended to investigate wire installations and
EMC together with physical simulations.
E. Discussion
From our point of view the presented state of the art
lacks in the missing interaction between EMC and functional
safety aspects. On the one hand, EMC is typically addressed
on detailed levels (II-B), which incorporates several risks.
Adhering to the recommendations of standards leads to overengineered (too robust) systems, or is not necessarily complete
regarding all safety-relevant EMI faults of a system under
design. Furthermore, the consistency of a system’s EMC
properties with its electromagnetic environment is not ensured
at design time. Unintended additional development loops can
therefore be required. On the other hand, an ISO 26262
compliant safety process is systematic and starts at an early
stage of system design. But, the standard does not define exact
methods or formalisms to integrate and analyze relevant EMC
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properties with derived safety concepts. In order to perform
a β-factor analysis for EMI-related dependent failures EMC
characteristics of the system implementation must be known. A
systematic design process and derivation of requirements is not
considered. The discussed model-based methods, formalisms,
and tools only partially address the needs to address EMC in
an automotive safety process. For instance, existing contract
based methods do not address EMC. Formalisms like EASTADL or KBL and tools like PREEvision do not allow to define
and analyze all relevant EMC characteristics with functional
and hardware architectures or wiring harnesses.
Thus, we propose a method to combine functional and
safety views of a system under design with a physical view. By
using concepts from the previously published approach [21],
extending it with concepts from HDL and PREEvision we are
able to link and analyze an automotive wiring topology and
related EMI) with a functional safety concept compliant to the
ISO 26262.
The main difference to the state of the art is the systematic
approach for EMC in the context of safety relevant automotive
systems. Starting with the requirements on the level of a
functional safety concept, technical EMC requirements are
consistently derived for concepts of a safety concept and its
environment. EMC requirements are made explicit in terms
of physical assumptions and promises for all relevant components.
III. BASICS
Our methodology builds upon contracts, functional safety,
EMC principles and multi–perspective modelling.
A. Contracts
Our approach includes the usage of contracts. They provide
a component specification framework for distributed system
development. The usage of contracts allows a formalized argumentation about the combination of the single component’s
specifications in a defined environment. Contract-based reasoning can be used for early validation in distributed development
with different suppliers or company divisions and for the reuse
of existing designs. Within the contract specifications, different
viewpoints such as functional, safety or physical concerns can
be addressed.
The basic idea of contracts is a structured specification of
component characteristics in terms of assumption - promise
pairs. Crucial for contracts is the explicit definition of assumptions made on the integration environment of a single
component. The component itself is considered as a black box.
Characteristics promised in the component’s specification are
only guaranteed if the corresponding assumption holds.
In particular, compatibility between contracts of distributed
components and their combined integration in a context with
a contract on a higher level of abstraction can be analyzed by
applying contract based methods like a Virtual Integration Test
(VIT) as shown in [18].
In order to illustrate the structure of contracts, the following
contract specifies a function with a promised execution time
for processing an output signal b, assuming that an input signal
a is available at a certain frequency: Assumption: ”a occurs at
most every 100 ms.” Promise: ”whenever a occurs b occurs at
most after 80 ms.
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B. EMC, Functional Safety and ISO 26262
The automotive functional safety standard ISO 26262 [1]
provides a framework of requirements, activities, and recommendations to achieve functional safety for automotive
E/E systems. According to this standard, functional safety is
a property of E/E systems that guaranties the “absence of
unreasonable risk due to hazards caused by malfunctioning
behavior”.
In an early stage of the safety process the E/E system
is defined in its boundary on vehicle level as item. For this
item hazardous malfunctions are identified in a hazard analysis
and risk assessment. These hazards are considered in different
operational scenarios as risks. An Automotive Safety Integrity
Level (ASIL) is determined and assigned to the risks, rating
a risk as safety relevant (ASIL A to D) or as a matter of
an established quality management (QM). Safety goals are derived from the safety relevant risks. They go along with further
requirements for the system design depending on the ASIL. For
each safety goal functional safety requirements are derived,
defining together the functional safety concept. They consist
of technology independent definitions on how safe states are
maintained by a system’s elements in order to achieve a
safety goal. Dependent failures caused by, e.g., EMI have to
be taken into account. Reasoning about them on the level
of the functional safety concept typically requires knowledge
about the technical realization, which is not complete at that
stage of the process. Yet, preliminary architectural assumptions
and environmental constraints are typically available and can
be refined. Therefore, dependent failures have to be taken
into account when defining the technical safety concept and
when arguing about its compliance to the functional safety
concept. When deriving technical safety requirements from the
functional safety requirements, analysis methods like a FTA
are recommended to “identify causes of systematic failures and
the effects of systematic faults”. EMC violations are systematic
causes related to the integration environment of a hardware element (victim) implementing parts of a safety relevant system.
Therefore, EMC is related to integration testing. Also, when
reusing an existing technical design, environmental conditions
such as EMC shall be checked before implementing a system.
Additionally, on hardware level the “level of robustness shall
be demonstrated using feasible test methods” for which the
ISO 26262 refers to typical standards such as ISO 7637
“Road vehicles - Electrical disturbances from conduction and
coupling”. To test whether an EMC-related environmental
conditions is relevant for functions safety, the safety-relevant
situations must first be identified in the safety process.
C. Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
A component is EM compatible when the emitted interference is low enough to not affect other components or systems
and is robust enough not to be influenced by other sources of
disturbance. As shown in Figure 1, each atomic EMC problem
consists of an aggressor, the victim and at least one coupling
path. EMC can generally be improved from three different
angles in a system: Reduction of the interference generated
by the aggressor, improving EM decoupling or improving the
victim’s robustness. Simulation of the system can be used to
determine the most effective counter measure or verified the
compatibility.
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D. Multi-Perspective Modelling
Since EMC is a physical property respective characteristics
need to be related to functional design for a model-based
argumentation in the context of functional safety. A recent
approach described in research projects like SPES 2020 [18]
is the description of models at different structural viewpoints
called perspectives. Their elements are related to another by
means of allocation. This allows for the separation of concerns
while preserving a system’s properties. For the perspectives
the viewpoints operational, functional, logical, and geometrical are considered where this work’s focuses on the last
three. Functions are mapped to an architectural description in
the logical perspective with decomposed and interconnected
logical components as a “description of the logical solution
independent from technological constraints” [25]. A model in
a technical perspective is a description of a system’s hardware
and software, their interactions, as well as their technical and
physical properties and constraints. In a geometrical perspective, a model describes the topological layout of a system i.e.,
a definition of physical positions claimed by elements of a
hardware architecture within a reference coordinate system.
The idea and the concepts of multi-perspective modelling
provide an important base for the proposed EMC method,
which will be discussed in IV.

Figure 1. Overview of the aggressor, the coupling path and the victim

In electrical engineering, EM coupling is typically modeled
as a feedback from the victim to the aggressor. To describe
the aggressor, the victim and the coupling path as impedance
networks, design models, and measured data can be used. The
component’s impedances are either determined by measuring
S-parameters or extracted from the design model. Regarding
the aggressor, a guideline for modelling an Integrated Circuits
(IC) black box emission model is given in [23]. For the characterization of external aggressors the standard IEC 61000-2
[24] can be used. The coupling path can be modeled, as shown
in [7], by using a lumped transmission line model.
Currently, simulations use a configurable aggressor model,
able to emit standardized output. The victim can be specified
either by its impedance or an equivalent circuit. Modelling
and simulation of the coupling path is a more complex task.
Coupling between wires depends on different variables including their geometry, their materials, and additional surrounding
conductors such as a housing. Given all specific parameters
for the coupling path, one can calculate the frequency and
temperature-dependent coupling parameters, resistance, conductance, capacitance, and inductance per unit length (including their parasitic components) for the specific transmission
line(s). An equivalent circuit can be defined, the aggressor
and victim model added and the crosstalk simulated using
SPICE or any other circuit solver (for a simple schematic
model see Figure 2). Those solvers usually instrument different
numerical methods (various matrix solvers, finite elements,
finite differences) to obtain results for the system of coupled differential equations describing the time and frequency
behavior of the circuit. Using suitable numerical methods,
qualitative and quantitative results can be obtained in time and
frequency domain. Using such EMI simulation in the context
of functional safety analysis will be discussed in Section IV-B.
The complexity of the simulated system is usually only limited
by the simulation hardware.
Aggressor
ZI

Wiring harness
Cross Coupling Model
ZL

Victim
ZV1

ZV2

Figure 2. Schematic circuit for aggressor, wiring harness (coupling path) and
victim with impedances.

Currently, any possible dependence of EMC to the victim
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IV. D ESIGN M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, the proposed methodology for contract
based automotive EMC is presented. At first, the application of
the meta-model is discussed. Then the EMC-workflow is presented. We conclude with a comparison of the disadvantages
and advantages of our method.
A. Meta–Model
The model that we propose for EMC-related safety analysis
extends hardware modelling concepts from EAST–ADL by
contracts, wires, and topological information as depicted in
Figure 3. The model can be used as an extension of EASTADL in order to support the workflow discussed in section
IV-B. EAST–ADL is implemented in different ways such as
profiles for several UML tools (e.g. Eclipse / Papyrus UML)
or with the EATOP platform, all listed by the EAST-ADL
association [26]. The concepts and relationships of the model
can also be used in a meta-model of a Reference Technology
Platform, discussed in research projects like CESAR, MBAT or
CRYSTAL, to support the workflow with integrated and interoperating tools, as shown, for instance, in [27]. EAST–ADL
allows modelling of a hardware architecture with hardware
components, parts and logical as well as electrical connections.
The proposed extension allows the definition of contracts with
regard to the concepts of the HRC meta-model [21]. The
contracts contain specifications of assertions that define the
assumptions and promises of the contracts. EAST–ADL allows
to allocate requirements to architectural elements like hardware
components by using the concept of a satisfy-link. We extend
the satisfy-link concept such that contracts can be allocated to
the architectural elements. By introducing concepts for wires
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in our extension, contracts can be allocated to wires of a
wiring harness, too. Prototypes (instances) of such wires are
related to hardware connectors via a wire mapping allowing
assignment of physical properties to the hardware connectors.
A crucial part of our proposed model is the introduction of a
geometric view with topological information as discussed in
previous work [21]. Topological elements can be defined like
a component hierarchy with topological nodes as parts and
routed interconnection segments in between them. Looking at
PREEvision and HDL one would distinguish between hierarchies of installation spaces and locations as topological nodes
and installation routes described by topological segments with
defined curves between such nodes. Geometrical information is
assigned to the hardware elements like prototypes of hardware
components and wires by installing them to the topological
elements. By such an installation, physical space claimed by
the elements of the hardware architecture is defined. Reasoning
about physical properties like distance, length of wires, or
alignment of wires is enabled this way. These properties are
needed for analyses like a dependent failure analysis w.r.t.
environmental factors such as EMC.

EAST-ADL
+type

+pin

HardwareComponentType

HardwareComponentPrototype

HardwarePin

0..*

1

+pin

+part

2

«instanceRef»

0..*

+connector HardwareConnector
0..*
«satisfy»

+assumption
Assertion

«Installation»

0..1
+promise
1

Contract

«Wire Mapping»

«satisfy»
+type

TopologyElement

WireType

WirePrototype

1
«Installation»

Figure 3. Overview on the meta-model concepts and relationships

A generic instance of the proposed meta–model is as
follows. With existing EAST–ADL concepts an automotive
hardware architecture with the hardware components of a
vehicle (typically ECUs, actuators, sensors) is modelled as
described in [19]. By using the concepts and relationships
of the proposed EAST-ADL extension, depicted in Figure 3
and described above, a model can be defined in a way that
it can be used for the proposed workflow. Safety requirements are formulated as contracts by using the Contract
concept. Like in [22], assumption and promise of a contract are modelled using the Assertion concept with an
attribute to carry the descriptions of the respective conditions.
As considered by EAST–ADL for safety requirements the
contracts are allocated to the HardwareComponentTypes
of the hardware components by using the satisfy link
concept indicating that a hardware component shall satisfy
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the contract. The wiring harness of a vehicle is modelled by
using the concept WirePrototype for every wire of the
wiring harness. Each wire is typed by a WireType defining
the type of the wire with its properties. As intended by the
proposed methodology the properties are defined in contracts
using the Contract concept, as described above, and the
satisfy link concept. A HardwareConnector becomes
a wire by using the Wire Mapping link concept between
a HardwareConnector and a WirePrototype. The
geometric perspective for the hardware architecture and the
wiring harness is defined by using the TopologyElement
concept. With it the geometric topology of the vehicle is
defined and its installation spaces. Furthermore, with this
concept installation locations for the hardware components
and routes for the wires are defined. Details on how to define a geometric architecture with concrete topology elements
are given in [21]. The hardware components are assigned
installation locations by using the Installation link
concept between a HardwareComponentPrototype and
the related TopologyElement. The hardware components
of the hardware architecture are assigned installation locations by using the Installation link concept between a HardwareComponentPrototype and the related TopologyElement. The wires of the wiring harness
are assigned routes by using the Installation link
concept between a WirePrototype and the related
TopologyElement.
For a model-based realization of our workflow, different
architectural, mapping, and requirement views are required.
These include technical hardware architecture, wiring harness,
geometric topology, contract-based requirements, and mapping
relationships between the respective views. The proposed
meta-model provides concepts and relationships needed for
the required views. The development of a technical safety
concept (TSC) for an item w.r.t. ISO 26262 is usually done
by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) before the
actual implementation is done by the suppliers on hard- and
software level. Our goal is to specify and validate EMC on
system level in an environment of preliminary architectural
assumptions with technical safety as well as functional and
EMC requirements.
B. Proposed workflow
The prerequisites for our workflow, as illustrated in Figure
4, consist of a Functional Safety Concept (FSC) with functional safety requirements. The functional safety requirements
are allocated on system elements that belong to preliminary architectural assumptions. Typically, dependent failure situations
cannot be addressed in the functional safety concept because a
refined architecture description must be known. Dependencies
between functions mainly arise with lower abstraction levels
(implementation details), like e.g., shared resources or physical
implementation. For EMC, dependent failures regarding EMI
and systematic failures in the TSC affecting the elements of the
item are investigated. To address EMI faults, the requirements
specifications of other electrical systems are also taken into
account. The technical specifications and requirements for the
wiring harness must be checked as well, because they describe
the possible coupling paths. To rate the EM coupling paths,
an existing geometrical model that defines the topology of the
technical elements and the wiring harness is used. The entire
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topology model is created by mapping the technical elements
and the elements of the wiring harness to the geometrical
topology elements as described by the meta-model.

Figure 4. Proposed workflow

The first step (1) of the proposed method is a FTA and
a cut-set analysis. In the FTA combinations of possible cause
(faults) are analyzed which lead to violations of the safety
goals assigned to the item. How to perform a cut-set analysis
can be found in [2] or [28]. Additionally, the preliminary
architectural assumptions are refined towards an architectural
description with technical elements of the item that become
hardware components (e.g., sensors, ECUs, actuators). In the
FTA also faults related to EMI are visible as base events. The
refined preliminary architectural assumptions allow to address
failures with regard to the hardware components of the item
and to derive a TSC that respects EMC for the hardware
components as possible victims. Therefore EMC-related faults
are included.
An example for an EMI related fault is the radio frequency
(RF) signal, which is inadvertently identified as valid signal.
We define EMC faults as violations of electrical-constraints
caused by coupled RF signals. These characteristics have to be
considered in the FTA leading to base events in the fault tree,
which can be potentially caused by disturbances or coupling
with other systems. With the cut-set analysis the combinations
of the faults including EMC faults, which lead to violations of
the safety goals for the item are extracted from the fault-tree.
In the second step (2), the technical safety requirements
are formulated. They are derived from the functional safety
concept as well as from the FTA and cut-set analysis results
including the EMC faults. For each functional specification
that can be violated by an EMC fault according to the faulttree an EMC assumption is formulated. The EMC assumption
specifies an EMC constraint whose violation leads to the EMC
fault. For instance for the fault ”RF-voltage at sensor port”
an assumption is formulated ”RF-voltage at sensor port in [5 V, 5 V]. Note: Other EMC assumptions can address electromagnetic characteristics including frequency, time, power or
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current. The contract defining the technical safety requirement
consists of the EMC assumption and the related functional
specification as promise. The technical safety requirements are
allocated to the technical elements of in the preliminary architectural assumptions. By neglecting the EMC characteristics of
the assumptions in the technical safety requirements existing
contract-based integration analysis tests, as shown in [29], can
be used in order verify compliance between the TSC and
the FSC. The compliance between the TSC and the physical
environment w.r.t. EMC is analyzed in later steps.
The next step (3) aims to elicit the potential aggressor
contracts and the EMC properties. Typically, all technical
elements can act as EM aggressors w.r.t. the technical elements
of the item including its own. At this point it is assumed
that the OEM has already decided which components will
be installed. We assume that the requirements specifying EM
properties take the form of contracts. In a new environment
all contracts are not necessarily available. Thus, data has to
be requested by the suppliers or the components have to
be characterized. The assumption is typically a functional
condition e.g., given by a LTL formula or similar concept like
the Requirements Specification Language (RSL) described in
[18]. The promise is a physical condition that depends on
e.g., input voltage range and operating mode. An example
for contracts with physical conditions regarding EMC in the
promise is given with the following contracts. They are written
down using natural language pattern.
Contract 1:
Assumption: (mode = off implies SwitchingTime > 20 ms);
Promise: mode = off implies RF voltage(power out) in [-0.1 V,
0.1 V] with a inner resistance higher 120 Ω,
Contract 2:
Assumption: (mode = on implies SwitchingTime ≥ 10 us);
Promise: mode = on implies RF voltage(power out) in [-20 V,
20 V] with a inner resistance higher 120 Ω,
Contract 3:
Assumption: (mode = error implies 10 ns < SwitchingTime <
10 us );
Promise: mode = error implies RF voltage(power out) in [120 V, 120 V] with a inner resistance higher 18 Ω.
The result of step 3 will typically be a large amount of EM
aggressor contracts. Step 4 therefore targets a reduction of the
amount of involved EM aggressor contracts by filtering. For
the filtering an ideal coupling path is assumed, which is the
worst case. An assumption on a voltage between -5 V and 5 V
is not violated by hardware components with a guaranteed RF
voltage between -5 V and 5 V. So the contract
Contract 1:
Assumption: (mode = off implies SwitchingTime > 20 ms);
Promise: mode = off implies RF voltage(power out) in [-0.1 V,
0.1 V] with a inner resistance higher 120 Ω,
from step 3 is not taken. The result is a set of critical victim
- aggressor combinations (including modes of operation), for
which the TSC is violated. Due to the overestimation not
necessarily all of the combinations will violate the TSC in
the implementation. Therefore, refinement of the models and
analysis as described in Step 5 is necessary.
In Step 5, the correct physical model is created reducing
the overestimation. For each critical victim - aggressor
combinations from step 4, the coupling model is generated
using the physical and geometrical information from
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the specifications. An example for a contract specifying
characteristics of a wire is
Contract 1:
Assumption: (shielding type = braided & manufacturer tolerance > -5% frequency range = [10 Hz to
200 kHz]);
Promise: shielding thickness ≥ 1 mm; attenuation > 10 dB
These models can be simulated using the method described in
Section III-C or commercial tools (e.g., FEKO, EMC Studio).
Each outcome of an executed simulation has two possible
states regarding the EMC assumptions of the victim:
- The EMC assumptions are not violated within the simulated
EM environment with the respective aggressors and coupling
paths.
- They are violated by the simulated environment.
For the victim - aggressor combinations that remain after
filtering and violate the EMC assumptions, adequate counter
measures are specified. Possible measures w.r.t to EMC faults
and their impact are described as follows:
•

•

•

•

For a violation of an EMC assumption the robustness
of the victim has to be increased by changing the EMC
assumption (e.g., immunity against RF voltages up to
20 V instead of 5 V).
Impact: Introduction of hardware measures to achieve
a better EM immunity. This will eventually be covered
by the supplier.
If there are no degrees of freedom for the victim’s
specification, modification of the wiring harness can
be required. This can lead to stronger requirements
for the affected parts of the wiring harness (e.g., a
cable within the harness must be shielded) or to a
modification of the geometry of the wiring harness
(e.g., change the install of a wire from an identified
coupling path to another location).
Impact: Coordination with the person responsible for
the wiring harness.
If there are no degrees of freedom for the specification
of the victim and the wiring harness, it seems reasonable to strengthen the aggressors EMC promises (e.g.,
voltage output in case of error below 20 V instead of
50 V).
Impact: Coordination with the person responsible for
the aggressor.
If there are violations of EMC assumptions in case
of failures related to the aggressors (e.g., error states)
and there are no degrees of freedom for changes on
aggressor, victim or wiring harness, the respective
EMC assumption can be removed and instead a safety
mechanism is specified. The definition of the safety
mechanism takes the form of a contract and is specified in the promise. The safety mechanism typically
defines how a safe state is maintained (e.g., Promise:
Whenever the voltage at sensor port is larger than
20 V the sensor interface shall deliver the code ”No
valid data”.
Impact: New verification of compliance between functional and technical safety concept.

The order of the different measures is exchangeable and
depends on the effort to be spent as well as the influence of the
OEM on the affected suppliers. After a “safety measure” has
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been chosen, the fault tree is adjusted and the cut-set Analysis
performed again. The modification(s) have to be applied to the
requirement specifications and the TSC, also, the architecture
models have to be adjusted. Depending on the modification,
some simulation models might not change and therefore don’t
need to be investigated again. The determination of such
models will not be discussed during this work.
C. Summary
The benefits of the presented method are the following:
Coarse filtering of dependencies and identification of possibly
safety-relevant problems have been simplified by using a systematic model-based approach with contracts. Early validation
of the TSC for typical EMC problems is possible, reducing
unnecessary iteration loops during testing and development.
Changes and/or removal of hardware components do not
necessarily force a reevaluation of the TSC. A less pessimistic
EMC design is possible, the OEM can reduce overprotection
of individual technical system elements. Including topological
information to the safety analysis allows characterization of
the EM coupling paths. The approach and the proposed metamodel allows traceability of functional and physical specifications in the safety process.
The drawbacks, on the other hand, are: Assumptions about
the completeness of the system definitions must be made.
If a technical system element is added, a major change is
committed, which results in reevaluation of the TSC. The
restriction to near field coupling is an approximation, as
simulation of all possible EM disturbances is not possible.
Also, the initial effort to specify the architecture is large.
To summarize, a structured approach for identification
of EMI problems of safety-relevant automotive systems has
been shown. It is important to point out, that conditions of
a component’s physical environment are now accessible for
investigation of safety concerns on system level. The use of
contracts allows to consider EMC victims and aggressors as
black boxes. Their EMC characteristics are identified as part
of the safety lifecycle w.r.t. the ISO 26262. An argumentation
about their integration is done at an early stage of the development process and takes the geometric topology into account.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a methodology to address EMC
for safety-relevant automotive systems. For the methodology
we consider contract-based specifications and a meta-model
that allows to characterize functions and their relationship to
distributed E/E components in a hardware topology with EMC
properties. The proposed model is a possible extension of
EAST-ADL and allows modelling of topological information
for a hardware architecture and to determine the alignment of
wires forming coupling paths. The model ensures traceability
of related engineering as well as analysis and test information
as required by the ISO 26262. By applying the proposed
method an early validation of EMC characteristics is enabled
on system level before E/E components are actually built
and integrated. The dependency between OEM and supplier
can therefore become less pessimistic. Safety-relevant EMC
problems are identified and addressed on concept level. In
contrast to existing methods that make assumptions on a
system’s implementation regarding EMI robustness in safetyanalyses and consider robustness tests on lower design levels
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with the proposed method safety-relevant EMC characteristics are identified and validated at an early stage of the
development process. They are systematically written down
in requirements using contracts for involved components of
a safety-relevant system and its physical environment. With
the proposed method the effort needed to achieve EMC in a
development process for a safety-relevant automotive system
is focussed on safety-relevant EMI characteristics.
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Abstract—In this paper, a simulation of enlisting and use of
free practicum courses for engineering students from Instituto
Tecnológico Metropolitano (ITM) is presented. Currently, this
university is interested in getting better results to rank more
competitively among other universities. Although the current
courses are free, a high quality offer is evidently more
expensive and we need to maximize the impact of the students
in the labor market. In Colombia, many universities certify
engineering students in computer sciences so, in order to
attend the current needs of our institution and the labor
market, we would like to contribute to decision-making
processes through agent-based simulation regarding what
Information Communications Technologies courses may fit
best for the community and the industrial clusters ITM
students are and will be working in.

university should invest resources to meet the needs of
students and local enterprises.

Keywords-Agent-based modelling; Computer engineering;
Simulation; Netlogo.

Figure 1. Valle de Aburrá Urban Area. Grey sectors represent bachelors
geographical location in the Metropolitan area.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The ITM is a public university whose mission aims to
provide charge-free education in different areas. Besides,
ITM is in touch with the needs of the labor market. However,
the current techniques to identify educational mechanisms to
meet labor market needs are based on online surveys applied
to students during practicum and to recently graduated
bachelors. This may become a reason to use simulations that
help determine how these different techniques of information
gathering on the educational offer will allow this population
to impact positively the labor market in the future, making
possible to see devise educational mechanisms for students
to learn about new technologies in the industry and be able to
found cutting-edge enterprises.
ITM bachelors have particular features. They are
educated through propaedeutic cycles and belong to low
socioeconomic sectors of the city (see Figure 1). Therefore,
the institution makes efforts to form competitive bachelors
allocating resources for them to have access to free training
during their practicum stages, so that they are able to
improve their quality of life and learn the skills necessary to
compete in equal conditions with students from other highly
qualified universities. In order to contribute to decisionmaking processes aligned with the university' mission and its
population, modeling and agent-based simulations are
proposed in this research to identify where it might be
necessary to provide student training and decide how the
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As the student and bachelor population of the institution
is small and many simulation techniques usually need a huge
amount of input data, we have used Netlogo. This software is
used to provide low abstraction levels to characterize a small
population in a simple and detailed manner, resulting in a
reliable and easy way to validate a simulation [2]. Moreover,
we have chosen this low-cost simulation tool that provides
close-to-reality results regardless of small populations.
Figure 2 displays the distribution of enterprises in the urban
area of Medellin city, those who are the main information
source for this model.

Figure 2. Distribution of enterprises in Valle de Aburrá urban area.

For this simulation, local industrial clusters were
identified in the city [3], which generally hires bachelors
from different higher education institutions. These clusters
are leading organizations of software development groups.
They are located in strategic coordinates of the city. Nearly
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4-5 enterprises per cluster are development companies. From
these, two of the most remarkable are the Tata Consultancy
Services Ltd (TCS) cluster, located in Olaya Enterprise
Center and Hewlett-Packard in Ruta N Cluster (see Figure
3).

Figure 3. Typology of Enterprises in Medellin Urban Area [3].

For this simulation, we have also developed an agentbased model. The purpose was to know the relation between
ITM bachelors' interaction in the mentioned market sectors
(clusters) with the creation of training courses at ITM. These
relations have given rise to a number course programs that
respond to the wishes of students and companies to reach an
intermediate point where the decisions in training and
learning and training are the most appropriate for both
agents.
Section III discusses the ODD (Overview, Design
Concepts and Details) protocol [4] used to build the
simulation. Then, we will present an overview of the
description of the model. Next, in section IV, we will report
the results of a set of preliminary simulation experiments.
Finally, in the section V and VI, we will provide concluding
remarks of our study and provide a summary of the future
work that has been projected from this study.
II.

JUSTIFICATION

The proposed research project is part of the modeling
and simulation of systems by agents, which is an area that
has been barely explored in Colombia due to its high
computational requirements and random components [1].
This technique differs from other modeling techniques in
the way that abstraction of the real system and
consequently, the functional model, is constructed. In the
models constructed using agent-based simulation, the basic
components of the real system are explicitly and
individually represented in the model. Thus, defining the
basic components of the real system correspond to the
boundaries that define the model agents, and the interactions
that take place between the basic components of the real
system correspond to the interactions that take place
between agents in the model [5][6]. This direct
correspondence contrasts with the traditional use of
'representative agents' and is able to increase the realism and
scientific rigor of formal models built using this approach.
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Agent-based systems are characterized by comprising
several agents that are to a greater or lesser degree,
autonomous, heterogeneous and independent, each showing
their own goals and objectives, and are generally able to
interact with each other and with their environment [7].
They are usually characterized by the existence of a large
number of relatively simple agents that can evolve over time
to adapt to new environmental conditions or to new systems
objectives. The agent-based methods facilitate the study and
modeling of complex systems from their component units,
allowing to build experimental models of reality from a
different point of view to the traditional: from the simplest to
the most complex. Furthermore, an intrinsic agent’s result is
the idea of an emergency. Emergent phenomena are patterns
that emerge from the decentralized interactions of individual
simpler components [8].
What characterizes these emerging phenomena is that
their presence or appearance is not apparent from a
description of the system consisting of the specification of
the behavior of the individual components and rules of
interaction between them [9]. A typical example of an
emerging phenomenon is the formation of distinct groups in
the Schelling segregation model [10]; the emergence of clear
patterns of segregation is not explicitly imposed in the model
definition, but emerges from the local interactions of
individuals with segregationist tendencies in weak times.
Another example is the migration patterns of Sugarscape
[11]. In the next section, we show the ODD protocol [12]
used in agent-based models.
Given the small number of courses, the population size,
geographic location and heterogeneous characteristics of the
population, the simulation technique used is based on agents
as it provides a complete mapping of the selection process.
III.

SIMULATION PROCESS

We use an agent-based approach to build a simulation of
the relationship between the ITM for bachelors with medium
to low income levels in the Metropolitan Valley in Medellin
– Colombia and practicum courses. This involves a relation
made by the bachelor with the ITM and the company where
the bachelor works for, the training courses that are made for
them and how they make the decision based on a company
request and their own preferences and if the course is
available in the curricular offer. The process is described as
the ODD protocol [4].
A. Purpose
The purpose of this model is to make decisions for the
future position ITM a pioneer in the process of educating
highly trained professionals that learn in relevant aspects
needed in business and the Institution. This leads to making
decisions based on the model to allow the institution to grow
in terms of academic extension courses.
B. State variables and scales
Bachelors are located in the metropolitan area and are
related as agents with a cluster. This determines their initial
position as return values when the learning cycle ends. Each
bachelor also has a preference for a specific course given by
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a vector of 10 positions on which each position determines
their sympathy for the course of their position, e. g., if at the
3 position vector of sympathy there is a value close to 10, it
means that their sympathy to take the course "3" is high;
instead, if at position 4 there is a value close to zero, it
means that their sympathy to take the course "4" is low.
Both the student and the company for which they work
(Cluster) have preferences and it is this relationship that
determines the selection of a training course.
The cluster as agent has the ability to create its own
sympathy for courses randomly, which is defined as a 10position vector where each position represents a course.
There is also a unique cluster number that identifies its own
position.
The university as an agent is related to its two main sites
that are identified by numbers. With one to two, each has a
random vector of courses that are offered, which cannot be
further repeated also defined in 16 weeks with a weekly
intensity of 4 hours.
An array of preferences associated with each cluster and
student is defined. After that, a new array is created using
the addition from position to position of the elements of
both arrays, of which a maximum value for the course is
chosen. This value represents the most suitable for the
cluster and student, simultaneously. To select this position,
a run on the array of partial sums is made. The ITM has an
estimated dropout rate with a maximum value of 30% of
bachelors enrolled in training courses; this value is
cumulative for each bachelor and accounts for a temporary
variable that determines the possibility of dropping out from
or a course.
The main attributes of these three classes of agents are
shown in Figure 4.

to the metropolitan area. This simulation considers the
clusters closely located to the influence area of the ITM. The
simulated clusters are located as seen in Figure 1.
According to the dictionary of technology companies
registered in ClusterTic, these were referenced by 6 strategic
points located spatially on xy coordinates on the map [1].
Each cluster can be identified as follows: 1 Cluster Ruta N, 2
Bello Cluster, 3 Poblado Cluster, 4 Olaya Centro
Empresarial Cluster, 5 Candelaria or Downtown Medellín
Cluster and 6 Envigado and Sabaneta Cluster. For the space,
each patch is defined with a unit value and a 400 by 400
patches long map on which the image is overlaid with
political delimitations of Valle de Aburrá. Each agent
interacts in the map and each is spatially associated with
each other. The loaded image below has been enhanced to
visualize this datum using a filter process in 3 scales: gray,
black and white (See Figure 5)
Agents Interaction: Agents that interact in the process are
denominated: Bachelors, Clusters, and ITM's (two
campuses). The central element on which the simulation is
performed is the Bachelor. We aimed to simulate whether a
bachelor takes a training course or not and whether the
bachelor finishes it or drops it, Nonetheless, this information
measurements are taken into a simulation process of 10
periods of 2 years interactions each.

Figure 5. Location of cluster and university campus.

Figure 4. Class diagram agent.

All agents need to be initialized with values for every
variable. The values are generated based on a set of
hypothetical assumptions.
C. Process overview and scheduling
Description of the World: The world also known as 'work
area' is defined by the location of the agents located in the
Valle de Aburrá within the Department of Antioquia Colombia. Valle de Aburrá has several locations that belong
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The main process is defined as the student’s empathy to
choose one training course mixed with the enterprise needs
they belong to, and this process is conditioned to make a
decision about the ITM course offers.
Bachelors: Each bachelor is born randomly in each
cluster; the number assigned to them is according to a max
number of bachelors determined by a random variable
ranging from 100 to 500 agents. For each bachelor, it is
defined an array of 10 random values for training course
selection empathy of each training course [2]. These values
have no relation between them.
Cluster: Each cluster is an agent. A cluster is created
spatially approximating to the actual position in the
metropolitan area for a total of 6 clusters. Each has a number
that identifies it, and has a need for knowing of same training
courses. For instance, when an enterprise recommends that a
bachelor employee (bachelors) take a certain course, there is
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a preference for courses that would affect the decision of the
graduates.
The ITM: It is composed of two branches, each of them
represented as agents, and they are symbolized by an
identification number (Figure 5 B2 is for the Robledo
Section in the west of the metropolitan area and the A1 is for
the Fraternidad placed in the east of the same area). Each
ITM campus offers a random number of training courses
from 1 to 10 as maximum; one ITM campus cannot have all
courses [2]. The relationship between each entity is shown in
Figure 6.

In order to do the training when a bachelor is assigned to
an ITM, is assigned the course time left for complete it (16
weeks, 16 ticks) this number decreases with each tick; when
it reaches to zero, then the bachelor leaves the ITM returning
to the original cluster. When a bachelor returns to their own
original cluster, their training course preferences refresh.
There is a possibility of that a bachelor not to take a
course, however is needed a required value of sympathy for
its selection. This happens when the training course chosen
by the bachelor and by the enterprise is not offered by any
ITM campus. In this case, the bachelor awaits a maximum of
5 weeks; then, the bachelor refreshes their own preferences.
Every 20 weeks training courses are refreshed by the
ITM, also it holds a 30% bachelor desertion rate. In order to
simulate this variable, we defined it by a pseudo-random
value between 0 and 1. If this value is lower than the
exogenous variable "likelihood of attrition" (0.3), it is
excluded from the course. After this, training courses
preferences are refreshed.
For this process, we defined 104 weeks or two years,
being the average period for an extension academic program.
D. Validation
The fitting analysis of the data obtained by the simulation
is performed using the information contained in [2],
compared to historical data from the year 2013. In addition,
expert knowledge is used in order to validate the seasonality
of the series obtained together with the characteristics that
define each agent and the taking courses frequency.
IV.

Figure 6. Sequence Diagram (Bachelor and training course flow).

Decision: As seen in the section of state variables and
scales, the decision of a bachelor is taken according to the
highest greater value of sympathy for a course added to the
sympathy of the courses by the company. After this, the
algorithm verifies that the student is not taking courses by
measuring two bachelors' own variables, which are "chosen
course" and "study time"; both must be zero in order to make
the assignment of the course.
The decision is assigned to the variable "course chosen”,
having the decision taken involving both the company and
the students. Then, the bachelor proceeds to verify in which
ITM campus this training course is offered.
Training course in any ITM campus must exist in order
to move a bachelor for training, which will take 16 weeks
decreasing with each time lapse in the software (Tick) one to
one.

RESULTS

The simulation setup was executed having the following
parameters: the inclusion probability of each training course
for bachelors was 50%, the probability of desertion was
estimated on 15%, the amount of bachelors was 150, and the
empathy probability with a training course was presented
with 10%. For the simulation process, we set and run a 10
time round of simulations for periods of two years each one,
meaning 104 weeks or ticks. For coding, the software
Netlogo ® was used [13].
As seen in Figure 7 for the Robledo campus, there is an
oscillation in the amount of bachelors in the training courses
for all clusters. However, around week 54 there was a reinitialization of the bachelors who started doing another
training course. This may have occurred because the courses
are restarted at week 60 of the academic semester.

Figure 7. Bachelors taking a training course by cluster.
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In the Figure 8, there is a change in the trend because in
the description of the model courses are redefined based on
information from the office of academic extension.

half of 2015 a project based on this simulation, taking the
information generated in the cluster and weeks in which the
courses are taken. The offer will be screened with seasonality
allowing a proper rotation of courses taught previously.
Desertion of each student and students waiting will be
considered for a course as well as seen in Figure 9. This is
necessary to reduce costs because the university takes the fee
of these courses.
VI.

Figure 8. Bachelors taking a training course by cluster.

The graphs are related because the students in the courses
belong to the same population and it is presented in Figure 7
as a valley and in Figure 8 as a peak and vice versa. This is
caused by the courses offered per year at each campus are
exchanged so that generates a migration of the number of
students between campuses.
In Figure 9, we can see the student dropout, which is
exacerbated in the valley of the simulation periods, as
presented in the above figures is observed.
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Abstract—Computational models have found wide applications in
simulating physical systems. Uncertainties in input parameters of
the system can greatly influence the outputs, which are studied
by Uncertainty Analysis (UA) and Sensitivity Analysis (SA).
As the system becomes more complex, the number of input
parameters can be large and existing methods for UA and SA
are computationally intensive or prohibitive. We propose a unified
framework by using a hierarchical variable selection approach to
connect UA and SA with one design. By incorporating the effect
hierarchy principle and the effect heredity principle, the method
works well especially when the number of input parameters
is large. Since the procedure requires only one design, it is
economical in run size and computationally efficient.
Keywords–Uncertainty analysis; Sensitivity analysis; Screening;
Effect hierarchy principle; Effect heredity principle; Polynomial
chaos expansions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The understanding and analysis of complex physical systems relies increasingly on computer simulations. Simulations
are based on computational models with input parameters. In
many practical situations, there is uncertainty in the choice
of the input parameter values. Thus, the understanding of
uncertainties in the input parameters and their impact on the
output becomes essential. Two major tools, Uncertainty Analysis (UA) and Sensitivity Analysis (SA), are often employed
for this purpose.
UA studies how uncertainties in the input parameters can
be mapped to uncertainties in the outputs. A typical method for
UA is Monte Carlo simulation, which works as follows. The
inputs are determined by generating random samples, following a distribution that characterize the uncertainties of the input
parameters. Then analyze the empirical cumulative distribution
function of the outputs. See [1] for a review. SA studies how
the total output uncertainty can be attributed to uncertainties
in each input parameter. It can be done locally or globally, but
we only focus on global SA in this paper. Global SA methods
can be gathered into two categories: direct computation and
metamodeling. Methods in the first category directly use Monte
Carlo simulation to compute sensitivity indices, like FAST [2]
and Sobol’ indices [3]; Methods in the second category build a
metamodel to replace the computational model for subsequent
statistical analysis. Various metamodels were considered for
SA, such as linear regression model [4], Gaussian process
model [5], polynomial chaos expansions [6], and smoothing
spline [7].
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SA becomes complicated when the number of input parameters is not small. Based on the effect sparsity principle [8],
only a few (but unknown) parameters are significant among the
many candidates. Therefore variable selection, which selects
a short list of important parameters, is applied before SA to
reduce the computational burden, and to improve the accuracy. Variable selection methods usually need extra function
evaluations with the use of special designs, such as systematic
fractional replicate design [9], sequential bifurcation [10], or
elementary effect method [11].
One can choose the aforementioned methods to sequentially conduct UA, variable selection, and SA. However, this
will require too many function evaluations because three separate methods and designs are involved. Especially for variable
selection, existing methods are computationally intensive or
prohibitive when the number of input parameters is very large
and the computational model nonlinear.
In this paper, we propose a new framework, where only one
design is used for the three steps. For UA, we run Monte Carlo
simulation with Latin hypercube samples [12]. The Polynomial
Chaos (PC) expansions is used as the metamodel. By keeping
the same samples for UA, a variable selection approach
designed to handle many input parameters is employed for
selecting significant linear, nonlinear and interaction effects.
Then, the sensitivity indices (Sobol’ indices) of the selected
parameters are computed analytically from the PC coefficients
without any extra function evaluations [6]. Because we need
only one design in the three steps, the proposed approach can
drastically reduce the computational time in the simulation.
Also, it works efficiently for high dimensions (i.e., the number
of input parameters p is large). We focus on the selection of
input parameters, which is a bridge connecting UA and SA.
Details of UA and SA can be found in [1] [6] [13], and are
hence omitted.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews the PC expansions, which is the metamodel we
use. Two variable selection methods (the sure independence
screening and the lasso) are reviewed in Section III. Section
IV introduces a hierarchical variable selection approach which
can handle many input parameters. A numerical example is
given in Section V. Concluding remarks are given in Section
VI.
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II. P OLYNOMIAL CHAOS EXPANSIONS
Computational models are black-box functions, which may
have complex relationships, such as nonlinear effects and
interactions. In most cases, the linear model does not work
well as a metamodel to approximate computational models.
We consider the PC expansions as the metamodel. A brief
review of the PC expansions is given in this section.
Denote the computational model by
y = f (x),

(2)

where α = (α1 , . . . , αp ), and αj corresponds to P
the order
p
of φαj . The order of Ψα is defined by |α| =
j=1 αj .
(The choice of orthogonal polynomials varies depending on
the distribution of x, which can be found in [14].)
Then, the PC expansions is
g(x) =

∞
X

βk Ψαk (x),

(3)

k=0

where βk are unknown coefficients. The order of g(x) is
defined by maxk |αk |. Note that g(x) with a proper choice of
βk converges in quadratic mean to f (x) [15]. The truncated
PC expansions involving only a finite number of bases is used
for practical computations, and is denoted by
gP (x) =

P
X

βk Ψαk (x),

(4)

k=0

where P is usually decided by restricting the order of the PC
expansions.
The coefficients βk in (4) need to be determined. In
stochastic mechanics, stochastic spectral methods using a
Galerkin minimization technique that minimizes the residual
in the balance equation have been widely used [16]. Such
methods are intrusive, because an ad hoc modification on
the computer code of each problem is required. Some nonintrusive methods were recently proposed for estimating coefficients, where the computation can be done with a set of
deterministic model evaluations. Sudret [6] used the regression
method. A projection method was discussed in [17]. Throughout this paper, we follow [6] to estimate coefficients. Suppose
we have n inputs, x1 , . . . , xn . Then β = (β0 , . . . , βP )T in (4)
are estimated by minimizing the sum of squares of residuals
as follows:
(
)2
n
P
X
X
β̂ = arg min
f (xi ) −
βk Ψαk (xi ) .
(5)
β

The solution is

i=1

k=0

β̂ = (ΨT Ψ)−1 ΨT y,

(6)

where Ψ denotes the n×P matrix with (i, k)th entry Ψαk (xi ),
and y = (f (x1 ), . . . , f (xn ))T .
Variable selection is necessary when the number of bases
P is large. Note that selecting input parameters is equivalent
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III.

(1)

where f is the computer code, x ∈ Rp is the p-variate input,
and y is the output. Suppose the basis Ψ(x) is constructed
by the tensor product of orthogonal polynomials φ(xj ), j =
1, . . . , p, as follows:
Ψα (x) = φα1 (x1 ) · · · φαp (xp ),

to selecting bases in the PC expansions. Blatman and Sudret
[13] proposed a method based on stepwise regression to fit the
PC expansions sequentially. A similar idea using least angle
regression was discussed in [18]. However, these methods
work only if the number of input parameters is small. For
high dimensions, if we consider the PC expansions with order
L, the number of candidate bases P = (p + L)!/p!L! increases
rapidly, and hence the computation becomes burdensome.
B RIEF REVIEW OF THE SURE INDEPENDENCE
SCREENING AND THE LASSO

In this section, we review two variable selection methods for linear models with high dimensions and moderate
dimensions respectively. These methods are embedded in the
proposed approach after suitable modifications of the selection
of bases. We should point out that the choice is not unique.
That is, other variable selection methods [19] [20] [21] that
work for linear models can perform the same function in the
proposed approach.
Fan and Lv [22] proposed the Sure Independence Screening
(SIS) on linear models for high dimensional variable selection
at a relatively low computational cost. We slightly modify
the SIS here to make it applicable on selecting bases, instead
of linear predictors. It works as follows. Denote Ψαk (X) =
(Ψαk (x1 ), . . . , Ψαk (xn ))T . Compute the correlation between
Ψαk (X) and y, which is given by
ωk = corr(Ψαk (X), y),

for k = 1, . . . , P.

(7)

Then for any given γ ∈ (0, 1), the selected model is
Aγ = {1 ≤ k ≤ P : |ωk | is among the first [γn] largest of all},
(8)
where [γn] is the integer part of γn. γn = n − 1 or n/ log(n)
were recommended.
When the dimension is moderate, the lasso [23] is commonly used for variable selection, which can be modified for
selecting bases as follows:
(
)2
P
n
P
X
X
X
βk Ψαk (xi ) + λ
f (xi ) −
|βk |,
β̂ = arg min
β

i=1

k=0

k=0

(9)
where λ is a tuning parameter that controls the number of
selected bases, and usually is determined by cross-validation.
The lasso does both variable selection and shrinkage due to
the use of the L1 -penalty (last term in (9)). Note that the lasso
is more accurate but computationally much heavier than SIS,
and hence is more suitable for a moderate number of candidate
bases.
IV.

H IERARCHICAL SCREENING METHOD CONNECTING
UA AND SA
Using the PC expansions as the metamodel, we propose
a variable selection approach for computational models with
many input parameters. Since the method connects UA and SA
using one design, we call it Uncertainty-Sensitivity-Analysis
(or abbreviated as USA). The USA has a hierarchical structure with multiple layers. The following two principles give
justification for the structure of the approach.
The effect hierarchy principle and the effect heredity principle [8] are commonly considered in variable selection, in
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order to reduce computational burden due to a large number of
candidate bases. The effect hierarchy principle states that lower
order effects are more likely to be important than higher order
effects, which gives a reasonable reference for the ranking of
importances of bases. By acknowledging the effect hierarchy
principle, it becomes possible to arrange the sequence of bases
under consideration. The bases that are more likely to be
important will be assigned in lower layers, which gives them
higher priorities to be tested. The effect heredity principle
states that an interaction can be active only if one or all of
its parent effects are also active. It can significantly reduce the
number of bases to be considered in higher layers, by selecting
candidate bases given the selected bases in lower layers. See
[24] for a discussion on the principles.
The main idea of the USA is the following. Based on
the effect hierarchy principle, the hierarchical structure of
candidate bases is built to rank the priorities of the bases with
different orders. We do variable selection from lower layers
to higher layers. In each layer, depending on the number of
candidate bases, the SIS and the lasso are used alternately.
Then, the effect heredity principle transfers the selected bases
to the next layer, thus connecting any two adjacent layers. The
diagram of the USA is sketched in Figure 1.

lasso

SIS

We connect two adjacent layers by incorporating two versions of the effect heredity principle [8] [25]. For an interaction
to be active, at least one of its parents effects is required to be
active in weak heredity; while all of its parents effects have to
be active in strong heredity. Generally, there is no guideline on
which version should be used in each specific application [24].
In the USA, the two versions are jointly utilized in a natural
way for the purpose of simplifying screening without losing
much accuracy. The move between two layers consists of two
parts. First, at the beginning of each layer, the set of candidate
bases C (l) is generated by expanding M(l−1) following weak
heredity, which is given by
C (l)

= {αk : ∃ α0 ∈ M(l−1) , α00 ∈ C s.t. α0 + α00 = αk ;
and |αk | ≤ l}.
(10)

The reason is that it is very likely that some of the parent
effects of significant interactions are not significant in lower
layers. Second, at the end of each layer, we expand S (l)
following strong heredity. Denote the expanded set by
D(l)

= {αk : ∃ α0 , α00 ∈ S (l) s.t. α0 + α00 = αk ;
and |αk | ≤ l}.
(11)

hierarchy

heredity
lasso

SIS
heredity
heredity

lasso

SIS

Figure 1. Diagram of the proposed approach.

Let C = {αk : k = 1, . . . , P } be the set of the candidate
bases. (Note that k = 0 is the intercept and is always selected
in the model.) Using effect hierarchy, we only consider bases
with orders no more than l in the lth layer. Thus, let M(l) =
{αk : k = ik1 , . . . , ikl ; and |αk | ≤ l} be the set of selected
bases in the lth layer. Based on M(l−1) , we can generate a
set of candidate bases C (l) for the lth layer. The details will
be discussed later. Then, the variable selection within the layer
works in the following way. Consider the response y. We apply
(l)
the SIS on C (l) to select a subset of bases A1 with a moderate
(l)
size. Apply the lasso on A1 to obtain the set of selected bases
(l)
(l)
S1 . In the mth step, we have Sm−1 selected in the previous
steps. The response is changed toPthe residual rm−1 , which is
a vector with ith entry f (xi ) − α ∈S (l) β̂k Ψαk (xi ). β̂ is
k
m−1
estimated by (5) and (6) with current selected bases. We then
(l)
(l)
apply the SIS on C (l) \ Sm−1 to get Am . The set of selected
(l)
(l)
(l)
bases Sm is obtained by using the lasso on Sm−1 ∪Am . Keep
doing this until some pre-specified stopping rule is satisfied.
(l)
(l)
One reasonable choice is Sm−1 = Sm . The set of bases that
are selected when it stops is denoted by S (l) .
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Then use the lasso on D(l) to screen and fit with the response
y. By doing so, the interactions between significant bases,
which are likely to be significant but have been screened out
by a quick variable selection method like the SIS can be reexamined by a more elaborate and accurate variable selection
method like the lasso. Denote the set of the final selected bases
by M(l) , which will be used to generate C (l+1) in the next
layer. The USA stops when it finishes the highest layer L.
The choice of L is straightforward. Note that the performance of the USA increases as L increases, so does the
computational burden. Thus, one can keep increasing the
number of layers until enough data is explained by the selected
model (which can be assessed by some criterion, such as the
coefficient of determination, the root-mean-square error, and
so on) or the computational resource runs out. Based on our
experience, L = 3, 4, 5 are good choices.
The USA is summarized by the following pseudo-code.
Set M(0) = ∅
for l = 1, 2, . . . , L
Expand M(l−1) by (10) to obtain C (l)
(l)
Set r0 = y and S0 = ∅
for m = 1, 2, . . .
Set rm−1 to be the response
(l)
(l)
Apply the SIS on C (l) \ Sm−1 to obtain Am
(l)
(l)
(l)
Apply the lasso on Sm−1 ∪ Am to obtain Sm
(l)
endfor if converge; denote the last Sm by S (l)
(l)
(l)
Expand S by (11) to obtain D
Set y to be the response
Apply the lasso on D(l) to obtain M(l)
endfor
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V. A SIMULATION STUDY
We use the Morris function [11] to study the performance
of the USA.
P20
P20
y = β0 + i=1 βi wi + i<j βij wi wj
P20
P20
+ i<j<l βijl wi wj wl + i<j<l<s βijls wi wj wl ws ,
(12)
where

wi =

2(1.1Xi /(Xi + 0.1) − 0.5), for i = 3, 5, 7,
2(Xi − 0.5),
otherwise,

(13)

and Xi ∼ U (0, 1). The βi are assigned as
βi = 20,
βij = −15,
βijl = −10,
βijls = 5,

for
for
for
for

i = 1, . . . , 10,
i, j = 1, . . . , 6,
i, j, l = 1, . . . , 5,
i, j, l, s = 1, . . . , 4.

(14)

The remaining first- and second-order coefficients are independently generated from a standard Gaussian distribution; the
remaining third- and fourth-order coefficients are zero.
The true model has 20 Xi input parameters, out of which
the first ten are significant. 980 dummy parameters were added.
So we had p = 1000 parameters in total. n simulations were
conducted each time. The design matrix was an arbitrary Latin
hypercube design with n rows and p columns.
For the SIS, [γn] was set to be [n/ log(n)] = 81. For
the lasso, the number of selected bases was chosen by crossvalidation. We use one simulation with n = 500 to illustrate
how the USA works. Step-by-step details are given in Table
I. For simplicity, only the results in the first and the final
iterations in each layer are listed. From Table I, all significant
input parameters had been already selected in the third layer.
Although we can still try more layers to get better performance
of the PC expansions, the PC expansions with order three can
explain more than 90% variation of the data [13]. Thus, we
chose three as the highest layer L in the example. Another
important point is that strong heredity at the end of the second
and third layers played a key role in selecting significant bases
and removing insignificant bases.
The results of 20 replications with n = 300, 500, 1000
are listed in Table II, which show the average values of the
numbers of true positives and false positives. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. The sensitivities indices can
be computed analytically after all significant input parameters
are found. See [13].
TABLE II. R ESULTS FOR M ORRIS FUNCTION WITH p = 1000
n
300
500
1000

True Positives
7.11(1.66)
9.26(0.87)
10(0)

False Positives
9.58(4.05)
2.95(2.83)
1.36(0.56)

By comparing the results with different n, it is clearly
seen that as n increases, the performance became better. With
n = 500 runs, the USA can identify almost all significant
input parameters. The false positives, at the same time, were
very low. Moreover, the USA exactly identified all significant
variables each time when n = 1000, which is still a light
computation.
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We compare the performance of the USA with that of
the Morris method [11]. The Morris method requires at least
r(p + 1) function evaluations, where r is the number of levels
of each input parameter. Based on the results of 20 replications,
the Morris method identified 99.5% significant variables when
r = 4, n = 4004. When r = 2, n = 2002 (the minimal
number of runs required), only 75.5% significant variables
were identified. In contrast, the USA with n = 1000 performed
perfectly. Considering the design used in the Morris method
is a special design, which cannot be used for neither UA nor
SA, the USA is much better than the Morris method in terms
of saving functional evaluations.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a hierarchical variable
selection dubbed the USA, for computational models with
many input parameters. The major feature of the USA is
that it unifies UA and SA with the use of one design, which
significantly reduces the number of simulations required. By
incorporating the effect hierarchy principle and the effect
heredity principle, the number of candidate bases in each layer
is reduced to an acceptable level for variable selection. By
applying the SIS and the lasso alternately, the USA balances
the computation and the performance. The performance was
shown with a numerical example.
As we mentioned in Section II, the coefficients in the PC
expansions can be estimated in several ways. Although we
only consider the regression method, the USA is independent
of the method for estimating coefficients, and hence can be
extended to other methods, which is left for future research.
(Note: An expanded version of this paper, including an
application to building energy simulation, will be forthcoming
as a joint work with Yuming Sun and Godfried Augenbroe.)
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Abstract—In rural areas availability, price, and legal
consequences can force some drug users to switch between
primary drugs of choice. For example, as a consequence of
stricter law enforcement policy in rural Ohio we observed a
shift from methamphetamine use to heroin and prescription
opiate use. We propose a polydrug agent-based model that
describes drug users interconnected in a network. Behavior
rules are based on our ethnographic research. The drug
selection mechanisms are dictated by drug liking, drug
availability, drug cost, perception of health and other life
consequences, perception of potential punishment and pressure
from the peers. The model produces time series of users’
choices of one or concurrent drugs. Modeling and
ethnographic data collection are interlinked i.e. model results
lead to the improvements in quantitative measurements, which
in turn improve the model. Polydrug trends are of particular
interest to policy makers because short-term interventions can
lead to long-term adaptation.
Keywords- decision making, drug use modeling, drug switch,
agent-based model, model-based survey

I.

INTRODUCTION

National and regional drug use patterns have been
changing, reflecting changes in individual choices of drugs,
for example, marijuana in the late 1960s and 1990s, heroin
epidemic waves of the early 1950s and 1970s (1971–1977),
the crack epidemic in the late 1980s, and the
methamphetamine epidemic in late 2000s [1]. These trends
are difficult to predict because they reflect several adaptive
factors including individual choices, public policy, public
acceptance, and the adaptation of the supply side of the
market. Despite the “war on drugs,” drug use patterns and
trends surprisingly persist [2]. Individual choices and drug
trajectories have been extensively described by a number of
researchers [3,4,5]. On the other hand, market adaptation has
been extensively studied from a cost-effectiveness point of
view [6]. However, these two components are seldom put
together with a few exceptions [7,8]. Understanding is a
critical component in policy and decision making. By
“understanding,” here, we mean the identification of causal
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patterns and feedbacks that could predict qualitatively or
quantitatively the response resulting from the actions taken.
Such understanding is complicated by a lack of available
data and a lack of experience in collecting the right data. In
this sense, to develop the right understanding, modeling and
data collection should complement each other in an iterative
manner. Data collection about illegal and adaptive behavior
could benefit from model-based suggestions about which
aspects of behavior to include as data items, and conversely,
the collected data should educate the model about
unexplained events and possible adaptations. In our NIDAfunded study we employ this approach. Based on initial
ethnographic information we have developed a behavioral
model which is now providing suggestions about specific
aspects of ethnographic information that needs to be
collected to further develop the model. The model is
theoretical, meaning that the goal is to formally reflect our
qualitative “understanding” of rural drug use patterns. The
model is not supposed to reproduce numerically the observed
data but rather identify qualitative trajectories of individual
and collective response to external interventions.
Our agent-based model describes individual drug choices
under the conditions of drug availability, perceived risk of
drug use, impact of social network, and drug use “burnout.”
Although there are a few models that describe the process of
drug use and operation of drug markets [4,6,10,12], there
was little focus on modeling the switch between drug use.
We considered two models: a simplified model focused on
the specific phenomenon of switching between
methamphetamine and opiates and an extended model that
considers a greater variety of drug choices as well as the
evolution of the supply side of the market. In this paper we
focus on the simplified model because it serves the specific
purpose of the study and provides a basis for the extended
model under development. In the next section we describe
the model’s assumptions and the basic rules that are followed
by drug using and market agents. Then we present our
preliminary results and discuss the implication for data
collection, policy analysis, and future work.
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II.

METHODS

To provide suggestions about specific aspects of
ethnographic information that needs to be collected for
understanding switches between markets we developed a
theoretical agent-based model that describes our
understanding of market functioning. The model is built
using the Overview Design concepts and Details (ODD)
protocol that was introduced and standardized by Railsback
and Grimm [9]. The ODD is designed to demystify ABMs
and provide the reader with a clear description of the logic,
structure, and components of the model. The rest of the
section is structured according to this protocol.
A. Purpose
The purpose of this model is to describe the manifold
drug use patterns leading to community response to drug use
interventions. The model will help to understand how drug
preference, drug-acquiring effort levels, drug use
consequences, and drug-sticking factors in a networked
population affect the decision to switch the use of one drug
for another. Drug preference identifies how much an
individual likes a specific drug at a specific time.
The model translates ethnographic observations and
narratives into formal causal rules and parameter values. The
model can then be used to generate simpler aggregate system
dynamics and statistical models that in turn could be
calibrated and validated to “hard” survey data.
B. Entities, State Variables, and Scales
The model includes individuals who are drug users.
There is a constant population of drug users during the entire
simulation.
The simpler model contains only three reinforcers:
Heroin, Opiates, and Other. Note that “Other” could include
other drugs such as alcohol and marijuana, but also non-drug
reinforcers such as sporting activities. For simplicity we
separate methamphetamine and opiates from the other
reinforcers.
The agents in the model use one, two, or all three
reinforcers. We do not distinguish between occasional and
regular use; however, we distinguish between never use, first
use, and use of the reinforcer. The reason for such distinction
is that the effect of the drug on individual perception of
liking can change after first use and then after consequent
use. Thus, in relation to each of the drugs an agent could be
in one of the following non-overlapping states: Never used,
tried it, use it, and used in the past. The extended version of
the model also considers occasional and regular use (Figure
1).
Each individual can be in the community or
institutionalized (incarcerated or in treatment). Each drug
state is characterized by attitudes toward the drug (i.e., drug
liking) and a number of external factors. The transition
between the stages is additionally governed by external
factors such as peer pressure.
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Figure 1. State chart for an agent in the multiple drug user model

The population of drug users is interconnected. Drug
users are linked to a number of other drug users during the
simulation. The linkage between two drug users is
maintained during the entire simulation.
C. Process Overview and Scheduling
This model proceeds in monthly time steps. Within each
month or time step, four phases are processed in the
following order: drug selection probability calculations,
selected drugs identification, drug use state update, and drug
preference update.
At each time step an individual considers a number of
competing priorities, and evaluates them according a
combination of six drug factors:
•
Drug liking
•
Drug availability
•
Drug cost
•
Perception of health and other life consequences
•
Perception of potential punishment
•
Pressure from peers
These factors can change in time according to external or
internal factors. For example, external influences can be
related to drug availability, activities of drug cartels, or the
perception of punishment, which could increase due to
formation of a police task force to fight a specific drug.
Internal influences are associated with the increase of “drug
liking” after prolonged use. We also consider that in time
some drugs could lead to “burnout” and decrease in liking.
Although we use the term “drug liking” for the description of
both positive and negative reinforcement, we implicitly
distinguish between them by assuming that occasional use is
a result of positive reinforcement and dependence is a result
of negative reinforcement. The resource can be stable over
time or get reduced because of loss of a job caused by
addiction. Thus, a number of complex feedback loops impact
the formation and development of individual and community
drug use patterns in the drug market environment.
Agents can get institutionalized depending on perceived
punishment. Although the punishment perception should
follow the severity of the punishment we assume that these
factors are immediately correlated and controlled externally
by an observer or external input.
Timeline. We are more focused on long-term changes
rather on daily behavior. The time horizon in the simulation
is 10 years. The time steps are of 1-month duration.
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Scheduling. At each timestep each agent first evaluates
the external and internal factors and then makes a decision
about which drugs to use for the next timestep. Among
external factors we consider the prevalence of drug use
among agents’ peers. In a simplest implementation we
assume that the community is closed and everyone is
connected to everyone, so rather than considering a complex
social network we average the drug use in the community to
create the “peer pressure” factor. In a more realistic setting
we consider two overlapping networks: heroin and
methamphetamine. The assessment of the network is done
before any individual state changes.
D. Design Concepts
The model design assumes that each person is
interconnected with a number of people in the population.
The model hypotheses are that changes of use from one type
of drug to another depends on drug preference, drugacquiring efforts levels, drug use consequences, and drugsticking factors.
The model design assumes that drug supply is a
commodity that is always available. Drug suppliers are
different for different drugs. Drug preference changes over
time for each type of drug. If a person has null preference for
a drug, the only way to change it to a positive preference is
through social pressure exerted by the person’s network.
Emergence. We do not consider explicit emergent
behavior, but rather expect that emergent behavior could
form on its own from existing rules. We might expect to see
that the impact in one limiting parameter such as increase in
punishment for a single drug without providing alternative
reinforcement option for “no use” could lead to the increase
in other drugs becoming dominating depending on the
punishment and availability of the new drug. Thus, with the
delay in response we might expect long-term waves in drug
use that have been historically observed in the United States
and worldwide.
Agent objectives. Agents have their resources and are
willing to spend them depending on the current assessment
of the situation. They do not have any long-term objectives,
but rather make a choice according to the criteria based on a
combination of expected effect and risks.
In real life individuals have resources such as time and
funds that they spend on their priorities. The resources act as
limiting factors that control the mix of drugs an individual
can use. By considering other reinforcers we cover the entire
space of choice possibilities that compete for these resources.
Rather than have an explicit set of resources we consider a
relative score which is defined as a scaled absolute score and
the agent makes choices based on the values of that relative
score. For each choice we define an absolute score Xi as
follows:
∗
∗
=
,
(1)
(
)(
)(
)
where each of the components is defined on a scale from
!
0 to 100. The relative score is defined as = ∑ " . We also
" !"

provide the rule for making the choice to try and to use the
drug. If for a specific drug the score Si>T1, where T1 is an
upper threshold, then the individual will become a user of
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that choice. If the relative score is between T1 and T2, where
T2 is a lower threshold, then the user will try the reinforcer,
and if the score is less than T2 then the user will not be using
that drug. The natural low limit for T2 is 1/3 given that we
have 3 choices of reinforcers. This will guarantee that at least
one choice will be made. The example of the relative score is
presented in Figure 2.
Adaptation. Agents assess their social network and
include the assessment in the objective function.
Learning. Agents’ learning ability is represented in the
form of drug-liking dynamics. The more an agent uses the
drug the more it “likes” the drug. We use the term “liking” as
a surrogate of the actual liking and dependence. Although
one of the characteristics of drug addiction is negative
reinforcement (i.e., an individual uses a drug to reduce
discomfort) we consider that limited to the dynamics of the
drug-liking function (i.e., they can move from occasional to
regular users). Future model versions will have the affinity to
their drug using group as a part of generating “comfort” as
an additional factor impacting the choice of drug.

Figure 2. Example of the relative score diagram. “Other”
reinforcement shows the highest score thus this agent will choose
the “Other” reinforcement.

We distinguish growth in drug use liking after first use
and tempering out with time reflecting the “burn out” in drug
use. This is done by multiplying the liking by the burnout
function which has a logistic shape with characteristic time.
The functional form for the growth and burnout in liking is
represented with a function with interpretable coefficients:
$ =

%

(

%)

(

&'()*)+ ,-

)

,

(2)

where t is the time since the first try, a, b, c, d and t’ are
scaling parameters with a corresponding to the speed of
initial growth and is used to distinguish between occasional
and regular use. Parameter b is characteristic of different
drugs, parameter c corresponds to the end point for the
liking, d corresponds to the speed at which the liking is
reduced, and t’ to the timing of the decline in liking. The
largest possible liking corresponds to the value of 100.
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network structure is not feasible at this point, thus we use the
simplest random arrangement.
III.

Figure 3. Liking function for heroin.

In Figure 3 we present the shapes of the liking function
for a drug such as heroin as it progresses in time. It takes a
short period of use to get addicted but after a long period of
use the liking is lowered because of the detraining health and
lifestyle effects. The characteristic times of the liking
dynamics could be defined as times when the liking reaches
70 of the maximum value. In Figure 3 these times will
correspond to points where the liking function crosses the
horizontal (green) line.
Prediction. The agents do not make any prediction. All
prediction is described by an immediate assessment of health
and punishment risks.
Sensing. Agents sense the state of the members of their
network (currently everyone).
Interaction. Agents do not directly interact with each
other, they only sense the state of network members.
Stochasticity. In the current version agents are
deterministic by choosing the “best” combination of drugs;
however, there is an option to randomly make the stochastic
choice with probability of choosing being proportional to the
relative score of the drug choice. The stochastic component
is introduced at the level of creating connections in a social
network. The potential usage of a drug is a binary variable
that depends on the individual’s social index. The social
index is computed as a function of the individual’s previous
drug use and the previous drug use of the individual’s peers.
The potential use is then computed using a Bernoulli
distribution with social index as the parameter. Initial drug
preference values and initial drug use states are randomly
selected from a set of four possible states, each with a given
probability.
Collectives. Collectives are defined according to the type
of reinforcer they use. Thus, an individual could be in more
than one collective at a time.
Observation. The observer has options to impact drug
availability and perceived drug punishment. At each step we
record the individual’s drugs of use which are recorded in the
output file and then can be analyzed.
Initialization. A randomly linked network is initially
created and used for each simulation. Each drug user is
initialized by assigning a random number of linked people
and the values of drug preferences and drug characteristics.
A number of other structured networks has been considered,
e.g. scale-free and a small world, but actual validation of the
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MODEL APPLICATIONS

The model was developed as a standalone Java
application as well as a NetLogo model. The models were
verified through a system of sequential tests: (1) a collection
of individual users, no market agent (drug characteristics do
not change), no networks; (2) addition of networks, no
market agent; and (3) network and agents. Althought the
direct validation of the model has not been feasible becase
of the lack of direct measurements in the real world setting,
the face validity of the resutls were discussed with the
ethmographers and law enforcement respresentatives.
The main application of this model resulted in the design
of a set of six questions aimed to calibrate the model. These
questions corresponded to the items in the score and were
defined at a 10-scale level. This questionnaire was included
into a longer ongoing ethnographic survey of drug users.
Upon the completion of the study the data will be used for
model calibration and validation on historic data.
Here we present the results of a hypothetical scenario.
After the market locally stabilizes, the action of law
enforcement leads to the increase in consequences of the
local methamphetamine market, which in turn leads to the
reduction in meth use and increase in other reinforcements
available in the social network. Because heroin has a higher
addictive potential than “other” reinforces it eventually wins
over the community with a temporary dominance of other
reinforcements. Figure 4 shows the results of running the
simulation for 2 years.

Figure 4. Drug use trends corresponding to the scenario where
law enforcement activities led to the reduction in methamphetamine
use and the increase in heroin use.

After users try heroin they get quickly addicted and by
the time methamphetamine is reintroduced to the
community many former meth users are on heroin. Addition
of methamphetamine increases the chance of using both.
IV.

DISCUSSION

We present a model that describes individual priorities in
the choice of drug and the relationship between the
individual choices, drug supply adaptation and the impact of
community and law enforcement which sometimes leads to
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short time success followed by long-term resistance and
opposite results. Our model provides a possible explanation
on why law enforcement strategies often fail. When the law
enforcement attempts don’t consider long-term market
adaptation and with limited resources the success is quickly
diminished by the adaptation in a different dimension. These
adaptations sometimes make drug markets more efficient as
in [10] or dominated by a more addicted drug as in the case
of Summit County considered in this paper. Historical
precedents support the need for a systems approach. For
example, the increase in border control between the United
States and Mexico in 1969 (Operation Intercept) led to an
increase in the use of other drugs (76% of students and 84%
percent of patients reported that they increased their
consumption of one or more other drugs (including alcohol)
because of the unavailability of marijuana) [11].
Additionally, smugglers have found more efficient ways to
smuggle the drug into the United States and domestic
marijuana growth has increased, which made the illegal
market more efficient [11].
Although our paper presents a simple theoretical model,
ethnographic research can play a key role in a realistic
understanding of feedback processes and consequences of
interventions. Ethnographic research allows one to collect
data on the actual reasoning and causal relationships that are
often hidden from standardized surveys. Although limited to
a smaller number of individuals, ethnographic data provide
the basis for the development of theoretical mental models.
The process of building ABMs allows one to convert these
mental models into formal rules and parameters. By
simulating trajectories from these ABMs one can obtain
understanding of the main consequences and adaptations one
can expect from the interventions. Although more difficult to
calibrate and validate microsimulation have an advantage of
capturing non-linearities that occur due to complex decision
making and networks structures. As shown in [13] a
simplification of an ABM by aggregating over the
population agents and time requires careful analysis,
otherwise a simplified aggregated model will not adequately
represent the dynamics of the full model. After selecting the
best theoretical scenarios ABMs can provide the basis for
population-based data collection through more reliable
means such as representative surveys. The advantage of such
an approach is that now the surveys are grounded in realistic
causal pathways and thus their predictive validity becomes
much more prominent.
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